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ADDRESS TO THE READER.

IT is gratifying to have to bring out now a Second Edition*

of the 'First Part of the Exercise-book/ and also of the

* Continuation.' The author was anxious to complete the

whole work before having to spend time on a new Edition of

any Part
;
and therefore no part of the Exercise-book has

been advertised at all as yet in the Papers or Eeviews. He

desires however to express his best thanks to those who have

caused such a re-issue to be necessary now, although it is

required rather earlier than he anticipated. And perhaps he

may trust that the expenditure of time and labour demanded

for going carefully over every page in the preparation of the

re-issue may be kindly taken into consideration as offering

some excuse for the delay in the completion of the work.

He is very glad to be enabled to put forth now the whole

work complete in one volume with ' INDEX OF HEBREW

* Tho 'First Part of the Exercise-book' was published at the beginning of the

year 1872. A new Edition of it was really required about a year ago ;
and there

was then issued what might have been called a Second Edition of it. This issue

was not so called because it was only intended to serve temporarily. The ' Con-

tinuation' was published in May, 1873 ;
and what might have been called a Second

Edition of it was required and issued some months ago.
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WORDS' (so far as was thought necessary), and an ' INDEX

OF MATTERS.' A 'Vocabulary' of some Hebrew words which

are sometimes not given (after Exercise XX) in the Notes

to the Exercises may be found useful
;
as also the very brief

English-Hebrew Vocabulary following it. Generally all the

necessary help is given in the ' Notes to the Exercises.'

The purpose of the author is to enable Students to learn

to know this language as a MEANS FOR THE EXPRESSION OF

THOUGHT. The great variety of the forms of words in the

Bible may well seem likely to perplex a Student unless they

be carefully classified for him, and unless he be familiarised

with them as so classified. In this book therefore it is en-

deavoured not only to classify the forms intelligibly, and to

present them for study in their several Classes one after the

other, but moreover TO ILLUSTRATE THE FORMS BELONGING TO

THE SEVERAL CLASSES in Exercises specially devoted to those

Classes severally, so that the Student may gradually be

familiarised with them all and may be able TO EMPLOY THEM

freely and unhesitatingly in rendering English into Hebrew.

All the Exercises are wholly taken from The Hebrew

Bible, and they furnish the Student with a series of passages

containing EXAMPLES OF ALL THE LEADING GRAMMATICAL

FORMS in the Language. They are arranged progressively,

from the very simplest expressions and sentences, which the

Beginner may master without any difficulty, to passages in-

volving very intricate forms. By help of the remarks which

precede the several sets of Exercises the Student will gradually

be able not only to recognize and understand such gram-

matical forms when he meets with them in his reading,
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but moreover lie may become so familiar with them as to

form them himself and write them down at once with ACCURACY

as well as with ease and confidence. Let him spare no pains

in attaining ACCURACY OF ELEMENTARY KNOWLEDGE. To

encourage him in patient endeavours to attain such accuracy

it may be well perhaps to add that during an extensive and

varied experience of now nearly a quarter of a century of

active work in guiding and training Students to attain a

familiarity* with this Language, the author has had impressed

upon him and continually more and more strongly impressed

upon him that time and patient care devoted to elementary

work are always found by the Student to be time well spent

and care well bestowed
;

that the toil (it may be) of working

conscientiously through the Exercises, till thorough familiarity

with the principal forms of all the great Classes of words

shall have been gained by him, is toil which he will find to

involve great and unfailing reward
;

and that so a good

solid foundation will be laid on which may be raised a secure

building of sound knowledge that can stand firm against

fiercest assaults of the floods and storms of conflicting

opinions.

P. H. M.
ST. JOHN'S COLLEGE, CAMBRIDGE,

October 9, 1876.

[Foil AN ADDITIONAL 'NOTE' SEE NEXT PAGE.]

* And of course far beyond the extent covered by this present book, which is

necessarily but elementary.



NOTE:

is not mucli Difference between this and the former

EditionX^eyond the
correction

of a few typographical accidents

and the attition of a few new pages. TJirnVnnw
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[The 'Preface/ which follows, is that of the First Edition.]



PREFACE.

THE object of this Work is to present in an EASY form the

leading features of what is usually called the ' Hebrew '

Language. The supposition that this is an exceedingly difficult

language is caused, to some extent, by attempts to explain

it on foreign principles, fundamental principles of its own

being ignored. For instance, what we call
' First Person 7

viz., 'I' is not First in Hebrew, but 'He' is First.

Herein lies a fundamental difference of Bible-Thought from

Thought in which each one refers all to himself as the Centre

of reference. And is it very reasonable that each one of us

should reckon himself as 'Number One'? That it is natural

for one to start from himself as First, is merely an evidence of

the need of education for the correction of natural errors to

which each of us is liable. There are not as many
' FIRSTS

'

Originating Centres of all Time and Space as there have

been, are, and will be, individual men. GOD is the only True

Centre of reference. He, The Unseen, is
' FIRST.' It is not

too much to say that the conflicting Doubts and Difficulties

in modern thought regarding the Bible, arise, in great measure,

from misapprehensions caused by non-recognition of this great

Principle. [And the mind itself, groping after Truth, seems

to shew its want of this by its vain efforts to rise out of mere

individual-self made in high Philosophy and in Scientific

Thought, in the mighty conception of the Transcendental

'Ego,' and in the thought of the 'Self of Humanity.'] As,

in regard to the planetary world, so long as the Earth was

reckoned as the centre of the visible Universe, there were
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strauge confusions and perplexities in human (speculations,

which have vanished, which have given way to the recog-

nition of Unity, and grand Simplicity, and beautiful Order,

since the Sun was perceived to be the Centre of our System ;

so, but much more grandly (for the above is but an imperfect

illustration), the recognition of the TRUE CENTRE OF BEING

removes vast confusion from our self-centred speculations re-

garding the world of sense and sight and thought and being.

We gain great advantage, if we gain only the recognition of

this, from study of 'Hebrew' IN ACCORDANCE WITH ITS OWN
PRINCIPLES. This study has been neglected.

The endeavour here is to state simply the facts of the

Language (without discussing, at present, how they came to

be such), and, as far as possible, in what may be called a

Concrete form rather than ' Abstract My.

My best thanks are due to those friends who have kindly

and carefully Revised the Proof-sheets, and favoured me with

many valuable observations, viz., Dr. CHANCE, of Trinity

College, Cambridge (and of Burleigh House, Sydenham Hill,

London), also the Rev. E. T. LEEKE, M.A., Fellow of Trinity

College, and Yicar of Barnwell, and the Rev. F. WATSON,

M.A., Fellow of St. John's College, Cambridge.

P. H. M.

ST. JOHN'S COLLEGE, CAMBRIDGE,

December
>
1871.



PEEFACE TO THE CONTINUATION.

THE endeavour of the writer, in this as in the preceding part

of the ' Exercise-book/ is TO STATE FACTS. Controversy is

excluded here.

The accompanying pages follow the plan of the 'Exercise-

book/ as far as p. 166. After that, pp. 167-178 contain a

Sketch, merely, of the remaining Sections. That Sketch is

given in order that the Student may be enabled to proceed

at once (with the help of the corresponding Tables) to read

The BIBLE itself. Pressure of time caused this variation of

plan. The Reader will probably be very glad of it, whatever

may have caused it.
' Exercise '-work is indeed very helpful

to Hebrew Students one might say even necessary for them.

But a somewhat long experience as a lecturer and teacher

has made the writer aware of that eager and not unnatural

desire to "begin The BIBLE," which many Students shew

as soon as they have acquired a certain familiarity with the

principles of the Language. This desire the writer endea-

vours to comply with here, rather earlier than ho would, by
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giving in the * Sketch* the chief features of the further in

formation which is needful to the Student, and by some full

Tables.

The elaborate TABLES given in this work (pp. I-XLIII) have

cost much trouble and pains, which the writer does not regret

having bestowed, as he is sure that these Tables will be found

more and more useful to the Student in his onward progress.

In the body of the work, and in several of the Tables,

ACCENTS are given. They have been so given for the con-

venience of the Student. But they have been purposely

omitted in some few of the Tables, because the Student should

learn to know the position of the Accents without seeing

them, and must be able to do without them at the earliest

moment. Scholars never accentuate their Hebrew Com-

position. See, for instance, N. Herz "Weisel's rVl&Sn ^V&^

and Eichenbaum's JTlpT Tip. The Accentuation of The BIBLE

is a different matter. It is a very important subject, which

must be dealt with at some length elsewhere : here it would

be out of place.

The several Exercises in this Continuation have been put

together on a plan: i.e. the disconnected sentences illustrating

Verb-forms have an underlying connection in thought. The

thought running through an Exercise is not, however, always
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to be perceived easily. The writer has sometimes amused

himself by illustrating* Rabbinic thought and allusion to be

recognized, it may be, by those only who are in the secret

of the method. But sometimes the thought running through

an Exercise may be easily seen at once. The Student need

not, however, trouble himself at all with this
;
but may limit

his attention, at present, to the Yerb-forms. Also he is not

expected to parse or analyze any word of which the full

meaning is given in the Notes.

Any Verb mentioned in the Notes, or elsewhere, is supposed

to be of the First Voice (Kal), unless some other Yoice-mark is

attached to it.

After a time the Student may learn TO KNOW WORDS for

himself. Some few words are therefore not given in the

Notes sometimes. It will be found useful to write out in a

list those marked 'not to be given again,' and those in the

Short Vocabularies I-VI
; and moreover to combine them

all Alphabetically. This will make much easier the first use

of a Lexicon.

A few Abbreviations have sometimes been used, which will

be recognized without trouble
;

as '
fr.' for 'from/

'
r.' for

'root/ etc.

As, for instance, in the latter part of Exerc. XX (lastfew lines 0/p. 92).
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The Reader need not trouble himself, at first, with what is

IN SMALL PRINT except when such is specially referred to.

The many cross References (to other ) will be found very

useful to the careful Student. Much trouble has been bestowed

upon them.

The Contents will supply the want of an Index* temporarily,

and may advantageously be read along with Sections XI-XIII

as an ANALYTICAL SUMMARY so far which is afterwards un-

necessary.

The writer is glad of this opportunity for repeating his

thankful acknowledgments to Dr. Chance, of Trinity College,

Cambridge (and of Burleigh House, Sydenham Hill, London),

the Rev. E. T. Leeke, M.A., Fellow of Trinity College, Cam-

bridge, and Yicar of Barnwell, and the Rev. F. Watson, M.A.,

Fellow of St. John's College, Cambridge. He does not know

how to thank them enough for their kind and careful Revision

of the Proof-sheets, and for the valuable suggestions with which

they have favoured him.

ST. JOHN'S COLLEGE, CAMBRIDGE,

May, 1873.

* To be supplied at the earliest opportunity.



PREFACE TO THE 'CONCLUDING PART.'

AFTER rather more than a year of severe work, and not a

little ill health, the writer of these pages is enabled to put

forth this 'Concluding Part of the Exercise Book.'

First, it has been found necessary to give some ADDITIONAL

EXERCISES exemplifying forms of the important Classes of Verbs

in Tables XXI-XXIII, and of those Yerbs which belong to

more than one of the Seven Classes mentioned in 186, and

of Verbs with Pron.-Affixes. To the Exercises are prefixed

some brief remarks (in the form of OBSERVATIONS on those

several sets of Verb-forms).

Those Students who are wise enough to work through these
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additional Exercises, with careful study of the Verb-forms

illustrated therein, will hereafter find themselves amply re-

warded for their pains by the much greater ease and pleasure

with which they will be able to read The Bible.

Secondly, an Appendix has been added in order to supply

some aid which the Student is likely to want at his first

attempt to read The Bible itself. As a means of not only

enabling him to recognize more easily the various forms of

Verbs, but also of familiarizing him (by references) with

several Tables and Sections in which such forms are classified

and mentioned, we give on pages 226-266 an ANALYSIS OF

THE VERB-FORMS in chapters i.-iii. and xii. of the Book of

Genesis with a few Notes on some points of interest which

we will briefly speak of ag'iin at the close of this Preface,

Thirdly, on pages 267-314 the Student will find a List of

what some call 'Doubly Irregular' Verbs, which we would

speak of rather as Verbs belonging to more than one of the

Seven Classes in 186 (page 124), which might perhaps for

convenience be termed briefly
f MIXED' Verbs.

On pages 315-380 we mention some matters and forms and

words of importance or of special interest as means of fixing the
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attention on some principle (see, for instance, pages 360-364).

These need not be dwelt upon in detail here. "We may there-

fore now conclude this Preface with a remark or two about

the few Notes offered, perhaps somewhat unnecessarily, on some

passages in the opening chapters of the Book of Genesis.

The brevity of some of these Notes might possibly cause

misapprehension of our meaning, if we were to neglect to

give this preliminary notice that we have been content here

and there to mention some opinions without entering into any

discussion of them. Thus, we very much prefer to render

Gen. i. 20 in accordance with what is said in the brief Note

upon that verse on page 230
;

but we have not troubled the

Reader with the discussion which would have been necessary

had we attempted to give the reasons for our preference.

So in the Note on Gen. i. 5 (p. 227) we have held aloof from

the controversy as to the signification of the word '

day
'

;

nor have we there touched upon the signification of the words

for 'evening' and 'morning/ And we beg leave to be allowed

to hold aloof from the tumult of that controversy still. But,

although a quiet remark of one who will not join in the fray

can hardly be expected to be listened to amid the din of

conflict, we may perhaps just observe in passing that the

b
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Hebrew word here used for *

evening
'

involves the notion of a

'

Mixing up/ and that the word for 'day' cannot rightly be

limited to a twentyfour hours' day, as some wish to limit it.*

Also we may venture to express the hope that our own use of

the English words 'evening* and 'morning' and 'day' in our

little Note on page 227 may not be misunderstood. We do

not there mean merely a '

twentyfour-hours
'

day, with its

evening after the daylight and its morning after the night.

"We use there common words. All of us use common words.

And may we not sometimes use common words as a vehicle

for rather more meaning than we want them for ordinarily ?

For many years past Gen. i. has spoken to us of successive

'Mixings up' followed successively by grand breakings of

'Morning' after 'Morning' not to be confounded with those

of ordinary
'

day/ We know too that we English people our-

selves can have our English word 'day' used indefinitely in

such expressions as " the DAY of salvation," and " the passing

DAY of this our mortal life." And so with regard to our

* It will be seen that we are speaking of what is stated by the Book itself. "We

object, as strongly as any one, to all attempts to bend and alter and reduce the

statements of the Book in order to suit what we might adopt as results of scientific

research or any speculations or theories of our own. And as we would not limit it,

so also we would not have it made to say more than it says. "We may not add

thereto, any more than we may diminish therefrom. "We hope that the Eeader will

not misinterpret our Note on Gen. i. 21 (p. 230) to carry more than the corresponding

wdrds of this Preface on page vii.
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English word *

morning* in such an expression as "we are

looking for the dawn of the MORNING of the great Day of Life

the Day of Eternity which shall be closed in by no evening,

and shall know no setting Sun."

Arid may we, without descending into the arena of controversy,

be permitted to say a word or two about a very common

mistake ? In our short Note on Gen. i. 21 (p. 230) we call

attention to what all who will may see for themselves to be

the fact, viz. that 'CREATING' is mentioned in ONLY THREE

VERSES of Gen. i. It is said in v. 1 that

" GOD CREATED the heavens and the earth."

But then no mention is made any more of 'Creating' until,

after the introduction of animal life had been ordered (v. 20),

it is said in v. 21

"And GOD created" [certain forms].

Again, 'Creating' is mentioned in v. 27. Three times in this

verse the expression is used. And, as said on p. 230,

The making of man in (or into) the Image of GOD

is spoken of as an act of Creation.

Is it too much then to say that all objections and difficulties

,nd doubts which rest upon the supposition that the Book of
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Genesis speaks of either "Six days of 'Creation/
"

or " 'Crea-

tion* of 'Species,'" fall at once to the ground? The Book

does not so speak,* as all may see who will.

But it is true that the Book is opposed to Materialism, is

opposed to Pantheism. It is true that it declares

"GOD CREATED the heavens and the earth."

And after the grand exordium of the opening verse, it tells

of OPERATION OF GOD, ordered production and evolution at the

* It will be seen that we are merely stating facts. "We have been endeavouring

also to be brief.

It is possible that some may think that we attach too much importance to the fact

that the word for '

creating' is not used except as we have stated. It is also very

commonly supposed that the word for 'making' is 'all the same' as the word for

*
creating." And we own that some have given 'creating' in a few places as the

sense of the word to which they allow the sense of '

making' in many other places,

and some seem to have no notion of accuracy in the use of the two Roots. In

accordance with our general plan of avoiding controversy as much as possible, we

will but observe here that

(i.)
The two Roots are not identical, but different

;

(ii.)
The usage of the two Roots is not exactly the same, [it is even less so perhaps

than is the usage of the English words ' create' and ' make'
;
and most will allow

that to ' make' a box (for instance) is not necessarily the same as to ' create' one] ;

(iii.)
It is distinctly the Root for '

making,' NOT the Root for '

creating,' which

is used in Exod. xx. 11, where the six days of '

making' are spoken of thus :

" For

[during] six days The-LoiiD made (or wrought] the heavens and the earth, the sea

and all that [is] in them," etc.

It cannot be wrong to observe the fact of the Roots being different. And perhaps

we may fairly doubt whether the case against a passage is necessarily a strong one,

so far, at least, as the case rests upon the supposition that it does not matter which

one of two different words is used in the passage. "We allow however that we have

not in this Footnote dealt with the controversy about those two different words. "We

shall be glad to have an opportunity for dealing with it fully, in a more fit place

than this,
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WORD OF GOD, and His Resting after 'Creating' man in the

Image and after the Likeness of GOD.

Enough, for the present.******
We would add a remark about the danger of limiting the

Original by our Translations. The substitution of "
the first

day" by Translators, in Gen. i. 5, for the expression in the

Original which signifies literally
" one day/' is perhaps hardly

a fair instance of this, because the facts which we have

endeavoured to state in the Note on pages 234-236 scarcely

allow us to speak of the renderings "the first" and "one"

as equally admissible renderings of the word which occurs

there. A better example of the danger of limiting the

Original, by the exclusion of a possible rendering, is offered

in the Note on Gen. iii. 22 (pp. 253-259). The important

difference between such renderings as

" Behold ! the man is BECOME as one of us to know good and

evil," and

"Behold the man WAS as one of us with-regard-to-knowing etc.,"

is sufficiently plain. That the second is an admissible render-

ing,* and that it has some support from antiquity, will we

* Of another possible rendering, which we have not mentioned, the principle was

partially expressed in the Preface to the First Part of the ' Exercise-book.'
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think be seen by the Reader of the Note referred to. We

may not dwell upon that further here.

We have the pleasurable duty of repeating our expression

of warmest thanks to the Friends who have kindly revised

Proof-sheets and favoured us with valuable observations and

suggestions, viz. Dr. Chance of Trinity College, Cambridge

(and of Burleigh House, Sydenham Hill, London), the Rev.

E. T. Leeke, M.A., Fellow of Trinity College, Cambridge,

and Yicar of Barnwell, and the Rev. F. Watson, M.A., Fellow

and Theological Lecturer of St. John's College, Cambridge.

It is but right to record also our thankful acknowledgments

to those who have very kindly made the 'Index of passages

in the Bible' whose names we are not permitted to mention.

P. H. M.

BT. JOHN'S CO.LLISGE, CA.IBKHH*B,

, 1874.
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FIRST PART

OP THE

EXERCISE-BOOK.





The Student is advised to limit his attention at first to

the following and pages of the EXERCISE-BOOK, viz. :

1-59 (with a-S on p. 38), 65-67, 70-73, 75-98 (with

N.B.), 115-137, 138 A. i (omitting ii-v), 138 B. i (omitting

ii-v), 139-141 7, 142-144
, 145, Note I on pp. 89 & 89*,

Observations I-XI on p. 93,

148-159, 161, 164-167. ii. a, pp. 113* & 113**,

pp. 114-130** (omitting iv), pp. 133-222. The rest may be

reserved till the Student is at work on The Hebrew Bible.

ALL THE EXERCISES should be done of course.





CORRECTIONS OF THE EXERCISES.

Page 91, 1. 5 of Exercise, for W , read $ .

93, 1. 3, for 2d & 3d words, read fy jfO
.

94, 1. 3 of Exercise, for to, read to17 .

94, Note 13, for Note f Obs. 1, read Note .

94, Note 15, for Wty ,
read

Bfcj/.

95, Note 32, add. Tab. X. 5.

,, 108, 1. 4, for to Moses, read to43 Moses.

108, 1. 5, for that I, raw* that44 I.

108, add to Notes,
43

Stf .
44 *3 .

127, 11. 12, 14 & 15, /or on, raw* on28
.

127, 1. 1 of Notes, for
lh
ntf , rerf 1TOJ Fut. (-).

127, 1. 4 of Notes, for (i.e. etc.) read (For the construct

form see p. 84, Note *).

132, 1. 1 of Notes, for
5 ^N, read 5 fi^N.

167, 1. 12, for The LORD, mztf The Lord GOD.

188, 1. 12, after lift up, add (as in Tab. XXII, the } not

dropped) .

200, 1. 11, for the spoil of, read spoil to the.

[The Hebrew for l the spoil of heathen-nations
'

would be D^il TS]-

201, 1. 10, add an (*) # /*e ew^? o/" And thou shalt be.

205, last line, for to-give-thanks, read to give-thanks.





HEBREW EXERCISE BOOK.

[THE Student is supposed to be familiar with Part I of the Grammar, which

is referred to in the following pages thus Pt. I.

N.B. Many Footnotes on the following pages NEED NOT BE BEAD at present.

They will be found very useful hereafter when the Student is reading the Bible
]

SECTION I

CERTAIN PREFIXES.

1. The Student should be familiarized as soon as possible

with the use of the following Prefixes :

(i.) 1, <ii.) Saa (iii.) D, (iv.) H.

2. As regards the Punctuation of these Prefixes,

(i.) The 1 takes T [see also 3 (bd)],

(ii.) The 3, the 3, and the *?, also take [ 4] ;

(iii.) The Q takes followed by Dagesh [ 5].

(iv.) Of the prefixes ft, there is

one which takes followed ~by Dagesh [ 6],

and one which takes -=7 [ 7].

In 3 7 we will deal with these one by one in order.

3. (a.) The
} (and*) is prefixed thus,

T a hand, Tit AND a hand.

But some CHANGE MUST BE MADE when the 1 is prefixed

to a word which has a Shva under its first letter, because

*
Also, even, that, though, whereas, etc. There is also a 1 followed ly

Dagesh, which is prefixed to certain Verb-forms only. This need not be dealt

with at present.
* For 1 before a letter bearing an Accented vowel, see hereafter, Obs. XVI

(p. 179).



2 PREFIXES 1 AND f? 3 3, 3 (6) 4 (6).

N.B. There can never be two Moving Shvas together.

The changes which are made are as follows :

(5.) Before *
*, the

*|
takes

;
and with this the * blends

so as to form *
(Long-KMrilc], the -7- of the *

being then

dropped; thus,
rn-irP Juda, rrrirn AND Juda.

(c.) (i.)
Before any other letterwith

, i) (not ^)
is prefixed; thus,

?iDJjl yesterday, 1 ?tofM AND yesterday.

[(ii.) Also !) (not *))
is put before 3 and and -3 even

when these letters have a Vowel ; thus,

from |3 & ^p & )| ,
we have tj^-1 & 'B-1 & *

j&l]

(J.) Before any one of the letters J?nn^+' w^ a Compound

Shva, the
|
takes

~
before -=r

,
before ^r, -7- o before 17 ; thus,

rttSI, ^1 AND I, and so TV^ pgg}, MTgJ, 4, etc -

4. (a.) The three 5 iVi or %, 5 as or like, 7 ^<? or ^br, are

prefixed thus,

T2 IN a hand, T3 LIKE a hand, *lv TO a 7ia?i^.

But some change must be made when one of these is to be

prefixed to a word which has a Shva under its first letter, because

there can never be two Moving Shvas together. The changes

which are made are as follows :

(b.) Before
*J|,

the 3 or 3 or S takes . With this the '

blends so as to form * T- (the of the *
being dropped) ; thus,

from rrn\Juda

* But not before The NAME [Pt. I. 79 (2)], which may be represented by ^ ?

for which yifc$ is read. Before this NAME the 1 takes ,
and the -7- is dropped,

as in y\ (which
is read as

"OIKI).
f For the removal of Dagesh Lene from the fl see Pt. I. 51 (iv).

t (i.) Before ^Ig The Lord (and some words from DOh^?, besides), the ^

tates -=-, and the 4- of the N is dropped, as in ^'iKl AND The Lord, ^Nl, &c.

(ii.) Before D^Pg GotZ (and some words from it) the 1 takes -n- and

the -vf of the N is dropped, as in D^fcO AND God.

(iii.) Euphonic exceptions are Dp^'11, n.Vlj, VH1, D^jni, -Vn.1, p.277 9.

(iv.) Before -=r or -7?- when NOT under one of JJnntf, -1 is put; thus 3iTT-1.

i.e. one of the three
, , ;

Pt. I. 23.

II But before The NAME ^ ;
is given (the being dropped); thus ^5 etc.

Com p. Note (*) above.



PREFIXES 5 3 AND ft. 4 (c) 5 (5). 3

(c.) Before any other letter with
,
the 3 or 3 or ^ takes a

'

Slight''-vowel [Pt. I. 56], generally ; thus,

from n? fruit,*n^ *nM
?

*
n^>.

(J.) Before any one of the letters yplfitft Wl^ a Compound
Shva (Pt. I 23), the prefixes ^33 take

before
,

before ~^y o before TT ; thus,

Di^n
:3, riN3, &'nr, ^p, etc.

(e.) For the 733 with followed by Dagesh^ (with another

vowel in some cases in which the Dagesh cannot stand), see

below, 8.

Note, (a.) These prefixed particles have some other significations sometimes,
besides those that are given above. When any instance of this occurs in the

Exercises, due notice will be given.

(J3.) The 733 have sometimes
; comp. Eule II. on p. 225.

(y.) Besides these prefixes 733, there are also the Prepositions 1E3 in,

ID? like, 1E^ to. There is also }D from, as well as the prefix O of (5).]

5. (a) The prefix ft (from) takes followed by Dagesh; thus,

Tip FROM a hand, \33fp FROM weeping.

(5.) But the 5 letters 1^)1/1^ do not receive this Dagesh. And

* For the removal of Dagesh Lene from the S, see Pt. I. 51 (iv).

t
(i.) Before ifi$ (and some words from D^lfcS besides), the ^32 take -

and the of the X is dropped; thus, tflK3, etc. Comp. Note (t, i.) on p. 2.

(ii.) Before
D'fl^g (and some words from it) the ^33 take and the -55- of

the X is dropped; thus, D^n$X3
;
etc. Comp. Note (t, ii.) on p. 2.

(iii.) Euphonic exceptions are
nVrjIlj H^nV, etc., on p. 276 & 277; & HVIJ1?

p. 278.

t
PIFfpia (Is. xxiv. 2) has

'^3 irregularly, instead of
^3.

In a few cases the Dagesh is omitted, where it would be over a Shva; as

from the 3 of "1^3/P, Jud. viii. 2 (where some have the Dagesh); from the 3 of

Drn-13}p Ez. xxxii. 30; from the ^ of
Difc^D Gen. xxv. 23. [These instances

are cited by E. D. Kimkhi.]



4 PKEFIXES AND ft. 5 (6) 6 (c).

'COMPENSATION* for the Dagesh' is said to be made by

lengthening the of the into
; thus,

etc.

(c.) Before * f the takes
,
with which the * blends so

as to form ^
(the of the *

being dropped and the Dagesh
NOT then given after the

;) thus,

Juda, ni-irVp FBOM Juda.

6.
(or.)

The prefix jf bearing and followed by Dagesh is

the mark for 'the? % ; thus,

*P a 7md, TH THE hand; ?ip a voice, ?ipn THE voice.

(5.) The 5 letters ^JflTltf do not receive the Dagesh. And
' COMPENSATION for the Dagesh

'

is said to be made by

lengthening the into
; thus,

KN a man, B^KPJ THE maw, and so I^H THE city, B>&on THE head.

As a EULE, this Compensation is MADE before *| and before

tf, and generally before
]};

but

(c.)
KB. The Compensation is NOT MADE

(i.) before ft,

(ii.)
before /], except in a few instances : thus,

* This '

Compensation for the Dagesh' is sometimes refused, as in LMHD, and

so in pn; but we find
nteflp (

Jer- vii - 34). So ^VVP and SJIpO Is. xiv. 3,

tj'T]P
1 Sam. xxiii. 28, (& 2 Sam. xviii. 16,) etc. And before H, as in

n'V.^p

1 Ki. ii. 27, DnVilp Hag. ii. 16, 'only when it is with Shva,' as E. D. Kimkhi

remarks, who cites these examples. This case (of the H) is slightly different from

the others. For, the simple Shva -r- beneath the H [being quiescent (Pt. I. 25)]

shows that the H is made to end the syllable beginning with the D. [Obs.
Modern editions are not always to be relied upon in this, and in some other

matters. ]

t But before The NAME
,
for which

^"l&?
is read, the E takes

; thus O.

t The 'Definite Article', as it is called. This Prefix has some other values

also, as will be seen by and by. [For another prefix which sometimes appears

like this, see 7 (b, Note).

"inn THE mountain (from ^IH), and so
iTinflj

and so also

,
from an, npn, n|n, for which see 9 (a) & 94.



PREFIXES H. 6 (c) 7 (a).

(i.) \nfavour, jnn THE favour-, tin a hole, *)inri THE hole *
;

(ii.) Yin majesty, *linn THE majesty, etc.

(d.) N.B. Moreover, this Prefix ,*"| (Me) takes ~

(i.)
before words beginning with |"f,

thus, JPI a feast, Jnri THE/easf; and so
^PlP^ D^RPI, etc.;

(ii.)
before words beginning with UNACCENTED Jlf, or

thus DH.n mountains, E^OO THE mountains t,

l.(iii.) also, but only, rarely, before unaccented tf, as in

(Mi. ii. 7), according to some].

(e.)
The of the Prefix H (the) is sometimes retained before

J7,
as in D^TJJn (Prov. ii. 13) THE ones-forsaking (m.). But

this is somewhat rare except in cases of the 'Contraction
1

mentioned in 8.]

[(/) The Dagesh for this Prefix j"J (the) is generally NOT

given to *
having Shva; thus ^H THE rivert *riDVl THE

foundation. But the Dagesh is given sometimes, as in

the Greeks (Joel iv. 6); and so in iWiyVj (Is. xiv. 26)].

7. (a.) The prefix ft having signifies Interrogation ||; thus,

W* there is, ^n. Is there?, D) a sea, D^L|
WHETHER^ a sea?

* So inn THE living (or that livcth), for which there is once *Cin Gen. vi. 19.

Comp. D*Jnn 2 Chr. xiv. 4 (and xxxiv. 4 & 7) with D'30i? once, Is. xvii. 8.

t N.B. The here is the Long T- ;
not the d, K. Khautuph.

i So in
rprjinnn 2 K. xv. ie, -ia^| Ezra x. u.

The Dagesh F. is sometimes omitted also from
Jp (thus DJ^tpn <^e Zi^

Nu. xxxv. 8, etc.) ;
and in the case of a few other letters with -7- the Dagesh is

not given in a few instances.

II Sometimes it serves as a 'Note of Admiration!'

IT We have no word really in English for this il. Perhaps the word

"Whether?" may temporarily be used for 'it where an English word may seem

to be necessary. The prefix may sometimes be represented by "whether"

almost without interrogation.



6 H INTERROG. 7 (b & c). A CONTRACTION 8.

(5.) Before a letter with Shva (Simple or Compound), the

Interrogative jf takes a '

Slight '-vowel
; thus,

BJftpn* WHETHER a little?, fiNn WHETHEB truth?

(c.) The n Interrogative sometimes takes
[

before one of

the letters
JfJintf (even when having a Yowel) ; thus,

fN there is not, fNn Is there not?; ity ?/e, 1WH WHETHER yet?

[NOTE (i.) This prefix is to be placed before the FIRST word of the Interro-

gative clause.

(ii.) In some instances the context alone t can decide whether the

prefix PI is a mark of Interrogation or for the Definite Article.]

8. (a.) A CONTRACTION is often made when a word with the

'Definite Article
'

is to have one of the prefixes 7M, the fi

being left out
,
and its vowel given to the prefix ; thus,

D3 for D*n|, D3 for Dil|, D for D
T il!?j

and so, JHJ for JPin?, ^>H5 for ^Hil?, ^jA for vjjp&

(b.) N.B. This Contraction is NOT made in the case of the

prefixes 1 & of 3 & 5. In the case of these, the full form

must always be written
; thus,

D*rn AND THE sea, D*ntD FROM THE sea.

(c.)
The full forms sometimes occur, with the prefixes 7, 3, 3 ;

thus DJO^O?, CiVn?, D^n^j
and so ^nin^ n^inn^ D^, rtApn?, D?rj5?|, TOMo. But,

(^.)
The contracted forms are the most common, and should

always be written in Composition.

* This word, with the H thus pointed, is exactly like a word with the

Definite Article
' in Note () on p. 5. By the Context alone can it be known in

this case whether the prefix il is a mark of interrogation or for the 'Definite

Article'. Comp.
' Note (ii. )' above.

I And sometimes (before an unaccented Long )
it takes ; thus ")bX$

Ez. xxviii. 9, *?3n Nu. xi. 12, Job. xxi. 4, njVnn Joel i. 2, 3$rin Gen. xxiv. 5.

t The context, however, generally decides without any doubt.

This is but one instance of & not unusual Contraction (as will be seen here-

after). When PI would be preceded immediately by a letter bearing Shva, the H in

several other cases is dropped sometimes, and its vowel given to that preceding

letter.

II All these instances in (c.) are given by E. D. Kimkhi.



[To face p. 6.]

TABLE OF THE PREFIXES IN SECTION I.

*** The "
after a letter stand in place of a word.

(i)
The 1, and the 3, 3, 7, are prefixed thus :

(a) "'}
and -3, -3, '"h, ordinarily [3(0) & 4 (a)].

(b) -"} and -'3, ->3, '"*?, before -> [ 3 (b) & 4 (&)

(c) i, !| and 3, 3, 7, before any other letter with

[ 3 & 5 (c)l and

ii. 1 also (instead of
1)

before 3 and fa and fi.

1 and 3, 3, 7, before
;

]
and 3, 3, 7, before

;

1* and 3* 2* 7* before -.

f

d)

[Note. For tflKI, ^*1K3, etc., and
D*rjN.l, D^rX2, etc.,

see Note (J) p. 2 and (f) p. 3.]

(ii)
The Jb of 5 is prefixed thus :

(a) '"fc followed by Dagesh,

(b)
-

before one of the letters lynPlN (Pt. I, 49),

(c) "^Jb before -\

(iii) The H of 6 is prefixed thus :

(a) H followed by Dagesh ordinarily,

(b) n for
'

Compensation/ but

(c) H is retained before H generally (and before H some-

times),

(d) H is given before H and before unaccented H and Vg

(iv) The Interrogative Jl is prefixed thus :

(a) Jl ordinarily,

(b) 11 before a letter which has a Shva.

* The here is o.





7

EXERCISE I.

(To be translated into English.}

The English meanings required are given in a foot-note.

i A word. 2 A wise man. 3 A lion. 4 A city.
5 Salvation. 6 Words.



8

EXERCISE II.

(To be translated into Hebrew.)

*
#
* "The Hebrew words required are given in a foot-note. Contracted forms

( 8) are to be used here.

Harvest.
* And harvest. In harvest. The harvest. And

the harvest. In the harvest. And in harvest. And in the

harvest. To harvest. And to harvest. To the harvest. And

to the harvest. From harvest. From the harvest. And from

the harvest. And from harvest. Whether in harvest ?

Whether like the harvest ?

Fire.
2 The fire. In the fire. As the fire. As fire.

And as the fire. And in the fire. From fire. And from fire.

In fire. Whether in the fire ? To the fire. And to the fire.

Water.
3 And water. And the water. From the water.

Whether to the water? And as the water. And in the water.

Sand.
4 As sand. The sand. As the sand. From sand.

And the sand. And as the sand. In the sand. And in the

sand. And from the sand.

An ornament.
5 As an ornament. To an ornament. From

an ornament. And an ornament. And to an ornament. And

from an ornament. Whether an ornament ? And in an orna-

ment.

Truth.
6 And truth. In truth. To truth. As the truth.

From truth. Whether truth ? Whether as truth ? Whether

from truth ? And the truth. And in the truth. And to the

truth. And in truth.

A bee.
7 In a bee. And in a bee. As a bee. And as a

bee. And from a bee. The bee. And to the bee. From a

bee. From the bee. Whether a bee ? Whether from the bee ?

And the bee.

ny
5

fifcN" min 7



SECTION II.

PEESONAL PKONOUNS ABSOLUTE FORMS.

9. (a.)
The absolute forms of the Personal Pronouns are given

fatty in Table I (at the end of the book). The following are the

leading forms :

I vj
(or *g3K),

tliou (ro.) Jin*, he
N-in,

we -UrnS (or ^m), ye (m.) DHK, they (m.) DH or HBPl;

besides which there are the Feminine forms,

shewn*, *i*y (/)*}$,

thou (/.) JjlK, ye (/.) n}p&

There are also the ' PAUSE '-forms [Pt. I. 41],

These may be conveniently arranged in a Tabular form :

TABLE I.

[N.B. p. stands for ' Pause-form ', Pt. I. 41.]

SINGULAR.

he
(P. :

nj-iN) nrjx

(P.
: J5) fig

w. D0K

PLUKAL.

DH

(/?.) These
(except ^XIH)

are the forms to be used in Com-

position. Those in the Notes on the fall Tab. I are given

* The form K1H occurs in the Pentateuch. It is 'read' &OH [Pt. I. 79 (3)].



10 PERSONAL PRONOUNS 9, 10.

in order that the Student may be able to recognise them

when he meets with them in the course of his reading.

(7.) The words by the side of which the "p." is placed,

are forms that occur in
" Pause "

(Cp. Pt. I., 41). Those

Pronouns for which no ' Pause ' forms are specified retain,

when in
*

Pause/ the form given in Table I.

(3.) According to a fundamental principle of the Language in

the Bible, what we call
* Third Person

'
is reckoned

'

First ;

'

i.e., He is First not I. The corresponding arrangement of

the personal Pronouns, in an order so contrary to that with

which we are all of us familiar, would appear very strange to

the English Reader. The arrangement of Table I.*, above,

has been devised as a means of introducing the matter gradu-

ally. According to this, the Eeader may take the Pronouns

/, Thou, He, etc., from left to right as he is used to read

English. But he may also take the Hebrew Pronouns there

from right to left, as he will wish to take them when familiar

with the Hebrew order of the Pronouns.

[N.B Since English words must be used in the sense which they usually bear

in English, we must use the English terms ' FIRST ' Person for /, Me, We, etc.,

and THIRD ' Person for He, Him, Them, etc., because this is the English usage.

But the Student must remember that the Hebrew usage is just the reverse, as he

will know for himself by-and-by.]

10.
(#.). Only two Genders, Masculine and Feminine, are

recognized in Hebrew.

(.). The '

First Person ' Pronouns (as they are called in

English) are of common gender, i.e., have no different forms

for different genders.

[Note. There being no
' Neuter ' Pronouns in Hebrew, we

may have to place (w.) or (/.) by the side of
"

it
"

sometimes,

thus, it (m.), it (/.), in order to point out the gender
of the Hebrew word to which "it

"
refers.]

And so in some other Tables below.



PLAN OF THE EXERCISES, 11. 11

[11. N.B. In the Exercises:

(a) The figures 1, 2, 3, etc., attached to words, refer to Notes below the Exer-

cise, in which Notes all necessary assistance is given.

(/3) In the Hebrew Exercises (to be translated into English) the meaning of

each word is put in the Note so far as it cannot be made out from what has

been previously given.

(y) Wherever a Hebrew word involves something that has not previously been

explained, the full meaning is always given in the Note.

() The mark + is put in the earlier Exercises to shew the place of ' the

logical copula/ or the Substantive Verb '

(as some call it), in any of the various

forms am, is, was, were, art, etc. [This mark, (necessary, perhaps, at first in

order that the student may know where such words are to be supplied in English)

will gradually be dispensed with.]

(E) The Hebrew Verb generally precedes its Subject, except where there is

emphasis on the Subject. Hence the order of the words in English must some-

times differ from that of the Hebrew, but no difficulty (it is hoped) will be caused

by this.

() In the English Exercises (to be translated into Hebrew), words in the

Notes stand each of them for that one English word simply to which the figure is

attached. [N.B. All English words connected by hyphens are to be taken as one

word in regard to this.]

(n) The English words are always given in the order in which they are to stand

in the Hebrew rendering. But

(0) The English words, in the order to be observed in the Hebrew rendering, are

sometimes given within ( ), preceded by the word * Hebr.'

(0 So, too, when the form of expression required in Hebrew is different from

the English form; thus, for example, THINE (ra.), (Hebr., to Thee).

(K) English words (when there are more than one), which are to be rendered

according to the form within the ( ), are connected by hyphens.

(X) Words within [ ] are not to be translated into Hebrew.

(/i) In accordance with (), The Hebrew Pronouns are to be expressed

except where the English Pronoun is joined to the Verb by a hyphen.

(v) ^ stands for The NAME, pronounced ^1$, Pt. I., 79 (2).]

EXERCISE III.

(To be translated into English.}

1 See (v) above. 2

D^r6g God. 3 n [the] counsel of. * shall stand.

6 hast called. 6 to. 1 ^p a king. thy servant. 9
SJ33 thy son. w who?



+ 13 ^K 12 'jan* aon :
" trsTi + nfiK :

|T

17

"nhb :+
26 * 25

^N a man. 12 shall call Me. my Father. 14 beautiful (/.).
15 o

my love (E. V.).
1G HD-n? blessed (/).

17 entangled (pi. m.)
i8
p.X (fr.

p) a land. i9 knowest. 2 that. 21 mighty men. 22fair (/.) [E.V., Gen.vi. 2].

23 whence? 24 Haran (with O).
25 as for all us. 26 sons of. 2? 27 one man,

28 true men. 29 My flock. 30 thus. 31 hath said. 32 The Lord. 33 See Ft. I.,

79 (2), and 'Vocabulary' (p. 385).

EXERCISE IV.

(!T0 be translated into Hebrew.)

I [was] in the way.
1 He said

2
to the king.

3 Who 4

[art]

thou (m.)? Who 4

[art]
thou (/.)? They (m.) said

5
to the

man.
6 Like a queen

7
she [was]. Askings

8

[were] they (m.).

It (/.) [is]
Jezebel.

9
It (m.) [is]

the bread.
10 From Haran "

[were] they (/.). Ye (/.) [are] like queens.
12 And through

13

our -iniquities
u

we-have-been-given/
5 we and our-kings,

16

into
13

their-hands.
17 THOU

[art]
our-Father.

18 And we will-

be-joyous
19

in Thy-salvation.
20

6 ^ 7 n?

12 nbp. 133 (the prefix),

. 18 ms. isnjp}. 20^ny-1^ (Pause-

form).



[To face p. 12.]

ABSTRACT OF TABLES II-VJL.

(A) Pron.-Affix endings in Tabs.

V (i) & VI (i), i.e. with a

SINGULAR NOUN.



[To face p. 13.]

[NOTE.

The TABLES referred to in the following pages will be found

AT THE END of the volume. The remarks on these pages are

introductory to and explanatory of the Tables.

N.B. In using the Tables for the ENGLISH-HEBREW Ex-

ercises the Student should prefer THE FORM TO THE RIGHT

always, where more forms than one are given, as in some

parts of Tab. II].
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SECTION III.

PERSONAL PKONOUNS. AFFIX-FORMS.

12. Besides the l Absolute
' Forms (as they are called) of

the Personal Pronouns, given in 9 above, there are some

Affix-forms consisting of one or more of the letters D*^Jj"!

by which the Personal Pronouns are often represented.

13. The Pronoun-Affixes are attached both (a) to Particles*

and Nouns, and () also to Verbs -f.

14. (1.) Thus, from 2 in, we have [comp. Tab. II (1)]

13, in me, T|2 in thee m.
(^3. /.)?

12 in him
(H2

in
her),

U2 in us, D53 in you m. (2 /.),
DH2 in them m.

(tjfl /.).

(2.) So from ^ to or fir, we have [comp. Tab. II (2)]*

*h to me, T to thee m.
(\^/-), ^ to him

(r6
to

her),

1 T̂
to us, D3.5?

to you m. (]$ /.), DH^> to tAm m. (]$ /.).

(3.) Of to3 (or 3) <M, &'&e, the forms are [Tab. II (3)]

^b3 like me, Sjba like thee m. (^3 /.),
J|nb3 Zi/ce Mm

(Plb3 /.),

b3 Zt* m, DDb3 Zifce you m.
(|pb| /.), DHb? like them m.

(JH3 /.).

with some other forms to be seen in Tab. II.

(4.) Of
JO (or ti)from, the forms are [Tab. II (4)]

rom me, ^ from thee m. (^P/.), M$V from him
(H}g9-/.),

, DSp/romT/owm. (|3tp/.), DHD/rom tAem w.
(|np/.).

with some other forms to be seen in Tab. II.

%* Where more than one form is given in the Table, the Student may take

the EIGHT-HAND form.

Obs. These Affixes for me, thee, etc., may stand also for myself, thyself, etc.

*
Including Preposition-letters, as in Table II., and Words such as those

in Tables, in., IV. [The Tables are given at the end of the book, also in a

separate Part by themselves, FOB MOUNTING.]

t Independently of, and sometimes in addition to, the inflexion-forms.

J Also ^ (to me)=mine, ff? (to thee m.) = thine, b (to him) = his, etc.
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15. The Affixes in Tab. Ill*, as in Tab. II (1) & (2), are

>-r- 1 s., s|
2 s. TO. (}-/), i 3 s - -

(3-r-/.),

13 1 pi., DJ 2 pi. TO.
(|5 /.),

DPI (or D )
3 pi. TO.

(|g
or |- /.).

16. But in Tab. IV, although the affixed letters representing

the Pronouns are mainly the same as those above, the CONNECTING

LINKS (between the Pronouns and the words to which they are

affixed) are different, the complete Affixes being as follows,

i-^-lB., T- 2 s. m.
f!j --/.),

V-3S.TO.
(IV-^-/.),

W-*- 1 pi., D^-rr-
2 pi. m.

(| /.),
D!T-n- 3 pi. m.

(\ /.).

17. Now if the Student will look at Tab. V, he will see that

(i.)
The Affixes in Tab. Ill are the samef as those

which in Tab. V (i.)
are attached to the SINGULAR Noun

T&# a song,

(ii.)
The Affixes in Tab. IV are the same as those which

in Tab. V (ii.)
are attached to the PLURAL Noun D^2> songs.

18. The Singular
ta

)^' a song with Pron-Affs. has the forms

my song, TJW thy (m.) song (H /.),
1W Ms song (Pi /),

lT our song, D3.7^ your (TO.) song (|3 /.), DT^ toeir (TO.) son^
(| /.).

19. Of^ a 50^, the Plural is D'*W *on^. This with

Pron-Affs. has the forms

my songs, yyw thy (TO.) sow^s fq? /), V^B? his songs (H /.),

our sonars, Dy^K/ your (w.) son^s
(| /.) ?

Drf1!^ t^eir (w.) songs (]/).

N.B. The D of the Plural ending D^ is dropped in these forms with Pron-

Affs. ; but its \ as a mark of the Plural, stands as part of the connecting link

between the Noun and the Pron-Affs. (except Is.)

20. In Tab. VI the Affixes are the same as in Tab. V, but

N.B. The ,1 of the ending in the form fllta is replaced by fi

when the Affixes are put on
;
thus

* The form TIN (in Tab. III. 1 & 3) means n^l unaccented. Comp. Pt. I,

37 (2) & 55 (9, 6).

t Except that there is -^ in Tab. Ill, in place of the in ^3 &
TJ

& '13 of Tab. V (i. ), and in a few other places.
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my law, ^jjyrin % (m.) law en/.), irnin MS law
(n /.).

our law, DrUTlin ?/owr (m.) Zaw
(j? /.),

drnin tfair (m.) law (]/).

21. Of rnta a fow> the Plural is nilifi (or

This takes Pron-Affs. of the same form as those in Tab. V (ii.),

the ending HI (or Jl _L) being NOT dropped, but Affixes ADDED

THERETO, like those in Tab. V (ii.) ;
thus

^rhift my laws, Tpfnfrl thy (m.) laws, Vfnifl his laws,

etc., see Tab. VI (ii.)

N.B. (1.) There are TWO marks of the Plural in such forms

as these, viz. the Hi (or J"| _1) and the * of the Affix form.

(2.) Some forms occur with only one of these marks of

the Plural, as TpJ"\?rjfl Ps. ix. 15. The Student must never
I T :

write such in Composition.

22. To a Noun of Dual form, as Dyj ears [Tab. VII],

Pron-Affs. are attached as in the SECOND PART of Tab. V
(i.e. as in the forms from the Plural D^T&P songs)-, thus

3fK my ears, Sp^JK thy (m.) ears, VMK his ears,

tiWN our ears, D?\3t your (m.) ears, DD^fK their (m.) ears.

etc., see Tab. VII.

NOTE (a.) We shall see hereafter that D^ is the special mark for the Plural

MASCULINE, and J"ft (or Tl )
for the Plural Feminine.

(ft.) For the meaning of 'i.e.', and of the forms in connection there-

with, on the right of the forms \fith the Pron-Affixes in Tabs. V VII, see

hereafter, 53. The Student need not be troubled with these at present.

(7.) Many Nouns undergo some change of form on receiving Pron-Affs.

This matter belongs to Sect. VII on NOUNS.

(5.) The PRON-AFFIXES REMAIN UNCHANGED in form whatever changes

the Noun-forms themselves undergo. But

(e.) Several variations in the forms of these Affixes occur in different

parts of the Bible. For these it is sufficient to refer to Tab. VIII. ]

Obs. Exercises V & VI are on Tab. II,

VII & VIII on Tab?. Ill & IV,

IX & X on Tabs. V VII.
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EXERCISE V.

(To be translated into English.)

tM TO
:
- T )

:

1 See Vocab. p. 385. 2 not. 3 i wm fear> p.e . (2 and 3 going together) /

will not fear}.
4 my God. 5 i have trusted. 6 hath thirsted. 7 my soul. 8 the

prefix 3 of 4 here signifies
< on.' 9

hath-taken-supporting-hold.
10 Thy

right hand. [O] God I
l2 who ? 13 darkness. 14 will obscure, [the no*'

of the preceding word goes with this word to express will not obscure'].
15 not [This Negative Particle with the Tense after it, in No. 16 (

l Thou wilt

hide'), signifies
' Do not hide,' deprecatively].

16
[see No. 15].

* 7 Thy face.

18 it shall be hid. 19
any. 20

thing.
21 Q^y eternity.

22 ye shall make.
23 idols. 24

eyes.
25 & not. 26

they will see. 27 shall be. 28 their makers.

29 every one. 30 that. 31 trusteth. 32^ God. 33 for salvation. 34 my God
35 my Rock. 36 I will take refuge.

37 counsel. 38 an{j understanding.
39 m y

salvation. 40
D^ptf gods. *See Ft. I., 12. Here the 3 stands for among.

EXERCISE VI.

(To be translated into Hebrew.)

To thee (m.). To thee
(/.). To him. To her.

To them (m.)- To

To me.

To us. To you (i.). To you (/.).
them

(/.).

In me. In thee
(m.). In thee

(/.).
In him. In her.

In us. In you (m.). In you f/.). In them (m.). In
them
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Like me. Like tliee
(ni.).

Like thee (/.). Like him.

Like her. Like us. Like you (m.). Like you (f.).
Like

them (m.). Like them (/.),

From me. From thee (m.). From thee (/.). From him.

From her. From us. From you (m.). From you (/.).

From them (m.). From them (/.).

Thine (m.) (Hebr., to Thee) [am] I. And His (Hebr., to

Him) [are] we. What l

dost-thou-(m.)-here (Hebr., [is there]

to thee here
2

)
7
. There-is-not

3

one-calling
4

among-them (m.)

(Hebr., in them). Hath-He-not-also-spoken-by-us (Hebr.,

Whether not
5
also

*

by
7
us hath-He-spoken

8

)
? There-is-none

8

like it (/.) I-am-as-thou-(w.)-art (Hebr., like me like thee).

Thou- [art] -mightier-than-we (Hebr., thou-art-mighty
9

from

us). No-one-of-us-will-withold-his-sepulchre-from-thee (m.)

(Hebr., any -one
10

from-us his-sepulchre
11

will-not-withold
12

from thee). Thou-(m.)-shalt-not-be-afraid
13

of-them (m.)

(Hebr., from them).

. 5^. 6Q|. 73 (the Prefix).
12 ^'^

'

EXETICISE VII. [AND VIII.].

(7^ ie translated into Hebrew?)

Me.
1

Thee(m ?).
Thee

(/.).
Him. Her. Us. You (m.).

You (/.). Them (m.). Them
(/.).

With 2
me. With thee (m.). With thee

(/.). With him.

With her, With us. With you (m.). With you (/.).
With

them (m.). With them (/.).

To 3
me. To thee (m.). To thee (/.). To him. To her.

To us. To you (m.). To you (/.). To them
(m.). To

them (/.).

Upon
4
me. Upon thee (m.). Upon thee (/.). Upon him.

Upon her. Upon us. Upon you (m.). Upon you (/.). Upon
them (m.). Upon them (/.).

t Table III. (1).
2 Tab. III. (2). [Also write these with Dy, Tab. III. (3)]. 3^. 4^j;.

C
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EXERCISE VIII.

Thee ^m/jl-brought
2
unto

3
me. It

1

(f.) I-brought
2

upon
4

him. With 5
thee (m.) [am] I. What 6

[is] with
5
us? And-they-

will-kill
7 me 1

andthee
1

(/.) they-will-keep-alive
8
. He-spake

9

with
5
us roughly,

10
and-set-us-down (Hebr., and-gave

11
us

1

) as

spies (E.V.).
12

And-we-said
13

unto
3 him true-men

M
[are] we.

And-he-made-himself-strange
15

unto
3
them. And-the-people-

set (Hebr., and-they-set
16

[viz.] the people
17

)
him 1

over
4

them (m.) for a head 18
and for a chief.

19
And-he-came 20

to
3

them (m.). And-he-saw
21

them^m.). And-He-hath-set-thee
22

to
23

[be] king
24

over
4
us

(m.).

l Table III. (1). 'fltQn. 3^. 4^. 5 ntf [Table III. (2)].
6 n.

7 irn. 8 -w. 9^. lonit^.

*

njrn. 120711??. HT^I; 1*0*33.
."

'

17 DJJ (DVn, with the Def.' Art.).
18 BWO, 19

22 jr^. 2a t>
(the prefix).

24 D.

EXERCISE IX.

(7b be translated into English.)

1 Hear Thou. 2 See Vocab. p. 385.

3 bip a voice. 4 >1V a rock. 6 not. [This with the next word, No. 6,

signifies do not be silent.'].
6 See in No. 5. 7

sing ye hymns. 8 See No. 2

above, and p. 2 Note (||).
9 TOP! a saint (pi. D^TPt!)' 10 and give thanks.

11 for a remembrance of. ]2 jjnp holiness [with aff. ^"l.i? my..., etc.].
13 may

He hear. i4 ^D^n a palace-temple.
15 The mark for a *< Definite object/ This

word J"IX (or Ht? when unaccented as here) cannot be rendered by any word

in English : it corresponds with the Accusative form in languages which

have that form. 1G I heard. "
|3, )3, a garden,

* 8 and he said. 19
mar., Saul.
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42 TPT
41

"vi 44 n "

nri : rh + 67

61T 47

20 this. 2l
[0] my son. 2a David. 23

DV^
bone [pi. D^V^]. 24

1^2 flesh [with

aff. \~fy% his-> etc.]. ?5 and thou shait gather.
26 |^

'

corn [\ with Affixes],
27 J^-f^ new wine. 28

-|ny>
O il. 29 iet rae drink.

T T
30 I j)ray.

31 a iittie .

32 water. 33 *13 a pitcher.
3* and she hasted. 35 and she let down. 36

upon.
S7 T a hand. 38 also. 39 ^3 a camel [pi. Dfoj].

40 I will draw. 41^ a

friend. 42 went down. 43 and he came. **viz. Noah [came]. 45 0^2 sons.

46 n$ with [w. aff. ]) loifA me, etc.].
47

to, into. 48 the ark. 49
[the] w^ays of.

50 Zion. 61
mourning.

52
|nb a priest [pi. D^n.b].

53
sighing.

54

virgin.
55 afflicted. 56 and as for her. 57 bitterness. 58 behold.

eyes of [dual D^J? eyes].
60 servants. 61 hand of. 62Q^ (pi *form of

a master. 63 a woman-servant. G4 n"1 t|23 a mistress [also TTlill, Vith aff.

my..., etc.].
65 so .

66
D*r6g Qod [a plural form]. 67 until/68 that He pity us.

69 N^ not. 70 rn^D a thought [f, with Affixes]. 71 your (m.) ways.
72

D^pT/I. ways. 73 hath reigned.
^

74 a
'

nd they shall be. 75 t,^. kings [snall be].
76 D^D'K nursing-fathers. 77 pnb a princess. 78 H^^D a nursing-mother.
79 1-W'a rock. 80 bless thou (/.)

81 [Q] my soul. B!(Wtth 83) and forget not

[Cp. No. 5, above]. 84 an. 85
^BJ a benefit.

NOTE. 8^ (not) may be remembered now.

* A ' Plural of excellence,' as some call it, may be used of one. So, in

Ex. XXI. 4 & 6, "his master'
1 has the Plural form.
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EXERCISE X.

(To be translated into Hebrew.')

His horse.
1

Thy (m.) horse. My horse. Their (w.) horse.

Your (m.) horse. Our horse. His horses. Thy (m.) horses.

My horses. Their (m.) horses. Your (m.) horses. Our

horses.

My friend
2

[is] mine (Heb., to
3
me). In thy (m.) friend.

Like thy (/.) friend. To his friend. From her friend. And

from our friend. And to your (m.) friend. And like your (/.)

friend. And to their (m.) friend. And in their (/.) friend.

And my friends. "Whether thy (w.) friends? Thy (/".) friends.

His friends. Her friends. Our friends [are] your (m.)

friends. Among
4
your (/.) friends [are] their (m.) friends

and their (/.) friends.

His bride.
5

My bride [is] like her. Like thy (m.)

bride [is] she. The brides. Their (m.) brides. Your (m.)

brides and our brides.

My riddle.
6 Her riddles. Thy (/.) riddles. Their (/.)

riddles. Your (m.) riddle. Our riddle. Their (m.) riddle.

And in his riddle.

Her lamp.
7 From her lamps. To my lamps. In thy (f.)

lamps. And like your (m.) lamps. Their (/.) lamps.

Whether 8
his lamps? "Whether like our lamps [are] thy (/.)

lamps ?

His eye.
9 In his eyes. Like their (/.) eyes. In our eyes.

And in her eyes. Thy (m.) eye. His eyes. Thy (/.) eyes.

Her eye. Your (m.) eyes.

1 D-1D (Plur. D^D-ID horses).
2 Yn (Plur. D'TH friends).

3
(the prefix

).
4 ? (the Prefix), crta (Plur. nfe brides). HTPI (Plur. TliTfl riddles}.

713 (Plur. nh?. lamps}. q (the Interrogative Prefix).
9
\\V (w. aff. ^ my

eye, etc.; Dual D^y. eyes, w.' aff. Wy. my eyes, etc., Table VII.).



SECTION IV.

THE RELATIVE PRONOUN 1$&

23. The word 1$K stands for the Eelative Pronouns who,

tohich, that; and is the same in form for all Persons, Genders,

and Numbers; thus,

the man WHO came.

the woman WHO came.

^e men WHO c#we.

A0 women WHO came.

HICH (
or THAT) thou sawcst.

WHICH (or THAT) / saw.

24. The Oblique forms in whom (or which), to whom (or

which), from whom (or which), are expressed by *"^frf followed

by a Personal Pronoun attached to a Particle; thus, for instance,

[Is. xlix. 3]
" O Israel, IN WHOM

Fjlp *)$#, lit., WHO IN-

THEE (m.)\ I will be glorified;" [Deut. iv. 8] "A nation TO

WHICH [P *tt^, lit., WHICH TO IT (w.)] there-are-statutes

and judgments," etc.; [Ps. xcv. 5]
" To WHOM [17

lit., WHO TO-HiM (belongs)] the sea," etc.

[Note (a.) This is the /w^ expression. The *l!>K is sometimes omitted.

See 31.

{&.) The word involving the Personal Pronoun is separated from the
""\Vftf very

often. See more, below
( 29). N.B. This separation should always take 'place

in Composition, except where there is Emphasis on the Person.]

25. The full Table for In whom* (for all Persons, Genders

and Numbers) is obtained by simply placing *1&?X before the

several expressions in Table II.
(i.),

as follows,

'

*
Or, ivhich.



Oft THE RELATIVE PRONOUN. 25 27.

(a.) In whom

(or which]



THE RELATIVE PRONOUN. 2831. 23

28. These Objective Personal Pronouns are often dropped,

and then the l&^tf by itself stands for whom (or ^vhich) in

the several Persons, Genders and Numbers ; thus [Gen. xxii. 2]
" Take now thy son, thine only-son, whom [**")S^] thou

lovest," etc., and [Gen. xiii. 15]
"

all the land which [ff^]
thou seest," etc.; and many others.

29. In all the cases of 2427, the word involving the

Personal Pronoun is generally:}: separated from the "1^4$ by a

word or words especially by the Verb. Thus, for instance,

[Gen. xxi. 23]
"
the land IN WHICH thou-hast-sojourned

[H21 HJVlJ ^f, lit., WHICH thou-hast-sojourned IN IT];" and

so [Gen. xxviii. 13]
"
the land ON WHICH thou art-lying

[J179 Mb' ilPWJ ")#**, lit., WHICH thou art-lying ON IT],"

and so [N"u. xxii. 30]
" Am not I thine ass ON WHICH thou-

hast-ridden [ vl^ J??5*5 *^& ^., WHICH thou-hast-ridden ON

ME] ;" [Job iv. 19]
"
waosx-foundation is-in-the-dust ["1$8

D"liD* *)y3, lit., WHO m-the-dust is-Tnxm-foundation]'"

[Is. xllX. 23]
" I THOSE-WAITING-FOR-WHOM shall not be

ashamed
['jp ^Bty. &b "^& lit., WHO not-shaU-be-ashamed

MY-WAITERS] ."

30. Similarly, (a.) 1^X which, followed by D there, stands for where; thus

[Gen. ii. 11]
"
3njn DK>'l^ WHERE (lit., WHICH THERE) [there is] gold." But

(/3.) The "12^ and the Dl^ are generally separated (as in 29) by a word or

words especially by the verb thus [Gen. xix. 2.7] the place WHERE he

stood
[Dg> IDJJ -) ;̂

, lit., WHICH he stood THERE]/' etc.

(y.) So ")K^ which before DK'D from there (or thence) stands for whence; thus

[Gen. xxiv. 5] unto the land WHENCE thou-camest-forth [Dfc^D HK T "^-' ^'
WHICH thou-camest-forth THENCE]," etc.

(.) So also T^X which, before H^K^ thither, stands for whither; thus,

[Nu. xiv. 24] <and I will bring him into the land WHITHER he-came [N3

n^, lit., WHICH he-came THITHER]/'

(e.) The D^, 7\13&, are sometimes omitted; as, for instance, in Nu. xiii. 27.

31. The IB'is often omitted, as [Gen. xiii. 28] "What

* Instead

t Instead

+ Except in the case of Emphasis on the Personal Pronoun.
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l?4 THE RELATIVE PRONOUN. NOTES (a.) TO

is this, God hath done to us?" instead of "WHICH [Igfcf] God

hath done to us?"; [Lam. iii. 1]
"

I-aih the-man HATH-SEEN

affliction," instead of "WHO [1$K] HATH-SEEN," etc.* So [Ps.

xviii.3]
"
my God, my Strength, IN WHOM I-ioill-trusr(E.V.)

[ia nons*, short for te npnK iw]. So r> for r> *\m

in Ps. xxxii. 1, "TO WHOM [He will not impute iniquity]."

And so [Ps. Ixxxiii. 19]
" Thou WHOSE NAME F|B& short

for $0 1Bk?L etc.", and many others.

Obs. Sometimes the word with the Pron.-Affix is omitted too; as "from it"

in [Isai. li. 1], "the rock ye-were-hewn" [from}. Comp. 29.

[Note (a.) ")K>&? is often used, like the Conjunction V3, for 'that' (Conjunctive),

'for,' 'because,' etc. Thus [Gen. xi. 7] "THAT pB^] they may not understand,"

etc.; [Ex. xi. 7] "THAT n&J'N] He will separate," etc,; and many others.

(&.) Conversely ^3 is sometimes said to have the value of the Relative

(c.) The prefixes D h 3 3 1 may stand before T>K. ; thus,

(i.) With the Relative-Pronoun value of "IK'S, we have
")5pfcO,

and who, etc.,

T^K.3 (as in Is. Ivi. 4, Ixv. 12, Ixvi. 4), T^3 (as in Job xx'ix.' 25, etc.),

(as "in Genesis xliii. 16, etc.), "TC>K (as in Isaiah xlvii. 13, etc.). So

that (Objective) which, and whatsoever (Obj.), u-l>om, whomsoever, etc.

(ii.) With the Conjunctive value of "IC^,
we have 1^3 tn Waf, ^^3, lit.,

as that (very frequently for as, according as, and itf/ierc), T^7 /or i/wJ, "l^.O
/rom [the time'] that ( since), etc.

(d.) The prefixes ^, and
g',t

followed by Dagesh Forte, stand for the Con-

junctive T^^| ; and the latter, ^ (followed by Dagesh Forte), often for the Relative

Pronoun.

(e.) When prefixed to a word of which the first letter does not receive Dagesh,

W becomes W; but $ remains W (no compensation being made for the Dagesh).

(/.) We have also the compound prefixes "3 (once), and "3 like "1^3, and

? like

(g-.) The word s (Eccles. viii. 17) is generally supposed to be made up of

& (for 1^) followed 'by *? <o, and preceded by 3 in. So ^^? (Jon. i. 12) is

taken for ^ 1^3 ; and IJ^} (Jon. i. 7) for ^ 1.^3 (Jon. 4. 8)].

* It will be seen that in the first two examples the "ttS understood is ttvat of

23 ; and, in the following examples, that of 24 etc. '[In English the Rela-

tive Pronoun is often left out, when, as in the first example f 31), it is the

Object; but not often when, as in the second, it is the Subject.]

t Supposed by many to be a Contraction for
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EXERCISE XI.

(To be translated into English.}

* For the plan of the Exercise, see 11 (a s).

1 See Vocabulary, ,p. 385. 2 D*iK GOD [a Noun of

the Plural form, see Table V. (ii.)].
3 [l]-brought-out. 4j>'ix a iand, earth,

(also land of}. [With the 'definite article' f^n.] In Pause p.Nt.
5
Egypt.

6
coming. 7 thither. 8

to-possess-it.
^ See Table 'l., Note |.

10 Ye-came-out.

11 thence (lit., from there}.
12

caring-for.
13

in-poverty.
14 thou-shalt-eat.

15 bread. 16 thou-shalt-lack (with N7, thou shalt NOT lack}.
17

anything.
18 D33K stones (fr. |3). 19 iron. 20 Qnnq mountains ( 31).

21
thou-mayest-

dig.

T
22 brass (E.V.).'

'"

23 blessed-is (lit., 6-the-happiness-of !)
24 ^ a nation.

25 oy (pyn with 'definite article') a people.
26 He-hath-chosen (31). 27 for-

an-inheritance. 2
D'lpD a place.

29
standing.

30 ground oft. 31 holiness.

32
lying.

33 I-Will-give-it.
3^ Israel. 35

1-will-glorify-Myself.
36 and-everything.

37
doing.

3
making-to-prosper.

39 nD3 thus. 40 shall-be-done. 41 B"&5 a man.
42 ^9 a kinS-

43
delighting.

44
-|j5> honour, glory, brightness.

45 I-have-

established. 46 My-Covenant. 47
to-give.

48
their-(w.)-sojournings.

* For the
,
as 'Defective Shurik,' see Pt. I. 14.

t 'Ground-of holiness' is a phrase for 'holy ground.'
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49
they-sojourned.

60 they-shall-be-ashamed (with fc6 ^ey shall NOT, etc.).

51
those-waiting-for-Me.

62 my God. 63 my Rock. 64 I wm trust. 65 ^ a

hand. 66
[the] secret-depths-of.

67 py an eye, Dual DW& * 58 Opened, open.
69

[the] ways of. 60
[the] children-of. 61 Adam, man (generally).

62 remember.

63 illy a congregation [with Affix
irnjj his, etc.].

64 Thou didst own ( 31).

65 of"old.

* For the T as 'Defective Shurik/ see Pt. I. 14.

t V3 all, -? as p. 14 (*).

EXERCISE XII.

(To be translated into Hebrew.}

*
#
* For the plan of the Exercise, see 11 ( ^).

Thy (m.) sojourner
1 who [is] within

2

thy gates.
3 The

thing
4

which thou (m.) [art] doing.
6 A man 6

in-whom-

there-is-Spirit -(Hebr., who Spirit
7

in* him). Ye (m.) to-

whom-I-have-given (Hebr., who I-liave-given
8

to
9

you) the

land.
10

I [am] Joseph
11

whom-yc-sold (Hebr., who ye-sold

me 13

).
The land

lo
from-which-I-came forth (Hebr., which I-

<came-forth
u
from

15
it (/.)). A land

10

unto-which-I-wiU-bring^-

you (m.) (Hebr., which 1-will-lring
16

you
13

unto
17

eV (/.)).

A land it (/.) [is]
like-which-there-is-not (Hebr. which there-

1 "II. 2 3 prefix.
3 Qnjte? (Table V. (ii.)).

4 *ll t;
T. 6

7(1-11. 8 ^H3. o^ (Table II.). lopx (Nnwith
T T

def. art.')
"

t)pl\
.

13 fable III. (1). H*nxy\
^ Table II

T

.(4).
16 ^K. 17 Table IV. (1).
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is-not
18

like
19

if). Every-one
20
with-whom-it-was found (Hebr.,

who it-was-found
21

with
22

him). The horse
23

upon-which-

he-rode (Hebr., which he-rode
24

upon
K
him). The land

10

upon-

which-thou-art-lying (Hebr., which thou*art-lying
26

upon
25

it).

The servants
27

with-whon>he-was-angry (Hebr., who Tie-was-

angry upon them (m.)). The man 6
in-whose-hand-the-

cup-was-found (Hebr., who was-found the cup
30

in
2

his

hand 31

),
Thou (m.) in-whose-hand-the-cup-was-found (Hebr.,

who was-found
29

the cup in
2

thy hand 31

).
I in-whose-hand-

the-cup-was-found (Hebr., who was-found the cup in
9

my
hand 31

). I-will-comfort-thee
32

[0] Zion
33

in-whom-I-have-

delighted (Hebr., who 1-have-delighted in thee (/.)),
unto-

whom-shall-come (Hebr., who there-shall-come unto
17

thee) the-

wealth-of
36

heathen-nations,
37 and within

2
whose borders

33

shall-no-more-come-any-foe
39

; whose walls
40

they-may-call
41

'Safety/
42
whose Saviour

43
I [am], saith

44

thy Goo 45
.

MP8. 19 Table II. (3).
20 V3. 21

NJ^.
22 Table HI.

(2).
* D-1D. 24

2D"J-

25 Table IV. (2). njfe?.
27
D^JH.'

28
P)V|^

29
N>'P^.

30
1?*?|.

31
nj-

32
TODSS-

33
f^V-

34 ^VSn. 35
Nil).

36 ^n. 37
bfu.

38
D^?| (Table

V. (ii)).

'

S9
1^ ^3 1W Nb'i6. 40 niDh (Table VI. (ii)).

41
-IK"!^.

42

43 y^1D (The 'Furtive' -i- is dropped when an Affix is added).
4

45
D>r6fc? (See Exerc. XI., Note 2).

Masculine.
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SECTION V.

DEMONSTRATIVE PRONOUNS.

32. The Demonstrative Pronouns are

i* nr this (m.), HKT this (/.), nW? these (*.),
nW

II. Nin that (m.)j N*P! that (/.), H&il or DP! those (m.),

(/).

n K-in thai [is] the man;

^n that [is] the woman;
Thus: BNJjn nj <A* [] Me man;

NT ^w [M] <Ae woman;

^
/Aew [are] Me 6oy5;

N* these[are\the girls.

are

m H3H /Ao^e [are] Me g-ir/s.

[N.B. The Demonstrative Pronouns ^Aa^, ^Ao5^, are (as

the Reader sees) represented in Hebrew by the 3rd Person-

Pronouns in 9.]

There is an Adjectival use of these Pronouns, which will

be mentioned in Section IX. on Pronouns-Adjective.

33. HI stands sometimes for such} and sometimes for thus.

See more hereafter.

34.
(a .)

With the Prefixes f?M1, we find

(i) > n% nhft

) nj3 (once rp 1 S. xxi. 10),

(&) With the Prefix D, we have HJft

[Note. No special Exercise need be given on this Section.]

For 'this* and 'that' ADJECTIVAL see p. 58.

* The less frequent forms flT?n masc., T?H
(also -IT) both masc. and /em.,

and HT (also it and
-It^n) fern., for the Singular, and ^ for the Plural,-*

must be dealt with elsewhere rather than here.
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SECTION VI.

INTERROGATIVE PRONOUNS.

35. The Interrogative Pronouns are

(;.).
*ti who?, (ii.).

HE (also H^ and PI&)

[These Pronouns are sometimes used wow-interrogatively, also.]

36. These words are themselves Indeclinable ; but they

may receive prefixes ; thus,

(L).
from K we have 'tflf (

3. c. ii., above), 'M, **, ^,
(ii.). from PIE, P1& and HD we have

(a.)
n

jngS (and ng|)i:

(8.) PI&5? and
PBSfcll (also

[Note. (.) For expressing Whose?, either

(i.) 7 is prefixed to ^10; thus, [Gen. xxxii. 18] PlftX *p? whose art thou?, or

(ii).
A word is placed in close structural connection with 'p, as, for instance,

]3 in [1 S. xvii. 58] *D |2 w^ose son? (lit., son-of whom, see below 52.

(iii.) Vp J"lX stands for whom? (Objective), as in 1 S. xii. 3 "whom have I

oppressed?"

(/3.)
ilD is often read closely with the next word as in ^TlD Ju. xi. 12

[almost as ^D, comp. the l^HD in Ex. iv. 2 and Is. iii. 15]. And so
Pip before

N and "I, and flp
before PI etc., may be said to be as the PI & H in 6 (6 d).

But N.B. p|g
occurs also (as in Ps. iv. 3) before 3, etc.

(7.) No special Exercise need be given on this Section.]

*
Also, PIlp stands sometimes for how! as in [Ps. cxxxiii. 1] "Behold, HOW

good and HOW pleasant (D^l) Plp-1 lit3
PlD)

is the dwelling of brethrenin unity. "(/3)

f Also ^1 in the phrase *lp}
^D (lit., who and who?) Ex. x. 8. Compare

Obs. XVI, p.' 179.

t Used for whereby? (lit.,
in the what?)

% Used for how much?, how many? (lit., like the what?).

II Used for why? wherefore? Observe the two different positions of the

Accent. Also Pitt is sometimes used for why?
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SECTION VII.

NOUNS-SUBSTANTIVE.

37. In regard to
'

Gender,'
' Number ' and '

Case/ there

are in Hebrew

(L). Only the Masculine and Feminine ( Genders' (10);

(ii.)
The Singular and Plural

*

Numbers/ also the Dual

for some Nouns-Substantive;

(iii.).
No *

Cases/ properly, according to the usual appli-

cation of the Term.

38. Names of men, and words expressing males and

functions of males, are Masculine.

Names of women, and words expressing females and

functions of females, are Feminine.

There is great freedom in regard to the Gender of

Nouns-Substantive expressing inanimate things, there being

really no reason why such should be limited to either one or

the other. The usage of the Language in regard to any

particular word must, of course, be attended to in Composi-

tion, There are, however, certain special Marks for the

MASCULINE PLURAL, and for the FEMININE SINGULAR and

PLURAL; as follows,

39. (.) In the SINGULAR Number there is no distinguish^

ing mark* for the Masculine Gender. But

(/3.)
for the PLURAL Masculine the distinguishing mark is

the termination D 1

; thus, (i) (from *V$ a song)

songs; (2) (from M13 a star) D^DIS stars.

*
It may be said that,

(i.) Most Hebrew Nouns, which have no special Feminine form, are Masculine.
But it must be borne in mind that,

(ii.) There are exceptions to (i.).
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(7.) Many words undergo a change of vocalisation on

receiving this termination; thus (i) (from TJH a word]
OT words ; (2) (from ^7$ a king) D*J? kings ; (3) (from

Va %) tnjtt; (4) (from Hh a mm*&) ttghfi,

(5.)
Some undergo still further change ; thus, Pi at the

end of the word in the Singular is replaced by the D* for

the Plural, as (from PlKWQ a deed} D^JJEJ deeds.

40. There is a special distinguishing mark for the Femi-

nine in the SINGULAR viz., the accented termination !"! ;

thus,

(a.) (from "ifa cm uncle) HT^ #ft ww#/ (from *V!!1? a &wd)

Piy?ji a lady.

(P.) Some words undergo a change of vocalisation on

receiving this H ; thus, (i) (from *T3 cz bullock) PHS a COM?/

(2) (from *tttt a 5oy) HTg.3 a
^rtrJ.

(7.)
Some undergo still further change ; thus, H , at the

end of the Masculine word is replaced by the H for the

Feminine as (from JTjn a shepherd) PISH a shepherdess.

41. The mark for the FEMININE PLURAL is ftl (or

J"\_), which replaces the H of the Singular; thus, NT$
cows [ 40

(/3, 1)]. And some words undergo some change;

thus, (i) (from i"G/p a queen) rt^?9 queens ; (2) (from H^J
a girl) T^T^l girls.

N.B. There are some other terminations for Feminine

Singular Nouns; as fiir^ or ft^-^ (p. : ^^- JF), and ffi, HV-

4. There are Feminine Nouns which are not formed

from the corresponding Masculine Nouns, and have no dis-

tinguishing mark ; thus, DJ$ a mother
(SfcJ

a father)-) /H
1

! an

ewe (7?2$ a ram).

43. Some Masculine Nouns take the Feminine mark of

Plural ; thus SK a father, plu. H^tf ; SW a name, plu.
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44. Some Feminine Nouns take the Masculine form of

Plural; thus, i"^^! foe
(
als Deborah), plu. D^^! foes ;

?rn an ewe (also Rachel), plu. DyD^ ewes.

Some Nouns have both of the Plural forms ; thus,

and ntoStf *foac<w (from Pl^Stf a sheaf). So

and riin (from *1H generation.)

46. The mark for the DUAL is D? (in Pause ! D*
),

which is the same for both Genders.

(a-) Some Nouns do not change on receiving this termi-

nation; thus, (i) (from T a hand) D^T hands; (
2 ) (from pi$

a leg) D?j?!$ %s.

Some undergo a change; thus, (i) (from j?tt
an eye)

/ (2) (from 7f] afoot) tnF\ feet.

(y.)
The termination Pi (in the Singular) is replaced by

-, after -which the Dual termination D? is added ; thus,

(1) (from rttfc? a year] D^HJ^ two years a couple of years ;

(2) (from n^fcy a Up) D^HS^ lips (the upper and lower).

47. The Dual, in Hebrew, is chiefly used as a special

Plural (if
one may say so) for things

'

double '
or

*

in pairs,'

as scales-of-a-balance, tongs, ears, eyes, nostrils, hands, wings,

feet, etc. Such generally have no other form for the ex-

pression of 'more than one,' and we find therefore the Dual

form with Numerals other than ' two ;' as in "four feet,"
"
six ivings," "seven eyes," and so in [1 S. ii. 13] " three

teeth
"

(lit,,
a triad of the teeth, Dual.).

48. Some Nouns that have a Dual, have a Plural in

another sense; thus, (i) (from j^ an eye, also a fountain)

D)J7 (Du.) eyes, ntytf (Plu.) fountains; (2 ) (from^ afoot)

D^yn (Du.) feet, D^FI (Plu.) times.

*
Only in the phrase D^H "ito, Is. li. 8 ; Ps. Ixxii. 5, cii. 25.
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49. But some few have both Dual and Plural forms ; as

(i)
DV a day, Du., DW, Plu., D^J > (2) EJJ0 one-time,

once, D^8@ two-times, twice, D'JjyS tfwwes / (3) M/^

DTylj* rtfi/*^. So, there are the Plurals rf\2W and

of (0 'in 46 (7).

50. Some Nouns are used in the Singular only, as

fine dust, SPIT gold, TVV moon ; others only in the Dual,

as D^HXft a balance, scales of a balance; D* water; D?njr?D

tongs, D*$$ heaven; others only in the Plural, as

face, front, DWH compassion, nWnJ;! lower-parts, etc.

51. Hebrew Nouns are Indeclinable as regards what are

usually called 'Cases.
5 But

5. Many Nouns undergo a modification of formf when

they are *!N CONSTRUCTION *

(as it is called), i. e,, when they

are in close structural connection with what follows. Thus,

(i)
from *"V!n a word and ^J7^

a king, we have
*?[7^

WORD OF a king ; and, (2)
from ^P^^ a cry> an<^ ^"5 a

man (in Pause /J), /"^ Hp^ CRY OF a poor man ; etc., etc.

In these two examples the Genitive
'

of
'

J is supplied in

English before the Second Noun, but

N.B. The occurrence of the
'

Construct form
'

(as it is

* Some give this from nn (i.q. fl.).

f* Many others are unchanged in form when thus in Construction.'

J Since this of (when it can be supplied) is, in Hebrew, involved in the First

of the two Nouns (not the Second) we cannot say that the word so involving the

of
'

is in the < Genitive' Case. The Genitive Case of a word,' a cry,' is not

word of,' cry of,' but of a word,' of a cry' The difference of Idiom de-

mands different nomenclature. Moreover, the Construct State
'

(or State of

Construction ') may occur where the of
' cannot be supplied in English. Although

there is Structural connection ' where the Genitive of
'

occurs, it does not

follow that the Genitive <of' is always to be used (or can be used) wherever

structural connection ' thus modifies the form. This consideration will be found

to be of importance hereafter.

D
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I.C.,' 53. CHANGES OF FORM, 54. 55.

called) must not be limited to the case in which ' of
'
can be

supplied before the Second Noun.

53. The abbreviation
'

i. c.' is used for
' In Construction

'

( 52).

Def. The term
'
Absolute-form

'
is used of a word which

is (i) not 'i. c./ and (2) without any Affix or Prefix whatso-

ever.

54. The CHANGES OF FORM which some Nouns undergo,

(i) when 'In Construction/ and (2) when increased in length

by the addition of some termination or Affix, may to some

extent be classed under these three heads :

I. The shortening of a Long-Vowel into a Short-Vowel;

II. The replacing of a Vowel by Shva Moving ;

III. Shva Quiescent.

The Second head will be found to be one of great im-

portance. But, observe,

55. A Vowel cannot be dropped and replaced by Shva

Moving,

(a.) if followed by a letter having Shva (thus the in

(0 D3B*, (2) nn?>e>*} ,

(/3.)
if followed by Dagesh Forte, which virtually involves a

Shva [Pt. I. 53], (thus the in 5M),

(7.)
if followed by a letter which would have Dagesh

Forte if it could,f (thus T before 1 in BHS, see 60 (*)),

(8.)
if the Vowel be one which involves a Quiescent letter

belonging to the word, Cp. Pt. I. 36 Note, (thus the in

JTYin law, the in fii*V) lamps, etc. This will be understood

hereafter).

[NOTE. Generally, also, a vowel which belongs to a word (or form) is not

dropped. But sometimes it is dropped, as we shall see.]

* The Plurals of Nouns like (2) are from another form ( 66, 67).

t As, one of the five "IJJ H H N which do not receive Dagesh [Pt. I. 49.]
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56. For words '

i. c.' the following rules may be given :

(RULE i.)
The Vowel NEXT BEFORE THE ACCENTED

VOWEL is generally dropped and replaced by Shva-

Moving if that Vowel can ~be so dropped ( 55) ; as

in *Vp harvest of from ^p harvest, and 2pV heel of
I: V|T \"*-i

from Spy a heel. [Obs. The vowel to be dropped is

the PENULTIMATE^ when the Accent of the word is on

the last syllable]. Also

(A.) Monosyllables, and words Mi-Vra [Pt. I. 42],

(Rule ii.) Generally replace Long , in a closed*

final syllable, by ; thus, (i) T hand of (from
T a hand}; (2) [OW] ^1$ an artificer-of [wood],

i.e. a carpenter, (from ^7)0)' (?) ^3? heart of

(from M!?);

(Rule iii.)
Sometimes replace

-- in a closed*

final syllable, by ; as in (i) j|l
son of (from

J5) ;
more commonly by , as in (2) JpT

cm e/cfer

of (from Jj3T) ; f and sometimes (especially in

Monosyllables) retain the unchanged, as in D^
Gen. iv. 17, 3plf Gen. xxv. 26;

(Rule iv.) Replace the ending !"! by PI ; thus,

(i) n^U5 work of (from H^JJO a awr*)y so
(2) H^

of (from n^l^): except ^B mouth of, from H3

HJH (as well as H^H) /n'^J o/, from H^,
and a few" others.

(Rule v.). Replace the ending !"! by IV-; thus,

(i) rnfe law of (from rnifi) ; (2) JViy company of

(from Ping).

(Rule vi.) Retain a *

(except in the last syllable

of the Plural), also a 1 (or), and a \ unchanged.J

* Pt. i. 21.

t These two Examples (1) and (2) belong to different classes. See the Section

on Nouns in Pt. II.

t There is sometimes, however, a change owing to the removal of the accent

[Pt. I. 55 (9, b.)] A word i. c.' ( 53) is often deprived of Tone-accent, and

joined to the following word by Makkeph (') [Pt. I. 37 (2)].
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(B.) Of words Mi-Vel, i.e., whose Penultimate is their

Tone-syllable [Pt. I. 42],

(Eule vii.) Those of the form Site, Site, or S^S,

7lte, or 7lte, 7^3* or 7$?bf (e., whose last two

vowels are either , , or ,
|

, or
|,

~, or ), undergo no change when f i. c.' ( 53).

(Rule viii.) Those of the forms (i) 7^3, and

(2) 7?3, are changed in the manner seen in the

following words; (i) *Tpn
midst of (from IJJF) midst);

and
(2) |^y eye of (from j^J

an eye).

(C.) ("Rule ix.) Plurals ending in d* , and DUALS in tD? ,

always replace these endings by
*

, when
*

i. c.' 53 ;

thus, (i) *$& songs of (from D^ songs'); (2 )

stars o/ (from 0^3); (3) 'JW eyes o/(from

(4) H* Aemcfe of (from

57. (a-) As seen in some of the Examples in 56, and those

in 52, there may be two of the changes (above-mentioned)

at once.

Example (2) in 52 offers a means of introducing an

important further change that is often necessitated by Eule i.

( 56), as may be seen thus. The removal of the vowel from

the ]} of nDVV, and the replacing it by a Moving Shva [ 56,

Eule i.], necessitates some change that there may not be two

Moving Shvas together (which must not ever be, Pt. I. 22,

Note #). The fast of the two Shvas is, in such a case, always

made to adopt a
'

Slight-vowel
' form [Pt. I. 56] . And, since

a Moving Shva beneath J? takes a Compound form [Pt. I. 24],

* But B^'p truth (according to the best opinions) Ps. Ix. 6, has
tptpp

truth of

Pr. xxii. 21 (which is merely a slightly shortened form).

t Thus we may introduce the use of B for < First Root-letter,' and y and ^ for

' Second ' and Third Root-letters
'

respectively ; thus, "irn is said to be of the

form
bjJQ, ^7O of the form Vv|, etc. This will be fully explained by-and-by.
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the particular form for the
'

Slight-vowel
'

here, is determined

by the following general Rule :

N.B. A 'Slight-vowel
9

before a Compound Skva mostly

agrees with this latter in form.

Here, the beneath the J? in Hj^V being replaced by ,

the 'Slight-vowel' to be given (instead of the beneath the

)
is ; and so we obtain the form HJ5^ given in 52 (the H

being changed into fl , in accordance with Eule v. 56).

(7.) Similarly, from the Plural DH?^ words 39 (7), we

have the Construct form **&\ For, the removal of the Penul-

timate vowel (viz., the beneath the 3), by Eule i. of 56,

necessitates the appearance of a 'Slight-vowel' form for the

beneath the 1, in order that there may not be two Moving

Shvas together [Pt. I. 22, Note(*),and 56].

[Obs. A (Short-Kherik) may be considered as the common form for a

Slight-vowel,' and as the form to be given when there is no reason for adopting
some other Short-vowel. See also Pt. I. 56, Note (t).]

58. The Classification of Nouns, for the changes of form

which many of them undergo when receiving Affixed additions,

is a somewhat long and difficult subject with which it is unad-

visable to trouble the Student at present. Sufficient help will

always be given in the Notes to the Exercises. The general

subject must be dealt with elsewhere. There is, however, one

application of 54 (II.) which is of such very great importance
for understanding vowel-changes in all parts of the Language
that it ought to be mentioned at once, viz. :

!59.

A word, when increased in length by the appendage of

an additional syllable, generally drops (if it can* drop) and

replaces by Shva Moving that vowel which would else stand

NEXT BUT ONE BEFORE, 01 THIKDf FROM THE ACCENTED

VOWEL of the word.

* See 55.

t [Reckoning from left to right, and from the Accented Vowel inclusively.]

Obs. If this vowel cannot be dropped ( 55), the preceding vowel is generally

dropped, if there be one, and if it can be dropped. Sometimes the succeeding one.
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This will be more easily understood by an Example or two.

Thus:-

() "l^r a word) n receiving the appendage D* as the

mark of the Plural, drops the beneath the ^ and takes the

form * EHl^ (the beneath the *1 being reckoned First, the

beneath the H is Second, and the beneath the 1, if not

dropped, would be Third). So, as may be seen in the Declen-

sion of this word with Pronoun-Affixes [Table IX.], the form

for
'

his word '

is 1^5*1 (no* ^?*r ^e ~ ^ tne ^ being dropped

as said above). And so all through the Singular of Table IX.

The Hebrew forms for 'his Words,
9
'her words,

9

etc.,

are from ^t!?*! words ; and there is no vowel Third before

the Accented vowel.

(7.) When we come to the Hebrew for * their (m.) words,
9

the analogy of the preceding words might lead us to expect

under the 3. Here, however, the Accent being on the DTI,

the (if it were to appear under the D) would be ' Third '

(before the Accented Vowel reckoned as First}. It is therefore

dropped, as above, and replaced by Shva Moving. But this

necessitates the appearance of a
'

Slight-vowel
'

instead of the

Moving Shva beneath the **! [Pt. I. 56]. And is the form

which it adopts [ 7 Obs.].

The same holds in the Hebrew forms for
*
their (/.),'

'

your (m.),' and '

your (/.)
words 'f (and for the corresponding

parts of Tables IV. and X. (16) But in the 'case of 'our

words 9
the Accent of the word being on the syllable *"}., the

of the 3 is retained it does not come under the Hule of

59. Thus we have WJT,?^. our words. Similarly for the

corresponding forms in Tables IV. and X. (1 6).

* See 39 (y).

f The Pronoun-Affixes for 3 pi. m. and /., and 2 pi. m. and /., are by many
called the Heavy Affixes.' The Accent of the word is on these Affixes.
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SUMMARY OF 39-59

(a) The mark for MASC. PLU. is D* ;
and

({3) this Q*-r- is replaced by
* ' in Construction/

(7) The mark for the FEM. SING, is Pi -$- >
an^-

(5) this H is replaced by fi in ' Construction/

(e) The mark for the FEM. PLU. is Hi or H -
;
and

(f ) this termination is unchanged
f in Construction/

(77)
The mark for the DUAL is D* ;

and

(6) this D^ is replaced by
* 'in Construction/

(t,)
For changes of form of Nouns '

i.c/ see 56 & 57.

(K) For a GREAT RULE of ordinary change of form, see 59.
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INDEX FOB NOUNS WITH

(a) For Nouns which do not change, see Tab. V.

(/3) For Nouns ending in Pl^r which change only the ending, see

Tab. VI.

(7) For Nouns like ^1 which drop the penult. , see Tab. IX.

(8) For Nouns like (A) htk & S^S, (B) Sjfifi (& ^SO) & SsfiB*

(c) plSpB & PWS, see App* (A), (B), & (c) to Tab. IX.

(e) For Nouns in , or , or -^-, or in ^, or ,

see Tab. X.

() For Nouns in ,
or ,

see Tab. XI.

(77) For Nouns (fern.) corresponding to those (masc.) in Tabs.

X & XI, see Tab. XII
; (cp. 66-69).

(0)

Tab. XIII.

(t)
For Nouns in H >

see p. 44.

[Note. (i)
For HK (or HK) mark of the 'Definite Object/ see

p. 43 (e-h).

(ii)
For some words before which the ' Def. Art/ Jl

must NOT be placed, see 73.]
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60. Some Nouns with , as CHS* for example, are not

of the same form as
*\5"3,

anc^ must not De declined like it

as they do not drop the of their first letterf [See 55] .

61. (a.)
The Declensions of Table X. (16) are aU the

same in character. Such a word as
*:|7tt

Table X. (1), and

*nj Table X.
(2),

is said to be of <6-point' form, and

Tt) Table X. (2) of 5-point
'

form.J'

(A) The - of yto, and the - of 1M [Table X. (4 and

5)] , are because of the guttural letter ]). So the in PQJ a

sacrifice, and the in j*PP oppression, because of J"t. [But

we may have two Segols, though the word has a guttural,

as in DPP bread, etc.]

(7.) So JJ3B? fulness, 3Th breadth, are of the same Declen-

sion as
1J*J& length [Table XI.] : the replacing -rr because

of the guttural letter.

N.B. All words like the Nouns in Tables X., XI., have their

Accent on the penultimate, in the
' Absolute

'

Singular.

62. The < DECLENSION-VOWEL '

(as it may be called) is seen

to be
(i.)

for the <6-point' Noun in Table X (1), and

(ii.) for the '
6-point' (as also for the <

5-point') Noun in

Table X
(2). (iii.)

Some words, as ""1)0, p7H (for instance),

have for their < Declension-vowel
'

; thus *

jPJ. 3*^3J> ^^ '

etc., j$n, ^n, ipSn, etc. The terms

<a-Deci.' e-Decl.' <2-Decl.'

will be found useful as A means of designating these Declen-

sions [viz., those of (i.) (iii ) (ii.), respectively] . Similarly the

Declension of Table XI. (in which the is o) may be called

an < o-Decl.'

* This is really 'of the form
!l|| ; but as the five letters IJJnnK do not receive

Dagesh, the is put under the to 'Compensate for the Dagesh' which belongs

to the 1.

f Any of these that may occur will be duly mentioned, so that no practical

difficulty will arise therefrom.

J The actual terms in use (in Rabbinic works on Grammar) are 'Nouns of 6

points,
1 'Nouns of 5 points,' the dots in the and the being counted.
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63. The following shew the Declensions of

(a.) (1) Bbl. [p. Jt^aiJ Aoney, 'PM my...;

(2) D3^ [p. t D3P] a shoulder, *|9?9
?
, to?$, etc. ;

(/3.) (i) >j [P . ; ns] /rutf, \ns, ins, etc., [jna, D^B], nnsb and

(2) [P.Pn<?] a

(3) Hg [p. t

HJD
an ornament, iHJJ,

Plu. D S

HJJ ;

(4) 'Jtn [p. : >yp] AaJ/, V^H, etc. ;

(rO C
1 ) 7CI fp-

*
^ni *c*nm, i^n, etc., PIU. n^n:

;

(2) 1$ [p. J
rty]

a^tcWon, i^JJ,
etc.

(.) From ^? [p-.*^3], /. etc, ^3 thy (m.).... the Plural is

L c.'

64. In 63, the 'Construct* Singular is the same as the 'Absolute.'

65. The '

Slight-vowel
'
for the

' Construct State
'
of the

Plural ( 57, 7.),
and for the Plural Noun with the Affixes

for the 3 & 2 pi. (m.)& (/.) ( 597, $), is the same generally as

the ' Declension-vowel' of the Noun. Thus the in \3/>
the - in Drpj^n, the - inD^T^ *{???,

etc. See Table'x.

66. The Feminine Noun in Table XII. 1, corresponds

with the Masculine Noun in Table X. 1 ; and so the Femi-

nines in Table XII. 2, 3, with the Masculines in X. %s 5. This

observation is important as helping to understand the forma-

tion of the Feminine Plurals. Thus, from
*?|75

a king, and

i"l3/5 o> queen (the latter agreeing in form with the Declension-

forms of tlie Singular in Table X. 1), we have the kindred

Plurals D\5% kings, J^T?? queens. So from ^33 a lamb

(m.), r\W53 '[and H^] 'a lamb (/*.),
we have the Plurals

67. Feminine Nouns of this class that have no correspond-

ing Masculine kindred-form follow (as might be expected) the

law of those that have. Thus, from i"in|3^ a woman-servant,

we have the Plural rtn^ (formed after the analogy of an

imaginary Masculine Plural D\H3^ from the imaginary Sin-

gular
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68. Similarly there are some Feminine Nouns (with the

ending J"l ) corresponding to Masculines of the form
*=p.&J.

Thus
DXJjf might (m.) and P1BXJ7* 0A* (/.), the latter

agreeing in form with the Decl.-forms of the Singular in

Tab. XI. And so ^Pl drought, aridity, desolation, Pl^nnf
desolation. The Plural of this latter is fVQ'in, the Feminine

form analogous to an imaginary Masculine D^^H.

69. (a.)
The Declension of firiB^ with Pron. Aff. is the

same as that of H3- ^n ^a^* XII. 1* w^tn T instead of the

under the first letter there ; thus

u ,thy(m.)

f 9W
, his

f innB [woman sm>anO-

I

etc. etc, etc.

The Declension of a word of the form fi^D w^n

Pron. Affixes is of corresponding form, but with (p, K. Kh.)
instead of the under the in Table XII. 1; thus from

H^pri wisdom, we have

*fiMH my wisdom, WMft. thy Cm.).,., inMFt his... ; and
V* T ; T y Vl I T T ^ *r \ J * ^T;T

from rt^n desolations
(i.

c.

Ar.., *s|!p5iH % (/.).., on^n:

70. Besides the accented ending Jl of 40, there is

an ending H unaccented which is not a mark of Feminine

Gender, but merely gives a varying equivalent form for some

words; thus vv and H^v night, and so nrMDn Ps. cxvi. 15

N.B. Sometimes the Declension-form of the Noun is

used in this case, as Jl^lK land of, Is. viii. 23 (
= ^^{), and

(Pause form) Job xxxiv. 13, and xxxvii. 12.

* The under the # is o, K. Kh.

t The under the H is seen to be 8, K. Kh. by Pt. I. 55 (5 and 10 .)

J A. Noun of a-Decl., 62.
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71. (i.) There is another unaccented ending Pi which is of

frequent occurrence, signifying to, towards, into; thus P^H
Hebron, Hin^in to Hebron, jjb north, H3ib northwards ;

east, "ll. eastwards.

(ii.)
This H to, towards, into may be attached to

(a,.) a Noun having the definite H; thus, IVSPl /Ae

house, nr\^5n 2ftfo ^Ae house, and

(A) a Noun in the State of Construction ; thus, JV5

house of,r\yy& T\N^ into-[the~\-house-of Pharaoh.

(iii.)
Sometimes the Declension-form of the Noun is

adopted for this, as riV^N* earth-wards (p t
<"ftptf) ; and

so 333 [of e-Decl.] sowtfA, H333 southwards ; etc.

72. N.B. There being no <
Genitive,

5 <
Dative,'

e Accus-

ative
'

or f Ablative
'

Cases in Hebrew, the <
of,'

<
to/

'from/ etc., are expressed by other means:

(a.) The ordinary
( of

'
of connection is expressed by

the < State of Construction/f 52;

(&.) The <
to,' of relation, is expressed by the prefix

"?of4;

(c.)
( From '

is expressed by the prefix & of 5, or by
the full Preposition jtt;

(<.) The context alone can determine when an Indefinite

Noun is used Objectively, as the word man twice in and he

SAW A MAN, an Egyptian, SMITING A MAN, a Hebrew "

[Ex. ii. 11], where the word fcS^K a man has nothing to mark

it as <
Objective

'

; but

(e.) The Particle ftK (or TlK) is a mark of the 'Definite

* Also to or towards land-of, frequently; [from pX, p. 41J]. Obs. The
context alone can decide, sometimes, between the H of 70 and 71.

t The of =/rom, out of, is expressed by the Prefix D of 5, or by |D.

[Ju. xiii. 2, 1 S. i. 1, etc.].
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Object; thus in "and he SMOTE THE EGYPTIAN" [Ex. ii. 12]

we have ^l^prrDN the Egyptian (Accus., or <

Objective '). So

in God created [DBTI HK] the heavens, [pNH HNV] arcrf

the earth" [Gen. i. 1], we have H^ before "THE heavens"

and before " THE earth" marking them as <
Objective.'

(/.) This mark of the f Definite Object
'

is not always

expressed, and then the context alone can determine whether

the Definite Noun is <
Objective' or not; thus, "And they

spoiled rrjjn] the city" [Gen. xxxiv. 27],

(0r.) This fitf (or TlK) may stand before a Definite 'Ob-

jective' word
(i.)

which has the < Definite Article
'

[ 6] ;

(ii.) the < Proper Name '
of a person or place, as Noah, Job,

Ruth, Athaliah, Makkeda, 'Babylon, etc.; (iii.) in Construc-

tion, as in "and he took
[\Jj5T"nS] [the] elders of the city,

and he taught [*$j)K HN] [the'] men of Succoth "
[Jud. viii.

16]; (iv.) having a Pron. Affix attached to it, as in "
they

took [DJHVnK] their flock," etc. [Gen. xxxiv. 28].

(h.) This n Cor -n) may also stand before *\$X used

Objectively for < that which 9

or 'him, thee, them (etc.), who 9

*,

and in a few other cases to be mentioned elsewhere.

73. Obs. The H for the < Def. Art.' must never be placed

before

(1) a Noun <
i. c.', f

(2) a Noun with a 'Pron. Aff.',f

(3) *1&W who, whom, or which /

[Note. Nor before Proper Names, as a Rule. There are

some exceptions (to be mentioned elsewhere), especially the

names of some Places and Eivers.

*
Thus, "["IKI nW.] and that-which [was] in the city, pK^TlXfl and that

which [was] in the field, they took" [Gen. xxxiv. 28].

t A few instances may be cited to the contrary (which must be mentioned

elsewhere), but this great Rule of 73 MUST ALWAYS BE OBSERVED in Compo-
sition.
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74. More must be said on the Nouns elsewhere [Ft. II.].

but the following Notes may be added here.

Note (0.) It need scarcely be said that a Noun, such

as HVl spirit, for instance, having Furtive-Pathakh to its

last letter, must drop the Furlive-Pathahh on receiving any

Affix; thus, ninVl (Plu.), and so inVl his spirit, TpT] my...,

etc.

(5.)
Nouns ending in PJ drop the H on receiving Affixes;

thus from PHE? afold (i.
c. i"nb>) the Declension is

my
(/) her

field.

Nouns ending in l"l generally take the Affix form *l!"l for

'his,' as in ^PnB? Aw jfo/d, PEW, Aw t0or&

[The Plural D^*l^ of this Noun does not occur, but the

Construct form ^BP occurs. The usual Plural is rVT\W folds

(i. c. nn^), with'Affixes &$!&, DHW^, etc.]

From nj2>g9 a t^or^ (i. c. H^), Plu. D\^8 (i. c.

we have the Plural Declension

my

our

th7

ir

his

her

,

their

works.

(c.)
Besides the ending H

, for the Feminine, there are

some others (to be mentioned elsewhere). The most im-

portant, perhaps, of these is the ending D (p. H ),

as in rnSj? lead (the H being part of the ending).

(d.) This remark (c.) will be found to be of great use

hereafter when we shall have to give the forms of Participles.

These have simple Noun-forms, and for the Feminine Sin-

gular they have the ending H as well as il
; thus,
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from *)& one (w.) saying, we have both
i"l^?

and

owe (/.) saying.

(0.)
Some Nouns have both endings, viz., !"1 and D ;

thus, (i) from T^jl a for^, we have both fi^jl and IVIIM

fody, a mistress, So we have (2) both rHKfiJ;) and rn^pfi
beauty, glory; etc.

(/!) The <
Singular

'
Declension (including the < Construct

State') of such Nouns as those in (e.) is, generally, only

that of the rV- form; thus we have FTQ^ (the 'Construct'

form), and Vraj, Plgn?^ etc. (Cp. Tab. X. (2)), and so

rnKSft (the 'Construct* form), and 'nN$fi, i$TS?ft
irnNSri, etc. (Cp. Tab. X.

(l)), JT}'3f and rn&ft are

Indeclinable.

(</.) This is so even in certain Nouns of which the

' Absolute
'
form in H -^- does not occur, as PO7p2? a king-

dom, rfo$El!& dominion, nSS^D a chariot. Of these the < Con-

struct' forms are np7^5, Tv^y^, Tfo^Tto, respectively, and

the Declension-forms are IMpfilb, *^7^^> ij??3^ etc.

.)
The Plurals of such Nouns are from the J"I form;

thus, from nttll/^ and nibhyiD war, battle (of which the

Declension is of the form of iJj^D?), the only Plural is

(t.)
No separate !Ta5/e is needed for Nouns ending in Pi

which drop the Penult, vowel of their Absolute form ; thus,

T$* an assembly, i. c. TV$ ( 56, i.), w. affs. ^JJ, 5^ etc.

(k.) Table XIII. (16) gives the Declensions of some

special Nouns, viz.,

[1] 3K a father, [2] f!N a brother, [3] H\3 a house,

[4] J3
a s0w, [5] I'D ^ daughter, [6] i"l3 a mouth.

(/.)
The Noun fcJ^K a waw (also each-one, etc.) is declined

* Obs. nnj| a testimony, RETAINS its .
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in the Singular like W [Tab. Vj. The Plural D^tf w

used, but not generally. The ordinary word for ( men 9

is

DWK, which is declined like DH?if [Tab. X. (6)].

(m.) The Noun H^X a woman, a wife, is not declined.

But there is a Declension of the corresponding Xoun H^K
(which occurs in the <

Absolute,' Deut. xxi. 11, IS. xxviii. 7,

Ps. Iviii. 9, and frequently
f
i. c.').

This is declined Vn&^tf,

^PI#K, in#tf, etc., like TJ3 [Tab. X. (2)] as if it were an

ordinary '5-point' Noun (62), but only in the Singular.

For the Plural 'icomen
'

o?< wives
'

the word is D*0
(i- c -

which is declined thus,

my

our

thy (m.)

your (m.)

his VE>}

their (m.) arm:
wives.

(n.) The Vocative O 1

'
is sometimes marked by the Prefix H followed by

Dagesh Forte, the same as for the Def. Art.' ( 6); thus, [1 S. xvii. 55] As

thy soul liveth [^OH] king!'
1

, [1 S. xxiii. 20] "According to all the desire

of thy soul p&n] king!", etc.

(o.) The Rules of 6 (6.), (c.), etc., apply to this Prefix PI for the Vocative

O!', as well as to that for the Def. Art.'; thus in [Is- xlii. 18] [O^inri]

deaf men, hear ye !, and [Q^IVv 1] ^ blind men, look ye ! that ye may see," etc.

(p.) This H for the Vocative O1' may stand before a word i. c.' ( 53);

thus [Lament, ii. 13] \Yhat-thing shall I liken to thee [H2n] daughter-of

Jerusalem!" etc.

(g.) In Table V. (i.) the words D^i^ and jTt^ may be considered to be contracted

from DH7^ and |HT^. With the'se latter the Plural words DnnB? and frVW
in Tab. V. (ii.) correspond, as DD'H'K' and |5^T^ (your m., and your f. SONGS)

in Tab. V. (ii.) correspond with D3T'^ and pT^ (your m., and your /., SONG) in

Tab. V. (i.). This being so, the 'analogy between the Amx-forms in Tab. V. (i.)

and those in Tab. V. (ii.) . e.t for the Sing, and the Flu. Noun respectively,

is seen to be complete.

(r.) Similarly in Tab. VI. (i.). the words DflTlW and |rTTIfl may be considered

to be contracted from DnjJTIfl and

(*.) The before the Affixes D?" and J3" in the Tables is, of course, Shva

Moving, because there is no Dagesh Lene in the 3, Pt. I. 55 (4).

(f.) N.B. There is before the D3 and the J^T instead of in the corres-

ponding places of the other words in these Tables (and in D3T your (m.) hand,

from T a hand, w. Affixes IT his.., etc.). Owing to the stress and emphasis on

these Affixes, the earlier parts of the words having them are shortened as much
as possible. The Short-vowel followed by the Shva Moving admits of rapid moving
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on to the final syllable, on which the stress and emphasis is laid. There could

not be Shva in the place of this Short vowel, because of the Shva following it.

So, too, in the DPIljnin
and

fnijlin,
from which DJVYin and fiVVin may be

considered to be contracted, Tab. VL (i.), and in Drni 1

!. and ini.nl., from which

mi^ and fllR may be considered to be contracted, Tab. IX. (i.)

(w.) There is a not unfrequent contraction of the forms Dn'TlVlifi and

into DnVlifl and jn'VTIfl.
This is for the sake of shortness.

(w;.)

T

Theform BB# is 4. c.' the same
(viz. B&B?),

Pin. D^?>K> (i.e.

EXERCISE XIII.

(To be translated into English.)

14 '

653 :
13

^T
M n

:
!

ll ?K

89 '

iSee p. 385. 2 Table X. (1).
3 Q^ days.

4 rW year. Dearth,
a land, a country (see page 25 (Note 4), Plu. JTIV1N).

6
H*!^ a company.

7 T3X a strong one. 8 nnX? pits.
9 slime. 10 Zion." n not.' 12 let them

be slack. T a hand (Dual D^.T).
u^ a wing (Dual D'3|).

15 a dove.

16 Tab. IX. 17 Tab. XIII. (6)
18 a wise' man. 19 a lamp. 26

^Jj a foot (Dual

D^n)- 21 and iight-
22 n^^? a path. 23

rn*1} a free-will offering. 24 be

pleased with, accept. 25 I pray. 26 ES^D a judgment. 27 teach Thou me.

28 HIVP a commandment. 29 I have longed, had a great desire. 30 I thought
on. 31

"SJT! a way. 32 and I. made to return. 33 to. 34 niy a testimony

(the of this word cannot be dropped).
35 Seek ye.

36 See Exerc. IX. Note 15.

37 fe all (?3 when unaccented). 38
^jj

a meek one. 39 for, because. 40 py
iniquity.

*l they have gone into captivity.
42 and they shall know. 43 Hlisy

service. 44 HD?pD a kingdom. 45
they shall be ashamed. 46 l^y a worshipper.

47 a graven image. 4& n'^D a work. 49 a workman, smith. 60
nothingness.

61 a grave, sepulchre. 52 opened.
53

p"l|
a throat. 5^ D^nB^ lips.

55 smooth-
* 56 (i. & ix.). i 59. t 74 (i.). 56 (ix, 4).
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63 Dn^

ness, flattery.
56 Esau. 5? (with the preceding word) do not gather.'

58 QJ;

with. 59 sinners. CO
jyej a soul. 61 74 Note (/.).

62 blood. 63 Qn life

(a Plural form),
6* wickedness. 65 hath spoken. 66

vanity.
67 incline Thou.

68 DVPB? heavens (Dual form).
69 an(j mayest Thou come down. 70 send forth.

71 li
T

light.
72 n^? truth (with aff. to

;
to.., etc.).

73 shall guide me.
74 vnQ a ransomed one. ?5 shall return. 76 and i wm have mercy upon.
" See

T

Tab. XIII.
(3).

78 israei. 79 ana I ^iU be jealous,
so & a name>

(the same 'i.e.'). Obs. (

The-Name-of-My-holiness
'

here = My Holy Name.
81

jyn'p holiness. 82 And I will collect. 83 Tab. III. (l).
84 3>fc an enemy.

86
Righteous.

86 and Gracious. 87 ^ an eye (Dual D^^). 88 jab. IV. (1).

89 look with hope.
90

giving.
91

pjfc
food. ^ in its season.

EXERCISE XIV.

(To be translated into Hebrew.)

*
#
* For the plan of the Exercise see 11 (S ft).

According-to
'

the word
2

of Elijah.
8 The man 4

with-

whom-is-My-word (Hebr., who My word* with
6

him). And-

I-will-put
6

My words
2
in his mouth.

7 The words
2
of wise-

men 8
and their riddles.

9 As 1

the flesh
10

of our brethren
11

[is] our flesh.
10

Thy (m.) bone
12 and thy flesh

10

[are] we.

Your (m.) bone
12

and your flesh
10

[am] I. And-as-for-me

1 3 the Prefix. 2 iyj a W0rd. -inj. 4 &$. 5 n Tab. III. 2.

Tab. XIII. G. 8
Dpn(s.)

T

. ilTn (.).
Vo'^ Tab. IX. "Tab. XIII. 2.
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(Hebr., and 7) my prayer
13

[is]
to your (m.) God

14

according-

to
l

your words.
2 For

15

great-is-His-Mercy-towards-us (Hebr.,

mighty-hath-been" over*
7
us His Mercy

18

). Thy (m.) Counte-

nance
19
make-Thou-to-shine

20

upon
21

Thy servant.
22

Many
23

[are] my persecutors
24
and my enemies.

25

Let-my-supplication-

come-before-Thee (Hebr., let-come
26

my supplication*
7

to Thy
Presence

19

). I-will-extol-thee,
28

my God,
14 O* King

29

; and-

I-will-bless
30

Thy Name 31
for-ever-and-ever.

32
His praise

33

shall-speak
34

[viz.] my mouth 7
; and-shall-bless

35

[viz.] all-

flesh
36

His-Holy-Name (Hebr., the Name" of His Holiness
97

)

for-ever-and-ever.
32

Tab. X. (1).
13 nBJ-l. I* Qrg (a Noun of Plural form). 15 '3. 16 133.

17
^y_.

18 1DH Tab^ X
:

. (1).
19 D^S (a Noun of Plural form). 20

-^JJ.
21 3

the Prefix of' 4. 22
niy Tab. X. (l).

23 Q^-J. 24 DB^. 25 ff (5.).

26 Nbn. 27
n|fl)jl.

28 ^pn^. 29 ^. 30 nD-)3X
;

1. 3l DC> (i. c. the same),

with affix IDG? 'his..., etc.t

'

32
njjj D^'.

33
n^njji.

'

34
-)|T.

35

37
B?Yp, Tab. XI. i -* See 74

T

(n.).

t See Tab. XIEI, Note (, a).
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SECTION VIII.

NOUNS-ADJECTIVE.

75. There being no < Cases
'

in Hebrew, and no Gender-

forms for other than Masculine and Feminine, we have only

four forms to consider, viz., those for the Masculine and the

Feminine in (1) the Singular, and () the Plural.*

N.B. Adjectives should agree with their Substantives in

Gender and Number.

76. The forms referred to in 75 are the usual Noun-

forms, having the termination D* for the Masc. Plural

(
39. 8), and !"!_. for the Fern, s'ing. ( 40), and )tlT (or

H-J-)
for the Fern. Plu. ( 41). Thus, for instance,

nsj
'beautiful.

fern.

:

little.

fem. masc.

great.

fem.

ra'io

masc.

/ 3'ID Sing.

tnteb ,D'3te piu.

good.

77. Adjectives may be used <
i. c.'; thus, [Dan. i. 4]

"Children... ['31D] good-of appearance ;" [Gen. xxiv. 16]

" the damsel was [J"Qb] goodly-of appearance ;" and so
||
71:1

(Sing, m.} great-of, Tfe\ (Sing, m.) and fr%\ (Sing. /.)

beautiful-of, etc.^

78. The proper PLACE for the Hebrew Adjective is after

* There are no Dual forms for Adjectives proper.

f For the two forms i and J_ for the same vowel, see Pt. I. 13.

t For the removal of the vowel that would be Third before the Accented vowel

(reckoned as First] , see 59.

The last of
|tp^ is replaced by -7 followed by Dagesh Forte, on the 3's

receiving a vowel. Cp. Tab. IX. (/3). [Of the more common word
jDj^ little, there

is no other form except only |bp (i. c.) 2 Chr. xxi. 17.]

|| And ^n3 (when followed by Makkeph, Pt. I. 37), in which word the is 5.

This, in Pr. xi'x. 19, is Kri for TU Kthiv [Pt. I. 74. 3]. In Na. i. 3, Ps. cxlv. 8,

the \ of ^nj there written
*

is superfluous.'

If There are also the following forms (Masculine),

133 'i. c.' TJ}, pi. DHJJ3 'i. c.'
njSJ; BO, fr. 1$, D^ 'i. c.' $J; etc.
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its Noun-Subst.*; thus, !flt9 VJW a good man
(lit., a man

good), ri/nJ n^'tf a great woman, Dy^
l leautlful virgins.

79. Sometimes Participles are used as Adjectives ; as in

y a confident (or careless) people, ^Tr$fo $K a burning

fire, Dnga D'BfoK 5wrww0 mew, fllntfe rfo'j ovr*fes

daughters.$

80. With DUAL Nouns-Subst., Adjectives (and Participles

used as such) take Plural forms ; thus D^KHH D^^ new

heavens, TYlS'T. D*T weak hands, D^)?^ DT15&? flaming lips,

WT\i failing knees.

81. If the Noun-Subst. is 'Definite' either (1) having

the Def. Art./ or () having not that Prefix because it is

<
i. c.' ( 73), or (3) having a Pron. Affix, the Ad-

jective follows the Subst., and receives also the < Def. Art. ;

*
(i.) There may be more than one Noun Subst. referred to by one Adjective;

thus, "good statutes and judgments," would be D^'lD D^S^E-I D^jpn (lit. sta-

tutes and judgments good ").

(ii.)
In a few instances, an Adjective before a Subst. is supposed to qualify that

Subst.: this must not be in Composition.

-J* This is a not unfrequent form of the Feminine Participle instead of PHUS;
see hereafter.

t (i.) There may be several Adjectives (or Participles used as such) one after

another, following the Subst. ; thus, [Gen. xli. 23] ears withered, thin, and

blasted," etc.

(ii.) In a few instances two Adjectives of
different

Gender refer to the same

Subst. ; thus, [1 K. xix. 11] ptm n7n| Pin a wind great (/.) and strong (m.),

the wind,' being without life, cannot be said to have any < Gender '

really.

(i.) There may be more Adjectives than one so following the 'Definite' Sub-

stantive, and having each of them the Prefix n for the Definite Article'; thus,

the high and fenced walls," would stand thus, the walls the high-ones and

the fenced-ones." So " the high and fenced walls of a city
" would stand thus,

'walls of a city the high-ones and the fenced ones;" and so, thy high and

fenced walls
"

is " thy walls the high-ones and the fenced-ones
"

(Deut. xxviii. 52).

(ii.) A few instances might be cited in which an Adjective not having the Pref.

n is rendered by many as an Adjective qualifying a Definite
'

Substantive.

Suffice it to say here, that such a form of expression must never be used in

Composition.
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thus, ^it$n *!5*y THE 9d word (lit.,
the word the good),

D'THlNn *Tn H!n THE last words of David
(lit., words-of

David the last-ones'), Pynjin *M my e&fer daughter (lit., my

daughter the great-one), D^D DPPJJT! ffotr &ad ways (lit.,

tffoe'r ways the lad).

N.B. When the Adjective after a f Definite
'
Substantive

has not the Prefix J"l for the < Definite Article,' the Adjective

generally serves as a ( Predicate.' See below 83, etc.

82. Hebrew Adjectives have no (1) 'Comparative' or

() '
Superlative forms. An Adjective of ordinary form

(i.) followed by j (or by , the Prefix of 5) serves in

the place of the <
Comparative,' and

(ii.)
with the Prefix PI for the f Definite Article,' and

followed by 3 (the Prefix of 4), serves in the place of the

<
Superlative ;' thus,

(i.) HZ?!! "Tri^? I^ -^ BETTER THAN the dead lion (lit.,

GOOD FROM, or MORE THAN, the dead lioti), and ^^D ^ILD better

than he, t^^^P P^? sweeter than honey.

(ii.) D^pjy.3 7n|n THE GREATEST OF the AnaUm (lit,

THE GREAT ONE IN, or AMONG, the Analdm)\ and so H&tOpS /1H

THE WEAKEST OF Manasseh ; ^ ^3? ^V.^ THE LEAST OF

the house of my father.

N.B. These expressions for (i.) the <
Comparative

' and

(ii.)
the Superlative' are often used 'Predicatively;' thus,

[Ps. Ixiii. 4] D^ng TplDH ^D Thy Grace [w] better than

life,
and [Judg. vi. 15] My thousand [is ...ID

weakest in Manasseh, and I [am] the least
"

etc.

*
If, instead of "David," we had the expression a great king"

we should have for the last words of a great king," D*iinsn ^'

(lit., words-of a king great the-last-ones) ; and if, instead of David," we" had the

expression^
" the great king," we should have for the last words of the great

king," D'rinsn >njn ^n n.J'n (lit., words-of the king the great-one the-last-

ones).
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83. Hebrew Adjectives are often used '

Predicatively,'*

and then some form of the so-called < Substantive Verb '

(or
<
logical Copula ') is to be supplied ; thus, Uto f^n ^Hl-l

and the gold of the land [w] good, HXD WlJ B^KPTj and the

man [was] great exceedingly, \1^ w\\ GREAT [is] His Name,

^Dn liD good [is] Thy Mercy; and so HriK p^ Righteous

[art] Thou, nan nhb #00% *% (/.) [toer*], ttPtitf
D'j^rn

/ar away [are] 200, etc. etc.

KB. The Adjective when used *

Predicatively,' often

precedes its Subject as in the last five examples; it is then

generally emphatic.

84. An Adjective which precedes the Substantive or Pro-

noun to which it belongs, generally serves as a 'Predicate*

thereto; thus, [1 S. xxvi. 13] Dip&H ^ great [was] the space

[between them] ; [Job v. 25] :
^JHT IT) great (or abundant)

thy seed [shall be], etc.: as, also, in the last five examples

in 83.

85. So, also, after a f
Definite

'

Subject an Adjective that

has not the Prefix D for the ' Def. Art.' is generally used

<
Predicatively ;'f thus, [Judg. vii. 4] 1*1 D^H the people [w]

<7raz (or numerous), whereas " ^e numerous people
" would

be :nn D^n, as [Is. xvi. 14] I'jn jtonn ^e ^rea^ multitude.

[Obs. 1*1 Dy (or 11 DJJ) means " a numerous people"]

86. There are not very many adjectives J in Hebrew. But

no want of them is particularly felt because there is, in com-

mon use, another mode of defining, describing, and qualifying

Substantives, viz., by placing them in Construction with a

* In which case the Adjective need not agree with the Subst. in Gender or

Number.

A Noun-Subst. may also be used * Predicatively
'
of another Noun-Subst. or a

Pronoun.

f A few instances may be cited in which this seems not attended to. It must

always be attended to in Composition.

I i.e. Strictly such. Participles are often used Adjectively.
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word (or expression 87, ) which, denotes the qualification) or

the describing or defining thing or quality; thus, [Pr. xv. 6]

Dy} *lK pleasant words (lit., words-of pleasantness); [1 K.

xx. 31] "JDPI *<?/'? merciful Icings (lit., kings-of mercy), etc.

Moreover,

87. The second of two words so connected may have a

Pron. Affix referring to the former one ; thus, (1) [Ps. cxix. 62]

^fJ^V *l-??^9 Z% righteous judgments (E.V.), and so (2)

[Is.*'lxiv.* *10] WV)X$nn:$-|f2 JV? our My and beautiful

house
(lit.,

the-house of our holiness and our beauty*), etc.

88. A less common idiom is the following: A Noun 'in

Construction
' with a word after it sometimes qualifies or

describes this second word, in an Adjectival manner;* thus,

[Gen. xvi. 1] D"]Nt tf"l) a wild man (lit., a wild-ass-of man),

and so [Deut. xxxii. 41) ^IPJ p*l3 My flashing sword (lit.,

the-lightning-of My sword, i.e., My lightning sword).

In accordance with this, DHH fiiSgin
1

) (lit.,
and the-might-

of mountains, Ps. xcv. 4) seems best understood as equivalent

to "and mighty mountains," we have then the whole verse

running thus ;

"In Whose hand [are] the-secret-depths-of earth,

" And His [are] the mighty mountains."

89. Some Adjectives, chiefly Gentilic and Patronymic,t have the ending
* for

the Masculine, and n*
T

or JV for the Feminine, in the Singular. These take

D- (or D"-) for the Plural'' Masc. and n'lT for the Plural Fern.; thus n^y
Hebrew (Sing. m.\ r\\3$ (Sing. /.), Dn?JJ [D\n?3?

Ex. iii. 18] (Plur. m'.),

niJf (Plu. /.) ; and' n Egyptian (Sing, m.), hn.VD (Sing. /.),

90. It seems hardly necessary to say that Comparison,' in the way of Likeness

and Similitude is expressed by the Prefix 3 of 4 (or the word ID?, 4 Note y);

thus, D^i?N3 |bn strong as the oaks; ^1133 03^1 |i33 intelligent and wise as

thou; }1K i3 p-lij 13^ /iw Aearf [M] firm as a stone.

* Somewhat as we say a giant of a man (for a gigantic man), a fool of a man

(for a foolish man).

t There are some others, as ^TDX cruel, and so vvlpn Gen. xlix. 12.
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91. The 3 of Comparison is sometimes used with two words in succession, to

express "just so much as," or " as much the one as the other;" thus, in

[Is. xxiv. 2] "Oto3 n3j?3 so with the buyer as with the seller ; so ID? in the well-

known passage* [Ps. Iviii. 10] -jlin 1D3 *H 1D3 a* much quick as on fire.

92. (a.) Adjectives (and Participles used as such) may be used concretely ;

thus, p^V righteous (m.) for a righteous [MAN], and l"ND good (m.) for a good

[MAN or THING] ; [often so

(/?.) when Predicative,' and then they need not agree in Gender and Number

with the word to which they refer; thus, [Ps. Ixxiii. 28] 21D $ &$ J"Qlp the

nearness of GOD to me [is] good (or a good thing); [Ps. Ixvi. 3]

how awful [are] jTAy works! etc.];

(y) So [Nu. xxii. 18] to do little or great [H>H5 IX n|Dj? f lit. a
"

or a g-raz* [Ming
1

]], and so some give [Pr. viii. 6] I will speak excellent-things

,

(5) Especially the Fern. Plu.; thus, (1) Hvljl great [things'] Ps. xii. 4, Ixxi. 19,

etc., (2) niSOi3 terrible [things'] Ps. xlv. 5, cvi. 22, etc.:

(e) And Adverbially, as niK"to fearfully, Ps. cxxxix. 14, etc.

93. Besides the forms of Expressing the 'Comparative' and 'Superlative,'

which were mentioned in 82, there are some others which need not be mentioned

in a Section on Adjectives.

EXERCISE XV.

(To le translated into English)

#
* For the plan of the Exercise, see 1 1 (a e).

1 hath uttered. 2 my heart. 3
"l^it

a wordfywith Affix **\f[ my word, etc.).

good (m.), nib (/.).
5 See Exercise IX. Note 2. 6

T

for ever. 7 IDH

mercy (with Affix ^pn wy mercy, etc.).
8 not. 9 hath fallen. 10 One.

11 te all, "^3 when
'

unaccented, [Pt. I. 37, 55 (9, 6.)].
12 a day.

*
Perhaps best known in the rendering, So let indignation vex him even as a

thing that is raw." The words *n alive and ji^PI hot, or on fire, refer to ItpX a
thorn or a ftriar ; the Psalmist seems to express the wish that there may
suddenly and utterly fail all the force and fire required for bringing to maturity
the plot which his foes are concocting; and this he expresses in figurative language
which refers to a storm-blast's sweeping away a fire of thorn-twigs partly quick

(i.e., with the sap yet in them) but partly kindled.

f Also a promise; and a matter, a tiling.
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D$?p
83 rrrn t

82

-)|)p
8Mn :

ma 5i

13 in Thy courts. 14 PNI a thousand [p. J tjK].
15 for. 16 Q^n life. " there

hath come. 18 ^V upon.
19 pX earth'/ land (P.^? when the 'Definite

Article' is prefixed).
20 He gave.

21 a son. 22 w ise .'
23 wm gladden.

24 a

father. 25 ^D5*a fool. 26 man> a man. 27
despises.

28 his mother. 29

a fly.
30 death. 31 Q>np men. 32 number. 33 and it shall be. 34 oy

people (DVH when the Definite Article* is prefixed).
35

jnb a priest.
36

verily.

37 to IsraeY 38 God. 39 -Q pure (Sing, m.)
40 heart. ^ ^K God. 42 Vn|

great.
43 K"V|;) awful, to be feared. 44

gracious.
45 and merciful. 46 my

beloved. 47 white (E.V.).
48 and ruddy.

49 na beautiful (/.). 0^*3 women.
51 H3^ moon. 62

bright.
53 niSH sun. 64 will forsake. 65 (See Exerc. IX.,

No. 15).
56 His people.

67 because of. 58 His Name. 59 and I will redeem.

60 jnj an arm (/.).
61 stretched out (/.).

62 tfDD^ judgments.
63 and I

will establish. 64 Blessed (m.).
65 He that cometh. 66 'in [the] Name of.

EXERCISE XVI.

(To be translated into Hebrew.)

[N.B. The H for the 'Definite Article* must not be put before a word <i.c.'

Is,
"

are,"
and am," here, are not to be expressed in Hebrew.]

*
#
* For the plan of the Exercise, see 11 ( /*).

A great
!

city.
a The great

!

city.
a The city

2
is great.

!

Great
l

cities.
2 The great

!

cities.
a The cities

2
are great.

1

76 (ii.). anj| a feminine Noun (Plur.

* The same 'in Construction.'
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Great
l

and goodly
3

cities.
2 The great

l

and goodly
8

cities.
2

The cities
2
are great

l

and goodly.
3 The great

l

and good
3

prophet.
4 The prophet

4
is good

3 and great.
1 A good

3
and

great
l

prophet
4
he is. The great

l

and good
3

prophets.

A great
1

crown-of
5

gold.
6

Is-not (Hebr., Whether 7
not

8

) her

little
9

sister
10

better
"

than she? What 12
is sweeter

13
than

honey,
14 and what is stronger

15
than a lion.

16 The greatest
17

of the Anakim.
18

My thousand
19

is the weakest
20
of Manasseh/

1

and I am the least
22

of the house
23

of my father.
24 The

most-beautiful
25

[one] of the women. 26

Thy (/.) high
27 and

fenced
28

walls.
29 The Glorious

30 and Awful 31 NAME. 32

3 ato, 76 (i.).
* K^a (m.).

6 frog (/.)
e nnt. ? 7. *

76 (iii.).
10 Tab. XIII. t (a).

n Comparative
'

of (3). See 82 (i.).

13 pinD sweet. l*
Bb^.

15 r# strong.
16 n. 17 .Superlative' of (1). See

82 (ii

T

.).
18

D'pJl?.
19

Pj^K Tab. X.
(i.) (m).

2(>W weak. 21
n^ap.

22 i>j;^.

23n>2 Tab. XIIL (3).
24 Tab. XIII. (i.)

25 nD> (/.) p1|; mj. 26 Q^J
( 74, m.).

27
pi3| high (Sing, m.)

28 -^3 fenced (Sing, m.)"
29

nijin a waif.

30 na 33.

"

Note (a). The phrase "flies of death" (p. 56, No. 29 & 30) stands for "dead

flies."

(&). The phrase "men of number" (p. 56, No. 31 & 32) stands for

*'a few men."
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SECTION IX.

PKONOUNS-ADJECTIVE.

94 The Pronouns of Section Y. (see p. 28), viz.

(I.) H{ this (m.}, r>KT this (/.), T$% these (m. &/.) ; (H.) H-ID that (m.), K^ rtto* (/.),

etc., may be used ADJECTIVELY thus,

this man fTtn

icomon

these boys *H?Kn

*a# man
that woman fcOPIH

tee %* tn^nn or tDrin

those girls n|nn
in those words HlSnri or DHHwords

i.e., these Pronouns-Adjective follow the Rule of 81 (p. 51)

respecting Adjectives with e
Definite*'J Nouns-Subst.

Obs. The 'Definite* Noun-Substantive may be i. c.' as in [1 S. xvii. 11]

>QH >
"}3'

:
1 these words of the Philistine (lit., words of the Philistine the

these] ; and with a Pron. Aff., thus iTTH ^]fc?JJ
this Thy people.

95. If the f Definite
' Noun-Substantive has an Adjective

belonging to it, besides one of these Pronouns used Adjec-

tively, the proper place for this Pronoun is after the Ad-

jective**; thus, [Nu. xx. 5] Pljn yiKl Dip^H this bad place

(lit., the place the lad the ^^/"[Nu. xvi. 26] tD^JNH

rrpfctn D^^^n these wicked men (lit., the men the wicked the

these]; and so [Deut.i. 19] Ntfin *?$$]} 711$% ^JID that

great and terrible wilderness (lit., the wilderness the great and

the terrible the that), etc.

96. (i.) The Pronouns HT (m.), and flXt (/.), (especially the latter) are sometimes

used for this [thing]"', and iT?t? is sometimes used for these [things']." So, also,

(ii.) (a) The 3 s. (m. and /.) and 3 pi. (m. and /.) Pers. Pronouns of Tables I.,

*
, sometimes ; thus, [Gen. xix. 8] H D'KON? to these men.

fFor the H in K-lnn, K^H, and the rTin DHn, etc., see 6 (c, ii.)
and

Note.

I The Nouns to which the this
'

or f/iese,' ^a< '
or those

*
refer being

'Definite.' But the il is sometimes omitted, thus N-IH FlWsi in that night,

HJX n,!
1

^
f/ie*e my iconfe.

There are some instances in which this Rule is not attended to. It must

always be observed in Composition.
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III. (1) (and in other forms), are sometimes used Neutrally as in Is not IT*

[JOiT] written etc.", Josh. x. 13, Ix* [in'tf] 1 must observe to speak," Nu. xxiii.

12, etc., etc.

03) N.B. Pronouns of the Third Pers. (Tab. I.), stand sometimes where no

corresponding Pronoun is required in English, as in These are [DPI n?X, lit. these

THEY (are}'] the sons of Ishmael," Gen. xxv. 16; Knowest thou not what are

these [rk$ ni2n nD, lit. what THEY these]*" Zech. iv. 5.

97. By reason of an Ellipsis of the 'Relative* Pronoun after 'this,
1

fit and -IT

stand sometimes where a Relative Pronoun is required in English ; thus, [Ps. civ. 8]

unto the place [HT] WHICH (E.V.) Thou hast appointed for them."

98. The Prefix H of 6, as *
Defining,' or <

Marking,'

or f
Pointing out,' that one who, or those who, or that which,

and the like, stands sometimes where the Relative Pronoun

is required in English ; thus, [Gen. xxiv. 43] " the damsel

[HfcWn] who cometh out (lit., the-one-coming-out) and to whom
I shall say, etc." Cp. Gen. xix. 15, Deut. viii. 1416,
Josh. x. 24, etc.

[N.B. Henceforth the following words need not be given in the Notes to the

Exercises:

7tf not (generally deprecatively'}.

T1K (fn), see Exercise IX. 15.:

te (f^3) all.

&6 not.

V F r
HJ, nxt, fl|g,

used 'Absolutely,' see p. 28.

EXERCISE XVII.

(To oe translated into English.)

*
#
* For the plan of the Exercise see 11 ()

a word, thing.
2 the covenant. s and' spake.

4 Moses. 6 7

(this varies slightly from the Bible).
6 thou wilt observe. 7 to do. 8 the Law.

*
Cp. 10.

t The Makkeph is generally not given in the Exercises.

I The Student is supposed to be familiar with the rest of Tables I IV.
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spM? *i nx-n n nMn tnn 10

16 > :K

lo
itf nn "nan Item3 18nwi :

17D^n^n tnn
.. _ T - T T - T : -: v :

-
: T

26 K nr :
25taib^ tfim M

tfia -nto1

? mnni nnfaa
V ' *~

I S
*

I T ;
*"

J T

awn "

23

nr :
MDn8 M

K|I nr a tnjn

M
&nj

niv- 6i

nn^

9 l-inS written (See 98.)
10 in the Book. n the commandment.

12 commanding thee (m.).
13

to-day.
14

(with the E following) too hard for.

15 far off. 16 for. 17 iimn wisdom (the to the H is if).
I8 has there been?

7h| great ( 76 (ii.))

T
20 or. 21 has there been heard? 22 and thou shalt

tell.

T

23 Tab. XIII. (4).
24 Qi> a day .

25
saying.

26 ^ God. 27 and I will

glorify HIM. 28 Tab. XIII. (1).
29 who owneth thee (i.e., Whose thou art).

30 r&nri praise.
31 See Exerc. IX. 66. 32 h ath done. 33 92 (J, 2).

34 niN a

signVlu- n'ln'X).
35 nDiD a wonder. 36 on account of. 37 96. 38 hath heard.

39 hath seen. 40 n^y counsel (/.).
41 py> counselled (m.). For the force of the

H here, see 98. 42 and according to what (or, and as).
43 I have counselled.

44 shall stand. 45 israei. 46 Table X. 6. 47 and He will expel (or, pluck away}.
48 See Exerc. IX. 2. 49 the nations. 5094(*). 51 D^Q a face (a Noun of Plu.

form.)
52 pyp EVD [by] little [and] little. S3 the former things (/.).

54 coming
(Sing. m.).

'

5
'

5 D'nX. Edom. 66^ a friend. ^
D^P^ Plu. of 24. 58

T)% time.
r^ saith (E.V.).

60
they shall come. 61 Judah. 62

together.
63 I will make (lit.,

cut).
64 house of. 65 Shaii be saved. 66 One shall call. (This word, with the

to her
'

following, signifies she shall be called ").
G ? p^ righteousness.
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EXERCISE XVIII.

(To be translated into Hebrew.')

*
#
* For the plan of the Exercise see 11 ( /*).

[Obs.
* Is

' and are,' here, are not to be expressed in Hebrew.]

This house.
1

This is the house. In this house. Is-this

(Hebr. Whether
2
this ?) the house ? That is the house. These

are the houses.
l

These houses. Those houses. This great
3

house. That great city.
4 In this city. In this great city.

This is the great city. These cities.
* Those cities. In these

cities. From those cities. Who * are these men 5
with

6
thee

(w.)? What* is this (m.) in thy (m.) hand 7

?, and-he-said,
8

A rod.
9

This (/.) we-will-do
10

to
11 them (m.). Hear-ye

12

this (/.)
13

priests.
M What is this (/.) thou-(/.)-hast-done

15
?

Is this (/.) Naomi 16
? Whose-son (Hebr. son of

17

whom*) is

this ? Whose daughter
18

is this ? That is the man 19
from whom

we-heard
20

these good
21

words.
22 At 23

that time.
24

In those

days
25

1-will-pour-out
26

My Spirit.
27 On 23

that day
28

shall-be-

sung
29

this song
30

in the land
31

of Judah.
32

1 1V3 (m.), Plu. EM. 2 The prefix of 7. 3 Exerc. XVII. 19. 4 TJJ
(/.),

Plu.

Dnjtf. D^3. 6DJJ. 71*. 8-)DN s

}. 9il!3. 10
ng>g3_. S prefix.

12 Wj#t
13 74 (w .).

M D^nb. 15
ri'TJJ.

16
9g|.

n
\2*

~
:

i na (the same

i.c.').
19 &$. 20.i:yD^. 21ib76.

T

i. 22 Exerc. XVII.
24 ny (A 25 Q^: 26-ijia^. srrin

( 56 vii.).
32 nn-in* * See page 29.
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SECTION X.

NUMERALS.

). The Cardinal Numbers from I to 20 are

Fern. Masc. Notation.

Construct. Absolute. Construct. Absolute.

1.

"toy

r\&y wy or)
i"; v "

:
-

TV

.a

.n

.n

.1

.T

.n

.to

*lbW HIW .Tt3 or V

.r

TV n^j? .^

(m. &/.)

4.

5.

6.

7.

8.

9.

10.

11

13.

14.

15.

16.

17.

18.

19.

t In pause I riDX. * Some few times inSJ.
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100. The expressions for the Cardinal Numbers from 21

to 29 inclusive, are formed by placing the Cardinal Numbers

1 9 (in their Absolute forms, m. & /.) either BEFORE or

AFTER D^B^S? twenty, with 1 prefixed to the Second of the

two Numbers; thus,

(m.)

or]

or] n (Q-P0 tatf -M

or]
y
Dnwi oso r\g# .jo

or] ^nfew u^) rii^x .na

g^ni Dn>y or]
y D^yi o^co n^bn .na

ntftf D^fc^ or]
/ d*i^i (^) n^ .1^ 26.

or] oni 0^30 na^ -73 27.

.na

.tsa 29.

101. If we replace the D^EflP in 100, (a .) by D\^ 30,

by D'l^iS* 40, (7.) by fffflDTj 50, (3.) by D\^ 60,

(e.) by D\$n&? 70, (f.) by D^80, ft.) by D^Srn^O, we

get the Card. Numbers, (.) for 3139, (/3.) for 4149.

(7.) for 5159, (8.) for 6169, (e.) for 7179, () for

8189, (^7.)
for 9199

21.

22.

102. The word for 100 is n
(<i. c./ H^tt), Plu.

hundreds. The Dual DjnNfi (p. : DJp) expresses 200.

By placing the Construct Feminine forms [ 99] for 3, 4,.. 9,

before JTlN??, we have 300, 400,.. 900 ; thus,

300, rtN& yy 400, nix?? ^??n 500, nix?? tftf

eoo, nix?? j?5|# 700, nix?? njb^ soo, nix??' j?^n 900"

103. The word for 1000 is
SjSjSI (' i. c.' the same), Plu.

D^Sx thousands
('i.

c.' ^X). The Dual D^X (p. tD^X)
expresses 2000, By placing the Construct Masculine forms
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[ 99] for 3, 4, 5,.. 10, before B'SK (or
<

i. c.,' 'ttf), we

have 3000, 4000, 5000,... 10.000; thus,

.

3000> a $ wins 4000, B>|f
5000,.* B'flSVf h^fi 10,000, for which, viz. 10,000, we have

also PIM"! a myriad (
f i. c.' fi331)j Plu. fl^yi myriads,

(<i. c/niMI), [and Nto"!, iSI, Plu. WK^T, rtWT, &
Dual D^bS, Ps. Ixviii. 18].

104. For intermediate Numbers to those in 10, 103,

we have

(i.)
1 nK!? 110, tnl nfi

l^O [and also

ff^J,
Hkb^i D^?^ 130," ns*^ D^bn 150, and so

T

caan 250, D^I 8 360,

b^ri rtxtt w^ "420, cwrn_ nitt ^K 450," D*#T#

(ii.) H^ D"W) J?3^ 127, D^l D Q*0a

nib^ "318, m\ D^'tf rrtN ^^ 666,^ 675, etc., t|7^j n^n 1005,

100, t)xi rtQ tyb^ dWj n^bn 1365,

i4o6,* ni^?? ^35* D g*4oo" etc.

[Note. As may be seen in the above, there is variety in

the order of the several Numerals which make up a Com-

posite Number. Still further variety exists; but notice of

it, and of some other matters relating to Numerals, must be

deferred at present.]

105. "We may mention, as examples of the form of higher

Numbers,

a*a ani B^N ngi rt& B 603,550.

This last Example offers an illustration of both the follow-

ing Eules :
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106.
(i.)

After the Numerals 3, 4, 5,... 10, a Noun is

properly put in the Plural; but

(ii.)
After a Number higher than 10 it may be (and com-

monly is)
in the Singular.

Thus, after B%> six, we see (in the last Example) DIKD hundreds (Plu.) ; but

after the 600 we see P)^K a thousand (Sing.): after the 3 we see D^E&S thousands

(Plu.) ; and after the 5 we see HIND hundreds (Plu.).

The same may be seen in the Examples of the following 107, and in many
others.

N.B. There are, however, several examples of Numbers

higher than 10 followed by Nouns in the Plural.

107. In expressing time, the Numerals are often divided,

as in

930 yean [lit., 900 year,

and SO year} Gen. v. 5,

itl# n$tt &)W fc^n 105 years [lit., 5 years, and 100

(
( i. c.') year] ib. 6,

rW niXtt njh&ft D')0 yiW 807 years [lit, 7 years, and

800 year] t'3. 7,

rW nX^ njB> D^b&ft J??^ 187 years [lit., 7 awrf 80

year, and 100 /ear] ib. 25,

PW rt0 y?^ 5
! rW D^to^l D?n^ 782 y6ar [lit., 2 <mrf

80 year, and 700 year] e'i. 26,

POtf rtX?? y^Jll n?^ D^ yWft 969 y6ar [lit., 9 and

60 year, awa
7

900 year] ib. 27.

108. The above are Nouns. Some of them are used

sometimes in the same way as Adjectives in 78, 81. This

is very frequently the case with *"inK and HIlX one (m. & f.) ;

thus, inX Dip^ one place, Gen. i. 9, MH^ HS^ one lip (or

language) Gen. xi. 6, Hnxn ^^H 2Ae owe board, Ex. xxvi. 16,

nnxn nSPTH the one curtain, Ex. xxvi. 2, etc. [Cp. ^ 78, 81].

From THNI [owe] the same, we have the Plural DHHJ? the

same (as in Gen. xi. 1), also a /m (as in Gen. xxix. 20).

F
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109. The Ordinals are

Plural. Singular,

Fern. Masc. Fern. Masc.

First

Second

Third

Fourth

Fifth

Sixth

Seventh

Eighth

Ninth

Tenth.

110. These Ordinals are Nouns-Adjective. The Femi-

nines of some of them may be used to express Fractional

parts; thus, 1Y&5^7^ a third [part], rVjri"]||
a fourth

[part], etc.

111. For a half, however, we have

(P- : *p) Masc., and rarely **rrSf)1& (<i. c.' TOH^) Fem.

f One of is expressed either by (1) IH^ m.,

followed by the prefix fo of 5 (or J9 from, of), Cp.

* The ^> with Defective Long Kherik, see Pt. I. 12. So in *{?v^n Sing, m.,

and JViP^fJ (njP^n D- xxvi. 12) Sing. /. [The Sing. /. W^b' is rare.]

f Also
*lfaC| [lOd \^n;

,
as in Note (*)].

: Also nypCj [and n>^pq, as in Note (*)J.

Or n'-V,' or n7^ [whence nnt^, Ez. xxi. 19, the-third-time (E.V).].

l

'||" Also ynj and ynh. Wyin fourth [generations'].

^ i. c.' the same. There ^is also nten half-of, only used with il??? wzg-^/,

to express midnight*
** More often JVVH*? a hatft only used i. c.' and with Pron. Affixes.
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Lev. vii. 14, xxv. 48, 8 K. iv. 22 (Dnr?Pl JO "1HK owe o/ the

youths}; or by

(2) nriK m., DPI** /., followed by the prefix of 5 (or

}9 /row, of), as Lev. xiii. 2, VJ3& ^D^ owe o/ his sons,

Cp. Lev. iv. 13; or by

(3) nntf m., JIPIK /., in direct Construction with the word

following, as in D^HH "1PIK one of the mountains [Gen. xxii.

2], DHlJil nnK owe o/ ^e ctfte* [D. xix. 5].

[Note. "intf is found as the Absolute form some few times, as Gen. xlviii. 22,

2 S. xvii. 22, etc.].

113. There is a Noun "fl^ which stands for :

(1) ten, as a decad [of cfays, or months']-, also an instru-

ment-of-TEN-strings ;

() tenth, as few^A day [of a month],

[Note. For several other words connected with the Numerals, as H.^P
double, (*E&$p fnpted, *y-1in and *y3"\P, etc., foursquare), etc., see Ft. II!].

114. The letters of the Alphabet are used to mark

Chapters and Verses [and for the (
reckonings' at the end

of certain Books] in the ordinary Editions of the Hebrew

Bible; but they are not so used in the Text itself.

[Note. (a.) As seen in 99, (a.) the first ten letters in Alphabetical order

from X to * stand for the Numbers from 1 to 10 ; and, (/3.)
for those from 11 to

19, K to D stand to the left of '; thus, K' (i.e., 10 and 1) for 11, 1* for 12,

X for 13, T for 14, but tID (i.e., 9 and 6) for 15. V (or TD) for 16, t> for 17,

PP for 18, W for 19. D, the eleventh letter, stands for 20; the next letter ^

for 30J; and so D for 40, 3 for 50, D for 60, V for 70, B for 80, V for 90, p for

100, "J for 200, W for 300, fl for 400 [see the Table of the Alphabet in Pt. I.].

* Each of these is a Participle-form, as we shall see. , There are some other

Ferfe-forms.

t For, n> are letters of The Name [Pt. I., 79 (2)].

t For the Intermediate Numbers 21 to 29, the letters tf to 13 are placed to the

left of D; thus, fcO 21, 23 22, !D 23,... i"D 25,... 133 29. So for the Numbers

between 30 and 40, 40 and 50, 50 and 60, 60 and 70, 70 and 80, 80 and 90,

90 and 100,- the letters K to D are placed to the left of ^ 30, 10 40, 3 50,..,

V 90. Similarly the Numbers between 100 and 200 are expressed by p with the

letters for 1 to 99 [in descending order of magnitude from right to left ; thus

TDp 167. And so the Numbers between 200 and 300, 300 and 400, etc., etc.
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(6.) For 500, 600, etc., to 900, either two or more letters (together making up
the sums) are used, or the Final Letters

*]
for 500, D for 600, J

for 700, P)
for

800, Y for 900- Then (beginning again) X with some mark (thus, 'N) was used

for 1000.

(c.) Since the 22 letters of the Alphabet, with the 5 final letters, together

give Twenty-seven forms of figures, we have three groups of 9 letters each,

tf to ID for units,
* to for tens, p to f f r hundreds. [This is mentioned in the

Masoreth ha-Masoreth of Elias Levita; see Dr. Ginsburg's ed., with Translation

and Notes, p. 136].

(d.) There is a very common mode of expressing Numbers by means of a word

or expression, of which the letters (or certain selected letters) make up the Num-
ber. For instance, in a certain well known place, the letters of the word pn
(i.e., H 5 + 3 50 + Y 90) stand for 955 > those of the word in (*-e - 8 + 3)

for 11; those of the wordW (i.e., 10+3 + 10 + 4) for 27, etc. ; and those

dotted in D^n5 "IIM KDD (i.e., 16+14 + ' 10 + 3 50 + fl 8 + 10

+ ^ 30 + D 40) stand for 158.

Obs. The Final letters do not always stand for hundreds: thus D in the last

example stands for 40, not 600.]

** No special Exercise need be given on this Section.
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SECTION XI.

VERBS. (I.) VOICES.

115. The Hebrew Verb has Seven Voices. The Outline

FORMS of these may easily be remembered by means of Seven

well-devised names for them which we will try to explain :

116. (.) Most Hebrew words are reducible to three

Eoot'-letters (as they are called), and

(/3.) DEF. These three letters, in their proper order, stand

for what is called the < ROOT '
of the word :

(y.) Thus, (1) of D
I

12 I!
I [words], the Root is the set of letters in, (2) of

[to the queen} the Root is *f?D ; etc.

117. The Verb being contemplated as expressing ACTION,

Past, Present, or Future, the Hebrew name for it is /$?3

from the Root vj?3 (which expresses acting, working, etc.).

These THREE LETTERS 7 J? are used as representatives of

Hoot-letters generally, 5 for 'First Root-letter/ J? for

< Second Root-letter,' and 7 for < Third Root-letter.'

Thus in 13^, 1 is the B, 1 is the V, 1 is the ; so in HD, the D is the B,

the *? is the V/the T is the ?.]

118. The 3 s. m.' of the Past Tense, in all the Seven

Voices of the Fullf Verb, has no letters besides those

which either BELONG TO THE ROOT or are CHARACTERISTIC

OF THE VOICE. Hence these ( S s. m. 9
forms of the Past Tense

in the several Voices, when expressed in the general form by
the letters 7J?S, may be said to give the general Outline

* As in Note f to Rule vii., 56 (p. 36, above) HD is of the form

(having a D Preformative) is of the form 7^?>p. So the two Nouns in

74 (e) (2), are of the forms H^?in, n^QFI; and the three in 74 (e.) (i) are

of the forms ^y?> H^?. n^/respectivefy.
f The term Full

'
is here used of a Verb which, in all its forms, has its Three

Root-letters each of them in Full Consonantal value, and so HAS ITS WHOLE

ROOT FOLLY BROUGHT OUT always. [We should prefer the term Complete,' if

we might use it in this sense]. The term 'Regular Verb' is often used for this.
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forms of the several Voices. For instance, of the Eoot

the Seven forms of the Past Tense 3 s. m. are :

(D) Reflexive. (C) Causative.

Tpsn (v.)

(B) Intensive.

IpS (iv.)
/ j- \ v '

(A.) Simple.

53 (i.)*
ACTIVE

2$5 (ii.),
PASSIVE

(a.)

119.
(i.)

This will perhaps be more clear if we put 1, 2,

and S, for the First, Second, and Third Root-letters ; thus,

?iftfi (viiO

3'21p| (v.)
321

(Hi.)
,321

(i.)

321H fvi ) '321 (iv ) ,321} (ii
\

-
: T v / - .

%
v / -

:
. v 'j

(ii.) Or, with , J^, and 7, instead of 1, 2, and 3,

(A)

(70

or, in descending order,

(Pau-dl

Niph-al

Pu-dl

( Hiph-il

H6ph-al

Hithpd-el

(i.)

(ii.)

(iii.)

(iv.)

(v.)

(vi.)

(vii.)

diligently visited

... visited

^cf himself

[Obs. Here diligently
'

is used for expressing the Intensity of signification

of the Pi-el Voice. Other means of expressing this may be required for other

Roots. Other forms of rendering may be required also for other Voices. Some

Roots require different English Verbs for their different Voices ; thus (from

ID1

?) I)?!? he learned, 1^ he taught, (fr. JDB>) JJ30 he sware, ^2>n he

adjured. Further remarks on the meaning of the Voices are reserved at present.]
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(i.)

TO
(vii.). 71

120. (i.)
The First Voice is not generally called Pau-dl but

Kal
(*?j!D light, i.e. not burdened}, because this Voice has no

prefix belonging to it, and no Doubling Dagesh [Pt. I. 49];

for,

N.B. The dot in the First Root-letter 3 is merely Dagesh Lene [Pt. I. 47],

and cannot stand when the Verb does not begin with one of the

fl S 3 1 j| 3, as, for instance, in ^ft he drew, rhw he sent.

But, excepting the First one, the words to the left of the

column of Numerals in (&) give the Names by which the

Voices are known; thus,

(ii.)
The Second Voice is called Niph-al ($5), because

3 is prefixed, the First Eoot-letter has , the Second has ;

(iii.)
The Third Voice is called Pi-el (7^9), because the

First Root-letter has and the Second one ;

[N.B. A Dagesh Forte belongs to this Voice and the next one, in the

Second Root-letter.]

(iv.) The Fourth Voice is called Pu-al (7^3), because the

First Eoot-letter has and the Second one ;

(v.) The Fifth Voice is called Hiph-tl (V&9), because Jl

is prefixed, the First Root-letter has and the Second one

has *
;

(vi.) The Sixth Voice is called Hoph-dl (7?$!!), because

PI with --
(o) is prefixed, the first Root-letter having and

the Second one ;

(vii.) The Seventh Voice is called HitJipd-el (ygfiPl), be-

cause HP! is prefixed, the First Root-letter having and the

Second one .

[N.B. A Dagesh Forte belongs to this Voice, in the Second Root-letter.]

121. There are a few other names and forms, which belong to modifications
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of some of the above rather than to special Voices. It is best to reserve the

mention of these at present, with the exception of one, viz.:

Some Verbs take (M) instead of -7 () in the Sixth Voice, giving thus the

form h^r\ Huph-al, instead of ^SH HSph-al. But, as there is no need of a

special name for so slight a variation, it is usual to include both sets of forms

under the one name Htiph-al.

For practice, the Student may name the several

Voices of the following :

(10) , ^D (9) < T-SDP! (8) , 13&J (7) , r (6)

The Student may now compare the several PERSONS OF THE

TENSE-FORMS in the different Voices, as follows;

(II.) TENSES.

123. The Hebrew Verb has forms for expressing PAST,

PRESENT, and FUTURE Action ; but only two TENSES or

TIME-FORMS viz., PAST and FUTURE.

124. PRESENT Action is expressed in Hebrew by means

of a Participle, as in the English expressions I [am] writing,

thou [art] writing, he [is] writing; but, the e am* 'art, 'is?

etc., not being expressed in Hebrew, those three English

expressions without the words within [ ] give the form of the

corresponding Hebrew expressions for Present Action, thus,
< I writing,' 'thou writing? 'he writing,

'

[see 140],
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125. The distinguishing Person-forms of the Past Tense

are the same for all Voices*; so that when once these are

known well for one Voice, they are known for all the others.

The same is true of the Future.

(i.)
PAST TENSE.

126. The PAST TENSE Kal
( 120, i.)

of
1j5fi

he visited, is

Singular,

(m.
thou

Plural.

we ye

m.

/

he

she

they

m. &/.

f|5?

visited.

[Obs. In Past Tenses, the 3 pi. and 1 s. & pi. are common to both Genders.]

127. From this it is seen that in place of the *7 , in ^j?
he visited, we have for the other Persons,

in the SINGULAR, the endings

*?T;r

and in the PIAJRAL, the endings

m-

128. If we put these several endings in place of the *T

*
Except the 3 s. /. and the 3 pi. m. &/. in the Hiph-il (see 130).

t For the forms ^3 and ^3, see below 138.

J N.B.Jn the 2 Phi. m. & /. of the Past Kal the First Root-letter is seen to

have . Its Vowel is dropped in accordance with 59. This is so only in the

KAL; in other Voices, something in 55 interferes. But, in all Voices, the

Second Persons Plu. (Past) m. & /. have the Accent on the syllable DFI m., and
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in
*fjP$)

he was visited, we get the several Persons of the

PAST of the ii. Voice Niph-al [see Tab. XIV.].

129. So, by putting those endings in place of the *T in

j53
he visited diligently, and of the 1 in

*?jpjS
he was dili-

gently visited, the *7 in *TP3ri he was caused to be visited,

and the "1 in
"IjpSnn

he visited himself, we get the several

Persons of the Past Tenses of the iii. Voice Pl-el, the iv.

Pti-al, the vi. Hoph-al, and the vii. Hithpa-el, respectively

[see Tab. XIV.].

130. The same is seen to hold for the v. Voice, Hiph-il,

excepting only the 3 s. f. n^pSH and the 3 plu. m. & f.

WfjSn. In these two forms the * of this Voiee appears

with the Second Root-letter in place of the in all the other

Voices.

131. For practice, the Student may parse* the following :

pfrrbtf

* In this manner:
tFJ"|i?3pri

is 2 pi./. Past Hithpci-el [or (as some prefer)

thus, Httfyrf e/, Past, Plu.', 2 /.], of the Root IpS.
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VERBS FUTURE TENSE. 132, 133. 75

(ii.)
FUTURE TENSE.

132. The FUTURE TENSE of the First Voice Kal has two

forms the one with j_ or i as
*Tp)*

or
*"lip*

he will visit (etc.)

fr.
npfl,

the other with as && he will clothe"'(etc.) fr. &J? m

N.B. (a.) Verbs that have the (-L)-form may be called

* Verbs Fut. (-1),' and

(/3.) Verbs that have the
( )-form may be called

Verbs Fut. ( ).'

[The ( )-fonn of Fut. Jr.]

he will clothe -

she will

thou (m.) wft ...

thou (f.) wilt ...

I will

t/iey (m.) will ...

they (f.) will ...

ye (m.) tciK ...

ye (f.) will ...

[The (J-)-form of Fut. A'.]

Tie wiZZ

thou (m.) wilt ...

thou (f.\wilt ...

I w;^

Ay (m.) will ...

y (/.) wttt ...

2/e (m.) will ...

ye (/.) will ...

[Obs. In Fut. Tenses, only the FIRST PERSONS (Sing, and

Plu.) have forms COMMON TO BOTH GENDERS.]

133. Here, (a.) the only added terminations are

' for the 2s./,

!) for the 3 & 2 pi. m.,

It) forthe3&2pl./;

but, (/3.) there are Four prefixed letters }JV& viz,

' for the 3 m. t s. & pi.,

K for the 1 s., and J for the 1
pi.,

H for all the other forms.

Or
"lij?!p?,

and so

See 134 (e, 1).

n etc., with 1 instead of .

t See 134 (e, 2).

Or, put on clothes.
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134. As may be seen by one glance at the Futures in

Tab. XIV.,

(.) What has just been stated ( 133) holds for all the

Voices; but

(&) the prefix-letters }JVtf have the following Vowel-

points in the several Voices

(1.) in Kal, Ntph-al, Hithpa-el each one of the three

|IV has -, K has -,

N.B. (2) in Pi-el, and Pu-al, the JJVhave ,
K has ,

(3) in Hiph-tt all the four
}
H ' K have , and

(4) in Hdph-dl, all the four
|
JV tf have (o), [or

(#) sometimes] ;

(7.) in Niph-al, the 3 (Characteristic of the Voice) is

dropped, and instead of it Dagesh Forte is put in the

First Root-letter, as in *!j^ [for *Tj?&P] Cp. Pt. I.

53. So too in HpSH Infin., & Imper. 2* s. m., etc.

(S.) in HipJi-il*, there is (instead of '
)
in 3 & 2 pi. /.

Also

N.B. there is often instead of * in other Per-

sons, as in *\yV Ps. xlvii. 4 [instead of "VSH!],

73^1 Qbad. 12 [instead ofT^JFQ, etc.;

(e.)
in all the Voices the forms are the same for

(i.)
the 3 s. /. & 2 s. m. (marked f in 132),

(ii.)
the 3 &2pl. /. (marked J in 132).

135. For practice, the Student may parse the following

(with the help of Tab. XIV.) :

* N.B. The H of Hiph. is generally dropped in Future and Partic. forms,
as in nj?52 & Yi??in (instead

of V$%%] & Yp?np), etc. So also the H of

Hithp&~el. For instances of the n of Hiph. STANDING see 201. Barely the

n of Hoph. appears, as in ntyVpnp Hoph. Partic. pi. /. fr. yvp.



VERBS. INFIN. 136137 (1) (a d.). 77

TIL ARRANGEMENT OF THE TABLE OF THE FULL VERB.

136. In Table XIV. the Seven Voices stand in seven

columns beginning with
(i.)

KAL on the right, so that all

the corresponding forms in the several Voices may be read

from Right to Left in horizontal lines. The order in the

columns is as follows :

(1) Infinitive, (2) Past Tense, (3) Participle, (4) Impera-

tive, (5) Future.

137. The Infinitive forms are (1) 'Absolute/ (2)
< Con-

struct/ (3) 'With the Prefixes &^>2/ (4)
< With Pronoun-

Affixes.'

(1). (a.) The !NF. ABS.' forms* of Hp have the following

values in the Seven Voices:
(i.) KAL, \to\visit; (ii.) NIPH-AL,

[to] be visited; (iii.) PI-L, [to] visit (Intens.); (iv.) PU-AL,

[to] be visited (Intens.); (v.) HIPH-!L, [to] cause to visit;

(vi.) HOPH-AL, [to] be caused to visit; (vii.) HITHPA-EL, [to']

visit oneself.

(b.) Besides the bty|> form of the Inf. Abs. Kal, there is

also the 7$?3 form, as >H^ to be great.

(c.) The Inf. Abs. Niph. is sometimes of the form

(with Past Tenses Niph.), as in hx&) V^? 1 S. xx. 6.

Tab. XIV., Note d.

(d.) The Inf. Abs. Hiph. has sometimes *

, as in T^feST!

Am. ix. 8.

[Obs. The INF. ABS. is often used for expressing abstractly the 'Action* of

the Verb. Thus

* For the Hebrew words, see Table XIV.

G



78 VERBS. INFIN. 137 (1) [Obs. a SJ.

(a.) Hos. iv. 2, [There is] pfctf cursing, Wni] and lying, HV")] (Pt. I., 60)

and murdering, 33 31 and stealing, *)&31 and adultery." So Job xv. 35, ?DJ) rf"in

conceiving- trouble, JJS "iVl and bearing mischief," And where an Inf. may be

required in English, as, Is. vii. 15, D1KO to refuse the evil, "I'lfD-l and to choose

the good." Also,

03.) before* a 'kindred' Tense, for Emphasis, as in Pfi fc, 1 S. xxiv. 21,

shalt surely reign flit., fo reign thou shall reign}; *flS5Hf?n G^'ilpL'j Ju. xvii. 3,

dedicated (E.V.), etc. ; and

(y.) Without the 'kindred' Tense, for brevity, a short Emphatic expression

where the context conveys and supplies the Tense-value ; thus, "Yn3, 1 S. ii. 28

[in "IPD-I and did I choose? E.V.] after an Emphatic expression in ver. 27. So,

Nu. xv. 35, "The man shall SURELY be put to death; DJH stone him with stones

[shall] all the assembly." And, without any preceding Emphatic form, as,

Gen. xli. 43, " And he made him ride in the chariot of the viceroy [np/^JSH, lit.,

the second] which he had; and they cried before him, Bow the knee (E.V.):

jinjl,
and he fully set him over all the land of Egypt." And so, Deut. xiv. 21,

Ye shall not eat any carcase; to the sojourner who is in thy gates shouldst

thou give it, he would indeed eat it (i.e., although, if thou shouldst give it to him,

he would not mind eating it), or [which] "OD thou couldst sell even to the

foreigner (i.e., which he would not mind even buying from thee: but thou shalt

not eat it ),
for a holy people art thou, etc." f

(d.) Sometimes there are two Infinitives, Tp?n to go, and another, in certain

phrases for going on continually, either (i.) with a 'kindred' Tense and Inf., as in

Gen. xii. 9, " And he journeyed TO GO and to journey (i.e., he went on continually

journeying);" Gen. viii. 3, "And the waters returned TO GO and to return (i.e.,

went on continually returning)"; also, Gen. xxvi. 13, "And he went TO GO and

to be great; or, (ii.) without any kindred Tense, as in Gen. viii. 5, "And the

waters were TO GO and to decrease (i.e., went on continually decreasing)." The

Student cannot parse the Tenses in these four examples, at present.]

*
(i.) And sometimes after the Tense, as in ti\&& t3B'.l Gen. xix. 9, etc.

Also,

(ii.) after a 'kindred' Imperative, as in $VW W?K> (Pt. I., 60), Is. vi.

9, and after a 'kindred' Participle, as in TlDK D'HP'X, Jer. xxiii. 17.

N.B. (1) The term 'kindred* is used here for 'from the same Root'; (2) the

Voice is sometimes not the same, as in ^pD VlpD, Ex. xxi. 28, J-IIPPI "ItSj?,

1 S. ii. 16. (Pt. I., 12__The
]

is added, 145./

t These are usually said to be instances of The Inf. for a Finite part of the

Verb '

(i.e., for a part limited to Time, or Person, or both). The Student should

not confuse this usage with what may, at first sight, seem like it in English ;
as

in Jer. xxxii. 44, They shall buy fields for money, and write (Hinpl) in the

book, and seal (Q'lnrTj), etc.;" where the English "write" and "seal" correspond

with the " buy," all of them being governed by the auxiliary shall." There is

no such correspondence in the Hebrew.
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[To face page 78.]

[Our purpose being to familiarize the Student with the Subject gradually by
means of the carefully chosen ILLUSTRATIONS GIVEN IN THE EXERCISES, we re-

commend him to hasten on now as quickly as possible to the Exercises on

pp. 9096.

Every Verb in the Hebrew Exercises should be carefully parsed, except

when the full Meaning is given in the Notes.

The following Index for pp. 77 89 may be useful, for reference.

INDEX FOR PAGES 77 89.

137. INFINITIVE forms, pp. 77 81; viz.

(1) Infin. (1) Absol., pp, 77 & 78, (2) Constr., p. 79,

(3) Infin. w. prefixes 1^33, pp. 79 & 80 [Tab. XIV. '

App . (A) '].

(4) (i.) Infin. w. Pron-Affs., p. 80 & Tab. XV,

(ii.) May have the prefixes ^33, p. (80) ;

(iii.) Infin. w. H (& H^) at the end, p. 80,

[(iv.) Various vowels of 1st
Bt-letter, pp. 80 & 81.]

138 (A). THREE forms of PAST KAL, and designations, p. 81, viz.

(i.) The ^2 form, as 1p_3 he visited,

(ii.) The ^3 form, as fSH he had pleasure,

(iii.) The V^S) form, as^ he was aUe.

138 (B). n sometimes at the end of Past 2 s. m. (and other forms), p. 82.

[Also n sometimes at end of Past 3s./., (ii. 7), p. 82,

K sometimes (& |)
at end of Past 3 pi., (iv. a & /3), p. 82.]

139. PARTICIPLES, pp. 82 85.

(a) Significations (p. 82), (jS)
Tab. of forms (p. 83);

(7) Partic (1) & Partic (2) Kal, p. 83.

(5) The (i.) Vys and (ii.) bjJS forms of Partic. K., p. 84.

(e)
i ending sometimes of Sing. Partic. p. 84.

140. (a & j8) Partic. used for (not limited to) Present Tense, p. 84,

(5 )
Some other usages of Participles, pp. 84 & 85.

141. (a) The
( )

& (^) forms of Imper. & Fut. Kal, p. 85.

(7) The J1 ending sometimes of Imper. 2 s. m., p. 86.

142. The Imper. and Fut. are connected, p. 87.

143. The
J
ending sometimes of Fut. 3 & 2 pi. /., p. 87.

144. The n ending sometimes of Fut. 1 s. & 1 plu., p. 88.

145. Future-form endings f-1 (& | ), and j> -T-, pp. 88 & 89.

Note I. The n of Hithpa-el sometimes transposed, changed, or dropped, p. 89.

H. Kemarks on Tab. XV, p. 89 (**).
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. The < CONSTRUCT ' form of the INF.
[*"lipS

or

(of IpS) in Kal, etc.] is used when it is in close structural

connection with what follows (cp. 5) ; thus, [Gen. v. 1]

" In the day of [D^Pl/N &O!3] God's creating (lit., creating-of

God)" so ftbW [the] judging-of [the judges], Kuth i. 1, etc.

(3). (a.) The INF. WITH THE PREFIXES fo 7 2 3 has the

Construct
' form ; thus, with the 7,

?
)
to visit, or for visiting, or for [the] visit-

^g of,-

*Jj23Pl7t
fo be visited, or /or Seew^ visited,

or ybr [^Ae] em<7 visited of;

T?^f (Intens.) fo t?m', or /or visiting,

or ybr [Ae] visiting of;

(Intens.) to be visited, or/ ybr

being visited, or, /"or [$e] being

visited of;

to cause to visit, or, for causing

to v.. or, for [_the~] causing to visit of;

n'fc^t D. xxvi. 12];

*Tp|5Jl7
to be caused to visit, or, for being

caused to visit, or, for [the] being

caused to visit of;

(vii.) HITHPA-L, *1p3J^n 7
TO VISIT ONESELF, or, for visiting

oneself, or, for [the]..., etc.J

(b.) So with the 3, and the 3, we have for the Kal,

lipS? (or *lp$3)
in visiting, (1) TlpS? as, or &'/<*?, t?e*^-

w^, (or, visiting of, in each case).

(c.) But the has either followed by Dagesh [as in

lL'

(ii.) NIPH-AL

(iii.) PI-EL,

(iv.) PU-AL,

(v.) HIPH-IL,

(vi.) HOPH-AL,

* -, as in 3D 2 K. xiv. 22, is rare. So 13 [p. ! 13].
t The H is sometimes dropped and its vowel given to the Prefix 3, or 3, or 7 ;

thus, P]t?y3, (for *|l?yn3., Niph., cp. p. 6, Note t ; the instead of because the

V cannot have Dagesh), Lam. ii. 11; bfipbl (for WOT, Hiph., Nu. v. 22),

1t?0 (for l^D^n^, Hip/i., Is. xxiii. 11), J?0 (for g^^np.^pA., Ps. xxvi. 7).

For'the
, see Pt.'l., 12 ; and for the y, see Pt. I., '60.'

J Other renderings of these are sometimes required, as we shall sne.



80 VERBS. INFIN. 137
(4) (i.iv.)

Sft Ps. cxviii. 8, than to trust
(lit., from trusting},

Ex. xxxiv. 33, from speaking], or for compensation (Cp. 5).

(d.) (i.)
For other Voices, see Appendix (A) to Tab. XIV.

(ii.)
For the Inf. with endings H , J"l , see (4, iii.).

(4). (i.)
In the forms of the < Inf. with Pronoun Affixes/

mentioned in Tab. XIV., and more fully given in Tab. XV.,
the Pronouns involved are the POSSESSIVE* my, thy, his, etc.

(ii.)
These Infinitive forms may have the prefixes 7 -D 3 ;

thus, fa^P? *n (or on
}
h*s reigning* ^5?^? in

(
or on) thy (m.)

lying down, ^H/^Zl in (or on) my sending, 05^?$? in (or on)

your (m.) passing over, ^""013 in. (or on) our remembering,

T|1!?$3 in (or on) thy (m.) hearing, etc.; Dyp^3 at their (m.)

hearing, ^J?9: *
(
or w^h reference to) his reigning, \H3&T2\

and from His keeping, etc.

So in other Voices; thus, 1tO|5^n3 (Niph.} on his being

judged, P^33 (for r?W3'n$ 9 Niph., comp. p. 6, Note J);

Pnsn3, DDI^f) t (Pi-el) on her speaking, on your (m.)... ;

h^n3 (Hiph.) on His..., DDy'lpPjSl
on your (m .)... j)

etc.

(iii.) The Infinitive has sometimes the accented termination

Pi , like a Feminine Noun, as in PlTIp? to draw near,
C L

T "

u
n%n/ (iv., below) to have compassion, H^L!^/ to love,

HiOY to fear. This J"l is replaced by H in ( direct Con-

struction,' as in ^50^ V- ^^^^Pt because the LORD loved you

(E.V.) D. vii. 8, [lit., from loving of, etc.]; and by H when

the word has a Pron. Affix, as in
DrQ"1j55

in (or) on their (m.)

approaching, Ex. xl. 32, Lev. xvi. 1. So infc irOH^!! through

his loving him, 1 S. xviii. 8; and so ifi&O^ S - - 11 -

[(iv.) The - to the first Root-letter is 6 in Tab. XV
(i.).

There is also , as in the Pause-form "SVM, and in

* The Affixes for Objective Pronouns, me, thee, him, etc., will be mentioned

hereafter.

f The of (3) is a Slight '-vowel; see Note *
#*, p. 89.

J Here the is because of the PI, and the ~ under ^ is because of the .
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Lev. xxiii. 22. There is also -, as in MJOfifcl* on

her lying down, ^PlHiSJ on my opening., Dl?p5 their (m.) cleaving;

and -, as in Kl40,' T), Ez. xxv. 6, D^^ xxiii. 39.]

N.B. The forms in (ii.), (iii.). GV-). here, are those of Tab. XV. with Prefixes,

rather than those of (3), p. 79, with Pron. Affixes. The reason for this remark

will be seen hereafter. Suffice it here to state, merely, that the under the

first Root-letter after the ?, as in 3 (a, i.), is generally Quiescent.

138 (A), (i.)
The Past Tense Kal, in the .first column of

Tab. XIV., is of the ^3 form. There are two other forms

of it, viz., the 7$?3 and the 'V&

(ii.) The full Past Tense of the ?J?3 form need not be given ; all the Person-

forms are THE SAME as those in the first column (i.e., those of the ?y5) form),

except only that the 2d Root-letter has in 3 s. m., and in the Pause-forms of

3 s. /. and 3 pi. ; thus
|jJJT

t he was old, and J n2">[?, ^3|,t the Pause-forms of

fll"1j5 she drew near, -I"!?! they were mighty.

(iii.) The ?)JS form of the Past Tense is printed in smaller type in the second

column of the Kal Voice. As may be seen there, the j_ of the Second Root-letter

is retained in the 2 s. m. & /., and the 1 s. & pi. (in place of in the 7^3

forms); but this '_ is shortened into (#) in 2 pi. m. & /., in accordance with

Pt. I. 55 (9, &.). Tne appears also in the Pause-forms of 3 s. /. and 3 pi.

See Tab. XIV., Note f /3. The ordinary 3 s. /. and 3 pi. are the same as in the

first column.

(iv.) The terms Verba Med. A,' <Med. E,' <Med. 0,' (used by some for Verbs

of the three Classes in i., ii., iii.), are rather awkward ; and Verbs Middle A*
Middle E,' Middle 0,' (given by others), are not better. Taking V as general

representative of the < Second Root-letter' ( 117), we may say

( l ) Verbs JT for the Verbs in (i.), of which the 2d Root-letter has

here ;

(2) 'Verbs #' for those in (ii.), of which the 2d Root-letter has ;

(3) 'Verbs V' for those in (iii.), of which the 2d Root-letter has _._.

(v.) Rarely the 2d Root-letter has , as in BBS? he judged, 1 Sam. vii. 17.

* As well as
-

(tf)
in 11?3. It may be observed that, in the above Examples,

the Short vowel of the first Root-letter is generally a 'Slight '-vowel, wherever the

7 following it can be Moving. But where this (being followed by another )

must be Quiescent, the <

Slight
'

-vowel is made to become a real Short-vowel.

t The TtfQ form being the same for the Kal 3 s. m. Past, and the s. m.

Participle, the context alone decides which of these a word is. Some Verbs

have the ?^3 form as well as the 7^3. [In a few instances the Inf. Abs. K. has

this form, as ^"JZ Gen. xxvi. 13, !") 2 S. xviii. 25].

I The 3 s. m. Past, of each of these Verbs, is of 7J/9 form; viz., 3"}p he drew

near, "D-! he was mighty.



8 VERBS PAST TENSE, 138 (B). PARTIC. 139 (.).

138 (B.) (i.)
At the end of the % s. m. Past, there is some-

times an additional Pi, as in HMj^n S. xiv. 13, Htt^D?}
Gen. xxxi. 30, PlJTOEKK Ps. Ixxx.'W, nJV]&tfn Ps. xxxi.' 8

(for the tfn see 178
(ii.)),

etc.

(ii.) (a.) Rarely at the end of the 3 s. m., as in rn> Am. i. 11 (about

which, however, opinions differ) ; and

(/3.) at the end of the 3 s. /. (the H of which is then replaced by J"l), as

in nn^?3 (from nj6?>?) 2 S. i. 26, Pinion (from HtfI^n, for

the n
T

se"e' 178), Josh. vi. 17.

(y.)
The 3 s. /. has sometimes H in place of the usual H, as in J"P|X

D. xxxii. 36 (for r6w).

(hi.) Also we find Hjrin^n, Am. iv. 3 (for jFIPI^n).

(iv.) (a.) Rarely the 3 pi. Past has K at the end; thus, 'W^n Josh. x. 24

[with H who prefixed there, 98 and 6 (d. t ii.)]; and

03.) sometimes
|,

as in j-IITP, D. viii. 3, 16 (for WT).

(v.) (a.) In such a word as "pX, 1 S. xiii. 19, the
~

is for Shurik [Pt. I.,

14], the full Shurik cannot be given because there is no 1, the

Kthiv being "1DX, so that the
~

is the only means of marking the u

of the Krl which is nipt* [Pt. I., 76]. So in HD^, Ps. Ixxiii. 2,

the
~

marks the Shurik of the Kri, which is !GB>, the Kthiv

being nD>. So D. xxi. 7, rOSE> Kthiv, -1D?)^
Kri.

(/3.) So in such a word as
fly"]),

Ps. cxl. 13, the [Pt. I., 12] is the

only means of marking the i of the Kri ^JJT upon the Kthiv DVT.

(y.)
i is superfluous

'
in *n*im 2 s. /. [Jer. iii. 5], etc. In Jer. xxxi.

21 (or 20) TO^n is Kthiv for JjO^H
Krit etc. In Ruth iv. 5 JV3p

is Kthiv for %V\) Kri (2 s. m. Pas^kl, Tab. XXIII.).

139. (.) Of the PARTICIPLES the Sing. m. forms only are

given in Tab. XIV. The Sing. /. and the Plu. m. & f. are

seen in the following list of the Participles signifying ;

'One
9

(or <more') (i.) (1) visiting, () visited;

(ii.) being visited ;

(iii.) visiting (Intens.);

(iv.) visited (Intens.) ;

(v.) causing to visit;

(vi.) caused to visit;

*. (vii.) visiting himself, or herself, or them-

selves.
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(15). PARTICIPLES [TAB. XIV., APP. B.]

Plu. /.

nVipia*

nh-ipa

nngatp

riiTpap

Plu. r.

(7$B i-c.)

i.e.)

OJP?? i-c.)

nnpap

(\1if?P i.e.)

OTpap i.e.) DH sp5P

i.c.)

(\ij?anp i.e.)

Sing. /.

iijj)B*or) nipia*

(ni-ipa i.e.) ni-ips

or)

p or) nipT
3p

jap or) ni;pap

nijj.aro or)

J^nP or)

Ijjap (iii.) Pi-el

nipBP (iv.)

(v.)

(vi.)

nnpaipp

[N.B. In the above, (l) the of any Sing. m. form is seen to be dropped

(and replaced by ) in one form of the Sing. /., and in the Plural forms ;

(2) forms ending in 1, or *P--, are UNCHANGED i. c.,' 53; (3) those ending
in 1 have 1 < i. c.' ; (4) those ending in H have H (and those in Hi-
have HI-) i. c.' ; without further change.]

(7.) There are two Participles in Kal, viz., (1) Hj?1
which

is of the form 7^3, and (2) Tp3 which is of the form
7^J?3.||

The First expresses Action in progress, and refers to an

Agent (7?^3), and is therefore sometimes called the ACTIVE

Participle Kal. The Second expresses Action wrought (7^3)
and refers to an Object acted on, and is therefore sometimes

called the PASSIVE^ Participle Kal.

Obs . (i.) For the -1 of (2) there is often [Pt. I., 14], as in 151 m.,

n$7f /., niVJ /. (i.e.), D>ait? pi. m., etc.

(ii.) The Construct form of IwjJB is *?W$r or ^JS), as in DJT Nu. xxiv. 3.

(iii.) Participles of the Passive Voices (II., IV., VI.) generally retain the of

the 2d Root-letter (except when i.e./ and in the form) > as in (/3.).

(iv.) The Hiph. Partic. sometimes drops the * See Sect. XIII.

* Or with JL. for i. This need not be noticed hereafter.

t In Pause, sometimes the same (thus, J ropfc, ri?aij); and sometimes J T\~

as in : n?
(̂ i, : nioiy.
' '

I Also, some few times without the D; thus, 3X, Ex. iii. 2, flj; 2 K. ii. 10.

Also E instead of O (^J).

II These
X

are often called (1) Po-e/, and (2) Pa-ul, from (l) ^13, (2) ^^.
If The term PERFECT Participle' is perhaps not unsuitable to it as expressing

FINISHED Action. The Niph-al Particip. is, rather, a PRESENT Passive Participle.
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Participle Vbj able (Sing, m.) given in Tab. XIV., is the Participle

of &3 form/ [T^\ Sing. /., D^ Plu. m., hVj&J
Plu. /.],

(8.) (i.) The
-

Kal

whence

(u.) ( i. c.') tyf
s. m., [r6y^ s . /., \tyi3 pi. m, nVy? pi. /.].

(iii.) There is also the Participle Kal of 7tf9 form, as "D3

(Sing, m.), [nj$| Sing./., D^f PL m., n>,V3 ^-/-L ^nence

fiv.) (i.c.) ty$ s. m" [*nh>Ej> s./., *$g) pi. m., fftj? pi./].

(f.) The Singular Participle sometimes receives an added '

\ as in

ndtng
1

(Sing, m.) [from "1DK], Gen. xlix. 11; so in ^B^Sn [from !?*

Ps. cxiii. 6; Vl?nfc [from rQnfc] Hos. x. 11, and *$$? [from n*6p, Constr.

form of
nj6l?*(Siii.)]

Is. i. 21;'"'^jy [from rQ3| (for 'nn-13| Pt. I.jfl4) Constr.

form of Gen. xxxi. 39.

[^140. (a.) The Present Tense, I am visiting, Thou art

visiting, He is visiting, etc., is expressed by the Pronouns

I, Thou, He, etc., with the Participle; thus,

rnpte

Singular,

n She [is]

K Thou/, [art]
J ;3

K. I /. [am]

IfJBt

He [is]

k> Thou m. [art]

or 3,K I m. [am]

Plural.

PISH They

we
[are]

/ DHorn^nThey\ \ ...

! DflX Ye I

m '

(
-^

( .13n3N We )

[a e]

) |

Cp. (5.) below.][N.B. Third-Person Pronouns are often not expressed.

(/3.) Similarly for other Participles.

(7.) The Hebrew expressions in (a) are, of course, the same whatever be the

form of the so-called Substantive Verb '
or '

logical Copula
'

to be supplied

such as, was, may be, might be, etc. i Hence the above may not be called the

PRESENT TENSE in Hebrew. It is a means of expressing Present Action, and

may stand for the [strictly] Present Tense in English; but it may stand for

much more also, and therefore MUST NOT BE LIMITED to Present Tense.'

The Participles are often used

(i.)
With Nouns Substantive : as in

*

His Righteousness [is] remaining for- ever, D^5P^? E^&'L' the

heavens [are] telling, *!DJJ *=|7?^
^e king was standing, etc. :

(ii.)
with Prefix Pi, cp. 98, as in M'DTl Mil, Gen. ii. 11,

* Also [ 56 (i.)] nS-j s./. & *7. pl- m>* (
fr- N^); so nVi? fr -

"$!?.
t* The & is often without its Dagesn Lene, in accordance with Pt. I., 48.

J And $ t tiwid $$$ when the 3* Ht-lctter is K, as
fc^)*

fr.
tnj.
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lit., it [is] the [one] compassing, i.e. (as in E.V.) that [is~\ it

which compasseth, DHJ?n DPI, Nu. vii. 2, lit., they [were] the

[ones] standing) i.e., they [_were~] those ivho [were] standing;

so n^Pl D - L 38 > xviL 12 > D^|TfiO* Josh. vi. 22, 23; etc.;

(iii.)
as Nouns;* thus, *\foW one keeping, watching, for a

keeper, a watchman, ""1TJJ
one helping, for a helper, etc. ;

(iv.)
f i. c.'; thus, *\ti& [the] keeper of, ^$} [_lhe~] keepers

of, etc. ;

(v.) as Adjectives, 79, etc.

(e.) Often a Hebrew Participle is used as a Noun where

the corresponding Noun does not exist in English, as *JJ?

one standing, where we cannot say,
" a stander," fi^ll the

[one] cutting, where we cannot say,
" the cutter."f So

Ps. 1. 5, 'JV13 TH3 (lit., cutters-of My Covenant) those that

made a Covenant with ME.

(?.) Participles may receive Pron. Affixes as Nouns ; thus,

\J?N my enemy, etc., from SJfc (Partic. Kal of TN), etc.].

141. (.) Two forms of the IMPERATIVE and FUTURE,

Kal, are given in Tab. XIV. (I.), one with J to the 2d

Root-letter in Hp9 (or lip?)
m'* ^Aow (m.), lp$\ (or Tip|)!)

visit; (ii.)
one with to the 2d Root-letter in

u
(m<) a/i (as clothing), ^?V. Ae ^e7/ put on, etc.

Some Verbs have the one, and some the other. Some few

have both forms, as we shall see.

[Note. Sometimes the 2d Root-letter has 0) [ 167 1> as in *U|

Ju. xix. 5, rb?\ (Fut.) Ez. xvii. 15; (2) }, as in
-ID-IB^ (Fut.) Ex. xvi'ii. 26].

* An interesting example of the double use of a Participle, DHp', (1) as a Noun
"watchers" and (2) as a Present-Tense-Participle are watching," or do watch"

occurs in Ps. cxxx. 6, which may be rendered " My soul [looks with watching] to

The LORD PJ52& Dnp# "lj?l6 Dn.p'^p] more than WATCHERS for the morning
DO-WATCH for the morning. So in the former Grammar, Vol. II. p. 72.

f The word 'feller' is, however, admissible in Is. xiv. 8 (E.V.).

J Verbs of this class are called, by some, Verbs Fut.-(O).' Better, <Fut. (_!)'.

Verbs.of this class are called, by some, Verbs Fut. -(A}.' Better, <Fut. ( )'.
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In the IMPERATIVE there are only Second-Person

forms, viz. for thou (m. & /.) and ye (m. & /.). The 2 s. /.

and 2 pi. m. & f. have the added terminations *
,

}

[cp. 133 (.)] attached to the fundamental Hp5 or

for the Kal. So for other Voices. But, in the Kal,

[Obs. : the Vowel of the 2d Root-letter is dropped and

replaced by on the addition of the *
(2s. f.) and of the

} (2 pi. m.); the of the 1 st Root-letter must then be

changed into a *

Slight-Vowel
'

(Pt. L, 56). This <
Slight-

Vowel' is generally -, as in
nj?S, Hj5fi, ^3?, IBb?, (Cp.

57, Obs.); but sometimes another short-vowel is adopted,

as in 'mN (or nHK) and in (S.) below.]

(7.) The Imper & s. m. often has an additional M ; thus,

(i) J"nW (fr. ifatf) ^jo thou (m.), nrnf} (fr. rnj?) approach

thou (m.), (2) rnjfc (fr. ^ibJS) **# flbJ (.), n#^ (&. J^
^<w Mow (w.),* etc. Sometimes, also, in other Voices; thus,

(3) .ft%^. "$3^n swear thou (m.} ; (4) Pi-el PH?D

(m.); (5) Hiph. ni\^7D hearken thou (m.\ etc.

(5.) Sometimes the Imper. Kal has (3) to the 1 st Root-letter in the 2 s. /.,

and 2 pi. m. ; thus, *??O, Ju. ix. 10, [This is also n, in v. 12,

for "Olta JCfAiv. So,' in v. 8, H^D (2 s. m.) is Kri, for HDI^D

Jf/^fo.]f So -Uin, Jer. ii. 12, and' 0^0, Ez. xxxii. 20, as well as

1D^D, Ex. xii. 21. Cp. (y. 1), and see more hereafter.

(f.) ]yp^, Gen. iv. 23, is an instance of the H of 2 pi. /. Imper. being

dropped. The word stands for MD^. The -7- of the JJ is given to

aid the enunciation of the }JJ.

(.) Sometimes, we find the 3 rd Root-letter with Dag. Lene, as in ^Sp^,
Jer. x. 17, 'BB>n, Is. xlvii. 2; the vowel beneath the 1 st Root-letter

is then a Real Short-vowel, having the -7- after it Quiescent. [Each

of these is 2 s. /. Imper. Kal.]

(17). (i.) In npy.T, Nu. xxiii. 7, Imper. Kal 2 s. m. [with H, se (y)], the

1 st Root-letter has the Long Vowel _i_.

(ii.) In H>^3 (i.e. 1V3, Imper. Kal, 2 s. m., with fl) Ps. cxli. 3, the

Dagesh in V is Euphonic. Pt. I., App. C.

(0.} For
rn^D-1, nB1, and

rnjn, HD'^Q, nun, see Index,

* And with ,
as in

t Cp. lp1D|?/with 1 'superfluous',' 1 S. xxviii. 8, for DDj5 [Pt. I, App. D.].
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142. The FUTURE is connected with the IMPERATIVE. Thus,

(a.)
In Kal, (i.)

the forms ^pft thou (/.) wilt visit,

$tt ye (m.) will visit, H^p^n ye (/.) (or they (/.))

#, consist of n and Hpl$, *1$& np|$.

[Obs. In the Imperative forms
HjDS, Vlfjfi,

the T of the

S is of course replaced by a <

Slight'-vowel, in order that there

may not be two Moving Shvas together ; but in the Future

the - stands after the formative ft, after which the may

be (and is) Quiescent.]

(ii.)
So in the case of HfJ^ (Fut.) and

^j5fi (Imp.).

(iii).
The remaining Fut. Tense forms, viz., lp$\

3 s. m.,

1p?n 3 s. /. (& 2 s. m.), np$N 1 s., and Hp??
1 pi., aU

correspond with the fundamental Hp$.

(iv.) Similarly in the case of the Verbs < Fut. (-)' [p. 85].

(v.) The Imper. has generally inVerbs 'Fut.
( )',

&() inVerbs 'Fut.(^)'.

(.) In Niph. the Future forms Hp3tt thou (/.) wilt be

visited, HfJ^n ye (m.)..
and

Hp|'. ^%, (m.).., iWjJSJ;) ye (/.)

or ^Aey (/.}-) correspond respectively with the Imper. forms

Hpan 2 s . /., njpsii 2 Pi. m., njnpsn 2 Pi. /./ and the

other Persons of the Future Tense, viz., HpS^
3 s. m., Hp^

3 s. / (& 2 s. m.), "1J5SH*
1 s., and 1p3^

1 pi., with the

fundamental ^p^ri : the H being extruded between the prefix

letters
J
M * X and the first Root-letter.

(7.) Similarly in the case of the other Voices; thus, the

Fut. g s. /., njpgp Pi-a, 'Tpsfi mph., njpapn
correspond with' the Imper. 2 s. /. Hjp P2-e/,

(S.)
In Pz^-a/ and Hoph-al, which have no Imper.,* there is

the corresponding analogy with imaginary Imperative forms.

143. The H of the PO, in pi. /. Fut., is sometimes

* We find, however, once [Ez. xxxii. 19] fQn, Imper. Hoph., 2 s. m., be

thou laid (lit., caused to lie] ; and [Jer. xlix. 8]
!U5 i

? Imper. Hoph. 2 pi. m. be ye

made to turn, from HiQ> see hereafter.
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dropped, and the given to
J,

as in
{"p-Jft

? Ez. iii. 0,

xxxiii. 13, they (/.) shall not be remembered. So }^5/^ (
as

given by many) 2 S. xiii. 18, for !"W5/J? which is found in

several editions; etc.

144. A HT is often found at the end of the 1 s. and 1 pi.

of the Future
; thus,

(.) First Person Sing. : JTJbBte (fr. ">b$N) Ps. xxxix. 2,

rn^K (fr. ^0K) Ps. Ivii. 5, riTlk (fr. n^k) Ex. xiv. 4,

etc., rry^iK (fr. TOTX) PS. xiv. is, nVpj>si (fr. :>?inK)
Dan. ix. 4; and

(A) First Person Plu.: HS^ (fr. tflfc>J)
Gen. xi. 3, etc.,

n^?nn? (fr. Dsnro) EX. i. 16, etc.

(/.) Rarely at the end of the 3 s. m. as *nfc|T Is. v. 19 [fi?
%
nj Tab. XX.],

and 3 s. /.f as n3|Jjn Ez. xxiii. 16 (ri), & 20^ 'also, perhaps, 2 s. m.

JPfi Tab. XX.] Job xi. 17 ;

(5.) And with before it, as in n3B>T Ps. xx. 4.

(t.) In (a.), Q3.), etc., above, the vowel of the 2nd Root-letter is seen to be

dropped when the additional n appears. [Cp. for the Imper. 141 (y.)]. But

(.) it will be found hereafter [ 166 (ii.)] that, in PAUSE, the vowel which

was so dropped is either (i) restored if it be Long, or (2) replaced (if it be Short)

by the corresponding Long Vowel.

()?.) Sometimes the Moving Shva of the 2nd Root-letter [in cases of (t.)]

has the form ; as in (i) fljp1j3^ [0^] Is. xviii. 4, where the 1 is noted

as .superfluous"''; (2) HJI^X [y&jpN] Is/xxvii. 4; and

(0.) sometimes the form ; as in (3) npjpfcjl [/i?] Jer. xxxii. 9, etc.

See Pt. I., App. D.

145. An additional
f

is often found after those Future

forms which end in ^ viz., the 3 & 2 pi. m. ; thus, P*]o?!
D. iv. 10, jnWn D. vi. 17. So |Vlj2 1 S. ii. 15, 16,

* For Jimp*
1 Kthiv Lev. xxi. 5, -IIV)^ is Kri (whence the of nn")j?* f cp. p.

85, v.).

f Some give as 3 s. /., with !"I3 added, n^rP^T) Ju. v. 26 ; (also 2 s. m.,

Obad- 13).
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yf\ D. iv. 16, etc. (the standing for the *T of the

l Part I, 12). And so
|Mfc>>

1 S. ii. 22, j^*
Ex. xxii. 8, (the

-
standing for

!),
-Pt. I, 14).

146. Also
j
is found some few times after the 2 s. f. Future.

Thus the 2 s./Fut. a HpSft would, with this
},
be ppfl.

vl: :
I vl: :

So we find
Pjjnfi*

Euth ii. 8 (& 21) [for ^Ifi].
So the

2 s. /. Fut. Hithpa-el \^W0fr
1 S. i. 14 [for n3Wfi, the

Pause-form of ^3W>) comp. Note (h, a) on Tab. XIY and

%* below there].

147. The
I
of 145 & 146, as also of 138 (B) (iv, /3), is called by some

'

|
PARAGOGIC '. So the H of 144, and that of 138 (B), is called by some

' n PARAGOGIC'; and so the K of 138 (B) (iv, a), and the * of 139 (e). Some

however consider that * to be a mark of CONNECTION the ' *
Compaginis,' as

they call it, Comp. p. 232 (lines 610).

NOTE I.

(i.)
As in the last example cited in 146, viz. j^Wfi for

Pause-form of ^^ft&^'fi [instead of ^3^'nft ] fr. ^O^*
v*

'.

"
'. \* '. I

^

the 1
st

Et-letter and the H of the JV? of Hithpa-3l change places

when the 1 st Et-letter is either f >, or &, or D ;
thus we have

* For the ^- the Student may refer to 141 'Note'; but he will understand

the matter better hereafter [ 167 (ii) & 166 (e)].

t With one exception viz. mptfl^n Jer. xlix. 3. For this word see 246

(p. 162). It belongs to a Class of Verbs to be dealt with hereafter.
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W'n Infin. Hithpa-el fr.

Partic. s. m. HithpMl fr.

Fut. 3 s. m. Hithpa-ft fr.

(ii.)
When the 1

st Rt-letter is
, not only does the X change

places with the fi of the 'fin, but moreover this fi is replaced

by fcO ; thus, from T we have WlDXn Past Hithpa-tt 1 pi.

[instead of MT2MV?], and so fr- P^* we have P^^V-? Fut -

Hithpa-til 1 pi. Pause-form [instead of

(iii.)
When the 1 st Rt-letter is *7, or ft, or fi, the fi of the

'fin is dropped, and Dagesh F. is put into the 1 st Rt-letter to
:

'

represent it.

This matter is briefly mentioned and illustrated in ' Notes on

Tab. XIV '

(V) [P- XV of the Tables]. The whole matter will

be dealt with a little more fully hereafter, as soon as we shall

have gone through all the Great Classes of Yerb-forms [see

'Note' on pages 315318].



NOTE (II).

In Tab. XV (Infinitives with Pron-Affs.) it may be seen that, except in the

Hiph, forms,

(a) When the 3d Et-letter- has a VOWEL, the 2d Et-Letter has Shva;

(,8)
When the 3d Et-letter has SHVA, the 2d Et-letter has

(a) sometimes [necessarily Quiescent, Pt. I, 55 (13, a)],

(b) sometimes a '

Slights-vowel.

Obs. The Slight-Vowel in (b) generally agrees with the Vowel which

the 2d Et-letter has dropped ; thus we have

(1) the o of the Kal forms ^3, D^li??, 151|?3,
Tab. XV

Notes (*) & (t), where the Vowel which the 2d Et-letter

has dropped is the of 1p3 ;

(2) the of the Niph-al forms ^1(5311 etc., from *lpSn

and of the Pi-el forms ^gB etc., from h

lj9S j
and of the

Hithpa-l forms ^"I^Snn etc., from te

lj?3nri )
where

the Vowel which the 2d Et-letter has dropped is
;

(3) the of the Pu-al forms ^1(53 etc., from "1J9S and of

the Hoph-al forms ^l^Sn etc., where the Vowel which

the 2d Et-letter has dropped is .

(7) Instead of the -y of Drnj53 (Comp. /3,
b, 2) t

there is sometimes

as in D3^a5-1 Is. i. 15 from 65HS (Infin. PI, like 1j?3?
but with

Compensation for the Dagesh which the 1 cannot receive).

(5) In place of the '

Slight '-Vowel, a Long real Vowel is sometimes given

to the 2d Et-letter before a Guttural 3d Et-letter, as in
Tjnj?^|

D. rv. 18

from n^. [For the ' Furtive' -^-, see Pt. I
( 60)].
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EXERCISE XIX.

(To be translated into English.}

*
#
* For the plan of the Exercise, see 11 (a t).

:nn

: T :

38 rn 42n^ :
4i

njn ^nk
40 Dnn Dn ksi n

24

1 Israel. 2 2HS to love. 3 Joseph.
4W& to hear. 5 now,

or I pray.
G

a dream. 7 ^^ to reign.
8 behold. 9 D^TI to dream. 10

again.
n 13O to

sell. 12
13JJ[ a slave. 13

IpS to visit (Hiph. to-make-visitor, to-appoint-as-

officer).
14 h^3 a house, Tab. XIII. (3).

15 ^113 to possess (Hoph. to be made-

to-possess, to have-as-one's lot).
16 for myself.

17 months of. 18 vanity.
^9 and I.

20 "UON to say.
21

tSPI to be-in-haste. 22 pJ to cut off. 23 from before.

2*
|^y an eye, Tab. XIII. (3, /3).

^ but. 26
voice, voice of. 2? my supplications.

28 yi> Pf. to cry. 29 |D3 ( 56, vii.) a womb, ^r^. a hidden depth.
30

Sh'ol,

pit, grave, hell. 31 Exerc. IX. (2).
32
&op to call. 33

pj-^ to rise (as the sun).

31
1|55

Jn darkness. 35 nght. 36^ to be able ( 138 A, iii.).
37 pgg Hi%. to

restrain oneself. 38 Tab. XIII. (2).
39 to answer. 40 nfeto send. < hither.

42 -)^*| Pi. to speak.
43 ^y^ to hunger. 44 SQU^ soui of. 45 a righteous-one.

46 since. 47
-|p*

to be precious.
48 ^^3 2Vip/i. to be honoured. 49 "IDE^ to

break. 50
n^")P

a city.
51 emptiness. 52 for. 63

yp^ to cleave (Niph. to be

let break forth).
64 jn the wilderness. 55 water. 56 the turtle-dove. H

Y~l$
a

land, Tab. X. (1)--* See 137 (1, Obs. /3.). t See 137 (4, i., ii.j.
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. Henceforth the following, and words marked in the Notes with *, need

not be given in Notes to the Exercises:

1. Dtf GOD, a Noun

of Plu.'form Tab.V.(ii.).

2. DX if. Also Interrog.,

and = or? after H

(7).
3. 1V3 (m.), Tab. XIII. 3.

4. n?" (/), Tab. XIII. 5.

5. V13 (m.) a nation, pi.

D"'13 nations, Gentiles,

heathen.

6. D| a/so, wen.

VOCABULARY I.

7. "Ol (m.) a word,

thing, Tab. IX.

8. Kin Tab. I. (1), &
32 (II.), 94.

9. J Exerc. XI. (i).

10. ^il /or, because, that.

11. D^D (m.) water, a

Noun of Dual form.

12. D? i*A[E.V.] f lit.,

[is] said of.

13. 'n? wailing.

14. DJJ (m.) a peopte (Ex.

XV., No. 34), w. aff.

toy, etc., pi. D^y.
15. IpD *o Mtf.

16. SJh'p (m.)holiness, Tab.

XI. 1 & J.

17. 7lp(m.) a twee ( 43),

i c. the same.

18. D ;

(m.) a name, Tab.

XIII. (Note , a.),

and 43.

19.

EXERCISE XX.

(To be translated into English.)

%* The VOCABULARY on pp. 383 388 may be referred to, if necessary.

n\*

Sto

l?J^ by, on, on account of. 2 rivers of (fr. inp).
3
Babylon.* * D^ > to sit,

dwell. 5 we wept.
6 "13T K. to remember, Hip/i. to mention. 7 Zion.* 8

[with a]

breach, breaking.
9 great (w.).

10 ~\1& to break. H
virgin of (88).

12 Woe 1
13 m^ Pi-e/ to devastate [Tab. XIV. Note (f, Obs. 1)].

1* nn
to deal treacherously.

15 21 against.
16 Israel.* 17 34. i8 Dp3 Hithp. to

avenge one-self. 19 t^B3* (/.) soul Tab. X. 1, PI. nte;M Tab. XII. 1.

20 HID to cut, cut off. 21 1"ID to rebel. 22 Alas !
23 Q Lord.*

T

24 pt. I., 79 (2).

* Words marked thus (*) need not be given in the Notes again,

t See 137 (1, Obe. jS).
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|n
77

TJ;

25 nrik^ ffija/i. to destroy.
26 remnant, remnant of. 27 1E* HipA. to destroy (with

perdition).
28 Jacob.* 29 Tab. VII. 30 yfttf to hear. 31 Tab. XIII. 1. 32 -|^D Pi. to

tell, recount. 33 a work. 34 ^yn to work. 35 49 (j).
36 j^B jv^fe. to be

wonderful (p. 60, No. 14), Partic. a wondrous work. 37 look ye.
38 a rock* [supply

from which "].
39 ^n Pi- to hew. 40 by myself. U-yiWN. to swear.

42 ^D Pi. to tell, speak of. 43 rr\M$ might.*
44 His glory.

45 ^n Pi. to

praise, Hithp. to glory [Dagesh Forte often dropped from the /].
46

Righteous.
47 "|XK> Niph. to remain, to be left. 48 a remnant (that escapes).

49
jn

Egypt.
50 ^3fef Hiph. to regard.

51 1J3X to say.
62 ^^S to be hostile.

Partic. an enemy. 53
P]11 to pursue.

54 I will overtake. 55 p^n Pi. to divide,

66
spoil.

57
pjEO to blow. 58 ft)-] Spirit (also wind).* 59^^ to sink

[^
for

^,

Ft. I. 72 Q3.)].
60 nke the lead' [ 6 (e.), 8 (a.)].

61
grand (p l. mj.

62 the mighty one (m.).
63 py^ to cry out (in pain).

64 Tab. XIII. 5.

65 Rabbah. 66 -un to gird on. 67 sackloth.* 68 the city (/.).
G9 the joyous

(/.)
70 securely.

71
pj; iniquity ( 43).

72 Edom.* 73 and the booty of.

74 a terrible one (m.).

*
75 ^Q jf. to be delivered. 76 ^^ to put on

(as clothing).
77

strength.
78 Q arm of. 79 1 !

80 -OB to sen.

* Words marked thus (*) need not be given in the Notes again,

t See 137 (1, Obs. /S).

t See Tab. xm. (Mote , a).
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81 yK'3 * (m.) a trespass, Tab. X. 2. 82 |-ft^ to send, put forth, Pi. to send

away. 83 your (m .)
mother (ON).

84 J-n to seek, search for. 85 tfD to find.

86 7&O to redeem, Partic. Redeemer. 87 from everlasting.
88 KS"1 to heal, Partic.

Healer. 89 heart. 90
jj-)}

to give.
91 an(j power-

92 K. & Pi. to bless.

he

Obs. I. The Negative Particles K? not, and ?X not, PRECEDE the Tense which

is Negatively affected.

Obs. II. X? with a Tense expresses an ordinary Negative ; thus

stood not, or did not stand, or has not stood, etc. ; also,

Obs. III. X? is used with a Future to express PROHIBITION as i

thou shalt not steal, pE'D* XP he shall not rule, etc. ; but

Obs. IV. 7X with a Future expresses the DEPRECATIVE * do not* let him

not,' as -a^ 9 (Is. xxxvi. 11) do not speak, -QT ^N (Ex. xx. 19) W torn no/

spea&, etc.

Obs. V. Never use a Hebrew Imperative with a Negative Particle (cp. IV.).

Obs. VI. The prefix 7 is to be used generally for to, unless ?St, or some

other word, be given, in these Exercises. Also,

Obs. VII. Personal Pronouns are to be expressed in the Hebrew, if not con-

nected by (') with the next word in the English.

Obs. VIII. The Interrogative n ( 7) is to be prefixed to the first word of the

Interrogative sentence, as in ^"l?^ K?n spake I not [to thee, saying, etc.?]

Nu. xxiii. 26; lp3N fi6 i"frx ^H'for these things shall I not visit? Jer. v. 29.

Obs. IX. For expressing what has been and still is going on, use the PAST

Tense.

Obs. X. For expressing what is not only going on now but also is expected

to go on, use the FUTURE Tense.

Obs. XI. LET him do," << LET her do, etc., are expressed by the FUTURE,

He, she, etc., SHALL (or WILL, do}."

* Words marked (*) need not be given in the Notes again.
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EXERCISE XXI.

[*#
* See Glossary,' tor words not in the Notes.]

(To be translated into Hebrew. 11, p.}

Ye (m.) observed.
1

Thou
(/.) hast-observed.

1

They (/.)

have-observed.
1 We observed.

1

Observe-ye (/.). She shall

observe.
2

They (m.) will-observe.
2 Ye (/) will-observe.

Observe-thou (/.) this-thing (/.) [ 96 (i.)].
Thou (/)-

shalt not observe
2

[Obs. III. above]. Did-she-not-observe

[Heb., Whether-not observed
l

-she~\ the matter
3
? If [Vocab. I.

(2)] ye (w.)-have not observed, observe-ye now.
4

Thou (m.) hast not kept
l

the covenant
5

of thy GOD.

They (m.) kept
f

His testimonies.
6

Keep-ye (m.) My com-

mandments.
7 We will-keep Thy (m.) commandments.

7
I

kept Thy (m.) ordinances.
8

In-order-that
9

I-might-keep
2

Thy (m.) word.
3 The Preserver

10
of Israel.

11

Thy (m.)

visitation
12

hath-preserved
*

my spirit.
13

The-LoRD 14
is thy

(w.) Preserver.
10

HE-will-preserve
2

thy (m.) soul.
14

EXERCISE XXII.

(To be translated into Hebrew. 11, M.)

Thou (m.) shalt not come-near16

[Obs. III., p. 93] to
17

them (m.). And a stranger
18

shall not come-near
16

[Obs. II.]

unto
17

you (m.). Come-ye (m.)-near
16

to Me. Fearers
19

of

TiiE-LoRD,
14

trust-ye
20

(m.) in THE- LORD." Who among
21

you (m.) is a fearer
19

of THE-LORD?, ... let-him-trust
20

IPast Kal of 10^. 2Fut. Kal of "IB* Fut. (j_)' [p. 85 (J)].

4 nny. 5 nn?. e
p. 45 (*).

7
njvp, pi. rrivp.

8 QH-ip? (pi-)-

10 Partic. (1) X/of 1D^ [ 140 (5., iv)^ and 139 '(/?.,
N.B. 2)]. Up. 91 (16).

12
iTIjte.

I3 74 (a).
14 [Thus the E.V. for The NAME given in Pt. I. 79 (2).

IB
S^V coinp. Tab. X. 1 (for the Sing.).

16
2tp Fut. (-=-) [141 (a, )].

17
$S.

is
-)j t

'

is K-V (i. c. xn^s. w. & >x^ pi. m.).
20 nan Fut. (-^-).

21
3.
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[Obs. XI.] in The Name22
of TuE-Louo14 and lean

23 on21
his

GOD. Cast-ye
24

(m.) him into" this pit.
25

Only
56

[as regards]

the throne
27

will-I-be-greater-than-thou (Hebr., Will-I-be-

greaf* from thee (m.), cp. 82.
i.).

His little
29

brother
30

[ 81

(3)] shall-be-greater than-he. Over31 Edom will-

I-fling
24

my shoe.
32

They (m.)~ shall-fling
24

each-one
33

his

stone.
34 Thou (m.)-hast-been flung

35 from thy grave.
36

Upon
31

THEE (m.) have-I-been-flung.
35

Into
21

Thy (m.) Hand [ 46

(.OL'j i)l will-I-commend
37

my spirit.
13

EXERCISE XXIII.

(To be translated into Hebrew. 11, ?/*)

My GOD be-not-far
38

[Obs. IV.] from me. I-am-weary
39

[Obs. IX.] in my groaning.
40

How-long
41
wilt-Thou-hide

42

Thy
face

43
from me? Hear-Thou

44

my prayer.
45 All

46
the day

47

my disgrace
48

is before
49
me. Fallen-hath

50
the crown

51
of our

head.
52

Many-and-mighty-are
53

[Obs. IX.] my destroyers/
4

my enemies
55

for-naught (Hebr., a
lie**).

Thou-hast-made-

men-to-ride (Hebr., Thou-hast-caused-to-ride*
1

weak-man)
over (/) our head.

52

Athirst-is
59

[Obs. IX.] my soul
15

for GOD. For80 Thou

[art] the GOD of my-Might/
1

... ; why
62

in-mourning-garb
63

should-I-have-so-to-go
64 amid21

an enemy's
55

oppression T* Thou-

wilt-destroy
66

the talkers
67

of falsehood.
68

Vanity
69

they (m.)-

22 VOC. I. 18. 23
JJJB mph. 24 Hiph. 25 3 (m .).

26
p-).

28
lpn: Fut. ( ).

29
jb|-3.

30 Tab. XIII. (2).
31 ^. 32 ^1 33 &.

3^
}2N' Tab. X. (1).

35 fyp Hoph. 36 -Qp Tab. X. (2).
37

^ppj Hiph.
ss

pnn Fut.( ). 39yj\ 40 nn3N
s

w. aff. inm (59).
41.ms ny. 42 ino

43Exerc. XIV (19).
44W Fiit. ( ).

l

H^BR.
46 >3(-?3). 47

48 HD1

??. 491J3
62 (Hi.).

50 ^. 51 nnpy
T

(/.)

Partic'.

'

Hzpft.

'' '

55 Exerc. XX (52).
5
^"l|^'.

57

59 ND^ Past K. 60 3. 61 Wa 62
nr)^.

"<53
n"lp.

64 Fut. Hithp. of

65 1 66r-e/. 67pi."m. 'i.e.' of ^ ( 139, /3.). 68^13. 69
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will-be-speaking,
70

each-one
33

with
71

his fellow.
72

Thou-hast-

destroyed
66

a-wicked-one.
73 And [as for] transgressors

74

they

(m.)-have-perished
75

together.
76 For60

not
77

a God78

taking-

pleasure-in
79

wickedness
80

[art] THOU. And they-sh all-trust
80

(m.) in THEE, that-know
81

Thy Name ;

22
for

60
Tnou-hast not

forsaken
82

[Obs. II.] those -that-seek-to-Thee
83

[O] LORD.

For-ever
84

shall-they (m.j-sing-gladly
85

[Table XIV. Note (c.)].

Of 21 The Name22
of our GOD we-will-make-mention.

86 For
60

exalted
87

(m.) [is] His Name22
alone.

88 And [to be] praised
89

exceedingly.
90

[Wno] maketh-great
91

the salvation
92

[Plu.] of

His King.
93

Blessed
94

[is] the man95 who will-trust
20

in The-

LORD. For
60

Thou [expressed] wilt-bless
96

a righteous-one.
97

[As for] those (m.)-planted
98

in the house of the- LORD, in

the courts
99

of our GOD shall-they-flourish.
100

As a tree
101

planted
98

by
102

rivers
103

of water.

I-will-hyrnn
104

Thy Name/
2

[O Thou] Most-High.
105

Sing-

ye (m.)-hyrnns
104

to The- LORD [Who] dwelleth
106

-in Zion.

"We-will-sing-gladly
85

[w. n, 144 (/3.)] through
21

Thy salvation
92

;

yea (V) in The Name22
of our GOD will-we-triumph.

107 In

The-LORD my-soul-shall-glory (Hebr., shall-glory my soul}.
(2) * (1)

Hallelujah.
109

[0] my soul praise-thou
110

The-LORD.

70 in Pt-el. 71 Tab- III. (2).
72 jn w . the aff. jjn , Tab. VIII. [See also 74

(a)].
73 yah. 74yss par tic. (1) Kal, pi. m. [ 139 (y, 1)].

1* ~CCW Niph.
76 nrV. T*i& 78 ^. 79

p2n Partic. of the form mentioned in 139 (8., in.).

80 yen. 81
y-p Partic. (1) K., pi. m. i. c.' 82

2TV-
83 T^T1 -

84 D^^.
85

pVPi-e/.
8G 1DT Hiph. *T 1W Niph.

88
H?^.

89 ^h
'

Partic. Pu-Sl.

90
n'Kp. 91 ITU Partic. Hiph.

92 ny-1^>. 93 Tab. X. (l).
94

-pn part ic . (2)

Kal ['l39 (y., 2)].
95 -133. 96

-J-Q pr-4 (Compensation to be made for the

Dagesh F.).
97 p^V.

' '

98 ^H^" Partic. (2) Kal. 99 n'mn. [rhe dropped

i. c.,' 56 (i.)].
100 mp Hiph.

101 ^ (m.).
102 ^. 103

J^s a river [Tab. X.

(1)].
104 -|t pr-e/. 105

p^JJ.
106 itfi parl ic . (i) ^. ~107 t,^ Fut. (_L.).

108 ^n
Hithpa-el.

109
HJ preceded "by 2 pi. m. Imp. of

(
110

).
no 9?n Pi-el [p. 92 (45)].

*
(1) (2) are put to mark the order in the Hebrew.
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SECTION XII.

VERBS (continued). CERTAIN USAGES.

148. As said above ( 123), there are only two Tenses in

Hebrew. These two are the only Tense-forms for expressing

such various modifications as "had" or "may" or "might"
or " should" or " would" or " may have" might have" etc.

Also there are no (

Auxiliary
5

Verbs. From among the

somewhat multitudinous forms of modern expression by which

one of these old Tenses may be rendered, very great care

is sometimes required for selecting that particular one which

is the one for bringing out (so far as may be possible) the

sense of the original passage. Through neglecting to observe

the underlying thought of such a passage, a wrong Mood,
or a wrong Auxiliary Verb, may give a wrong turn and

lead to an altogether wrong view of the passage. And care-

ful attention to the < Mood of Thought' (if one may say so)

not seldom furnishes a very useful clue, by the help of which

the intricacies of some very difficult passages may be safely

tracked.

149. Again, the SUBORDINATION of Time and Mode of

Action is sometimes marked with great accuracy and nicety

by the use of different Tense-forms.

[Through neglecting to attend to this, or through mistakes respecting it, some

Moderns have succeeded in introducing much strange confusion and misappre-

hension with regard to the usage of the Hebrew Tenses- The leading principle

has often been quite lost sight of. Some have fixed their attention on one set of

the usages of a Tense, some on another ; and so one-and-the-same Tense has been

called by some a Present,' by others an Imperfect' by others an Aorist,' etc.

It is amusing to see how happy some appear to be when, not content with an

Indefinite' name, they succeed in giving an indefinite rendering. To be sure,

this seems to betoken too often the absence of definite notions about any Mean-

ing to be conveyed by such a rendering.

Controversy, however, would be out of place here. This only shall be said

now: ]
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150. (1) It is surely not unreasonable that in a Language
which has but two TENSES, these two should have reference

to the, TWO MAIN DIVISIONS OF TIME. We say MAIN divi-

sions ; for, such the FUTURE ' and the ( PAST '
are : the

* PRESENT '
is (strictly) but an everchanging instant a con-

necting link between 'the Future' and 'the Past.'*

() Such is not at all unlikely to be the case in the

language of a people who were looking forwards from a

great Past of Wonders to a Future (in store, reserved,

prepared) of Good and of Glory such as "
eye hath not

seen, nor ear heard," and who recognised their ' Present
'

as transitory.

(3) Moreover, the usage of the Language is found to bt,

in accordance with this : as we hope to shew in the proper

place.

151. This, too, ought not to be lost sight of, viz. that

There is a MODE OF RECKONING Past and Future, which is

differentf from that which may perhaps seem to us to be the

only natural one, so long as we refer all to ourselves as if

each one were the Centre of all Time and Space. Familiarity

with that which is strange to us quite foreign, even, to our

modes of thought, can only be acquired after some time,

and . from much experience of the usage which is thus

strange. It would be unwise, therefore, to attempt to enter

further into this matter just now. Perhaps we have antici-

pated too much in venturing to allude to it as we have

done.

* What is often called the Present Time "
consists really of an undefined

portion of Past and Future Time, gathered about the instant Present. Some

interesting remarks on the 'Tenses' will appear in Dr. Chance's 'Notes on Job/

pp. 543 & 544.

t Consequent, to some extent, on what was said at the opening of 9 (&).
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. Speaking generally, it may be said that, in Hebrew,

(I.) (a .) the Past Tense and the Future Tense,

respectively, are used with reference to Ac-

tion before, and after, some implied POINT

OF TIME, which is

(ft.) to be looked out for, and may be recognised

by means of due consideration of what is

being spoken about, but

(7.) which may or may not be the < Present
'

of

a speaker, or narrator;

(II.) (.) such modifications of PAST-Action (and

Contingent-Past Action) as we can express

by means of did, was, were, have, had, may
have, might have, would have, etc., are all

expressed by the Hebrew PAST-TENSE;

(ft.)
such modifications of FUTURE-Action (and

. Subsequent, and Conditional, and Dependent

Future-Action) as we can express by means

of will, shall, and may, might, shoidd,

would, etc., are all expressed by the He-

brew FUTURE-TENSE;

(III.) (.) that which has been, and is still going on,

is expressed by the Hebrew PAST-TENSE ;

and

(ft.)
that which is now going on, and is expected

to go on in future, is expressed by the He-

brew FUTURE TENSE.

[Obs. An Indefinite Tense, or Mode of Expression, in a

Modern Language, may (by reason of its indefiniteness) be often*

used perhaps in rendering a Tense of an ancient Language. It

does not follow that the Tense of an ancient Language is Inde-

finite.]

* But also, very often, such an indefinite expression cannot fairly be used for

the Hebrew Tense without great loss of meaning ; and sometimes could not be

used at all.
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(IV.) The SEQUENCE and CON-SEQUENCE of Actions

and Events is sometimes marked by a simple use

of the Hebrew Past and Future Tenses, where

we (in English) require a different mode of ex-

pression. But in order to bring out the point

of the Hebrew expression, so far as this is at all

possible sometimes in English, either some Par-

ticle must be introduced, or a Periphrasis must

be adopted, which contrasts unfavourably with

the terse, simple elegance of the Original.

[Obs. (a.) Some may prefer to regard this as

a deduction from (I.), as is

(/3.)
the use of a Hebrew Future-Tense

sometimes after certain Particles of

Time, to be mentioned hereafter.]

153. The Principles thus stated will receive illustration

as we proceed. We must be content with the bare statement

of them at present, and now pass on to the following im-

portant Rules.

154. Rule I. A PAST-Tense, with the prefix \* of 3,

often occurs where the most natural English rendering is by
means of a FUTURE or some oblique form of expression.

This is said to be a f Past with 1 CONVERSIVE.' Thus, for

example, from jHi he gave, we have J01 and he shall give

[or make, as in E.V.] Ez. xxvi. 8 ; from
*=|&^

he poured-out,

1)IS2h
and he shall pour-out, [or cast, as in E.V. (#.)], and,

he shall even pour-out, Lev. xvii. 13. So }D5B?1 and they

shall pour-out, Lev. xiv. 41, etc.

* In any one of its many values and, even, that, etc. This ^ is, of course,

subject to the same changes of punctuation here as in 3. [See more in 155.]
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Rule II. This prefix 1 before a FuTURE-Tense is simply

CONJUNCTIVE, as in 3, the Future-Tense being unaffected

by it; e.g., ^p$^:

and he shall (or will) visit, ^T^T\\
and she

shall (or will) approach, etc. But,

Rule III. a FuTURE-Tense with the prefix 1 followed by

Dagesh F., is rendered as a PAST, with and (or some other

value of the
1.
of 3), and is said to be a < Future with 1

CONVERSIVE.' Thus, for example, from ^&W\ he will pour-

out, T|^1 and he poured-out, 2 S. xx. 10. So, from ^jpft
she shall draw near, ^Ipftl

and she drew near, Esth. v. 2 ;

etc. But,

Obs. (1) the K, of 1 Sing. Fut, requires this 1 to have

7 -

(instead of the
),

in order to compensate for the Dag.
F. which N does not receive [cp. 6 (#)] Thus, from

Hp3N>
/ will visit, ^MNtt and I visited, etc.

(2) The Dag. F., belonging to this prefix, is NOT given

to \ (i.e.
a * which has ). Thus, ^BTl and he spake,

9T5 and they (m.) spake, etc.

155. As need scarcely be said,

(a) the prefix }
of Rules I. & II. (in 154) is subject to

the same changes of punctuation as in 3 ; viz.,

() before a word which (when without the prefix) begins

with *, we have *\, as in DMG^I and ye (m.) shall dwell,

Lev. xxv. 18 (from DMB^, Rule I.) ; Ifc^} and He will

teach, Ps. xxv. 9 (from luT He will teach, Rule II.) ; etc.

(c) i. before any other letter with , we have ^ as in

Dfinp/ 5
! and ye (m.) shall take, DJT?5^ and ye (m.)

shall dip, Ex. xii. 22 (from B^j?
1

?, f^V?^?)?
and Thou wilt renew, Ps. civ. 30 (from

i etc.

ii. also \ (not 1.)
before 13, or , or S, even when

having a Vowel i thus, $fcO1 and it [viz., the river]

shall stink, Ex. vii. 18; j*PI$l
and he shall smite

Nu.xxiv. 17; Hnj^ and he shallfear, Is. xix. 16; etc.

(d) before any one of the letters 1)
PI P! N with a Compound
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(7.).

Shva, the 1 takes a <

Slight '-vowel agreeing therewith; as in

Eft"]??! and ye (
mO shatt serve, Ex. xxiii. 25; DMPl&O and

ye (m.) shall love, D. x. 19; ^3*1^1 and I will speak, Ez. ii. 1,

etc.

[156. Our avowed endeavour being to familiarise the student with facts and

usages of the Language, rather than with speculations regarding them, we hardly

venture to say what may, however, be allowed perhaps just in passing, viz. that

(1) careful attention to the Sequence of Events and Actions spoken of (or

merely understood, it may be) in connection with a Past with 1, as in Riile I.,

enables us sometimes to perceive what may be termed a Relative Past and

Future," which accounts (possibly) for some Past-Tense forms so employed. Some

of the instances above cited may be so explained, we think, in accordance with

principles stated in 151, 152. But, of course, one may easily deceive oneself

in such Speculations. We ought to add, that

(2) sometimes a Future form of expression is NOT wanted in English, the due

Subordination of clauses being marked by means of some introduced Conjunc-

tions, etc. And, moreover, that ,

(3) there are instances of } before a Past Tense which do not fall under Rule I.,

inasmuch as the most natural rendering is by means of a Past-Tense rather than

a Future. In several of such instances a possible rendering (although not, super

ficially, the most natural one) might be offered, in accordance with what was said

above in (1), which would favour the extension of Rule I., so as to embrace these

instances also. For practical purposes, the Student had better take the prefix 1

before a Past Tense to be Conversive, generally. The matter must be treated of

more fully in the Syntax.

(4) We have a theory with regard to the prefix of Rule III. But this, too,

had better be deferred at present.]

157. It will be found practically useful to have the follow-

ing brief statement of some of the above and other Usages,

to which we may refer as occasion may arise;

(a-)
the Pluperfect

' " had "
is expressed in Hebrew by

the ordinary Past Tense ( 148) ;

(/3.)
the Hebrew Past is used also for expressing (1) "/

would have done so and so/' (2)
( - Had I done so and

so, then...," and such like; [see also 152].

(7.) The Future is sometimes used for (1)
" / should, or

would, etc., do;
99

(2) "Should I do so and so, then...,"

and such like; [see also Obs. X., XI., p. 93] ;
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.) also, sometimes, where we must say then so and so

TOOK PLACE," or some such an expression, Cp.
151.

(e.)
The Future, with the prefix 1 followed by Dagesh F.,

is used just like a Past,* in any of the senses of the

Past; and

(?.)
the Past with the prefix of 3 [i.e. }, etc.] may prac-

tically be used as a Future,* in any of the senses of

the Future. Further,

158. there being only Second Persons in the Hebrew

Imperative, the 3rd and 1 st Person Imperative [as sometimes

reckoned, i.e., "Let him do so and so," "Let me.."~\ are

expressed in Hebrew by the 3rd and 1 st Persons Future.

Moreover

159. the Negative Imperative is in Hebrew expressed by
a Future PRECEDED by a Negative Particle ; thus,

Put not forth [thy hand], Gen. xxii. 12. So,

and hearken ye not, 2 K. xviii. 32; W\toW\ 7^1. and let them

(m.) not rejoice, Ps. xxxv. 4. See also Obs. IV., p. 93. And,

N.B. the Hebrew Imperative must never be used with

a Negative Particle. Also

[(1) The "thou SHALT not," such as in Exod. xx. 13 17, has fcO rather than

^S. (Cp. Obs. TIL, p. 93.) And so, of course, Ye shall not;" as in

ye (m.) shall not make a covenant Ju. ii. 2, etc.;

(2) the Particles !?S and N7 are NOT LIMITED TO the uses here mentioned.

Other uses of them will be found elsewhere.

(3) The Hebrew Imperative is sometimes used where we want an Indicative in

English,]

* With and, even, that, or some other value of 1. See Examples in Exercise

XXIV., etc.

t *?R} may be rendered sometimes neither (or nor) as in E.V. of Ttf? /N1

)1V "I'SJJji
neither remember iniquity for ever, Is. Ixiv. 8, where the position of

*ly? marks emphasis on the for ever, and do not FOR EVER remember iniquity."
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(c).

160. When a Past-Tense form which has the Accent on the Penultima receives

the prefix 1, the Accent (if not a Pause-Accent) is generally thrown forwards to

the final syllable; thus, ftlEW 2 s. m. gives "]'} [and so
PpJ?E, Pp^E-l],

'flans i s. gives 'paroi, rfrV:?n 3 s. /. (mph.) gives" n^^ni:
, etc.

:i
~

But/

"

(1) except the I Plu. ; in this the Accent remains on the Penultima, as in

Opg^l ; also,

(2) except, sometimes, cases such as in 46 of Pt. I.; thus, PI3
FQtt'Jl

D. xxvi. 1; and

(3) except some Verbs of the Classes in Sects. XIX., XX., and a few others to

be mentioned hereafter.

161. Obs. 0) the Past with its 1 Convers., and (2) the Future with its
)

Convers., always precede their Subject (when this is expressed in direct connec-

tion therewith); thus, D)")VP WTT1
and [the] Egyptians shall know Ex. vii. 5,

TH lpp*1* and David reviewed (lit., visited) the people that were with him 2 S.

xviii. 1,'in H;B>p and David sent-forth (ib. 2), nHN H^ ^filf and a certain

woman cast Ju. ix. 53, etc. Also (3) the Object may come between the Verb and

the Subject; thus, HE'D Drftf *lj?p*l and Moses reviewed them Nu. iii. 16.

162. Besides the few usages referred to in the Section above, there are many
others which must be reserved at present. The following may be added here in

Notes.

(a.) Verbs <Fut.( )' are often said to be < Intransitive,^ and most of them

are so ; thus, ^"H^ he will be great, 13W\ he will lie down, etc. Also,

(6.) some Roots have both the Fut.(_i_)' and Fut.( )' forms, (i.) sometimes

in the same sense [thus, ^31, to deal treacherously, has the Fut.(_i_V form three

times and the, Fut.( )' form only once ; J"D^, to rest, stop, cease, has the

Fut.(.J_)' form nine times and the Fut.( )' form twice]; and
(ii.) sometimes in

different senses [thus, "lp in the sense of 'harvesting,' etc., has the Fut.(_i_)
'

form ten times, and in the sense of 'being short,' has the <Fut.( )' form six

times and the Fut.(_L.)' form once; 31PI. in the sense of 'being dry,' lying

waste,' has the (-3-) form ten times in the Fut. and once in Imper., and in the

sense of laying waste,' \\ has the (_:_) form once in Imper.]. And,

(c.) the <Fut.( )' form sometimes has an Object; as DK^*1 1 S. xix. 24,

and he stripped-off [his clothes (E.V.].^[
**

But,

N.B. some of the forms referred to in (6.), (c.), cannot be understood by the

Student at present.

* See 162 (e, i.). t See 162 (e, ii.).

I Also the 'Verbs #.' and < Verbs V [ 138 (A) (iv. 2, 3)].

The Imper. has generally JL. for Verbs Fut.(_i_),' and for Verbs Fut.).'

Cp. 142.

|| This may be supposed to be a Transitive
'
sense corresponding to the other.

Tf The (_i.) form in the same sense occurs in Ez. xxvi. 16 [IBK'E)', see 165

(II., 1)].

** The (_i_) form in Is. ix. 19 (in the sense of 'cutting,' E.V. margin, v. 20)

has not an Object expressed, but only implied, as in 1 K. iii. 26.
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(d.) (i.) A Tense generally precedes its Subject (when this is expressed in

direct connection with it, cp. (e.) of 1 1), unless

(ii.) there be some Emphasis on the Subject ; thus, t^Kil ^?N 13T

thus spake the man unto me, Gen. xxiv. 30, and < the place "l^

C^ri^?
DK> iflK tMere ( 30) GOD spake with him," Gen. xxxv. 15

but, iBqjJ?^ D^r6
:

GOD AafA jpo&*n in His Holiness, Ps. Ix. 8.

Cp. also' in$f"W JJT'aw o# knoweth his owner, with the & 7K"jf".

V*V /srae/ doM no* Anow, etc., Is. i. 3, where for Antithesis there is

Emphasis on Israel" and so on < MY people
"

following it. Also

cp. Is. xvi. 13, 14; xx. 2; xxvii. 12, etc., with Is. i. 2, 20; xxi. 17;

xxiv. 3 ; xl. 5, etc. But,

(iii.) the Interrogative **ft who? always precedes its Verb.

(e.) It is the RULE to have [see also, more fully, p. 222.]

(i.)
the -i- (rather than i) for the Fut. Kal, (a.) when with the prefix 1

Conversive, (j3.) when with the Deprecative ^X, (y.) in the expression

of a positive wish (i.e., as in *

l'p& Let the LORD, GOD of the

spirits of all flesh, set, etc. (Nu. xxvii. 16); also

(ii.)
the (rather than *

)
for the Fut. Hiph. in the same three cases ;

thus, (a.) IpS'l and he appointed, 1 K. xi. 28 ; (/3.) *p3S 1P)pri ^K1.

and Aide no* TViy Face, Ps. Ixix. 18; (y.) 1j5p*1 t and JeJ him appoint,

Gen. xli. 34 ; but

(iii.) N B. except the 1 s. Fut. Hiph., in which either (Pt. I., 12) or

i is generally found; thus, \^XJ D. ix. 21, ^'M 1 S. xii. 1,

nrpN) Zech. xi. 8, }\?fiO
t&.

1

13."
T

(iv.) Some speak of the FUTURE FORMS WITH n ( 144) as the Optative,

because the Future is often used < Optatively
' with that fl- But, (l) it

is unwise so to limit the Future with n '

; for, (2) the H is used some-

times where there is no Optative
'

force ; and, (3) the Future is

sometimes used Optatively
' where there is no 7]. See more of this

in the Syntax.
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1. Ttf then.

2. ]i$ (nothing], ftf there

"is not, Tab. XIII,

Note C, .).

3. &$ a man, 74 (/.).

VOCABULARY II.

4. }3 a son, Tab. XIII. 4.

, i.e. |%
with aff. W% etc..

Dual. D'JV.
.

7. DJ3 (pi. Noun) a /ace,

countenance.

8. 1K> a prince, Plu.

EXERCISE XXIV.

( To be translated into

*
#
* For the plan of the Exercise see 11 (at).

N.B. The ... below are put where a sentence is incomplete.

Pi. to speak.
2 Moses.* 3 in the mountain of. 4 Sinai. 5

saying.
6
p. 92, No. 51. 7 in My statutes. 8 ye (m .)

sh all go.
9 }DK to eat (Pt. I., 24).

Here 1= then. 10 DH1

? (m.) bread, Tab. X. (1).
H

abundantly.
12

p. 91, No. 4.

13 n^* P- 47 No ' 5 ' Tabs> X ' lj X1L x< u
P- 92, No. 53. 15

p. 92, No. 52.

I6 five. (This is the 'Subject* of the sentence, here.)
l ? a hundred (the 'Object').

18
"|,>n K., Pi., Hithp. to go, walk. 1Q in your (m.) midst (i.e., in the midst of

you), fr. ?]$ Tab. XIII. C, .).
20 p . 90 ,

No. 4. 21 p . 91, NO. 10. 22 the

pride of. 23 your (m.) strength.
2*1 PI?^ Hip/i. to cause to send, to send.

25 3 against.
26 the beast of. 27 74 (&.).

28 ^3^ Pi. to bereave. 29 py^ #t>/.

to make few. 30
p. 92, No. 47. 31

(For this and the next word, see p. 56, Nos.

* Words marked (*) need not be given again in the Notes.
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31, 32).
32

they forsook ME. 33
-|^p pi, t to offer incense. 34 to gods (p. 3,

Note t).
35 ins another* (w.).

36 ^n pi. t to profane, break (a covenant).
37 p . 92, No. 41.

"

38 ^nD Hiph., to hide. 39 w ith a rod. 40 rVtt (/) a cove-

nant. 41 CHp Pi., to sanctify.
*2

p . 91, No. 6. 43 t>p3 p^ to seek, enquire.

[Dagesh Forte is often dropped from the pj.
44 >-n to search. 45 behold I.

46 [am] coming.
47

p{j> to dwell. 48
^-,p to call [often < governs

'
a ^]. 49 a

city, city of. &
p^ to suck. 61 the milk of. 62 ^3D to bear. 53 ^ PJ^ to

deliver. 54
-|^p to be short. 55 -p (/.) a hand, i.e., 1^ with aff. IT, etc., Dual

DH*, i.e. T* 56,.that it cannot redeem," E.V., (/., from redemption)
57
npS to open (eyes).

58 blind (men).
59^ p^t to leap.

6 like the hart.

61 a lame (man).
62 p . 93> KO . 86 [ i40 ($., iii.)].

63 The Holy ONE of.

64
p. 92, No. 76. 65 the garments of. 66

vengeance.
67

[as] clothing.
68 former

things (/.).
69
pn^ to be righteous.

* Words marked (*) need not be given again in the Notes.

t by [them thai are] not.

t Vocab. I (1).

p. 60 (19).

li From ^n, see No. 19.
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EXERCISE XXV.

{To be translated into Hebrew, 11, ?

And GOD heard*
*
their groaning,

8
and GOD remembered*

*

His Covenant.
4

Why
5

will the bush
7

not burn
6
? And

Moses hid*
8

his face.
9 And Aaron

10

spake*
11

all
12

the words"

which The LORD spake
11

to Moses. And I will takef
14

you

Cm.) to Me for a people,
15 and ye-shall-knowf

16
that I The

LORD [am] your GOD.

And Moses wrote*
17

this Law. 18
Tn-order-that

19

they (m.)-

may-hear
1

[Future Tense]^ an(j in-order-that
19

they (m.J-may-

learn
20

CFuture Tense]
? and-that

21

they-may-fearf
22

... and-that
21

they-may-observef
23

to-do
24

all
12

the words
13

of this Law. 18

And Jeshurun
25

waxed-fat,*
26 and kicked.*

27 And they (m.)-

forgat*
28 His doings.

29 And they (w.)-spake*
11

against
30
GOD.

And HE-rained*31

upon them (m.) Manna.82

Hear-thou1

(m.) !> * 141 (r. 01, MY people, and I-will

speak.
11 And I-will dwellf

33
in the midst

34
of Jerusalem,

35

and Jerusalem
35

shall-be-calledf
36

the city
37
of the truth.

38 Let

your (m.) hands39

(/.) be-strong.
40 And proclaim-ye (Hebr.

cause-ye (m.) to hear
1

) the sound
41

of His Praise.
42

(Fut. }. Verb to precede Noun. 7 njp. 8 -)^D f/^ft.
9 &)% t a Noun of plura i

form. 10
.

n 131-Pr. 12^3.
v

'l3Tab. IX. "n.

(Fut. _l_).
24

ni&^?.
25 |.-n.

26 p (Fut. ).
27 9573 (Fut. ).

29
nfc^g.

30 3 prefix.
31 -,^Q Hiph. 32

|Q.
33

pj>.
34

fj^ Tab. XIII. (J, .).

85D>^-nh/.)
36 ^pM^. 37 TV- 38nD ;̂

. 39T,Du. DJT. [See 59 (5.)].

40
ptH (Fut. ). The H has and the prefixes have in the Fut. Kal of this

Verb ; thus, pTIT, pjn^l, etc. See more in next Section. 41
?ip (i.e., the same),

42
n^riJI.
-* Fut. with 1 Convers. t Past with } Convers.

END OF THE FIRST PART OF THE EXERCISE BOOK.
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SECTION XIII.

VERBS. VARIATIONS.

163. For Variations from Tab. XIV. in regard to some

additional endings, see 147; for
J
instead of HX see 143.

T

There are some other important Variations :

I. PAUSE FORMS,

164. Changes ofVocalization [in some forms] occur in Pause,

i.e. at the end of a Verse, a Sentence, or a Clause, where a Stop

is made.

(a.) As said in Pt. 1. 49, Silluk (t~r) and Ethnakh (T) are

especially the 'Pause '-Accents; but

(/:?.)
Pause-forms are found sometimes with other Accents

also [see 167].

(7.) The 2 pi. m. &f. of all Past Tenses are unchanged in

Pause.

(S.) The Pause-forms of ' Infs. w. Pron. Affs.' are given in

Tab. XV. [The only change is with the 2 s. m. Aff.].

(e.) The Pause-forms of Participles are given in Appendix

(B) to Tab. XIV. [The only change is in the s. /.

form fi~ ^r, which sometimes becomes Jj"l~
~

in Pause.

Op. $139 08, f}.]

N.B. All words in Tab. XIV (except the Past 2 pi. m. &f.
and Infs. w. Pron.-Affs.) have the ordinary Tone-accent on that

syllable in which the 2a Rt-letter is involved : whether this

2d Et-letter

(I.) bears a vowel as in Ip^ or

(II.) has Moving as in PHp!3
iT| : T

*
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The Eules for the ''Pause '-forms of words in Tab XIV (and the

like) may be given in regard to these two great Classes (I.) and

(II.) as follows :

165. (I.) When the 2d Rt-letter bears a Vowel,

(a.) if that Vowel be Long, as in ibl^, Pl^nbSft, etc., the

word is generally unchanged in Pause
;

(]3.) if that Vowel be Short, as
-JJ53,

#3, etc., this' Short

Vowel is generally lengthened* into the corresponding

LongVowel,f as in ^(fr. ^iK),t^(fr.iW etc.

But

(7.) the of a Niph. Future (Tab. XIV.) remains in Pause,

as in
Jfc^fl, nip^JTl, etc.; and, more generally, it

may be said that

(S.) [the simple utterance , which is given sometimes for

Euphony and Ease of pronunciation, instead of the

more precise ,
is found (not seldom) in Pause

;
thus

n^pPl Imper. Hiph. 2 s. m., Ps. Ixix. 24, for
TJfibH,

etc'.].

(0). This great General Rule holds also in the forms
tffrgK, JjfejK, 5%

and so :MJI, np$, >n^>T,_tn^n, :^n: ;

g ;_:nynin, i$n [Sect, xv.], ^rinsn [Sect, xvi.],

etc.

(b). But the -= is often retained [see (S)] not only

(i.)
in such forms, thus FO)^

Ps. cii. 26, *$piJT.
Gr. xxvii. 2, etc.

;
and so in other

Voices as tnrnfj? 2 s. m. Past PT. [
138 (j8\ i.] Ps. Ixxxix. 45, 'flJWB? Ps. Ixxxviii.

14, -1:^3
1 pi! Past Niph. (Jer. vii. 10), -I^H 1 pi. Past Ift>7i. (1 S. xxx. 22) of

^SJ [Sect. XVI.], etc.
;
but also

(ii.)
in Fut. forms ending in (m )

as Jn^n^pri 3 pi./. Fut. JT. (Is. xxxii. 3),

and so Jn3pn$ 3 pi./. Fut. K. Tab. XVI (1) [ML vii. 16], etc.
;
and

(iii.) some others.

f For the great Leading Rules, see Pt. I. 19.
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II. When the 2d Rt-letter has Shva, a Yowel is given* to it

in Pause. This Towel is generally the same as either

(i) the Yowel which the 2d Rt-letter HAS IN THE FIRST word

of the Tense or set [see examples below] ;
or

(ii) the Yowel which the 2d Et-letter TAKES IN PAUSE in the

FIRST word of the Tense or set. Thus,

(i.) (a) The Pause-form of -n^ 3 pi. m. Fut. K. is J-nbQ? ;
i.e. the Pause-vowel

for the 2d Rt-letter is --, this heing the Vowel of the 2'1 Rt-letter in the

first word of the Tense (or set) viz. "IpS^ 3 s. in. ;

So in Niph. Fut., the Pause-form of -TlpS? 3 pi. m. is {npjB*., the first

word of the set being 1j?3 3 s. m. So, in Pi., nj?B 3 pi. m., p.

(o) So, for the 1 s. & 1 pi. Fut. w. the H of 144, the forms are

Kai rn|?3K i s., p.jrnjpDK,
& rnpa? i pi., p. jrnjjBJ; [also ii

(&)]-,

N^h. rnpss i s., p. :rn?sTK, & rnps} 1 Pi., p. :rnjjsj ;

etc., etc.

(ii.) (a) The Pause-form of -np3 3 pi. Past JTaJ is
tnjpjf,

the Panse-vowel being

-r because the 2d Rt-letter TAKES for its Pause-vowel in the first

word of the set (viz. IjJQ
3 s. m.

t p. H^S) ;

b) So in the Fut. Kal of the ( )-form, the Pause-form of *IW&\ 3 pi. m. is

t-1^3 ĝ ,
because W?b\ 3 s. m. (the first word of the set) has the Pause-form

So in the 1 s. and 1 pi. w. the f| of 144, thusHg^K p. J

N.B.
(iii.) Sometimes we find the of the ^3 form of Past Tense [ 188 (A)],

instead of the T for the -r- of the ^B form in ii (a) ;
thus 8^3$,

Pause-form of

l^n 3 pi. Past Za^ of ^in, has the [of the unused 3 s. i. Past bin] instead of

%r for the of 'pin.

166. (a.) Often no further change is made by the Pause. But

(b.) If a SLIGHT-vowel precedes the Shva which is to be re-

placed by a Yowel in Pause, that SLIGHT-VOWC! disappears (there

being no longer any need of it) when this Shva has given place

*
Except (i.)

Infinitives with Affe.
; (ii.) Participles, see 164 (5) & (e) ;

and
(iii.)

a few words the regular Pause-form of which is NOT adopted in Pause.
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to a Vowel. The SJwa (Simple, or Compound), which had given

place to the Slight-vowel, then returns
; thus,

(i.) of
Vlj53 Imper. K. 2 pi. m. (fr. *fp3) the Pause-form is

tttfte,
and of H?V (fr- *J?JJ) the Pause-form is tflbSJ.*

So

(ii.) of yt& (fr. p. *JW) we have ^JW. And so

(iii.) the Pause-forms of ""O?^, "*$, [Imper. 2 s. m. w. n ,

% 141 (7)], would be :rnh# &. "ib&f, tn^ fr . y$
(p. O^f?)* and

(iv.) the Pause-form of ? [see 171 (i.)] is Jfl? (fr.

"Dip; and, ofnW [ 171
(ii)], :TP (fr. Tfrg).

(c). The Pause-forms of the Hithp. Past,t Imper., & Fut., have

T to the 2d Et-letter, thus ^jKHn 3 s. m. Past, t'B^SfiPI

Mi. i. 10 (Kri) Imper. 2 s. /., *^?^ 1 s . Fut., *^7;f?^
3 pi. m. Fut., etc. ;

and consequently, [since

K.B. generally
~

is given before fl for Euphony],J

(rf). when the 2d Et-letter is H, the 1st Et-letter has Tin these

Hithp. Pause-forms; thus *&OJfi! 3 s. w. Fut., *^JW? % P1 - w -

Fut., etc.
;
and so, with 2d Et-letter H, we have t^n^HI 3 pi.

Past w. 1 Conv. (of TltD).

(e). The |
of 145 is often found at the end of Pause-forms

(of w?T, fr- T?T P- W>i in - 3

fr . ^^), & so v. 29 P?D|!, ?. 22 pP$ C to compensate for the

This Pause-form occurs Na. ii. 9 with the Accent T merely. Cp. 167 (ii, ).

f Except, of course, the 2 pi. m. &/. Past.

I As in 6 (d) ;
and so VHX fr. D^HX Tab. XIII. 2, etc.

5 Observe, the Accent is brought then upon the last syllable.
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Dag. F. of Wph.] ; v. 26
.

3B*, etc. So also in 146.

fr. J, so v. 27

167. (i.) The Pause-form of a word is generally (but wo

necessarily always)* adopted in Pause.

(ii.) In some Pause-forms a more sonorous pronunciation is

given to words. And, as there seems to be no reason why the

more sonorous pronunciation should be limited to a place of

Pause, so we find in the Bible several instances of suchf

(a), with OTHER DISJUNCTIVE Accents (i.e. where there is a

stop less than that of a Pause) ; also, sometimes,

(/3). with CONJUNCTIVE Accents (i.e. where there is no stop

at all, but the contrary).
.

Thus, for example, 0) with A as tt3B^ GL xix. 4,(*) w. (very

often) as pbj! Is. xv. 5, T?SHJJ 2 K. xvii. 15 ; (3) with

r (often) as fS Is. xiv. 27, &? ix. 9, f2V. xxvii. 10,

TO> kv. 13
; (

4
) w. i as J^ Ez. xliv. 5, JW Is.

vi. 10 ; 00 w. 2. (Pashta) as JS$! Is. xxxiii. 20, V^ttl

Is. li. 6, TW$f Dan. ix. 19 [fr. *!?>' 141 (7, 2)],

etc. ;
and (*) with Conjunctives, as tO^ 1 g, vii. 17,

*WD Ju. xix. 5, nS^n Ez. xvii. 15.f

* Thus
JjH^y 2%y servant Ps. cxix. 65 (instead of ^1^.5^

as in Ps. cxvi. 16, w. ^-).

So
-njp:) [Sect. XV.] Ps. xlviii. 5, and -IK?!* Ps. xciv. 5. But

-I^^Ps.
xlr. 6 may

hardly be reckoned here ; because the verse has
-j*-

in it [Pt. I. 68], and in that

case not seldom occurs without Pause-form (though often also with the Pause-

form, as in
^TgJJ

Ps. i. 1, etc.

t For expressing energy, or for energy of expression, or for emphasis, or for

rhythmic force, etc.)

J The three last forms were just mentioned in 138 (A, v), 141 (a, Note). The

bare mention of them was all that could well be made then.
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UK Student say BOW, for Practice; parse the IbOowing
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[The Student may now pass on to the EXEBCISES on pp. 125-127, after looking at

the intervening pages sufficiently for him to be able to refer thereto for information

which he may require respecting the forms of certain Verbs in the Exercises.

References to these pages will be rendered more easy by the following INDEX.]

INDEX FOB PAGES 113-124.
ft

$ 167 (i.) Pause-forms generally (NOT always) used in Pause . . . . p. 113

(ii.) Pause-forms used also, sometimes, when NOT in Pause . . . p. 113

168
(i.)

A Long-Towel, followed by Quiescent Sara, shortened at the

end of a word (o) if followed by (") Matteph, (j8)
when the

Accent is 'turned back' [Pt. 1, 46] p 114

(ii.)
Furtive' to be under 3 ,

and under n or 3? at the end of

a word, after any Long-vowel except -y ...... p. 114

(iii. /3).
Table of 'Compensation '-vowels for an omii-ted Dagesh . p. 115

(iv.) Moving Shva takes a Compound form under any one of the

four letters y n n K p. 116

(v.) A Slight '-vowel, and a Eeal Short-vowel, preceding such a

Compound Shva, adopt a corresponding form . . . . p. 115

169-179. Verbs having [K], H, H, or y, for 1* Et-letter ... pp. 115-120

180. Verbs having X, H, H, or JJ, for 2< Et-letter p. 120

[& App* pp. 321 & 322, S68 & 369]

181. Verbs having a, H, or tf, for 3* Et-letter p. 120

[& App* pp. 370 to 374]

$ 182. Verbs having
"

in the Root p. 121

$ 183. Verbs having}, or n, for 3d Et-letter pp. 121 & 122

184. Verbs having one of the six letters riDDIJainthe
Eoot pp. 122-124

185. Verb-forms may have Pron-Affs. attached to them ... pp. 124

186. Table of SEVEN important CLASSES of Variations .... pp. 124
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II. CERTAIN NECESSARY VARIATIONS.

168. The Student knows already from Pt. I. that

(i.)
A Long-vowel, followed by Quiescent , is generally

shortened if the Accent be removed from it [Pt. I.

55 (9, J)] ;

(a), for some examples of this Shortening* when

Makkeph (") follows the word,f see '

[Note]
'

in

the 'Notes on Tab. XIV.'

(/3). As examples of this Shortening when the Accent

is 'turned back* [Pt. I. 46] J we have d&" ^HDPlS

for [the workers of mischief] to be hid there (Job

xxxiv. 22, Inf. N. for
ITffiffT^, and Wl "tj^"*??

he shall not be visited by evil (Prov. xix. 23,

3 s. m. Fut. N. for 1&, etc.

(ii.) Beneath Pi (i.e. Pi with Happek), and beneath ft & y at

the end of a word, ^ must be put after any Long-vowel

except ;
and this is called

' Furtive Pathakh/ and

is pronounced before the letter beneath which it stands ;

Cp. Pt. I. 60.

[Obs. We need not say'* at the end of a word* (and so

vowelless) in the case of Pi ;
for the dot stands in

the H to show that it is not Quiescent, and it is

only when
' at the end of a word' that Pi is ever

Quiescent] :

(iii.) (a). There must be variation from Tab. XIY. by the

omission of Dag. F. where it would have to stand in one

* For the Vowel to be chosen, in each case, see the great Leading Rules in Pt. I.

19.

f Thus (fr. y^n) aa^fl Zech. ix. 2. But \^lT^3JJ Josh, xviii. 20, in which

\ is not shortened
;
and so B^$"3i Ex. xxi. 37.

J But D5?S D.in Is. xli. 7, in some Bihlcs; D3
D^'li]

in some.

And therefore at the end of a syllable, and so vowelles*.
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of the five letters ^nPlK which do not receive Dagesh

[Pt. I. 49] ; and, by reason of this,

(J3). 'Compensation' (as it is called), for an omitted Dag. F.,

is often made
= into

~

& intoby lengthening Cp. Pt. I. 19 :

(iv.) A Moving Shva beneath any one of the four letters

takes a Compound form [Pt. I. 24] ; and

(v.) (a). A Slight'-vowel, and () A Real Short-vowel, pre-

ceding such a Compound-Shva, generally adopts the

form which agrees with that Compound-Shva [Cp.

8
(rf),

4 <*),& 169(a, ii)].

[Note. There are some further Variations in the case of Verbs having in the Root

one of the four letters Jjnntf mentioned in (iv.) ahove.]

III. FIRST ROOT-LETTER !l, I"|, or ty

169. [Note, (a.) Yerbs having N as 1 st Rt-letter (i.e. tf'fi) agree

in many parts with those having Jl , Pi , or J^,
as 1st Rt-

letter
; but, (.) there are some so important differences

between the two sets of Yerbs that it is best to give a

special Section (XIY.) to the Yerbs tf'S, and to pro-

ceed now with the others only, to 179],

Yerbs having Jl, h, or
JJ,

as 1st Rt-letter have

(a). A Compound Shva under the 1st Rt-letter not only

(i.) where there is Shva Moving in Tab. XIY. ; thus,

DFnM like &!*]?,
etc> but also

(ii.) sometimes where Shva is Quiescent in Tab. XIY ;

thus ^M- corresponding to *$&, and so 3$*.- to

$5 < prefix-letters generally taking -^ before -^r,
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and before ^-, and (o) before . See Tab.

XVI (1); also

(/S). simple Quiescent, sometimes, tinder the 1st
Rt-letter,

with a or TO THE PREFIX-LETTER AS IN (a, ii.) ;

thus, for example,

(i.)
*nS

ijpnS, zwrb, DhnS, etc., (inf. K. w.

and

[(ii.)
DJbn Is. xlvii. 14, for which see 137 (2, Note*)

& 164(0).]

(iii.) l2fSP
and

|g>ty
3 s. m. Fut. K, T$J 3 s. m. Past

andD?Wt s. m. Partic. Niph. [Cp. Tab.

XVI (1j], etc.

[Note. The simple -r- offen occurs under ft as 1 st Rt-

letter].

170. The Fut. JT. (except the 1 s.) has one or other of the four

forms
*"lfoj, 1^5!, ^^., JBW.^ ;

an(i it may be said that, as in

these four words, the prefixes JJT
take

(i.) generally =-$ when the 2a Rt-letter bears
, and

(ii.) generally when the 2d Rt-letter bears -=- . But

(iii.) when, in derived forms, the vowel is removed from 2a

Rt-letter, there is sometimes an interchange of these

vowels for the
JJV,

as in (i) !|pnJbrO (fr. *lfari^ w . aff.

JlH^r him, Sect. XXII.), (2) *Wp (fh 7W)*||

liv.) N.B. The prefix ^ takes ^ as in Tab. XIV, and the

1st Rt-letter takes sometimes
-j-, sometimes >7r ;

thus

*
(a) But we have also Bhr, ^p, KbD, PJ/Ln, etc., like Tab. XVI (1).

Also (b) with 3 we have ")T#3 1 Chr/xv. 26.

f For
13JJp.

Eccl. v. 8, some have the anomalous "OPJ .

1 With a few exceptions, as Sj'W Pr.x. 3, ti'^n*
Ps.xxix. 9, J-ID^Piri

Ez-.zzxiT.21*

The form
Ij^qj-J (3 s./. Fut. JT. of ^H) Ex. ix. 23, Ps. Ixxiii. 9, is rare.

| So npnN ^. Fut. 1 s. ^Di w. the n of 144.
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nx [-Barn*, ies p. a)],

, (3) , ihs& TO, etc.

[Note. (a) Some Yerbs have different senses, or shades of

sense, in the two forms of (i.) and (ii.) above; thus

BHH* he will plough, K^lH* he will be deaf (also he will be

silent).

(b) VSJl has the form Vbll* ordinarily, but the other form

in Pause. So

171. A Compound-Shva is always Moving.* Therefore it can

never stand when the following letter is to have Shva, but

(unless it gives place to a simple Quiescent} f it must always be

replaced by a Slight-vowel. Thus (i.)
from

*\foy_
3 s. m. Put. K.,

we have [Tab. XYI (i)] HbSP 3 pi. m., and so *TKJfi 2 s./.,

^P?^) ^ pi. m.
;
the being generally replaced by as Slight-

vowel.

(ii.) So, from^ we have tt^, fr. TlH\ mn*, etc.
;

\.-v: % v : v v v- v: v . : v v

the t being generally replaced by as Slight-vowel.

And

[(iii.)
so ~ is replaced by

- before Shva, in Hoph. 179].

(iv.) So, for 1 s. Fut. K. w. the Pi of 144, we have PDTJW

(fr. afeWt), r\&W (fr. |^K), ng'JSfK (fr.
i

Sp2);t [and,

so niin^ (fr. nnn)l. But observe, for the 1 s. Fut.,
u ; v v i- v: v

(v.) forms in which simple Quiescent occurs under the 1 st

Rt-letter, as PHSMK (fr. IIJJ), are the same as
Pnj3SK (fr.

* It is only a Moving Shva that takes a compound form.

t As in
-I^V!

Ps. v. 12
(-1^>y>

Ps. xxv. 2, Ixviii. 4), 'mrV Ez. xxvi. 18 (rry
in five other places), etc.

J The form niTing G. xxvii. 41, with -=- is rare.
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(vi.) So the 1 pi. Fut. K. with the H of 144, has the forms (i)

frpM, rti&n?' with a Slight-vowel under the 1st Et-letter ;
and

(2) rnSltt, libfiHJ, with the Quiescent.

172. It does not follow from 171 that a Slight-vowel occurs

only in such cases. On the contrary, the help of the Slight-

vowel is sometimes given in a derived form, although the simple

word has Quiescent. Thus, liy* occurs only with Quies-

cent, but we have (w. Aff. IP! ^ him, Sect. XXII.) VVWSPI
2 Kings xvii. 4.

173. In the Imper. K. 2 s./. & 2 pi. m. these Yerbs generally

agree with Tab. XIV, i.e. the Slight-vowel for the 1 st Et-

letter is generally ,
as in Hp& ^^V' [-^ut we ^n^ *?^0

Is. xlvii. 2, where the is a real Short-vowel, (the Quies-

cent being followed by Dag. L.)].

174. In all the instances mentioned in 171-173, the
'

Slight '-vowel is no longer needed when, the word being in

Pause, the 2d Et-letter has a vowel. The Compound Shva then

returns to the 1st Et-letter
; thus,

(a.) :S (Pause-form of VtbJP), tmtj (of VTirV), etc. ;

08.) tni^K (of ruSyx), trnhw (of rraM), etc.

(7.) And so in the Imperative, J^tf (Pause-form of ^S
irN (of vtpy).* t

* A Pause -form sometimes occurs of a word which itself nowhere occurs; thus,

^*in Is. xliv. 27, for ^inn which does not occur anywhere.

[Ohs. (1) The -7- (in this word ^H) is Pause-vowel for -^-. The Imper. 2 s. m. of

lin to be dry, would he Tiq (like IJH^ ^JH 3

?)
1 The only 2 s< m ' ImPer - of ^n

which occurs is mn /y waste, Jer. 1. 21.

(2) The (of the PI) may he supposed to belong to the same class as the o of

in
ni"lj^.

See more in '

Appendix.'

t So J-l^nn Pause-form of -iSl.n ( 173) fr. ^IH 2 s. m. And so we should have
'

(p. 116, Note
(]),

and ^TljnK for nT)nK ( 171, iv).
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175. Two examples from the Niph. Yoice were adduced in

169 (ft Hi.). Here we may add that

In Niph. (i) the prefix 3 (Past and Partic.) has generally*,

but (2) the prefix H (in the Inf. and Imp.), and the prefixes JfVtf

(in the Fut.) have - f ;
see Tab. XYI (1). Moreover

176. (i.) the 1st Rt-letter has (a) sometimes , as in ^TW J

and (/?) sometimes r, as in T-WJ [Op. % 169 (ft iii.)].

(ii.) When, however, the 2d Rt-letter has T , the 1st Et-letter

cannot ever have . It must then have either (i) a Slight-vowel,

as in ""iW, to^HJ, Pl3, or W a Quiescent T , as in

psT.B. the '

Slight '-vowel of (ii, i) is not needed in Pause,

because then the 2d Rt-letter has a vowel
; thus, we have JPnVtyJ

3 s. /. Past Niph. in Pause, and so rtWM and JtoBTti 3 pi.nv'-v IT : v *

Past].
^

177. In Pi., Pu., and HITHP., these Yerbs agree with Tab.

XIY.

178. In Hiph. the 1st Rt-letter has (i.) sometimes 7- (pre-

ceded by in Past, and by in other parts), as in
^JWPl,

p^Wft p}y_*5
etc.

;
but (ii.) more often preceded by in

Past,J as in T^HO' ^15^ etc>
>
anc^ 0^0

~
preceded by

in Inf., Partic., Imp., & Fut. [Tab. XVI (1)] ;
also (iv.) some-

times -^ preceded by in the Past, especially

N.B. in the 2 & 1 sing, and 2 pi. when with the pref. 1 ; thus

, wawn (but ^^yn), Dn^nni (but onwnn), etc.;
; v :--;-. . :<*- v: v vv :--:-:* vv :

- v: v '

* Also -=-
(i) rarely in the Past, as in ft$tf\\ 2 s. m. (for the N see Sect. XIX.) ;

and (ii) sometimes in Partic. forms, as in Sect. XX., and so ^^1 PS Ixxxix. 8, and

ni:nq3 as well as
n^jnj and D^ODSi etc

->
and so nS^?^ etc-'

t To compensate for the Dag. F., which cannot stand in the letters ynntf.

J A ~ preceded hy -K-, as in ^7?- (
2 Si m

') ^osn v"' ^' " rare<
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> ^

but also ^pinni 1 S. xvii. 35 (where the Accent is not thrown

forward, % 160).

'

[Note (a). From some Boots, only forms occur. So those

in
(i)

and pF^ Fut. K. And so,

(I) 1B^3 (Neh. x. 39) Inf. Hiph. w. 2, as in Deut. xxvi. 12

S w. h (see p. 79, Note t) ;
and "ifc^ Fut.

179. In Hoph. the 1
st Et -letter has generally* agreeing

with the (o) of the Yoice, and this is replaced by (6, as

a '

Slight'-vowel) when the 2d Rt-letter has . Tab. XYI (1).

[N.B. The 'Slight'-vowel is not needed in Pause, because

then the 2d Rt-letter has a vowel; thus, we have tPD^PtPl 3 s./.
T IT T; T

Past Hoph. in Pause.]

IY. SECOND ROOT-LETTER K, PI, Pi, or
J?.

180. For the purposes of this Exercise-book, the Yariations

when the 2d Rt-letter is K, PI, Pi, or
J?,

are sufficiently given in

Tab. XYI (2). Some additional remarks shall be given in an

Appendix.

V. THIRD ROOT-LETTER M, PI, or
JJ.

181. The Yariations when the 3d Rt-letter is fi, PI, or y, are

sufficiently given in Tab. XYI (3), with the following addi-

tions :

(1.) (a) The Furtive under ft, Pi, or
JJ,

at the end of a

word, after any Long-Yowel (other than ), is dropped

when, by any addition being made to the word, the

3d Rt-letter is no longer at the end. Thus, fr. Inf.

Constr.
PlS^ (Abs. H^ or

Itfc^),
we have ^Pl^ my

sending, etc
;

and fr. the Partic. P!7^" s. m., we have

tfrhw pi. m.
;
& fr. Jtfetf s. m., PlPl^ or

v : v T vr ;

s./., etc.

But we have also
;
thus

"!\^7\
Job xxx. 15, which is just like
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(/3)
The dot of ft is no longer wanted when, by any addi-

tion being made to the word, the 3d Rt-letter is no

longer at the end. The dot (Mappek) is always

dropped then ; thus, fr. ft^ ^ 8 ' m ' -^as

xxxi. 5 (for nPDJ) 3 s./, flPOa 2 s. m., etc.

Further remarks will be given in the Appendix.

VI. YERBS WITH *) IN THE ROOT.

182.
(i.)

Verbs whose 1st Rt-letter is 1 agree with Tab. XIV

except that, in the N$. y
the prefixes H and

JH^X
have

(instead of followed by Dag. F.) ; thus, X^H
Inf. N<t>., X|nK 1 s. Fut., W&V 3 pi. m. Fut., etc.

"

(ii.) Verbs whose 2d Rt-letter is 1 agree with Tab. XIV

except that, in PL, Pu, & H0.,

(a) the Dag. F., for those three Voices,

cannot appear; and

(/3) compensation is made by lengthening

into , into
, into -^, in

accordance with Pt. I, 19
;

[for these Verbs in (ii), see " APPENDIX TO TAB. XVI (2)."]

(iii.) Verbs whose 3d TU-letter is ^ agree generally with

Tab. XIV
;
but sometimes occurs (instead of some

other vowel) before the 1, as in ^2^ 3 s. m. Past PL,

and sometimes as in ^ft*7
!
3 s. m. Past PL often.

But this is not limited to these Verbs
; see Tab. XIV

Note 0).

VII. VERBS WHOSE THIRD ROOT-LETTER is
J
OR j"V

183. When in the process of word-forming, a letter would

occur twice together and the first one would have Quiescent,

this letter with Quiescent is dropped ;
and Dag. F. (as imply-

K
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ing a letter with Quiescent, before it) is then given* to the

next letter. For example,

(a) SlDTti is 1 pi. Past IT. of
jJtJf [for ttQ)M' like

^"]j?3],

1WJ 1 pi. Past JV0. of
jy&y [like Ul^]. Similarly,

with 3d Rt-letter n, tFHS Pause-form of FH3 [forT

so fr. nn# nnp, DJnn^, pike rnjps, Dmj?fi,
see

Tab. XVI (2) (a, 3)], WET! [like Wj^Pl] ;
so fr.

'

(7) So PlliTtfri Gr. iv. 23, Is. xxxii. 9 [given by some with K,

and by some with J"0_. instead of n|__ (see Note *].

VIII. VERBS HAVING ANY OF THE Six n5^*l!l!l IN THE ROOT.

184. The Root 1p has two of these in it. There are reasons

for preferring this for Tab. XIV, or it might have been well to

choose a Root such as ^J"O to write (of which all the Rt-letters

are of those six). For, as the Student knows already [Pt. 1, 47],

those six letters have Dag. Lene

(i) at beginning of a word (except as in 48, Pt. I).

(ii) after a Quiescent .

And [N.B.] the Dag. L. cannot stand after aught
else than Quiescent .

Hence the presence of these letters is useful to the Student as

shewing him at once where a preceding one of them is

This Dag. F. is sometimes not put in 3; thus :n;pn Is. Ix. 4 [for :

165 (I, 7)], nigJfl Ru. i. 13 [for nj(?)JVr)
like nrj^an] ; njnjjl

Ps. kt 23;

[for n3(p) 111:1 like P131j5BJ$]. So
tnj)31>j-l given in the margins of several Bibles for''"

EZ. xvii. 23.

f For the forms of this Irregular Verb, see
' Notes on Tab. XIX.'
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Quiescent or Moving. This, so far as regards the 1 st & 3d Jit-

letters, is sufficiently shewn to him by Tab. XIY. "We have

therefore to deal here with those Yerbs only which have one of

those six letters as Second Et-letter. See below, (a)- (8). [In (a),

the is' seen to be (i) sometimes Moving, but also once or twice

Quiescent, after the prefixes 3 & 3 ;
and (2) mostly Quiescent,

but also sometimes Moving, after the prefix 7.]

(
a) inf. K. (i) w. 3 a'iroa, h&z, rtoT? [Tab. xxni],

Eccl. xii. 4 [p. 79, Note *] ;
but also

w .

25^3 (cp. p. 79, Note *) ; but also
13J3

:

(iii) w. S, itoS, llPO
1

? twice, hbf? four

times, and so at least forty others
;
but also

fh& & BTO^ (each thrice), 11!^ and

Nh^p [followed by &O, Nu. iv. 23,

viii. 24], but X^S Is. xxxi. 4.

[Note. When the 1st Et-letter is PI or y, these generally

have as in Tab. XYI (1). So a 1 st Et-letter ft has

often ,
but also often [see 169 (fi; i)]. Simple

--

under H is followed by Dag. L. in one of these six

letters [(Pt. I, 25].]

*

08) Fut. K. SPO^ 3Mn, etc., with Dag. L. in 2d
Et-letter,

as in the 3 of
tfjft &&$, etc., in Tab. XIY; and

so others :

(7) Iff. [of ^3^'] Past 'tjlB n^n (p. :H^^), etc.

Partic. *13^ etc.
;
and so others :

(8) S#. [of ] Inf. tfSjn (Abs.),^
Past ^aSn, n^Sn, ij^n, etc., Partic,
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(the Imper. would be BH, Wjft, etc -)>

, etc.
;
and so others.

IX. FURTHER VARIATIONS.

185. (i)
Yerb-forms of the Voices Kal, Pi- 61, Hiph-il, may

have Objective Pronouns in the form of Affixes. For these, and

any consequent changes of the Verb-form, see pp. 208-212.

(ii) Pronoun-forms so attached as Affixes to Verbs may serve

not only Objectively, but also sometimes where in English we

require some Preposition (or other word) after the Verb, and

so they occur a few times with Verb-forms of a Passive or

Reflexive Voice, and with Intransitive Verbs.

186. There are some important 'Variations' in the case of

some Verbs of the following Classes :

(1) having I 8t Rt-letter N, tfiS, as tf to eat.

&* to sit.

'' '*' as
to be good.

(3) X fi, as to fall.

\ 1, Vy, as D^lp to rise.

(4) 2a Rt-letter J J

(or\ ^, as D^ to put.)

(5) 2d & 3d Rt-letters the same, Q^2, as ^hD to go round.

(6) 3d Rt-letter K, S, as Kfc to find.

(7) H, PI?, as rh% to reveal.

Thee are dealt with in the following Sections XIV to XX.

[The above is adopted as the least artificial arrangement. TVe might, however,

put the 3*3 first. There are some advantages in so doing. But the arrangement

adopted above appears to be the simplest and best.]
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ear> Tab -

VII.

2. "an P*, to speaJc.

3. ^73 (. & /) a

Tab. X (1).

N.B. Tne abbreviations

.) Sun.

VOCABULARY III.

4. hy_ Tab. IV (2), on, 6.

count of, against, etc.

5. JJKn a wicked man,

Tab. IX.

., HQ., are used below for NipL-al, Hiph-il,

Hithpa-U.

EXERCISE XXYI

[To be translated into English, 11 (a-e).]

rfaf w^h TTI 4^& tntNnn *iy t
T .. T . T .

J ... ...
- T -

:
'

17

1
"]D to reign.

2
[witb] strength.

8 ")TK to gird.
4
why ? E

y^T a wicked

one (w.).*
6 n

5

?^ to prosper [ 165 (II)].
7 Exerc. XX (u).

a ^j; a city.
9 men.

10 DfcO to groan.
" b^n a wounded one (m.).

12 y\W PL to cry out. *?Dp to
T T .' .

kill [ 168
(i, o)].

u a miserable one. 15 and a needy one. le round about. 17
*j;?n

H6. to walk. 18
n^ a young one (m.) [Tab. X. 1].

19 Ipn Pz. to dance. = And

they have said. 21 to God. 22
depart.

23 and [the] knowledge of. 21
1]^ a way*

[Tab. X. 1].
25

)>Sn to delight in, to take pleasure.
26 until. 27 when [26 with 27 =

"how long?"]
28

T^V to exult, to triumph.
29 widow. 30 and sojourner.

31 JT!

to slay.f
32

Din^ an orphan.
33 H^"l ^. & PI to murder. 34

Jt2J to plant [ 140

(S, iv), (e)].
3fi J?D^ to hear [For -IVP^ see 165 (II, iii)]. H3^' to forget.

37 HDl to trust. 3S
np^ falsehood. 39

}*&O Pz. to despise.
4o

[The] Holy ONE of.

Words marked thus (*) need not be given in the Notes again, t P"- to be slain.
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35

v: - T

nttnttfc SK ^Ste :
69 nnnto 69

i^5
67m^nr6

DV"n ^
T T : v : v: J

T : I : :
-

: v - T

T : T :

n 85rnm

v: V } v T

41 and in their abominations. 43
\y$ N$. to lean. 43

[as] a field. 44 E^in to plough.
46 HID 11 -ff0. to hreathe out [groans].

46 b"lQ Pi. to spread out. 47 her hands. 48 73K to

mourn [ 139 (5, in)].
49 H3K ^. to sigh.

so her people.
61

P)DV N$. to swoon [ 137

(3, f)].
*2

babe,
63 and suckling.

*4 3B? to roar. **
Thy foes. 6G

pit? to hiss. "
pnn

to gnash.
68 a tooth. 69 1DX to say.

60 ]^2 to swallow up.
6l

Ppfl P?. to blaspheme

[ ] 68 (i, /8)].
2 an adversary.

3 Exere. XX (52).
64 for ever< es -QJ to remember

[ 168, (i, o)].
68 the day.

87 D^PI to think, to reckon. 68 as sheep of (or for).

69
slaughter.

70
pJJ to cry out (in pain).

71 b*Dn to search.
"2

"Ipn to enquire

into. 73
p. 93 (No. 86).

74
[God of] hosts. 75 before that. 76 mountains. "JDBjS'.to

sink, 116. to be founded. 78 "Oy to pass, pass over, to transgress.*
79 His command-

ment (lit. mouth).
6 a bound. 8l Thou hast placed.

62
Btya P. to be troubled

(E.V.).
63 the young lions. 84 for the prey.

*5 Exerc. XIX. (33).
se

pj^X to gather,

gather away.
87

n:'VP a dwelling (here
" a den").

88
^11 to crouch down. 89

tfp*

to lay a snare. 9 ^ to take. 91 y*P to know. 92 ^yT to shake. 3 *nn to

tremble. 94 from sea, from [the] West. 95
[the] ends of. 96 $3$ NQ. to swear.*

97 liveth. 98
-]-)! K. & Pi. to bless, HQ. to bless oneself. 99 Ex. XX.

(4.5).
100 not.

Words marked thus () need not be given in the Notes again, f Cp. 176 (ii, 1).
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EXERCISE XXYII.

(To be translated into Hebrew, 11, -/*.)

And Abram^passed-over*
1 into 2 the land.3 And he-moved**

thence 5 towards 6 the mountain.7 Before 8 The LORD'S destroy-

ing f
9 Sodom 10 and Gomorra. 11 And GOD remembered * 12

Abraham, 44 and sent-away
* 13 Lot u from the midst 15 of the

overthrow,
16 on 2

overthrowing f
n the cities 18 in which Lot M

dwelt.19

HE-will-bless 20 the fearers 21 of The LORD. The generation
22

of upright-ones
23

(m.) shall be blessed.20 He-that-blesseth-him-

self 20
[Hd. Partic.] in the earth 24 shall-bless-himself 20 in The

GOD of Truth.25 For as-heaven-is-high (Hebr. as being-high -

o/t
26 heavens 27

) above 28 the earth,
24

mighty-hath-been
29 His

Mercy
30 on those-that-fear-Him (Hebr. His fearers*

1

m.). As-

a-father-is-merciful (Hebr. as being-merciful-of^
31 a father

32
) to

(Hebr. on) children,
33 Merciful-hath-been 81 The LORD to (Hebr.

on) those-that-fear-Him. And I-will-be-merciful-toJI
31 whom 34

I-will-be-merciful-to. 31 In Thee an orphan
35

shall-find-Mercy

(Hebr. shall be compassionated
Zl

). Look-forth 36 from Thy-holy-
habitation (Hebr. from the habitation 37

of Thy holiness 38
)
from 39

the heaven,
27 and bless 20

Thy people
40 Israel. For Thou,

0-LoRD, hast-blessed,
20 and [one is] blessed 41

(m.} for-ever.42

1
13JJ.

2 3 the prefix.
3

p. 47 (5).
4 pn? Jfy.

5 DB>. 6 71. 7
1.1, w. dcf.

art.' inn. 8
\}$b.

9 nn^p?. l Dip. n
nibg.

12
iDt(Fut. ^_).

14 ni
1

?.
15

p. 108(34).
16

nDDq.
"
^an.

18
p. 56 (2). n^\

to bless, Pu. to be blebsed, HQ. to bless oneself. 21 D^T (i.e., p. 84, Note ).
22 1^.

13
nn^>.

24
p. 47 (s).

2*
jfc^

as n32 (the n is consonantal).
2?

DJD^.
28 ^.

29 113 .
30 IDn Tab. X. (1).

31 Dm Pi. to be merciful, to be merciful to, Pu. to be

compassionated.
32 1S. 33 Tab. XIII (4).

341^ T\$.
35
Dinj.

S6

(Imper. 2 s. i., w. fl).
37 j^O ( 56, i).

38
KHJ).

'

39
|D. Dy (p. 91,

41 Pii. Partic.

*

* Fut. w. 1 Conv. t Infinitive Constr. J 178 (i).

'Compensation' is NOT made in P?. & Pu., comp. Tab. XVI (2) (, iii). The

/. Past 3 s. m. takes as in Note (e) on Tab. XIV. H Past w. 1 Conv.
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SECTION XIV.

VERBS tf'S, i.e. WHOSE FIRST BOOT-LETTER is K [Tab. XVII].

187. Many forms are like those of Verbs whose 1st Et-letter

is n, n, or y.

188. (a) The Chief Variations from Tab. XVI (1) arise from

some prefixes taking ,
as in the Fut. 1C. forms

(i) "OK' etc., fr. -DX, hl& etc., fr. ^K, TDtf etc., fr.

^IJbK etc., ;
and forms used in Pause, such as

fTjtt^,

niXfi> etc.,* which are of the following Class
(ii)

riz,

(ii) TfiK^ TnKfi, etc., fr. THN ;
for some other instances of

which ( )
form see Tab. XVII.

[(in) For a few forms of N$. and H<f>. see 190 ().]

(/3) Some other Variations from Tab. XVI (1) in the Kal, are

but slight. Thus, (i) in place of
,
see Tab. XVII

;
and (ii)

some contractions, as ^TH Jer. ii. 36 (2 s./. Fut. K. of SfK),

TIKI GK xxxii. 5 (1 s. Fut. K. of Tltf, for TIKK which does not
*.- T v- v: v

occur), and so in Pause SHX Pr. viii. 17, etc.

%* The Student's attention may be specially called to the

Great E/ule in the following (189), Variations in accordance

with which will be found to occur in some other Classes of Verbs

as we proceed.

189. These Verbs (X ) offer us the first opportunity of bring-

ing forward the following very important

RULE : The 1 Convers. of the Fut. has the power of drawing
back the Accent from the last to the penult, syllable, as in

* The
( )

form also occurs in Pause
;
thus ^DN*! G. iii. 6, etc. But,

N.B. The
( )

form of the Fut. is always adopted when (as in 165, II) a -r has

to be replaced by a Vowel in Pause; thus -l^N* fr. ^?^, etc.
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* THK*1 2 S. vi. 6, fr. THK' (and so 7b\ v. 9, fr. the unused

- "l&Kftl 2 K. xix. 23, fr. IkKfi) J
but

"

Obs. (i) NOT so in 1 Sing. ;
thus

~\ti#]
Gr. xx. 13, etc.

;
also

(ii)
NOT if there be a Shvaf between the last two Towels

fthus, nb^l and }JbN*1 remain unchanged] ;
and

U
I
v . ._

I v,..
_..-

(iii) NOT if the Accent be a Pause-Accent?; and

(iv) sometimes also NOT, if the Accent be less than the

'Pause '-Accents, in a case of 164 (/3).

Note, (a) The Accent is generally NOT drawn back if there be

more than one vowel between the 1 Convers. and the last syllable

[thus we have Hp!^ and
*|DK*V]>

but

(b) it is sometimes drawn back in such J\
7
(j>. forms, as in

G. xxv. 8, etc.

190. (a) The form bNil of Inf. Abs. N<t>. was mentioned in

'Notes on Tab. XIY (<*)/ (So t]DNPl
2 S. xvii. 11). The Nfr

forms generally are as in 175, 176
;
and those of other Voices

as in the following the two just now cited.

(/3) There are a few instances of N$. and H<f>. forms having

tf Quiescent in (thus N"), or lost in \ or
; thus

(i) N(j>. Past 3 pi. !)m*O Jos. xxii. 9,
tirtiti]

w. 1 Conv.

Nu. xxxii. 30 (fr. THN) ;

(ii) H$. Fut. 1 s. ^DiN Hos. xi. 4 (fr. ^N), MT3& w. p]

Jer. xlvi. 8 (fr.

* N.B. When, as here, the last letter of the word has Shva (which is Quiescent,

being at the end of a word), a long vowel in the last syllable is shortened on the

removal of the Accent from that syllable [Pt. I,

'

55 (9, )]. So we have the here

instead of the in TH^, in accordance with Pt. I, 19.

t Even if it is merely implied by Dag. Forte, as we shall see.

J Except HDX'*! in Job iii. 2, xl. 3, and v. 1 of Job iv, vi, viii, ix, xi, xii, xv,

xvi, xviii-xxiii, xxv-xxvii, xxix, xxxiv-xxxvi, xxxviii, xl, & xlii; but not in xxxii. 6,

nor in Chapters i & ii.
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191. The K is sometimes dropped in PL as in Wijfeb Job

xxxv. 11 for to&?Kp Partic. s. m. t w. Pron. Aff. for 1 pi. ; and in

., as in
J'TK

Job. xxxii. 11 for
J'TKK,

and
|'T

Pr. xvii. 4 for

See more in Appendix.

192. With the exception of 0) the special ( )-form of the

Fut. K., viz.
JTOfcO,

in Pause,* and (u) the retaining of the

unchanged in the *fo& form when this is used in Pause,

the Pause-forms of these Verbs tf'fi) agree generally with

165-167.

[Note. In the above, with Tab. XVII, enough is given for our present purpose^

It is unnecessary to give here in detail forms which, as said in 187>are like some or

other of those in 169-179.

For the
t)Dg*

form of Fut. K, see Tab. XVII (2, e, i).]

bee Tab. XVII (2, 7) for Pause-forms of the Fut. KaL

ADDITIONAL

The form ^fc (or ^Qfc) K. Fut. 1 s. takes the H of 144

thus rfalfc (p. trfafc). So, with this ft, the 1 pi. Fut. would

be rbsx) (p. ;r
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APPENDIX ON VERBS fc$*3.

As said in 187, many forms are like those of Verbs whose

1st Et-letter is PI, ft, or
J?.

But

(i)
The Infin. K. has not only the forms

Sbtf, ^?^?,
and sa

"IftK (with 6 on account of the removal of the Accent), but

alsowith K-
i v: v > i v: v >

<, v: v

Note (a) Sometimes the K has -r- as in
\ /

i v *

({3) The common word TDK7 (generally rendered

'

saying') is Infin. K. fr. TDK [for TDK*? or'

(ii) In the Imper. K.,

(a) The K has as in SbK, TDK,

(/3) The Slight-vowel, which the K takes in the 2 s./.

and 2 pi. m., is generally as in ^TDK & TOK
;

(7) But before the K takes the Slight-vowel --, as in

and JQHK . The Pause-forms of these are
v v: v

and J^PIK [ 166 (b, i &
ii].

i . IT v;

(S) With the H of 141 (7) we have the 2 s. m. Imper. K.

forms (i) PPDK like HTD^, and
(2) P&DK with K.

Note (1). In ^PIX 2 s,/. Imper. K., Euth iii. 15, the -^ refers to the of TP1K
i T : v

' '

i ...;

Some however give there
*J1N

like the 2 pi.

(2). For 'OpX 2 pi. i. Imper. jBT.jj Ps. xxxi. 24, some give

(3). For the rare form *BpK 2 s./. Imper. JT., comp. 141

* For this some give HH in Eccl. iii. 8. From the Root 2nN we have often the

form with H
,
thus Hlp^?. The form nSHX gives, in direct Construction, the form

rnq$ in ninK?, ^JL!^?*
nPH^^- ComP- 137 (

4
> i") P- 80 - ^d the same

form with Pron-Affixes gives in^qX? etc., see $ 137 (4, iii).

The form D3n| Hos. ix. 10 (Infin. Z"., fr. an, w. 3 pref. and Aff. ^M- m.}

has -f-(^), as in Tab. XV, and the PI has -^- in agreement with the 5 of the N.
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(iii) (a) The Verbs wliicli REGULARLY take to tlie prefixes

of the Future, as in 188 (f & ii) are *TSK to perish, THN to hold,

to eat, and IfcN to say, together with the Verbs !"QN and

, for which see pp. 267 & 270.

(/3) Several Verbs tf'iD have Fut. K. forms such as

00 3hS\ ITTKft,
etc.

;

(b) 1DKJ (as well as
"IDS^),

and so ^m\ Lev. viii. 7
;

00 fJbK*
fr. pN, bgNtt fr. ^K, etc.

;

(d) DBW, D&WI, ^K! 3 pi. ., DBWJ 1 pi., fr. fc^K ;

and so "itDKft 3 s. /. fr. *|tDK, SlWl fr. tfot.
v- : v I v- : v |

() ^DN
1
' 3 pi. w., etc. So some forms with Affixes have .

(y) Some Verbs have more than one of the Future forms :

thus,

(a) From f)DX the usual Future "K. forms are
t|pfcO , ^iD^n ,

etc.
;
but we find

also once
t)DJl

3 s. *n. (with 1 Convers.) for
f]DX*^,

and once P)Dfl 2 s. m.

for P)DXh ,
which are of the forms

TpN*, TpKn.

(6)
So from DHt? we have not only the usual Fut. K. forms SnN^ Sp^.ri,

and so

Dps (contracted, and in Pause, for SpNK 1 s.), etc.; but also info (like

^D'tf),
once in

Sp'fcO
1 s. w. 1 0onvers. and three times w. Pron.-Affs. [ 185].

(c) And so, conversely, from tHX we have as Fut. K. forms not only

(1) THK' 3 s. in., TpN'n
3 s. /., (and \r\7\\ 2 S. xx. 9 for

Tptfril
3 s. /.

with 1 Convers.), tnfc 1 s. (and, with H, Hjn'N), -ITDN^S pi. w.

(p.:-lTnK'; and, with), J|!|in^),
but also

(2) TnX1 3 s. m. with 1 Convers., and mKfl 2 s. in., like
ahfcg

and anNR.

(rO There may be i in place of
; thus, rTOltf 1 s. Fut. K. w. PI

,
fr. ^IDX, etc.

(iv) Besides the contracted forms mentioned in 191, we mav

mention here the following :

(1) ^P?
1

?
Infin - #

(
Ez - xxi - 33), supposfcd by some to be for ^JS?^

(2) "?^1 Fut.
!!<(>. 3 s. m. (Nu. xi. 25), for ^VS"1 or

^.^-1 J

(3) 27H. Fut. 77^). 3 s. m. (1 S. xv. 5), supposed by some to be for S'ltOI
;

(4) /p^ (Is. xiii. 20), which is taken (a) by some as H<j>. Fut. 3 s. m. for

^n! (Job xxv. 5), and (6) by others as Pi. Fut. 3 s. m. for

7HN* which last is possible if we may assume a Pi-el Voice of

the Boot bnK . The PL of WlK occurs nowhere in the Bible.
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EXERCISE XXVIIL

(To be translated into English, 11. a-e.)

rrin N^nn 7 DVS '

DJ-n&gi : ...
'

to say.
2 whether not ? 3

yi^ to know. * 96
(ii, j8).

8
|h a lord.

6 Zerubbabel. 7 Di
1
'

(m.) a day.
8 render ye thankful acknowledgments, give thanks.

9
pTH to be strong,

w
^jo^ to be firm. 3^ (m.) a heart. 12 liltf to love. 13 He

will correct. u for ever. 15 I shall be. 16 a lady (-7- for -7- in Pause).
17 THS to

take hold. 18
3)5^ a heel. 19 a snare. 20 and throughout all. 21

piJ< to groan.

22 a wounded one (m.).
23 ^3X to eat. 24

thy (/.) oppressors, those that afflict thee.

25 ^3 flesh. 2a *inX to perish.
27 my place of refuge, my trust. 28 and my fortress.

29
thy

T

(/) salvation. s
| 5"<|>.

to believe. 3l ^D to be king.
33

[t^] good Of.

33
f]DK to gather.

M the whole of thee. 35 her that halteth. S6 meek ones (w.).

37 yijy to have enough, to be satisfied. 38
JT] a companion, a friend. 39

T'pH a pious

one (wi.), a saint.

* A Verb in Hiph. has sometimes two Objects expressed. So here, ISTos. 24 & 25,

the first Object THOSE CAUSED to eat, the second Object THAT WHICH they shall eat.
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EXERCISE XXIX.

(To le translated into Hebrew, 11. -/*.)

N.B. All Verbs fc$'p) in this Exercise have the Fut. K. as in \ 188 (a, i). For Pause-forms, see

Tab. XVII. (2, 7) and \ 192.

Wicked-ones l
(m.) will-perish

2
[ 162 (d, i)]. By 3 the breath 4

of God 5
they (m.)-will-perish

2
[Pause-form

6
]. All 7 my bones 8

shall say
9

, LORD, who
10

[is] like n Thee ? And Zion (/.) hath-

said,*
9 The LORD hath-forsaken-me 12

[ 162, (d, i)]. Say-

thou 9
(m.) to 13 the house 14 of Israel, So 15

have-ye-said
9

(m.) t

saying,
16

. . . "What shall-we-say ? 9

Tell-ye
9
(m.) a righteous-one

17
(m.) that 18

[there is] good,
19

for 18 the fruit 20 of their (m.) deeds 21
they-shall-enjoy

22
[Pause-

form 6
]. Comfort-ye

23
(m.\ comfort-ye

23 My people,
24
your (m.)

Goo 24 will say
9

[ 162 (d, i)]. And He-said,*
9
Verily

25 My
people

24
[are] they (m.). I will say

9 to the North,
26

Give-up.
27

And I-have-said :
* 9 "

my Father !

" 28 shalt-thou (/.) call 29 Me

(Hebr. to Me). And we-will not say
9
any-more

30 "our God !

" 24

to the work 31 of our hands.32 The Glory
33 of Thy Kingdom

34

they (m.) shall tell
9
[Pause-form

6
].

i Exerc. XXVI (5).
* H3K. 8

prefix.
*
fl&5&, 56 (i

& v).

188 (Note , N.B.).
7 ^3.

8

HiD^ (/.) Tab. XII. 1 (pi.). 1DK. 10

11 3 prefix.
12

35JXJ.
13

S^.
u Tab. XIII

(
3).

15
|3.

w Inf. JT., w. ^, of

17 p^^ >

is ^ 19 ^13. 20
s-j^

i.c . the same. 31

D^JO.
22 ^3X. 23 DTO P3?,

Tab.XVI (2) [0, ili].
2*Vocab.I. 25

^N.
2

pay (/.). ^n
32 T a band. YU3. 34 nofe (/.)

* Fut. w. Convers,
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SECTION XV.

VERBS **, i.e. WHOSE FIRST ROOT-LETTER is * [Tab. XVIII].

193. Some forms agree entirely with those in Tab. XIV
;
thus

(A) the Inf. Abs. and the Past* Tense & Participles 7T., (ii) a few

forms of particular Verbs, (iii)
the P2.f> Pu., and H6.$ forms.

The special VARIATIONS are the following :

194. The * is dropped in (a) the Inf. Constr. K, and (/3) the

Imper. K.
; thus, from y$* t

(a) INF. K. rft# WB>2 fGBk W^D, butrQB>S w. h;
v \.v T

and w. Pron. Affs.
||
frQt j|MB>, VtaB>,

etc.
;

OS) IMPER. K. ^ 3g ^, etc.
;
see Tab. XVIII.

* Thus
(fr. IT) "IT, PHT, )T]T,

etc. p^ Ju . xix. 11, is given by many as

3 s. m. Past JT. of IT "
by aphceresis." But this is somewhat doubtful.]

f Except in some instances of the loss of the *> by Contraction, as in -H*! Lam. iii. 53

(for -TO1 like if?\ of rh), cp. Tab. XXIII), and a few other words.

J (a) ThusD^rin, ajf!JJ*., 2tf^lP) (n-VnJjliEx.ii.4, is irreg.3s./.with1Convers.),

W-y^*, and so ^Wl (<)
3 pi. w. Put. w. 1 [of 1^], and WVW] fr. fy;

(*) But, in some,
* is replaced by 1; as in

jniljin?
Inf. Constr. (w. 3) of J?T,

3 s. m. Fut. of HDS and jrilK 1 s. Fut. of JJT (Pause-form).

() In Pause

(*) From yn>, n^^. (P . t

l| (a) But [fr. 1] 'irip etc., forms like those in 62
(iii). And,

() from yT, iriy
1

!, etc., forms like those in Tab. X (1).

ir (a) w. n, rn so (fr. ^), ^., -^, nj^ (P
. :n^> Also,

(b) from yn\ J^, ^'j,
1V'

!

j.
And,

(c) from Hrf, DH ffive thou (m.} [HDH (e.e. DH w. H) is used as an Interjection

for " Come !

" " Come on !" or such like], *3n give thou (/.), -lUn^tW ye (m.}.
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195. The * is (a) sometimes Quiescent in *-r [seeuo?] as in

FUT. K. StDw St3"n "O^fi etc. (or^ etc., Pt. I, 12) ;
v- > v- > v :

'
> v- >

(/3) sometimes Quiescent in *-=- as in the

J7</>.
forms ^"H, S^H, S^, etc., Tab.

XVIII. ;

(*y) sometimes lost in as in the forms

FUT. K. 2PS SOT ^n etc. [see 1 198]
^.. ..J v.. .. f v . .. t

(S) sometimes replaced by 1*, either

(i) Consonantal, as in the N$. Inf., Imper.,

& Fut., see Tab. XVIII; and in some

Hithpa-el forms [ 193, Note ($, 5)] ;

(ii) Quiescent in 1 1, as in the N<p. Past &

Partic., and in the Hd). ^H !P#inV * V.' '

^^^, e^c - or

(iii) Quiescent in !), in the Hoph-al;

(e)
sometimes dropped, and Dag. F. placed in the

2d Rt-letter [thus, for instance, in some

forms of p, as
ptftf

&
-p^

Is. xliv. 3

(1 s. Fut. JT.), ptts'l
K. vii/16 (Partic.

//oj?/?, s. m., 'i.o))

X

; so, from ^ HJXi

(P. tnn^) 3 s. /. Past JY$., n^n 3 s. >.

Past -H^>., 2Mb s. m. Partic. JTd.].

196. These Verbs may be dealt with in the three following

Classes :

I. those that retain the * as in 195 (a) ;

II. those that lose the * as in 195 (7) ;

III. those that drop the 1st
Tit-letter, and take Dag. F. in

the 2d
Rt-letter, as in 195 (e). [But

N.B. a Verb has sometimes forms belonging to more tban one of these Classes, and

like those in Tab. XIV.]

* Some imagine Roots 1'S for forms having 1 thus.

f For which there is -- some few times.

} For which there may be [Pt. I, U] as in n'HJD Ez. xxi. 21.
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197. Class I. (a) The forms
3{D f >!"., (or ^, Bb\Pt. I,

12), etc., are really the same as &;b\ 9
etc., in Tab. XIV.

[But the 1 st Rt-letter becoming Quiescent in the preceding ,
the is not

required beneath it. Pt. I, 29.]

There are a few varying forms which will be given in the

Appendix.

(13) In Pause the 2a Rt-letter has ,
as in ltfl

9 tBfrfl,

tBO'K tfPl" (or :!|Bb\ Pt. I, 12).
|T

"
IT IT /

(7) With 1 Convers. the Fut. form Ifo" retains its Accent on

the last syllable ;
thus ^g^ and so StDW, etc. But,

(5) fr. W we have once W?1 G. ix. 24.
pjg*1_ f

however,

occurs four times, and Vp*l twice (* VfF\ once, 1 K. iii. 15). So

fr. W, t Tyjl
a. ii. 7, and f T1 19-

(e) The 1 s. & 1 pi., w. PI ( 144), drop as usual the vowel of

the 2d Rt-letter
; thus, (fr. p>) JTOTK 1 s., and (fr. Bh')

PlGP'VS 1 pi. But, in Pause, these would become JPl^lWj

JTlBn*? [ 165, II, ii. 3]. Thus, PW'W Ps. iii. 6, 1 s. Fut.

K. w. 1 Convers.

(f) Some of these Yerbs retain the * in the H$. also;} thus,

the Zfy. forms fr. ^^ in Tab. XVIII, and so (fr. p^) |Wn,
iWfci, p^^ll p^M (or p^n Pt.I, 12), etc. ; and so^H 2 s./.
|

v
I

s.-
" t I v

(
v " > v "

Imper. J?<^. fr. T?\ [But the usual H(f>. forms from
^J7^

are

like
a'BnPl, n^i\ etc., in Tab. XYIII.] So also, fr. 9?\

* This fprm belongs to Class III.

f In the Bible, the Accent here is -2- which stands over the last letter of tae word.

That is the place for the Accent A. . But it affects the penult, syllable here.

J The 1 st E,t-letter *
belonging to these forms is (i) sometimes dropped, as in

toj^l (D. xxxii. 13) 3 s. m. Fut. H$. of ^ w. Aff. -IH him [Sect. XXII], and

(ii) sometimes retained consonantally, as in
l*pj* (Jobxxiv. 21) 3 s. m. Fut. H$.

Partic. s. m., il^D & n^D s. /., etc. [The latter, w. Pron. Affs., has the

i-Dccl.
( 62, ii). thus \fi\>pQt

and [J,i] ijj,?^
2 K. ad. 2 &

nnjpjjp
G. xxiv. 50.]

j|
In the form cited in Note

(J, i
).

L
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'PI (for ?ri) 3 s. w. Past, "H Imper. 2 s. *. and "H

2 s./ & ifefypl
2 pi. w., H^W 1 s. Fut. w. H. But

(77)
In some H(f>. Fut. forms of 77* the * is retained con-

sonantally [cp. page 135, Note ($,ii)], thus hfy 3 s. w., ^K
1 s., J|S^ 3 pi. w., ^.V;!

2 pi. w. [For^W see 201.]

(0) When the Fut. JZ^. of form ^^ has 1 Convers., the

Accent is generally drawn back
;
and the Long Vowel of the

last syllable is then shortened.* Thus, St^)
3 s. m., 3&ft\

3 s./.; and so
pynVfr. |W,

etc.

(t) But most Verbs of this Class (I) have H<f>. forms like

those of 1W> in Column V. of Tab. XVIII. For such forms of

Fut. H$. see 198 (e, etc.).

198. Class II. (a) In the forms 30* ZWF\ *3&f\ etc., the
v "t v " t v : '

1 st Rt-letter ^ is not written, but is understood and implied in

the -z- of the Prefix-letter.

(/3) In Pause, is given to the 2d Et-letter of Fut.f forms

which have -r- in Tab. XVIII; thus, ^Jr!
2 s./. Fut. K. of

is in Pause ?tht\
9
and so !D^ gives :^T, ^Sll gives

i,
etc. Cp. 165 (II).

(7) So fr.
tngSiSt

&
rtgfpl,

the 1 s. & 1 pi. w. n ( 144), we

have in Pause
tHpS^t

&
fit^l

(8) With 1 Convers. (i) the Accent of Hg^ igTn, !2^,
is drawn back; and so we have [cp. 189(*)] 3$*} 3 s. m.,

ni 3 s./. & 2 s. w., SKto 1 pi. [see also
(77)].

But
(2) the

Cp. 189 (Note ) [on p. 129],

t So also in the Imper. K.
; thus, fr.^ we have J^ for^ 2 s./. and :

for .ID
1

? 2 pi. w.,-as nD^>
2 s. m. Imper. K. t

w. H
,
is in Pause

tHD^ [ 194 fa Note II)].

J n^ttf,
Mi. i. 8, with the 1st Rt-letter standing.
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1 Sing, remains unchanged, thus 3K^Sft. Also (3) in Pause we

have #5 t
etc., cp. 189 Obs. i & iii. See also (0) below. So

(e) the Fut. H<j>. (y&'Vf
etc.) w. 1 Convers. is *^>5 3 s. m. t

aP'taj 3 s. /. & 2 s. m.,'im}^ (=3Pi35) 1 pi.

(J) With H, 144, the '-.-remains
;
as in Pl^K 1 s. Fut. H<b.

fr. ^, and so Pl^TO 1 pi. fr. JTT. So PlSDtf 2 S. xii. 8,

with for } and for '
.

(77)
The forms^ etc., of the JT,, and 3W, etc., of the

H(j) ,
have the Long-Yowel of the closed Final syllable short-

ened into whenever the Accent is removed from the last

syllable [as in (8) and (e)]. Thus, M'SKF G-. xliv. 33,

tJtSJ
3B Job xxii. 8

;
so ^ ^Stf

1 s. (Song. iv. 6), and so

[##. Fut. of
Sp] :nf& *]DV

Pr. ix. 9, J ^Dh'W Ex. x. 28

(0) The 2d Et-letter has sometimes in the Fut. K. and

H<f>., especially in Pause
;
thus (from T?*) ^fo*} Job xxvii. 21,

and so (fr. t\&) J^Dta
"

Job. xl. 32.

199. When the 3d Et-letter is Guttural,

(a) the Fut. K. has instead of to the 2d Et-letter ;

thus jrr 3 s . m., jnn 3 s. /. & 2 s. ., yn^t i s., jnj i Pi.,

[(/S) of these, the Pause-forms are JJTTJl, t^nn, tJTj^ J^5 ;

(7) also, in Pause, replaces the -7- of 2d Et-letter in 2 s. /.,

* Once 3$il G. xlvii. 11, a Pause-form not in Pause.

t The 1 (for the ' of the Root) is implied in the -. So in 'jbh 2 K. vi. 19, etc.,

as well as 'qVw Ex. xiv. 21. See also (0) .

J For which we find once SlpiP)"/
5
^? Pr. xxx. 6.

(a) For the Inf. Constr. E. njH, etc., see 194, Note (, b). And,

(i) for the Imper. K. 2 s. m.
Jfy

see 194, Note (II, i).

||
For which, once, :JTT.V Ps. cxxxviii. 6.
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and 3 & 2 pi. m. Fufc. ; thus, t
s!HFl Pause-form of Wfl, and

of Witt ;
and so

v :
"

the 1 s. & 1 pi. w. H, viz. PtiTltf and PlSH!) arc in Pause
vr : vr :/

and tnsn?. cp. 165 (ii, n.)j."

(e) In the 11$. Imper. 2 s. m. the 2d Rt-letter has as in

jrnn fr. J?T, poin fr. ro*, y&fin fr. y$\ But,

(5) w. H, 144, the *-
appears as in

PljP$iPI (JJB^PI)
2 s. m.

(77)
In the Zty. Fut. the 2d Rt-letter has (i) sometimes * as

in t?HV PPDi^ especially in Pause; but also (2) sometimes -3-

as in Jh^l Nu. xvi. 5, roil Job xvi. 21, JJBh Pr. xx. 22,
v" : v" :

. T
:

L
(s) especially thus, in the expression of a wish, or with 7^

Deprecative, or with 1 Convers. (as in
JTJ_h; fiDVI, 5?^*1 & 5?^1).

(^) The Rules in Tab. XVI (3) may be referred to, as for

several of the above, so also for other forms not mentioned

here.

200. The Partic. forms are sufficiently given in Tab. XYIIT.

The s./. and pi. m. & f. endings agree with those in 139 (/3).

But when the 3d Rt-letter is Guttural, the s. /. form is J% -^

instead of ft- - [Cp. Tab. XYI (3)]. Thus, r\JH* Kal, and

T\yiNb Hopli. y of yV ;
and so HPlDh Niph. of ftf, (in p. JJV -).

201. The H of the H<f>. Voice sometimes appears, as in

VEfiiT (1 S. xvii. 47 & Ps. cxvi. 6) 3 s. m. Fut.
IT(f). fr.^ ;

and so in Ps. Ixxxi. 6
ftpiPP^,

where
&|p

i

in <> is for
t|DV Joseph

(the same in form as 3 s. m. Fut. I7"0. fr. bD^). So in
^pTl/l*

(Ps. xlv. 18) 3 pi. m. Fut. n<j>. fr. PIT [Sect. XXI] with Aff. for

thee (m.). So too in btyw (Is. lii. 5) 3 pi. m. Fut. 7/0. fr. h^

[The formsh^ , etc., were mentioned in 197 (77)].
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202. Class III. The forms in which the 1 st Rt-letter is

dropped and implied by Dag. F. in the 2d Rt-letter, as in

195
(e), agree with those in the next Section (XVI). Compare

212.

203. Such forms as
KJTCl (G. viii. 17 Kri) 2 s. m. Imp. JZ$.

fr. K>p [and so
*Tgtyl (Ps. v. 9 Kri), w. -=- for -^ because of

the 1, fr. 1] agree with Tab. XIV. So W} (G-. viii. 12,

3 s. m. Fut. N6.} is like HpS*
1

! i.e. *7p* with the Accent drawn
/ VVT'-J V.-T

back by 1 Convers. And so some others, which need not be given,

as they are not Variations from the forms of the Verb as given

in Sect. XI.

OBSERVATIONS XII-XV.

Obs. XII. The prefix *\ (and) has sometimes -7- before a letter bearing an Accentc.l

Vowel, especially if the Accent be Disjunctive ; thus, ]*\\
and wine

G. xiv. 18. The llule shall be given in the Appendix.

OlB. XIII. The Interrogative il has sometimes -=- followed ly Dag. especially where

it could not be mistaken for the * Def. Art.' Thus, flSDSn

(Is. xxvi. 7) WHETHER according-to the stroke of [n3] ?

Obs. XIV. Personal-Pronoun forms are sometimes used with a Verb Reflectively, as

in D3? -ID? go for yourselves (i.e. betake yourselves), fb H^fll and

she sat for herself (i.e. and she sat her down).

Obs. XV. The expression "A son of so-many years" is used for "A person so

many years old ;" thus, D^K> JD$ |3 a son-of seven years (i.e. seven

years old) [was Jehoash at-his-beeoming-king ("1D7D3)] 2 K. xii. 1.

K.B.
(i)

In NIPH. of 'B Verbs, the lt Rt-letter *
(which is but rarely retained

as in the Fut. form IT* p. 288) is mostly replaced by 1 which is

(a) sometimes CONSONANTAL, as in the Infin. and Imper-. Dt^-in etc.,

and Fut. ag^J etc. ;

(/3)
sometimes QUIESCENT, as in the Past 2^*13 etc., and Partic.

18^'tt
etc.

(ii)
In HIPH. the * is

(a) sometimes itself QUIESCENT, as in HD l

'n (Infin. Abs., and Imper.

2 s. m.) etc., and

(&) sometimes replaced by 1 QUIESCENT, as in H^H etc. [Tab. XVIII] ;

(iii)
In HOPH. the * is replaced by 1 QUIESCENT, as in

(iv) For the HrrHPAr^ se.e 193, and Note (J), on p. 133.
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VOCABULARY IV.

1. 3S a father, Tab.

XIII (1).

2. PIS a brother, Tab.

XIII (2).

3. HIT together.

4. Drfe (w.) flrawf, Tab.

X (1).

5. -!|a*wtf,T

6. "I5JJ (
m<) a servant,

Tab. X (6).

7. 1'^ -sw.

8. PIS 7*m?.

9. |S lest, that not.

10.
n3T|9

Pharaoh.

11. ryri (/.) ?*>*

(Exerc. xxiv. ss).

12.
?l!Slp

thepittm grave.

EXERCISE XXX.

translated into English, 11. a-e.)

5

10

19

n

28
153

3i]
21

i^xw njn

34 33

1 1^ to go.
2 for thee (m.) [Obs. XIV, p. 139].

s K> to go forth, to go out. [This

Verb must be given in Sect. XXI
;
the form here agrees with Tab. XVIII.]

4
fntf

$ 71 (ii).
5 Canaan.* 6 *n* Z". to go down, go down to, H$. to bring down, bring

down to. 7 Abram.* 8 Q^VP Egypt.*
9 DD 1

* JT. to be good, H$. to do good, to

deal well, also to adorn. 10 for (or on) his journeyings.
n And Melchizedech [king

of Salem].
12

|^ wine [Obs. XII].
13 JTP K. to know, to take notice, 11$. to make

known. ll a sojourner.
15 shall be. 16

theirs, [belonging] to them (.).
17

}2 a sou

XIII].
l8 a hundred, a year [ 106 (ii)].

20 nb K. to bear a child, A>.
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39

i njns
41

i !
40
tr:rw

... 49 . 13 . . . . 48

13

64

to be born. 21 *1DX to say.*
22 Abraham.* 23

"l^i a youth, a young-man

(Tab. X. 5).
24 1K to sit, to sit down, also to dwell. 25 Obs. XIV. 26 "top an ass.

27 H3 iy so far, to yonder place.
28 Rebekah.* 29 after. > Inf. Jff^.'of (9).

31 Tab. III. 32 let us take our journey.
33 before thee (m.).

34 two.* 35 D3^ to lie

down. 86
1&1 to sleep.

37
lighten Thou.

38
t\DV Joseph.*

39 and He hath brought up.
io

princes.
41

^p* to awake. 42 D7P1 to dream. 43 a second time. 44 in the best of.

45 and shall I call ?
46 a woman. 4"

p^i JT. to suck, H$. to suckle, nurse [a child].
*8

l^J
a child (m.).

49 y^> H$. to save. 50
1J a hand, i.e. 1^.

51 a strong one (w.).

62 a needy one. 63 and it shall be. 64 that when. 65
empty.

66
|*D a right-hand (/.).

67
among the peoples.

58 His doings.
59

ny-1^* Salvation. 60
n*1.n a sword. 61

a spear.
62 crushed ones of. 63 shew Thou the Light of.

64 Thy countenance.

* Words marked thus (*) need not be given in the Notes again,

f [In] death ; or, as some give,
'

[the sleep of] death.'

% H5. N<p. to be saved. ** Pt. I, 12,
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EXERCISE XXXI.

(To be translated into Hebrew, 11.

And the thing
1

was-good*
2 in the eyes

3 of Pharaoh. For-

asmuch-as-GoD-hath-shewed-thee (Hebr. after* causing-to-lmow-

of
5 God thee m.) all this,

6 there-is-none 7
[so] prudent

8 and

wise 9
as-thou.f And the brethren 10 of Joseph went-down.* 11

By this 6 I-shall-know 12 that true-men 13
ye [are] ____ The lad u

will-not be-able 15 to leave 16 his father. If your (m.) little 17

brother 10 shall not come-down,
11

ye-shall-no-more-see (Hebr. ye~

shatt-not add 18 to-see
19
) my face.20 And-we-said

89
to our father,

we-shall not be-able 15 to go-down.
11 If thou (m.)-art-not

[Tab. XIII (J, 8)] sending,
21 we-will not go-down.

11 Could-we-

certainly-know (Hebr. whether to-know 22
could-we-know) that he-

would-say [Fut.], bring-down
23
your (m.) brother ?

And-offspring-was-born
* 24 to Joseph. And his bow 25 abode * 26

in strength.
27 Come-down-thou (/)

ll and sit
26 on 28 dust. 29

Who [is] like the wise 9
[One] ? and who knoweth 30 the inter-

pretation
31 of a thing?

1 And He-hath-brought-down
* 23 the

might
32 of her confidence.33

Save,
34

LORD, Thy people
85

. . . .

O-now,
36
LORD, save-Thou,

37
we-pray !

38

i *tt\ m. 2 riD* (Class I, 197).
3 Vocab. II (6).

*
njQK.

6 Inf. Hiph. ot

JTP. HNT. '
ftf.

8
|b3.

9 DDH.
10 Tab. XIII (2).

" IT (Class H
f

).
12 W

199. 13 D}3. M
TgJ.

15 Fut. Hoph. of !?3\ 16
nty.

17
|bg.

18 Fut.V>A.

of *|D> (
like that of 3^). 19

ni^.
20 Vocab. II (7).

21 fW PI, 22 Inf. Abs.

of (12) [followed by the Fut. of (12)].
23

Hiph. of (11).
24

Niph. of 1^.
15

n^j5 (/.) decl. like Tab. X (1).
26 2^. 27 JH^.

28 ^. 2
nay.

30 Partic. (1)

Kal of (12).
31
n^B.

33
TV-

33 nDnp. (N.B. Put before the H when it has T-

under it.)
34

Hiph. of^ ( 199, /)."
35 Vocab. I (14).

36
3S. 199, .

38 N3.
89 TON, 188 (o).

* Fut. w. 1 Conv. f nebr.Wfc M^ (w.), Tab. II. J 198, p. 136.
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SECTION XVI.

VARIATIONS IN THE CASE OF VERBS 3*3, i.e. WHOSE FIRST ROOT-

LETTER is J [Tab. XIX].

204. Some forms are like those in Tab. XIV, viz. the Inf.

Abs., the Past Tense, and Participles Kal, the Infin., Imp'er.,

and Fut. N$., and the whole of the PL, Pu., & HO.

205. The chief Variations are the following :

(i) the disappearance* of the 1st Et-letter 3 (a) in the Infinitive

Constr. Kal [thus, ft^;j
fr. $H, the H being added as in the

*'fi Verbs, 194 (a)], and (ft) in the Imper. Kal, see Tab. XIX ;

(ii)
the dropping of the 3 (when it would have -

Quiescent)^

and the placing Dag. F. in the 2d
Rt-letter,J as in t?> for

BfeQ)* Bfej;!
for

BfaQ)p,
etc. This is seen [Tab. XIX] to be

the case in Fut. K., in the Past & Partic. N<f>., and in the

Hiph. & Hoph. Voices. Also,

N.B. these Verbs have usually the (or Huph-aT) form of

the Sixth Voice. Cp. 121. Thus, BttPl 3 s. m. Past Soph.

for $11(3) PI corresponding to
"IpfiPl,

etc.

206. When the 2d Et-letter is Guttural,

(a) instead of the H^ 7- In form, as in
Jlfc^

we have

n as in nttftS Inf. K. of JftM w. ^. [See also Note (a) on

Tab. XIX.]

(b) It scarcely need be said that the Eules of Tab. XVI (3)

[cp. 181] hold for these Verbs also.

*
Only in the case of some of the Verbs which take to the 2d Et-letter in the

Fut. [Cp. 207]. See also 'Notes on Tab. XIX.'

f Forms in which the 3 is not dropped agree with Tab. XIV, and therefore do

not fall under this head, viz. of ' Variations.'

J The Dag. F. is sometimes dropped when the 2d Rt-letter has -r-
; thus, from

VDD, -1VP? [instead of Wt^ for IJWJ, and so
-lypty

e*c.

So also instead of the Tl-v in s./. Partic. forms. Cp. Tab. XVI (3) (D).



144 VERBS j'B 207-211.

207. Some Verbs }') have the ( )
form of Fut. K.

;
thus

W# etc., as in 205 (ii). And, of these, some drop the 3 in the

Infin. Constr. and Imper. 2 s. m. K., as said in % 205 (i). But

208. other Yerbs j'3 'have the ( ) form of Fut. K.

These do not take the H-v form of Inf- K'> and do not dr P

the* J in the Imper. K. [ 205, i] ; thus, fr. hs& (of which the

Fut. K. is Sb* etc.) we have the Inf. K. forms 733?, /b?3, 7337,

and the Imper. &&? 2 pi. m. ; and so B^Etf 2 s. w. Imper. JT.

of fc?b3 (of which the Fut. is &?b*
f etc.) ; etc.

209. Before a Guttural 2d Et-letter, the J is generally not

dropped. But

(a) it is so dropped, and Compensation (for the Dag.) is made,

in the K. Fut. HPl' nHfl and
\r"> \.~ ">

(/3)
it is so dropped, and Compensation is NOT made, in the

N<b. Past Dm 'WbPlJ Dn^n^ and Partic. DHi of DH^ ; and
\.- > : \.- ) Mf I

~ ^T ' '

so in the 2TA. Past innJ of

210. (a) Some Verbs have forms like those in Tab. XIV,

besides corresponding forms like those in Tab. XIX -

r thus,

fr. TtM, lit^
and

")bn,
also "ito.

(/S) Also some have both the ( ) and the (-=-) form of the

Fut. K.
; thus, fr. TO both TT, Tm, ^W, and also Tf*1.

211. The 1 s. and 1 pi. Fut. 7T., w. the P) of 144, drop the

Vowel of the 2d Rt-letter (except when the word is in Pause).

Thus, HVDi * & rWD} t 1 pi. Fut. K. ; PlSsN (in Pause inSbtf)

1 s., & rbty (which would be in Pause tPPb}) 1 pi. ; etc.

* In Pause the D would have , thus tn^Dl.

t See Ft. I, 72 (Note *, e) for
(i) the help given to the pronunciation hy dropping

tho Dag. F., as in 205, Note J, and (ii)
the additional help sometimes given hy

a Compound Shva [as in H, fr. p^3, 1 K. xix. 20],
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Similarly, in other Yoices, except the H<f>., in which the Khcrik

remains as usual (thus, HTI1K, HT^, fr. *03).

212. As said in 202, some Verbs whose 1st Rt-letter is *

drop their 1st Et-letter and take Dag. F. in the 2d Et-letter,

and so have forms like those of the Verbs }') in Tab. XIX.

Thus, from

W, N<j>. Past [a*?], rDtt),
etc. Partic.

33tt,
etc. ;

jar^. inf. (w. h) y$rb> Past ^n, etc - Fut

CMP, -S3T), etc/;

.Ftf. Partic. lfc. So, from

tt', J9T0. Inf. ^H, Past
Jl^Pl etc, Fut. ^^ (^), etc,

H6. Fut.
iij (p. ::-)." So, from

y^^, JET0. Fut. yw, etc.

J5T& Fut. ^ . So, from

m\* JT. Fut. [n^], mri, etc.
;

N<l>. Past n^, etc, Fut.
J^ft^

Is. xxxiii. 12 (for

the -7- being resolved into -=- followed by Dag.} ;

. Past nn tfan etc.
;
Fut. [n*], "re1 etc.

213. So n^f is given by some authorities as a Root which

drops its * and takes Bag. F. in the 2d Et-letter in H<j). and JTo.
;

thus, H$. Inf. ITin
1

? (w. h), Past tl^H (& mn) etc, Fut.

nW (& n^) etc.
;
ZTo. H-lb Partic. HH^n (Zech. v. 11) 3 s./.- V - W

'
VT

-..
> TV.' '..

X

Past, is partly HopJi. and partly

214. Besides the above, there are some occasional forms of

Verbs *'& which are like forms of Verbs 3'fi in Tab. XIX.

* As given by some authorities.

f Some, however, discard this Root, and suppose that there are two forms of the

H<t>. & Ho. of fTP, with different significations.
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215. The Verb
ftp?

to take drops its 7 as the 3 is dropped

[ 205, i & ii] in the Verbs j'S. Also,

N.B. on account of the H, this Verb has ft in the Inf. 7T.

instead of the ft-- of the form
ft>J

fr. 2m Op. 206.

[For this Verb HpS
see ' Notes on Tab. XIX,' Column (A).]

216. The Verb
jft}

to give, as seen in 'Notes on Tab. XIX'

Column (B),'also drops its 3d Et-letter Nun before ft, and

before } ;
and Dagesh F. is then placed in the following letter

(except in the case of ftft* Inf. Constr.). Thus we have the

Infin. toft his giving [instead of ift^ft like
iftGftjl],

and
'rjftft

thy

(m.) giving, Tjftft
thy (/.) giving , ^ftft my giving, etc.

;
and so in

the Past-Tense we have ftftll [instead of
ft?ft^], ftfti, WO,

Dftft^ Jftft^.
In all these the 3d Et-letter ^ is dropped before

ft. So in the 1 pi. Past iljjftj [instead of
Q)rti]

it is dropped

before the 3 of the terminationJO

217. For the Pause-forms of the Verbs i'3, it is sufficient to

refer to 165 & 166.

This word has - instead of a Short- Towelfollowed by Dag. F.
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VOCABULARY V.

1. "iteS a mighty one (m.}. I 3. "rtM (m.) glory, i.c. ^33 I 5.
|^y (Vocab. II. 6) is

2. ^-13' (m.)produce,increase. 4. DpJ (m.) vengeance.
rarely >

I
6. '3> (*.) coptivity

(i.e. the same).

EXERCISE XXXII.

(To translated into English, 11, a-f.)

5

nap
1

? :
G

*#8
5

npi '33
4

15

19 ' 31 30 7 5
J 9

|
32

nj

1
mercy.

2
HO^ truth. 3 nVJ to keep, preserve.

* JJD^ to hear. 5
Hp to take, to

receive ; N<f>. & Ho. to be taken. 6 D >%

1O^ sayings.
7 ID-ID instiuction. 8

wisdom,

intelligence.
9
|H3 to give, to set, to give forth or utter [one's voice].

10 to simple ones.

11
subtlety.

12
nj-UJjl understanding.

13
"|^ to go.

"
securely.

15
^J

1

! (/.) a foot,

Tab.X (i),
Du. D&1 16

^33 to stumble [(so E.V. here) ; lit. to strike, dash, smite].

17 lh (m.) a heart, \v.aff.
12^, etc., pi. Hb^.* 18

straight forwards. 19 D23 JTcp.to

look, to behold. 20 and knowledge.
21

HD*^ a lip, Du.
DjrjS'^.*

22
b^* JET^.

to profit, to avail. 23 treasures of. 24 wickedness. 25 and righteousness.
26 ^3

IT^. to deliver. 27 from death. 2a doctrine. 29
good

*
[Adject, m., 76 (i)].

30 behold! 31 V13 ^</>. to pour out, to utter. 32 this one, such a one (.).
83 a humble one (w.).

34 and one (m.} stricken of, (or contrite, as E.V.).

* Words marked thus (*) need not be given again in the Notes.
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41

57
niv

3
?

48M
70 tAW\Jk 69 MSMWH ^*lUk GS *rtVi^ 5 H!^Vk 67 ^ 66 *i^Wt>^ 65

35 p^ to pour ( 212).
36 and I will bring him near. 37 8^33 JT. & N$.

to approach.
38 who is this [that] ? (cp. 96, ii. 0, and 97).

39 hath

engaged, or pledged.
40 3^n to think, devise. 41 devices. 42 in order

that not. 43 m3 to banish, expel.
44

lit. master of my suit, i.e. one in

controversy with me. 45 from fear of.
46

D\*n (m.) life (a Noun of plural form).*

47 Vocab. I (16).
48

JJ33 to touch, happen (as an evil accident) [with 3, before the

person or thing affected].
49 evil (m).

60 ^B3 to fall.
61 beside thee (m.).

62 a thousand, Tab. X (1).
83 and thou shalt be. 64

pV #opA. to be firm. 55 thou

shalt fear. 66 The Lord. 57
[the] commandments [of].

58 D^H statutes. 59 nV^ H<j>.

to place, to establish. 60
[the] borders [of].

61 133 H<f>. to declare. 62
plV (?.) righteous-

ness*, Tab. X (2).
63 Di 11

(w.) a day, pi. D'toJ
'
i.e.' W* 64 a saying.

66 ^ (
mj

a mountain, 'i.e.'
"in, pi. D*1")!!

'
i.e.' ^H.* 66

jt^V to smoke. 67 when. 68
appointed-

time. 69
rightly.

70 DDS^ to judge.

* Words marked thus (*) need not be given in the Notes again.
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EXERCISE XXXIII.

(To be translated into Hebrewt 11. ?-/*.)

And Jacob vowed* 1 a vow.2 And Jacob told* 3 to Kachel 4

that 16 the brother of her father he [was]. Tell-thou 5
(m.) to

me what 6
[shall be] thy reward. 7 Betters [ 82, i.] is my-

giving
9 her to thee (m.) than my-giving 9 her to another 10

man u
: abide 12 with-me.22 And it-was-told * 14 to Laban 15

that 16 Jacob had-fled 17
[^ 152]. And he-took * 18 his brethren

with 13 him. Recognize
19 for-thyself

20
(m.) what 21

[is thine]

with-me,
22 and take 18

[it] to thee. And he-took* 18 of 23

that-which-came-to-hand (Hebr. the-coming
24 into 25 his hand)

a present
26 for Esau his brother. And-he-bowed-himself 27

earthwards 28 seven 29 times 30 until 31
his-approaching

32 unto 31

his brother. And the women-servants 33
approached

* 32 ....
And Leah 34 also approached*

32
. . . . And afterwards 35 there-

approached
36
Joseph and Rachel.4 And they (m.) -journeyed*

37

from Beth-el. 38 And Jacob placed
* 39 a pillar

40 over 41 her grave.
42

And Israel journeyed*
37

. And HE-conducted * 43
, like the

sheep,
44 His people.

45 And a new 46
spirit

47 1-will-give
48 within-

you.
49 And I-will give f

48 in Zion Salvation 50 for Israel My
glory.

51

That-which thou (m.)-shalt-vow,
52

pay-thou.
53

i YIJ Fut. U). [See 210 08).]
2
Ttt.

3 1J3 JZ$. 4
^T).

6
Imper.

H$. of IM, w. n. 6 no. 7
rnb'^D, w. aff. irn^io, etc. 8 ate. 9 inf. K. of

{HID, w. aff. for my.
10

"inX,
"

85?^.
12

Imper. E. of 2W\ w. n. I3 Tab. Ill (3).

UH8ph.of (3).
15

)lb.
16

*$.
17 H"Q. 18

Hp^.
19 1D3 ^. 20

^.
21 HO.

22 HW- 23
IP.

** K?5.
85 3. 26

nnj.
27

-inFi^.i.
28 n? 7i (m).

29
yn^.

30
D^ipy?.

81 iy.
32 K'M. 33

pi. of nn?^. 34
nN!?.

35 nnx. 36 3s. m. Past

jv^. of ra. 37 VDI 88 ^ n3. 39 a^ Jff</> ( 212).
40

nn-^o. 41 ^
42

nnDj?.
"

IT</)
of (37).

44
|V.

46 Vocab. I (14).
46 {jnn (m.). See 59.

47 OVi'c/0-
48

l
n3 -

49 D5?1i?f
60 ^p. cl

nn^ri ( 74, /.). -n:

Fut. <-=-). [See also No. 1.].
53 D

1

?^ Pz.

* Eut. w. 1 Convers. t Past w. 1 Convers.
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SECTION XVII.

VARIATIONS IN THE CASE OF VERBS Vtf, AND VERBS *'y

[Tab. XX].

218. There are two great Classes of Verbs whose 2d Rt-letter

is 1 or \ viz. those

(I) in which the *| (or the *) is Consonantal,

(II) in which the
*) (or the *) is Quiescent.

219. The forms of the First Class agree with those of ordinary

Verbs,* and therefore do not require detailed mention here. But

220. IMPORTANT VARIATIONS take place when the 2d Rt-letter

is 1 (or *f) Quiescent.

(i)
The 1 is sometimes Quiescent in i| ;

as in [see Tab. XX]

(a) Kal, Infin., Partic (2), Imper. and Fut.,

(13) N(f>., Past 2 s. & pi. (m. & /.), and 1 s. & pi. But

(N.B.) the defective form -
r may occur for

!|, as in

tn3 Ps. xii. 9 for D^3 Inf. K. w. 3 (fr. 01*1),

and so^ for
ftflft

2 pV. m. Imper. JT., Dj5J
for

tfljXO
1 s.'Fut. JT. w. 1 Conv.,

3j
for

'iftljpj

3 pi. m. Fut. 7f., etc.

*
Thus, (a) when the 2rt Rt-letter is

j
Consonantal. -we have (1) fr. Pill, PIVI

3 s. m. Past JT., m_T. 3 s. m. Fut. JT., D'PHTO pi. m. Partic. P
; (2) fr. HIV,

MnVJp in Pause for
5pj^ 3 pi. w. Fut. JT.

;
so (3) fr. ^Pl, Ml^n?.

3 pi. m. Fut. Z".

in IPausc
; (4) fr.XttMh'e Inf. K. y\$ w. h, Past

JjJ|
3s. w., Wjni 3 pi. (in Pause

for
)|) >

.1:3 1 pi., also the Partic. JM s. m., and Fut. JJW Si. m., etc.; (5) fr.

TO, PT. Inf. rVI w.
, Fut. n^* 3 s. w., etc. So, also,

(b) when the 2 Rt-letter is *
Consonantal, (6) fr. }, ^?^] 1 s. Past JT j

(7) fr. D'pi tbe Pi. Inf. D.^
1

? w.^>, Past Dj? 3 s. m., -l^p
3 P1

-*
Fut - n

9,*l?8J
Pause-

form of
np?j?8)

1 s. (with ri, and with 1 Convers.), etc.'; (8) the HB. forms -UVayn
1 pi. Past of T5f, and -IVDV*! 3 pi. m. Fut. (in Pause) of "). [For the 'trans-

position of the V and the D of HH, and for the change of the n to ID, cp.
' Notes

on Tab. XIV (**)].

t See 225-228.
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(ii) The 1 is sometimes Quiescent in Khoulem\ as in

(a) theInf.Abs.-ff".
tflfD,

08) some other Inf. K. forms, as
rtfc*, rfM, rf&3,

(and so &]&, but rtifcS), and with Pron. Affs.,

inift* ^w dying, etc., from JtlJb fo die,

(7) some Fut. jff". forms, as
Sfc^ ^fl, etc., besides

the more usual ^|$* l^fl etc. ; and
V. T> V T *

(8) throughout the N<j). } except the forms in
(i, /3).

(iii) The 1 is sometimes dropped f as in the K. Past [&D

3 s. m., npjpr
3 s. /.,

l|l&jp_
2 s. w, etc.], and

Partic (1) [Dp s. m.,
nfcjp

s. /., etc.], etc.
; see

Tab. XX.

(iv) The 1 is sometimes replaced by *, either

(a) ivritten, as in d^DPP Inf. J?<. with 7, and D^pPl

Past 3 s. m., etc., or

(/3) understood) as in the Inf. Abs. //<. f QpPl and

the Fut. forms

(7) the Long Vowel is sometimes shortened into as

we shall see.

(v) The Hoph-til Voice of these Verbs has the same form as

in the Verbs *'fi [see Tab. XVIII]

*
This, and the like words fr. HMD, may however be (as some take them to be)

Declension-forms of the Noun ni)D death, with Pron. Affs. as in Tab. XIII (, e).

There are also ^JTID my dying, Flfi-ID her . .
, -l^rj-ID (& -I^RD) our . . , and JJ1D

their (/.) . . , like the forms from Dip.

t For which a Quiescent-letter is understood, generally. But sometimes such a

letter appears, as the X in DKP (= DJ5
3 s. m Past K.} Hos. x. 14, etc. So, for

j^.*

3 s. m. Fut. H$. of
f'13, we find

^fcOJ
Eccl. xii. 5 (See, also, p. 295).

I Once
D^.n,

Jer. xliv. 25.

These forms are used (rather than the *
forms) in the three cases mentioned

in 162
(e,ii).

M
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(vi) Instead of Pl-6l, Pii-al, Hithpa-el forms, these Verbs

have y?i), \h\&, ^fiTS! forms, i.e. the 2d Rt-

letter is Quiescent (and therefore cannot be

doubled by Dag. F.), but the 3d Rt-letter is

repeated. See Tab. XX.

221. The Past Tense forms in the second column of the Kal

in Tab. XX, fi, ("Dip, ^Iflb,
and the Partic.

flj^ correspond to

the StfS forms of Past-Tense and Partic. K. in the 'Full' Verb

[see 138 (A)]. But,

Obs. (i)
the which, in the 3 s./. and 3 pi. Past of the WD
form of 'Full' Verbs, appears in the Pause-forms

only, stands regularly in the forms HH/b 3 s./.,

yr\fo 3 pi. ;
also

V

(ii)
the Partic (1) K. s./.and pl.m. and/, are HJl^ # CJ^Hb

(iii) the Imper. and Fut. of J"fi/b are like those of

[(iv) The Verb JTlfc having H for its 3d Et-letter drops this

J"\ on receiving an additional syllable beginning with

T\) and this latter receives Dag. F.
; thus, ft for

J?(fi), nj?
for rui(n) ^np for ^(H)p, D^^,

for DJ3(n),
etc. Cp. 183 09)].

222. The Past-Tense forms in the third column of the Kal

in Tab. XX, viz, $3, H^3, etc., and the Partic(l)B^ correspond

to the SyS form of the Past-Tense and Partic. in the ' Full
'

Verbs [see % 138 (A)]. But,

Thus 0*3;? Neh. xiii. 21, pi. ., fr. \b or \h. (Tlio corresponding s.

be
tj>,

like ny Song. v. 2, fr.
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Obs. (I) the -^- which in the 3 s. /. & 3 pi. Past of the

form of ' Full
' Verbs appears in Pause-forms only,

stands regularly in the forms
Pl&^l

3 s. /. and

3 pi.

(ii) The Partie (1) K. s. /. and pi. m. & f. are

(iii) In the Imper. (the form fc^'3 corresponds to the

form "1D3 with ). The stands regularly in the

forms *$% 2 s. /. and J|fe?3 2 pi. m. ;
but it appears in

the corresponding Pause-forms, merely, in the case of

Full' Verbs. So also

(iv) in the Fut. forms ^bfi 2 s./, !|Bty 3 pi. m.,

2 pi. m., and in PlEON 1 s. w. PI ;
for

(v) the Fut. forms $3? ^ft, e^c< correspond to the( )

forms np^ IpSfi etc., of the 'Full' Verb, the
!*.:> |v :

-r of the prefix-letters being lengthened into in

order to avoid the occurrence of the Short-vowel in

an open syllable.

223. Some Verbs have here and there forms such as in 221

or 222, as well as others like those fr.
Dip

in Tab. XX.

224. Some Verbs have (cp. 220, ii, 7) Fut, K forms such as

DPI* (fr. DIP!) Ps. Ixxii. 13, DiPlFl Ez. v. 11, as well as others

such as

The forms in Tab. XX, of which the chief features are sketched

above, will be sufficient for this Exercise book with the follow-

ing additions [ 225-248].
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225. Some few Verbs have ^ (being ty therefore) where

the !|
occurs in the Kal of

Dip [Tab. XX] ;
thus

(i)
INFIN.

1*3 (Absol) of Root j^, d'B> (Constr.) of Boot

dt>(=dlfc>). So JVC?,
and (w.

1

?) n^S, and (w. Aff.

*_ wy)w [-w, Pt.i,i2j of Boot n^(=ni#),

etc. ;

(ii) IMPER. D^ 2 s. w. (and w. H, PlW),W 2 s. /. (and

>)Db> Jer. xxxi. 21), ^b> 2 pi. m. (also S|JbP) ;

(iii)
FUT. d'fc 3 s. w. (also D T̂

and
dPJ), *d^Jj, etc.

226. Such Verbs have other forms like those in 220 (iii) ;

[thus, fr. d'B> in Kalj

(i) PAST
tig

3 s. m., Tltifr 3 s./., lj^ 2 s. m., n^ 2 s./,

etc.
;

(ii)
PARTIC (1) d^ s. m., n^ s./, etc. Also

(iii) there are sometimes l'tf a we/^ s *'tf forms having the

same 1 st and 3d Bt-letters
; thus, ti\W Inf. (Abs.) and D^, D^S,

etc., besides d^ in 225 (i); and so d^ Ex. iv. 11, besides

the more usual d^J, etc., in 225 (iii). So d^b) Is. xxxv. 1

(3 pi. m. Fut. K with Aff. d them m., Sect. XXII) from W&,

although the usual Imper. and Fut. forms are from &&]. But

227. there are also a few forms, as rtlll'H (Job xxxiii. 13)

2 s. m. Past, W21 (Dan. ix. 2) 1 s. Past, and^ (in d^H,
1

),

Jer. xvi. 16, 3 pi. m. Past with Aff. d them m.), which are

like Hiph-U forms without the !"! {.

Sometimes -=- occurs as in
|7J;)

Job xvii. 2 (3 s. /., fr. \b) ; and, in Pause,

Ju. xix. 20 (2 s. m.). But also \h\ 3 s. m., |^ri
3 s./. & 2 s. w., |^N 1 s.,

1 pi.; and
jS>l, |^n ^ 2 S. xvii. 16, cp. 232 (iv).

t They agree generally with Tab. XX in other parts also.

I The full H$. forms would be
Hi^lD., ^j'?i],

and D-IJ^ni fr. WJ& w. Aff; D

(Sect. XXII).
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[Note. Some have supposed that these forms, and also

in 225 (i
& ii), are really JT(f>.

forms without the Pi . Thia

may fairly be doubted, especially in regard to the forms in

225 (i
& ii)].

228. The Fut. K. forms of d'fe>, via. d^J, dW), etc., being

exactly the same as the H<f>. forms d*p* d^ptt, etc., the 3 & 2

pi. /. would be fi^fi like fiJibpft So we find * H^l=\ 3 pi./.T : s." T T :
| V-T T :v T * '

Put. K. from^ of which the Fut. K. forms are h*X S^fi etc.
VT* V T >

[Note. As in 220 (iv, ), the ' of these forms is often

replaced by ;
thus

dfe?J
for D^J, etc. Cp. Note () on 220

(iv. 0).]

229. Some few Yerbs have forms like f dV 3 s. m., dhft 3 s. m.,

from dV"), as well as the more usual forms d^V d^Hfl . So 3$*
VT t \. T v T

fr. i*)&^, as well as the more usual ^ftffi. etc. [cp. 220 (ii, 7)].

And so
jiT,

Gen. vi. 3, fr.
JH,

but the more usual Fut. is (fr.

etc.
V T 9

230. Of the 3 & 2 pi. /. Fut. K. two* forms are given in

Tab. XX. The first of these two, viz. i"l}/bbft corresponds with

the Imper. 2 pi. /. PDpj^
as

n^jpSJ;!
with HIHbiS. And so we

have, (i)
fr. 31$, njaVfi (in mafcfaj 1 s! vii. 14

; cp.

Ez. xxxv. 9 Kri, and
pb'ft

twice in Ez. xvi. 55). Similarly

(2) fr. IIK, n^ito (in nw JTr< for rtifcnni KAI, i s.

* Like njnn 3 pi./. Fut. #<. of niBj and so
fHUJgF!

in Tab. XX.

f Sometimes such forms are used where there is a positive or negative Wish. But

it is unsafe to limit the usage to ihat caso. If we might assume such forms from

Roots which have them not, we might say that t|ie
-
T
-

(S) of Dgjl ( 232) is obtained

from the of
D'j^ [which does not occur] instead of the -1 of D-1p*. But no

advantage is gained by the assumption, and some objections might be raised.
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(i).

xiv. 27). And (s) fr. tfQ, MJN^
*
(and once n^bfi, once

But

231. several of the 3 pi./. Fut. K. forms which occur are like

ft the second form given in Tab. XX. Thus (i) fr. tOtb,

I. (2) fr.
Spy, PO^iyjV (s) fr. p5, tPl^llDft; and so

(4) from 31& rW5Kfa once (Ez. xvi. 55) ; (5) fr. NIX Piyjfefi

occurs once, and PG^i^J;) once; but the form in 230 (s) occurs

about a dozen times.

232. The DRAWING BACK OF THE ACCENT by the *| Convers. of

the Fut. produces, in the Kal and Hiph. t some remarkable

changes in these Verbs. Thus,

(i) in KAL, d^lp*
has [in accordance with Pt. I, 55 (9, b)]

the Accent on the last syllable. But the 1 Convers.,

as in 189, draws away the Accent to the Penult,

syllable. Consequently the Long-Yowel J) would then (if

left) be unaccented and yet followed by Shva Quiescent

understood with the D . To avoid such a breach of the

great Rule in Pt. I, 55 (8), the *| is shortened into

-7- (6) [Pt. I, 19], and so we have the form JQp^.

Similarly d^pft gives dpfil. So, fr. ^\^, ^W* gives

ity*5,
etc. And so

* The K being Quiescent, there is no Shva beneath it. For the Verb N13 see

pp. 272-275,

t Also
n312)|l Zech. i, 17, Pian-IDfi Ez. xiii. 19.

^ In Pause, the Accent returning to the last syllable then, we have -^ instead of

the^-(y). Thus (for ^IVJI) J*)'y*3
from P|1JJ, and (for f*V1) J^VI from p*l;

and so (for Dyjl) D'WJ, fr. D1V, etc. For Pause-forms not in Pause, such as

nb*l Nu. xxxv. 1G, ybjjll
Am. ix. 5, cp. 164 (/3).

So IV^D 1 pi. Fut. K. gives 3^31, which appears in the form 11^l (with 1

'superfluous') in Neh. iv. 9.Cp. 2 S. xiii. 8.
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(ii) in IIiPH. fiW gives Qft*1 with in the place of the * *

of DW. Similarly tfjjfi gives
dj5Wl_.

So, fr. ^,
:rfe^ gives 3^*1, and

2'gfo
1 pi. gives 3&?31,

etc.

[N.B. The Pause-forms of
Dp*), etc., are jDp

5

^ etc.]

(iii) The Fut. forms in 225, vis. tfg^ etc., are treated like

those in (ii) here. Thus D*G?* gives QG?*1 etc.
\ / V T V VT-J

(iv) Similarly when from any other cause the Accent is

removed from the last syllable of D^, D*j,
and

such like, the forms are as above in (i)-(iii). Thus

i?r
D
i?M

Job xxli< 2S> K?"* 1?!
2 S ' xix ' 38''^ *Trt

Ju. vi. 32, J^'fl W 1 K. ii. 20.

233. In the case of the 1 s. Fut., the Accent is not drawn

back by the 1 Convers. ;
and so D^N and D^K remain un-

changed in
tfljptf)

Kal and
tfj5J

//<.

234. When the 3d Rt-letter is ft or
J?,

the 2a Et-letter takes

instead of (o) in the ^/, and also instead of in the

Hiph. Thus, fr. fitt to rest, the Fut. K.W 3 s. m. gives )-flJ5

^ 7^ rested, and the Fut.
JET(/>. Jl*

1^ 3 s. m. gives 115*1 and he

caused to rest (or and lie gave rest) ;
so that, the two forms being

exactly the same, the context alone can enable us to know

whether HV 1 ^n an
.
v P^ace i8 ^a^ or

* If we might say that D*1^ would have the *
replaced by on receiving the 1

Convers., and in the other two cases mentioned in 162 (e, ii),
then it would he the -w

of
Dp..^

which is shortened into in DjVI. [But, as in 189 (i), the ^ itself

;
and so in DR etc. We have, however, *i.1 as well as

f So too the Imper. ff<j>. D"in 2 s. m. becomes D^H when the Accent is removed"

from the last syllable. See 2 K. vi. 7.

J The Accent is not always drawn back so after ?i$ ;
we find also

Dfc^FI ?X.

Also fr. in, we find inn *?& (Kri) Pr. iii. 30 [inn EtMv."\.

An Accented also appears sometimes, as in Tab. XVI (3) (B, ) ;
thus

npj

for H^ etc. So
XJ3J (for yjl)

in V htf 2 K. xxiii. 18.
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Similarly ])}*} fr. JTD may be (so far as form is concerned)

either Fut. IL, fr. JW, or Fut. H$., fr.
JPJJ

. and the context

alone can decide which of the two it is. So, also,

235. when the 3d Rt-letter is *"), sometimes is chosen instead

of (o) in the Kalt and instead of in the Hiph. Thus, fr.

*V1D to turn aside (Intrans.) the Fut. IL ^DJ 3 s. m. gives ^DM

and he turned aside [to see, etc.] Ju. xiv. 8, and the Fut.
ff<f).

*VD* 3 a?m. gives 1p*1 and he turned aside [i.e. removed the

ashes from his face] 1 K. xx. 41.

So too when the Accent is removed from any other cause, as

in -W 1 K. viii. 37, ^fi btf D. ii, 9, but these may, perhaps,

not be from

236. (a) The Fufc. 1 s. and 1 pi., with H, are unchanged.

Thus n&lpK 1 s., Jl^M 1 P1
-* of the Kal\ and so

the Hiph.^ix i s. (of pD), njrti i pi. (of jni),

etc.* And so,

(/3) the H$. Imper. 2 s. i. with H ;
thus

H/b^Jl (DTI)

from Dl^l, etc.

(7) The K. Imper. 2s. m. with Pi has not only the Accent

Penultimate as in Pl/b^p from Dip ;
but also some-

T I*

times the Accent is on the last syllable as in

i"l$lp,
which is exactly the same in appearance

as the s. /. Partic (2) K. [The context alone

enables us to distinguish, then, between the two

words.]

For
n^'Pi;,

3 s. m. with fl, see 144 (7).
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237. The corresponding variation in regard to the position

of the Accent is found also in the 2 s. /. Imper. K. (^p *), and

sometimes in the 3 s./. Past K. (nt) ;
and more often in the

3 pi. Past K.
(tojpT).

[Further remarks on the forms in 236 (7) and 237 will bo

given in the Appendix.]

NOTES.

238. (i) In the Past K. of the Yerb Nti, the S takes in

the place of as in K (& nHX|) 2 s. m., 'HK3 1 s., etc.

This is because the tf (being Quiescent in these forms) has not

Quiescent Shva, as the Jb has in fipp, *J?2?P,
e^c-> and therefore,

the syllable being now an 'open' one, the Short Vowel is

lengthened into . Many other instances of this will be found

to occur. Comp. Obs. XXIII., p. 185 [For the Verb H see

pp. 272-275.]

(ii) We find (instead of ) in Dft^l 2 pi. m. Past K.

from Eh3 with 1 pref. This, as also the -7- in DftST^ 2 pi. m.

Past K. of Vh> and the in D^Stf^ 2 pi. m. Past of 7N#J
vv : v :

'

i

are supposed by some to be obtained from the of the 7^)

form of Past Tense K. This is possible ;
and thus the would

be in analogy with the -7- (6) of the 2 pi. m. & f. of the
7*J?S)

form of Past Tense. But the statement of 138 (A) (ii) should

*
^D-lp (with the Accent on the last syllable) might be, instead, the Infin. Kal

with Pron. Aff. my. The context alone can decide between the two, when tho

Imper. 2 s./. is so accented.

t HD|5 (with the Accent on the last syllable) might be, instead, the Partic (1)

K. s. /. ;
and the context alone can decide between the two, when the 3 s. /. Past is so

accented.

J The occurs also, sometimes, instead of the usual
,
in some forms with

Pronom. Affs., as will be seen in Sect, XXII,
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be borne in mind by the Student. This matter must be dealt

with by and by.

(iii) The position of the Accent on the last syllable of some

Past-Tense forms, instead of the last but one as in Tab. XX,

must be dealt with hereafter, as said above. But, moreover,

JN".B. the Accent is on the last syllable sometimes, not always,

in accordance with 160.

(iv) It need scarcely be said that *|]J7 (in !|-P1 Ju. xix. 13) is

1 pi. Past K. for
ftfyh

fr.
\k. Cp. 183 (a).

*

(v) The form PO^ Zech. v. 4 is 3 s. /. Past K. fr. J^, with

-TT in the place of .

239. In accordance with the great General Rule of 59, the

-T- of ^rtift disappears when the Accent is on the last syllable

(by reason of the
j

of 145) as in J1JW 3 pi. m. K. with
|
(or

flHJb^
Pt. I % 14). So

pJtlJbfi (or pntoFl)
2 pi. m. So also in

the Hiph.\ thus
flJbW

3 pi. m. Fut. H$. (with j)
Job iv. 4.

240. In NIPH., (a) when the 1 st Rt-letter cannot receive

Dagesh, we find Compensation made in the Infin. ^NT? (for

iflKnS) Job xxxiii. 30 fr. ^Itf, and so in the Fut.W Jer.

vi. 22, etc., fr. T)J?
*

(13) Instead of the !)
of Dfibto3 2 pi. m. Past, we have in

Dntebi EZ. xi. 17, Dnbpj
EZ . xx . 43.

(7) Instead of the i in the Partic. N(j>. we have, also, Shurik
;

thus D'MIJ pi. w. Ex. xiv. 3 (Pt. I, 14).

* This form is adopted, in the word
"liy^

Zech. ii. 17, for the Past Niph. 3 s. m,

Once, also, we find n3 3 s. m. Past -A>, in Pause, for "ID3 (as if fr. TlD, Sect.

XVIII).
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241. Instead of H in the HIPH. Past we find (a) sometimes

n as in rt'S?n Ps. xliv. 8, 'rtf'pH
Ps. cxxxix. 18

;
also (/3)

-- before a Guttural, as in *rn$?n Jer. xi. 7.

242. Besides the long forms of the 2 s. & pi. and 1 s. & pi. of

the Past H<f>. in Tab. XX, there are also a few forms which are

more like to
FnjpSII, ^j^, etc., in Tab. XIY. Thus fr$yn

2 s. m. fr.
t|1i

Ex. xx. 25, etc. ; ^bH 1 s. fr. ^ItD Jer. xvi. 13.

Similarly, from ni&, T\fibr\ 2 s. m. with n, 'fiPl 1 s., *D$bn
2 pi. m., *}fllbn

2 pi. /.; and, from
pD, !|JDn 1 pi. (2 Chr.

xxix. 19) [cp. 183].

243. 'BORROWED' FORMS. Some words, belonging to Roots

1'tf in sense, agree in form with those of Tab. XX (J fi); Thus,

(i) in the H$. PAST, ^JVpn 3 pi. with Aff.
T|t

thee (m.) [instead

of
TpJVpn (or 'p|),

fr. HID] Jer. xxxviii. 22; and so (2) in the

H<t>. PARTIC. rVD/b s. m. t
and D^^t or M^lSJpL m. [instead of

D^^/bfr. llS]; (3)
in the H<f>. FUT. ^_ 3 pi. m., a^J-T|

2 pi. m., [instead of ff^ ^^] 5 ( 4
)
the Sb^A. Past

DjpH

3 s. m. [2 S. xxiii. 1, instead of Dpjin fr.
D*lp] ; etc.

244. As other instances of 'Borrowed' forms we may mention

here (i) B^iPl 3 s. m. Past H$., M^lh 3s./., frW2\r\2 s. m. 9

^'^in 3 pi., when used in the sense of 'being ashamed'

which belongs to the Root t^'ll, but the forms belong to the

Root t$Q* to be dry (Hos. _xiii. 15). So, on the other hand,

fc^
i

Q'1 in the sense " he or it will be dry" This sense belongs

to the Root Bb\ but the form ^^ belongs to the Root

* Observe the here, instead of . Further remarks on these, and some other

forms, will be given hereafter.

f See Tab. XXV. J In the sense murmuring.
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Many other instances of 'borrowed* forms will be found to

occur. Under this head may be classed the forms referred to in

212, 214. Also the usual Hoph-al forms of the Yerb fy are

'borrowed* from the *'fi [cp. 220 (v)].

So, too, we find forms 'borrowed* from the Yerbs dealt with

in the next Section (XYIII) ;
as T3 (f r f2 he despised] Zech.

iv. 10. and so HD Is. xliv. 18 in the sense of J"ltD Lev. xiv. 42.
v- s.

T

245. The main Rules for Pause-forms [ 165] hold in the

Yerbs ity And, as in 166 (c), we have the in such HO.

Pause-forms as tj^SHH
3 s. m. Past, t^Slfiil

3 plu. Past, etc.,

nn 2 s./. Imper., tTj'yJV
3 s. m. Fut., etc.

246. The rare form
Jljtptp^nr^

Jer. xlix. 3, may be men-

tioned here. It is the 2 pi. /. Imper. HO. from tOl^, the $ being

NOT transposed with the H of HP! probably to avoid having the

ift immediately before the
njtptp^

as would be the case if the

form POtDtDiJrlETl were adopted.-

[Obs. The of the tO here is in accordance with the
(j5)

form

in Tab. XIY (vn)].

247. The following Participle-forms with Pron. Affs. will be

recognized at once from Tab. XX ; viz.
*/p Partic (1) K. those

rising up against me (lit. my risers up). So ^p'Hp Partic. PL

one raising me on high (lit. my raiser on high), ^/b/bipnp
one

raising himself up against me
(lit. my opponent), etc. And so

?pn!b thy (m.) dead ones, from D'n/b plu. of
Jig,

etc. But

248. as these Yerbs differ so much from the ' Full '

Yerbs, it

may be well to give here the following
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TABLE OF PARTICIPLE-FORMS.

Plu./

ntop

ninp

rtolpj
>

1 :

Mtotfuna

Plu. m i.e. Sing./.

c

n_

noipj

"-

i.c. Sing.

W
W

)<

*
(a) As in Note, (t) on 220, iii, so also an N stands in D^DNK* pi. m., and

nipfe^ pi. /, (which are like Dj? and niDj5 in i (1, a), above); and so

in
nilJSl

Pr. xxiv. 7.

(J) The Noun Dn*3 (2 Chron. ii. 16), is of the form DTO in i(l,/8); but with

*
standing after the -sr . (We find * in 1JO l|

jp
Job xxii. 20, our adversary

according to some.)

(c) Instead of D'Dg pi. *w., we find once D^Dip (2 K. xvi. 7) like D^13 in i (1, 7).

(rf) As Partic (1) forms with -1 (or -r-) some have taken PH-ID (Is. xlix. 21), and

others such, as
^1-1&J>

Mi. ii. 8, D^'n Nu. xxxii. 17. But these seem to

belong rather to i (2).

t With ^- for -I (Pt. I, 14) we find D^D Josh. v. 5. The word PH/IT Is. lix. 5,

for rn-1T s./., has for ^ ; cp. 238 (v)

'

J (a) D$B3 occurs as s./. in 2 S. xviii. 8'(niVD3 Kthlv.),

(b) For D^25 see 240 (7).

$ For JVDtt see 243 (2).
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1. The Lord, Lord.

2. tjg (M.) anger, w. Aff.

tefc? his , , , etc,

VOCABULARY VI.

. pN (/.) earth, a land,

country. In Pause

nS- SeealsoExerc -

XIII. 5. [See Tab.

X (1) for the Sing.,

and Tab. XII (1) for

the Flu.]

4. \W (/.) a right hand

[ 56 and 59].

5. fib (m.) strength

"[74 (a)].

6. S3 now, Ipray, wepray,

7. rfen (f.) prayer.

EXERCISE XXXIY.

(To be translated into English, 11. a-e.)

3

T^tf
2

) v : -..T: T:

16

1

Dip JT. to arise, rise; J?0. Partic. one raising himself up against another,

an opponent.
2

}*1Q JT. to be scattered, H$. to scatter. 3 Exerc. XX (52).

4
|1D Pi. to establish, /so to prepare ; N$. & Pii. to be established. XD3 a throne

(w. Aff.iKDS, etc.).
6 frora of old. ' D11 JT. to be high, exalted; Pi. to exalt,

extol
; 2T<f>.

to make to be high (and so to exalt, raise on high), Soph, to be taken

away.
8

K'fcJO (A
r
<J>. Partic.) lofty.

9
pB* to inhabit. 10

eternity. ^D^ -5>. to

make low. 12 also. 3 iy^ a gate (Tab. X, 5).
u death. 15 my Glory.

" Wth
a head (w. Aff. 155^1, etc. Plu. D^X^).*

" and the reproach of. 18 11D K. to

turn aside, depart; S<f>. to cause to turn aside, to remove. 19 for the judgment.
20 D11 to tread down. 21

"l^ a foe, pi. DnV. 23 11^ to go back, turn back, turn

away, return, repent.
83 $13 to be ashamed. 24 J1D JV^. to be turned, turned

back. 25 backwards. 26 for them (m.} [Obs. XIV, p. 139].
27 Exerc. XXIV (55).

28 V$ salvation. 29 JV$ to put, place, appoint.
30 fear. [To

"
put fear to

one"=to "put one in fear"].
31 Dfil Pi. to compassionate, have mercy on.

Words marked thus (*) need not be given again in the Notes.
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85

P.l T:

t toy
1

?
34

np
7 DTi :

40 Dn^' 39 ^i :
38 ^b>n^

: I vj v VT - T T : T :-:

TT- : T T T T T

: te
18ta

fiD>
"
pi

50
iihT

49
ifc>!i

48
D&>1

47 DHN!i "htoyiBfc
T T : I : TT T: TTT -:-:

60

32 hath come. 33 an appointed time. 34
j^ a horn (Tab. X, 1).

35
}H to judge.

36 the ends of.
87 His Anointed. 38 Thou wilt defend me. 39 D13 to slumber, sleep.

40 their sleep.
41 HIO K. to die,* PL to kill, H$. to cause to die, (and so to kill).

*2 evil.

43 JDb to be satisfied, satiated, to be full. 44 VIK to curse. i5 133 a man (properly,

a mighty man).
46 HD3 to trust. 47 in man. 48 D^ to put, make. 49

flesh. 50 his

arm. 51 "11D H$. to change.
52 for [that which] not. 53 ?y H$. to profit, be of use.

54 JJKh wickedness* (Tab. X, 4).
55 Jf. of No. 18. 56 from him. 67

yiJ to wander.

68 blind (pi. m.).
59 Judah.* 60

^yp from (W. from upon).
61 My Face, Presence.

62
as. 63 ^113 Hiph. to fling, cast ; Soph, to be cast, cast away.

64
JJT to know.*

65
"Hj; H<l>. to testify (followed by 3 against}.

66
"J^ to go, go away.

67 Tab. III.

68
among the heathen. 69 the continual [sacrifice].

70
p1 to pour out

[ 138 (B),

iv, j8].
71 a prayer (E.V.).

72 we have conceived. 73 bin (or 7T!) to be in pain.
71

\2U}%H<l>. to strip.
75 the crown of. 76

}n'3 a priest.*
77

|j5T
an elder.* 78

"i^y a city.

79
XJ1J to expire.

80
Pj1

to flow. 81 our iniquities.
82 before Thee. 83

exceedingly.

* Words marked thus (*) need not be given again in the Notes.
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41 rto

-iw - tfw : 'nWi 4
toft :

93nWrw ^h "jtfcta

1:3

:
T : :

84
verily, but. e5 as Adam, or man. 8C

great.
*7 and small. 88

fll 7T. & J70.

to understand, lie. to consider. 89
fcOp to call*. M

|1p Pi. to mourn. 91 K13

to come [see $ 230 (s)].
92 these two [things] (/.)

93 ny until [that].
94

}*&n to

take delight.
85 the mountains. 9G WV2 to depart (E.V.).

OT and the hills. 98 D-10

Z". to be moved. "
liy If0. to rouse oneself. 10 Jerusalem.* 101 KT> to fear.

102 and maketh-alive (E.V.).
103 Exerc. XX (45).

104 HHS to open.
105 for my

Love. l s \tr\W or W& to rejoice.
107

h*1* to be glad.
8 the steps of. 109 my

thought.
no afar off.

lu I*1

") to contend, plead.
ll2 2^1 a contention, cause.

113 jm JT</>. to shout, make a joyful cry.
114

together.
115 God. ll6 *)1X H<j>. to

give ligbt.
117 and former things.

118 now. 119 IAH.

* \Yords marked thus (*) need not be given again in the Notes.

t Go to !
,
come !
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EXERCISE XXXV.

(To be translated into Helrex, 11, -/i.).

*** All Verbs \'y here are to be Conjugated as in Tab. XX ; and Verbs >'y as in

225-228.

GoD 1
will-arise,*

2 His enemies 3 will-be-scattered.* 4 When-

GoD-shall-arise-for-the-judgment (Hebr. on 5
arisiny-of

2
for

6 the

judgment
1 GOD T

). Earth 8 shall-greatly-reel
* 9 like the drunkard,

10

and shall-shakef
11 like the night-lodge.

12
Spare-Thou, J

13 0-

LORD, Th'y (Hebr. overu Thy) people.
15

Kaise-high J
16
Thy (m.)

foot-steppings.
17

They-have-made
18 their (m.) banners 19 tokens. 19

I-made-to-turn-away
20 from a burden 21 his shoulder.22 And

Mine eye
23

spared*
13 them (Hebr. overu them (m.)). And I- will-

make t 18
' all My mountains 24 the-way (Hebr. for

6 the way
2
*),

and My high-ways
86 shall-be-exalted (m.).

16

My steps
17 make -Thou (w.)-firm.

27 I -have -placed
28 in

The-LoRD my trust.29 My heart 30
was-glad,*

31 and my glory
32

rejoiced.*
33 After-Thee 34 we - will - run.* 35 Awake (/.),

36

awake,
36
put-on

37
strength,

38 0-arm 39 of The-LoRD ! . . . Art-

2
Dip.

8 Exerc. XX (52).
* pa K to be scattered. 6 1 (prefixed to

the Infin."jT.).
6

i? (the prefix).
7

DS^O.
8 p (/.)

9
JJU) [the "greatly" to

be expressed by the Infin. Absol. before tbe Tense, 137 (1, d, )].
10
")b^.

lltaI13 #0. 12
n:-lbp (used here for a "lodgement" slung up to a tree, or trees).

13 Din. u ^. 15 by (iy his . . . , etc.).
16 Dn K. to be high (or exalted),

E~$. to make (or raise) high. DyS) Tab. X ().
18 Dl'^ or tW. 19

n'lK, pi. Tlin'K.

30 11D^. 2li
?np. 22D5^Tab.X(2) py Tab. XIII (s) nni Exerc.XXXII (

66
).

25 W.. 26
pl- of nbpD.

27
|1DJ/,.

28 n^. 29

^qD.
so ib Exerc. XXXII (17).

32
Vocab.V(3). ^^J. S4

finD^.
35

P*i.
36 ^y- 37 ^ib. 38

t'y.

Verb to precede its Noun, or Nouns.

With H at the end.

f Past w. 1 Convers.

With
|
at the end.

N
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not thou (/.) the-same 40 that 41 made 18
[3 s. /. Past] the sea-

depths (Hebr. depths-of
42 a sea*3

) a way
25 for-redeemed-ones-

to-pass-over (Hebr. for
6
passing-over-of^ redeemed-ones^ (m.)) ?

And the-ransomed-of46 The LORD shall return 47 and shall-come-

tof 48 Zion amid 49
glad-singing,

50
. . .

; rejoicing
51 and joy

52

shall-they-attain-to
53

, sorrow
54 and sighing

55
[shall] have-fled-

away (pi.).*
56

39 yp^ 40
j^n.

4i The Prefix H as in 6. Cp. 98. *2 D s

|9iJ.
43

DJ.

Infin.JT. 46^. 46
V.

!n?. 47 21^. 48 Kin. 49 1 (the prefix).
60

H3").

T

* f See Notes on p. 167,

The Student may write out for Practice :

(1) the Fut. JT., and the Fut. #</>., of D1T to be high;

(2) the same two Futures with 1 Conversive,
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NOTE.

[Those who are eager to begin to read The BIBLE itself may proceed to do so now

by help of the following Outline-sketch of the remaining Classes of Verbs and by
continual reference to the corresponding Tables.

But we strongly advise the Student not to do so, but, instead, to work carefully

through not only these pp. 169-178 but also the Observations XVI-L (on pp. 179,

etc.) and the additional Exercises XXXVI-L. It is scarcely possible to get the

requisite familiarity with some of the remaining Verb-forms without carefully working

through the Exercises upon them. Wise Students will find themselves well rewarded

for this additional toil.]

(I.) SECTION XVIII has to deal with 'Variations from Tab. XIY
when the 2d and 3d Et-letters are the same.' [As, for

instance, in Verbs from the Roots MD, *Vtt ] But

(a) in many forms from such Roots there is NO 'Varia-

tion' from Tab. XIV; and

(ft) for the 'Variations' we may refer to Tab. XXL
[See also Obs. XVI-XXII, & Exerc. XXXVI & XXXVII, pp. 179-184.]

(II.) SECTION XIX has to deal with 'Variations from Tab. XIV
when the 3d Rt-letter is K .' The chief 'Variations from

Tab. XIV 'are:

(a) the 2d Rt-letter has followed by tf Quiescent,

(i) instead of followed by a letter with Shva-

Quiescent [see Tab. XXII], and

(ii) in a few instances, in 3 s. /. Past forms, as

TUnjJ (instead of M^), and so

GK xxxiii. 11 (instead of PlK^lM like
. w ;

(/3) in the 7^3 form of Past JT., the is retained in the

2d and 1 st
Persons, as in WV 2 s. m., etc. ;

T l"T

(7) The X form is the common one in the other Voices.

Obs. Some words, which belong in signification to

Roots K 7, have forms that are 'borrowed' from

Roots nS, for which see Tab. XXIII.

{.See also Obs. XXIII-XXV, & Exerc. XXXVIII & XXXIX. pp 185-189.]
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[See also Obs. XXVI-XXX, & Exerc. XL-XLII, pp. 190-201.]

(III.) SECTION XX has to deal with ' Variations from Tab. XIV

when the 3d Ht-letter is H Quiescent.' These 'Variations'

are many and great, as seen in Tab. XXIII. The Student

may observe

(a) the Inf. Constr. endings in H5

! , (we have also

rVl^n
as Inf. ABS. K., Is. xlii. 20 Krl, ffhto Inf.

Abs. N$., 2 S. vi. 20) ;

(/3) the endings H
1
*

t
W

f
etc., (sometimes J"l_^n -^

etc.), in Past Tenses ;

(7) the endings H-^TJ and !"| ,
in certain other parts;

(S) ESPECIALLY, the Imperative and Future forms with-

out the 3d Et-ktter PI, thus

(i) Imperatives 2 s. m. t as 7]! for pfe Pi.,

pj'in
for ngnn H$. (& Syn, fr. nSy),

bnnn (p.^rinn) for nj?nnn jro.

(ii) Futures 3 s. m. &/., 2 s. m., and 1 s. & pi., as

(3 s.

., etc.

N.B. Such are often called 'APOCOPATED forms.'*

(e) There are several varying forms, of which the follow-

ing may be mentioned here : (i) J$#* K. fr. nj?^,

(2) irr ^r. and^ JET^. fr. nin, (3) ^PIJ
JT. fr.

mn (corresponding to
^Jfr.Hl^), (4)W (p. ^Piy

* These fonns are often iised with 1 Convcrs. But see also p. 171, Note ().
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JT. fr. PPPI*, and so W (p. JW) fr. fiTl*. (s) Also

the K. forms^ 3 s. m. fr. nS$, MSft 3 s./. fr.
vv - v

MPO, and so
JflHft fr. JlJ^H, etc. ;

and
(e) ftfi* 3 s. m.

Fut. H$. fr. Pin5, etc. [(e) For forms from nS&

nb^, and others such, see (f).]

(5) The Fut. JT. forms rhy 3 s. iw., hbsWl 3 s. /. &
. -:- o--: -

2 s. m., n?^^ 1 pU an^- their apocopated forms

are the same as those of the Fut.

Also the 1 s. Fut. K. ntfK and the 1 s. Fut.

^K have, both of them, the same apocop. form

The N<f>. forms n?-!' etc., and so nb^VVT ) \.v T )

etc., merely lose the Pi when apocopated. Thus

feWYI 3 s. /. (w. 1 pref.), and so ^ KT), fr.

The 3 s. m. Fut. K. HX^ ^^ w^ see, and the 3 s. m.

Fut. -Z7<. 1X^ A6 mil cause to see, (or will shew),

have, both of them, the same shortened form tf*}*}

with 1 Convers.J

1ST.B. It is only the 3 s. m. which has this shortened

form from Pl&O. But we have also
p&^J-l}

3 s./.

Fut. H<>. fr.

From rpf] to *e the 2 pi. m. Past K.
tJJVjn.

w. 1 pref. becomes Dn^n].

So the 2 pi. m. Imper. JT. -V^ becomes
Vlji).

But the 2 s. m. Imper. i". HJ.n becomes
n^jJIJ.

Similarly fr. ,TH to Ww we have Dp0), Vm, but
ntfl).

f Once nb>^n Ex. xxv. 31 (with
* instead of ).

t Sometimes forms occur, with 1 Convers., not shortened
; thus, ng^i,

etc.
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(6) A * Consonantal appears in some forms. Thus,

(1) fiWl 3 s./. Past K. and VDfi 3 pi. from HDH;

and so (2) Vttn and VHK 2 pi. m. Imper. JT.
;

(3) rr&PjK
1 s. Fut. K. (with n also) ; (4) jfafr

3 pi. m.'Fut. K., and (with },
145) JT JV^,

|M3T& etc.; (5) JV&nfi, 2 pi. m . Fut. k, etc.

Obs. Such forms may be said to belong to Roots * 7 ;

but more must be said on this, elsewhere.

(*) A *| Consonantal stands in some forms, from a few

Koots. Thus iftfatf I s. Past K fr. PlS^; *

v
Wb

Pi. Partic. pi. m. (i.e.) ;
etc.

;
which may be said to

belong to Eoots 1 7. For the forms fr. !"1W, with

1 introduced at the end, see Tab. XXIII, Notes t to^[.

(/c) The ending V in VDpH Josh. xiv. 8 is Arameean,

cp. Dan. v. 4.

(X) The ending Jl-^- occurs sometimes where the more

usual PI is given in Tab. XXIII; and (rarely)

Pl-^- instead of Jl in the Table.

(yu.)
"No difficulty will be caused by the appearance of

-7- for in Pause, or by the ending JJ"!H_ for

nn in 3 s./. Past forms. Cp. also 167 (iii).

. In Lev. xxv. 21, we find the contracted form

for nnbW 3 s./. Past K. with 1 pref.

(v) The Partic. forms will be sufficiently understood

from the following addition to Tab. XXIII :
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Plu. (/.)

nvta

i.e. Plu.(w.) i.e. Sing.(/.) i.e. Sing, (m.)

H^r *

Niph.

* *
* In other Voices the only change from the s. m. forms

given in Tab. XXIII, is in the endings which are

Plu. (/.) i.e. Plu. (m.} I i.e. Sing. (/.) I i.e. Sing, (m.)

rt-r V EV I *V rv J n-p fv
Obs.

(i)
The Plu. (/.) Partic.-forms are the same in Constr.

(ii) The Partic.-forms K. ^H (p. Ofi) living s. m., D*ri s./.,

D^H pi. m.
y fiVPl pi./, are "borrowed" from a Boot

M
n(
=
rVn), being like ip s. m., H3D s./., etc., fr.MD.

(iii) Also the PAST K. form 'ft (p. '/h) 3 s. m. is "borrowed"

from V|1 (
=n t

'n), being like'bD 3 s. m. Past K. of

MD. But

(iv) J"lVn Partic. ^. pi. /, Ex. i. 19, is like Jli^^ from

D^(226); and so JTn Past K. 3 s./, Ex. i. 16.

() To the forms in (6) above we may add here (i) DTlftD' v T
.. :

Is. xxv. 6 Pu. Partic. pi. m. of Tl = nn/b in the sense

of nilD (some, however, give the ordinary sense of

i"injb) ; (
2
) }V^h

Job xix. 2, which is 2 pi. m. Fut. J7"<.

of rtf [cp. 195 (S, ii)
and Sect. XXI (p, 174, iv, a)]

with the
j
of 145.

(o) The word
5|D3,

Ps. Ixxx. 11 and Pr. xxiv. 31, is 3 pi.

Past Pic. of HDD with (o) instead of .

(TT) There is sometimes tf instead of H ; thus fcOl^J
^ s* m '

Fut. K. of H^', etc.

* With standing for the il, K3 s. w. 1 S. xxii. 2
;

'

superfluous.'

Neh. v. 7 has

t .Tpy fr. rw, npia fr.-naa, etc.; cp. (a) above. rna G. xiix. 22.

nijn'K,
Is. xli. 23, fr. HHX.

V^V in ifctyn Job xli. 25
( 6, d.

ii). In Job xv. 22
-1Sy

is Kri for 1DV J^AIv.

N.B. As in Pt. I, 14, we may have for 4.
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[Sec also Obs. XXXI & XXXII, & Exerc. XLIII & XLIV, pp. 202-207.]

(IV.) SECTION XXI is to deal with Verbs belonging to more

than one of the Seven Classes in Sects. XIV-XX. The

following few examples will sufficiently illustrate this.

(a) From J"!^ to be beautiful, which is both *'& (Sect.

XV), and nS (Sect. XX), the 3 s. m. Fut. K.

would be nJD^.* This with 1 Convers. becomes

ft**1 -^z< xxxi ? and he was beautiful.

09) From fiftj, which is both j'S (Sect. XVI) and

r\h (Sect. XX), the 3 s. m. Fut. K. is ntS\f This

gives the apocopated form & in tO^ Zeph. ii. 13,

etc. And so from fltSft 3 s. /.. & 2 s. m., we
u .

have ton
i"

*

(7) Similarly the 3 s. m. Fut. H$. of HD3 is ME* which

gives tD* in tO*1 ; and so ntSft gives tOfi and H^tf
i- i~ iv - c

i- w -

gives tDN (p. ttDK). And so H^** 3 s. m. Fut. Hd>.
I- IT '

\.V -

of !"O3 gives ^^ H|ri gives *-j^
and H|K gives ^Nt %

(S) Similarly also for other parts of the Verb
; thus,

(i) $ni:-)n inf. H$. of nrjx and
(ii) $ nsn 3 s. w .

Past JT^., (iii) jn|lb
Partic. s. m., (iv) jn|n

Imper. 2 s. m.
;

etc.

[Other forms and Verbs must be reserved at present.]

The _. agreeing with that of
3t3'J, etc., in Tab. XVIII, and the PI with

that of
H^?, etc., in Tah. XXIII.

t The Dag. F. of the D standing instead of the 1* Rt-letter, as in & Tab. XIX;
and the H_ being as in Tab. XXIII.

J Compare Tab. XXIII.
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(Y.) SECTION XXII is to deal with the Verb-forms having

Pronom.-Affixes. These will be sufficiently understood

from Tables XXIV-XXX, with the help of Observations

XXXIII-L which are given in connection with Exercises

XLY-L [pp. 208-220].

It is not necessary to trouble the Student with any more

Exercises. The remaining pages, including the Appendix,

are intended to supply him with some useful help while

he is reading The BIBLE.

(YI.) SECTION XXIII is to deal with some other Yoice-forms :

In 220 (vi) the Yoice-forms ^13 ^3 and M^nn
y t : t

were mentioned. There are some other varying forms

of Pi-el, Pu-dl, and IIithpd-l, chiefly in the case of

Yerbs such as those in Tabs. XX & XXI, but also in a

few forms of other Yerbs.

(a) The 1st and the 3d Rt-letters are sometimes both of

them repeated, as in

(1) the Infill. Wp? fr. 70, the Past W?3 3 s. m.

(whence the Yoice-form is called 7373) PP3/3:'> IT; :

3 s. /., JTCra 2 s. w., etc., the Partic. W?3S
T : r : . . l :

-
:

s. m., and the Fut. /jpD* ^ s - m-> e^c -
>

(2j the Passive 7373 ( > *), corresponding to 7373

as Pu-dl to P2-^/, thus the Past W? whence

(3) the Reflexive 7373JV1, corresponding to 7373

as Hithpa-el to Pi-l
t thus /nSnnjl whence

the Fut. SnShnMI 3 s./. w. 1 Convers.
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(/3) Sometimes also such forms occur from Yerbs having

the 2d and 3d Et-letters the same. For these

Yerbs, having the 2d Et-letter (the JJ, 117)

repeated as 3d Et-letter (i.e. as ">, 117), the

designation
* Yerbs J?J?3* is appropriate.* Such

forms as those in (a), from these Roots which have

the 'y in the place also of the ^' ( 117), are $>$}%

(or ysvs) pays (_,*), ysyann (or ysysnn).t

"

(7) A form yStt from the Eoot MS* occurs in Ps. xlv. 3,

ws. JVS'S* Past 2 s. w.
T (.- T : T

(8) In the case of 'Full* Yerbs also, sometimes

(a) the 3d Et-letter is repeated in forms (i) 7WS
(or y? ,

or V3, or
'tfS),

and (2) ^ppS;

(b) both the 2d and 3d Et-letters are repeated in the

forms (i) WpSJ3
and (2) W?y of which the

(as under the H in ^Hlb^toPl 3 pi. Past) corresponds

to the or (6) of Pu-al.

(e) There are a few instances of other Yoice-forms
; thus,

(a) Vj?b (instead of Pi- el) in
^fifcfeS Job ix. 15,

Partic. s. tn., w.? pref. and Aff. * for 1 s., fr. tDfiJB^,

(ft) S^b (instead of P^-e/) in niy^ Is - xv. 5, Fut.

3 pi. m. fr. ty,

(c) J^3 (instead of Pu-al) in D3Dn^ Ex. xvi. 14,

Partic. s. m. fr.

* "
y'y

"
is bad. It means, rather,

'

having V as Second Rt-letter.'

f We have also (1) JJgS forms in yvty$ Past 3 s. . and
J'JFiyg^

1 s. (in

Pause, (also WyVW Fut. 3 pi. w.) ; (2) yagS in W^J^fl Fut. 2 pl.'w. (in Pause) ;

and (3) yEgS^n in X^l^l (pi. Jy ).
And so the'lmper. 2 pi. m. -ly^n^n,

Is. xxix. 9, may be Tmper. 2 pi. m. of this form fr. yyt^. [Or it may, perhaps, be of a

ysysnn form fr.
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(d) 5ft (instead of Hiph-U) in
*ft|*Tfl

Hos. xi. 3,

Past i s. fr. bn.

(e) Some Mixed-Yoice forms, as (i) 7^3} (N<f>- and

Pu), (2) SySn:) (.Aty. and HO.), (a) ^HH
(JZo. and HO.), belong to Sect. XXIV.

(?) The D of Htf)., as also that of HO., is some few times

replaced by K an Aramaism; thus, t^PiONI

(for 'rtattn, & in Pause) Is. Ixiii. 3, ^HnK
(for 'nn) 2 Chr. xx. 35, ^WN (for '&?>!)

Ps. Ixxvi. 6. The word WTKPI Is. xix. 6 may be

said to belong to Section XXIY, being mixed up

of the two forms ^H^TPl and 'ftf .

v- : : v

(17)
There are words in which MORE THAN THREE Et-letters

appear ; thus, T2|H3 Job xxvi. 9, Past 3 s. m.

fr. NTS ;
andW^ Job xxxiii. 25, Past 3 s. m.

t

fr. W8En ; ^nipfc
1 Chr. xv. 27, Partic. s. m.

fr. hm ; rtignn??
Ps. Ixxx. 14, Fut. 3 s. m. with

Aff. Hi (/.) fr. DD1D ;
etc. Some take such

Hoots as '

Quadriliteral.' Others consider them as

either ' reducible to 3 letters/ or as '

Composite.'

(VII.) SECTION XXIV is to deal with forms which may be

id to be 'Compounded* of two Ordinary forms 'mixed up*

together. Some instances of '

Compound
'

or
' Mixed '

Voices were

noticed in (e, e) above. The following is a translation of 260 in

the 5th edition of the Hebrew Grammar [^y l&J^ ^thft] by

"Sometimes there occurs a single word compounded of

two VOICE-FORMS
;
as (i) fcpn* Ps. vii. 6, which is compounded of
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K and
t|T

Pi
; (2) ifoj Is. lix. 3, compounded of

>. and &K!l P#.
; (3) "Taatt D. xxi. 8, Nj>. andm

;

(4)
*
D5?H Lev. xiii. 55 & 56, !"|NJ3t9Pl D. xxiv. 4, compounded

of Hoph. and Hithp. ;
or perhaps they are of Hothpd-el form

(the n sometimes having (o) and sometimes as in Hoph-dl);

and [in the last word] the H [of Jin] is swallowed up in Dagesh

before tO ,
and its signification is that * another was caused

to do the action involved in it' (she has let herself be defiled)."^

And so there is [sometimes] a word which is compounded of

two TENSES, asftTph G. xvi. 11, J which is compounded of Past

and Present [or Participle (for Present)] ;
and so (?) DrVirtf-lK^?

Ez.viii.16. And so there is [sometimes] awordwhich is compounded

of two GENDER-FORMS
;
as nS'lfc^ 1 S. vi. 12, the beginning of

which is m.t and its end /., so that it is a word partly of one

Gender and partly of another (D^^TTUtf). There are also

many such-like abnormal forms; but this is not the place to

treat of them at length."

This will suffice for the present.

* The 71 of DPI is dropped here, and Dag. F. is then put in the D.

t Sie hat sick verunreinigen lassen.

J The word occurs also in Ju. xiii. 6, 7.

i.e. compounded of
Jjp]^

Past 2 i. /. and rnj* Partic. s. /. There are also

some other opinions, somewhat different from this,

END OF THE SECOND PATIT 6r THE EXEHCISE Boor*
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OBSERVATIONS XVI-XXIL

Obs, XVI. The statement of Obs. XII on p. 139 is a general one, viz. that

"The prefix 1 has SOMETIMES before a letter bearing as

Accented Vowel, especially if the Accent be Disjunctive." The

cases that come under this statement may be divided into three

great Classes, as follows :

(1) Simple cases of Obs. XII, as pJO Is. xxvi. 19, and so -inD)

(with Gen. xxxiii. 13, and with ^- Deut. xxii. 24), etc.; and

with a Conjunctive Accent as in t^vl Is. xxx. 6
;
but this last

word, being the second of the 'Couple' fc^vl &027
} belongs

rather to (2) ;

(2) Cases of the second of two words (or first word of the second

group of two groups of words) forming a "
COUPLE"; thus in

DK1 3K (father and mother] Ez. xxii. 7, See more on this

particular head in Rule I on pp. 223-225
;

(3) Cases of the third of THREE WORDS TAKEN TOGETHER
;
thus in

tjtt 3gO5 i\W (ox and sheep and goat} Lev. vii. 23, D"l\. 311 ^*!|

(great and numerous and tall} Deut. ii. 21, etc.

This is more fully illustrated in Pt. II, 94.

Obs. XVII. Verbs which have the SAME LETTER for their 2d & 3d RooT-letter are

sometimes called D v-153 geminata, because their 2d Rt-letter or

y (
1 17) is repeated in the place of the 3d Rt-letter or h ( 117),

so that

Obs. XVIII. They might be said to have the Root-form yjJD, instead of ^JJB, and

Obs. XIX. These verbs might therefore be called 'Verbs Jj'jJB.'

[Obs. XX. The expression 'Verbs $'$,' by which some designate these Verbs,

is not a good designation for them because,

As the expression 'Verbs 1'jT stands for 'Verbs having 1 for

their SECOND Rt-letter,'

and the expression 'Verbs *'JJ' stands for Verbs having
* for

their SECOND Rt-letter,'

EO the expression 'Verbs $ JT would stand rather for 'Verbs

having JJ for their SECOND Rt-letter' (such as DJD > "tfJJ F

etc.), which is an utterly different set of Verbs.]
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Obs. XXI. (1) From these Boots (having the 2d & 3d Rt-letters the same) there

are often forms in which there is no 'Variation' from Tab. XIV
;

thus, from D2D we have the forms 2?D 3 s. m. and -12?D

3 pi., Past Kal, agreeing with Tab. XIV, besides the special

forms >rfl3D
(or )Y3p)

1 s., and -13D 3 pi. (in *>12p and ^2D,
with Aff. me), and DfGp 2 pi. m. (all of which are Past Kal,

as in Tab. XXI).

(2) As the ' SPECIAL Variation
'

for this set of Verbs we may mention

(a) the DROPPING of the 2d Rt-letter, and

(0) the occurrence of DAGESH F. in the 3d Rt-letter (to

imply the omitted 2d Rt-letter), as in
fop, ^D, etc.,

the Infin. X. with Pron.-Affs., and so in the Past-

Tense forms (except the 3 s. m.) and in the Imper,

forms 5'D 2 s./., etc., of Tab. XXI. But

N.B. When the 3d Rt-letter stands at the end of the word,

without a Vowel (and therefore with Shva Quiescent),

that Dagesh is omitted
;
and so we have the Infin. ID,

the Past 3 s. m. ID, the Imper. 2 s. m. lb, and the

Fut. forms 3D), 3DFI, 2DN, 103; and so in other

Voices.

Obs. XXII. The forms for Pi., Pu., and He., are the same in Tab. XX
as they are in Tab. XXI (jfya or D^B| Geminata).

[Note. For particular forms in the Exercise, the Notes there given and Tab. XXI,
will it is hoped be sufficient.]
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EXERCISE XXXYI [on Yerbs whose 2a & 3d Bt-letters are the

same (jfyS) Table XXI].

(To be translated into English, 11. a-e).

v v v v

(continued.'}

1 how ? 2 S2"l to be many.
3
"1^

a foe. 4 nn^ to bow down, to be depressed,

EQ. to bow oneself down. 5 unto. 6
exceedingly (N.B. 5 and 6 together signify

"very exceedingly").
7 DOK^ -BT. to be waste or desolate, N<j>. to be wasted or

desolated (also to be astonied), ZT<|>.
to waste or make desolate. 8 73 all, ?3 when

unaccented. 9 nny an assembly.
10

f*\$ land or earth. " for. 12 "na H$. to

break, break off. 13 a covenant (the same 'in Construction').
u

eternity.

[Cp. 86.]
15 W") -2"^- to do badly (and, with D following, "to do worse than").

" 3X a father, Table XIII, 1. 17 Di< a mother (For the 1 see Obs. XVI, p. 179).

18
hhp K. to be of light esteem, to be vile, E<p. to make light of. 19 32D K. to go

round or about, to turn, H$. to make to go round or turn away.
20 D*03 a face (a

Plural Noun).
21 lS a heart (the same 'in Construction,' with Affs. 12^, etc.).

22 the lion, 23 ODD N$. to be melted. 24 771 to be weak, low, become low. 25 the

glory of. 26 Jacob. 27 pp3 -ZV</>.
to be emptied.

28 TT1 -ZV^. to be spoiled, plundered.

29
"OJJ to pass.

30 a sword. 31 1*111 .HopA. to be sharpened.
82 ")")! to purge out

or away.
33 the rebels. 34 and [with] destruction. 35 HOD -BTopA. to be smitten,

pounded.
36 a gate.

37 "IHD to measure. 38 their work. 39 first. 40 their bosom.

41 loftiness. 42 men. 43 DVIO to be few, to become few. 44
JJ^2 trespass,
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heavens (w.).
4G at.

47 DX to eat, devour. *8
H}3

a habitation.

40 2^ to sit.
50

solitary.
51 DD1 to be silent, to be quiet, to look-in-silent-

resignation.
52 bin He. to hope, to look-with-hope.

53
pPI to be gracious.

54 see

Thou. 55 my enemies. 56
for, or that. 67

mayest Thou comfort me. 68 0^3 anger,

vexation, Tab. X, 5. 59
D^ with. 60 be like. 61 b to or for [Obs. XIV, p. 139].

63 my beloved (E.V.).
63 ^V a roe (E.V.)

64 why P 65 my soul. 66 bn JT(|>. to wait,

look-with-waiting.
67

D^rfe^
God. 68

pi to sing aloud. 69 Tab. XIII. 5 (Note ||).

70 Zton. 7l ?n to shout joyously.
72

enemy.
73 DDH to come utterly to an end.

74 destructions. 75 for ever. 76 9?H B$. to begin.
77 ^D3 to fall. 78 before him.

79 b^ Z". & Soph, to be able (with 9, to prevail owr).
80 D sb to put, make.

81 inp a grave, Tab. X, 2. 82 ^21 (or 123) mighty m., a mighty one. 83 to be.

84 wax. 85 from the presence of.
86

fire.
87 13X to perish.

88 wicked ones.

89
ppD NQ. to be dissolved. 90 the host of..

91^ K. to roll up, N$. to be rolled

up.
92 1SD a scroll.
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EXERCISE XXXVII [Table XXI],

(To be translated into Hebrew, 11. -/*.)

* Sinners 1
(m.) shall be destroyed*

2
. Unto 3 their (w.)-coming-

utterly-to-an-end.
4 And ye (w.)-shall-be-consumed-away f

5

through
6
your (m.) iniquities.

7
They-have-come-utterly-to-an-

end 8
by-reason-of

9 terrors.10 "When-once 11
I-have-sharpened

12

My-lightning-sword (Hebr. the-Ughtning-of** My swordu).

And-all-man's-courage-shall-fail (Hebr. and all 15 the heart 16
of

man 1
"
1 shall-be-melted lB

).
And they-shall-be-astonied f

19 one-

with-another (Hebr. each-one 20 and his brother 21
). And I-will-

desolate f
22 earth 23 and all-that-is-therein (Hebr. itsf.fulness^).

Gird-yourselves
25 and be-ye-in-consternation.

26 The stars 27 of

the heavens 28 and their (m.) constellations 29 shall-not-make-to-

shine 30 their (m.) light.
31

And be-not thou(m.)-in-consternation,J
26 0-Israel.33 *The

heathens 33 will-be-in-consternation.26 They(w.)-have-been-in-

consternation 26 and have-been-ashamed.34 And-I-will-protect f
35

this-city (Hebr. over this city). If 11
ye(m.)-shall-break

38

My covenant 39
[with] the day,

40 and My covenant 39
[with] the

a sinner. 2 DH Nf.
3

Itf.
* Infln. K. of DDH with Pron-Aff.

.
6 3 the prefix.

7

lty,pl. rtiig.
8 DOH Kal. j. w

nin^3. DK.
12 pw Kal. 13

p^a [ 56 (A, i. & ii. a)].
14^ Tab. X, 1.

15 & $3 when

unaccented).
16 12^ [ 56 (A, i. & ii. s)]. ^Wg..

18 DDD ^>.
19

the( )-form.
20 C^K. 21 H Tab. XIII, 2. "DD^-fff, 23

T^.
25 1TK H0> 26 nnn Kal. N.B. (i) The Iraper. K. is like 3D, 3D, etc., in the

Table, (ii)
The Fut. K. is like ID*

,
DDJjl

,
etc.

;
but Compensation is made for the

Dagesh which the n cannot receive. 27 3513 a star [ 56 (ix)].
28
DJD^ heavens.

29 D^D? constellations.
30 ^H ^. (Fut. like 3DJ, non, etc.).

81 "J1K.

32
^-j'^ ,

33 0^3 ^
34 {5?^ jn Tab. XX. 35

pa ^^ (Fut. like 3DJ, etc.).
3g

by.

1y/.
39

1-JBJ^. (Fut. like 3DJ, 3Dri, etc.)
39 40 41

The Tense before the Noun, 162 (d, i). f Past with 1 prefixed.

t Obs. IV, p. 93.
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night
41

. . . [then] also 42 My * covenant 39
may-be-broken

43 with

David 44 My servant.45 The-LoRD [God of] Hosts 46
will-protect

35

them (Hebr. over*6 them m.).

And I-will-be-gracious-to f
47 whomsoever 48

I-will-be-gracious-

to.47

<2 Q^ is via Hoph. <*
I)

1

!. "iny Tab. X, 6. n^DV. *7 Wn (the

Put. is like nb, 2bn, etc.).
48

I^K. flK.

* The Tense before the Noun, 162 (d, i). f Past with 1 prefixed.
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OBSERVATIONS XXII1-XXV.

Ob s, XXIII. A LONG VOWEL IN AN OPEN SYLLABLE often takes the place of a

SHORT VOWEL IN A CLOSED SYLLABLE
; thus, we have the tf in

KVD, HKV9, fitf^O, etc., of Tab. XXII, corresponding to the

*1_ or *]- of
IfeS, Jp*]gB, TOS, etc., of Tab. XIV.

N.B. A syllable which ends in a Quiescent letter is 'open'

[Pt. I, 2,1 (3), for there is no Shva Quiescent, either

expressed or understood, under a '
Quiescent

'

letter

[Pt. I, 29 (3).]

Obs. XXIV. The Fut. K. forms
>, ^V^, etc ->

in Tab - XXII correspond

to the forms fc^, B^fl, etc., in Tab. XIV.

Obs. XXV. There is an important 'Variation' in the case of the ^JJQ forms of the

Past Kal of Verbs N/l

? . In ordinary Verbs, the 2* & 1s* Persons,

both Sing. & Plu., are the same as the ?J?5> forms [comp.

138 (A), ii] ; thus, from f*Qn lie was willing, we have

r)V?n
}
DPIV?D:J :-i:Vgn

Pause-form of -IJVDn. But,

KB. ^3 forms of Verbs K'^> retain the -TT- in the 2* & 1*

Persons both Sing. & Plu.
; thus, from 3.b he hated, we

have n^:b>, n.3K>,
s

n^b, DnX.y^, comp. the Past K.

foi-ms
T̂) nTT> etc., in Tab. XXII.

NOTE. The 3 s. /. Past of the Verbs tf'? has sometimes the termination Jltf ,
as in

(a) Kal rtiTfc
instead of rtK^ and so (0) Niph. HX^J instead of ,1X^3, and

BO in the Soph. D&qn instead of H^H (or ntffin) p. 275, 1. 17.
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EXERCISE XXXVIII [On Verbs tt, Table XXII.]

(To be translated into English, 11. a-e.)

1 at first.
2 "I3 to create. 3 Vocab. I (1).

4 the heavens. e the earth.

e D"IK man, Adam. 7 D^ image, Tab. X (1).
8 ^3 all

(b>3
when unaccented).

9
\2a son, Tab. XIII (4).

'

10 see No. 6. " 3b to hate [Past Kal like that of KT
in Tab. XXII].

l2
^JJB to work [Partic (1) ^a^= " a worker."]

13
Vanity, mischief.

14 TON to say. 15 N")^ to fear [the Past Kal is given in Tab. XXII; the Future Kal

is like KyP!, ^V9^> etc>
'
in Tab * XXII ~tut tte 18t Rt-letter > combines with

the of the prefs."jTVN, and so we have Nn^. 3 s. m., N^ri 3 s./. and 2 s. m., etc.].

16 Esau. 17 how ? 18 nbC' to put forth. 19 T a hand. 20 HH^ Pz. &
tf(j>. to

destroy.
21 n t

^D an anointed one [ 56 (A, i)].
22 NDD ^. to be unclean, Nip. to

be defiled, Pi. to defile, pollute.
23 N^f to find (also to come upon), JVty. to be

found. 24 evils (pi./.).
25

D^-1^3 idols. 26
t^pO a sanctuary.

27 thou /. didst

make. 28 one (/.) full of [this word is for nsSp the Construct form of nxfe s. /. from

ybft K. Partic. s. m.
( 139, 8, iii), with * added (comp. 139, e) ;

this i is by some

called the '*
Compaginis,' for an example or two of which see p. 232, lines 8-10.

29
judgment.

30 who? 31 KSD to heal, give healing.
3a NCW to take up.

* A List of forms from this Root is given on pp. 286-288 below. But this form

will be understood sufficiently from what is said in No. 15 here.

t For the
j
see 143,
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mm

60

t T ; v

; v T : ) v

83 a lamentation. s* a sword. 85 K11 H$. to bring.
36 gt to be full of (also,

sometimes, to Jill), Pt. to fill, to fulfil. 37 "in"1
! a word. 38

[see No. 36, and Note (1, 6)

on Tab. XXII].
39

seventy.
40 a year [seej 106, iij.

" a ransom. 42
N3p P?. to

be jealous. t^V Zion -
44^ p^ to seek-

*5 of 7OU (^- T0 y u W0-
46 ^a"l

to heal [comp. Note (7) on Tab. XXII].
n

your m. backslidings.
48 and the sins

of. 49 Judah. 50 Kip to call. 61 iS a heart, w. Affs. ^3^ ^J?b,
etc. 52 clean.

63 behold us. 64
[instead of -'ttKnK from KHK to. come, see Note (2) on Tab. XXII].

65
|S to hide, treasure up.

66
Thy word. 67 in order that. 68 KDn to sin [for

the compare the forms 1^., etc., in Tab. XVI (1)].
59

against Thee. 60 see

No. 15 above.

* See Note (*) on page 186.
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EXERCISE XXXIX [TABLE XXII.]

(To be translated into Hebrew, 11. "

0-LoRD, I-have-heard 1

the-report-of-Thee (Hebr. Thy report}?

I-was-afraid.3 And as-for-me (Hebr. J), [I have] not been-called 4

to-come-in5 unto 6 the King.
7 Call 8

-ye (/.) not [Obs. Y, p. 93]

me (Hebr. to me) Naomi,9 call 8
-ye (/.) me (Hebr. to me) Mara 10

;

for 11
bitterly-hath-dealt

12 The-Almighty
13 with-me (Hebr. to

me) exceedingly.
14

I-have-adjured
15

you,* 0-daughters
16 of

Jerusalem,
17 if 18

ye-shall-find*
19 my Love,

20 what 21
ye-shall-tell*

22

Him (Hebr. to Him) ____ I-will-call 8 to God 23
Most-High.

24

Lo25
Thou-hast-been-indignant

26
seeing-that

27
we-have-sinned.f

28

"We-have-sinned,
28 we-have-done-wickedly.

29 Unto 6 Thee have-

I-lifted-up
30 my eyes.

31 I-have-called-on 8
Thy Name,33 0-LoRD.

0-God,33
lift-up

30
Thy Hand.34 Thou-didst-go-forth

35
(m.) for

the salvation 36 of Thy people.
37

Thy (m.) Eight-hand
38 shall-

find-out 19 them-that-hate-Thee (Hebr. Thy haters). Thou (m.)-

hast-loved 40
righteousness,

41 and hast-hatedf 43 wickedness.43

My-soul
44 went-forth 35 at (i) His speaking.

45

(continued.}

(declined, with Pron.-Affs., like JJ33 Tab. X, 4).
3 K1> (see the

Past Kal of this in Tab. XXII). 4
N$. Past 1 s. of Nip.

6 bS. 6 ^N*. ' ^.
8
Kip.

9

BJg.
>

&nip. '3. 12 11D HQ. Past. 13 ^& " l'p. " Vl^ J0.
16 n? a daughter, Tab.' XIII, 5. pVfn (p. D

).
18 DN. 19 NVD. 20 1H.

21 HO. M 1J3 JT^. Tab. XIX. 23 D%

^6g.
24

frty.
25

|H.
26

tlSp.
27

1 the

prefix.
28 KDn [in the Fut. JBTal of this the prefixes JJVK take and the 1st

Et-letter H takes
,

as in
n^jj, aigfi, etc., Tab. XVI (1)].

29 Jh. 30 K^J.

an eye (Dual D.W).

'

32
D^"w. Affs. 1O^, etc., comp. Tab. XIII, 4.

3* T a hand. 3 K^. 36 ^ ( 56> '^^ 37 Dy w . Affs. ^y, etc.

38
1'P;/ (

59)-
s9 ^'^ Partic - (!) Jf- pin. m. * n,1N. 4

*

Bfcj /. [Tab. X, 1].
s nnn Pr. Inf<> w> Afr for 3

* The masculine form ia used Iioro. t Fuiu?e with 1 Convert.
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Thus 46 hath-said 47 The-LoRD, I-have-given-healing
48 to these

waters.49 And the waters 49 shall-be-healed. * 50 And thou (/.)-

shalt-go-forth*
35 amid (i) the dancing

51 of those-that-make-

merry.
52 And thy (/.) daughters

16 on (7^) shoulder 53 shall-be-

borne.54
Morning

56 hath-come 55
[ 162 (d, i).] Thou-hast-been-

taken,
57

0-Babylon
58

(/), and thou-thyself
59 didst-not (fc&)

know,
60 thou-hast-been-found-out 61 and also 62

hast-been-caught.
63

FromThe-LoRohath-been64 this (/.),it (/.) hath-been-wondrous
65

in our eyes.
31

i. [Note (5) on Tab. XXII]. DJD. D") N$. [The K to be

'elided' here, as in Note (3) on Tab. XXII.]
" ^n ( 56, i).

52
pnfc> Pi. Partic. pi. m.

63
5^7)3.

64 K8W ^>.
65 n JT". Past 3 s. m.

67 13^^. 68 ^13. 59^ eoy^jf.Past. SD ^. 62 D5.

64 nn^n.
65 sba A^. Past 3 s./.t

* Past with *> Convers. t As in ' NOTE' on page 185.
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OBSERVATIONS XXVI-XXX.

At the risk of some repetition of what has already been said in Note (III)

[pp. 170-173] we may perhaps add here the following remarks :

Obs. XXVI. In the case of Verbs which have for their 3d Rt-letter a

NON-CONSONANTAL (i.e. QUIESCENT) H, there are certain forms which are liable

to lose this* H by
'

Apocopation.'

The forms that are thus liable to Apocopation' are

(a) IMPERATIVE 2 s. m. in the following Voices :

Pi-el, Hiph-il, Hithpa-el,

()3)
FUTURE 3 s. m. &/., 2 s. M., 1 s., and 1 pi., in

Kal & Niph-al, Pi-el [& PZ-af], Hiph-U [& Soph-al], and Hithpa-61.

Obs. XXVII. (a) The 'Apocopated' IMPERATIVE forms are

Pi. f^l for rf?
tl ,

and so bn for H^H fr. fftPI,

HQ. J^jn for n^n and so Spirj for Hgl.n fr. HD"!,

HO. t^lOD for n^jpn, and so t^n^n for n^o^n,
*fr. nSn.

*

() The 'Apocopated' FUTURE forms are

Kal (a) ty 3 s. m., ^H (or |9{J)
3 s. /. & 2 s. m. t

||bj Is., || ^31 pi., also

(6) 3^. for n|^. fr. WE*, and

(c) sjy.
for n5 fr. HD3, ^?n for

JV
r
(/). |

3 s. m., ?|n 3 s./. & 2 s. *., etc. [see Tab. XXIII] ;

Pi. H hl\ 3 s. n., ^J^ 3 s./. & 2 s. ., etc. [see Tab. XXIII];

* N.B. It is only a H Quiescent that is thus dropped. "When the 3d Rt-letter is

n Consonantal, this is not dropped ;
but we have the forms

KAL Tast PQ| 3 s. *., JRO?! 2 s. m., etc., Fut.
aaj*

3 s. m., etc.,

HIPH. Fut.
Fp3J>

3 s. m., etc.,

and so others.

f There may be -7- in Pause, instead of the .

J For a ' Variation' when the 1 st Rt-letter is
'

Guttural,' see Obs. XXVIII (0).

Comp. Tab. XXIII & Obs. XXVIII.

K This is merely a Form-word, as also are some few others of the words here

given for illustration.

H The may be lengthened into in a Pause-form [comp. 167 (i)
& (ii)].
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(a) :.J
3 s. m., fi 3 s. /. & 2 s. w., etc. [see"
Table XXlif, also Note (J), p. 190],

(6) JjIB*
for

Pin?!
fr. PinD, and so j? for

Pli^!
fr.

np>, ptf>n
for

ni?5ffl,
etc.

;

JZ.
*^|JJ*

3 s. w., *^irin 3 s. /. & 2 s. a., etc. [see

Table XXIIIJ.

Note (i)
nfcO to see has (with 1 Conversive) VT& for both

PJ&W -ST. & PI&O1 ##., in the 3 s. m., besides the .KaJ forms

5 3 s. m., K^n (& K-JFU)
3 s./. & 2 s. m., &OK (& &OK))

1 s.

Note
(ii) nn^ ZT0. to bow oneself, to worship, has the following

Apocopated Future Forms:

inJD^. for mqFiB> 3 s. ., ^pin^ri for
njciri^Jn

3 s./.,

comp. Note (tj on Tab. XXIII.

N.B.
-linJil^l

Gen. xxvii. 29 is Kri for 1PUW1 JBA2. The (which

the Student may see under the 1 in
IHri^.l there) is put as

a Defective Shurik, Pt. I, 14. This is unavoidable, because the

lull Shurik
(-1)

could not be written without the 1.

Obs. XXVIII. When the 1 st Kt-letter is n, or PI, or JJ, there are some

1 Variations' from Tab. XXIII (corresponding to the 'Variations' in Tab. XVI (1)),

as might be expected ;
thus

;

(a) From rbv, the Fut. JT. formsf are fl^P, r6$tt), >jm, pfrgN
1 s., etc.,

nSy
:

3 1 pi.,

and so from POPl, the Fut. Z". forms J are PUQ*, njQJPl, etc., P!3P|3
1 pi.,

Uke Ib^, Ibjjn, etc., in Tab. XVI (1) ;

03) From Htn, the Fut. K. forms are
PITrjJ, HTpn, \tnri, mpK 1 s., etc.,

Hjnj
i pi.,

and so from HDH, the Fut. K. forms are
PlOnj, HOnn, pn; nn^ 1 s.,

etc., non 1 pi.,

like yygvt inyn, etc., in Tab. XVI (1),

(7) From run, the Fut. K. is
n|?i;, nann, etc., like

lg%J
&

1DCIJ
in Note (*)

on Tab. XVI (1), and so, fr. HHH, HPI^, etc.

Note. From iTi1
! ^o * & PIT! ^o ft'w the Fut. K. forms are n.*!?* &

etc., see pages 277 & 279.

.

* The may be lengthened into in a Pause-form [comp. 167 (i)
& (ii).

f For the apocopated forms, see () below.

J For - before PI in apocopated forms, see (C, *) below.
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(5) When the 2d Rt-letter is H, or n, or JJ, the only 'Variations' (besides the

Compound form adopted by any Moving Shva under one of those letters)

are in the Apocopated forms
; thus,

in the K. Fut. 3 s. m., we have y&\ for H^ (fr. !W), and so

PID* for mil!?* (fr. HHIO), corresponding to
T!^

for
HT^. (fr. PITH), but

(e) when, by reason of Apocopation, the 2d Rt-letter PI is made to stand at the end

of the word, and without a Yowel after it, this n has Mappek [Pt. I, 31],

because it is not a Quiescent but a Consonantal PI ; thus,

in the K. Fut. 3s./., we have

poni and r6ni (fr. nro and nnS),

Note. The forms rDfl and PI ?Pl correspond to the forms X^ ? fcpfy

etc., in Tab. XXIII, and these correspond to such forms as

te, ^ffo, etc., for rfa?, n^n, etc. (fr. Pl
5

?^).

() When the forms in (a), (),, (7), lose by Apocopation their 3d Rt-letter

(H Quiescent*), then their 1 st Rt-letter takes ^- and the prefixes fJVK take

(a) sometimes as in

(?3 t 3 s. m.
t ^Jp t 3 s./. & 2 s. m.

t fyx 1 1 s., ^3 f 1 pi.,

and so ^PP in ^D*l 3 s. m. Fut. ^. of H^H,
~C" AT

tnJ:) 3 s./. Fut. Jf. of ntn, etc., and

"inri in irjni 3 s./. Fut. ^. of mn,~and

(6) sometimes -7- (before H for the 1 st Et-letter), as in

JIT fr. run, TO fr. rnm, yyt
fr. nnn.

Note. The apocop. form "HIT (3 s. m. Fut. A", of rHPl) belongs to the same

Class as 5^ for H|^> (fr. rQ$), the H taking for Euphony

as in the 2 s./. Past forms
Jjinj5^ 15 H3^, etc., Tab. XVI (3) (C).

(TJ)
In the H<t>. also there are Variations

'

like those in Tab. XVI (1) ; thus,

INFIX.
n|?jm, (Absol.), nftgO, n'l^rj|, etc.,

PAST r6gn 3 s. m., n^gn (or ^)
2 s. m., 'JV^rj l s ., -l^.n

3 pi., etc.,

and

nn^yni 3 s. /., qfyp] (or *))
2 s. m., etc., with 1,-comp.

"Note (t) on Tab.'XVI (1).

PARTIC. nby.D (i.e. nSy.D)
s. w., etc.,

IMPER. H^H 2 s. m., ^H 2 s./., etc.,

FUT.
r$J

3 s. m., n^ri 3 s. /. or 2 s. m., ^J[n
2 s. /., rf$K 1 s., etc.,

* It is only the Quiescent n that is dropped, not J1 Consonantal*

t The prefixes trVK may have T in Pause-forms.
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(0) (a) The apocopated form of H^n H<$>. Imper. 2 s. m. is ^H (corresponding to

*pn in Tab. XXIII, for hs^D, fr. PIB1), and

(6) The apocopated forms of the H$. Fut. (corresponding to ^, etc., in

Tab. XXIII) are

^ 3 s. w., ^Fl 3 s./. or 2 s. m., ^K 1 s., ^3 1 pi.,

and the Pause-forms of these are

&] 3 s. m.j J^n 3 s./. & 2 s. m., &JJK 1 s., Ay3 1 pi.

N.B. These forms of the Fut. H$. in (0, &) are the same as the forms

of the Fiat. K. in (, a).

(t)
In the -2V(J>.

the Past forms are with -a- (rather than with the -TT in

Tab, XVI (1)) ; thus,

from ?W> nfe$3 3 s. w.> (but HJJ^j 3 s./, p. JPintPgi), V^3 3 pi. ; and

so from n:y, *n^ 1 s.;

but, from n^H,wehave ^H^nj 1 s., &I|U 3 pi., (with the Partic.-forms

n^oj & rfcrtj s. /., nftm pi. /. ; also, from nan we have nsm
Partic. s./., and from \T\T(* we have D^fli pi. i.).

Note. For the JY>. of Hn see p. 278.

(K) The only Soph, forms of n?JJ which occur are irregular, viz.,

n^yn 3 s. m., tnrteh 3 s./. in Pause
;

but, from n^n, we have ^vpn 1 s. with -^r(5) under the n as in

Tab. XXIII.

Obs. XXIX. For the Participles it is sufficient to refer to p. 173. But we

may append here the following general remark :

Obs. XXX. A word may occur in the CONSTRUCT form before a Preposition, as in

to 'Din ^3 all that-trust in Him (Ps. ii. 12), where *pin is Kal Partic. pi. m.

'i.e.' fr. nDn
, etc. Comp. 52, N.B.

* From mn we have also the JV>. Past 3 pi.
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EXERCISE XL [On Verbs n, Table XXIII.]

(
To be translated into English, with the help of the Glossary at the

end of the book.)

trrav
T ;

TTT T x

: "^-HaT-rb l

rf\xrh "nTV:

"3 :
24

T : v T :

1 JlfcO 2T. to see, JV<^. to be seen,, to appear, H$. to cause to see, to shew.

2 D3J ^. to behold [ 141, 7 ()].
s H^3 Z". to depart, go captive, N<p. to be

revealed, to be uncovered, Pi. to reveal, to uncover, H$. to cause to go captive, to

take captive, Hoph* to be made to go captive, to be taken captive.
4
PHS^ (with

1 added ' *
, ^0*^)

a princess.
6 fOHP a province.

6 iTfl *
-ST. to be, also some-

times 'to become,' comp. p. 254 (4, b), especially when followed by 7, for an

example or two of which see the Footnote on
p.. 255, Aty. to be done (also to be

done for, or destroyed), to be brought to pass.
' DD tribute (DD? iTH to become

tributary. For the ^ comp. Eule II on p. 225).
8 time. 9 mn to weep.

10
by

day.
" and [by] night.

12 bnSJ a couch, Tab. X, 1. 13 HDD H$. to dissolve,

make to melt. 14 HD* Pi. to watch, look eagerly.
15 what. 16 im Pi. to speak.

[For the comp. Pt. I, 70, and for the comp. 168, i.]
" in my case [or,

perhaps, "against me," "unto me" (E.V.
" in me," in the margin)].

18 rbl

K. to come to an end, to fail (when used of the eyes), Pi. to finish. 19
|)J| (/.) an eye.

20 nDflt to make a noise, to roar. 21 S'l a bear (root 11*1).
22 ^3 all, every, the

whole
(^3

when unaccented), with Affs. 1;>3 the whole of him, etc., as in Tab. Ill, 2.

23 and like the doves. 24 nJH f to make a murmuring or moaning noise, to moan.

85 i"Q6^ to take captive, N<f>. to be taken captive.
26

|iy iniquity (pi.

* The forms from this Eoot are given on pp. 276-278.

f See Obs. XXVIII (0), p. 191.
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: : T : v v

T -:
- T -: : w-

. to be many or great, H$. to multiply or make many (or great).
28

/V0>

followed by the Noun ^D perfidy, 'to act very perfidiously' (compare the Note

within the [ ] on p. 228, v. 11 there). N.B. *

to-multiply to-act-very-perfidiously' =
4
to act over-and-over-again very-perfidiouslyj or some other such strong expression.

For the (o) comp. 168, i, the 1 is here '

superfluous.'
29 rnyh an abomination.

30 &V]3 nations, heathen. 31 HD3 Pt. to try, tempt.
32 mD H<j>. to provoke, rebel

against.
33 PI3S to turn (followed by 7S ,

" to turn to" =" to regard ").
34 because of.

35 His covenant. 36
*]D^ H<j>. to add (used sometimes with a Verb following it

to express "doing so again," thus "to add to do evil" =" to do evil again."
37 n'^y* K. to do, make, act, N<{>. to be done, made, also to be executed (as punish-

ment).
38 the evil, or that which was evil. 39 mn t K. to burn or be kindled (used

of anger), Hty. to make to burn, to kindle [wrath] transitively.
40

provocations (E.V.).

great, pi. /. No. 32 [comp. 137 (3), Note (t)]. No. 19, a ' is

dropped here. 44 as. 45 a horrible thing (/.)
46

decreed-punishment.
47 D3 a

daughter (the same '

i.e.').
48 lamentation. 49 and mourning.

60
|N sheep, a flock

(a plur./. Verb may be used with this as Subject).
61 for food. 52 beast of, beasts

of. 53 HIV t H$- to pervert.
54

Iffi
a way (Tab. X, 1). n<py* ^ to go up>

H$. to cause to go up, take up, bring up.
56 Chaldees (with a *

superfluous
'

here).
67 the covering of. 58 rbl) /. a carcase. 59 torn (E.V.),

" like the dung" (others).
60 Nebuchadnezzar. 61 J1D3 to stretch out, extend, incline, to slip (of the feet).

* See Obs. XXVIII, p. 191, etc. t (C> b) p. 192. t See p. 309.
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:
M rft!n&G

t

en
T : T v :

- -

T T T V: V T T

T T v: v : v; T : : v v T :
-

;

v .
... T T - -: V; V

Jl-tn
M^ 98 WP\ ^** aa ^^n *is>

101 100

*nn
I vv

62 i"nt Pz. to scatter. 63 in the lands. 64 on account of. 65 these things.
66

to be weak, to fail (used of the eyes).
67
by reason of vexation. 68 7I1X mourning.

69 nyn to err, wander (Partic. pi. m. {

i.c.'=erring of).
70 heart. 7 ^

t\Wp H$. to

harden. 72

*ty neck, back of the neck (Tab. XI, 1).
73 fllK He. to lust. [with]

lust. N.B. to lust [with] lust=to lust greatly.
75 HH^ He. to bow oneself, to

worship [Tab. XXIII, Notes f to If].
76 to gods.

77 other (pi. m.}. K. to be

low, Pi. to humble, to bring down, He. to humble oneself, to become low. 79 woe !

80 PIE! JV<p. to be cut off. 81 like a shadow. 82
*j^>n N$. to be gone.

83
severity,

hardship, hard-things (E.V.).
84 HtOV* Hq>. to cause to cover as with clothing (and,

when followed by^ ,

" to clothe one with ").
85 shame. 86 like the unclean thing.

87 fiDD PL to cover, to hide, He. to cover oneself. 88 ^ over. 89 with the

shadow of death, w "IDT to remember. 91 HDH Pi. to wait for. 92 DX a

father. 3
(&) for

(HK)b) why ? 94 HDV JT. to be veiled [p. 173, Note (t)].

95 when ? 96 shall I come ? 97 before. 98 the obduracy of. "
Thy Eight-hand.

100
pjgj-) . to be weak or slack, H$. to make slack, to stay (also to let-go-onjs-hold-oft

* See Obs. XXVIII, p. 191, etc.
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UBfttttNfe H*> * **** 100 fcW, 104-lfriM 103^

EXERCISE XLI [Second Exercise on Verbs n, Table XXIII.]

(To be translated into English, with the help of the Glossary

at the end of the book.)

%: v

ra awn ewi
v - - T T

a nBfon 'anwi t lib ^
T T v -

'i nto'rpS
3nn*i t inm& SKI ^an ^K ^

v : ||- :
- .- T : v : v v v T:

p p
T| \ : I

and so to forsake).
101 ni^P?. to command, Pu. to be commanded. 102 salvation of

(plu. /.).
103 it is enough.

104 now. 105 nyi to inquire [page 172 (0)].

106 nifcy to return. 107 HHK (page 271).
108 "IDS to say.

109 ^V to stand, stand

fast. no HV^ to look, have regard (or respect).
1U nHQ H$. to give enlargement,

112 to Japheth.
113

pK> to dwell. 1U ^n a tent. 115 Shem. 116 Canaan. u? 71.

us nnn* to conceive. 119 1^ to bear (a child).
12 at the time of his old-age.

W1^ to go.
2 in the wilderness of. 123 ^ t to lift, lift up.

' 2* Hp^ J3^. to

* See Obs. XXVIII (a], p. 192.

t The 1 s* Et-letter 3 is dropped in the Fut. K., as in Tab. XIX, thus
'

(for KE>, etc. For the forms from this Root see pp. 302-304.
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:
i27 Dv>n

133

ant
v -: - T T

ifev ^wi : MSP i iw K drraN N 'NINI :
186

<i

nib
T

n-in

v -
I v -:-:

n : --nnn y iv ^wi t JN^H HN

give-drink-to, to water. 125
iTIp Jff". to happen, to occur, H<j>. to cause things to

occur, to direct events. 126 before me. 127
to-day.

128 "IHD Pi. to hasten. 129
TT\y

Pi. to pour out. 13 the drinking-trough.
m HX^ EB. to be amazed in oneself.

132 Hp^ to take, Tab. XIX (A).
133 the veil. 131 HQ^* K. to be beautiful, He. to

beautify oneself. [For the Dagesh after HO comp. Pt. I, 70.]
135 BM3 to be

ashamed, Tab. XX. 138
nip K. & Pt to wait, wait for, look with waiting for [the

K. Partic (1), in the Plu., with Pron.-Aff. signifies "those waiting for so and so."]
137 nT2 to despise.

138 the birthright.
139 nnn to be dim, or dull. " HN1 to see

[the pref. D here signifies
" so as not" or " so as not to"].

U1 E^33 K. to approach,

H$. to cause to approach, to bring near. U2 ^DX to eat. 143 and he brought.
144 nnK> to drink. 145 H1H to be (p. 276).

146 blessed (sing. w.).
u"

and for thee (m.).

us nn^ a woman-servant ( 67).
149

*b\ a child (m.), Tab. X, 1.
1SO DVy to be

numerous, to be mighty.
151

almost, nearly.
152

Dip to arise. 153 n?*l to draw-

water. m mn to rejoice.
155

JJDJ to journey.
15G Drii> N$. to fight.

157 HltJ' to

* In the Fut. K., ttB, HQ^n, etc., the lt Et-letter becomes Quiescent in
,

as in
ntO'^ 1D^ ;

etc.,' in Tab. XVIII (1).
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w :
iOMrm iBtes 13

37 fcW) t Wife* ^
: r "

% v -:
-

I
- - T T : :

:

55wrru run Dun n
.

f -.

j
i62 DJvrn D^n 'n^ 161

9 n"3^ n^ :
20

j.... i T . . _
i

u n
.

i
_.

T v:v v T ;

n- t
|. T . . _. _

: ^Bi 169
rVDn 3

take captive [this, followed by^ (p. Vyg) a captivity, stands for "
to take a body

of captives"].
159 idols. 159 afar off. 16 nmp graves.

161
|HJ to give.

162 nn to

live. 163 to my Beloved. 164
grapes.

165
bad-grapes.

166 my* to put on as an

ornament, to adorn oneself with. 167 i"6n to be sick, or ill.
168

JJDSJJ to hear.

169 piDH* to trust. 17 HT Pi. to liken. m stubble. 17S "UJ H$. to tell.

173 ny&
: HQ. to look at oneself (also to become afraid).

m rkw to prosper.

175 2HX to love. 176 mi K. to have dominion, to subdue, Bq>. to cause to subdue.

" fill to be abundantly satisfied.
178 mba field. 179 flKWwork (p. 44).

18
|j? Cain.

* See Obs. XXVIII, p. 191, etc.
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EXERCISE XLII [Table XXII].

(To be translated into Hebrew, 11, -/*)

Look-with-waiting
x
(s. m.) to (7tf) The-LoRD. I-have-looked-

with-waiting-for
1 The-LoRD, my soul* 2 hath-looked-with-wait-

ing,
1 and for (7) His word I-have-hoped.

3 Well 4 hast-Thou-

dealt 5 with (Dtf) Thy servant,
6 0-LoRD, according-to (D) Thy

word. Make-distinguished
7
Thy loving-kindnesses.

8 In (i)

Thy doing
9
tremendous-things

10
[which] we-could-not-look-for

(Hebr. not we-could-look-for
11

).

If 12 The-LoRD shall-not build 13 a house,
14 in-vain 15

[will] its

builders* 17 have-laboured 16 in (1) it. A-spreading-place-of
18

nets 19 she-shall-be 20 in the midst 21 of the sea.22 And-she-shall-

become (Hebr. and-she-shall-be^ for) the spoil
23 of heathen-

nations.24 She-shall-not-be-built 25
any-more.

26
Thy (/.) builders

27

had-perfected
28

thy beauty.
29

Thy (/.) shame* 31 shall-be-dis-

covered,
30
yea

32
thy disgrace*

34 shall-be-seen.33 Despised
35

[art]

thou (m.) exceedingly.
36

According-as
37 thou-hast-done 38

(m.)

shall-be-done 38
(m.) to thee. Heaven* 40 shall-disclose 39

(plu.)

his iniquity.
41 The increase* 43 of his house 14

shall-go-away.
42

1
Hip Pi. 2

PBJ (/.) Tab. X, 1. 3 IV F</>.
* liD .

5 nb>y .
6
"ny Tab. X, 6.

7 H^Q Ify.
8 noH loving-kindness, Tab. X, 1.

9 Infin. K. of No. 5. 10
H'Wlia.

Fut. Pi. of No. 1. 12 DK. 13 H33. 14 JV3 (w.), Tab. XIII, 3. 15

K|^;
16 tey. Partic (1) of No. 13 (with Pron.-Aff. his),

w
HD^P.

"
D^D^q.

2o n"n. 2i
^n,i.c. -qin.

22
Dj.

23 t3. 24 D^. 25 ^. of NO. 13. 26
iij;

2' Partic (1) of No. 13. 28 fe Past K.% 29
^DJ* (w. Aflfs. VBJ, etc.).

30 H^J A>.

Fit. apocop.
31

nn^.
S2 D3. 33 HNI. 3*

nS"}!!.
3

'

5 "11 iT. Partic (2)

87
1^K| .

'

39 rwy & to do, N$. to be done. 39 H^J Pt. 40
DJOB?

y.
42 n^3 -r. Fut. apocop.

43 bm, m. "
Bfyj.

45 DV (w. Affs. iSJ), etc.).

* The Verb to precede the Noun. t Past with 1 prefixed.

I As in Tab. XIV.
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Each-one 44 to (7N) his people
45

they-shall-turn
46

(w.). And

I-will-give-drink-to*
47 the land 48 of thy (m.) inundation 49 from

thy blood.50 And I-will-cover* 51
. . , heaven.40

[As-for] that

night
52

. . . let-it-not rejoice
53
among the days

54 of a year
55

: . . .

let it-look 56 for (7) light
57 and there-be-none,

58 and let-it-not-

behold (Hebr. not let-it- look 59 at 60
)
the eyelids

61 of a morning-
dawn.62

And they-shall-build*
13 the-old-waste-places (Hebr. the

desolations of old-time^). For-Zion's-sake (Hebr. because o/
65

Zwnm) I-will-not-be-silent. 67 And thou-shalt-be 20
(/.) a crown 68

of beautiful-glory
69 in the hand 70 of The-LoKD.

0-come 71 let-us-worship
72 and fall-down f 73

j let-us-kneelf
74

before75 The-LonD our Maker.76

46 rue. 47
rips? ff<p.

*s
jn.K.

49
nap (w. Affs. ^flss, etc.).

50
D^ w. Affs.

'm, etc.).
51 HD3 Pi. 52 nW (m.).

53 HIH K. Fut. apocop. [p. 170 (e, a)].

64 DV (see Yocab.).
55

HJ^. Hip Pz. Fut. apocop. 11K. 58
JJ.

69 HK"I

. Fut. (full form).
60 1*^ prefix.

61
DJSyDj; .

62
"in^.

6S
nhnrj [.see 69 (0)].

flV.
67 n^H [the Fut. K. has the ( ^')-fprm ; thus,

nnx^Jn.
70

1; (i-
c - T)-

7I ^3. 72 nn&; mFut.
[see 'NOTE' on page 315].

73 y~Q Fut.
( ), Pause-form. 74

"pl.
'5

>J^.
76

n'^V K. Partic (1).

* Past with 1 prefixed. f With the H of 144.
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OBSERVATIONS XXXI & XXXII.

Obs. XXXI. A List of Verbs belonging to more than one of the Seven Classes

mentioned in 186 sometimes called 'Doubly Irregular' Verbs,

is given on pages 267, etc., below.

Obs. XXXII. A few examples of two-fold 'Variations,' in some remarkable

instances, are given in Note IV (page 174).
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EXERCISE XLIII.

(To be translated into English, with the help of the Glossary at the

end of the book).

: tr-KO px/bw n 2nxv
. _ . .

| :: | :
- % T

3
ton ^ : ^rfesn

6Y^ 'NtoJ? 1
4

*jfibEN SJJT

1 Lord. 2 t?^^ K. to go out, IT^. to bring out. 3 HtD3 K. to incline, to extend,

H$. to cause to incline or extend, to bow, to bow down, also to make to turn away

(or send away, dismiss).
4 yD> K. to hear, Hq>. to proclaim.

5 Nil to come,

JT^). to cause to come, to bring.
6 before Thee. 7 K0 K. to lift up, to bear, to

raise, also to forgive (followed by 7).
8 HfcO to see.f

9 my sins. 10 11 to come

down, go down. n As for Thee. 12 n> K. to fear, N$. to be feared. 13
Hip Pi.

to wait, wait for. u H13 (the H Consonantal) to shine, to be bright, Tfy. to make

bright, to lighten.
15 my darkness. 16 niN to be willing.

17 ^3X to eat, to enjoy.
18 mjJ PL to afflict. 19

na*p.281 to grieve.
20
1^ unto. This together with the

next word H3X " when ?"= " how long ?
" 21 in vain. 22 HDD .S^. to strike, to smite,

Soph, to be smitten. 23
on, upon. This followed by the word flE) (what} =" why ?"

"tvherefore?" comp. Nu. xxii. 24 H^H to be sick, to be ill. 25 ^D JT. & Hoph.

to be able. 26 n^b JT. & ^Vi/). to be weary.
27 X13 JV</>. to prophesy.

* For the - see Ft. I, 72. f Also "
to look," followed by 3 "at."
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: T5?n
22

nn:pn : TpSp HJ

: -^M ^ onfc
22

T> t "n&rs inn 2a '3&
V T I V V T |

- - t T :
- V V

-..

T:- v

T .. :

*

T : T .. T :
-

;

:
w

: :
v

: :

Mn ii

rtK: 68 rnto i

28
Epliraim.

29 their young men. ^ in the battle, or war. 31 "DD to be heavy,

H<p. to make heavy.
32

VjJ a yoke, w. Affs. i^ etc. 33 luxurious one (/.) .
34 two (/.) .

This with the next word=" these two things."
35 bereavement. s6 and widowhood.

37
Assyria.

3S
fftj} Lebanon. 39 HD 1

" to be beautiful. 40 the angel of. 41
corpses.

i2 HID to die, Tab. XX. 43 n'pD to come to naught, to be consumed. 44
"|^ to go,

or to come. 45 flT! to live. 46 the Amorite. 47 113 to move away.
48 Chaldeans.

49 712 a daughter.
80 a bride. 51 the calamity of. 52 ^Hp 170. to sanctify oneself.

63 at the sacrifice. 54 flby to make, to do, to act. 55 HH^ He. to Avorship (followed

by fy.
56 before Thee. 57 Lord. 58 m ^0. to teach. 59 m J7^. to praise, to

render thankful acknowledgments. a wonder, a wondrous thing.
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EXERCISE XLIY.

(To be translated into Hebrew, 11. f /u.)

I-will-lift-up
1

my eyes
2
to (fy the mountains 3

:

From-whence 4
shall-come

5

my help
6
?

My help [is] from The-LORD,

The Maker 7
of heaven 8 and earth

9
.

Many*
11

shall-see
10

,
and shall-fearf

12

,

And-shall-put-their-trust
13

in The-LoRD.

To-be-feared |
12

[is] He above
(^y)

all
14

[that are called] God".

[It is] time 16
to seek

17

The-LoRD,

Until-that
18 He-come 5 and rain

19

righteousness
20 unto

(7) you.

THOU-hast-brought
21

[the] day
22

Thou-hast-called-for
23

.
-

Sit-thou
24

(/) still
25 and enter

5
into p) the darkness 26

.

And there-shall-come
5

(3s./) upon thee (/.) suddenly
27

Destruction
28

[which] thou-shalt-not know-of 29
.

[It is] good
30

to-give-thanks
81

to The-LoRD.

1

tffeo, pp. 302304. 2

py, Tab. XIII (t, /5).
3 D^Tl. 4

j?Np.
5
K11, pp.

272275. 6

Tjy m. [ 62 (iii)].
7 TO Partic. (1) K. i. c.'

Tab. X (1).
10

flfen.
"
D^n.

12 K1V pp. 286288.

" D^r6. 16

ny.
17 B?m. 18

iy.
19 nn^ Jff0, pp. 288 & 289. 20

of No. 5.
8a DV. 23

"lp.
21

1{^^ Tab. XVIII. 2$ DW. 2(J

88 29W Tab. XYIII, Note (3).
30 liD. sl Hl^ ff<f>. pp. 281 & 282.

The Tense before the Noun. f Pause-form.

N$. Partic. Future tense.
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Whep.-Israel-went-forth (Hebr. in going-forth-of \\ Israel
33

)

from Egypt
34

,

And He-smote 35
all

14

[the] firstborn
38 in their (m.) land 9

,

Egypt was-glad
87 at (i) their (m.) departing ||

32

;

And He-brought-out
83

Israel
38 from among-them (Hebr. their

m. midst*
8

),

And there-went-forth
82 from trouble

89 a righteous-one
40

(m.);

Lightnings*
42

gave-light-to
41

the-world
43

,

And He-bowed 44 heavens 8 and-came-down45
.

We-will-not fear
12

though-the-earth-be-moved (Hebr. in One's-

removing earth
9

).

Let-us-lift-up
47 our heart

48
.

Hear 49
-thou, [0] daughter

50

,
and see

10
, and incline

51
thine ear

52

;

Forget
53

also
54

thy people
55 and the house 56

of thy father
57

:

And the King*
69

shall-delight-Himself-in
68

thy beauty
60

:

For 61 He [is] thy Lord
62

,
and worship

63
-thou Him (Hebr. to Him).

Open
M
-ye (m.) to me the gates

65
of righteousness

20

,

I-will-enter
5

by (^) them, I-will-give-thanks-to
31 The-LoRD 66

.

32 fcW pp. 284286. w tiiW. DnyP ()
3S rOJ H<J>. Fut. apocop., pp.

298 & 299. 36
Ito?.

87 HDb K. Past 3 . m. 38

qJF)
w. Affs. to'tfl, etc., comp.

Tab. XIII, Note (t, e).
89

H^.
46 p^V 11K T0. phi. of pn3, Tab. IX.

13 'pin. ** HD: Jr. Fut. apocop., p. 297. * IT [with -=- to the 3d Kt-letter, as in

165 (I. 5)]. "rtD H<f>. Infin.
*7

". Fut. 1 pi. of No. 1. ni^, w. Affs. U3^
etc. y^. 50

H3.
"

H<j>. of No. 44.
s2

|?X, w. Affs. ^JN, etc., Tab. XI. 1.

s
|-|D^. 1 (to be prefixed to the word "Forget"). D^, w. Affs. iy etc.

*
n?5 Tab. XIII. 3.

"
2$ Tab. XIII. 1. H1K T^. Fut. apocop., p. 267.

" ^- M
B;,

w. Affs. V?)> etc, (Comp. 63. 7). 3. fllK pi.
M

||
Infin. K. * The tense before the Noun.
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We-give-thanks
81

[Obs. IX, p. 93] unto
(*?) Thee, [0] God 87

, we-

give-thanks
31

[Past];

Yea68 now 69
, our God 67

, giving-thanks
81

[Partic.] we [are] unto

6) Thee;
And Thy Name 70

for-ever
71

we-will-celebrate
81

. Sela 72
.

And heavens* 8
shall-celebrate

31

Thy wonders (Hebr. wonder 73

),

[0] LORD.

I-will-praise
31 The-LoRD with ft) all

14

my heart
74

.

Come 5

-ye before-Him 75 amid ft) glad-singing
76

.

[0] give-thanks
31 unto

(*?) The-LoRD, for
61

[He is] good
77

,

For61
for-ever

71

[endureth] His Mercy
78

.

see Note () on Tab. XXIII. " nna. M
*\%V (m.), Tab. X. 5. M

a.
m Vocab. I. 1. ""

1 the prefix.
6"

nny.
70
D^, Tab. XIH, Note .

n

78

n^>9. ^, Tab. X. 2.
7*

l!?, w. Affs.^ etc.
75

78

, Tab. X. 1.

Tense before Noun.
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OBSEKVATIONS XXXIII L.

OBB. XXXIII. The following is a List of the Tables of Verb-forms with Pron-

Affixes:

Tab. XXIV. Infinitives.

Tab. XXV. Past-Tense Kal.

Tab. XXVI. Participles.

Tab. XXVII. Imperative Kal.

Tab. XXVIH. Future-Tense Kal.

Tab. XXIX. Some Pl-el and Hiph-tt forms.

Tab. XXX. Forms of Verbs H"
1

?.

A few CHANGES OF FORM adopted by Verbs on receiving Pron-Affs. may be

mentioned here :

Obs. XXXIV. In accordance with the Great Eule of 59, "the vowel which

would stand NEXT BUT ONE BEFORE, or THIRD FROM THE

ACCENTED VOWEL is generally dropped" (if it can be dropped)
and is replaced by Shva : thus,

(a) the ~ of 1^3 is dropped and replaced by Shva in

Vlj3B, etc., and so in other Past K. forms, see

Tab. XXV, [for the of the p, see Obs. XXXVIII];

(j8) the of such forms as D 11^ etc., Tab. XX, is thus

dropped in such forms as *tiW\>\ and in <l

jp!
and

\&\>\, etc. But

Obs. XXXV. The vowel which would be thus dropped CANNOT be dropped if

it is followed either

(a) by Shva, as in ^IpD* etc., jht!-, etc - or

(/3) by Dagesh F., as in IjjjB etc., *lj?B etc., 1j3B* etc.;

(7) but in order to shorten the word the NEXT VOWEL

is THEN DROPPED (if it can be dropped) ;
and so we

have the forms,

1*3???,
eto - Tab - xxviii; and -inr^!, -inrtfjiD,

etc., in which the of
J"lf]!, ^"irjFI,

is replaced

by the Slight-vowel
~

[Pt. I, 56]; and so

etc, with
,
from

JhrjK;

etc., Tab. XXIX, and
-l-n^B, etc., and

J, etc., Tab. XXIX (II, a).

(5) For 'Fat. ( )' forms such as ttf^, etc., see

Obs. XXXIX below.

Obs. XXXVI. Sometimes no vowel can be dropped, and so we have the H<f>.

forms
'tTippn, etc., and }3Tj5K, etc., of Tab. XXIX (I, /3)

and (II, /3).
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Obs. XXXVII. In H<f>. forms of some Boots there is no Shva after the first

Vowel, and this Vowel can then be dropped ;
as in such

forms as
iOV?LJ, etc., from

D'prj, (Tab. XX), and so in

Obs. XXXIV 03) above.

Obs. XXXVIH. The of the 'closed' syllable in
1J3B, etc., is lengthened into

when the syllable in which it is becomes '

open
'

[comp.

Obs. XXIII, p. 185]. Thus we have from 1J33 such forms as

Vlj^ etc., Tab. XXV.

Obs. XXXIX. Verbs Tut.
( )', instead of dropping the (as the _i. of npS

etc., is dropped in Tab. XXVIII), generally lengthen the

into as in Obs. XXXVIII
; thus,

from Bb^, '3$^J with Aff. me, DB>2&! with Aff.

them (m).

Obs. XL. The - in such forms as -inn^S t
etc., is the -7- of Obs. XXXVIII

in an 'open' syllable, being derived from the of "1(23.

Obs. XTJ. The of the ?#3 form (of Past K.) remains with Affs. ; thus

(a) From nntf, bnK., ;pnK:j
etc., and

() In such forms as ^-Un^ they (m.) have loved thee (m.),

the of nn is given to the 2d Et-letter in the form

for the 3 pi. (-linX) when with the Affix as here.

[See also Notes (a) and (ft)
on Tab. XXVH, and Notes (a) and

(ft)
on Tab.

XXVIII. ]

Obs. XLII. In some instances Verb-forms w. Affs. occur with the of the

7^3 form of Past K.
, although the 3 s. m. Past K. in use is

of the ^3 form; thus,

from KH'1 the 3 s. m. Past K. in use is KHJ, but we have also

of the 7$?3 form in

K. Past 3 pi. with 1 Pref. and Aff. her,

K. Past 3 pi. with 1 Pref. and Aff. thee m.,

and from this -*- it is possible that the of the following forms

may be obtained, viz.

K. Past 2 s. m. with 1 Pref. and Aff. her,

K. Past. 2 s. m. with 1 Pref. and Aff. them m.

Note (i.) The occurs also in

Dfl^TI K- Past 2 P1 - -> with 1 Pref-> [comp. Tab.
'

XXV, Notes (a) and (j8)],

but the other parts of the K. Past (from this Boot fcjn^) which

occur agree with the forms from "IpB in Tab. XIV; thus,

V (p. : npT) 2 s. w., -I^V 1 pi. (and w. Aff. her

(ii.) There are other instances of Roots from which both ?#3 and

forms occur.
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Note (iii.) The of a V3 form, when followed by Quiescent, is shortened

into o on the addition of an Affix removing the Accent from the syllable which

contains that --; thus tffej gives P$^ K- Past 1 s. w. Aff. him, fr. ^>D>.

This is done in order to get rid of the UNACCENTED LONG Vowel before the

QUIESCENT Shva under the b [Comp. Pt. I, 55 (8)].

Obs. XLHI. The Pron. Affs. for the 2 s. m., and the 2 pi. m. and 2 pi. /., viz.,

^
-

(or H? -), and D? - and JD -,
require a Shva under the last letter of the word to which

they are affixed, therefore any MOVING Shva under the pre-

ceding letter must be replaced by a Slight-vowel (but a

QUIESCENT Shva may of course stand). The Slight Vowel

generally agrees with the Vowel that was dropped; thus

(i.)
from n]M we have T]j^ D?.TT^, p*]^., in

Tab. XXVIII, etc., where the p has the

Slight-vowel (o) corresponding to the

which is dropped in 13'lj??'! ,
etc. ;

and so,

(ii.)
from 1J5S we have ^nj53 (Tab. XXIX, I. a), etc.,

and

from 1$\ we have
*|*]j3B (Tab. XXIX, H. a), etc.,

where the p has the Slight-vowel corresponding
to the -77- which is dropped in nfpS) etc., and

etc.

(iii.) Instead of the -7- in (ii.) there is sometimes
,

as in DaySNg (fr. ^BXi$) Job xvi. 5. Comp.

Note II (7) on p. 89.

Obs. XLIV. Before a Guttural letter, as n, the of the Pl-el is generaUy
NOT DROPPED except in Pause. Thus we have

;jrfe^8
I witt send thee (m.) away, from 0^8 etc.

But in Pause the is dropped as in
^fl^X..

Note. A as Slight-vowel, before under a Guttural, requires no remark
;

as that is what the Student would expect of course.

Obs. XLV. The Pause-form of the Aff. ^ thee (m.) is not only J
*| w , but

also J
;] -^ ,

as seen in the last-cited example. Comp. Note e

(ii.) on Tab. XXVIII.

Obs. XLVI. This is often so in the case of Verbs !"!"? with this Aff. in Pause;

as in : 3 ;
Wfc? Pause-form of ^5 (Fut. PI 1 s., fr. HIV),

And so in the forms { ^ifl and J
^jlflK

on p. 282.

Note. But the form t ?J -% (without the Dagesh) also occurs, as in ,' TjYl
1
* on

p. 282.
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Obs. XLVII. Verbs having for their 3d
Bt-lelter ft Quiescent drop this PI on

receiving Pron. Affs.
,
as seen above and in Tab. XXX.

Obs. XLVIII. By reason of the loss of a syllable thus there is no room for the

operation of the great Eule of 59 [comp. Obs. XXXIV, above],

and therefore such forms as HrM$, Vlflg^, etc. [Tab. XXX],

retain the vowel of their 1st Et-letter instead of its being

dropped as in -irnj5 -liim^, etc., Tab. XXV.

Obs. XLIX. For other forms we may refer to the Tables and the Notes

thereon.

Note (i.) Verbs !"T^ in the 3 s. ra. Past take the full Affix -in him, rather

than i
; thus,

he made him (fr. fib^J
he made) Ps. xcv. 5,

he bought it m. (fr. njj? he bought) Lev. xxvii. 24.

(ii.) The 3d Et-letter n is dropped even with an Affix having Shva

before it
; thus,

*
^JJ He made thee m. (fr. nfe>Jj)

Deut. xxxii. 6,

^1031 and He will guide thee m. (fr. HPti he guided,

with 1 pref.) Is. Iviii. 11.

(iii.) Special attention may be called to the 3 s. /. Past forms with

Affixes, such as

and t-WJJ, tnfibjj, etc., in Tab. XXX; and

so in

(3 s. /. Past K., with Aff. me, Pause-

form) Job xxxiii. 4,

(3 s. /. Past H<J>. t
with Aff. them m.)

Josh. ii. 6.

The student will see at once the similarity between the form of the Verb in

these words and the shortened form of the 3 s. /. Past viz. n'Jt instead of

(like

*
TJ3J3 Deut. xxxii. 6, is the Pause-form for ^g, 167 (ii. a).

t And so in tthl] Ft Past 3 s./. (nffo),
with 1 pref. and Aff. him, Zech. v. 4,

and nn-lV -P*. Past 3 s. /. (nJTl.V),
with Aff. her, Euth iii. 6.

t This shortened form was just mentioned in Note III. p (p. 172). It is not

limited to the Kal; for not only do the Pi-el words in the preceding Note (f)

seem to refer to it, but we have also the

H<f>. Past 3 s. /. nyi.ni (fr. nn), with 1 pref. Lev. xxvi. 34, and n^H
(fr. H&&), with for -.- as in fi^H 3 s. m. Tab. XXII, Ez. xxiv. 12,

and

Hoph. Past 3 s./. n^H twice in Jer. xiii. 19.

These examples are cited by E. D. Kimkhi in the Michlol.
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Obs. L. The Kule of 162 (e, ii.), viz. that "the rather than the *

form" of the Fut. H<f>. is used in certain cases, must not be

supposed to hold when Pron-Affs. are attached. In this

case the the Long-Khirik is preferred, and is either

(a) Defective (Pt. I, 13), as in such forms as

irn^i, DIJ?^!, -ipn^rn, etc., or

(j9) Full, as in such forms as

etc.

Note. Defective Long-Khirik and Defective Shurik* [Pt. 1, 14] occur often

in long Verb-forms especially when there would otherwise be more than one

Quiescent letter in the word. Perhaps it may be said that

(L) This is a matter of n>HD [Pt. I, 74], and

(ii.) The Student had best use the FULL spelling always.

* As in -irD n Ex. i. 22, DJ Josh. x. 27, tojlp Is. xliii. 9, etc.
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EXERCISE XLV.

(To be translated into English, with the help of the Glossary at

the end of the book.)

hx :
5^^r ^i : ^ntta nxt ^ :

T I V T| ; V T T

:
--

: T

1
"13 T to remember. 2

P]"l^ to try (as silver and gold, by melting).
3 See'

the preceding Note. (The word being unaccented here, the (o) stands instead

of the of Spy? 5
comP- 168 (i)-)

* "H^K to say-
6
^^V to forsake. 6

rO&J*

to forget. [The Past K. is found with the of the ?J?S form in the following :

(a) the 3 s. m. with Aff. me in Pause, (/3)
the 3 s. /. in Pause (Hnp^, Prov. ii.

17), and (7) the 3 pi. with Affs. me
(O-inp^

and
Ori5^), and thee f. ("q-in?^);

Comp. Tab. XXV, Note (a)].
7

p^V to adorn (as with a chain, or necklace).
8 HDD PI. to cover.

9

^SK to encompass.
10 12D K. to come round, to go

about, Pi. to take about, lead about. " TW to put, place [comp. 226, and

183 (]8)].
12

lit. places-below, i.e. low-depths. (This word, with the "fa before

it, is an expression for "a pit of low-depths" = "a very deep dungeon pit."
18 K11 to come, to come upon (p. 272).

M
K"lp to call, to call upon.

ls
fOJJ to

answer. 16 H3D a wound, Tab. VI. " NQT to heal. 18

[with] love of, see

86.
19 DHX to love.

20

ppn to engrave.
21 Hil K. to build, N<f>. to be

built.
22

^np Pi. to collect.
23 from the recesses of.

M
"|^ K. to go, H<f>,
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y *rtBfy*3
^ I :

: "Ofi'Dp *n& "ttttti
*

""spTa j

'

v : I v v T T : v T :
IT

nD!i
M
wyK ^^v^n^i

14

n&np n^
...

.. . h'v v Tlv ;
--:T T T|T T-

nfann :

to cause to go, to conduct. w mi Pi. to scatter.
*

"IDS? to keep, to guard.
27 njn to act as a shepherd. N.B. The K. Partic(l) s. m. is used for a shep-

herd. 2 KD to find. 28

pi or |>1 K. to understand, PL to instruct.
30 *l3

to preserve.
3l as the pupil of.

82 PID^ K. to be glad, Pi. to gladden.
33

j'W

sorrow. 8* Til to choose. 3i
11SJ JET0. to rouse up.

38

"pi .BT.f and Pi. to

bless.
87

jfO to give.
88

\W a tooth (Dual. D>3B>).
* ^H P?. to deliver.

i0 DDT to trample.
41

npn hot anger, wrath. *J
HT!J to be sprinkled, p. 296.

48
HV?. used here for life-blood, strength; Tab. X. 2.

<*
^DD to uphold. pn

to be gracious to.
* H13 (see p. 293).

*7 DH K. to be high, P. to exalt, to

extol. *" See No. 8, and Tab. XXX [Note (8)].
*9 m* JT0. to praise, etc.,

pp. 281 & 282. fi

SJBJ to plant.
61

"I1K K. to shine, H<t>. to make to shine.

* nil K. to be many, Jf0. to make to be many, to multiply.
63 in the day-

* For the prefix ^ who, which, that, see the latter part of Note (d) on p. 24.

t N.B. The KAL in this sense is used only in the Partic (2) of 139 (7), & Infin.
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w "fltirr t jn sb *vw&* "
: na rm M

rtta-T :-: ^ T T | : T ; T : T :T - --r; TV-

^ d"i>n an"

PSALM XXIII.

(To be translated into English, with the help of the Glossary at

the end of the book}.

rm ^

time. " n33 T0. to smite, to strike, pp. 298 & 299. * H Pt. to praise

(Dagesh F. is often dropped from the !?).
56 KT to fear, p. 287. 67 n to be

becoming, fitting, suitable, p. 280. * "IDT Pi to hymn. m H0. to teach,

point out to, pp. 288 & 289. 60 iim JT. and BT0. to guide, lead, (p. 296).
81

right, rectitude, see 86.
62
1TV to help.

es DH3 PI. to comfort. M "IDH to

lack.
65 in pastures of, see 86.

66

^2*1 K. to lie down, H<j>. to cause to lie

down. n
rest (lit. rests).

68 ^H3 Pf. to lead gently.
69 31^ K to return,

Pf. to restore, and to refresh.
70 in the paths of.

71 for the sake of.
"
*p to go.
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K ^ in "a
T - ' T T

noni
v v T

n with me. 7*
^"1^ to set in order, array, prepare.

75 Tl^ to distress, to be an

enemy to.
76

JKH Pi. to anoint-richly.
77

fulness; [a cup of] fulness= the

[cup that] "runneth over" of the E. V. 78
Pp"l to pursue, to follow.

* There are various opinions respecting this word :

The translation "my abiding, or dwelling, [shall be] in the etc.", corre-

sponds to the word *ri^ (K. Infin., D?^, with Aff. 1 s.) from 365" Tab. XYHI,

instead of 'rDK'. Some suppose that the Eoot llt^ to return is used here in

the sense of the Hoot 3W'1 to abide or dwell And some suppose that the word

should stand thus WBty. (K. Past 1 s., with 1, from ^) and I will abide or

dwell. The strict sense of 'rO^} as it stands is and I will return.
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V The following Exercises are partly taken from the Exercises in the former Grammar,

Note (i.) Help required for rendering the English into Hebrew is here given UNDER the
several words,

(ii.) Words connected by hyphens are all comprehended in the Hebrew which
stands under them,

(iii.) Some additional help required is occasionally given in Footnotes.

EXERCISE XLVI.

(
To be translated into Hebrew.}

And he-returned into the house and took the child and restored -him*

y\w (71) rv3 np^t ^h y\wH<t>.

to his mother. And he-turned this-way-and-that and saw that

^ DN (see vocab.) PUB ilbl H3 HKT ^3

there-was-no man, and he-killed him* and hid him* in the sand.

PK B r\mH<t>. IBB ftn

And the kingt said 'Fetch-ye (m.) me a sword and cut him* into two and

give the half to one (/.) and the half to the-other.' And

;ro >vn rinx
vt|

nnx 99, Note (t).

I-cried-out and said, 'In-no-wise-kill-him' (Hebr. to Mil kill-ye m.

Infin. Abs. H1B J?0.

^im* not), and they (w.)-gave him* to me. And she-took the child

(Obs. iv. p. 93.) ;nj np^> nfe

and kissed him*, and she-lifted-up her voice and wept.

Tab. XIX. NbO ftp HM (Apocop.)

EXERCISE XLVII.

And I-asked him* saying 'What mayest-thou-be-seeking?'

Tab. XVII, Note (t, ii).

Affix. t Fut. (- ).
t Tense before Noun. Fut.
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and he answered me* that his brethren he [was] seeking. And

njy ^3 n Tab. Xni. t?a Pi. Partic.

they-said to-each-other (Hebr. a man to his brother), 'Come-ye and

KK n Tab. XVIII.

let-us-slay him*, and let-us-cast-him* into one-of the pits, and-we-will-say

<t>. 3 inK nha Past w. 1 pref.

An evil beast hath-devoured him*.' But Keubent delivered him* from

njn n;n/. ^K 1 p-itq tair*.

their hand and said ' We-will-not smite him *
mortally, cast-ye

T 10K H3J JET0. (p. 299) VZ} ^ H<f>.

him into this pit,' in-order to-deliver him from their hand to restore

him* to his father. And they-stripped him* as-regards his coat

^ a Tab. xiii.

and they-took him* and cast him into the pit. And Judat said '

Let-us-sell

np^ 71
rrjm; naot

him*, and our hand let-it-not be upon him.' And they-sold him* to

n;/. obs.iv.p.93. n*n ^ h

the Ishmaelites, and they-took-him*-down to Egypt. A kingt sent

D^^pf: mjf0. 71 onyo ^9 n^
and loosed hirn *.

1H3 H^. Tab. XIX.

EXERCISE XLVIII.

And he-finished charging-them (Hebr. to ^charge them*), and he-expired

and died. My father adjured me* saying 'In my
HID 1$ $2& H0. Tab. XVII, Note (f, ii).

grave which I-dug for me in the land of Canaan, there (Heb. thither)

13J5 Tab. X. 2. iTO !?
^!SI }yj|

*
Affix. f (Fut. (-n). t Tense before Noun. Infin. w. i> prefixed.

||
With Affs., ^jns etc. 11 Fut.

(-=-).
** The 1 is Consonantal here.
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shalt-thou-(m.)-bury me*.' Go-up and bury-thou (m.) thy father as

he-adjured thee*. All that I-shaU-command thee* (m.), thou-shalt-

certainly-do (Hebr. to-do thou-shalt-do} it* (m.) ; and I-will-bless thee*,
Infin, Abs. T\UW *p3 PI.

and I-wiU-preserve thee* in aU thy ways. . JAH hath-indeed-

Tab. X. 1. pj>

corrected (Hebr. to-correct, He-hath-corrected) me*; but to the death

PLInfin.,(-^}form. "ID* P*. 1
nj

He-hath-not given me*. And I-tookll them (m.) and I-passed-them-over

ITU . Hp
1

?

(Hebr. and I-caused-them*-to-pass-over) the brook; and I-was-left

-ay #0. i>m "irp N$. (Tab. xvni),

by-myself, and there-wrestled one with me until the-going-up-of the dawn.

And-when he-said 'Let-me-go (Heb. Send-away'-thou m. me*) for the dawn

hath-gone-up,' then I-answered-him* 'I-will-not let-thee*-go except thou-

rby i njy rhw PL DK ?

hast-blessed me*.'

1-a PL

EXERCISE XLIX.

And these words which I [am] commanding thee (m.) to-day (Hebr.

TOWi
the-day) shall-be If on thy heart. And thou-shalt-impress IT them* upon

rrn nni? p^ PL (Tab. xiv).

(Hebr. to) thy sons. And-thou-shalt-writeir them* on the posts of

|a Tab. xin. nro nr-np

thy house, and at p) thy gates. I will-bring you (TO.)
* into the land of

n?a w snir0. ^ n?</-)

the nations which (Hebr. which it*) I-have-given to you to possess it*.

DjiMw.) tr ^Tab.XVHI.

And I-will-give tf-them*-up before-you, and ye-sh all-smite 1T them.

w. ^ pref., & Aff. H33 H0.

*
Affix. f Fut. ( ).

t The 1 is Consonantal here.

Tense before Noun.
||
Note (A) on Tab. XIX. 1T Past with 1.
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The king! of Jericho sought the men whom* Joshua sent. And

^S inn* &;

pn PI. p. 46 (i.) yufir\\
rhw

the woman! said, Pursue-ye (m.) quickly after-them that ye-may-overtake

nnn 3 afco Jf0., Tab. xix.

them*. And she had-taken-them *-up to the roof; and she-hid

expressed r6y H0. 71. ii. (o) JJ |ED

them*, and the mischief! did-not come-upon them*. Ye (7^.) have-

expressed

preserved-my*-life. Flames of fire have-devoured them (m.)*.

rrn H<t>. nark (/.) E>K ^DK

EXERCISE L.

Draw-Thou me*, after-Thee we-will-run. The kingt hath-

1^0 *inq pi (w. n at the end.) sjjQ

brought-me*-into His chambers. Let-me*-seo thy (/.) countenance, let-me*-

u iff. niD nn pi. of nirp

hear thy (/.) voice. I-have-taken-hold-upou Him*, and I-will-not let-

yn& n<t>. tnx

Him *-go.

nan H<f>.

The watchmen found t me*...; they-smote me* they-wounded

Partic. (1) K. of TOB? VD nD3 IT0. y^Q

me*.... Whither turned thy (/.) Love? for we-will-seek Him * with thee.

H3 n:D Yn (m.) 1

Daughters! saw her*, and they (m.) called-her *-happy. Many
na Tab. XIH. nan -\m PL

waters shall-not be-able to-quench Love II, and floods shall-not

DV? h^Hoph. niDP*. nnriK (/.) nnna (m.)

overwhelm it *. Lo ! THE-LORD thy God ! hath-loved thee (m.)
*

:

PilO^S ngn Dr6 3n (the -^ form.)

be-strong, yea (1) be-strong,

ptn (-=- form.)

* Aflix. t Past with 1 prefixed. 1 Tense before Noun.

5 Fut. ( ). II With the 'Def. Art.' and n.
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APPENDIX.

I. SIGNIFICATIONS OF THE VOICE-FORMS.

"We may give here a few instances of what was mentioned

briefly at the foot of page 70, viz that other English
' forms of

rendering' more or less different from the main significations

of the Voices in general are sometimes required. Thus,

(a) In Gen. i. 4, the HIPH-IL ty&i (Fut. 3 s. m.) may fairly

be rendered "and He divided" (or by some such expression, as

" and He made separation ") . The expression
" and He caused to

SEPARATE" is not English, and English expressions must of

course be used in an English rendering.

() So, in Gen. i. 11 NBH pKPl KBHfl is fairly rendered

"let the earth bring -forth grass." The Hebrew expression

Nfc^l KHn in which the Verb is from the same Root KH as
... ...

.. . . y

the Noun, cannot be rendered exactly in English. Similarly in

the case of
JpT[ l^*"]J/b

in the same verse, some such expression

as "producing seed" or "yielding seed" must be given.

(7) In the case of some Roots, as observed at the foot of

page 70, altogether different English Verbs are required for

their several Voices.

(B) We must be content, at present, to refer the Student to

his Lexicon for the renderings of the several Voices of various

Roots.

(e) Also the Lexicon must be referred to as a means of finding

what Voices of particular Roots are used. For

N.B. (i) Verbs are not necessarily used in all the Voices ; but,

on the contrary,

(ii) most Verbs are used in certain Voices only, and not

in others.
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(II). CERTAIN TENSE-FORMS, AND APOCOPATED FORMS.

(1) As said in 162 (0), it is the Rule to have, in the Future

Kal, the (rather than the
*|) form, i.e. 'ibl^ rather

than
Tlp^,

in the following three cases :

(a) with *| Convers., thus
*Tp*1

and he visited,

(13) with 7tf Deprecative, thus
HpS*

7K let him not visit,

(7) in a positive wish, thus
^Ip^**

let him visit.

(2) So also it is the Rule to have in Hiph-U the (rather

than the *
) form, i.e. "T&fi* rather than Tp^, in the

same three cases, thus

(a) with ^ Convers., HpS"^ an^ to caused to visit,

(/3) with 7tf Deprecative, "IDS* /K let him not cause to visit,

(7) in a positive wish, *Tp^ & ^w c#ws0 to visit.

(3) The same holds for other than 'Full* Yerbs
; and, further,

(4) Yerbs Jl 7 generally* have the '

Apocopated
'
forms in

these same three cases, thus :

(a) with 1 Conversive,_J?^_
from nS^ (KaT),

hi*} from nW (PI.), 7|>1
from

nS^_ (^.), etc.
;

and so VT1 from HW, fc^V1 from HW, etc.;

and so in other Persons, as ^N\ from

from nnri etc. ;

09) with Ttf Deprecative,^^ htt from Pl^H (P*.),

n^ and nvin, etc.
;

(7) in a positive wish,_7^ /e^ iV m. go captive, from H?^,_
W /e^ ^ w. be (or fc ^ere Ze), from r\^ , etc.

[Further remarks on Yerb-forms had better be reserved for

a subsequent Section of this Appendix. Now we may not delay

any longer to give the following]

Not always, see the Note (J) on p. 171.
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(III). ANALYSIS OF SOME VERB-FORMS.

When the Student first attempts to read the Hebrew Bible,

he is likely to find his progress somewhat slow and perhaps

wearisome by reason of his inability to analyze at qnce the

Verb-forms with which in such great variety he will meet at

every step. It is therefore advisable to offer him some little

help, at first, to enable him to recognize more easily the various

forms, and to familiarize him (by references) with the several

Tables and Sections in which such forms are classified and

spoken of. To some extent the Exercises will have already

familiarized him with these, class by class. A very little help

now will enable him to combine them all. The following

ANALYSIS of the Verbs found in the first three, and the twelfth,

chapters of the Book of Genesis, will doubtless be amply suffi-

cient for him. With the Prefixes and Affixes to Nouns, etc.,

he will be sufficiently familiarized already by the Exercises
;

he will need no help for these now, with the exception of a

word or two, here and there, perhaps. It may however be well

to give now the following Rules :

RULE I. When the Conjunctive 1 stands between words, or

groups of words, which form a COUPLE, if the second word

of the COUPLE, or the first word of the second group, is either

(1) MONOSYLLABIC, or

(2) DISSYLLABIC WITH THE ACCENT ON THE PENULTIMA,

the 1 generally takes ,

[N.B. unless the first letter has , in the word to which

the 1 is prefixed] ; thus,
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(i) in Gen. viii. 22 we have

'w n 1?^ DVI trim rpi crn ^pi T*pi jnr
T : -T : | T T P |

-
i T

|
: |T :

~ -t

time and harvest, and cold and heat, and summer and winter, and

day and night, etc.

Here the Nouns are arranged in COUPLES, two and two. And

(a) Tp1 JHT seed-time and harvest, the first Couple, has for

its second word the Dissyllabic Tp which is accented on the

last syllable (not on the Penultima) in accordance with Pt. I,

55 (8, ii) and (9, a). Hence this word does not fall under

Rule I above. For the Accents TUshd and -^ Pdzer, see

Pt. I, 66 (15 & 13). As said in Note (J) there, the Accent -*-

stands "
always over the first consonant of its word." It affects

the last syllable here.
f
r ^

(@) Dm ^p
cold and heat, the second Couple, has for its second

word the Monosyllabic DPI ;
before which the 1 takes in

accordance with Rule I above. For. the Accents Qeresh and

- Kadma, see Pt. I, 66 (16) & 67 (3).

(7) tnPII T^p summer and winter, the third Couple, has for its

second word the Dissyllabic ph accented on the Penultima
;

before which the 1 takes as above. For the Accents T'vir

and Dargd, see Pt. I, 66 (11) and 67 (4).

(S) So also rbh^tiV day and night, the fourth Couple, has

for its second word the Dissyllabic Jl7v accented on the

Penultima
;

before which the 1 takes as above. For the

Accents Tiphkhd and Me-r'khd, see Pt. I, 66(6) and 67 (6).

But
(ii) it is not necessary that the Couple should consist

of two words only. We have, for instance, in Gen. iii. 22

* This 'iDI signifies
"

etc." It stands for
ij>3]

and the whole of it.
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/3X1 and eat and live for ever. Here the COUPLE
.

'~ T " T:
L L- L

consists of two parts (1) /3tf] and eat, and (2) D7y? *ffl and live

for ever ; and the first word of this second part has to the 1

prefixed to the accented Monosyllable ^fl. For the Accents

(: ) Silluk Soph-pdmk, Ne-r'khd, and Tiphklid, see Pt. I,

66 (1), 67 (6), and 66 (6).

This great Rule is not indeed always attended to
; but it is so

much attended to in the Bible, especially in the case of TWO

WORDS so
'

coupled
*

together, that it is best to observe the Rule

in Composition in this case of a COUPLE OF TWO WORDS.

This Rule was stated in a very concise form in Obs. XII

on p. 139. There the Rule itself, with even the few examples

given above, would have been out of place. In a Couple con-

sisting of two words, the second word will mostly have a Dis-

junctive Accent by reason of the Stop (greater or less) made at

the end of the *

Couple.' It was necessary, as seen in
(ii),

not to limit the occurrence to the case of the Accent being

Disjunctive.

[This Rule will be found more fully stated and illustrated in

Pt. II, 94.]

RULE II. The prefixes ;tt also sometimes take before an

Accented Vowel, as seen in Pt. II, 95
; thus we have D^)b /

instead of &u? at the end of Gen. i. 6 : and so Jfijy? at the
T : I- T

end of Deut. xiv. 1
; etc.
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Gen. i. 1. KTSl* He created. KAL Past 3 s. m. from

Tab. XXII.

v. 2. nr^i! t it /. was (or existed in a state of). KAL

Past 3 s./. from ppn. Tab. XXIII.

JlSn^Tp [was] J moving (al. brooding). Cp. Deut.

xxxii. 11. PI-EL Partic. Sing. /. from
&jrn

.

For the Partic. forms see App
x B to Tab.

XIY, and for the -=- retained before Jl see

Tab. XYI(2) [/3, iii. page xx.].

v. 3. ^bfrhj and He said. KAL Fut. 3 s. m. with 1 Con-

versive, from ^N . Tab. XYII (2, 8).

Vlv
let there be. KAL Fut. 3 s. m. apocopated for

rTrr, from JTM. Tab. XXIII (Note 3),

also page 170
(e, 4).

*TV\
and there icas. KAL Fut. 3 s. m. apocopated

with \ Conversive, from PlTl (see the pre-

ceding word W). Cp. p. 222 (4).

v 4. K"]*l and He saw. KAL Fut. 3 s. m. apocopated,

from Pl*n. Tab. XXIII, also page 171 (77).

7^p*1 and He divided (or made separation) , HIPH-IL

Fut. 3 s. m. with \ Conversive, from TllH .

Tab. XIY. [For the see 162 (e, ii)

p. 105, and p. 222(2).]

* The Tense here precedes its subject. Cp. 162 (d, i), p. 105. This need not be

mentioned after this page.

f The Tense here follows its Subject. Thia marks EMPHASIS on the Subject, as

stated in 162 (d, ii). The Emphasis here might perhaps be brought out in English
somewhat thus :

" Now [as for} the earth, it was a confused and formless mass ....

And GOD said, etc."

% The 'logical Copula* was is to be supplied in the English. Cp. 124. This

need not be mentioned again.

See 161 (2), page 104.
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t*. 5. fcOp'V and He called. KAL Fut. 3 s. m. with 1 Con-

versive, from JOp* Tab. XXII.

Nip
JTe otfferf. KAL Past 3 s. m. from

Kip
. Tab. XXII.

7T} *. See the third Yerb in 0. 3.

[Note. The literal rendering of the last six words in v. 5 is,

as the Student will see at once,
" And there was evening, and

there was morning, one day." This literal rendering seems

plain and clear enough. It tells that, after that great moment,

when
" GOD said ' LET THERE BE LIGHT, AND THERE WAS LIGHT,"

time went on
; and, in due course of time, the light of the day-

time declined towards departure, "and there was evening."

And time went on still continually ; and, in due course of

time, day dawned " and there was morning." And so there

was "ONE DAY": viz. from the first breaking forth of the light

"offspring of heaven firstborn," to the time when there was

light again at the breaking forth of the light of the morning.

Obs. Some give "the first day" for 1HK DV. For this see

'Note' at the end of v. 31.]

v. 6. tDX*
1

!*. See the first Yerb in v. 3.
V

TP . See the second Yerb in ?. 3.
:

TH and let it be. KAL Fut. 3 s. m. (W) with

1 Conjunctive prefixed [ 3 (6)], from Pl\l.

Tab. XXIII. See also v. 3.

7^!lJb one m. dividing (or making separation). HIPH-IL

Partic. Sing. m. from *m. Tab. XIY.

v. 7. &$*} and He made. KAL Fut. 3 s. m. with 1 Conversive,

from fifcyy. See p. 171 (?), and Supp* to Tab.

XXIII.

See 161 (2), page 104.
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0. 7 (contin.) 713* 1. See the second Verb in v. 4.

W. See the third Yerb in v. 3.

0. 8. &Op*1 - See the first Yerb in 0. 5.
T|:

-

W1. See the third Yerb in 0. 3.

P. 9. Tbtf*1 See the first Yerb in-0. 3.
.

WEP let them be gathered together. NIPH-AL

Fut. 3 pi. m. from
Hip.

Tab. XXIII.

M^nrf) and let it f. be seen. NIPH-AL Fut. 3 s./.

with 1 Conjunctive, from P1JO. Tab.

XXIII. The is instead of -r- followed

ly Dagesh, as in 182
(i).

Wl . See the third Yerb in 0. 3.
:-

0. 10. *np*5 . See the first Yerb in v. 5.

See the second Yerb in 0. 5.

See the first Yerb in 0. 5.

0. 11. tb*1. See 0.3.
V

[NBH] NBHn fe^ ^ / bring-forth ^grasi]. HIPH-!L
v % "I -

Fut. 3 s. /. from NBH. 162
(e, ii),

p. 105; & p. 222(2).

[Note. This use of a Yerb and Noun together, from the same

Hoot, is often found especially where the repetition of the

Root implies abundance, multitude, greatness, or emphasizes that

which the Root expresses. Cp. "IHS ^HS Ps. xiv. 5 they were

greatly afraid (lit. they feared a fear), etc.
;
and so],

yielding seed. HIPH-IL Partic. Sing. m.

from JHT

yielding (or producing, lit. making}. KAL

Partic. Sing. m. from nW. Tab. XXIII.

W1. See^.3.
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. 12. fcWftl and it f. brought forth. HIPH-IL Fut. 3 s. /.

with 1 Conversive, from tf* . This Yerb is both

'B likeW in Tab. XVIII, and tfS like Nttb

in Tab. XXI. The instead of ' is in

accordance with 162 (e, ii), and p. 222 (2).

B^tlb . See v. 11. Hb>y . See v. 11.
XJ_}

. See v. 4.

t>.13.*rM. Seer. 3.

v. 14. *}fc&] . See t>. 3. W. See t>. 3.

[Obs. (i). The Yerb W is in the Singular, but rhfcfc %/^s

in the Plural. This is often the case when the Yerb comes

first, especially when the Yerb is used as here in a somewhat

Impersonal manner. Cp. HIM ^PG W1 1 Kings xiii. 33

that there-might-be priests of high-places. So in Gen. x. 25

D^i ^&P T?
1
* ^iyS^I w^ to JE'for there-were-born two sons. cp.

T :
-

.. v :

Gen. xli. 50.

N.B. A Singular Yerb may occur with a Plural Noun in

certain other cases also, to be mentioned elsewhere.

Obs. (ii). The Plural of the Masculine Noun litflb has the

Feminine form. Cp. 43.

Obs. (iii).
The word ^YlKb signifies a light, i.e. a light-giver

(LXX). In vv. 3-5 the word is *f\$ (<j>ws LXX).]

T^rp to divide (or make separation). Hiph-tt Infin.

with 7 prefix, from 7*0 .

Vn 1

) and they shall be (or let them be). KAL Past

3 plu. with 1 prefixed, from !W . Tab. XXIII.

0.15. yPT). See*?. 14.

^VXrn to give light (lit. to cause light). Hiph-U Infin.

with h prefixed, from niN . Tab. XX.

W1. See r. 3.
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r. 16. fcW_. SGQV. 7.

[ru&tfih is a Noun with 7 for prefixed, "for the govern-

ance of."]

i\ 17.
\FP\

and He set (lit. gave). EAL Fut. 3 s. m. with 1

Conversive, from
JHJ

. Tab. XIX (B).

Seer. 15.

v. 18. 7EW1

!
0H^ to rule. KAL Infin. with 7 prefix, from

Tab. XIY.

. 14. NTJ. See 0. 4.

0. 19. VT1. Seeu. 3.

0. 20. -l&K'l . See 0. 3.
V

['n'3 ptW ^1^ let them bring-forth-abundantly [moving creature

that hath life], lit. let them swarm-with [a

swarm ofcreatures that have life]. KAL Fut.

3 pi. m. from pP. Tab. XIV.

S|ty^ [that] mayfly (E.Y.) PI-^L Fut. 3 s. m. from

Spy.
Tab. XX. Op. 31.

[Note. Many prefer to render thus: "And let fowl fly."

The word "Fowl" should then be read with EMPHASIS, because

it precedes its Yerb.]

v. 21. NH1*
1

) and He created. KAL Fut. 3 s. m. with 1 Con-
T :

-

versive, from fcOS. Tab. XXII.

[Note. The Root XilH has not occurred since 0. 1,
" In the

beginning (or at first) GOD CREATED the heavens and the earth."

It occurs again now in v. 21, at the introduction of ' animal

life'
;

it does not occur again till v. 27, "And GOD CREATED

DIXn HSt etc." which is subsequent to the " Let us MAKE (or

We will MAKE) D*l^ etc." in v. 20. The making of man in

the image of GOD is an act of Creation.]
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, 21 (contin.) Jlb>/bhn that moveth. KAL Partic. Sing./. (App
x

B to Tab. XIY) from BW, with the PI

of 6 & 98.

WlW broughtforth abundantly (or swarmed with).

KAL Past 3 pi. from pfc?
. Tab. XIV.

KT*1 . See v. 4.
:~-

v. 22. 'Sy awd Jle ft/ess^. PI-EL Fut, 3 s. m. with

1 Convers., from Tl^. [App
x to Tab.

XVI (2)]. The is for the , because

the Accent is removed from the last

syllable. Cp. Pt. I, 55 (9, b).

7 saying. KAL Infin. with 7, from *\tit$.

Tab. XVII pSTotet(ii)].

be ye fruitful. KAL Imper. 2 pi. m. from

mS. Tab. XXIII.

ft and multiply. KAL Imper. 2 pi. m. with

pref., from fl^l. Tab. XXIII.

//. KAL Imper. 2 pi. m, with

1 pref., from X/ belonging to Tab.

XXII (but the same here as in Tab.

XIV).

yV ^^ it multiply. KAL Fut. 3 s. m. apocop.

from pai. Tab. XXIII.

r. 23. W. See* 3.

?. 24.'
h

tbN1 . See v. 3.
V

N^iM let it (/.) iriuflr /or^. HIPH-IL Fut.

3 s. /. from Ntf
1
' which is a Verb both

*'fc and S. Cp. K^in
1

! in * 12.

[The word iJVH is for FVn which is the Constr. form of Pl*n
f
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as in fysn JVPl in the next verse (25). Some speak of the form

ifVri as an Archaic form. Discussion of this matter must be

deferred at present. We may just mention (i) the similar

D"fc i:Wfc in Ps. cxiv. 8 for
'

Mfc and^ foa Nu. xxiv. 3& 15T::- I- ;
- J *j :

(in which last, however, some have thought that the Rt-lettcr Pi

comes out in the 1) ;
and (2) likewise the additional * which

is attached sometimes to a word (this
*

is termed by some

ftt
Compaginis') as in

p*T[ ^7p Melchhedech Gen. xiv. 18,.......

instead of
pH ^% Icing of righteousness ;

and so fariN ^3 Me

e0/ (lit. sow) of his ass Gren. xlix. 11, instead of i^Jltf
J5, etc.]

t?. 24 (contin.)W . See v. 3.

t>. 25. feW. See t>. 7. NT). See r. 4.

. See ?. 3.

^ ws wAre (or TFe w7/ make). KAL Fut.

1 pi. from n^. See p. 171 (g), and

Supp
1 to Tab. XXIII.

^ ^em have dominion (or wc? Mey shall

have dominion). KAL Fut. 3 pi. m. with ^

Conjunctive, from nil. Tab. XXIII.

[Note. The word fi^nS consists of JW Me /sA o/ (Construct

form of Jljft ,/?sA collectively) and the prefix 3 over. Since there

may never be two Moving Shvas together, the of the 3 has

to become a l

Slight-Vowel.' Pt. I, 56. Cp. 4 (c) of the

Exercise-book. The Dag. L. is removed from the !} here in

accordance with Pt. I, 48.]

feftnn that creepeth (E.V.) [Cp. rtfltTlPl in v. 1.]

KAL Partic. Sing. m. from t?*l, with the

P!of6&98.
v. 27. *WI . See v. 21. jn3. See v. L
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r. 28. Ityi . See v. 22. TbN*l- See 0. 2.

VIS. See*?. 22.

wtoe #. KAL Imper. 2 pi. m. with

prefix 1 and Aff. ft fl (/.), from {?M.

Tab. XXVII.

toe dominion. KAL Imper. 2 pi. /. with

1 pref., from PIT). Tab. XXIII.

See 0. 21.

0. 29. t^ . See t>. 3.

/ Afl? ^?ww. KAL Past 1 s. from
jjn^.

Tab. XIX (B).

T] y^lT bearing (lit. seeding) [seed']. KAL Partic. s. w.

from^T. Tab. XIV.

[Note. JHT (a little later in this verse) is merely the Pause-

form of
jnj . Cp. Tab. X, Note (*) .]

DTV it shall be. KAL Past 3 s. m. from PIT!.

Tab. XXIII.

[Note. !"Tp&vfor food is best taken to be a Noun of the same

form as Jlftpn wisdom, with 7. (The in the first syllable is 6).

Some however take rhltih to be the < KAL Infin. of S^N with M
T : T :

added' as in 137 (4, iii) [p. 80] ;
its meaning then would be

'
to eat:}

v. 30. Wftn [73 every] creeping [thing]. KAL Partic.

Sing, m., from BW. Tab. XIV. Cp. v. 26.

[Note (i). y&y p*

1

)^ /3 HX a// ^reew ^er& (lit. all greenness-of

herb). Cp. 88.

(ii).
The 'I have given' of v. 29 is carried on in thought

to
'

govern* also the words in (i).]

. See v. 29. Wl. See . 2.
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. See e?.4.

#e 0z<Kfc. KAL Past 3 s. m. from Jl^J?. Tab. XXIII.

VT1 . See t?. 3.
:
-

[Note. ^'7! DV lit. a day [which was] the sixth.

Obs. (a) The ' Def. Art/ PI Has not appeared thus in the case

of the preceding
"
days." The Numerals in connection with

DV day in vv. 5, 8, 13, 19, and 23, are respectively "one"

"second" (or "a second"), "third" (or "a third"), "fourth"

(or "a fourth"), "fifth" (or "a fifth"). Whereas in t>. 31 we

have "
day THE sixth" literally.

(P) Many suppose that intf DV in v. 5 may be rendered, and

is to be rendered,
"
the first day" although the Numeral is

not the word for "first" (viz. p^X"))
but the word for "one"

(viz. nriNt). They suppose that the word may so be rendered

because the expression ^IHK T?ft one king in Is. xxiii. 15 has

been rendered by some "
the first king." But this last rendering

is, to say the least, not certainly admissible. Consequently we

are not thereby convinced that the preceding supposition is

correct. A little more support for that supposition may be

claimed from the phrase Hh 7 Hn&O which occurs several timesTV:

(as Gen. viii. 5 & 13, etc.), and which stands short for

Kn'PP HPIK DVS *n day ONE to the month, literally (Ezra

x. 16 & 17, etc.). But we must bear in mind that it is usual

to employ the CARDINAL Numbers with the day of the month,

and ORDINALS for the number of the month itself, as in

Gen. viii. 13 fcTTtS ^H^ p>fcO!l
in the first [month] in [day]

ONE to the month. So we have the Ordinal ^^3 in the

tenth [month] Gen. viii. 5
;
but the Cardinal ^ifctyS in [day]

TEN (not **Vfc>JD in the TENTH) in Lev. xvi. 29
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w tto seventh month in the [day] TEN to the

month, etc. Such a use of the Cardinal Numbers is not quite

the same as this of "one," and then "# second," "a third,"

"a fourth," "a fifth" and "THE sixth" in Gen. i.

Nor is this quite the same even as the "year-of* ONE"
(lit.), in

Dan. i. 21 (& ix. 1, 2, etc.), which last is in accordance with the

"year-of THREE" in Dan. i. 1, and "the year-of FOUR" in

1 K. xxii. 41, and so the "year-of TWO" in 1 K. xv. 25, etc.

Nor is it the same even as the "year-of THE FOURTH
(TV^^T])"!)"

Jer. li. 59, the "
year-of THE SEVENTH (ft^i&TI)" Ezra vii. 8,

and the "year-of THE NINTH
(fi^fc^ftri)" 2 K. xxv. l.f

It has indeed been said that "the first" is properly repre-

sented by
"
one," and then "

second,"
"
third," etc., follow as

bearing reference to the first mentioned, and some have

thought that "first" could not be said when as yet there was

no other.

Perhaps it may be well to have just mentioned here that the

word actually employed in Gen. i. 5 is NOT the ordinary word

for "first" (viz. fl&ftn).

It may, however, be thought to be beyond the limits of our

proper business here to mention thus the few facts stated above.

And we ought perhaps to add that the amount of *

authority
'

which may be claimed, from the opinions of 'learned' men,

for rendering the words *"intf DV (Gen. i. 5) "the first day" is

*
Perhaps we may be allowed the use of this expression here, for a moment,

although it is not an English expression. We give "year-of" as an equivalent of

the Hebrew word T\^ t
in order to call the Eeader's attention to the fact of this

word being in the Construct form.

t The 'English' for these would be " the first, third, fourth, etc., year*
9
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simply overwhelming. But, nevertheless, these facts remain :

(i) the words HrtK DV strictly signify
" ONE DAY,"

(ii) the ordinary Hebrew for
" the first day

"
is a very

different expression.]

Gen. ii. 1. VPp'l and they were finished. PU-AL Fat. 3 pi. m.,

with 1 Conversive, from rfej. Tab. XXIII.

P 2. 7^1 and He ended [or HAD ended, or finished,

157 (a) & (e)]. PI-EL Fut. 3 s. m. apoco-

pated, with 1 Conversive, from rh3 [like

h)\ in Tab. XXIII].

He had made. KAL Past 3 s. m. from T\W$.

Tab. XXIII.

and He rested (or stopped, 'ceased
1

). KAL

Fut. 3 s. m. with 1 Conversive, from

Tab. XIV.

[Note. It need scarcely be said, that the word ' Sabbath

is from this Boot. But the word is used also in the Bible for

other than ' Sabbath '-cessation, sometimes.]

v. 3.
YI:H. Seech, i. 22.

tf] and He sanctified (Q? hallowed). PI-EL Fut.

3 s. m. with 1 Conversive, from
fcJHp.

Tab. XIY.

-20 h&d rested (or ceased). KAL Past 3 a.m.

See 0. 2.

lie created. See ch. i. 1.

to male. KAL Infin. with 7 pref. See

Supp
1
to Tab. XXIII, and 169 (a).

[Note. The literal rendering of these last two words is given

here. There is some rather needless controversy about the

sense of them. We may not enter into that here. The literal
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rendering seems to bear a sufficiently clear and simple sense.

Another rendering is however possible, as will be seen a little

further on in this Appendix (vi. 2, /*).]

v. 4. [Note. A slightly different arrangement in the printing

of the Analysis may perhaps be admitted now, as a means of

marking more distinctly what many suppose to be the com-

mencement of a new sub-division of the Book. It will be

seen that the NAME of The Almighty (for which the E.V.

gives generally
" the LORD," cp. Pt. I, 79 () occurs for the

first time in this verse. And it is followed immediately by

^ri/tf , throughout this chapt. ii. and in vv. 1, 8-24, of chapt. iii.

Some Moderns have made what is really a serious mistake in

imagining both these alike to be merely Appellative Nouns.

The word D^H/X mav be so termed. But the other is the

NAME the '

Proper-NAME,' if the expression may be used.

Here, however, we may but just state what has been said above,

and add a caution to the Header against adopting too hastily

certain plausible theories. The thoughtful and unbiassed

Student, who can afford to think for himself and to delay

his adhesion to other people's theories until he has sufficient

education in the subject to be able to form a fair opinion

about it, will find too many instances of modern theories

resting on a fundamental misconception, which are nevertheless

accepted by some as
*
latest results of Biblical Criticism.* We

would urge the Student to labour for a knowledge of the

facts and usages of the language, and we say to him boldly :

"Work your work honestly and carefully and thoughtfully,

and resolve to know for yourself the truth of the matter, so far

as in you lies, by THOROUGH Work."]
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v. 4 (contiu.) DXISPD when they were created (lit. on their

Icing created). NIPH-AL Infin. with S pref. and Pron.-Aff. Q

their (w.), from K^. Tab. XV.

rtbty [the] making of. KAL Infin. Constr. from n&?y . Tab.

XXIII and Pt. I, 24. This word is here 'in Construction with*

the NAME "
(which is followed by the epithet DWtf ), and the

'Object'ofitistMpBh pK .

v. 5. rrrP [tntD Wore} it was. KAL Fut. 3 s. m. from ?Ttt.
v :

u

Tab. XXIII.

ttby [tHD Jc/ore] # 0rra0. KAL Fut. 3 s. m. from fi& (like

tr^ Tab. XIV), in Pause, 165 (I, ).

[Note. When the word Q*Ttp has a Tense after it, this Tense

is generally the Future in Hebrew
; probably because the time

of the event referred to in the Tense is later than (and therefore

yet, future with regard to) the time to which attention is directed

by the word D*1ltD before, or before-thai. But in English, events

are regarded as Past or Future from the point of view of the

writer or speaker rather than from consideration of relative

order. Hence we have sometimes a FUTURE Tense in Hebrew

even where some form of PAST is generally given in English,

as in the case of the two Verbs above (and so in !"l7lT v. 6),

which may best be read on in connection with v. 5 thus,

"and [before that] a mist went up etc/* So in Gen. xix. 4

!D3E^ D^ltD before they lay down, and Josh. ii. 8, etc.

N.B. (i) A Hebrew Future after D^tD may of course be also

rendered sometimes, in other places, by a Future in English, as

in Is. Ixv. 24 1N*lp'
> D*tD before they shall call\ and

(ii) A Past occurs a few times after DltD ; it may be renderedV / / ./
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by the Pluperfect form ' had 9

(as well as, sometimes, by an

ordinary Past) ; thus, Gen. xxiv. 15 PP3 D^ltO before-thai lie had

finished* for which the man in his own account says, v. 45,

"as-for-me [it was] before Ifinished (JTOK)f, that behold, etc."

See also 1 S. iii. 7 J^V Dip [it was] before-thai he had known,

followed by "and before-thai it-was-revealed or manifested (Fut.)J."

And so also with DIM as in Ps. xc. 2 " before-that mountains
:)

had-been -brought -forth (H9* PU-AL Past 3 pi., in Pause),

Prov. viii. 25 " before-that mountains had-been-founded (ty^ltpn

HOPH-AL Past 3 pi., in Pause).

(iii) In some instances the Future with Dlt? may (perhaps) be

rendered in English by means of the Auxiliary
" could"

; thus,

Gen. ii. 5 "before it-could-be" and "before it-could-grow,"

and so in Gen. xxiv. 45 "before I-could-finish," etc. But in

some instances a direct Past form of rendering seems to be the

most natural in English.

(iv) Gesenius' treatment of the word DID is unsatisfactory.]

v. 5 (contin.) ^b/bH He had caused rain. HIPH-IL Past 3 s. m.,

from TOfc. Tab. XIV.

ibl/? to till. KAL Infin. with h pref., from H^. Tab.

XYI (1).

v. 6. TOW it went tip. KAL Fut. 3 s. m. from
PlSj?, p. 171 (f).

[Note. This verse seems to be best taken in connection with

* The Narrative treats Ms "finishing to speak" as a Past event.

f He marks his "
finishing" as subsequent to the act of her coming out,

J The " Revelation of the Word of The LORD to him" is marked as subsequent to

the child's having-kno\vledge-of The LORD. That Revelation implying an advance

in knoTCledge,the first
'

knowing
'

is expressed in the Past form, and the *

being

revealed
'

in the Future.
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Vt 5^ ag remarked above. So the emphatic position of the

word "]X misty
before its Verb, is allowed for in the rendering.]

i\ 6 (contin.) Plp^Tl
1

) and watered. HIPH-IL Past 3 s. m. with

1 pref., from
Hp&?.

Tab. XXIII. See the Note on v. 5 above.

r. 7. *]W*} and He formed. KAL Fut. 3 s. m. with 1 Convers.,

from W. See 197 (8).

PI3*1 and He breathed. KAL Fat. 3 s. m. with } Conversive,

fromPlSJ. Tab. XIX.

Vn . See ch. i. 3.

[Note. The Yerb !W with 7 after it, as here, is often used

for to become.']

v. 8. y\ and He planted. KAL Fut. 3 s. m. with 1 Convers.,

Tab. XIX.

and He put. KAL Fut. 3 s. m. with 1 Conversive, from

b>. See 225 (iii) and 232 (iii).

[Note. Some consider such words to be forms of the Hiph-il

Future from the corresponding 1
JJ Root, D*lt? here. Perhaps

the Student's safest plan will be to give, when asked, both of

these two : thus, KAL Fut. from D^, or HIPH. Fut. from D^.

"We prefer the former.]

l^ He had formed. KAL Past 3 s. m. from *!* , in Pause.

0. 9. nibX*l and He caused to grow. HIPH-IL Fut. 3 s. m.

with 1 Conversive, from fifctf. [Tab. XYI (3) (B, ), p. xxn.]

pleasant (E.Y.). NIPH-AL Partic. s. m. from n^H (to

,likeD^ in 169 (& iii).

Arwowmflr. KAL Infin. HV^ (Tab. XVIII, Note 1)

with 'Def. Art.' H prefixed, from JHV This strictly Infin.
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form is often used for the Noun. "
knowledge.

19 Here it governs

the Object JH} ito .

v. 10. tf* [was] going out. KAL Partic. s. m. from K^ (like

*Tpb
in Tab. XIY).

fftpWrh
to water. HIFH-IL Infin. with 7 pref., from Hp^.

Tab. XXIII.

it was parted. NIPH-AL Fut. 3 s. m. from Tl3 . Tab. XIY*

[Note. The Future Tense here marks that the "being parted"

was subsequent to the "
going out." Cp. 152 (I). So also in

the case of the next word.]

"/ rVn*l and it became. KAL Past 3 s. m. with ^ pref.. from
T T :

iTn. Tab. XXIII. Cp. the Note at the end of v. 7.

0. 11. ^5*^D that which compasseth (lit. the one-compassing).

KAL Partic. s. m. (like ^Ipb in Tab. XIY) with H prefixed as in

98, from MD
v. 13. M1DH The same as MDP! in v. 11.

v. 14. "nShn U-which goeth (lit. the one-going). KAL Partic*

s. m. (like Ipb in Tab. XIY) with H prefixed, as in 98.

?. 15. np*1 fl^ 5J? ^cx?^. KAL Fut. 3 s. m. with 1 Conversive,

fromHpV.
Tab. XIX (A).

^inn^
1

!
and He put him (with 'Defective* iow^-Kherik,

Pt. I, 12). This word consists of !T^ HIPH-IL Fut. 3 s. m.

with 1 Conversive and the Objective Affix ^J"l him.

[Note. There is a difference of opinion as regards the Root of

this word, as said in 213 and Note (f)
there. If the Root is

ny , the * is dropped as in 212
;
and so we have forms from

this Root like those in Tab. XIX. But Moderns generally take
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the Root to be HI} and suppose the of IT^ is resolved into

followed by Dagesh so as to give Wtf , and similarly in other

forms thus p|^H Infin. (for H^H), TOPI Past 3 s. m. (for TOP^
nan-Pian Imper. 2 s. m. (for PtfPl

=
Jtri). This may be. But

so may the other, which the Student will we think find reason

hereafter for preferring. And we think also that he will easily

see that the objections which some urge have not much weight.]

v. 15 (contin.) PHly? to dress it (or till it, as in v. 5). KAL

Infin. with 7 prefix and Objective Affix ft it /., from "Q^.

Tab. XXIY (p. xxxv).

PnpB?? 5
! and to keep it. The same as the preceding word in

form, with 1 prefix, from "l/bEP.

v. 16. [vty] lyi and He commanded (or laid-a-charge upon).

Pi-EL Fut. 3 s. m. apocopated, with \ Conversive, from pfi (like

b? in Tab. XXIII).

. Seech, i. 22.

to eat. KAL Infin. Absolute from blX, as in Tab. XIY.

thou mayest eat. KAL Fut. 2 s. m. from 7^ . Tab.

XVII (2, 7).

[Note. The Infin. Abs. is here used before the Tense to give

emphasis,
" thou mayest freely eat," as in E.Y. See 137

(1, Obs. /3).]

v. 17. nyin . See v. 9.

73^n [N7] thou shalt [not] eat. The Dag. L. is removed from

M here, (see Pt. I, 48). KAL Fut. 2 s. m. from ^.
Tab. XYII (2, a).

TO^ % eating. KAL Infin. with Pron. Aff.
^ % m. from

Tab. XY, Note (*).
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v. 17 (contin.) HID to die. KAL Infin. Absolute from

Tab. XX.

thou shalt die. KAL Fut. 2 s. m. from nifc. Tab. XX.

[Note. The Infin. Abs. is here used before the Tense to give

emphasis,
" thou shalt (or WILT) surely die" or "

terribly die."

See 137 (1, Obs. ).]

0. 18. T&K'I. See ch. i. 3.

[DI^PI] nVPl that the man should be
(lit. the-being-ofthe man).

KAL Infin. Constr. from PlTl (like rfhb in Tab. XXIII, the

Moving Shva of the PI taking the Compound form ).

PlfcW / will make. KAL Fut. 1 s. from HB^ (like fi^K in

Tab. XXIII, the
JJ having

- as in Tab. XVI (1).

v. 19. Ttfl <wd #e /orwcd (with 'Defective' Long-Kherik,

Pt. I, 12). KAL Fut. 3 s. m. with 1 Conversive, from ")V

See 197 (S). Cp. v. 7.

^5*5 and H& brought (lit. aw^ He caused-to-come). HIPH-IL

Fut. 3 s. m. with 1 Conversive, from Nil (like D5J
in Tab. XX).

. KAL Infin. with ^pref., from nXI. Tab. XXIII.

he would call KAL Fut. 3 s. m. from fcOD. Tab. XXII.

p. 20. fcOp*1 wfl? Ac ca/^flf. The same as the preceding, with 1

Conversive.

Klb [K*7] ^/^^ " [o^] /oemrf (lit. Ac found not). KAL

Past 3 s. m. from fcttflb. Tab. XXII.

v. 21. 73*1 w^ He caused to fall. HIPH-IL Fut. 3 s. m. with 1

Conversive, from^ . Tab. XIX. [ 162
(e, ii).]

JK^*1
rtc? Ac sfep^. KAL Fut. 3 s. w. with 1 Conversive, from

p. See 197 (a & ).

?;. 15.
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r. 21 (contin.) 130*1 and He closed. KAL Fut. 3 s. m. with 1

Conversive, from ^D. Tab. XIV.

v. 22. 11*1 rtwrf //i? Mflofe (lit. &'#). KAL Fut. 3 s. m. apoco-
I v -

I

pated with 1 Conversive, from PlU [like 7^ in Tab. XXIII.]

nth He had taken. KAL Past 3 s. m. from HpS. Tab. XIV.
r T

Pl&O^I tftttf J?e brought her (with 'Defective' iow^-Kherik,TV :-

Pt. I, 12). HIPH-IL Fut, 3 s. m. with 1 Conversive, from

[arij being like
d'jT

Tab. XX.]

v. 23. T&N*1. See ch. i. 3.

*nj^
it shall be called. NIPH-AL Fut. 3 s. m. from

Tab. XXII.

nnp7 she was taken. PU-AL Past 3s./. from ftp/ [like mp)
T

|
T: %. T| : ..

Tab. XIV. To help the pronunciation the Dag. Forte is dropped

from the
p,

and (corresponding to the preceding ,
see

Pt. I, 22 end) is also given. Cp. Pt. I, 72, Note (*, e).~\.

v. 24. ITy (0) he shall leave. KAL Fut. 3 s. m. from Ity,

like iby Tab. XVI (1) but with (6) instead of because the
-;

-

Accent is removed from the word (and therefore Makkeph

follows in the Bible). See Pt. I, 37 .(2) & 55 (9, b).

p?*11
and he shall cleave. KAL Past 3 s. m. with 1 prefix, from

pTT.
Tab. XIV. [This Verb is often followed by 3 as here,

where we want "to" in English.]

Vni and they shall be (or, with the following 7, and they shall

become, see the Note at the end of v. 7). This word is the

same as VH1 and let them be (or and they shall be) in ch. i. 15

where the rendering may also very well be " and let them BE-

COME" (or "and they shall BECOME.")

v. 25. VH*1 and they were. KAL Fut. 3 pi. m. with 1 Con-

versive, from PIT! . Tab. XXIII.
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\ 25 (contin.) ^fc^SlJV [N /I] and they were [not~\ ashamed.

HITHPA-EL Fut. 3 pi. m. from tm [like IfctflpIV
in Tab. XX],

For the in Pause, see 245. The Future Tense here marks

'Sequence* or '

Con-sequence.'

Gen.iii. l.r\T\hewas. KAL Past 3 s. m. from rVPl . Tab. XXIII,

He had made. KAL Past 3 s. m. from nfc?J7. Tab. XXIII.

1
and he said. See ch. i. 3.

He hath said. KAL Past 3 s. m. from tbK . Tab, XIY.

^DKH [ttS] ye shall \not~\ eat. KAL Fut. 2 pi. m. from SsN.

Tab. XYII (2, a). [Pt. I, 48.]

0. 2. ^l^rfi Wfl? s^0 s^V. KAL Fut. 3 s./. with 1 Conversive,

from 1N . Tab, XYII (2, S) .

S?&fa w? fy fl*. KAL Fut. 1 pi. from S^tf . Tab. XYII (7).

v. 3. "IftK. See t?. 1. 6^KH \yb\. See <?. 1.

^H [K?1] wc? ye s^// [woq fowcA. KAL Fut. 2 pi. m. from

y^. Tab. XIX. [Pt. I, 48.] Note. This Yerb generally
'

governs* a S as here.

pnpJl ye die. KAL Fut. 2 pi. m. from Hlft; i>e. ^iTVlfoft with

the
|

of 145 (see 239).

[Note. The Future here marks the 'Subjunctive' after
"

lest.'"]

v. 4. 1toN*1. See#. 1.

JTIJ&. See ch. ii. 17 and the Note there.

pnfcF).
See v. 3.

v. 5. pT c?o^ ^wo?^ (lit. is knowing). KAL Partic. s. m. from

JTP. Tab. XYI (3) [A].

DD7^ your eating. KAL Infin. with Pron. Aff. Dp your (m.)

Tab. XY, Note (J).

^hp^
1

!
^ ^y s^0# ^6 opened. NIPH-AL Past 3 pi. with }

prefix, from UpS. Tab. XIY.
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v. 5 (con tin.) DH^n
1

) and ye shall le. KAL Past 2 pi. m. with

1 prefix, from JVPI. See p. 171, Note (*).

*JJT knowing (lit. knowers of). KAL Partic. pi. m. 'i.e.'

[i.e.
the Constr. form of DW, like n^b from

DHjjb

(App* C to Tab. XIV).]

v. 6. fcOrfi and-when she saw. KAL Fut. 3 s. /. apocopated,

with 1 Conversive, from fian. Tab. XXIII.

The same as nfcftt in ch. ii. 9, with 1 pref.
T : v

^ wfo wise (E.V.). HIPH-IL Infin. with h pref.,

Tab. XIV.

[Note. Some give "to contemplate," or "look at," "adspicere"

for this. And they may claim the support of some ancient

Versions. But we may perhaps observe that the Root occurs

nowhere else in this sense throughout the Bible. The Hiph-U

occurs indeed in the sense of "considering," "applying the

/Db^ (thought, intellect}" but not in the sense of "looking."

Also this sense is somewhat unsuitable here, the "
looking at

"

being already expressed by the D^ty eyes. There are three

members of the statement, viz. that the tree was

(a) good for food,

(/S) an-object-of-desire to the eyes,

and
(7) h^tork tbm.

If there were no (a), then indeed (/3) and (7) might be sup-

posed to be alike, if there were no other objection. But,

with (a) for the first of the three, "delightful to look at" would

not add much to tMI/? M^tt of (). And, moreover, "to

give understanding" is a strictly admissible signification of

It is not often wanted as here, but it occurs in
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/ mil give thee /3V? (understanding) Ps. xxxii. 8, and

in the sense "
to instruct" elsewhere. And of the (a), (/3), (7),

above, this is the only one that expresses the effect of the

seductive promise of v. 5 upon the woman, vis.

"
ye shall be as Grod, knowing good and evil."

If the meaning "to look at" be assigned to (7), then there is

nothing in all the three members (a), (/3), (7), to express the

effect upon her of this tempting promise of v. 5. The above-

given strictly admissible signification of the word connects v. 6

with v. 5
;
and the signification objected to, and which seems

to us really inadmissible,* and of which there is no other

instance throughout the Bible, deprives v. 6 of any connection

with what appears to be put forward as a main article of per-

suasion in v. 5. ~

We are therefore unable to adopt what we nevertheless know

very well to be a widely accepted and indeed very fashionable

opinion.]

t>. 6 (contin.) HipM and she took. KAL Fut. 3 s./. with 1 Con-

versive, from
Hpb

. Tab. XIX (A).

and she ate. KAL Fut. 3 s./. with 1 Conversive, from

See 188 (a, i, Note *).

and she gave. KAL Fut. 3s./. with 1 Conversive, from

Tab. XIX (B).

5
and he ate. KAL Fut. 3 s. m. with 1 Conversive, from

See 188 (a, i, Note *).

* We are quite aware that Gesenius gives this as the fundamental sense of the

Hoot. And so some others also.
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v. 7.
rOnpSJ^

and they (/.) were opened. NIPH-AL Fut. 3 pi./.

with 1 Conversive, from HpS. [Like JWpSfi
in Tab. XIY.]

ty*]*} and they knew. KAL Fut. 3 pi. m. with 1 Conversive,

fromjrv. Tab. XVIII.

^3H*1 and they sewed. KAL Fut. 3 pi. m. with 1 Conversive,

from "1Sn. Tab. XIV.

J)b^^ an& they made. KAL Fut. 3 pi. m. with 1 Conversive,

from
fifcrj;. [Like 4?$ in Tab. XXIII, but with

Jp because of

they, comp. Tab. XVI (1).]

v. 8. tyJbE^I flwd ^/ heard. KAL Fut. 3 pi. m. with 1 Con-

versive, from J#. Tab. XIV.

Tpnnp walking (or going). HITHPA-EL Partic. s. m. from *lfal .

Tab. XIV.

fcClin*} and he hid himself. HITHPA-EL Fut. 3 s. m. with 1

Conversive, from Kill

v. 9.
fcnj5.

See ch. i. 8. ^X^.- See ch. i. 3.

[J"O*Nt where art ^ow .
? consists of the Particle n*tf where and

the Pron. Aff. H3 2 s. m. [Pause-form of PD
(=T] ); see

Tab. VIIL]

v. 10.^*1. Seech, i. 3.

J heard' KAL Past -1 s * from y^W. Tab. XIV.

and I was afraid (or and I feared). KAL Fut. 1 s.

with 1 Conversive, from fcTV. [This word has 'K like St^N

in Tab. XVIII by reason of the 1 st Et-letter *, and tf like

N in Tab. XXII by reason of the 3d Et-letter X.]

and I teas hid. NIPH-AL Fut. 1 s. with 1 Conversive,
T " T

from N*nn [like tfXteK in Tab. XXII, but with Nl to compensate

for the Dagesh which the H cannot receive.]
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r. 11. t^'l. Seech. i. 3.
V

T|P! he told. HIPH-IL Past 3 s. m. from T^ . Tab. XIX.

^H^V * commanded thee. PI-EL Past 1 s. with Objective

Affix
T|

thee m. [Wfif is like W^ in Tab. XXIII.]

^DK(-o) to eat. KAL Infin. from hlX, for ^btt, the

being shortened into (o) because the accent is removed from

the word (and therefore Makkeph follows in the Bible). See

Pt. I, 37(2) and 55 (9, b).

FPSK hast thou eaten. KAL Past 2 s. m. y
in Pause [for FPlDtf

like
rnjpS

in Tab. XIV]. Cp. 165 (I, /3),

* 12. TbK1. Seech, i. 3.
V

PIJJTO
Thou gavest. K"AL Past 2 s. m. from pi . Tab. XIX (B),

and 138 (B).

gave. KAL Past 3 s. /. from pi . Tab. XIX (B).

/ ate. KAL Fut. 1 s. with 1 Conversive. Tab.

XVII (2, 7).

r. 13. 'tbN*
1

!. Seech, i. 3.
V

TfWy thou (f.} hast done. KAL?ast2 s./.ofn^J?. Tab. XXIII.

See v.2.

n he beguiled me. HIPH-IL Past 3 s. m. with Objective

Aff. *i ^^, from K^i. [The word K^H he beguiled is like

Tab. XIX.]

See ff. 12.

v. 14. 1b*1. See ch. i. 3.

. KAL Past 2 s. m. from fiBty Tab. XXIII.

KAL Partic. s. m. [like
-TJ|p3 (2) in App

x B to

Tab. XIV, see 139 (7) on p. 83] from
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v. 14 (contin.) TJR thou shatt go. KAL Fut. 2 s. m. from

[like a&Tl in Tab. XVIII.]

^DNfi. Seech, ii. 17.

r. 15. JVBfc Jtw7/ jw*. KAL Fut. 1 s. from JVBf, see 225
;

or HIPH-IL Fut., as some say, from f\}$. Coinp. the Note on

in ch. ii. 8.

it shall bruise thee. KAL Fut. 3 s. m. with Objective

Affix
TJ

thce m., from
fpBf.

Tab. XX.

[Note. The of
tp$J (like

ttip*
in the Table) is removed

when the Affix is put on
; cp. 59.]

^EflfcPfi thou shait bruise him. KAL Fut. 2 s. m. with Objective

Affix U him, from
tp{?.

Tab. XX.

[Note. The of
SpBfa (

like
tttpfi

in tlle Table
)

is removed

when the Affix is put on
; cp. 59.]

v. 16. l&K. See*. 1.
- T

r\2-\r\ to multiply. HIPH-IL Tnfin. Absolute from H^ . Tab.

XXIII. This is an unusual form of the Infinitive. It is

given in column V of the Table. The Infin. Abs. is here used

before the Tense to give Emphasis :

" I will greatly multiply,"

as in the E.Y.

?&*}# I ivill multiply. HIPH-IL Fut. Is. frommi. Tab. XXIII.

nta thou shalt bring forth. KAL Fut. 2 s. /. from 1^.

Tab. XVIII.

(0) he shall rule. KAL Fut. 3 s, m. from S^fc, like

in Tab. XIY but with 6 instead of because the Accent

is removed from the word. See Pt. I, 37 (2) & 55 (9, b).

v. 17. Tbtf. See*>. 3.
- T

WW thou hast hearkened. KAL Past 2 s. m. from

like rnp3 in Tab. XIV.
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r. 17 (contin.) vptfftl and thou hast eaten. KAL Fut. 2 s. m.

with 1 Conversive, from SiDK. Tab. XYII (2, a).

TJT 5

!?
I commanded thee. PI-EL Past 1 s. with Objective

Affix*?]
thee m., from iTl. [Tl^ being like Wp| in Tab.

XXIII.]

See ch. i. 22.

See ch. ii. 17.

cursed. KAL Partic. s./, of the Masc. I^Htf in v. 14.

; shalt eat [of] it. KAL Fut. 2 s. m. with Objective

Affix Hi # /., from *?DK . [Without the Affix, the form is

TOKft which has occurred already. For the 'Compound Shva'

see Pt. I, 72 : the ~ here may be said to allude to the of

7pKn , In Ezek. iv. 12 some copies have !"!;PpNft (in which

word of v. 12, and ^DKJ7
! once in v. 9 & twice in v. 10, some

copies have D other copies have p).]

v. 18. fVp^n it shall bring forth (lit. shall cause to grow).

HIPH-IL Fut. 3 s. /. from Hbtf. Tab. XYI (3) (A),

[Note. This word is generally taken thus as 3 s. /.
"

it shall

cause to grow." There is an old difficulty, as some know, with

regard to the word TP to thee or for thee (or thyself) ;
it has

been urged that "it would have been enough to say merely

FVpVJ?
"
without the

tp. But, as every one must always have

seen, this word n*pft mav a^sa ^e ^ s * m *
" ^ou s^a^ eause to

groiv." The T? with this would signify his being himself the

cause of hindrances and troubles to himself: and so the two

Yerbs in 0. 18 would each have the same Subject
" thou (m.)"

This however is not necessary, as there are many instances of

change of Subject. Also the rendering
" Thorns and thistles
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thou shalt (or wilt) cause-to-grow (or bring-forth, as in E.Y.)

for thyself," although in itself possible, seems unnatural, and

has not the support of Authorities, but it ought perhaps to be

mentioned in passing.]

v. 18 (contin.) ftTOfrO and thou skalt eat. KAL Past 2 s. m.

with 1 pref., from ^DK. Tab. XIY.

v. 19. hlXfr. Seech, ii. 17.

^W lit. thy returning. KAL Infin. with Pron. Aff.
T] thy m.,

from S1>. [!W being like
ttlp

in Tab. XX.]

fin.yp
thou icast taken. PU-AL Past 2 s. m. from

np7,
in

Paused

''

[ 165 (I, ).]

1^'fi *&> sAflft return. KAL Fut. 2 s. m. from S1#. Tab. XX.
T

v. 20.
anj^V

See ch. i. 5. H)Vn. See ch. i. 1.

*H fl living one. KAL Partic. s. m. (in Pause) from ^H^PPI"!.

See p. 173, Obs. ii.

V.21.VW}. Seech, i.7.

d&^T'l and He clothed them (for
' Defective

J

Long Kherik,

see Pt. I, 12). HIPH-IL Put. 3 s. m. with 1 Conversive, and

Objective Aff. Q them m., from t^ [#'?^1 being like1^
in Tab. XIY.]

0. 22. ^tb^l. See ch. i. 3. Jln. See 0. 1.

[Note. (1) From the fulness of meaning of Hebrew words

it follows that, in the use of a translation (however good it may

be), we should be continually on our guard against a possible

limitation of the sense of the Original by a rendering which

gives but one view of the passage. The greatest care and skill

are often required for selecting a form of rendering from among

several forms by which the Original might be rendered. We
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have here an instance of this. A great difference will be at

once perceived between two such renderings as

(a) "Behold! the man HAS BECOME as one of us, with-regard-

to-knowmg, etc.," and

(/?)
" Behold ! the man WAS as one of us, with-regard-to-

knoiuing, etc."

"Without adopting either the one or the other of these two

possible renderings, we may perhaps use this passage in

illustration of what was just now stated.

(2) The word rVPl (KAL Past 3 s. m. from JW to be) is

rendered in the English Authorized Version by several forms

of expression. We find

(i) "he (or it) WAS," in Gen. iii. 1, and in many other

places;*

(ii) "he (or it) HATH BEEN," in Gen. xxxi. 5, etc. ;

(iii)
" he (or it) HAD BEEN," in Gen. xiii. 3, xxxi. 42, etc. ;

(iv)
" he (or if) is," in Nu. ix. 13, Ps. xxii. 14 (Hebr. v. 15)f,

Ps. Ixxxix. 41 (Hebr. v. 42), Is. xxxiii. 9,f etc.
;

(v)
" he (or it) is become," in Gen. iii. 22. This sense

agrees with (iv).

There are also some other renderings of rVP! , with which,

however, we need not trouble the Reader just now. And with

regard to the renderings in (i) (v), it is enough perhaps here

to observe that

* When followed by D, too; as in 2 S. iv. 10 (margin), 1 K. iii. 12, etc. [See

Note (*) on page 254.]

f In this passage the rVH is followed by 3. But of course the D merely expresses

fhe Comparison,' and does not at all affect the sense of. the Verb as to whether the

Comparison is spoken of as (a)
'

having been, in the Past,' or (b) as '

having been, and

still continuing,' or (c)
as '

yet to be.'
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(3) as the word *lp3 (from IpS
to visit) may signify, either

(a)
" he visited

"
(or

" he has visited," i.e. the Past of

'Finished Action/ or "he had visited" or "he

might have visited" etc.), as in 152 (II, a), or

(b)
" he has visited and is still visiting" as in

152 (III, a) ;

(4) so the word JlVl (from !Tn to be) may signify, either

(a) "he was" (or "he has been" or "he had been" or

" he might have been" etc.), as in 152 (II, a), or

(b)
" he hath (or is) become," as in 152 (III, a).

(5) Hence we see that, of the renderings in (2),

(a) those in (i) and (ii) and (iii) are included under

152 (II, a) ;
and

(b) those in (iv) and (v) are included under 152 (III, a).

(6) It may therefore be said that each of the two renderings

(a) and (/3), in (1) above, is admissible so far as the word JTP1

in itself is concerned;* But as far as each of them is admissible,

* Some have fancied that the TH here is to be rendered "
is (or 7ias) become,"

because it is followed by 3 . But 'D HM must not be so limited. There are passages

in which that expression stands for "was as ...,*' not " has become as ..." For

instance, in 2 S. iv. 10 David says that the man who told him ' Saul is dead !

'

V^5J3 "TCp3P? ""IT?
^AS as one-fettiMff-good-tidinff3 in-his-own-eyes ;

he was so no

longer as soon as he heard the king's warrant for his execution. There are indeed

several passages in which the Past of n\1 is used as above [in 1 (iv and v)], when

followed by D . But the Student may be warned here of the mistake which some

seem anxious to make of tying down a Hebrew expression too much. Even if there

were as much of the phrase-value "to become" in 'D rPH as there is in '? PlTl, yet

it would be incorrect to LIMIT the former expression to any such phrase-value. There

is certainly much less of this phrase-value in 'D ilTI than there is in *? JlTl . Even

the English Reader may to some extent perceive this by observing that in 'D PlTI

" to become AS so and so," the D of 'Comparison* retains its full value "AS";
whereas when ? iYn is used for "

to become so and so" (lit.
"

to be to orfor or into

so and so"), the / is swallowed up and lost in the English phrase. Thus,
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so far the adoption of the other (to the exclusion of that one)

may involve the loss of an admissible rendering. This should

not be lost sight of. As we are not concerned here to advocate

either of them, we need not trouble ourselves to argue at all

about them from the context or from general considerations.

But we may just observe, in passing, that man 's being said to

have been made and created in " the image
" and " likeness

"
of

GOD (Gen. i. 26 & 27) may to some not unreasonably appear to

correspond with the rendering ((3) rather than with (a) in (1).

And, further, that the rendering

" Behold ! the man WAS as one of us, with regard to knowing

good and bad ; whereas now
"
he was NOT TO TAKE

OF THE TREE OF LIFE,

may to some appear consonant with the warning (ii. 17)

" thou shalt surely die."

(7) We may perhaps add that advocates of (a) cannot surely

intend their rendering to signify (what it certainly seems to

signify) that Man became in some way, or in some sense, or in

some regard like GOD, through his disobedience and experience

of evil !

G. xvii. 16 and she shall become nations, nwqO \3? W$ G. xxxii. 11

(E.V. v. 10) lam (or have] become two bands, etc. But although we must fully allow

this phrase -value of ? HTl to become, yet we would also warn the Student most

emphatically against supposing for a moment that the expression is limited at all to

that phrase-value. '? n'n may have other values : for instance "
to be to so and so,"

as in Gen. xxx. 30 " It was little that ^Jp iTH was to thee (or thou hadst}" and

"to be to" in the sense of "
happening" as in 1 S. vi. 9 "An accident it [was that]

\*h rVTI was to us (or happened to us}," and "to be for" in the sense "to be on

one's side," as in G. xxxi. 42 " Unless the God of my father ... v iTH had been for

me (i.e. had been on my side),.. ," etc. We cannot too strongly urge the Student to

be on his guard against attempts to limit the sense where it ouijht not to be so limited.
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Also we cannot suppose any one to argue seriously that the

false tempter's promise "ye shall be as GOD (E.V. gods)" in

Gen. iii. 5, must needs be true in this instance.

"We are aware however that Dr. Kalisch says on this :

" The

serpent was degraded, the human pair was ennobled by the

glory of intelligence ;
the former was pressed down nearer to

the earth, it was condemned to go upon the belly ;
the latter

rose heavenward on the youthful wings of the mind
;
the one

eats dust, the other became capable of imbibing the dew of

eternal truth. Thus man has made a gigantic step beyond

the limited sphere of his primitive existence." This is a

grandiloquent account of what must have been therefore (if Dr.

Kalisch is right) a "Kise"* rather than the "Fall." The

Narrative seems to us to be not quite in agreement with it.

It cleverly mixes up the opinion expressed by the LXX in

Sa/J, yeyovev f o>5 el? e r)fiu>v rov ryivcoa-Kew KO\OV /cat

Kal vvv /e.T.X.,

with some such a one as that expressed by MaimonidesJ in

p jw D^IJD *rrr rrn tn h& m p p
jnv iraBTiaii injra 1^5?^ sin n^ pyn rm

'IDI n pn xin^ n^ hi nanjn jnm

* As some fancy.

t The following words of Fagius :

"Ironia est ... Vide quam vera promiserit serpens, quam factus sis par Deo
sciens bonum et malum. Irao nihil minus es,"

may commend themselves to some
;
but to others they may perhaps seem rather

forced, or even (to some extent) evidence of an effort to escape from something that

he could not approve of.

i See Yad lThnzdlid (Hl-l'khoth Tshuva, v. 1). See also Dr. Bernard's Selections,

pp. 55 & 262.

The word -ID^P (G. iii. 22) may mean either "from us" or "from him.
1 '

Cp.
Tab. II. 4.

||
For '1D1 see Note (*) on p. 224.
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" Lo ! this race (lit. kind) of man has become unique in the

world, and there is not any other race (lit. kind) like to it in this

regard, viz. that it is, of itself, by its own mind and by its own

thought, knowing the good and the bad, and doing all that it

likes, etc."

This latter is supposed by many to derive authority from the

Targum of Onkelos, viz. :

B^ii ats jn^ ft^fc N^JD >Ttr nin tn NH

which is taken to mean " Lo ! man has-become unique in the

world,from himself to knoiv good and bad"; in which, we may

observe, there is nothing whatever about " DOING " or "
doing

ALL THAT HE LIKES," and no mention of "
his mind " and "

his

thought" (which may, however, be supposed to be implied).

We may also mention that there are some objections to such a

rendering of the Original passage, as was pointed out long ago

by Aben Ezra. We may not here dwell on this.

(8) But it is only fair to mention that there is some ' Hebrew'

authority for understanding the PITT of Gen. iii. 22 in the sense

" he was" Thus, in the Midrash Eabba, "R. Berechiah " in the

name of R. Khanina said

rvn vb nr PK m& D& D& vh nr rift irrWs

" '
like Elijah.

9 ' What is this [Elijah] ?'' He tasted not the

taste of death:
9

also this \_Adani] was not by-rights to have

tasted the taste of death" . . . .
" All the time that man was,

he WAS as etc." *

* We are merely giving a few evidences of the word H"1

!! having been understood

in the sense "was" in Gen. iii. 22 rather than in the sense "has become." We

may omit aught which we do not want for our immediate purpose.
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On which we read in the Commentary Pl^PID J113MD
" When

man was
D/fc^' complete [i.e.

in the state in which he was

created], he was by-rights to have remained alive, as one who

died not, like Elijah ;
etc."

And similarly a little earlier in the Midrash Rabba we find

jvs rrn thyh r\v& p^Nti DHKS
nn'pn \r\w spin

... wm ^w injn inx ^ni ra'pn hw injn n^n^
"
Might which The Holy One, Blessed be He, imparted to the

first man was-to-have-been for ever and ever ; when he left the

Mind of The Holy One, Blessed be He, and went after the mind

of the serpent" [then the latter half of the verse Job xiv. 20

expresses what resulted to him]. On the "
was-to-have-beenfor

ever," we read in n31i"O JTDn& "
By-rights he was to have

been so for ever, etc." And a little earlier still in the Midrash

we read " When He sent him away He began lamenting over

him [in the words of Gen. iii. 22]," on which we read in the

Commentary D^^fiJb ^iPt^
" It means that He said, by way

of lamentation and bewailing,
" Ah ! how he * WAS '

from the

first
' like one of us* in the highest attainment : whereas now he

hath-gone-backward
'

in-regard-to-knowing good and bad/ and

he is expelled from his high-estate, for [it is said]
'
lest he put

forth his hand and take also of the Tree of Life/ etc. Therefore

[it is added]
' and The LORD sent him forth from the garden of

Eden/ "

(9) We may add that there are several interpretations given

of the words ^ftfo ^PI5O ;
and that, as a possible rendering* of

* Some may think that The ""1I1K" referred to in the Midrash, and by R. Juda

b. Simon in D^W h& miT3, points to the -13EP IPJiO as taken together thus;

though, others dissever the two words.
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the words, some might perhaps choose such an English expres-

sion as "like The*-!?, from-Himself" "Behold! man was

like The-ONE from-Himself (i.e. The Self-Originated ONE) in*

regard-to-knowing good and bad; whereas, now, etc." Cp.

Gen. i. 26 & 27. What was said in (2-8) above is seen to be

quite independent of this remark in (9).

But we must return to the '

Analysis of Verb-forms.']

v. 22. (contin.) HIT!/ to know (or for knowing, with-regard-to-

knowing). KAL Infin. with 7 pref., from J7T. Tab. XYIII

(Note 1).

rh&\ he put forth. KAL Fut. 3 s. m. from rbw [like Ift^ in

Tab. XIV.]

Pip/I and take. KAL Past 3 s. m. with ^ prefix, from
Jlp7.

/DfcO and eat. KAL Past 3 s. m. with 1 prefix, from 7DK .

*H1 and live. KAL Past 3 s. m. with 1 prefix [p. 173, Obs.
iii.]

The 1 has before the ' Accented Syllable
'

to which it is pre-

fixed, see p. 225.

0. 23. ^nnWh and He sent him forth. PI-EL Fut. 3 s. m.

with *) Conversive, and Objective Affix !)Pl him, from PPB?.

Tab. XXIX (II, a) [p. XLII.]

nhyS. See ch. ii. 5.

fti-h he was taken. PU-AL Past 3 s. m. from ftth* Tab. XIV.
I- I

v. 24. Vhy] and He drove out. PI-EL Fut. 3 s. m. with 1
v T :

-

Conversive, from BHJ [like ^^ in App
x to Tab. XVI (2), but

* The ' Construct ' form marks that the word 1HX3 is to be taken in close con-

nection with the following word -13E>P. As it is in Construction,' it may not have

the H for the 'Def. Art.' We may therefore supply "the" in English, if this be

wanted, before the English word which stands for it,
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for the because the Accent is removed from the last

syllable, cp. Pt. I, 55 (9, b)].

v. 24 (contin.) }3GP*5
an& ê Pfaced (lit. caused to dwell).

HIPH-IL Fut. 3 s. m. with 1 Conversive, from
pfc?.

Tab. XIV.

J"O3P!J"l)3n which turned every way (E.V., lit. which was turn-
.. .. _ . . _

ing-itself). HITHPA-EL Partic. s. /. with the Pi of 98 (or merely

that of 6), from ^pH [like rnj53flb
in App* B to Tab. XIV].

to keep. KAL Infin. with h pref., from *&. Tab. XIV.

ANALYSIS OF VERB-FORMS IN GEN. xii.

Gen. xii. 1. *tbK*1. See ch. i. 3.

*?|7 #0 thou. KAL Imper. 2 s. m. from
*|
T . [Like ^^ in

Tab. XVIII, but with for because the Accent is removed

as signified by the
(

-
)
in the Bible. Cp. Pt. I, 55 (9, b).]

[Note. The word *?n here is the word signifying to thee (m.) in

Tab. II, and it is used here Reflexively as in Obs. XIV (p. 139).]

^SOK I will sheiv thee (lit.
I will cause thee to see). HIPH-!L

Fut. 1 s. from HfcO. [The full form of the Hiph. Fut. 1 s. is

HX^^ . This, on receiving the Pron.-Aff. would give regularly

^IX^SI (the 3d Et-letter H being dropped when the Affix is put

on). For this latter we have here t^NpNI in Pause. For the

f-J
see Tab. XXVIII, Note

(e, ii) on p. XL, and cp. ^JJtMtt

Gen. xxvi. 3 and I will bless thee (which is PI-EL Fut. 1 s. with 1

Conjunctive and Objective Affix thee m., in Pause, from
^li);

and
n^*"tt$

^ Kings iii. 14 I would see thee (which is KAL Fut.

1 s. with Objective Affix thee m.). The Hiph. ^INnNt
occurs in

Zech. i. 9 with the Accent merely, a Pause-form not in

Pause, cp. 167 (ii, a).]
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v. 2. 'aWl and I will make thee. KAL Fut. 1 s. (P
) : v ; :

with 1 Conjunctive and Objective Affix ^T thee m. 3 from

Tab. XXX.

Tp^QXI and I will bless thee. PI-EL Fut. 1 s. (imK App* to
I : v T -:

- v
I T -:

x r

Tab. XYI (2)) with 1 Conjunctive and Objective Affix
*|

thee (m.),

from
*p3;

like ^SK in Tab. XXIX (II, a), but with before

the *] to compensate for the Dag. F. which the *) cannot receive.

[Obs. This word has the simple form for which the Pause-

form is
^TjiniXI (mentioned just now in v. 1). But in our word

the *") has whereas in the Pause-form the *1 has . The
*]

of

our word agrees with the ft of ^I*ll55fc$ in Tab. XXIX (II. a-).
)v I :Jv

- -:
'

In each, the is a Slight-vowel (Pt. I, 56) masking the

Moving-Shva which the 2d Et-letter would have but cannot

have when the 3d Et-letter also has . (The adopted here

as the Slight-vowel agrees with the of the 2d Rt -letter in the

form H&Stf without the Affix). But in Pause, the 3d Et-letter

receiving then a vowel, and there being no need then for the

Slight-vowel, the Shva drops its mask () ;
and thus the

2d Rt-letter has as seen in v. 1, and so in ^^K Ps. cxlv. 2.1
T)AV : T -:

nS^frtt and I will make great. PI-EL Fut. 1 s. with 1 Con-

junctive and the PI of 144, from 7*tt .

nVYl and thou shalt be (lit. be thou}. KAL Imper. 2 s. m. with

1 pref., from PlTl . See p. 171, Note (*).

v. 3. nrmKI and I will bless. PI-EL Fut. 1 s. with T Con-
T ; T -:

-

juiictive and the Pi of 144, from Till-

^D^Dft
those blessing thee (lit. thy btessers). PI-EL Partic.

pi. m. with Pron.-Affix
T[

thy (m.), from^i. [This, with-

out the Affix, would be D^^lb pi. m. of *n
l<

}^ in App
x to

Tab. XYI (2). For the - see Pt. I, 72.]
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v. 3 (contin.) ^/Pp/b^
and him that curseth thee (or, thy

reviler*}. PI-EL Partic. s. m. with 1 pref. and Pron.-Affix
T|

thy (m.), from 77p [The form without the Affix is 7?plb like

i_

Hpfc in Tab. XIY. The beneath the 7 is a Slight-vowel.

Pt. I, 56.]

^Xtf / mil curse. KAL Put. 1 s. from VlK [like SDK in

Tab. XXI].

^"n^ and they shall be blessed. NIPH-AL Past 3 pi. with

1 pref. from TO [like np&J in Tab. XIY].
I

0. 4. T7*5 so ^e departed (lit. wc? ^e tiegQ. KAL Fut, 3 s. m.

with 1 Conversive, from^ . See 198 (S).

^5*1 Jffe had spoken. PI-EL Past 3 s. m. from 1^1. [For

the see Note (e) on p. xv -back of Tab. XIY.]

in^S when he departed out (lit. on his going-out or forth).

KAL Infin. with 3 pref. and Pron.-Affix i his, from K\

[Note. Instead ofH^ like Jll^ from i^\ Tab. XYIII, the

Inf. Constr. of N^ has the contracted form J"IK which takes

Pron.-Affs. thus : iHX^ Ms going out, ^HXV thy (?n.) going out,

etc.]

v. 5.
n[p*V

See ch. ii. 15.

y&y\ they had gathered (or acquired). KAL Past 3 pi. in

Pause, from fc?3*1.

they had gotten (lit. made). KAL Past 3 pi. from PlB^

?* in Tab. XXIII].

^'l awe? ^A^y went forth. KAL Fut. 3 pi. m. with 1 Conversive,

from N' [like ^ in Tab. XYIII].

* Even this word is a little stronger than the original, which might be rendered

"any one speaking-lightly-of thec"
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r. 5 (contin.) )"OT7 to go. KAL Infin. with 7 pref., from T?*

[like n!l#S in Tab. XYIII].
V V T

^IKl^ and they came. KAL Fut. 3 pi. m. with *| Conversive,

from Kin.

[Note. The KAL of this Yerb has the following forms with

KJioukm, [see more on pp. 272 & 273] :

(a) Infin. (Absol. & Constr.) tfto ; and (with ^33) WM,
atop, KisS (Kb

1

?
i.o.), Ntop;

Or with -, thus tf^ NM, KM, fcb
1

? (fttaS i.o.), XSfc.

OS) Imper. X1S or K3 (and, with H, MK3) s. m., 'Kfo or

'K3s./, ^3 pi. .

(7) Fut. fciy 3 s. m., ^nri 3 s./ & 2 s. m,^^ 2 s./.,^ 1 s.,

!j^ 3 pi. m., nix^n (jxnri
or nyaij), 3 Pi. /,

mift 2 pi. tw., ND^ 1 pi.

Obs. These may have i in the place of the
; thus,

(3) So, with the PI of 144 we have both PlfcbX & HNtiiNI 1 s.,

and HNbj & p|tai 1 pi.]

v. 6. lhy*1 and he passed over (followed by 3 into). KAL Fut.

3 s. m. with 1 Conversive, from 1&y. Tab. XYI (1).

v. 7. K1*1 and He appeared* NIPH-AL Fut. 3 s. w. apocopated

from PlfcH [like 7^ in Tab. XXIII
;
but with to compensate

for Dag. F., and with N instead ofW , cp. p. 169 (II, a)].

T9*1. See ch. i. 3.

|]5
/ will give. KAL Fut. 1 s. from

JfiJ
. Tab. XIX (B).

p^ ^wc? he built. KAL Fut. 3 s. m. apocopated from Till

[like T^ in Tab. XXIII]. The full form of the 3 s. m. Fut. E. t

fr. n^, is

From flfrn to s^^; the NQ. to be seen is used for " to appear."

T
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v. 7 (contin.) PlJSn^Pl
Who appeared (lit. The One appearing or

seen). NIPH-AL Partic. s. m from !"!&*) . Tab. XXIII.

v . 8. pW^ and he removed (or moved}. HIPH-IL Fut. 3 s. m.

with. 1 Conversive, from
pHJ?.

This is like *]p^ in Tab. XIV.

Cp. 178 (i).

[Note. This expresses a TRANSITIVE "
removing" or "

moving"

viz. his goods and things. The English Reader will find no

difficulty in this, because the English Yerb to move is often used

for '
to move one's goods and chattels/]

tD*1 and he pitched (lit.
and he extended). KAL Fut. 3 s. m.

apocopated, with 1 Conversive, from HtD3 . The form
PltD}* (like

rhtf in Tab. XXIII) becomes nto?, cp. 205
(ii), and this by

apocopation becomes tD*.

jyV See v. 7.
^j?!l-

See ct - * 5 -

#. 9.
J^D"

1

]
and he journeyed. KAL Fut. 3 s. m. with 1 Con-

versive, from J7D3 . Tab. XIX.

to #0. KAL Infin. Absol. from ^Sn . Tab. XIV.

w^ ^ journey. KAL Infin. Absol. with *) prefix, from

Tab. XVI (3) (A).

[Note. The phrase yiD^I "SpSpJ J?D*1,
lit- and /ie journeyed to go

and to journey, stands for wc? 7*e we^^ on continually journeying,

cp. 137(1), Obs.(S).]

v. 10. Wl. Seech, i. 4.
:
-

*T1*1 awe? he went down. KAL Fut. 3 s. m. with 1 Conversive,

Cp. 198(5).

TU^ fo sojourn. KAL Infin. with ^, from Tfl. Tab. XX.

D. 11. Wl. Seech, i. 3.
:-

c?re^ wear. HIPH-IL Past d s. w. irom Jlp
. Tab.XIV.
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v. 11 (contin.) NIT? to come. KAL Infin. with 7, from NIS.

[See Note (a) on S|jfcM in v. 5.]

&K*V See ch. i. 3.

TSHJ
J know. KAL Past 1 s. from JTP . Tab. XIV.

v. 12. PPPH therefore it-shall-come-to-pass (E.Y.). KAL Past

3 s. m. with 1 pref., from PVPI .

1KT *% sfotf see. KAL Fut. 3 pi. m. from n&n [like^ in

Tab. XXIII].

Mfltf tffoy sM/ say. KAL Past 3 pi. with 1 pref.,

ll am? ?&?y 0*Y? M/. KAL Past 3 pi. with 1 pref., from

VII* they will save alive (E.Y.). PI-EL Fut. 3 pi. m. from fiTt

[like fei in Tab. XXIII].

0.13. nfcN sy ^OM. KAL Imper. 2 s. /. from T&tf [like

HJ53
in Tab. XIY].

3t3" wy ^ well. KAL Fut. 3 s. m. from^ [Tab. XVIII].

njVPlI and it shall live. KAL Past 3 s. /. with 1 pref., from

DTI [like Pirta in Tab. XXIII].

v. 14. *JT1 awrf ^ cme ^o ^<35ss (E.V.). See ch. i. 5.

fcO!}3 on the coming of. KAL Infin. Constr. with 3 pref., from

tfQ. [See*?. 5, Note (a).]

*K*y\ that they beheld. KAL Fut. 3 pi. m. with 1 Conversive,

from PIXY

?. 15. \$rf\ and they saw. See v. 14.

i|77n^ awe? they commended. PI-EL Fut. 3 pi. m. with 1 Con-

versive, from 7 ?n . The Dagesh F. is often dropped from the ^ .

For the comp. Pt. I, 72 (Note (*, e)).

hpni and she was taken. HOPH-AL Fut. 3 s. /. with 1 Con-

versive, from Hpb. [Note (A) on Tab. XIX (7, vi).]
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v. 16. ^tp*H he did good. HIPH-IL Past 3 s. m. from StD*

[Tab. XVIII].

VV1 and there icere. See ch. i. 5.

* 17 - $!3!1^ -^ plagued. PI-EL Fut. 3 s. m. with 1 Con-

versive, from JtfJ [like rfe^ Tab. XVI (3) (B, ft].

0. 18. tf*1p*5
? ^0 called. KAL Fut. 3 s. m. with 1 Convers.,

frominp.
*1. See ch. i. 3. Wfc^. See ch. iii. 14.

T T

ow ^'c?s^ fe#. HIPH-IL Past 2 s. m. from 1^ [like

in Tab. XIX].

v. 19. FHDK thou saidst. KAL Past 2 s. m. from "Ifttf .

HI5M so I might have taken (E.V.) [or, lit., m Jfoofc]. KAL

Fut. 1 s. with 1 Convers., from hpS [Note (A) on Tab. XIX].

Hp take thou. KAL Imper. 2 s. m. from
ftp/ [Note (A) on

Tab. XIX].

^7}
and go. KAL Imper. 2 s. m. with 1 pref., from

*p^ [like

1W in Tab. XVIII. For the - see p. 225].

v. 20. W1 awe? Ae commanded. PI-EL Fut 3 s. m. apocopated,

with 1 Convers., from TO [like^ in Tab. XXIII].

yrhty*} and they sent away. PI-EL Fut. 3 pi. m. with 1 Con-

versive, from
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IY. LIST OF YERBS BELONGING TO MORE THAN ONE OF THE

SEVEN CLASSES MENTIONED IN 186 [SOMETIMES CALLED

' DOUBLY IRREGULAR' YERBS]

[The Student will perhaps have some little difficulty, at first,

in analyzing some of the Yerb-forms from Hoots belonging

simultaneously to more than one of the Seven Classes mentioned

in 186. Many of such forms may be recognized without

much difficulty, by allowing for each set of ' Yariations
'

sepa-

rately. But in some of them there are special Yariations, and

some few of them are irregular, and some apocopated forms

may well seem strange to him. It will, without doubt, be use-

ful to him to have these Yerbs all collected together. AYe

therefore give him here the following LIST, in the Alphabetical

order of Roots, with the Yerb-forms which occur in the Bible.]

used only in Kal (to be willing).

KAL
PAST and PARTIC (1) like those of fTO Tab. XXIII, but for

tfQN (Is. xxviii. 12) 3 pi. Past cp. 138 (B) iv, a.

FUT. Ttt& 3 s. m., rnKfi 3 s. /. & 2 s. m. (once

Prov. i. 10), !QK* 3 pi. m., JQKfi 2 pi. m.

Plltf used only in Pi and H0. (to desire, lust). The 1 is Con-

sonantal always in Yerb-forms from this Root:

Pi-EL

PAST rfiK 3 s. m., PlWK 3 s./., WN 1 s. ;

FUT. [rwtf 3 s. .], njxri
3 s./.

HlTHPA-EL

PAST rmnn 3 s. m., wxnn i s., M^nn 3 Pi.
;

PARTIC. rbtiflb s. m., dWltt pi. m.
;

FUT. rfoftWV 3 s. m. (apocop. IKJV^ JlJNnri
3 s. /.

(apocop. INni?), KXT\\ 3 pi. m.
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(or p) used only in the HO. (to complain). Partic. D^SttTp

pi. m. 9 and Fut. piKJV 3 s. m.

used only in the Past and Participle (1) of Kal (to haste),

and Fut. H(j>. (to cause to haste, to urge) The forms

are like those of Di in Tab. XX.

used only in Kal, to be light, Nty. to be lightened, bright,

glorioles, HO. to make light or bright, make to shine.

PAST "fitf 3 s. m., Vlfc 3 pi. (like #te, W$, op. Tab. XX).

PARTIC. ^flK s. m.
;

IMPER. nitf 2 s./. (like ^iS) ;

Fur.nrjfcn
3 pi./, (likepn&pfi inTab.XX). See230(i).

NlPH-AL

INFIN. ^K1

? Job xxxiii. 30 (for ^NnS , cp, 137 (3) Note f) ;

PARTIC. *VlK!J s. m.
;

FUT. lifcO 3 s. w. (or Fut. JT. like ^i^).

HlPH-lL

INFIN. ^Xn 1

?;

PAST ^n 3 s. m., n^NH 3 s./., ^H 3 pi. ;

PARTIC. ^Jb s. m., JTVNfc Ps. xix. 9 (Constr. form of

rnwb s. /.), niTa pi. /. ;

IMPER. "n^Jl s. w. and with PI added n^^Kn ;

FUT. ^J and ^J 3 s. w. (with *) Convers. *\W\)
}

IPtii

3 s./. & 2 s. w., WfiO 3 pi. m., ^Xn 2 pi. m.

(or B?B>tf) only in the JT^. !|^^nn Imper. 2 pi. m. in Pause,

is. xlvi. 8 " shew yourselves men."
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used only in the Future Kal (to consent}

KAL

FUT.
nitf".

3 s. m., nto 1 pi. (and Pinto with fij.

[Note. The forms which are thus like $1!3* etc. in

Tab. XX, are by some taken rather as N$. forms

*i.e. like
ti\&\

or^ etc. in Tab. XX.]

K. to be an enemy, or hostile toy only used in *J-D*K 1 s -

Past, and in the Partic (1) forms, viz. I'itf or

y'& B. m. (an enemy}, with Affs. (his) i^tf,

(thy f.) T^tf, etc.,-D^iK (or 'fc) pi. m.,

i.e. ^tf (or 'i), with Affs. (Ais) Vl^, etc.

^^^ an enemy (Mi. yii. 8 & 10) is the Sing. fern.

form rD'tf with \ like
^ttpib

in 139 (e).

used only in K. to swear, etc., H(f>. to adjure,

KAL

INFIN. Abs.
riSfiJ

and niS^ ;

PAST n^ 2s./.;

IMPER.^ 2s./.
v:

HlFH-lL

INFIN. rt^XnS (in iriSxnS, with Pron.-Aff.

FUT. hw (in ^N1 1 S xiv. 24). [This is usually taken

thus, as Hiph. ;
but the form might very well be

Fut. KAL apocop., the being like the in^X^ .

The Dyn ilNI following must however be allowed

for, of course.]
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tf (I.) to mourn, used only in Kal ^K1 Past 3 pi. w. 1 ;
and

(II.) to occasion, in PL H^ Past 3 s. m.
t Pu. (to be occa-

sioned, to happen), PI310 & PliiKri Fut. 3 s. m. &/.,

and Hithp. Partic. n^Hb (one making occasion, or

seeking occasion) s. m. These forms agree with

Tab. XXIII,

(see JIN).

used only in Kal (to bake), _ZV<. (to be baked)

KAL

PAST HfiK 3 s. w., JVSK 2 s. m., Wa* 1 s., ^N 3 pi ,

PARTIC. H3& s. m. (whence D!la*, with Pron.-Aff. DH their,

Hos. vii. 6), D^fc pi. ^., niUk pi./ ;

IMPER. ^X (Ex. xvi. 23) 2 pi. w., instead of 1SK ;

FUT. S|nhl (1 S. xxviii. 24) 3 s./. w. 1 Conv. and Aff. him

or for him instead of ^i

tefcO 3 pi. m., teNfi 2 pi. m.

NlPH-AL

only in Kal (to compass) 133^ Past 3 pi., like ^p3 in

Tab. XIY, and w. Aff. me as in Tab. XXV.

only in Kal (to pluck) Past W^K 1 s., V)N 3 pi. (in HVttO

with 1 pref. & Objective Aff. H (/.), Ps. Ixxx. 13).

to curse, used only in IT., Nfy, PL, and Hoph

KAL

IKFIN. Abs.
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PAST "Jim 1 s. (also ITnVTK with Objective Aff. p| her") ;

PARTIC (1) *Tjfc pi. m. (i.e.), ^7 PL w - w - Aff* % -

[For the - see Pt. I, 72 08).]

PARTIC (2j 1V1K s. m., iTjnK s./., D^IN pi. M. ;

IMPER. [T^] 2 s. m. -pHK with H. (The of the K is 6,

there being no Accent on the word, Pt. I, 37),

VT& and VtiK 2 pi. m.
;

FUT. l^ri 2 s. m., n&K 1 s,

KlPH-AL

PARTIC. DHM pL i. Mai. iii. 9.
. T .. A

Pl-EL

PAST [T1K] in jq'l'IK 3 s. m. with Objective Aff. ft-T
- her

Gen. v. 29. For the comp. Pt. I, 72.

PARTIC. D'TTfcftb pi. m.
: T ;

*

IIOPH-AL

FUT. 1i<V 3 s. m. (in Pause, for
I

1$V).

(or ^H^) to comet used only in Kal and in Imperative jET<^>.

KAL

PAST nn (and n5< Is. xxi. 12), UJlK 1 pi. from KHK ;

PARTIC. nVKS pi./;

IMPER. VHK 2 pi. w. ;

FUT. nr^. 3 s. m. (KW Deut. xxxiii. 21, n*1 Is.xli. 25,

and with Aff. ^- we, ^*nN1 Job iii. 25),
. .. T v:v _

nn^ri 3 s./. (Mi. iv. 8),

Vn^ 3 pi. m. roWl Is. xli. 5), with
{,

and
T v:v A IT v;v-

1 Conversive ;

HlPH-lL

IMPER. Vnn 2 pi. m.
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used only in Kal (to come, come upon, enter, etc.), JT<^>. (to

cause to come, to bring], and Hoph. (to be brought).

KAL

INFIN. N3 & N13 (*KM, & PlM 1 K. xiv. 12 with pi,

KM, XJ? KJ? in actual construction, N3p)

with Affs. iNS fiK3 ^3 & PDNa with H, etc.
* T | -: T -:

PAST N3 3 s. ., PINS 3 s./. (w. Aff. ws ^HNS Ps. xliv. 18),

na & nnK* 2 s . w., M&G 2 s./. (For n^a, in

fitful 2 S. xiv. 3, see Pt. I, 29, Note (t)).

i s.,

3 pi. (also t^3, perhaps twice),

2 pi. w.,

1 pi. (ttSl 1 S.xxv. 8, with theNote 'lacking K') ;

PABTIC. X!3 s. w., PlfcO s. /.,

D^a pi. w. (i.e. nte), w. Aff. A?rn^a,_rta pi./. ;

IMPER. NS (or K^, and fiXS with H) 2 s. m.,

"N!l (or ^13) 2 s./., J|N3 2 pi. m.
;

FUT. f ^ (with 1 Conv.
Jfcta'J,

Wl 1 K. xii. 12

1J1 iTH, IN^I 1 K. xii. 3 Kthlv for N^
for the 3 s. m. ' w. Affs.' see \* next page,

There may be \ in the place of
,
as in Kb?, Kb?,

(& Nbf'p/rom <A^ entering of], 1Kb .He*

JK3 and'n3N3 (also

Mai. iii. 2, H^bj, etc., and so

t -1K3 Jcr. xxvii. 18 is generally taken as Past 3 pi., like -TO in Tab. XX.

Some propose to read
-IKIJ (Fut. 3 pi. m.). But the Infin., not the Future, is mostly

used after 'Pi
1

??'? . The Future is rare. The Past is also rare, but it occurs in

Jer. xxiii. 14
(-12^ *^3f ) [If an7 ** emend, they had better propose to read

i<3 omitting the }. They would thus have the Infin. K3 after ^3^ as usual.]

Some have taken -1N3 Jer. 1. 5 also as Past 3 pi.

J There may be 1 in place of here.
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*Xlfr 3 s. /. (this with p! would be nflbfi, from

which, is f nftXSft Deut. xxxiii. 16 with a re-
T T

duplicated Pi ,
and

TjnKtaJ-l
Job xxii. 21 with Aff.

TJ

thee m.),

with *| Conv. **bFn,--,

for 3 s. /. w. Affs.' see %* below,

*K^n 2 s. m., *&bfi 2 s. /. See also Note (f) for

1 S. xxv. 34 (and Ez. xxii. 4),

*fctaN 1 s. (and, with n,*HN^), with 1 Conv.*afaifl,

tth)
3 pi. m. (and, with

J,
239, pfcb>),

jnisnn 3 Pi./., also
|&bjj

& *^?^^, 231 ()

iNin 2 pi. m.,

fcbj
1 pi. (and, with H, *HXi:i), with 1 Conv. N^_.

*^* "With Pron.-Affs. the forms are :

3 s. m. *J|3K1* w. Aff. Atm, *5y w. Aff. me;

3 s. /. *^K^n & iinxbn with Aff. tow,

t^iin [p. for
^Niari]

w. Aff. thee m., also

T|nNnr),
see under &Ofi 3 s. /. above, 'ONtaFl

w. Aff. me
;

3 pi. m. ^fob* w. Aff. e (also ^fij^l
with 1 pref.).

HlPH-iL

INFIN. JOn Absol., ^^Pl (X^PlV, 8^ Jer. xxxix. 7,

comp. ISTote f on p. 79) ;

* There may be \ in place of the here.

t A similar form to this, viz. HNiril Kri (TlNIiril Kthiv), 1 S. xxv. 34, is 2 s./.

Fut. K. fr. K11 w. 1 Conv. We also find XUPII as 2 s. /. Fut. JT. w. 1 Conv.

(Ez. xxii. 4). Each of these is irregular for ''Niril .

with * <

superfluous,' 1 S. x. 7. Also, with 1 Convers., Esth. iv. 4.
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[HiPH-iL contin.]

PAST N^n 3 s. m. w. Affs. (him) IN^H, (/^r) iWWj

PI 2 s. w. (JlN'Sri 2 K. ix. 2, and nk^n in

'jnfc'sn, Drtwn ttnfcwi t.c. 2 s. m. w. Affs.
. _;; T . -.f T . -;>

me, them m., us ; but there are also, fr. HfcQri , the

forms inKsn fintfnn unson t.. 2 B . m. with
-: T -;J T -if

Affs. ^^m, her, us) ;

Tlttin 1 s. OrtoWn Nu. xiv. 31, and
*rt<^rj

in

. -; . -. ,

i.e. 1 s. w. Affs. Am, te m., them m.), also

VnfcWPI (Song iii. 4) 1 s. w. Aff. him.

^n 3 pi. w. Affs. (Au) Jin^^n, (theef.) ^N^n,
m.) D^^H & D- Pt. I, 14

;

n 2 pi. m. (DHk^n 1 S. xvi. 17) ;

'liri in D^^H 1 pi. w. Aff. ^/ ., Nu. xxxii. 17.

PARTIC. K*i/b s. m. (*3& JT^Ie? for W^ti Kri four times,

and WOfinKtMv for K^ajljKH once),

d^^ pi. m. (& D^^b, i.o. Wto) ;

TMPER. ^nn 2 s. m. (once N^H 1 S. xx. 40, and

K^Pl Jer. xvii. 18, which may however be Infin.,

also iWin with H) ;

FUT. K^ 3 s. w. (& K13J
Pt. I, 12), with 1 Conv.

and once K^l Ez. xl. 3,

With Affs., (him) tiK^ & ^H^y , (Acr) n3X"n^ &
v ;

*
:

*

^e m.) K & T, etc,,

TV*S
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'Sft 3 s./ & 2 s. m., with
j
Conv. N^tt},

With Affs., (him) toi^M etc., (^m m.) DN'Sn

& ifcKSfi Ex. xv. 17,

^ 1 s. OSN Zitoto for N'SK -#H 1 K xxi. 29,

^ 'lacking N' Mi. i. 15, with 1 Conv. K'3M

(& i1) PlK'nttl Jftto for N^KI #H Josh!
T T t T T

xxiv. 8; with Affs., (him) ^N^N, etc.
;

y 3 pi. m. (& J) T̂> pK^ with
|

239), with

1 Conv. !| W (and ^Jl),
With Affs., (him) yr\WZ\ &^^ (me)

%

MN^,

Witt 2 pi. m.
;

Wl% 1 pl-> w. Aff. (them m.) DNP11}

HOPH-AL

PAST K^H 3 s. m.,

DPI 3 s./. Gen. xxxiii. 11, and nn&OPl (with p|)T T
'..

V

Ez. xl. 4 [for Pl^Pl],

^n 3 pi. ;

PARTIC. Xi^/b s. m., D^illb pi. ^-, rt^^/b pi-/. J

FUT. XrW 3 s. m., 1&OV Jer. xxvii. 22 Pause-form (not

in Pause) for !|&OV 3 pi., comp. 167 (ii).

[Note. The 2d Et-letter is Consonantal in Yerb-

forms from the next five roots except in the

case of certain contracted and apocopated forms

which the Student will easily recognize] :

only in MHH (Lev. xii. 2, her being weak or faint), Infin.

Kal w. Aff. her [like firfa from rfa ofL T ; :t
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(?) used only in K. (to be).

KAL
IMPER. fcOPl 2 s. m.

;

FUT. &OJT 3 s. m. (a shortened form, Eccles. xi. 3),

perhaps for KW with
J|
in the place of

)
e.e.

" the

1 Quiescent as the 1 in ttlfib"" for Pnfifib (as

K. D. Kimkhi says), or for
PlJPP

or HIPP from PlIP!

as *PP short for PVPP from Jl^Jl (so the Mendels-

sohnian Bi-ur hammittotJi). According to this

latter view the tf might be ' added* as in ^^1^ for

and N^Sn for
ttfjjl (so Aben Ezra, who takes

to be plural, as E. D. K. did at first).

Both of the two words above might have been given

under the next Root HIPl ,
as E/. D. K. gives them.

used only in K. (to be).

KAL
PARTIC (1) Jlin s. m.

;

IMPER. HIH 2 s. m., "til 2 s./

[Note. The form N)p| Tmper. 2 s. w. with N in the

place of the Quiescent PI, and iOPP short for

PrtPT or
plJiT

Fut. 3 s. we. with t< added, were

given under fcOPl see there].

PPPI used only in K. (to be), and N<j). (to be done, etc.).

KAL

INFIN. VH & PTn (Absol.), HVH (Constr.) and, with

prefixes, nVPD, HVH1

?, nVHp (or with -

thus, n^H!l, n^S, rVn/b), and with Pron.-Afis.

r/*) wrn, (^o nni^n, etc.,V v:
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(at his being, i.e. when he was), ^JVPP] (and

for thy m. being, i.e. and that thou mightest be), etc.
;

PAST rpH 3 s. m., IVPn (p. tPlWj)
3 s. /. and (with H

Interrogative HJVPiri) comp. 7, c, Note (f),

ft^Pl (also JVP! once, and PWPl once) 2 s. m..
T T T T T T

J1"PI 2 s. /. (T^n with * '

superfluous/ Ez. xvi. 31.

For
Jtfjrn

2 S. xiv. 2, see Pt. I, 29, Note t),

w?n i s.,

^Jl (& DJVfi Deut. xxxi. 27) 2 pi. m., and

with 1 pref. DTWIv : *

n i pi. ;

PARTIC (1) H^ill s./. (Ex. ix. 3) ;

IMPER. JTn 2 s. m. (with 1 pref., pftTl)
MH 2 s./...

....
.. .

... f . _.

VH 2 pi. w. (with 1 pref,, VH1).

FUT. n^n^ 3 s. m.apocop. W (p. ^H
1

'),
and with 1 Con-

.....
A . . \JT

.,../>

yers. ^^. (p. tVM),

Jljnft
3 s./. & 2 s. . apocop. ^, & with 1 Con-

yers. Wfi,

^nri 2 s./. with 1 Convers. ^n]||1, (also apocop. ^fl

Nah. iii. 11, & with 1 Convers. Wll Ezek. xvi. 34),

n\1K 1 s. apocop. *HK, & with 1 Convers. V1K1,v : v %: v: T

VrP 3 pi. m. with 1 Convers. VH*1,

n^Vni?
or

j^ni-l
3 & 2 pi. /. (also, twice, Piynn in

n^nW) with 1 Convers. WWll or
TV :

- x TV:--

H^ni 1 pi. with 1 Convers. ^H-l
1

) &
v ; ;

-
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NIPII.

PAST PlTO 3 s. m. with fi Interrog.

vpfl 3 s./. (p. tnivn?)

WTO 1 s. ;

PAHTIC. HTO s./.

used only in PL (to tell, declare, shew}.

INFIX. rttPl in n^Hft with pref. ft ;

3 s. m., ftinK i s. & w. Aff.
. v - -:

(P- JjpHK).

!"pn used in K. (to live), Pi. (to keep alive, let live, sustain,

cherish, enliven, quicken), and H<j). (to cause to live,

to keep alive, etc.).

KAL

INFIN. ?Vri & VH (Absol.), n^H (Constr.) in DnVH w. Aff.

f^e/r m. and Jl^lr? w. pref. 7 ;

PAST JTH 3 s. m., the forms ^H 3 s. m. (p. fh), and

with 1 pref. ^H*l (p. Wl), are ' borrowed ' from a
- T AJ

IT T

Eoot ^H ;

nn-H 3 s./., the form pm 3 s./. (in pprfl Ex.i. 16)

from ^H is like HD^ from D^ 226
(i) ;

Jl^ll 2 s. m., and with H at the end in
T T

Jer. xxxviii. 17
;

vn 3 pi.,

dJVTj
2 pi. m. in &Wtt\ with 1 pref.
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PARTIC (1) [borrowed from a Root ^h] 'H s. m. (p. 5TI),

n*n s. /., Dn pi. m., rt*n pi./., the form nrn

pi./. (Ex. i. 19) is like fitofc> from D'P 226 (ii) ;

TMPER. PVPJ 2 s. m. in rV)Tl with 1 pref. (Gen. xx. 7, etc.),

^11 2s./. (Ez. xvi. 6),

Vn 2 pi. iw,, Vrn with 1 pref. ;

FUT. rV)"P 3 s. m. apocop. 'IT (with 1 Conjunctive

Wl & p. :TM, with 1 Convers. W1 & p. SWJ),

Jl^riJl 3 s. /. or 2 s. m. apocop. 'h^l (with 1 Con-

junctive 'n)"ti, with 1 Convers. ^JlJ^)'

"rifi 2 s./.,

njh 1 s. (with n Interrogative rVnNH),

Vn* 3 pi. m., with 1 Convert W1,

Hariri 3 pi./., & with n Interrogative P

Vnn 2 pi. m., & with
)

( 145) JV
W) ,

svm i pi.

INFIN. nV'n with pref. ,
& w. Afis. (7wm)

(^m m.) DrfnV, (IM) ^rfnS;

PAST n*n 3 s. w.,
T

^n*n Ps. cxix. 50, 3 s./ w. Aff. me in Pause,
: T

W*h 2 s. w. with AflP. me (p. ;^_),

VH 3 pi.,

DJl^-^n
2 pi. w. in DH^riri , with n Interrogative ;

PARTIC. f!*np s. m. ;

IMPER. [n>n 2 s. w.] w. Affs. ( w.) ^*H, (me) *yn;

u
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FUT. HW 3 s. w., with Affs. (him) VWT in J|nri*| with

1 Conjunctive, (her) Plffl* in JTW} w^n 1 Convcrs.,

M Wjt!%

n!TO 3s./. or2s.ro.,

w. Affs. (me) WTO, W WWl,
in Ps. Ixxi. 20 is Kthiv for WITO JTr*

;

K 1 s. & with 1 Conjunctive ittl&O,

H^ 3 pi. w., and with PI Interrogative

with Aff. (us) siyn%

[3 &] 2 pi.'/, & }rroi with 1 Convers.,

2 pi. i. in phft with
I

( 145),

nm i pi.

HlPH.

INFIN. n.^n (Absoi.), [nVnnoonstr.in] nVn

with S pref., and w. Aff. Mm irfni

PAST rvnn 3 s. ^.,

rvnn 2 s. m. in ^n^nn 2 s. m. w, Aff. W5
}

T v: v T v: v

w^nn i s.,

Dn^nn 2 Pi. w.
;

IMPER. H^nn 2 s. w. in ^Hil 2 s. ?w. w. Aff. me,

vnn 2 pi. w.

(or X^tD) used only in the Pilpel Past 1 s. OHNtDKb) with

Objective Aff. Jl her, in n^n^tOKtO
1

! Is. xiv. 23.

JtltD ^ spin, only in ^tO (Ex. xxxv. 25, 26) JT. Past 3 pi.

HK' only in H]"^ (Jer. x. 7) JT. Past 3 s./. [in Pause, for PlJW].T AT T T ; T

21* only in 1SW Ju. v. 28 and she cried out, 3 s. /. Fut. PL

with 1 Convers.
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used only in N<f>. (to be afflicted), Pi and H<j>. (to afflict}.

NlPH-AL

PARTIC., with i) in place of the usual i, ^3 pi. m. in

Constr. [from D^U], ffcM pi./ ;

FUT.
M|*1

3 s. m. with 1 Conversive, Lam. iii. 33, for

n|^_ (cp.W for VT^) ;

HlPH-lL

PAST PMPl 3 s. 01. (fttin, with Aff. Pi ACT) ;

PARTIC. D^ift pi. m. in
"SJ^Jb

Is. li. 23, with Aff. __

FUT.
JV^h

2 pi. m. with
J,

Job xix. 2, (instead

[Note, Piypl 2 S. xx. 13 has a form borrowed from this

Boot, but in signification it belongs to Pl^P! to

remove (Is. xxvii. 8, Prov. xxv. 4). This rti'n may

be Hiph. Past 3 s. m. of J"0* (according to form),

"owe caused to remove \_hini\""he was caused to be

removed" It might perhaps be supposed to be for

n^nn Hoph. Past 3 s. m. of nHfl, or, possibly, for

PljflPl with for i| as some take jniPl Ley. iv. 23 to

be Soph. Past 3 s. m. from JH*.]

(I) (to putforth or away^ Pi. to cast the lot) used only in

Kal Imper. !)T 2 pi. m. Jer. 1. 14, and PL Infin.

rtTS Zecn - 4 & Fut - ^! for ^!! 3 P1 - * in

W Lam. iii. 53. (ButW in Joel iv. 3, Obad. t>. 1 1,

N"a. iii. 10, may be supposed to be 'borrowed' fr.

a Eoot IT, like ttp Past JT. 3 pi. fr. MD.)

(II) (to render acknowledgment, confess, praise), used

only in H<t>. and R6.
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HlPH-lL

INFIN. nniH, finiPP, (or with as in

pAsT nin3pi., wiin ipi.;

PARTIC. TlTto s. m., DHto pi. w. ;

IMPER. ^Pl 2 pi. m. ;

FUT. mi' 3 s. m. (once milT Ken. xi. 17), w. Aff.
:

''

ftAee m.) TlV & *?nV Pause-form Is. xxxviii. 19.
I : I v

lift 3 s./. in Tflfl Pause-form, w. Aff. thee m.,
T| V

Tltf Is. (once niinX in ^Unin^ with Aff. }-J him
v x v -: v -:

Ps. xxviii. 7), also w. Affs. (him) ^Tltf

(thee m.) TJTIK (p. :
;]TlK),

IV 3 pi. w. (once JTfin* in
^niH^ Ps. xlv. 18),

also w. Aff. thee m.
TpIV (& ^IV Ps. xlix. 19),

$)
I pi.

ITlTHPA-EL

INFIN. rtl'inn in irniHrO5
! with prefixes ^ and 1 . and... -

: :

Aff. i ^w ;

PAST rninn 3 s. m., vwn 3 pi. ;

PARTIC. niinD s. m., D^ 1

))!^ pi. m.
;

....
. . ._ . . r

1 s., sffiJV 3 pi. w.

used only in H<f). (to howl, utter a loud cry of lamentation).

HIPH-IL

PAST y^n (for ^n) 3 s. m.
;

IMPER. ^n 2 s. m., fy^n 2 s./., btyft 2 pi. m. (^^H
Jer. xlviii. 20 is Kthto for Sj^JJ JTrf) ;

FUT. VgJ 3 s. m., S^^ (& rhh^ with H) 1 s.,

w (& ^.p 3 pi. m., *Mw| 2 pi. m.
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y* used only in Kal and H<f>. (to oppress).

KAL

PARTIC.
plji* s./. (in PlJVPl, with the H of 6, the oppress-

ing onef. y Jer. xxv. 38, etc.) ;

FUT. Dyj 1 pi. with Aff. D toa w. [for D , cp. dTOI

and Note (e, vii, 2) on p. XL] according to some.

Others take this to be the Noun
j*0 progeny

with

D their m* Ps. Ixxiv. 8.
;

HIPH-IL

INFIN. nbiPlS (in DfOinS, with Aff. D them m.) ;

PAST rCin 3 s. m., ttin 3 pi. ;

PARTIC. D^to (in IJ^D
Is. xlix. 26 with Aff. ^_

FUT. HiV 3 s. m., n^to 2 s. m. (w. Aff. Am

^ 3 pi. m., tfta 2 ph i.

used only in
nyj1:

(Is. xxviiu 17) K. Past 3 a. m. with 1,

" and it shall sweep away
"

(E.V.)*

used only in Kal (to be beautiful}, and in Pi. (to beautify)

once, and once in J?SyS [comp. p. 176 (7)] (to be very

"beautiful and once in Hd. (to beautify oneself}.

KAL

PAST [M T̂
3 s. m.], JT^ 2 s, / (like n^5 in Tab. XXIII),

T̂ 3pl.;

FDT. t\" 3 s. m. apocopated for HS^ (in Pp*|
Ez, xxxi. 7),

2 s./. (in Wll Ez. xvi. 13).
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FUT. HS 3 a. m. in J|H3^ (with Aff. ffl

PAST JVfi'B' 2 s. m., Ps. xlv. 3.
;

T T : T

IIlTHPA-EL

FUT. *BWI 2 s./.

(fo #0 0w, go out from) used only in Kol, H$. t
and Hoph.

KAL

INFIN. *Ktf
T
Abs., H^V CJonstr. (nftW3f nM, 1^?

but HK^7 in actual construction HXD and
... .. . >

with Affs. inN, ^, etc.);

PAST KX^ 3 s. m., n&W 3 s. /. (p. :n&W^) HNX^ 2 s. .,TT T;T TITT^TTT

1 s. (once *IW, Job i. 21, 'lacking ')/

fJ
3 pi. (p. rtX, w. Aff. me

^fcW
Jer. x. 20),

Ny.
2 pi. w., J!^ T̂

1 pi. ;

PARTIC. *^s. m.,
* r\W s. /. (Hlrt*?! Deut. xxviii. 57,

with the Note "
lacking ," comp. 98) fcW^

Eccl. x. 1, is for pfeW^ Partic. JT. s. /, with
T : v

pref. & (p. 24, latter part of Note rf),

*D^ pi. w. (i.o. *^), *n^ pi./ ;

There may be 1 in the place of here.
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IMPER. tf 2 s. m. (& *nN, with H, in Pause), *tf 2 s./.,

2 pi. m., p. tttflC |fcttp, Jer. 1. 8, is Kthiv for

PUT. fly 3 s. w., XFl 3 s. / & 2 s. m., etc. (like 3fi
f

etc., in Tab. XVIII, but)

n^^ri 3 & 2 pi./, (and |Nfi 3 pi. /., Ex. xv. 20).
T

With 1 Conversive the of K remains, thus

ri, etc.

HIPH-IL

INFIN.
fc^lfln, N^PP, etc., and, with Affs.,

(my bringing out) Win (this is Kri, for

Kthiv, in Jer. vii. 22), etc.,

(to bring him out) Vl&jftrtrP, etc. ;

PAST N'tfH 3 s. w. (& tftfn Deut. xxii. 14), with Affs.,

(thee m.) ^K^lPl
& W^* (

me
) ^K^iPl,

T .

' ' \ / T

;vin 2 s. w. w. Affs. (AVW) in^^in, etc.,

!^in 2 s. /., (for HrtTj 2 s. /. 1 K. xvii. 13,

see Pt. I, 29, Note f),

pH 1 s., w. Affs. (them m.) DT!Xtfi"l, etc.,

Xin 3 pi., DTlN!rt^ 2 P1 - m - >

PARTIC. fcOXIIb s. w. (& ^to once, Ps. cxxxv. 7), w. Affs.,

^fcOlfl/b, etc., (^X^i^n The One bringing thee out,

Deut. viii. 14 & xiii. 11),

D^^to pi. m.y & D^X^to, i.e.
^ttfl/D ;
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IMPER. K^H 2 s. m. (and PUS^n with H), also

Is. xliii. 8 (which, may however be Infin.) ;

n Gen. viii. 17 is Kri for K1Pl Kthto,w. Affs.,

WjrtH
2 s./., ttttnn 2 pi. m., and, with Affs.,

(him) ttlK^fln, (A*r) StlK'tfPI;

FUT. ^V 3 s. iw. (& ^^ Job xxviii. 11),

Ju. xix. 25, also K^*}),

w. Affs., (/.) nX^V, etc.,

^ 3 s. /. & 2 s. m. (and

me)^^n, (us)

A* 3 pi. m. (also *&*),-

w. Affs., (Aim) f
^nfcjt

JiN^in 2 pi. m., arefo i pi.

HOPH-AL

PAST [^n 3 s. m.], fiKtfin 3 s./. in Pause for Hittfln
;

PARTIC. [K^^ s. m.], nN^lD s. /., D'tflD pi. w.,

pi./.

l^ used in .ffa^ (to fear), N(f>. (to be feared), and Pi. (to put

in fear).

KAL
INFIN. Constr. ^ Josh. xxii. 25, like *|hfi ;

also HX^S
:

I : T : :

with n, cp. 137 (4, iii),
and XT? 1 S. xviii. 29,

NITp 2 S. iii. 11 from his fearing \

This form is like lp.?n. Similarly, in Ps. v. 9, "ln Kri for "I6?1n

(with before the
"

for Euphony).

t There may be 1 in place of the here.
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PAST an* 3 s. m., r\w 3 s. /. (p. tPiarv),

nan* 2 s. ., *n&n> i s.,
T "T "T

3 pi. OJtlK7. with Aff. Aim,

Span*.
w. Aff. *A*0 m., ^lary w. Aff.

naTP 2 pi. 77*. (DnaO Josh. iv. 24),

PARTIC. anj s. m. (i.e. a?V), najT Constr. form of PIK'V s./,

D^7. pi. m. (i.e.^ , and with Affi. VK^, Y^>);

IMPER. K" 2 s. w., ^N^ 2 pi. w. ;

FUT. fcnw 3 s. w.
T *

(with 1 Convers. X^*1 and sometimes X^)>
w. Affs. (thee m.) ^^ Jer. x. 7, (me) ^^J,

Nn;ri
3 s. /. & 2 8 . w.,

*^n;n 2 s./. (p. :w;ro,

N7 1 s., w. Aff. Mm tttf^K,

^n^ (& ^K^ Pt. i, 44) 3 pi. m. (p. nan" & :^n*
: : IT IT t

also :p^ with
J),

w. Aff. thee m.
sptf^

& ^NT,

r|7J?3pl./.
Ex. i. 17,

JlKTn 2 pi. m. (p. rt&rWl,
& |^7^ with

J),

w. Aff. them m. D^^n andDK^n,

7? 1 pi.

NlPH-AL

PARTIC. ^ii s. m., rwnto s. /., rtK^ii pi. /. (w. Aff.

% m.
Yrtianfo,

ps . cxiv. 6) ;

FUT. X^M 2 s. m., Ps. cxxx. 4.

*
^fcjqfl

2 s./. Is. lx. 5, but ^"?F1 in some Bibles.
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PI-ftL

INFIN. K*V (in *>Ov to^ ^ in fear, BKT7 io frighten

them) ;

PAST KV 3 pi. (in^ IB

they frightened me) ;

PARTIC. D^^D pi. w.

H*V used in Kal, to cast (to place stones for a pillar, also to

shoot, shoot at, also to water), N<f>. to be shot,

H$. to shoot (also to teach, to point, and to cast).

KAL
INFIN. JTV Absol., JTl T? (and once Xi^7 2 Chr. xxvi. 15);

PAST PIT 3 s. m., W^V 1 s. ;

PARTIC. *Prt* & PH* s. w., Dni* & Dn* pi. m.;

IMPER. H^V 2 s. m. ;"
t

FUT. pn*1

} 1 pi. in D^SI ^w^ we sht a^ them, Nu. xxi. 30.

NIPH-AL

FUT. PTV* 3 s. m. he shall be shot Ex. xix. 13.
VT*

HlPH-lL

INFIN. JVYlH?, w. Aflf. ^ew m. DJlhin?;

PAST rnn (in ^in^in ^^ taught him, ^^Jl Ae 7?a^ cast me),

JTlin 2 s. m. in OrniPl ^Aow As^ taught me (
T T "

for in Pause),

*JV*Tin Is. (and *PT\r\ in
^Jl"!?!

Prov. iv. 11 (I hare

taught thee).

* This Participle is used as a Noun for the "
early rain" in Deut. xi. 14, Jer. v. 24.

tOl"1 Prov. xi. 25 is taken by some as Hoph. Fut. 3 s. m. from nil (fcO*^ for

iTVV, o), and by others as Hoph. Fut. 3 s. m. from ITV (S'li* for rTVP and this for

iTTV "as jn'^n for yi-in," which is somewhat questionable, Lev. iv. 23 & 28). It

may perhaps be for the rO.i^ "early rain" above, this being taken figuratively for a

"
refreshing beneficent one."
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PARTIC. PTVI& s. m., D^ifc pi. m. (DWlto 2 S. xi. 24,

w. X 'superfluous'), w. Afis.
Tp'Tto thy m. teachers,

J^ift my teachers (in Pause) ;

IMPER. JTTln 2 s. w. (in 'FliPl & ^Tl feocA me),

JHI PI 2 pi. m. (in rynin fe<^ me) ;

Fux. PHV 3 s. m. (*\V\ and he shot 2 K. xiii. 17), w. Affs.,

(him) 1-HV & irnV, (me) TV, (7/iem m.) D^

3 s. /. & 2 s. m. (in Tpifi, p. t^h, it f. will

teach thee, ETf\F\ thou m. wilt shew them),

1 s. (w. Aff. thee
^~f\K]

and I will instruct thee

Ps. xxxii. 8),

Vli* 3 pi. m. they shall teach (^ they shall shoot,

and once WV 2 S. xi. 24 with X superfluous,

1PJ7 Ps. Ixiv. 5 they will shoot at him), Tp^lV they

shall teach thee m.

PIT (the Pi being consonantal) is a Root supposed by some for

the word ^iPHfi Is. xliv. 8, which would then be
:

K. Fut. 2 pi. m. for ^inT^l of which they suppose

the meaning to be ne stupeatis. A Metheg might

have been expected under the J"l then, thus JH .

Others (as E. D. Kimkhi, and so Furst) take the

word to be from a Root PlPlI in the sense of

"
fearing."

used only in N$. (to be burned).

NIPH.

FUT. pfl3fi 2 s. m., PWDfi 3 pi./.V T T V T ;
*
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used in K. (to stick to, abide with, once, Eccl. viii. 15,

elsewhere to borrow), N<f>. (to be Joined to, united with],

ITcj). (to lend, lend to).

HAL
PAST tff? 1 pi.

PARTIC. Pip s. m.

FUT. r\*h* in tol^ 3 s. m. w. AS. him,

i 2 s . m.

PAST Iffa 3 s. m. (itfen with the n of 98, Is. Ivi. 3),
T : T i

-

^3 3 pi. ;

PARTIC. D^TO pi. m. ;

FUT. JT^ 3 s. m., vh* 3 pi. m.
V T T

HlPH.

PAST n*PH 2 s. m. j

PARTIC. ni/lb s. w.
I

v :
"

f

FUT. HIT in ^T 3 s. m. w. Aff.

in !)^Sn 2 s. m. w. Aff.

beautiful, becoming (OP suitable), used as a Yerb only in

8 - xc^* ^ -^ast ^ s - w>
(
as some say)> an(^

Is. Hi. 7 & Song i. 10, Past 3 pi.

These words some have taken to be Kal, others Pi-$l,

others Pilel [the *l being supposed to stand for the

repeated 3d Rt-letter H, and so in PfinWH in

Tab. XXIII, Note (f)]. The first one has also been

supposed to be Niph. Past 3 s. m. of rfiK .*

* So R. D. K. in his Lexicon
;
but in his Commentary he connects the word with

flfcO
, merely mentioning the other as possible.
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"We might perhaps suppose VlfcO to be '

compounded
'

of the two forms %O and
flj (fr. |?fl) 'mixed' up

together. And !"T)tf3 ma7 be a Noun "
beauty" or

"that which is becoming," of the same form as

Obs. pflfcO s. *., and *
J"ftfcO s - /* are Adjectives.

-ZV^. and HO. to prophesy (SO. also to offer oneself for

prophesying}.

NIPH-AL

INFIN.
fcO|p!

inK^H
1

?,
teltina (w. Aff. his, also tfntalHSl

Zech. xiii. 4), 'itajIPD (w. Aff. my) ;

PAST K3i 3 s. m., T\$2ti 2 s. w. (rV33 Jer. xxvi. 9),

^?p 1 s., IXlp
3 pi. (p. rt|5) ;

PARTIC. ^ s. m., D^M and D^M (i.e. ^M) ;

IMPER. K^n 2 s. w. ;

FUT. 5^ 3 s. w., 5^n 2 s. m.,

tttt 3 pi. *., ^^2pl. iw.;

HlTHPA-^L

INFIN. rt^HH, with fi prefixed 1 S. x. 13
;

PAST rvstinn 2 s . ., i s. x. 6,
T -

:

'ntf?;in 1 s. (for ^nn) Ezek. xxxvii. 10,

S|5l?n 3 pi. (for 'jnn) Jer. xxiii. 13
;

PARTIC. NSlJTlp s. m., D^3?rp pi. w., rt35W? pi./ ;

TUT. N^n^ 3 s. w., SlfcGJJV 3 pi. m.
.....

:
-

:

used only in j". Partic (2) ^^J s. m. "hollow," i.e

For which we find HJ3, in n)3H Jer. vi. 2.

t Some give this as 2K%S-eJ, .. '3|0 for
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Pitt used only in K. (to shine}, and Ufa (to cause to shine, to

lighten}.

KAL
PAST Pitt 3 s. m. ;- T

FUT. PW 3 s. m.
;

HIPH.

FUT. PW 3 s. m.

more, wo#e away^ also to be driven aivay, as in Pit.

& jffbpA. ; Ufa to drive away \
HO. to move oneself,

move oneself away.

KAL

INFIN. Tti ;

PAST nTli 3 s./., VHi 3 pi. (p. rtTIi) ;

PARTIC. nnb (or Tfli) s. m., nTTli s./., D'Tp pi. w. ;

FUT. TIT 3 s. w. Na. iii. 7*1^ 3 s./. G. xxxi. 40,

pTI*
3 pi. m. (with

|)
Ps. Ixviii. 13.

PU-AL Tfli 3 s. m. Tab. XXI (IY).

HIPH-ILW 3 pi. m. in !|n^ (with AflP. !|n Mm).

EOPH-AL

PARTIC. 1^ (al. "ti& fr. T|3) s. m. 2 S. xxiii. 6
;

T -. T \

FUT. n^t'
1 3 s. m.

-\

HlTHPA-^L

PAST rrrfijnri 3s./. ;

FUT. niiinri 2 s. m. (in pause, cp. 166 (c)), ^TrtW 3 pi. m.

used only in PL to remove as unclean.

Fl-fc.

PARTIC. d H

^5^ pi. m. (& MHMJ with Aff. DD 2 pi. w.

*
Comp. 210 (/B).
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used only in Kal and JV$. to lament.

KAL
PAST nrO 3 s. m. ;

IMPER. HPO 2 s. m.

NIPH-AL

FUT. JlPlU
1
* 3 pi. w. 1 S. vii. 2, where some give the Chald.

sense tfo be congregated.

used only in H$. to hold back, to refuse ;
also (in E.Y.) to

discourage, and to break, to disallow, to make of none

HIPH.

PAST K'On 3 s. m.
;

FUT. K'y 3 s. m. C^ Ps. cxli. 5),
T T

!)N7T 3 pi. m., ptfttl
2 pi. m. (with J)

#H for

Nu. xxxii. 7.

used only in JT. (^o flourish, grow, abound, abound with,) and

Pi. (to make to flourish E.V. to make cheerful or

grow, Zech. ix. 17), like
Dip

in Tab. XX.

to move about, etc., used only in Kal, H$. & H6., like

in Tab. XX. For
njjj (Jer. xvi. 5) 2 s. w. Fut. K.,

comp. 224.

used only in Kal (to remain at home) and
ff<f>. (to prepare a

home, or to glorify, nii=nM, Ex. xv. 2),

KAL
FUT. my 3 s. m,

FUT. PMN in VTIJK 1 s. with Aff. J|n_ him.
v: -

:
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to rest used only in Kal, H<f>. & ffoph. (like dip in

Tab. XX, but comp. also 234).

[Note. Some give as from this Root the following

forms (which are given as from fW by others, see

213 and the Note there) ff<j>.
to place, allow, leave,

let alone, etc., and Hoph. to be placed, to be left :

HIPH.

PAST ITin 3 s. m. (& mil 1 K. viii. 9),

Firon 2 s. m., WISH i s.,

irrsn 3 pi., dftnan 2 Pi. .
;

PARTIC. fT^ s. m. ;

IMPER. n?H 2 B. m. (& nil^il with H),

Jin^n 2 pi. m. (& sinan) ;

PUT. )T 3 s. m. (n?1),

with Aflps. (Am) Jinn^ & Jinw,

n^n 3 s./. & 2 s. m. (short for

with Affs. (me) W?J?, (w

n %
3 1 s. in UrV-lN^ (Eccles. ii. 18) with pref. ^ that

_ . - ...._...> v

and Aff, A?m,

!|n^^ 3 pi. m., -and, with Affs.,

(7wm)tfin, (them m.) 0\r\W& d^.
ITOPH-AL

PARTIC. Up s. w.(For HH^n, see 213 end).]

only in b^H ^/ Fut. 3 s./. ^ ?t7/ be moved.

^ slumber : used only in J5Ta/ [like Dip
in Tab. XX~|.
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only in ft IP (Kri Ps. Ixxii. 17, it shall le continued E.V.,

for p* KtMv)N<t>. Put. 3 s. w. like
Dip*

in Tab. XX.

: used only in 2T0J and JT$.,* like
Dip

in Tab. XX.

% to move to and fro : used only in Kal, N$. and
tf(j>.,

like

Dip
in Tab. XX, but comp. also 234.

used in TTfl/ (only *ftM ^>rov - v^ 17, / ^fltf<? sprinkled),

PL (only ft&P Is. x. 32, /*<? s//a# s/^/ce), and H<f,. ^o

wa^e, sz/iJ, wot'e backwards andforwards, ^like
Dip

in

Tab. XX
;
but besides the regular Infin.

Jff<j>. W)rh
L L

T :

we find also PllDirP Is. xxx. 28 with 7 prefixed

and H at the end. The #</>. Past 2 s. m. is JjMl

( 242). The 1 s. however is ^rtMH Job xxxi. 21.

Hoph. Past
tj^n

3 s. m. it hath been tcaved.

only in H<j>. to blossom.

HIPH-IL

PAST tiQn 3 pi. ;

^JJ (Eccles. xii. 5) 3 s. m. [Others take this to be

from pO, H<f>. Fut. 3 s. w. for
fK^, in the sense

of "giving disgust."]

[p*D].
'Borrowed* in form from this Hoot we find

Ex. ii. 9
//</>.

Fut. 3 s. /. with 1 Convers., in the

sense of the Eoot ^ (K. to suck, H<j>. to suckle).

only in M^^l Ps. Ixix. 21, and I am full of heaviness,

E.V.), Kal Fut. 1 s. with 1 Convers. & H at the end.

For a word in Is. lix. 19, and another in Ps. Ix. 6, see DDJ rather.

X
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used only in K. (to be sprinkled, E.Y.) and
H(f>. (to sprinkle,

E.Y.) ;
Gesenius gives "shall make to jump up"

instead of "shall sprinkle" for iTf in Is. Hi. 15.
v-

Ftirst observes: "nil impedit quominus etiam hoc

loco ingenitam verbi significationem retineamus."

KAL

FUT. Pl-r 3 s. m., apocop. T (in Tl Is. Ixiii. 3), and with

1 Convers. n 2 K. ix. 33
;

HIPH.

PAST Pl-tn 3 s. m., Jinn 2 s. m.,

PARTIC.
Jl-tp Constr. form of Pftlb s. m.,

IMPEK. ptfn 2 s. *.,

FUT. n^ 3 8. m., apocop. (& with 1 Convers.) t*V

used only in Kal and ^T0. to guide, lead.

KAL
PAST [("IPO] 3 s. m. (in ^PD

1

) wc? ZTe ^^7/ ^w^e thee m.,

^IIJ
-ffe Aa^A ferf'ww, DH^ He ferf ^em), nW 2 s. m. ;

IMPER. JlHi 2 s. m. (with Aff., ^Hi lead me) ;

IIlPH-lL

INFIN. dnhinSfoferfMmNeh.ix.l9,& Qrfn^Ex.xiii.21

comp. 137(3) Note (f).

PAST nilin 3 s. f. (in ^n^H J^ W me),

n^llin 2 s. ^. (in CirrOn Thou didst lead them) ;

FUT. nny 3 s. w. (in !|2lPiy , w. Aff. him, ^H^ w. Aff.

w. Aff. ^A<?m m.),

./. or2s. m.,-

w. Affs., (me) 'OPOn, (them m.) DrOfi,

riiX 1 s. (in J|nn? w. Aff. him, and Hin^ w. Aff.

her),

3 pi. we. (in ^n^_ w. Aff. ?>
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used only in Kal (to incline, extend, pitch tent, etc.), 2?<f>.

(to be extended, etc.), and Ufa to cause to incline, or

decline, etc.).

KAL
INFIN. nitOJ Constr., MltM? or nbJ?, etc.,

'fibril (w. Aff. my\\r^^ (w. Aff. his) ;

PAST fiftl 3 s. m., PintDJ 3 s. /., JVtti 2 s. m., WtM 1 s.,

to!) 3 pi. (VtoJ PS.' Ixxiii. 2, JTr/for *|&J jRAto) ;

PARTIC (1) Plbtt s. m. (or Plfcb) and with Aff. them m.

PARTIC (2) ^3 s. m., PMtDJ s. /, JlV^tOi pi. /. Kri for

mitD^ Kthtv Is. iii. 16 (comp. 1 S. xxv. 18) ;

IMPER. JltO} 2 s. m.;

FUT. fits* 3 s. m. (apocop. tO\ and "ft* when unaccented),

JltSri 3 s. /. or 2 s. m. (apocop.

^ 3 pi. i., nft3 i pi.

NlPH-AL

FUT. pltDJP 3 s. 0i., J|tD^
3 pi. w.

HlPH-lL

INFIN. HbPP or fiitSPl/, w. Aff. her
-

:
-

: T -
:

PAST nt^n 3 s. m., w. Aff. him ^inftPl,
T T

JintSn in ^jTlt^n 3 s. f. with Aff. him,

W3H 1 s., ^H 3 pi., DH^n 2 pi. m.
;

PARTIC. Ht^/b s. m., D^tS/b pi. wz. (i.e. ^t2) ;

IMPER. HtSH 2 s. 01. (apocop. tDH), ^H 2 s./., ^H 2 pi. m.

FUT. ni^ 3 s. m. (apocop. tO^), and, with Affs.,

(him) ^^ & ^iPlt -̂ >

(^e^ m.) ntS
1
* Job xxxvi. 18 (in Pause for ^It3

l>

),

rttoft 3 s. /. or '2 s. m. (apocop. tOH),v - "

with Aff. him ynfofr,

ntS^t 1 s. (apocop. tOK, p. tOX), ^ 3 pi. TW.
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*P) to till only in VYJ Imper. Kal 2 pi. m.

to le crushed : only in !|3i (Job xxx. 8) 3 pi. Past

[Some give this from HDJ (#$. Past 3 pi., for

used in #</>. (to smite), and 2V0. & Pw. & Soph, (to le

smitten}.

NlPH-AL

PAST p|3J 3 s. 772.

PU-AL

PAST nn|3 3 s./. (in Pause for HMi), toi 3 pi.

IIlPH-iL

INFIN. PISH Absol., (ni3Pl, ni3na, Hi^H
1

?, ni^Hb, and

with Afis. inin & inton Mron ^tnin p. :vT - > | :
- J

I iv 9

PAST
JTpn

3 s. m., and, with Afis.,

(Mm) !|!tpn, (thee m.) ^H, (me) ^3TI, p. :^-,

(them m.) Q3P1,

n^n 2 s. m. (& nrr^n with n, iss B. i.), and,

with Afis., (him) in^H, (me) ^n^H Nu. xxii. 28

Pause-form of W3H [comp. 167, ii. (a)],

(us) n^n, (Mem wo Dn^n,
W3J1 1 s., but, with Afis.,

(him) vri3n, (^^ m.) Y0?n, (^
ton 3 pi., and, with Afis.,

(him) VtoPI, (me) ^toll, (^^ w.)

cn^n 2 pi. m.
;

PARTIC.
Pl|D

s. w. (i.e. H3/b, and with Afis. !|n3Jb

smiting him, ^5^ owe smiting theef.),
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IMPEK. Jl^JI
2 s. m. (apocop. 'Tjn,

and with Aff. *0_ M<?

n 2 Pi. w. (with Affs.

PUT. n^P 3 s. #z., apocop. "Tp,

with 1 Convers.
H|*1

and ^1 (p. t^l)*

with Affs., (Mm) )W & Vl (once i^_ 2 S. xiv. 6
; ,

(her) n3, (*A> OT.) POSP, p. !!-G [HD for
Tj,

comp. Note e (iv) on Tab. XXYIII],

(them m.} MS
^JTl

3 s. /. or 2s.m., apocop. *^l,
w. 1 Convers.

^J-fi f

n (Prov. xxiii. 13 & 14) 2 s. w. w. Aff. ^ to,

apocop. ^5<,

with 1 Convers. Hl^
1

) and
*S[J,

with Affs. (^ew) ^35K & ^H3, (^e w.) H33

2 S. ii. 22 Pause-form of rO3!< with the

Accent Pashta [P13 f r ^ > comp. Note e (iv)

on Tab. XXVII],

'

^ 3 pi. m., and w. 1 Convers. ^3*1 ,

with Affs., (him)

3i 1 pi., with
1

! Convers. (apocop.) *![^,

with Affs., (Atw) to35 & ^33, (^em ?w

HOPH-AL

PAST n^H 3 s. m. (once H^H Ps. cii. 5, cp. Pt. I, 14, KB.),

JlMPl 3 s./., W3H 1 s., ^n 3 pi. ;

PARTIC. H3)b s. m. (i.e. Pl3fc),
H3tt s. /.,

d^D pi. i. (i.e. *3) ;

FUT. ^ 3 pi. m.,^ 2 pi. m.
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only in the H<f). Infin. ^733 on thy ceasing [for '3P13,

cp. 137 (3) Note (f). The Dagesh of the J is

Euphonic].

used only in PL to tempt, try, adventure, etc.

INFIN. JTlDX niDJ?, and with Affs. fob?, etc. ;

PAST PID3 3 s. m. (with p| Interrog. HDiH Deut. iv. 34 &

Job iv. 2),

with Aff. (him)

D3 2 s. w., in iJVpS 2 s. m. w. Aff. /w'wDeut. xxxiii. 8,

Wp? 1 s.,

JID?
3 pi. in *^D5 with Aff. me Ps. xcv. 9,

errs:? 2. Pi. w.
,

PARTIC. HDilb s. ^.,
v -

:

IMPER. Di 2 s. 772., and with Aff. we ^Efl ;

PUT. HDy 3 s. w. in DD^I with 1 Convers. and Aff. ^em m..
.. _ . .. - ..

nDK 1 s., and, with Affs.,

.

HDtf)^
Eccl. ii. 1 [H3 for

T[,
comp.

Note e (iv) on Tab. XXVIII].

'

3 pi. m.,

^n 2 pi. m. (and, with
J,

DDi used only in 5: Partic (1) Dpi s. w?., and in Pi & HO.

like MD in Tab. XXI.

to fly away used only in tf!l Infin. Absol. 7T/, Jer. xlviii. 9,

and perhaps in i|3 (Lam. iv. 15), 3 pi. Past Kal.

This would then be for
foJ^J

as ^3 1 S. vi. 10 for

, etc. But
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(I) is generally given as the Root of that !|M (Lam. iv. 15),

and by some as the Root of X3 Jer. xlviii. 9 (the K

being supposed to stand for the PI).

(II) is used in N$. & H$. to strive (Kal once, Jer. iv. 7,

nyXR they f. shall be laid waste, E.Y.) [For

WJ Lam. iv. 15, see under KM and MM (I).]

NlPH-AL

PARTIC. t)*W pi. m* ;

FUT. 3 pi. m.
;

HIPH-IL

INFIN. n^n in intent & dnkra;-
1 T - J

PAST Jfifil 3 pi.

only in D^ sparkling, Kal Partic. pi. m.t Ez. i. 7.

Pip}
used in Kal (only once) to be clear or unpunished, in

N$. in the same sense, and to be cut off, and in

Pi. to clear, to hold guiltless.

KAL
INFIN. Absol.

P]p3
Jer. xlix. 12.

NIPH-AL

INFIN. Plp^PI Absol.
;

|" T

PAST Plp3 3 s. m., Plfip} 3 s. /. (p. JfiftpJ),

JVM ^ s. m., WM 1 s. ;

IMPER.
^p3Pl

2 s. /. ;

FUT.
Hj!5^

3 s. w,, Hpi^l 2 s. m., ^f\
2 pi. m.

INFIN.
p|(55

Absol.
;

PAST Wfi 1 s.
;
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IMPER.
Mptf

2 s. m. (in^ with Aff. ^_ we) ;

PUT.
p||W

3 s. ?>?.,

Pljjfln 2 s. iw. (in inpjn with Aff. tfl AtV,
|v- : I-- :

^j?3n
with Aff. ^_ me),

nMK 1 s. (in ^|J3JK
with Aff.

T]
to, in Pause).

used in Kal (to bear, lift up, take away, pardon, etc.),

. (to be borne, etc.), PL (to lift up, exalt, etc.),

. (to cause to bear, to bring), and HO. (to lift one-

self, exalt oneself).

KAL
INFIN. NlbO & tffeO Absol., Xi^i & ^^i & frKW Constr.

T T : :
~

(n^3, once K^b3 Ps. Ixxxix. 10, H^^S with
* .... . .. T ,

Affs. in^, frtottSto once in^/b Job xli. 17,

once ^bi3 Ps. xxviii. 2) ;

PAST K 3 s. m., and, with Affs.,

(him) tafcO, (^e m.) SJN^J,

3 s./., and with Aff. me

2 s. . (& nnx^ with n),~T T T T T T

with Aff.

2 s./ (in D^n^ WOM/ hast borne them m.),

i s.,

O 3 pi. (p. nK^J), once W) l

lacking K'

Ez. xxxix. 26, and once (as some say)

Ps. cxxxix. 20,

with Aff. them m. DWJ,
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PARTIC (1) K$J s. m., fiKBO & JTKfcO s. /,

DWJ pi. m. (i.e.w, nfcfeu & ntafefo pi./. ;

PAKCIC (2) tflfett s. m. (i.e. tf|BO & Xfcft, once ^
Ps. xxxii. 1, a form * borrowed ' from a Boot

nS, like ^J in Tab. XXIII),

D'Kfett pi. ., nfcfett pi. /. in DD'ttKbO (with

Aff. your m.} Is. xlvi. 1
;

IMPER. ^^ 2 s. m. (once KbO Ps. x. 12. and once PlDJ
T T : T :

ps . iv. 7),

with Aff. him

W2s./.,

WSy 2 pi. m., and with Aff. m

FUT. Nfef 3 s. m., and, with Affs.,

(me) ^, (them m.) DK,
3 s./. or 2 s. m., and, with Affs.,

w^n, (we) wirri, c^w m.)

1 s., and w. Aff. Atm

3 pi. m.y and, with Affs.,

(Mm) JinN^, C^w m.) ^K^J Ps. xci. 12, comp.

Note (7) on Tab. XXYIII,

(them m.) D^b? & tj&S W KB^,

3 pi./, (and three times H^H)
*

lacking X',

2 pi. m. (p. !Wtt and :pX^),

1 pi.
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INFIX. Kban in N^PD and
DN^Plljl (w. Aff. for 3 pi. w.),

PAST NBO 3 s. . (HKBtt Zech. v. 7. is Partic. s./) ;

PARTIC. XKO s. m. t

I1KBO s./. (& nKBtt instead of

DWJ pi. w.,

IMPER. Nfc>3Pl 2 s. w., WlJPl 2 pi. m. ;

PUT. fcf^ 3 s. m., $mX 1 s.,
T * ** T V

&& 3 pi. m. (p. K^), alsoK^^ once, Jer. x. 5,

^N^rt 2 pi. m. in Pause for
*fc>j)ft

.

Pl-iL

PAST X^ 3 s. i. and K^i 2 S. v. 12,

with Aff. iNfcSO /?e emi/^ Am ;

PARTIC. D^K^ip pi. m.
;

IMPER. K!^ 2 s. m. in DK^J (with Aff. Q

FUT. N^y 3 s. m. in IPIN^I and DN&M,.... ..._._. ..._._

^y 3 pi. ?72. in VfMbV (with Aff. Aim) ;

ITlPH-lL

PAST ^^H 3 pi. ;

HlTHPA-EL

INFIX. K^?nn,OTnna;
PARTIC. K&^nfc s. w.

;

^JV 3 s. w. (in Pause, cp. 166 (c)),

3 s./. & K^ri NU. xxiv 7

^ 3 pi. m. Dan. xi. 14,

&Onfi 2 pi. m.
:

-
:

*
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(I) used only* in N(j>. (to be deceived}>,
and H$. (to deceive),

NIPH-AL

PAST ^: 3 pi.;

HlPH-lL

INFIN. tfBfrl Absol.
;

PAST aWPl 3 s. w., and, with Affs.,

(thee m.) t^&WP!
Obad. v. 3 Pause-form not

in Pause for
TJN*&71,

(me) rp&W'n Gen. iii. 13,

n 2 s. m.,

3 pi. (in 'TpfrWri,
with Aff. thee m.);

FIIT. WW\ 3 s. ?w. (& NE Is. xxxvi. 14), and

with Aff. thee m. ^NB>\
3 pi. m., W'n 2 pi. m.

X^'i (II) used only in Kal (to be a creditor) & H^. (to act as a

creditor}.

KAL
PARTIC. Nfe?3 s. m., D^N^ pi. m. Neh. v. 7 which might

however be given under PlBO (II), as the K here is

'

superfluous
'

;

HlPH-lL

FUT. K 3 s. m. (K'Bfr ^H Ps. Iv. 16).

(I) used only in Kal (to forget), PL (to make to forget}, and

H(j). (to cause to forget), also (to put out of mind, and

so forget intentionally).

KAL
INFIN. tffeO Absol. (borrowed from Eoot N$3 in form) ;

For JToJ Infin. Absol. see
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PAST WBO 1 s. ;

NlPH-AL

FUT. n&?;)ft 2 s. ^. in *3$-lft fcO (^OM Aa# rco^ fo /or-
V T

* " T

gotten of Me, Is. xliv. 21) ;

PAST PlBO 3 s. w. in 'O&O with Aff. me, Gen. xli. 51,
T . - -

the 3 to suit perhaps the 3 in n&Ofi there. The
* - v -

:

fiOD is strictly the PL Partic. s. m. of H^.
HIPH-IL

PAST
H^'PI

3 s. w. in
H^'p! (with

AfF. fH her, Job xxxix. 17) ;

PARTIC. Pl^D only used as a Noun (in the Constr* form

H^D, Beut. xv. 2) ;

FUT. n^_ 3 s. m.,

ft 2 s. /. Deut. xxxii. 18, borrowed in form from

a non-existing EootJlH^, perhaps forVlfc^ri, as

some think. Some take the word to be KaL Fut.

2s./.

(II) used only in Kal (to be a creditor), and H$>. (to lend,

to act as a creditor).

KAL
PAST WW 1 s., !|#}

3 pi. ;

PARTIC. M$J s. m. (or H^'l3),
V

D^W pi. m. and d^ii in Kh3& Is. 1. 1 (/rom or

o/* Jfy creditors) ;

HlPH-lL

FUT. n^ 3 s. m., nS^tt 2 s. wz.

[For the Irregular JHX see Note (B) on Tab. XIX [p.xxvi].
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A Root imagined by some (and NKD by others) for the

word JlKDXDS Is. xxvii. 8. There is, however, the
T :

-
:

undoubted Hebrew Root HKD, from which the word

has long been taken and is still taken by many.

Thus, for instance, R. D. Kimkhi says that

(1) "possibly it is a NOUN, in place of PlNp> and in it

the 1st and 2d Rt-letters are repeated, and the Pi at

the end is the 3d Rt-lctter" (and as an example of

the repetition of the 1st and 2d Rt-letters he cites

rVS'^ in Ps. xlv. 3) ;
T -T : T

(2) that
"
moreover, one might say that it is an INFINITIVE

of an Intensive Voice, and that the 1st Rt-letter

only is repeated, as in the word ^HT from
Spf,

the first K being the 2d Rt-letter and the second K

in the place of the 3d Rt-letter, and the form of

the word therefore
PlSlpySjl."

[Obs. (i)
The Dagesh in the D of nNDKM brings the word

into more full agreement with the FORM in (2), by

virtually supplying the Quiescent Shva [implied by

the Dagesh, Pt. I, 53, Note (f)] for the close of

the syllable after (), rather than HKDND2.

(ii) The termination being an unusual one for an Infinitive

of a Yerb Pi 7 with pref. 2, we prefer R. D. K.'s

first-mentioned opinion, viz. that the word may be a

NOUN of reduplicated form.

(iii)
Some think that the word is produced by actual

repetition of the Noun HKD. So Gesenius says

(Thesaurus, p. 932. a) that it is "contracted from
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2," which ne supposes to mean " ad
T : T :

mcnsuram, i.e. modice." But the sense "moderately"

is rather questionable. And Dr. Ewald, in Note (2)

on p. 182 of his Ausfuhrliches Lehrbuch der Hebr.

Sprache, has a remark on "die ganz verkehrte

ableitung von HKD PlND mass mass." And Fiirst

on p. 750 of the Concordance "writes the words

"ejus modi forma composita abhorret a linguaD

hebraicae legibus." It is scarcely necessary to warn

the Student against the mistake of supposing that

either the Targum or E. D. Kimkhi or Aben Ezra

or Eashi make any such statement (at least de-

finitely) respecting the form of the word. The

technical term Pi /1D "
reduplicated

"
does not

necessarily signify the bodily repetition of a word.

And we see no need for imagining a new Hebrew

Boot (whether fcOD or KKD), from which the word

in Is. xxvii. 8 may be a 7s?S or a JJ? form

(Infin. w. pref. 2 and Aff. her, as some say) in the

sense of "agitating" as some suppose, or "frightening

her" as others fancy, or "her expulsion" or "her

foul-dealing" as others imagine. The reduplicated

form from HKD may fairly stand in some such a

sense as we might express by "in measured-measure"

or "careful measure" or "due measure." But we

may not dwell any longer on this now. A Com-

mentary on the passage would be out of place in

this mere LIST of VERB-FORMS.]
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In the following Roots the 2d Rt-letter 1 is Consonantal, and

the forms correspond therefore with those in Tab. XXIII :

used in 1C (to be perverse), N$>. (to be perverted or perverse,

also to be distorted with pain), Pi. (to pervert, turn,

make crooked), and (H<f>- to make perverse, pervert, act

perversely}.

KAL
PAST nnW 3 s./., WWlpl.;

NlPH-AL

PAST TV1M 1 8.;
. .. _; -

PAKTIC. PlWJ s< m - f un(l onty in the Constr. form HIM J

PI-EL

PAST Hty 3 s. m.
;

HIPH.

INFIN. HWH Absol., [Hi^H Constr.] in iniim w. pref. 3
and Aff. Aw,

PAST PWn 3 s. m., W1H 1 s., WT\ 3 pi., ,VWn 1 pLTV:V "v:v v: v 'U .:% A

used only in PL (to command) and P#. (to to le commanded).

Pl-EL

INFIN. H in ^H^ w. Aff. 3 s. w., and w. prefs.

PAST 3 s ' ^., and, with Affs.,

(him) Jin^V, (^ee i.) ^X, in Pause

(me) ^^, in Pause J^V,
(^ew m.) Dtt, (tw) ^5v,

^V
3 s./., and with Aff. for PUWr-
2 s. m. & nn^, and, with Affs.,

(me) 'jrm in Pause, (ws) Urm,
V X s - (^ WTS?)> and, with Affs.,

(them m.) DWX & &n>--
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PARTIC. J-ftMD s. m. (i.e. fl ),
w. Aff. M<?e w. ^fc, and

in Pause H &
}*?[ ,*

IMPER.
Pl;l

2 s. m.> apocop. 1^ W 2 pi. m. $

Fux. n^ 3 s. w. (apocop. 1^, with } Convers. 1^^ and

twice PlW'l, which is also Kri for ITTfePl -ffitote in

2 K. xvi. 15), and, with Affs.,

(him) J|n^\ (ttw m.)

3 s. /. or 2 s. m., and, with Affs.>

^ni (and she commanded him) with 1 Convers.,

thou m. shalt command him.
v -

:

nK 1 s., apocop. 1K, with 1 Convers. pffiKO and
v -

-:
-

-: v -
-; T

once 1VM, and, with Afis.,

(Afiw) totittj, (^ee iwO^V^ and inPause t^_ &^
y 3 pi. m.,

^ft 2 pi. m. in ^ft ye s
7

ia// command me and

D^n ^ shall command them m. ;

PU-AL

PAST n^ 3 s. TO., JTtt 2 s. w., WW 1 s.f
T % T " \ ' 1 \

FUT. HW* 3 s. t.

only used in K. (of the teeth) to le dully blunt, "on edge"

E.Y., and Pi. to be very blunt (Eccles. x. 10).

KAL

FUT.
wnfjn 3pL/.j

P!-ftt

PAST PiriD 3 s. w. Eccles. x. 10.
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used only in JT. & H<j>. to spewt spew

E.AL

PARTIC (1) PJNp
s. / Lev. xviii. 28. [The Accent being

on the last syllable, this word is properly s.f. Partic.

like rWJ3
1 S. xxv. 19 (as E. D. Kimkhi says)

the s. /. Partic (1) K. of tffi. The rendering in

Lev. xviii. 28 should, in accordance with this, be

"as the land is spewing out . . . ." The word has

however been supposed to be a Past-Tense form.]

IMPER. Vp 2 pi. m. "borrowed" in fbrm from an unused

Root
D'p;

HIPH.

tl 2 s. m. with 1 pref. and Aff. it m. ;

3 s. m., with 1 Convers. Np^ and

with Aff. Urn. ttNp'1,v
)

:
-

pft
3 s. /. or 2 s. *., with 1 Convers.

Lev. xviii. 25, and

with Aff. tf

PAST

FUT.

M1p (I.) used only in JV$. to be gathered or gathered together

(E.Y.), and

Hip (II.) used in 2f. (only in Partic. 1) to wait or wait for,

to wfl# or wait for with an Intensity of signification.

KAL (of II.)

PARTIC (1) D'ip pi. m. in ^p Constr. form "waiters of"=
" those waiting for," and

with Affs. his,
11pS (with pref. h, Lam. iii. 25),

thy m.
YJp>

my ^p Pn I*ause, for

Is. xlix. 23.

Y
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NIPH. (of I.)

PAST
VIpJ

3 pi. Jer. iii. 17
;

FUT.
Vljf.

3 pi. m. Gen. i. 9.

PI-EL (of II.)

INFIN. H-i & Pl Absol. ;

1 s., w. Aff. thee m.
^fl^p,

and Wp in

Is. viii. 17.

p
3 pi.,

tt'Jjp
1 pi., w. Affs., (him) VWp, (*te w.) ^Wlp

.

IMPER. Pflp 2 s. m.
;

FUT. H;lp^ 3 s. m. apocop.W and with ^ Convers *|p^ ;

1 s.,
JlJpfcJI

with 1, and
HJpKJ

with 1 Convers.,

p 3 pi. m., njp3
1 pi.

used in K. (to be satisfied with, to be saturated icith), PL (to

satisfy, satisfy with, saturate), and Iftp. (to make

satisfied or saturated, to give plenteously).

HAL
PAST nn^ 3s./.;

FUT. |T 3 pi. m., H]^ 1 pi.

IMPER. ^T\ 2 s. m.
;

FUT. ^VnK 1 s. Fut. w. AS. theef. (Irregular),

TjVV
3 pi. m. w. Aff. thee m.

HIPH.

PAST nW 3 s. m., w. Aff. me ^VIP!,

n^H 2 s. w. in WPVl w. Aff. we, in Pause for ^_
T : T :

PARTIC. TVFfo s.
v ;

-



sis

used in K. (to be equal, etc
),
PL (to set, to level, etc.),

H<f>. (to make equal), and NO. (to be alike), a ' Com-

pound
'

or ' Mixed '

Voice.

KAL
PAST ni&? 3 s. m.

;

. rron 2 s. m.,

1 s.,

&r 3 pi. m.

Pl-iL

PAST rW 3 s. m., W^ 1 s
;

T "

PARTIC. rflKfo s. m.
;

v -
:

FUT. rW* 3 s. m., JtlPfl 2 s. m.
v -

: v -
:

[Pu-AL given by some for Pfife^n Kthiv Job xxx. 22, where

the Noun Pl'^fi is H.l
T ' \

HlPH.

PAST niftKO 3s., which is in form partly JV</>.
and

partly HO*

used in Pi. (to mark or make marks, also to mark out bounds

and so HO., in a borrowed form, as is supposed),

and Hcf). to make a mark, also to limit) .

I-L

FUT. 1TV 3 s. m. apocop. in 1TH 1 S. xxi. 14 [for HVVV],

JlJ;!
2 pi. m. Nu. xxxiv. 7 & 8, 'borrowed' in form

from

* For the transposition of the D of
Jpn

with the 1st Rt-letter t^, see 'Note' on

page 315.
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HlPH.

PAST jvinn 2 B . m.,
T :

nn 3 pi., Ps. Ixxviii. 41, this has been supposed

to have the sense "
they made to grieve, abhor, or

repent" which however is rather doubtful ;

PAST OHWin 2 P1 - m -> Nu- xxxiv. 10,
< borrowed

J
in

form from
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NOTE;

(I .)
THE TRANSPOSITION OF THE H of the Prefix HH (of Hithpd-el)

and THE 1ST RT-LETTER in some instances.

(a) When the 1st Kt-letter is (1) $,*or (2) fc>, or (3) D, or (4) ,

the fi of the fiJl in Hithpd-el forms CHANGES PLACES

with that 1st Et-letter ; and,

() Moreover, when [a (4)] the 1st Et-letter is , the H of

fin is replaced by tD

As examples of the above, we may give the following forms:

(i) From ^js^-j^riipn, PJSFIK?], ijsritffi,

Fromnn^t-.n'inwn wnntfn ^n^nn^'n etc.,
T -:

-
: > T -: -

: > -:-: >

ninnsto [ninwnj nnn^n ^nn^'n
..._._. . t

i- ..-;-: . ->t ' -.
-

: > -: -
: >

njnn^ (apocoP.>irw\ p. t^nri^), etc.;

(2; From '^-[^n^n], ^1?^, [ISJ;!^, etc.] ;

(3) From ^D,_[
l

TWlDn], ^ftZb, H^^], and

(4) From p^^
( 166, c)],

and so, fromTS formally,t_W*lbXn [Josh. ix. 12

(Past 1 pi.)],

and, from TO formally,_^^n [Josh. ix. 4,

Fut. 3 pi. m., w. 1 Convers. C 166
<?)].

* With one exception, see 246.

t From this Root the forms are given also at the foot of Tab. XXIII, in

Notes f to If.

t We say formally,' because the word here belongs in form to the Boot T.
N.B. The > is here Consonantal.
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(II.) THE DROPPING or THE T\ of the Prefix Jin (of HitJipa-eT),

and the INSERTION OF DAGESH F. IN THE 1
ST
RT-LETTER,

in some instances.

(a) When the 1st Rt-letter is (1)1, or (2) tD, or (3)H, the

H of the J"lPI in Hithpa-el forms is DROPPED, and
:

'

Dagesh F. is put in the 1st Rt-letter to stand for an

implied* letter instead of the H ; thus,

(1) From W^FftTl], ISto, [T?T, etc ],

(2) From TtiD,_nn&n], msn pi. :

[Nu. viii. 7 ( 166, d)], Ttt?n,

nnt?Pl (Imper.), and T\r\W] (Fut. w. 1 Convers.);

(3) From D&n,_[Dftfin, DfcFlp, DJV], and

:DfiFl [Ps. xviii. 26 & 2 S. xxii. 26
( 166, c)].

(/8) Also the H of the prefix HH (of Hithpa-el] is dropped,

and Dagesh F. is inserted in the 1st Rt-letter to stand

for an implied letter instead of the H, SOMETIMES when

the 1
st Rt-letter is (1) T,t (2) D, (3) J, and (4) #;

(1) From J"OT, once ^H Imper. HO. 2 pi. m.

[Is. i. 16] ;

* In the case of (3), i.e. when the 1 st Et-letter is J"l, such a form as D$Pin (instead

of
D^riJ^n)

is in accordance with the general statement of Pt. I, 55 (12). The

occurrence of this form in the case of (1) & (2) may he taken as some evidence of

the likeness in sound of the letters 1
,
& D

,
and D

,
in old times.

N.B. This heing only
' SOMETIMES' so in

(;3) points to some difference hetween the

cases of (a) & ()8),
a, partial likeness in the sound (it may be), hut also an unliJccness

which may not he disregarded.

t Once, Is. i. 16. N.B. In the <

Chaldee,' as it is called, we find 1 (instead of

the fl), and transposition of this and the lt Rt-letter T ;
thus ''JT.n (Dan. ii. 9, Kri),

instead of ITin, comp. the Targum (Onk.) of Lev. xxv. 23, 34, 42, etc.
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(2) (a) From HD3, once HD^ Fat. 170. 3 s. /.

[Prov. xxvi. 26],

JST.B. Theftstands in the following forms from thisBoot HDD,m.
Partic. nD?fl s. w., D>p3flp pi. m.,

Fut. D3flJ 3 s. m. & D3fln 3 s. /. Pause-form

(apocop.fornD3fl& niMflJ;)), &}D3#3pl. m.,

(*) and so, from pD (comp Tab. XX), ptefl
Fut.m 3 s. /. [Nil. xxi. 27], and the

Pause-forms
^jl^fi

2 s. /. [Is. liv. 14], &

ttS^Spl. m/[Ps. lix. 5],

N.B. the 71 stands in j!li3JV
3 s. m. Pause-form [Prov. xxiv. 3].

(3) () From^,^n??n50.Pastls. [Ez.xxxvii. 10]

and S|N33n Past 3 pi. [Jer. xxiii. 13],

N.B. the fl stands in the following forms from this Eoot &Q3
, viz.

Infin. [1 S. x. 13] and
rj33Jjn

Past 2 s. t.

[1 S. x. 6] hoth of which are ' borrowed' in form

from an unused Root rQ3,

^p Partic. s. m., Dt?3JJ3 pi. ., niN350D pi./.,

and

Fut. 3 s. i., .1K53I3* 3 pi. m.,

(/O and so, from DHX W?$n HO. Past 1 s.

Pause-form [Ez. v. 13],

N.B. the D stands in the following forms from this Eoot Dnj ,
VMS.

Dn^J^n^ Infin., Dm^p Partic. s. m., and DPI30* 3 s. m.

Fut., & DPI^pK 1 s. Fut. (Pause-forms),

0) and so, from KfeO,_N&in SO. Fut. 3 s. /.

[Nu. xxiv. 7] and 1N*^ Fut. 3 pi. i.

[Dan. xi. 14] ;

N.B. the J"l stands in the following forms from this Root KEO
,
viz.

W&yyn Infin., N&JJJHD
Partic. s. m., Vfyyp. Fut. 3 s.m.

(Pause-form), N^3JJJ:I
Fut. 3 s. /., IX^rjj:!

Fut.

2 pi. m.
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(4) And so, from Dfc> [comp. Tab. XXI], once

HO. Fut. 2 B. m. [Eccles. vii. 16],

N.B. the n stands in the following forms from this Eoot DD*,rt*.

Fut. 3 s. m. and DDifitK Fut. 1 s.

Note. So, from D*n (comp. Tab. XX], some

give Dfc'HK [Is. xxxiii. 10] as Hd.

Fut. 1 s. Pause-form, (instead of

pK), but it may also be a 'Mixed*

. and PH. form, Fut. 1 s.
;

N.B. the n *fcwMfe in DlpnJV 50. Put. 3 s. m.

(7) The n is also dropped in some ' Mixed Voice
'

forms
; thus,

(1) From ID', WOti
' Mixed* Nfr & HO. Past 3 pi.

[Ez. xxiii. 48],

(2) From DM, DMH 'Mixed' Hoph. & He. Infin.

[Lev. xiii. 55 & 56],

(3) From *\%3 , 1S3?
' Mixed ' JV. & H0. Past 3 s. m.

[Deut. xxi. 8],

N.B. the n stands in
-|S3J^

E6. Fut. 3 s. .,

(4) From^,^3p ' Mixed* /^. & Pfi. Partic. s. m.

[Is. lii. 5].
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[The 'Note* just given on pages 315-318 is a fuller statement

of a matter which has been already mentioned briefly see

Note (%*) on p. xv of the Tables. It was necessary to give to

the matter this more full treatment, and to bring it thus more

prominently before the Student's attention.

There are also several other 'Verb-forms' on which a few

remarks will be at least useful to the Student in his BIBLE-

reading, Such we will now give in the following (Yth) Section

of this Appendix.]

(Y). FURTHER REMARKS ON VERB-FORMS.

CERTAIN INFINITIVE FORMS.

INFINITIVE ABSOLUTE.

(1) The INFIN. ABSOL. KAL has mostly the form tyS or
.

The ^3 form, as Till* GK xxvi. 13, is comparatively rare. Of

this latter form we have (with 1 prefixed) 7&O1 Ex. xii. 9

(before the PU-AL Partic. A^'lft, the two words together f

expressing the "or sodden at all" of the E.V.).

[Note. The word ITlS}, Hos. x. 4, is supposed by some to be

the Infin. Absol. (corresponding to the Infin. Absol. ffO just

before it).
If so, it is short for 1113} . Such shortening takes

place sometimes in the Infin. Constr., See Tab. XVI (3) (B) ;

but it is rare in the Infin. Absolute. Also this word m^, in
T

Hos. x, 4, may very well be the Past 3 s. m. with 1 prefixed

signifying
" and it shallflourish or grow""]

*
Gump. 137 (1, b). t Comp. p. 78, (0) [Note (*) N.B. (2)].
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INFINITIVE CONSTRUCT.

(2) (a) The INFINITIVE CONSTRUCT KAL has the ( )-form

ty% or 7j?3 much more frequently than the
( )-form

tiS (as ^5^ mentioned in Note (*) on p. 79) . But this

7$3 form, though less common than the other, must

not be lost sight of. [For D/bH^ see 169 (0) &

167 (ii).

(fi) The ( )-form of Infin. Constr., with fl at the end

[as in 137 (4, iii)], would in Pause be JPpyS. And

(7) The ( )-form of Infin. Constr., with Pi at the end

[as in 137 (4, iii)], would in Pause be
iPPSJS.

Ilence, bearing in mind that

(S) Pause-forms are not limited to places of Pause, but occur

sometimes with Accents other than Pause-Accents [see

167 (ii)
and the examples there given], we see that

fe) ntDb'2 and PHill, in Is. xxxii. 11, and so also JlU^l (ib.),

may so far as form is concerned be Infinitive 'Pause-

forms not in Pause '

;
the former two words like PI 7$&

in 08), and the latter one (Pim) like rfate in (7).

For the sense in which if so they would stand see

'Note' after (77) below.

(f) These three words, of Is. xxxii. 11, are however taken

by some to be Imper. K. 2 s. m. with PI at the end.

They must, then also, be 'Pause-forms not in Pause*
;

and we should have the somewhat awkward* construc-

* It seems to us rather awkward to have to say
" Shudder-tliou (m.}, ye (/.)-

confident-ones" for nint?3 !"1T3"1. The reference is to the "confident daughters"

J"l TIP2 7113^1
of v. 9, to whom the Feminine Verb rOTjnfl is applied in v. 10.

There is an idiom to which advocates of such a Construction might appeal in support
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tion of Singular Masculine forms referring to those

who are addressed as Plural Feminine.

But the three words need not be Imper. 2 s. m. at all.

They may be Infinitive forms,* as seen above.

(77) Similarly the word PHpt (ib.) may be Infin. KAL of

TTJJ [like 3D in Tab. XXI] with H at the end.

[Note. The Infinitive Construct is often used as a Verbal

Noun. Thus the three words in (e) may stand

for nm "shuddering," HD^S "stripping,"

Pnin "girding on"
\

and so rnj? in M f r

"
baring" The rendering would then be of the

form "
[there shall be] shuddering, etc."

(6) INFINITIVES WITH 2 RT-LETTER tf or PI or ft or y.

When the 2a Rt-letter is either K or Pi or ft or
JJ,

the

Infin. K. with the ft of 137 (4, iii), as also

the Infin. with Pron.-AfFs.,~has

(i.) Sometimes under that 2d
Rt-letter, with 6 under

the 1 st
Rt-letter, as in

K. Infin. w. h pref. fr. pm (pJrfr)
w. ft-,

K. Infin. w. Aff. wy, fr.

& &5?$?+ K- Infin -

(m.) fr. DXft, and

of it. But as we think that the Construction is inadmissible here, at least, we need

not dwell longer on it. Moreover we cannot venture to argue that T\\r\ etc. may be

SING. m. because -H^n (in Is. xxxii. 11) is PLU. m. This last word -ITin may be

said to refer to the Masculine form DN0, with which D133X^ agrees in Gender.

* Some prefer to consider them as Imper. K. 2 pi./. nt3"1 for
n^Ti'l

the Pause-

form of rmr)> and
ntpb>?>

for
rutpfc^, rnjq for nrpn.

T

f If this be taken [as in Note (*)] to be 2 pi./. Imper. JT., it must be for
nrftf

a form of 2 pi. /. Imper. corresponding to the 3 & 2 pi./. Fut. form PI33bF) given

in Note (5) on Tab. XXI.

J The -3? is replaced by the Slight-vowel o before the D with MOVING Shva.
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- Infin. w.h pref. and Aff. their m., fr.

[comp. Tab. XV (i)] ;

(ii.) Sometimes under the 2d
Rt-letter, with under

the 1st
Ilt-letter, as in

. Infin. w. h pref. fr. 3HK (SPIK^) with
- v: v

H ,
and so ntDTO* ^. Infin. fr. fcW with M ,*

JT. Infin. w. Aff. Ms fr. ^J0, etc.
;

and

(iii.) Sometimes the 2d
Ilt-letter has Quiescent , as in

TCrn
1

? K. Infin. w.^ pref. fr. pi (\Trb)
w. H-,

"

Infin. w. Aff. his fr.
S|Jft,

JT- Infin. w. 3 pref. & Aff. % m. fr. TJflf,

etc.

As a rare form of Infin. Constr. K. we may mention

here rkb* (Nu. xiv. 16, Dt. ix. 28) fr. h^ ; and so

(Gen. viii. 7) fr. B^.

Note (i.) jn^KS (Esth. viii. 6) is by some given as

an Infin. Constr. J5T. with 3 pref. and

J added, and by others as a Noun '
i.e.'

(and this we think it certainly is).

(ii.) fe/*VT]7 (Ezra x. 16) is an anomalous form

for the usual

* As the Pause-form of such an 'Infin. with !"!

' some give H/K^ Is. vii. 11

[from an imaginary Infin. ?X^, after the form of 2?6^ in Note (*) on p. 79.]

But this word PPNl^ is properly the Pause-form of the IMPER. K. 2 s. m. (7^^)
with n ,

and there is no reason why it should not be so in Is. vii. 11. There are

several other instances of two Imperatives together where we want an Infin. in

English for the second Verb. Some prefer to read
nVttlp

to agree with the eIs aSrjv

given by Aquila, Symmachus, and Theodotion.

f This is the correct form in Ju. v. 4 and Ps. Ixviii. 8, Some Bibles have an

incorrect form in Ju. v. 4.
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(iii.) tTfth (Eccl. iii. 18) is 7T. Infin. w. h pref.

and Aff. them (m.\ fr. YE!. The Infin -

form without the prefix and affix would

be -ft, like Yl fr. YH and like ^
fr. *p$ which are given in Note (1, a)

on Tah. XXI.

(K) The ending ft (instead of the ending Pl-jr for

the Infin. w. PI) is mentioned in 'Appendix (A) to

Tab. XIV (V, 3) ; ^(W? Ez - xvi - 52 being

from np^ [for MjJTO,
PI-L Infin. w. Pi] with pref. 3,

and Aff.' % (/.).

That ending is found in rPjPPl Gen. xl. 20 &Ez. xvi. 5,

which is HOPH. Infin. of ih* (instead of
riT^II,

w. H),

comp. 202, for which we find
JVnjlPl

in Ez. xvi. 4,

with !| for JBTfftftMfe as in Pt. I, 14 (N.B.).

Note (i.)
This ()1 )-form is the ordinary form

of the Kal Infinitive Constr. in the case

of Yerbs * 3 and Verbs U fi, when the

I 8t Et-letter is dropped, -see Tabs. XVIII

&XIX.

(ii.)
Also the (PI )-form p|*n occurs in Pin^lb

[Gen. xlvi. 3] K. Infin. w. pref. fi & w. PI,

fr. *1Y, instead of the ordinary form J"fn
V V.-

(iii.) We find also HlTf (with )
Is. xi. 9 Infinitive

K. fr. J7Y with PI ,
as in

Piy*]
1

? (with pref. h)

Ex. ii. 4.

(iv.) The Infin. Constr. forms ending in rt ,

as rt?5, etc., in Tab. XXIII, are perhaps

contracted, as some have supposed, from

the (fi )-form in (4) above.
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(v.) M5int5 (Kri for JVi*in/b Kthiv) 2 S. xiv. 11

is H<f>. Infin. Constr. fr. POI, correspond-

ing to the Infin. Absol. "IS'TI [Gen. iii. 16

& xvi. 10 & xxii. 17] which is given in

Column (V) of Tab. XXIII by the side of

the ordinary form ending in H .

(vi.) The irregular form THPlP^PD 2 K. v. 18

has * introduced in a somewhat Aramaean

manner. It is an Infinitive [fi^inPKTl],

from the Hithpd-l of n!"l
f

, with 3 pref.

and Aff. my.

SOME PAST-TENSE FORMS.

(3) (a) As has already been said [ 138 (A), ii], the of the

7^3 form of PAST KAL occurs in the 3 s. m. and in

the PAUSE-forms of the 3 s. /. & 3 pi. ;
but

N.B. Ordinarily the Second & First Person-forms

Singular and Plural, of the Past K. 7^3, have

to the 2d Rt-letter as in the 7^3 forms in

Tab. XIV, viz. OTp3 VHP3 etc.
T :|- T > :|- T>

v/3) In the case of a few Hoots however we find instead

of under the 2d Et-letter in such Past K. forms ;

thus in DP$*n (Deut. iv. 1, etc.) the K. Past 2 pi. m.
,....

. . . \ r

with 1 pref., and so in FIPH^ and Qft&JH^ given in

Obs. XLII on p. 209
; see also the forms fr. T^ and

fr. Stf# in Note () on Tab. XXY.

Note. E. D. Kinrkhi cites also DP^^l Mai. iii. 20,
v.' :

which word we mentioned above in 238 (ii).
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(7) Very rarely the 2d Ht-letter has in such a form, as

in bthtotf (2 pi. m. Past K.) 1 S. xii. 13 & xxv. 5,
v : v :

N x

and Job xxi. 29.

[(S) As we remarked in 238 (ii), the and in such

forms as those referred to in (/3) & (7) may have been

obtained from the of the 7j?3 form of the Past K.

So some think. And we may add (as before, in 238, ii)

that so this and would be in analogy with the

(o) of Drtal & \tj?y
the 2 pi. m. & f. Past 1C. of

theVyS form, Tab. XV, as also with the 6 of

Obs. XLII, Note (iii). But we may not omit to

remark also that

(e) Euphony may be said to have had some concern with

the and the in those instances. Also that

() If we may say that ' in the forms from *17* in Note (/3)

on Tab. XXY the of the S is a mark of the StfS

form of Past JBT./ we must also admit that it is the

only trace of such a form from this Root. But

although we fully admit that there is no actual 7^3

form from this Boot throughout the Bible, but only

7^3 forms, yet we cannot but admit also that possibly

it may be a trace (though the only trace) of such a

form from this Boot.]

(77) "We find also -7-, in the place of the more usual
,

some few times in the H<f>. Past ; thus in

iin^X^'n
1 S. i. 28 (J?$.*Past 1 s., fr. htitf, with

Aff. him),
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and in the following forms from J"M3, viz.

& jmi (##. Past 2 Pi. m . &/.),

1 S. xvii. 35 (R<f>. Past 1 s. with Aff. him).

the * before the ft being as in Pt. I, 12, KB.,

iTWbPtt Hos. ii. 5 (H$. Past 1 s. with Aff. her).

KB. But the only form of the 1 s. Past HQ. (with-

out an Affix) from J"V)Jb is *Mbn with the .

(0) So also in the H0. Past forms W^pnP!l ^S^litl\ s .. .|_ ..........

Ez. xxxviii. 23, QftK^lMini Lev. xi. 44 & xx. 7, the

2d Rt-letter has -r- in the place of the more usual .

Note. We have some remarks to offer on the Verb-

forms, with special reference to those in (/3) (0).

But such remarks would be out of place here.

We will but observe that

(i.)
The (and the

)
of the above-mentioned

forms, in the place of the usual
, occur in

UNACCENTED syllables;

(ii.)
In (?;) the may have a relation to the * of

the ?^n form
;
and

:

(iii.) In (0) the may have a relation to the of

the 7fir\n form.

CERTAIN PARTICIPLE FORMS.

(4) Two forms of the Partic (I) Kal are given in Tab. XIY,

viz. the 75)b form and the
/J? form. There is also the

7$3 form of Participle mentioned in 'Appendix B to

Tab. XIY' [S (iii)].

The Sy3 and ^Jfe forms of Participles differ from the

form in this remarkable particular that
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(a) Whereas in the Sing. /. and the Plu. m. & f. of the "tyb

form the vowel of the 1 st Ht-letter is retained, and the

vowel of the 2d Rt-letter is dropped thus we have [p. 83]

-,nnjpb pi./. ,dHfjB pi. m. Arnfjb or)rnp s./.,^3 s. m

() Contrariwise, Participles of the 7j?3 and 7$?3 forms drop

the vowel of the 1st Rt-letter and retain the vowel of the

2d Rt-letter in the Sing. /. and the Plu. m. & /. ;
thus

(i.) The 7J?3 forms are [read from right to left]

tniVys pi./. ;B%B pi. m. ffopb s./. ,Vy3 a. i.

(ii.) The 7$?3 forms are [read from right to left]

trrt'wB pi./, ,d%s pi. *. .nSys a./. JJB s - m -

(y) (i.) *!N CONSTRUCTION' the s. m. form Hpb [in (a)]

remains unchanged.* Also the s. /. form fPDS,

and the pi. /. JTTp3, remain unchanged in Con-

struction.

(ii.) The Constr. form of JTIpS s./. is
)Vlj53>

(iii.)
The Constr. form of

DHJ5S pi. m. is
Hjpb.

(S) So the 7J?3 forms in
'/3 (i) are ' in Construction

'

:ni^3 pi./. /Sys pi. m. jnf^s s./. ^3 s. m.

(e) But the 7!?3 forms in /3 (ii) are 'in Construction' some-

what various, as follows :

(i.) () The Constr. form of the Sing. m. is 7^3 (as in

*n: fr. 155, Snn fr. ^nn, ipn fr.

fr- fr -

(b) We find also -^K fr. 738 in
v -; T * v "i ~

Ps. xxxv. 14. But

* With the rare exception of in place of the thus "DX D. xxxii. 28

perishing of (or
( void of')

the 1C. Partic (1) 'i.e.' fr. *Dtf.

Z
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(i) KB. The Sing. m. Participle of 7^3 form from

Verbs X7 retains the * in Construction/ as

in
Kfflp

fr.
KfctD,

N'T fr. N^ tfSfc fr. tfSfc etc.

(ii.)
The Sing. fern. Constr. form J"P$J3, and the Plu.

masc. Constr. form v$?S, are sometimes shortened

by the removal of their penultimate vowel, in

accordance with 56 (i).

Thus we have not only the forms

(a) nDtp (fr.n$?iD).s./., and^n^, *M)n/ri&fe>

(from D^?, D^H, B'n&fe>) plu. f.,

but also such shortened forms as

(4) Man* (fr. H7
s
)

s. /., and^ W-V, H15,

'nfcb> (fr. D'Sna, 0^7., DH?^

^n?)^) pi. .

(f) (i.) Earely the 7^3 form of Participle has *
Quiescent

(a) after -^ thusMD (fr. i^D) inMDH 2 K. viii. 21

the-one-compassing, (b) after thas Y^H (fr. *pfi)

Ps. xvi. 5 One-supporting which some however will

not allow to be a Participle, but which they suppose

to be Fut. H(p. 2 s. m. fr. an imaginary Root
"|*.

(ii.)
Also rarely with Defective Long-khirik instead of

thustpV (fr.Sp'')
in

frpV ^JH Is.xxix.l4&xxxviii.5

behold I am adding*

(iii.) Not to be confused herewith is such a as that in

^fc (fr. n^, r. S"tf) Ex. xxiii. 4 & 2 S. iv. 8, thy

enemy ( 140, f), and ^p^ (fr. tjDfc,
r - ^)

2 K. xxii. 20 & 2 Chr. xxxiv. 28*0^ taking thee

away. Such a as these is merely a 'Slight'-vowel

as in 1 S. xv. 6, H$. Fut. 1 s. (fr. t|D). Pt. I. $ 44.
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(In place of the Moving Shva which the 2d
Rt-letter

has in
trfc, ^% etc., but which the 2d

Rt-letter

cannot have when the 3d Rt-letter also has a Moving

Skva. This is the case when the Affix TT is

attached).

N.B. Such a 'Slight'-vowel under the 2d
Rt-letter

when the 3d Rt-letter has a Moving Shva is some-

times -r as in
(iii), sometimes as in

*pfO , some-

times as in
**pfl&

(iv.) Also before the Affs. D3 & ft the 2d Rt-letter
v : I v :

cannot have a Moving Shva, as in (iii).

(v.) In such a form as ^rh& (fr. rh&, r. rfa#) 1 S. xxi. 3,

the 2d Rt-letter retains the of fPfc? which is

dropped in such a form as ^fr?^', i.e. when the Affix

is such that the 3d Rt-letter has a Yowel.

(77) (i.) The rare form PHH (accented on the penultima)

Hos. vii. 4, is the Sing. Participle of 7^3 form, with

H at the end.

(ii.) The form in (i.) is to be distinguished carefully from

the form PlTtyb (accented on the last syllable) the

Sing. Fern, of the 7l?b Partic. (with in the place

of the more usual under the 2d Rt-letter). This

form* occurs some few times. Thus we have !"! ADlfc$
vr "

s. f. in Is. xxix. 6 & xxx. 30 & xxxiii. 14, and so

rnyh s./. in Is. xxxiv. 9 (instead of iTl?3 Is. xxx. 33) .

* The fact of this form occurring several times in a place of Pause hardly allows

us to speak of it as a Fattse-form. The Accent BELONGS TO THE LAST SYLLABLE

in each instance.
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So also rrfi s. /. in Is. xxi. 3, etc., mtDfo s. /. in

Song. i. 6, and p7tt s./. Mi. iv. 6 & 7, etc.

(iii.) The Plural also is found thus, with in place of

the more usual , both in the Plu. Masc., as in

Lam. i. 16 (and, with the termination! f- ,

Lam. i. 4), and in the Plu. Fern., as in

in PS. ixviii. 26.

(iv.) The stands sometimes (in place of the more usual
)

in other Voices also, thus in the PL Partic. s. /.

PHSnp Na. iii. 2jumping, and in the H6. Partic. s./.

Pn23n/b 1 K. xiv. 5 & 6 one feigning herself to be

another.

(6) We may mention here also that some Participles of PL &

Pu. occur without the usual prefix Jb; thus some give

Eccles. iv. 2 as PL Partic. s. m. for
Illjlt^Jp,

an(l so

eph. i. 14 for TlDD }K& Ex. vii. 27 etc. for Mbfc _
-

: 9\ -. r I
.- T : ,

and so in the Pu., 73K Ex. iii. 2 for 73N hp7 2 K. ii. 10
. T \ T -. ;) |T s

forffim.
IT -. :

Note (i.)
For some other Participle forms it may be suffi-

cient to refer to
<

Appendices (B) & (C) to Tab. XIY.'

(ii.) For Participle-forms withPron-Afis. seeTab.XXVI.

SOME IMPERATIVE AND FUTURE FORMS.

(5) (a) The 6 of the 1 st Rt-letter in the form of iTt&#
T : T

K. Imper. 2 s. m. fr. ^bfc? (r. HD^) with H [ 141, 7]

is not limited to Verbs which have to the

* From the Eoot DE> we have also
Hglpi^

& HDD^ s. /., and

(i.e. n'l>pb> "desolate places o/").

t This termination p is common in Aramaean for the Plural D* .
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2d Rt-letter in the Iraper. 2 s. m.
t
and in the Fut.

Thus the Eoot
i*"lp

has the Imper. 2 s. m. i'lp and

the Fut. forms l*lp\ ^1P^, etc - 5 but we ^ave ~"

under the p of the word
Jll^lp

K. Imper. 2 s. m.

fr. mDw. M.

(/S) Unnecessary confusion and consequent trouble, which

have been introduced by some, ma}'' be avoided by our

bearing in mind that such a 6 may be considered

in direct relation to the of a GENERALLY-

UNDERLYING* form 7^3, without any 'mediate*

reference to the form of the Imper. 2 s. m.

[N.B. The form 7^3, from several Roots, stands itself

as an UNDEFINED or ' INFINITIVE' form, when this

is used not Abstractly or 'Absolutely but as a

Component-part of its sentence i.e. 'CON-STRUCT.']

(7) So also the of ^*tT be thouf. dry (2 s. /. Imper. K.

fr. yiPl, in Pause) may be and is best considered in

direct relation to the of a generally-underlying

form corresponding to 7^3 quite independent of

the
( )-form of Imper. 2 s. m. [^H, p. ^H] from

which the of the *| in ^"IM is obtained in Pause.
AT T:.

(8) And so the of
rn^tfl

and refresh or have refreshment

(2 s. m. Imper. K. fr. HJJD, w. 1 pref. and PI at the

end, in Pause) 1 K. xiii. 7, as also the -^ of ^p

and cry out f. (Pause-form of 2 s./. Imper. K. fr.

w. *) pref.) Jer. xxii. 20 may have direct relation to

* In the case of some Hoots the Khoulem comes out in certain Infinitive forms

onlv.
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(]ie _L Of a generally-underlying form corresponding

to 7j?3 quite independent of the
( )-form of Imper.

2 s. m. OyD P-nttD fr. TpD, and p^ p.tpjft
fr.

DyV) from which the Pause-vowel is obtained in

each case.

[(e) (i.)
We ought perhaps to mention the supposition, on the

part of some, that rH^D5
) may be a sort of mixture

of "rnfch and niBDI (??)," and
'pfott

such a

mixture'of "
'ptftfl

and
'J3SW (? ?)." This seems to

us to be unnecessarily clumsy, and not quite satis-

factory, because it does not touch at all upon that

which specially requires consideration, viz. the occur-

rence of a bearing reference to an o-vowel in

these two Imperative forms, whereas (1) the of

the 2d Rt-letter belongs not to the ( )-form but

distinctly to the
( )-form of the Imperative, and

(2) only the ( )-forms of the Imperative and the

the Future are found from the Root
pj?

*

"We do not recognize aught anomalous in the two

words as they stand, because to us the seems to

refer directly to a generally-underlying 7^3 form

[comp. (/9) above].f

* The X. Imper. 2 s. m.
"1JJP (Ju. xix. 8) may fairly be claimed by those who

wish to claim it as evidence of the (- )-form of Imper. K. from "1J7D. But as the

accented word
nj?tp [for which see 141, a, Note (i)] occurs just before (Ju. xix. 5),

and as it is at least possible that these two wrords so near to each other may be the

same, i.e. the in v. 8 the same as that in v. 5, it may be that we have in Ju. xix. 8

an instance of a Long-Vowel ( ) before MaJckeph like the two instances of Khoulem

before Makkeph in Note (f) on p. 114 [comp. Pt. I, 55 (8,
<

Note'). If so, there

are only ( )-forms of the Imperative and Future found from the Hoot *WD.

t Some cut the knot by asserting that the is merely because of the preceding -1,
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(ii.) If, instead of assuming an imaginary form involving

the same irregularity as that which they have to

deal with, and then supposing that imaginary

word to be mixed up with the regular form, and so

fancying that they had in any degree accounted for

an Irregular form as they regard it, the advocates

of that mixture had said that

(iii.) 'The may be regarded as a trace (although tho

only trace) of a ( )-form of Imper. K., even in a

word which not only involves a mark of the ( )-form

but which belongs to a Root (as, for instance, pj?)

from which the
( )-form alone certainly occurs,'

they would at least have touched upon the important

point really involved. We could not have con-

tradicted such a statement, even if we had wished

to do so. For]

?) We find sometimes in a Future form, where it is

either entirely due to Euphony (Pt. I, 72, 7), or

it is the only trace remaining of a
( )-form. Thus,

from the Root
p#J

we find
?lj3$K (1 s. Fut. K.,

w. PI at the end) 1 K. xix. 20
;
but elsewhere the

Future from this Root has the ( )-form as in
pfc^

$Pl , etc.* And so from the
J? 7 Roots ])&& and

and this supposition is better than that of the above-mentioned mixture. But the

assertion cannot be made good. And it does not touch the very similar case of the

word *Ipn in which we find the -^- (in place of
) although there is no *) preceding.

This however is asserted to be because of the following 1 .

Euphony may indeed have been partly concerned in the occurrence. But we can-

not credit it with the whole concern in these particular instances.

* For some Verbs having both the
( )

and the (-7-) forms see 162 (3).
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we find rWb>N (1 a. Fut. K, w. fi at the end)

Is. xxvii. 4, and Httb^KJ (1 s. Fut. K., w. 1 Convers.)

Dan. viii. 13 in some copies.

In these, some impute the wholly to Euphony,

as also the following.

Note (i.)
The -^- occurs some few times in such forms

from Yerbs 'Fut.
( )'; thus in the 1 s. Fut.

K. w. n fr.
tDp$

and fr.
hpW,

via. fi&^$
Is. xviii. 4 and PPlpM Ezra viii. 25, where

T |T: : v T

there is in each a ) superfluous/ from

toip^K and StoBfc- But
I : v

|
: v

(ii.) N.B. The Student should never write such

forms.

(iii.) Somewhat less rare is the occurrence of in

some Yerb-forms that have Pron.-AfFs.
;
thus

from ftlPl we find in Nu. xxxv. 20 ^S^n*
I v T: : v

(i.e. ffirr
K. Fut. 3 s. m. with Affi him),

and in Josh, xxiii. 5 DS^H^ (i.e. ^H^ K-
T: : v x

| : v

Fut. 3 s. m. with Afi. them m.) ;
also

From ^ we find in Bos. x. 10 D'lDN')
T: v :

[i.e. *JQR K. Fut. 1 s. (comp. 195, e

& 212) with 1 pref. and An , them m.'] ;

and a few others which will be given in the

*

Analytical Index/

(77) (i.)
The Student will have observed that the * of the

Hiph-il Yoice stands in i"Q*K75n Imper. 2 s. m>

w. H [ 141 (7, 5)] fr.
n#p,

and in
?YV3J

Fut.

1 s. w. H [144 (a)] fr. *OT; and so also in

JTVaj?
Fut. 1 pi. w. H fr.
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(ii.) With the exception of such H<j>. forms, and except

also the Pause-forms of other Yoices,

"When the Yerb-form has at the end of it the

PI of 141 (7), or 144, the Yowel is dropped from

the 2d Kt-letter in the case of ' Full' Yerhs, and

of Yerhs K and *'fi and j'S. For 'Full
'

Yerbs,

see the examples in 141 (7), and in 144
;
and

so in the Imperative forms

rhlto & PlSDN corresponding to ^btf &
<.T : T vr : v v:

fr. % &
SpK,

rD$ & n^ corresponding to 1&^ & $% (or

fr.^ & 0ft ;

and similarly in Future forms (1 s. & 1 pi.)

from such Roots, as in

and rbti & r%) fr. fiOi But
T : v T :

(iii.) We find the following X 7 Yerb-forms,

() figS
41

)
(Ps. xli. 5) Imper. ^. 2 s. m., w. H at

the end, fr. KH,
(3) *H^1fp\ (1 S. xxviii. 15) Fut. 1 s., w. 1 Con-

vers. & PI at the end,

in which the 2d Et-letter has , as in the forma

and tfltf without the H.

* We find sometimes H-rr thus instead of the more usual H at the end of a word.

So in n:^T (Ps. xx. 4} Pz. Fut. 3 s. m. fr. JKH [comp. 144 (7 & 8)]. So also in

rnVTm (Is. Hx. 5} K. Partic (2) s. m. fr. "11T like Dip in Tab. XX with the pref. 1

and the H of 98. So too in H^l (Zech. v. 4) K. Past 3 s. m. fr. \h ( 226), and in

njn (as in some Bibles, but HJH. in others, w. i"l , Prov. xxiv. 14) K. Imper. 2 s. in.

ii. jh*.

[The word !"ljn ,
as it stands in some Bibles in Prov. xxiv. 14, is by some taken as

as a Noun i.e.'
"
knowledge o/," as in the E.V.].
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This is very rare. But

Note. In some Noun-forms also the is not

dropped before X ;
thus we have D^^tOll from

d^tOH, instead of a form corresponding to

dS^Sfc from d^Sfc (the great Eule of 59 even

being broken so as to retain the before &).

So also from d^tOH we have the Construct-form
T -;

NtftOH, in which the penultimate vowel ( ) is

retained,* instead of being dropped as it is in

^Sfc from d^fc.
:

- T :

Similarly, [from dWIfc] we have drVNifc and

and the Construct form ^^1/b ; and so

from rriXtffc.

N.B. Such a however is sometimes dropped

in accordance with the Rules of 59 and 56
(i),

as in Vnfcrifl & dHiX^in from nfottrifi, and in
T : T : T

the Construct form of it viz. JTlX^ift
:

(0) The il-form of Fut. K. was just mentioned in the 'Note*

at the end of 141 (a), and as an example there was

given JlttflSB* (Ex. xviii. 26) K Fut. 3 pi. m. fr. &5#

for which the usual form is of course *|fcD3B^ (p. tftobfc^).

[Obs. In some Bibles the Accent of ^3$* is put-

on the penultima (perhaps for the sake of having the

Accent 'drawn back' as in Pt. I, 46). But the

Accent should be on the last syllable, as it is in other

Bibles, and as we have given it above.]

Sometimes the is retained also before y. Thus in ^t2Q [Constr. form of

in Mi. i. 6. But

N.B. The of D^tt} is dropped in the Constr. form ^tp3 Is. xvii. 10 as in

Tab. X, 4.
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So we have in Ruth ii. 8 ^Ml K. 2 s./. fr. *fty

for which the ordinary form would be ^^Fl

So, with a Pron.-Aff., we have in Prov. xiv. 3

tftifc^fi -ff". Fut, 3 s. /. (some say 2 s. m.) w. AS.

them m. fr. 1O&.

N.B. The !| of the 2a Rt-letter is seen to be

unaccented in all these instances. This is in favour

of the *| being in each instance of somewhat the same

class as the by the side of the in the -^ of

(f, i) above [comp. Pt. I, 22 (latter part), and

14, N.B.].

Rarely, what is usually the form of the 2 pi. m. of the

Fut. seems to be used for the 3 pi. /. Thus in

Ez. xxxvii. 7 niftW to^pfil* and bones came-near.
T-: :|:

-

So the word
^intp^J;)

in Jer. xlix. 11 is mostly rendered

as 3 pi. /., let them (/.) trust
; but the word might very

well be rendered literally ye (m.) should trust or must

trust : thus,
" Leave thy fatherless-children, I-will-pre-

serve alive; and as for thy widows, ye-must-trust in He"

The other rendering is however more natural, it may be.

* This might perhaps be rendered literally "and ye-came-together, bones"', for

the Noun DVV bone (pi. D^DVJI and
JYltOVy), though almost always Fern., and so

in this Chapter, yet is sometimes Masc., as in Ez. xxiv. 10, Job xxx. 30. But the

other may certainly be claimed as the more natural rendering.
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In this Section Y of the Appendix we have hitherto dealt

mainly with Verb-forms of the KAL Voice, only mentioning a

few others as occasion offered or seemed to require. We will

conclude this Section with a brief mention of some Verb-forms

of the other Voices,

NIPH-AL.

(6) (a) The following are the passages in which we find the

instances of the /J?} form of Infin. Absol. N<f>. which

are given in Note (d) on Tab. XIV.

PlfrDp3 &PP3 thou didst greatly long, Gen. xxxi. 30,

Drfe) tirh) DK or did he at allfight? Ju. xi. 25,

hti&) htf&) David earnestly aslced,lS.xx.6&28,
:

i/01 and letters were sent. Esth. iii. 13
T :

-
: :

[comp. p. 78, Obs. (7)] ;

to which we may now add the following, which is

cited with those above by R. D. Kimkhi,

fcOPl WO
tji

33
^|tf surely, he is quite smitten, Ju. xx. 39.

In these instances the 7j?3} form stands, for

emphasis, before the N<f>. PAST, with the exception

of the passage from Esther, in which the Infinitive

is used alone (the 'Infinitive' in place of a 'Finite*

part of the Verb, as some say. Comp. Note (f) on

p. 78).
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Note (i.) Similarly Dinm Esth. viii.8, 1prp_
Esth. ix. 1,

and liriW 1 Chron. v. 20, may be (as some

say) Infin. Absol. N<f>. of this form. They

may however be (as others say) forms of the

Past Tense 3 s. m. N<f>., or of the Participle

JV^>. s. m.

There is no valid reason against their being

unusual Participle forms. So R. D. K. in

his Lexicon takes the first one, and so the

second one may very well be. [Perhaps

they are best taken to be one of them

Infin. Absol., another of them the Past 3 s. m. t

and the other one Partic. s. m.~\

(ii.) Jl^rO Jer. xlix. 10 is given by R. D. K. as

Infin. "like to the Past" of N(f>. (for N|rO)
from Kin.* But it may very well be the

Partic. s. m.
y

the particular form of the

so-called 'Substantive Verb* to be supplied

in English being here the Infin.
'
to be,' so

that the passage may run thus :
" and he shall

not be able to be hidden (or a hidden-one)."

The Niph.
'
Infin. Absol.' form Wfif! is the form also

of the ' Infin. Constr.' and of the 'Infin. with prefixes/

and it is the form of Infinitive which receives the

Pron.-Afis. But

N.B. This form of 'Infin. Absolute' is not used

with a PAST Tense or a PARTICIPLE for the purpose

of giving Emphasis.

* He gives it also as either 'N<t>. Past or Infinitive' of
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(7) So also the Absolute forms
jhiH

and tfPl in Note (c7)

on Tab. XIV are used before a Future. And so also

*pKn
before

SjDtf
in 2 S. xvii. 11, and BhiWil (with

N instead of Pi, probably, as R. D. K. says, to avoid

having to pronounce P! twice consecutively) before

in Ez. xiv. 3.

Note. The rare form tn^Pl!:), Ps. Ixviii. 3, is gene-

rally taken as a form of Infin. Constr. JV<. correspond-

ing to the form
7*J?DPI

. It may have been modified

to suit the form of
frp^Fl following.* It may also be

a '

Compound form ' made up of the N<f>. Infinitive

and the K. Infinitive (&TM) mixed together. Comp.

pp. 177 & 178.

(S) We mentioned in Note (f) on p. 79 the dropping of the

PI of the Infin. N<j>. form 7^3)1 after a prefix some-

times, as in
|tpy5

for
&]t?yPl!l

Lam. ii. 11. So we

have riPQ for jPlPlPia Ez. xxvi. 15 (with
- before

the unaccented^ PI).
And so the Pi is dropped in

for rtyrh Infin. Ntj>. fr. H^J? Ex. x. 3, and

for ni&ClPl
1

? Infin. N. fr.

(e) Instead of J^U (3 s. m. Past -ZV^.,
fr. JHJ), some Bibles

have JH^ with in Jer. 1. 22 a form like "I/SPO^ -
: v -

: v

TIM, etc.

* The Dag. Lene of the "I forbids us to say merely that the form is deduced

directly from f]h|n by dropping the penultimate vowel. But the form
ffljin,

or

Pp^n, so obtained, may perhaps have been altered into
tpljlin?

in order to suit the

subsequent PpliPl-

t The -7- in the Bible here is reckoned only as a Metheg,&&Q Pt. I, 44 (e).
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(f) The -7- of the N<j>. Partic. is generally retained in the

Sing. fern, and the Plu. masc. & fern. ['App
x
(B) to

Tab. XIV ()]. But, as E. D. K. observes, we find

also, with Shva in place of that , D^SH!) (Josh. x. 17)

^>. Partic. pi. m., and DWBEQ (Ez. xx. 30 & 31),

and
D^Xy/bi

in D'Kttblin (Estk i. 5, besides 1 S. xiii. 15

and several other passages). But there is also

D'NX&an (Ezr. viii. 25), and ^ttM (Is. xxii. 3),

and PttttfibUPI and

(17)
The is sometimes replaced by, or resolved into,

< followed by Dagesh'; thus in * V
-[M? N$. Partic.

pi. m. 'i.o./ and Jl^M? Nfr. Partic. pi. m. w. Aff.

her, ^t DHM? pi. . & fYnatt pL/., DnnM?

pi. m. w. Aff. their (m.).

(8) It is hardly necessary perhaps to call the- Student's

attention to the following differences :

^. Past 3s. m.Ubut, in Pause, each of

N<f>. Partic. s. m) them alike is

Constr. form of JY"^. Partic. s. m.

npa? (P. tnnpsi) ^. Past 3 s./.,

(in Pause the same) JV</>. Partic. s. /.

* Thus it is in Is. xxiii. 8 & 9. In Prov. viii. 24 "^.2^ ig given in some Bibles ;

but the word should be either "H.333 as it is given in some (which is irregular] ,
or

53 as it is given in others.
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(7) (a) R. D. Kimkhi calls attention to the following forms of

the INFIN. Pi., besides the ordinary form
HJ3B,

viz.

(i.) npl-5* (like the Past 3 s. m.)t in the V*O ofJWM WO
. T :

-
|

2 S. xii. 14, and J^Hf Lev. xiv. 43
;

(ii.) rnj33 (>6. the ordinary form
^1(53,

with the J"I of

137, 4, iii.), in pm Ps. cxlvii. 1 and niD^S
T : - T :

-
:

Lev. xxvi. 18
;

(iii.) 1p),*
in 1D^ Ps. cxviii. 18 and K3p 1 K xix. 14

and NS1

! Ex. xxi. 19,

(iv.) nJ5fi,*in theliD^of niD^JCforlD^SChr.xxxi.^
But, as he adds, this may be the Infin. Kal for

"riD^, like HO 41

*?
Is. li. 16, the Short-Minkfollowed

ly Dagesh being instead of the Long-khlrik. The

Dagesh may however be (as some think) merely a

Euphonic Dagesh [Pt. I, 70 (2)].

* Used here as a '

form,' instead of the proper one fr. 7JJS ,
for reasons too plain

to need mention.

t Some however take this to be PAST Pi. 3 s. m.
t

the ordinary form. The

rendering of j^Pl "inK would then be "
after [that] he hath taken away," as in the

E.V., comp. HSn "ing Jer. xli. 16. But the niVpH (!NFIN. Iff. fr. HVp, with n in

place of the usual
il),

and nitSH (!NFIN. JV</>. fr. PIltD), in the same verse, may be

taken to support K. D. K.'s opinion.

Note (i.)
inN may be followed by the Infin., as well as ^HS. So fife 1HK

Jer. xl. 1, etc.

(ii.)
So "121 Job xlii. 7, after 1PINI

, may be Past Pi. 3 s. m. as some give ;

or it may be the Infin. Pi. as above (with -7- in place of -n-) as some

give it in Ex. vi. 28, D. iv. 15, and Hos. i. 2
;
or it may be the Noun

-KH (Jer. v. 13) 'i.e.,' like ^n and 1t3j? and D;?^.

J A Contraction somewhat similar to that mentioned in 8 (a). Although the *

is allowed to remain standing here, it has lost its power, and the case is one of Pt. I,

12, N.B. So the Construct Noun HH^ Gen. xlix. 10 occurs (with the ^ of 4)

in the contracted form Hn^ (for nnfD)^) Prov. xxx. 17 where some however give

badly.
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(v.) rnj5S (instead of
11*1(53,

see (ii) above) in ItftOTM

already mentioned [p. 323 (#)].

Note. It is very unusual for a Yerb whose

3d
Ilt-letter is H Quiescent to have an Infin. Constr.

PI-EL of the form IfcS. But ^rO 5
) (Hos. vi. 9)

is such* an unusual form of the Infin. Constr.

Pi-el w. 1 (and) & 3 (as) prefixed, fr.

(fi) (i.)
As was mentioned in Note (e) on Tab. XIY, the

PI-L PAST 3 s. m. has

() sometimes to the 2d Ilt-letter, as in

2 K. xxi. 3,f and

(b) sometimes to the 2d
Ilt-letter, as in

and DM 1

! often (though JISH and D33

occur
||),

and in ^SDI often.

* The form "OH is in principle the same as HSn (the only difference being that it

has * Quiescent in place of the 71 Quiescent}. And HBH agrees in form with 1S)

which is the SAME FOB THE CONSTRUCT AS FOR THE ABSOLUTE Infinitive Pi-el.

The usual form is n'^5 for the Infin. Constr. Pi. of such Verbs H'^. R. Abraham

ben Ezra, in his Commentary on Hos. vi. 9, cites as a similar instance (of the 1j95 form

of the Infin. Pi. from such a Verb n'fy N^
1

? Dan. ix. 24 fr. rfo, with K, like

the *
here, in place of the Quiescent H. There is also rfop 2 Chron. xxiv. 10.

t (i.) So in "IIIK fr. iriN, 85HK fr. BHN, ^3 fr. 111, etc., in which the Com-

pensation is made for the Dagesh of the 2d Ilt-letter
;
and

(ii.)
So in Dn^ fr. Dr6, DHJ fr. DflJ, etc., in which the Compensation is not

made for the Dagesh of the 2d Rt-letter.

J This form, from the Eoot "111
, may be said to be only used * in Pause,' or ' as

a Pause-form not in Pause' ( 167, 2).

Once with the Accent
,
and once with the Accent -^- .

||
Of this form

pjp.S) are, of course,

(i.) "IJO, ^2 [Nu. xxiii. 20, Ps. x. 3], |NO, etc., in which the Compensa-

tion is made for the Dagesh ;
and

(ii.) "$2, |H3, 1{O, etc., in which the Compensation is not made for the

Dagesh.

2A
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(ii.) Instead of the of the 2d Et-letter in the form

Hp3, Yerbs X'^ have of course in the open

syllable tf- [comp. Obs. XXIII on p. 185]. So,

as E. D. K. cites, KBtt (PL Past 3 s. m. fr. tffetf)

1 K ix. 11 & Am. iv. 2 and fcfcn Ps. cxliii. 3 and

Jer. li. 34.

Note. From tfb^ we have also the ordinary form

gO (PL Past 3 s. .) 2 S. v. 12, and from a6&

the form Npp several times. Some Yerbs K/
have only the ordinary ( )-form, as might be

expected.

(iii.) When the 2d Et-letter is either K or PI or H or
JJ,

any Moving Shva of the 2d Et-letter must take a

Compound form
; thus,

00 ni|X/bj ^^Jb, etc., inwhich the Compensation

is made for the Dagesh of the 2d
Et-letter,

and

() Pnnfc, ^ ^inn^, etc.,- in which the Com-

pensation is not made.

Note. It is but rarely that the 1st Et-letter takes

^, before under the 2d Et-letter, as in VUlNI

(PL Past 3 pi., fr. "TIN) Ju. v. 28, and OnfclT

(PL Past 3 s. /., w. AS. me, fr. H^H) Ps. li. 7.

(7) For some PL Participle forms which vary from the

ordinary forms see above [4 (97, iv) & (6), p. 330].
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(S) As in (a, i) so also in the Imper. 2 s. m. PI-L the

2d Boot-letter has sometimes [thus HpiS], instead

of the usual form
^jplS

(or Hp when unaccented).

So in fa& Ps. Iv. 10, and so in yHff\ Ez. xxxvii. 17
v-- .-|T:

and "^nj Job xxxvi. 2.

These forms are represented by the (15) by the side

of the form HS in Tab. XIV.

(e) So in the PL Put. 3 & 2 pi. /., the forms

Is. iii. 16 and rUSKttl Hos. iv 13 & 14 and
T :

- T :

PlJBto'Trt
Is. xiii. 18 (with

* under the 2d Et-

letter) are represented by the
(p) by the side of

the form in Tab. XIY.

Note (i.)
The to the 2d

Rt-letter, as in

Job xxxix. 3, etc., is usual before a Guttural

3d Rt-letter; comp. Tab. XVI (3) 'Note.'

(ii.) The form PO^nn
1

) Ez. xiii. 19 (with

under the 2d
Et-letter) is not represented

in Tab. XIV, on account of its rarity.

Ciii.) nafcfl 1 K. xi. 39 is for n-WKI PL Put. 1 s.
/ v - - v - -: -

fr. J"|jy
w. 1 pref. The X dropping its

becomes Quiescent in the of the 1, as in

'ftfcfl (for ^n1) etc., p. 2, Note (+). This

is not usual in the case of the PL Put 1 s.

with V

* R. D. K. mentions these as occurring IN PAUSE. They would then come under

165 (I, S). [Hos. iv. 14 would come under 167 (II, ).]
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(f) The Dag. F. of the 2d Rt-letter is often omitted over

Shva, as in hM^f PL Fut. 1 s. (t.e. SWlK, with H)

etc.;* and the Moving Shva of the 2d Rt-letter

has sometimes a Compound form, as in

Fut. PL 3 s. /. fr. J^, w. 1 pref. and Aff.

Ju. xvi. 16, comp. Pt. I, 72 [Note (*, e)~\.

[(77)
It has been asserted by some that when the Dagesh F.

(for the PL & Pti.) is omitted as in (f) from the

2d
Et-letter, the preceding vowel is moreover some-

times lengthened even when the 2d Rt-letter is not

one of the five letters IJ^Pintf. In theory this

might very well be true, and we might be glad to

find some sure examples f of it. We do not know of

* So in i2i2|
Infin. Pt. fr. fcp, w. 1 pref. and Aff. his, Nu. xxv. 11,

IN
1

?*? Past Pt. 3 pi. fr. fc6, Num. xxxii. 11 & 12,

Past Pi. 3 pi. fr. fcOp, w. Aff. me, Dent, xxxii. 21,

Partic. Pt. Sing. m. fr. L&B, with 1 pref. and ' at the end

( 139, e, and p. 232), 2 S. xxii. 2. The word is there

unaccented
;
but in Ps. xviii. 3 the 7 has its Dagesh, and the

word is accented),

njB^lljl
Fut. Pi. 2 s. m. fr. B>p3, w. Aff. it (/.), Gen. xxxi. 39, etc. etc.

t As examples of this we might fairly claim ?nn? [for ^pH? Infin. Pi. w. D pref.]

and
-ibpn);)

or ^nnJp [for AijinfJ
2 pL m. Fut. Pz.] Job xiii. 9, and so -l^hrp or

^nnj [for ^n* 3 pi. m. Fut. P?.] Jer. ix. 4, like
^njl 3 s. m. Fut. P?.,

1 K. xviii. 27, if indeed ^>nn be supposed to be the Root of all these words. The

Dagesh in the b of
AjjnJJ

and -l!?rirP ,
as given in good Editions, is then Euphonic.

So too ^nn [for ^>nn 3 s. m. Past Pz.] in ^5 ^pn Gen. xxxi. 7, and J^pn [for

rfrnn 2 s. . Past P*.] Ju. xvi. 10 & 13 & 15. But,

If, instead, the Root is ^n (as some say), the H of
-l^prUjl

and Ann* is the

IT(|). pref. H appearing as in 9
(e, i) below. Then the Dagesh belongs of right to the

3d Rt-letter ^
,
to represent the 2* Rt-letter. Then also the form hfiW, 1 K. xviii. 27

may be said to be for hnr\\ [or i>JV, like 3D^ Tab. XXI] the being resolved into
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any such examples. One example of it there would

be if we could adopt a doubtful reading (mentioned

by K. D. K.) of the word VSDKfc Is. Ixii. 9.

Another reading of this word (also mentioned by

E. D. K.) would make it of the 7^b form see

Note (A) below].

PU-AL.

(8) (a) In the PU-AL Yoice the 1st Rt-letter has sometimes 6

in place of the usual
;
thus B,. D. K. cites

(Ez. xvi. 4) Past Pu. 3 s. m. fr. JTO,

(Na. iii. 7) Past Pit. 3 s. /. fr.TW, fe (Ps. Ixxii. 20)

Past Pu. 3 pi. fr. rh% >
and similarly !|D3 (Ps. Ixxx. 11)

fr. HD^D, and a little earlier he cites the Pu.

Participle forms D'lNfc s. m. (Na. ii. 4) and DWKJp
pi. m. (which last occurs in Ex. xxv. 5 and in four

other places in Exodus).

({3) To the Pu. Participle forms without the /b, which were

mentioned above [4 (6), p. 330], we may add here

tOlto (Is. xviii. 2 & 7), which is supposed to be such

a Pu. Partic s. m. for tO^ittft from tDllb . We may
T :

-*-followed by Dagesh. Some may however prefer to say that this latter form is

' borrowed' from a Root 7DPI .

Also, if the Root is ^n, !?pri3
is the regular Infln. F0. (like nDH? fr. DID)

with 3 pref., and ^HH 3 s. m. Past Ify. (like IDH fr. 21D) ;
and ^Hi) is

" borrowed" in form from an unused Root [?1H].
* For the Dagesh in the 1, comp. Pt. I, 49 [latter part of Note (*)].

t This word occurs once, but \Tft$ (with ) occurs three times and the Pause-

form rnw once ;
also 11^ and

-ITl^
3 pi., and the Pause-form -Ul^ 1 pi.
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also mention the form T?V in T?VPl (Ju. xiii. 8)

which. R. D. K. gives as Pu. Partic.* s. m.

with the PI of 98.

[He gives also D^pV (Eccles. ix. 12) as such a

Pu. Partic. pi. m., without the Dag. F. of the

2d
Et-letter, and JTTMb (Prov. xxv. 19) Partic.

Pu. s. /. fr. nj?)b in Pause for JVBflfi f *n which 5)

stands for the instead of this being lengthened

into to compensate for the Dagesh.]

(7) R. D. K. cites ^JTH (Ps. xciv. 20) as a form of

Fut. Pu. 3 s. m. w. PI Interrog. and Aff. thee (m.),

fr. "DPI ,
shortened from ^Pl** (for IS^T) w^n an

Affix
( 185, ii).

This is a very unusual contraction,

but others also explain the word so,

HIPH-IL;

(9) (a) (i.) The HIPH-IL INFINITIVE has generally the form

(orTj^Pl, 137, 1, d) when Absolute,

when Construct, and when with one of the

prefixes fchtt, and with Pron.-AfFs., and with

Pi at the end.

* Some give it as a Hoph. Partic. without the D. But so the -1 would be on the

wrong side of the lt Rt-letter. For the -1 before Dagesh in
1^-1

sn
, compare Pt. I,

$ 14 (N.B.).

t Somo however have supposed that this is for HiyiD HAL Partic (1) s./., the

1 being replaced by -1 . Dr. Ewald remarks (Lehrb. der hebr. sprf , p. 440)
" dies

kann nicht Part. Qal" (i.e. Kal) "von HVD seyn."
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(ii.)
In a few instances however the form

Hj^il occurs

in Construction, as in D*f?Pl ^BW? at-the-tithing-

of (or taking-tithes by] the Levites, Neh. x. 39,

comp.^^lpDeut. xxvi. 12 which was cited in

137 (3. a. v.) ;
and so ^tiP)!! Deut. xxxii. 8, etc.

[Note. Very rarely the (* )-form occurs with a

prefix as in ^^M? Zech. xi. 10],

(iii.) Sometimes the Infin. Absol. Ufa has ^ to the

2d Rt-letter,t in .place of the usual . This

occurs chiefly in cases of (iv).

(iv.) Sometimes the prefixed PI of the Infinitive

(Absol. or Constr.) has in place of the usual .

Thus R. D. K. cites as Infin. Absol. Hfa the ^Pl
and tOvpH of Is. xxxi. 5 [which may however be

the ordinary Past-Tense forms, as some take them],

and the Verb-forms in '"PllTl'l pKH SftjlTl J$&
Jer. 1. 34 [each of which he says however may

possibly be a Past Tense], and FO^"]!"! to thresh

*
Comp. 178 [Note ()]. The n of the form "^ri is dropped here, and its

vowel is given to the prefix, as in ppq? (for p*6nn^) Jer. xxxvii. 12 [Pt. I, 12]

DJflfo'te (^ DSJjfcqnV, SQ. Infin. fr.'iliO w. $ pref. and Aff. your i.), etc.;

comp. Note (f) on p. 79.

t As an instance of this it is quite fair to cite TO^n Josh. vii. 7. But we should

observe that as the Infin. there follows the Tense, the Infin. is perhaps not quite so

much cut off from ' Structural Connection' with the rest of the sentence as it is when

it precedes the Tense.

Again, fOPl Josh. iv. 3 is generally taken as Infin. Absol. [so Fiirst, Concord.

p. 549, and others]. But we ought to observe that the Accentuation in Josh. iv. 3 is

against our taking the word fOil there in the same manner as the Infin. Absol.

|5H in Josh. iii. 17. Perhaps therefore the word j*On has rather some ' Structural

Connection' with what follows it. It is much easier undoubtedly to take it in the

same manner as the word {DH in Josh. iii. 17.
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her* Jer. li. 33, and D*"J?nt their (m.) destroying

Josh. xi. 14, and iJ?^H J ffis c<w*m0 2 K. xxiv. 20 ;

also, under the Yerbs Pi 7, fii^pPl Infin. Constr.

T<. fr. Plp which was mentioned in Note (f)

on p. 342.

(v.) Instead of the Pi of (iv) there is sometimes H before

a Guttural 1st Root-letter. As examples of this

R. D. K. cites WPlPl -% taking-hold Jer. xxxi. 32.
I v; v

He cites also as Infinitives *V^yn Gen. xlvii. 21
v: v

and ^"iXPt Prov. xix. 11, each of which may very

well be Past 3 s. m.> as others give them.

(vi.) We find K (in place of the usual PI) in d'2#K

(Jer. xxv. 3) H<f>. Infin. Absol. fr. DD$, for

D'2&?il ^er x^v> 4 and D5fc^Pl Jer. xxvi. 5.

B. D. K. cites also the well-known
^j^QK

of

Gen. xli. 43, and remarks that some say it is

Infin. [Absol. H<f>. fr.
*p!3]

with 'interchange of

n with K/ but adds that one might say that the

N is the mark of the 1 s. [Fut. H<f>J\.

(vii.) (a) Instead of the usual H<f>. vowel we find under

the 2d Rt-letter in TStePI (1 s - xv - 23
) H<f>.

tC "

Infin. fr. ") (used as a Noun). This might

be both because of the Pause, comp. 165, 1 (S),

and for Euphony before the 1 .

* But the rendering
" It is time [that] one had threshed her" is quite admissible,

in accordance with which the word would be the ordinary Past Tfy. w. Aff. her.

t Comp. hTft^n His destroying Deut. xxviii. 48 and ^IJO^n thy (m.) destroying

Deut. vii. 24. But there are also VVD^n Sis destroying Josh, xxiii. 15 and

DTDt^n to destroy them (m.) Josh. xi. 20, etc.

% Comp. bptpn Jer. lii. 3, where some Bibles however have 'H .
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(b) Also in
D5*T3Tn

Ez. xxi. 29 H<f>. Infin. fr.

w. Aff. your (w.) there is in place of the

> of the form MTpSP! in Tab. XV (v). This

may be said to be for Euphony before the 1 .

) (i.)
The PAST-Tense forms ^fiNBTI and Dfipri etc.

(with -r- in place of the more usual ) were

mentioned in 3
(ij) [pp. 325 & 326].

(ii.) The form ft*fijfil was mentioned in Note (J) on

p. 119. Comp. the Hf. Past 3 s. m. rhyri

fr. rhsf- [B. D. K. cites both these.]

(jii.) (a) In 'Full' Verbs the prefix H of the H<f>. Past

has rarely (in place of the usual ) before a

letter other than one of the four ypintf [ 178] ;

thus tfffifan (1 S. xxv. 7) Hf. Past 1 pi.

fr. thl w. Aff. them (m.).

(*) So, with K in place of the Pi an Aramaism,

tW?NttX (Is. Ixiii. 3) H^>. Past 1 s. fr. ^, in

Pause.

(c) So too, with both H and ^ ^n^TNIII (Is. xix. 5)

JBT0. Past 3 pi. fr. h^T w. } pref., which is

supposed to be mixed up of the two forms, one

with H and the other with K, "the K after the

manner of the Aramaean tongue and the M after

the manner of the sacred tongue," as E. D. K.

remarks that some say.
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(d) But in Verbs PlS, the PI of the H<f>. Past has

in several instances. Thus from PTO we have

not only the ordinary forms

ptan 3 s. m. (Ctani w. 1 pref. and Aff.
T : T : :

them m.),

rV^H 2 s. m., etc., see Tab. XXIII,

but also PPHP1 3 s. m. (w. Aff. them m. D^M).
T : v T : v '

So from PlK^l there are forms with Pi and forms
V

with Pi, viz.

HXTl 3 s. m. (w. Affs., *ee m.
T : v

me \KnPl p. VJKTl Mow m.
-

: IT : v /

2 s. w. (with Affs., me ^
T : -**

us mNTl),
once WNHJ1* 1 s. (in WK^PI

1

! w. 1 pref.,

Na. iii. 5), and the 1 s. with Affs.,

'

thee m. WVNTI them m. Q'JVKTl and):.-/ :

DJVNT1 Pt. I, 12.

From Pl^7 the only ^0. Past forms which

occur are the following with Pi viz.

rptfSpl
3 s. m. w. Aff. me, H^PI 3 s. /

(contracted, like rKTI in Tab. XXIII),

and STW^bn 1 s. w. Aff. thee m.
I
.... v

So nn^spin Josh. vi. 17 (for n^nn H$. Past
T VT : : v T : v

3 s./.) has PI as in
^IpWPl

178 (i), and

an additional Pt [ 138, B (ii, )].

R. D. K. says that it has " two marks of

* This form (with H) is, as R. D. K. observes, unusual. The may be said to

be a Euphonic irregularity.
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the feminine, and so in Nouns P

for 7W* and nmty for STM" ; and he
T : T vr : v T : :

adds that the * of ntf^Fin vanishes
T : v

in order to lighten the word because of

the reduplication.

(7) (I.)
The H<j). PARTICIPLE has mostly the (* )-form, as

TMlD etc., in '

Appendix (B) to Tab. XIV.'

(ii.)
The ( )-form of the s. m. y as

IpSD,
occurs as a

Noun often
;
thus WfrSti a mortar (as a means of

'

pounding/ fr. fc^'rO to pound), PlPfc a key (as a

means of '

opening/ fr. )"|jl to open}. But
"iJjlpp

in 'Tftp/bpl Is. liii. 3 is taken by many to be a

Participle
" and as \one~\ hiding," like Tripft in

WlDJ&H Is. viii. 17.

(iii.)
The * is in some few instances altogether dropped

as in D^p^n/b Jer. xxix. 8, instead of D*Jb vfi/b

(fr. D/n), in illustration of which E. D. K cites

DnWO 2 Chr. xxviii. 23 (fr. ^).

(8) (i.) The H<j>. IMPER. 2 s. m. has generally the
( )-form

(ii.) The -T7- is of course shortened into if the Accent

be removed, as in iO"")^)! 2 S. xxiv. 10.
T v -:

-

(iii.) In a few instances the 2d Et-letter has
, as in

nrttn (Joel iv. ll) H$. Imper. 2 s. m. fr.

So in ^P! (Kri for ^in JOAlp, Ps. v. 9)

Imper. 2 s. m. fr.
ta

)^'\ For the ^- of
I

Job xiii. 21, instead of
pll'iri

Prov. iv. 24, etc.,

the Student may compare 165
(I, S) and

there cited. So
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Note. The ( )-formis common before a Guttural

3d Et-letter, as in
Pl^Pl, J^PI, etc., comp.

Tab. XYI (3) (B, j3).

(iv.) The
^ is not dropped but stands in the 2 s. m.

Imper. H(f). with the Pi of 141 (7), as in

PO^pP! there cited.
T v |:

-

(v.) The (*-r- )-form, as TpPl fr.
*|pfi, may be said (as it

is said by some) to stand in a few instances for the

IMPER. H<f>. 2a.m.; thus^H Ps. xciv. 1 fr. y&
may be Imper. 2 s. m. (It would thus suit the

IMPER. N$. at the beginning of the next verse,

better than if it were taken to be the PAST

H$. 3 s. m.)

(e) (i.)
The somewhat rare appearance of the Pi of H<f>.,

after the
'JJVK* prefix-letter of the Future-Tense,

as in y#frP fr. JtfP\ and in *%W fr. 9?',

was mentioned in 201. So we have also the

forms PniPP and JUniPltf and W^Pl* mentioned
: v -: :

on p. 282. And similarly, if fr. 9?fi*, &JW (for

b>T\\
3 pi. m. Fut. J5T0.) Jer. ix. 4 and ^HPiri

(for ^njjl
2 pi. m. Fut. Zfy.) Job xiii. 9. Comp.

Tab. XXI.

(ii.) For the form Pl7^> *n place of PlvV^ or ^ ?> when

the 3d Rt-letter is Guttural, see Tab. XVI (3)

(B, ).
So y- in JW for 5?^ & jnft for

* As some suppose. See Note (f) on p. 346 for a different account of

(or 'fcniV, as some give it) and
^?pn^l (or WpnJJ, as some give it), as also for

the words bpn? Job xiii. 9, and Spn (in ^ ^pH Gen. xxxi. 7), and

Ju. xvi. 10 & 13 & 15.
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(iii.)
The * of the JET<. Voice-form is sometimes

altogether dropped, as in the following instances

cited by R. D. K. : >OTp_
Jer. ix. 2, sprp

1 S. xiv. 22 & xxxi. 2 (and so in 1 Chr. x. 2,

but
}j?2W

in Ju. xviii. 22 & xx. 45), ti'TW^

1 S. xvii. 25 (3 s. m. Fut. H$. fr. ")Bty w. Aff.

him), and
PlflBtofi

Ps. Ixv. 10 (2 s. m. Fut. H(j>.

w. Aff. #/.). So fr. JIM we have in Nu. xiv. 45

dffl3*1 J2ty. Fut. 3 pi. m. w. 1 pref. and Aff. ^em (w.)

from ^r\3*\ as in Deut. i. 44. [Comp. 7 (iii),

p. 353.]

(iv.) TBtyKI Zech. xi. 5 is contracted from IBtytfl

(or^1) 1 s. Fut. ^</>. fr. *1^ w. 1 prefixed.

N.B. This contraction is very unusual in the

case of the 1 s. Fut. w. 1 prefix. But there are

instances of other words in which such a Con-

traction takes place as in D*Nbh forD^KtOh, etc.

HOPH-AL.

(10) (a) The v%r\ instead of ^T\ form of the 5th Voice was
\ / V / - . .

%
-

; T

mentioned in 121. Such forms are the following

(cited by R. D. K.): ^H Past 3 s. m. fr.
*fr&

and P|j?7l Pause-form of !"lj?E7l Past 3 s. /.,
T T : x . r : : x

)^ri7pn Past 2 s. /. fr. h/Jb (corresponding to the

form
rnfteri

in Tab. XIV).

With this ( )-form corresponds the (*|)-form in

Tabs. XVIII, XX, & XXI.
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(7) (i.)
Instead of the (J|)-forms, such as

etc., in Tab. XXI, there are some which corre-

spond rather with the Hoph-al forms in Tab. XIX,

i.e. with Dag. F. in the 1st
Et-letter, as in

tt&rri Job xxiv. 24 Hoph. Past fr. *p& w. 1 pref.

(on which R. D. K. writes "
it ought by rights to

be
totfirTj,

after the form of
!&D1?TJ, }p>ibttTl").

The form toftM is like ^fi fr.^ in Tab. XIX,
: \ : '-.

and so the form might be said to be ' BORROWED '

from a Verb y& .*

So also in the Hoph. FUT. 3 s. m. Jl3^ fr. fifO

&^ fr.
"pD,

and (with !) as in Pt. I, 14, KB.)

^DV in Pause Is. xxviii. 27 fr. ^D & the Pause-
<ST

form H^V Hos. x. 14 fr. Tl&^; and so in the

2 s. m. Fut. Hoph. *1BW1 Is. xxxiii. 1 fr.

(ii.) With o followed by Dagesh we have

(Lev. xxvi. 34 & 35 and 2 Chron. xxxvi. 21),

Hoph. Infin. fr. QJbB^, w. M-jr* which is said by

E. D. K. to be for PJ-- the Affix her. This word

with 3 pref. would be
!"lJ3Ef7l3, instead of which

we have nftfc^niU Lev. xxvi. 43 (Hoph. Infin.

fr. DM?).

(iii.) In Job xxi. 5, ^^'n'l with Dagesh in the fe? has

been found in some copies instead of the JflSBPPft

which is given in the best editions. The Student

must not confuse these two words. J|j$6?n would

*
Similarly the Fut. K. forms 3D* etc., and the Fut. 11$. forms 3E>^ etc., in

Tab. XXI, may be said to be " BORROWED" from Verbs 3*S. Comp. 243.
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be Hoph. IMPER. 2 pi. m. fr. Dfc$ [comp. Note (*)

on p. 87] ;
but in ^^H the is Long Kaumets

(or
' Broad Eaumets,' as R. D. K. calls it), and

this latter word therefore is not a Hoph-dl form

at all. It is best taken to be Imper. 2 pi. m.

HIPH-IL fr. D/b&y, in somewhat the same sense as

the H<t>. s. m. Partic. D'fcBfe fr.W& in Ez. iii. 15.

(iv.) In VO* (p. rtfi!) Hoph. Fut. 3 pi. m. fr. WO,
instead of 1FOV like ^DV in Tab. XXI, it might

be supposed that there is a mixture of the yjD

form with the ordinary J^'jJiD
form. But

Note. In some of the above-mentioned instances

it might have been enough to have said merely

that the LoNG-vowel of the ordinary form is

'RESOLVED* into a SHORT-VOWEL AND DAGESH.

HITHPA-EL.

(11) (a) As was mentioned in Note (h, a) on Tab. XIV,

(i.)
The 2d Et-letter often has instead of in the

H9. Past 3 s. m., Imper. 2 s. m., and Fut. 3 s. m.

etc., as is marked in the Table by the (p) given

after the ( )-fbrms. Examples are given in that

Note.

(ii.) In Pause the 2d Boot-letter has in H9* Past and

Imper. & Fut. forms (except Past 2 pi. m. &/.)

See examples in Note (A) on Tab. XIV.

(iii.) This -7- of the Pause-forms corresponds with the

( )-forms of (i).

*
Comp. 166 (c), N.B. and (d). Also 245, and Note (iv) on Tab. XXI.
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(iv.) Some Boots have ()-forms, and moreover PATJSE-

forms corresponding with the ()-forms. Thus,

fr.^Pl
we have the ()-forms^nn>nd^nn^;

but in Pause we have the of the (-^)-forms,

(/?) The Dag. F. is sometimes omitted from the 2a Rt-letter

when this letter has Shva, as in
flfpWI

fr - ^
Nu. i. 18, nnn fr.SSn Jer. xlix. 4.

(7) As seen in Note (h, ) on Tab. XIV, the 1st Rt-letter

has sometimes (in place of the fottoived ly

Dagesh] as in ^HpSfin (3 pi. Past) in place of

njpsnn,
and

npaJV
3 s. m. Fut. in place of

Ij^JV,
and

^fiJV
3 pi. m. Fut. in place of

'HjpSJV.

Note (i.) Although these three are the only Hithp*

forms which occur from the Hoot Hp

(those given in the Table being merely

general Paradigm-forms), yet we may

perhaps admit that it is allowable to

assume and assert as some do that the

--
[of the forms Jnfpfinn and IpSJV and
L

J
. . .

(..
-

;
.

J

njpSn
>
(which do not occur)] has been

lengthened into the of
^llpfinn

and

IplSrV and ^pSn
1
*

(the forms which
I" i : I: T :

actually occur), the followed by Dagesh

being replaced by this . And,

* There is also a Hothp. form -ITpB^n (3 pi. Past fr. *lpS 1 K. xx. 27 and

Nu. i. 47, etc. This is sometimes described as a Mixed Hoph. and 216. form.
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(ii.) In support of such an assumption it might

be urged that the H6. forms are generally

connected with PI-L forms as may be

seen in Table XIV*
;
and similarly in

Tables XX & XXI. But

(iii.) We are bound to admit also that the reverse

may possibly have been the order of the

actual process of formation viz. that the

-r of the
nj33 (or *]$&)

&
njpS

forms may
have been resolved into the 'followed

by Dagesh' of the ordinary forms, and

that thus there may have been preserved

in these rare forms a hint which may be

useful in dealing with the general deriva-

tion of Verb-forms from simple forms of

the First Yoice KAL.

[But we may not indulge ourselves in

thus theorizing here],

(8) The of the 2d Rt-letter (in place of the usual
) in

some H6. Past-Tense forms was mentioned under the

head of 'SOME PAST-TENSE FORMS/ 3 (6) above [p. 326],

^e) For some Pause-forms, with -TT before a 2d
Bt-letter ft

bearing , and also before !"1, see 166 (d).

() The transposition of the fi of HP! and a 1 st
Rt-letter

^, D, &
, and moreover the replacing of

* The PI. Infill, form *1j?3 is the generally underlying form in the HQ. But the

Past and Imper. & Fut. HQ. have not only the of the 1J5Q form, but also the -=-

of a
1j5_a form, whence the of the Pause-forms may be said to be obtained.

t For the word rOpDit^nn (fr. BIB?) Jer. xlix. 3, see 246.

2s
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the fi by ft after a 1 st Rt-letter X, with, some other

H6. forms, were considered too important to he

reserved for this late position at nearly the end of

these TURTHER REMARKS ON VERB-FORMS' of which

some are of but rare occurrence. This important

matter was therefore placed in a special Note on

pages 315-318, to which it is sufficient here to refer.

(77) (i.) The word i"11flt?3 Prov. xxvii. 15 is generally said

to be of 'Mixed' N$. & H9. form, or Nithpaal, a

Voice-form which is common in Rabbinic, a kind

of Passive form of H6., or having somewhat the

same relation to H6. that N(j>. has to Kal.

(ii.) It is also said by some to be a Past-Tense form 3 s. ;

but some have said that it is Partic. s./. In each

of these last two cases the Accent should be on

the last syllable, and so some copies have it. But

there is high authority in favour of the Accent

being on the Penultima, and also of the word

being taken to be the Third Pers. Sing, of the

Past Tense. In the ^V 7 /DD the word is said

to be Past 3 s. Masc. (referring to the word
|7^h

but there is added " or it may be Partic. s. Fern.,

although the Accent is on the Penult." which

however appears to be at least doubtful.

(iii.)
The word is more generally taken to be 3 s. Fern.

Past. But

(iv.) The form is a strange one for the Past 3 s. Fern, of

a Verb whose 3d Et-letter is Pi Quiescent, and no
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one seems to have thought of explaining how the

word can be such a Past 3 s. Fern. As such,

fr. |fl#, it ought to be tHJWlW in Pause for

PinifiBO [for niWlBO if, as is said, the - is
vr : T : vr ;

-
;

instead of followed by Dag. as in (7) above],

The shortening of such a form into JPllfiKO is at

least strange. It may perhaps be illustrated by

the rare form * J^SWl 2 S. xxii. 27, for the
t^JjSJTTl

of the corresponding passage in Ps. xviii. 27. If

we may suppose that in ordinary current speech

the T\ between the 3 and the 7 of 7DI3J1)-) became

transposed so as to be pronounced along with the

fift ,
and so /Sfttt (the regular contraction for such

a word as vSfin^l) was obtained,f similarly it

might be possible for the second H of JPiniFlfc^ to
T IT T :

have become transposed so as to be taken with the

previous ft . But this is not quite satisfactory ;

and it would not account for the Accent being

under the ft in jrWlEO, as ^ ^s giyen by high

authority in Prov. xxvii. 15.

(v.) A very easy explanation of the word is possible if

we may suppose that there is merely a transposi-

tion J of the H and the 1 of SPin^BO , which would

* This is sometimes said to be of the Aramaean form Ittaphal. But from 7HD we

might expect rather 7fiQflfi . It might however be supposed to be "BORROWED"

from a Root ^>S . But the Root of the word in Ps. xviii. is 7D3 . The Tenseform
of each is 2 s. m. Put.

t It will be seen that one of the many ^-letters in the word is thus got rid of.

J There are several instances of such '

Transposition' of letters, or ' Metathesis*

as it is called. Thus we have both bl| and
3*^3

a lamb, and both H^pb and
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be the regular Pause-form of the N<f>. Past 3 s. /.

[i.e. nrwy| from rW*. The JVfy. of this Root

does not indeed occur. But perhaps it is not

more objectionable to assume an ordinary NIPH-AL

form with one letter transposed, than it is to

assume an extraordinary NITHPA-AL* form one

which as such cannot be satisfactorily explained

except with great difficulty.

(vi.) Let it be observed that it is jnittfc^ with the Accent
T IT :

on the Penultima which demands and is so diffi-

cult f of explanation.

(vii.) If the word be of NO. form, the fl stands in the

place of the 1 st Et-letter & in accordance with

'Note I (a, i)' on page 315. The word therefore

belongs to that limited class of Verb-forms in

which the Accent is on the syllable to which the

FIRST Et-letter belongs. The great principle

riuPb' a robe, etc. So in Hos. x. 9 we have HPJJ instead of the more usual

JlSl.y wrong; and so we have both HIM Is. xxviii. 19 and
niJJt

Deut. xxviii. 25 &
Ez. xxiii. 46 (and in a few other places Kri}. So also we have both n'lyfl'pD

Ps. Iviii. 7 and rilS^np Job xxix. 17, etc.

Euphony might very well cause the labial 1 of nriMW to be removed FROM BETWEEN

the two more kindred letters W and D . The word HlflPO is much more euphonious

than nrn^b. But this is merely offered as just possible; we own that we have no

authority for the conjecture.
* Or ' Mixed' N(p. & HO. Although this is a common form in Eabbinic, it is

exceedingly rare in Biblical Hebrew. There is a great weight of authority for

taking our word to be of such a N6. or ' Mixed' N<t>. & H6. form.

f By no means so difficult is
JfllJjIK^

with the Accent on the LAST syllable as some

give the word in Prov. xxvii. 15. This may be NO. Past 3 s. m. fr. nifc? [for JUJFI^I

referring then to the Noun
P]^"!! 5~ or ^ might be JV0. Partic. s. /., referring then

to nt^. But it is best to adopt the more difficult form i.e. with the Accent

PENULTIMATE.
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stated in the case of 'Full* Verbs on page 109

[see 'N.B.* at the foot of that page] may be

stated now as a GENERAL PRINCIPLE in the

following terms:

!N".B. The accent of most Yerb-forms is (where

nothing interferes* with it) on that syl-

lable in which the SECOND Et-letter is

involved or implied, or to which that

2d Et-letter belongs.

Nothing interferes with this Great Principle in

the case of the 3 s. m. and 3 s./. Past -ZVty.f, and

therefore we should expect the SECOND Et-letter to

be involved in the syllable ft of :nifi#3. This
T T IT ;

'

would require the form to be one which, using S

and h for 1st and 3d Et-letter ( 117), we might re-

present by JppSJ"ti. This form $PlSsj"0 can be
T IT ; T IT :

explained (as 3 s. /. Past NO. or 'Mixed' N$. &

HO.} only in one or other of the two following

ways :

(a) It might correspond with such a form as tn/bpfi} J

fr.
Dip.

If so, tfijnBft
as 3 s. /. Past would

correspond with a 3 s. m. form Jin&JO* [as

PlMjnJ ,
3 s. /, would correspond with a 3 s. m

t

form tDpfO], and we should have to suppose that

* For some cases of interference, see Note (f) on p. 375 below.

t If our word be of 'Mixed' N<f>. & E9. form, the beginning and end are of

Nq>. form with the HQ. part in the middle. So in P)'TV, Ps. vii. 6, the beginning
and end of the word are of Kal, and the middle of P*. form.

\ This is merely a form. There is no such word.
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it is "borrowed" from a Root Y)$ the 2d Hi-letter

of which (i.e. the first 1) is treated like the 1 of

Dip
in Tab. XX.* But as we should thus have

to assume for the N<f>. Past the unusual form

EWf 3 s. m. y instead of the usual form in Tab.

XX, if we must adopt one or other of the two

i.e. either (a) or (), we should prefer to say that

(b) It might correspond with such a form as jniSlftpiJ

(Pause-form of J"!5Flp3 J) fr. MD , the ending of

which agrees with that of the usual N(j>. forms

SW 3 s. m., H!lW 3 s./., in Tab. XX, which in

Pause would be OtO 3 s. m., tPlSW 3 s./.

Thus our word JftlftB^ would stand for iPftfifc^
T IT : T IT ;

Pause-form of Sftlftt?']), a form "borrowed" from
TV- :

a Eoot Y|$ having each 1 Consonantal. The Root

in ordinary use is Jll^.

"We have dwelt upon this difficult word at some length, not

on account of the interest attached to itself, but for the sake of

the opportunity offered by it for calling the Student's attention

to some matters of general importance.

We must be content with mentioning some other difficult

words more briefly in the ANALYTICAL INDEX, and will now

conclude this Section with the following NOTES.

* This might be illustrated by the form PPH Past Jf. 3 s./. (in Jp|p)
Ex. i. 16)

which is not obtained directly from the common Root PIT! but is
" borrowed" from

a Root "P! the 2d letter of which (i.e. the first
)
must for this form be treated as

being like the * in D^ whence the 3 s. /. Past K. is ilDb? 226 (i). And so

nVn Partic. K. pi./. (Ex. i. 19) must be from "H, like T\\ti from D^ 226 (ii).

t As HIM, which was mentioned in Note (*) on p. 160.

J This is merely a form. There is no such word.
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NOTE (A).

NOTE ON THE F0ICE-FOBMS hvh (or ^3) & ^3 (or S$B).

(a) (i.)
The Yoice-form 7J?b instead of 7^3 is common in Yerbs

which have the same letter for their 2d & 3d Rt-letter

(Jfya, Tab. XXII & Obs. XIX on p. 179). Thus as

E. D. K. observes "
*]lfr} (whence Tib'

1

! Hab. iii. 6)v- :- v :-

is of the form 7$J3V i*e. of the 7V Yoice-form.

(ii.)
The Syb form of the Yerbs in (i), as hhty, Past 3 s. m.

fr. 77j?, Lam. i. 12, is related to the 7tyb form as

the ordinary 7yiS is related to the 7^B form.

(iii.) So, too, the ^ybnPl form of the Yerbs in (i), as

77,3nri7 Infin. w. 7 fr. 7/X Gren. xliii. 18, etc., is

related to the TVb form as the ordinary 7^3)1(1 form

is related to the 7^3 form. Comp. (ii) on p. 359.

(/3) In the case of Yerbs Vjf (Tab. XX), forms such as those in

(a) are "
borrowed," in place of 7$?3 and 7^3 and 7$3J"n

forms. [But, if reckoned as from Yerbs
l'j?,

these are 77B

and 77b and 77bnn forms the 3d Et-letter being re-

duplicated ;
thus

Dlbip etc., and
C^ip etc., and

D/bipJlH

etc., from
Dip.]

(7) In the case of
" Full" Verbs also, a few ^b and S??b and

forms occur. Thus,

(i.) From H$ we have

(a) The Syb form Bhjy (Past 3 s. m.) he hath taken

roott Is. xl. 24, and
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(b) The yb form ^ *
(Past 3 pi., Pause-form)

Mey are rooted, Jer. xii. 2.

(ii.) As other instances of this 7tfb form,
"
according to

the opinion of some of the grammarians," R. D. K.

cites WTi' 1 S. xxi. 3 (E.Y. v. 2, "7 tee ap-

pointed"), Past 1 s.fr. J?T, but he adds, "some say

that the is instead of the H of the H<f>. WTUV'
and PltO&^ Ju. iv. 4 s^6 judged Past 3 s. /. (which

may however very well be the Partic (1) K. s./.).

R. D. K. also cites from t3&? the Stfb Partic. tDfe>&

in *p&^p7 Job ix. 15 (Partic. s. w. w. 7 pref. and

AS. my).

(iii.) DlDp^iS Am. v. 11 (Infin. w. AfF. your m.) is given

by some as a T^b form from a Root DGSQ . It is

perhaps better to take it (as others take it) to be

from the Root D*D . If so, the $ is in place of the

first D of the form DDDDiS (Pi. or Po-tel form of

Infin. as in Tab. XX w. Aff. your m.). See

R. D. K., and Ben Zev, under the Root D*Q.

(iv.) As an instance of T^brn form we may cite ^JK^linn

fr. Vty) (Past 3 pi.), in WJnrn Jer. xxv. 16-

corresponding to the form Ji^/PinPft which follows

*
This, so far as form is concerned, might be said to be the usual Pu-al Pause-form

of Past 3 pi. the being lengthened into to compensate for the Dagesh

which cannot be received by the T . But the sense in Jer. xii. 2 requires the word to

be taken as above i.e. as a 7]JB corresponding to the 7^2 form, since the 7^2 of

fcjni^ is used in the sense of "
uprooting" thus TjKnt^l Ps. Iii. 7 and He will uproot

thre, Ft. Past 3 s. m. w. 1 pref. & Aff. thee m. and the 7^5) in the sense of "being

uprooted" thus \W'W\ Job xxxi. 8 they m. thall be uprooted, Fut. Pu. 3 pi. m. in

Pause. f Past 3 pl.,Av. 1 pref., fr. ^,-j.
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it, and, from the same Root, ^JjlllV (Fut. 3 pi. m.)

Jer. xlvi. 8 although, the ordinary form J|$MJV

occurs just previously, in verse 7.

Note. On fK3& (Partic. s. m. fr.
ffcO) Is. lii. 5,

E. D. K. writes (Shor. pfcO)
that "it is properly

f*Onp,"
i.e. of this ffithpo-ti form. He adds

however " or it is compounded with the Pu-al"

We prefer this latter. But some object to this,

and prefer to consider the word as of Hithpo-&l

form.*

(8) (i.)
The of the 7tyb form is sometimes shortened into -^6 ;

thus we have the s. m. Partic. form ^BT?fi fr. }fc/7
s.- : T : I

with "
^ superfluous" (Ps. ci. 5), and with * at the end

as in <

App
x
(B) to Tab. XIY '

(e). So in ^rfajNfi t

Job. xx. 26 the is o, and the word may be (as

B. D. K. gives it) a ^J?3 form of Fut. (3 s. /. w. AfF.

him) fr. ^K.

(H.) Some may perhaps think that the rare form Sp^PP in

Sl^JTPl Ps. xciv. 20 (which is usually taken as a

shortened form of Pu-tiA Fut., see above, p. 348, 7)

might possibly be a 7^b, or a S^b, form of Fut.

with 6 in place of the . The D in Ps. xciv. 20

is of course the Interrogative prefix, and the *3 at the

end is the Affix for thce m. (comp. 185, ii).

* It should be observed that E. D. K.'s interpretation (which some object to) is

based on the HQ. part, and is therefore only all the stronger if the Pu. part be

rejected.

t Some may suppose that this woud is connected with the common form -in ADXPI

(Fut. K. 3 s./. w. Aff. him), with the o of the form
'KJjJ

in place of the of the

form 'fc'fl. Some also may suppose that the converse relation is the true one.
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There are some other 7tfb forms, tor instance, fapfi

Is. lix. 13 (Infin. Absol. fr. PlIPl and PUP!) and WIG?
Is. x. 13 (Past 1 s., fr. Plb^=PlD^') . It will be sufficient

to mention such in the '

Analytical Index.'

The word } /X-H3 , which occurs in Is. lix. 3 and Lam. iv. 14,

has been supposed by some to be a Passive of the 7^3

form TtybJ corresponding to 7tfb as 7$M to 7^3 or
:

-
: - T

^3 138 (A). This may be. But, since properly the

form has 7^3 for its corresponding Passive, perhaps

it is best to say with others that the word is one of

'Compound* or 'Mixed* Voice-form. There are several

instances of such. A few of them are mentioned on

pp. 177 & 178 above.

NOTE (B).

SOME VERB-FORMS OF WHICH THE 2d KT-LETTER is tf , p|, p|, or y.

(a) Of these some Infinitives were mentioned in 2 (6) on

pp. 321 & 322.

(ft) (i.)
The forms tipbtiW & IPl^NETl were mentioned on\r-/ \ i vv .

...
. v. . . . .

p. 325, and V^M? & ^H^Sx^ in Note (/3) on

Tab. XXY.
; but, as may be seen there, this occur-

rence of -r in place of the usual is not limited to

Verbs of which the 2d Et-letter is tf.

(ii.) DrM-TPfi (Lev. xv. 31) H^. Past 2 pi. m. w. 1 fr. TIT,

is a somewhat rare instance of contraction for

But nil in Is. lix. 4 is of the usual
f)

form.
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(7) (i.) In
t^ffiOfc (1 S. xvi. 15) Pi. Partic. s. m. fr.

w. Aff. to (w.), for
f?|fi(n)SDa [ 183 09)], the

-r- of the 2d Rt-letter is merely as in Note () on

Tab. XXYI [from the form nnSttfc like mj3S&v w -
: rjwr- : *

instead of nTOMl.-
v,-

-
.

(ii.) nni^ft (Mai. i. 14) has been supposed to be contracted

for the Hoph. Partic. s. /. form PlPin^'ft fr. fiPl$ .*

(S) (i.) For the Imper. forms PHSJW, *jW,
see pp. 331 & 332.

(ii.)
In nr)$ (Job vi. 22)K Imper. 2 pi. w. the 1st

Rt-letter

has (as in
Jfljpfi)

before the of the Pt. This

is unusual, since the '

Slight '-vowel in such cases

usually agrees with the Compound Shva following it.

"We have another instance of such NON-agreement in

'TPUJ (Ruth iii. 15) K. Imper. 2 s. /. fr. TUX, for

which however some read ^Pltf in which there is
v: v

the usual agreement.

(iii.)
In nWT (Nu. xxiii. 7) K. Imper. 2 s. m. w. PI fr. DJ?T,

the 1st Rt-letter has and the 2a
Rt-letter

; this

is a very unusual form instead of PlMt or DMT
Vt-l- vr T: T *

[e)
In !|p|T (Jer. xxiii. 12) N<f>. Fut. 3 pi. m. fr. nm, there

is before the PI instead of the of the form Jpjp fr. P) /U
V T *

because the PI prefers before it. Owing to this pre-

ference of the PI for , the Compensation for Dagesh F.

is thus often not made in the case of Pi in order that a

may be retained before it as the Student already knows.

* There is a similar contraction in HT^'P (1 K. 1. 15) Pi. Partic. s./. fr.

for nrfJK'p; and so Hir]^ (
Ez - iy- 3) has been supposed to be contracted for the

B<J>. Partic. s./, form n^no fr.
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NOTE (0).

SOME VERB-FORMS OF WHICH THE 3D ET-LETTER is ft, H, or ^

(A) The occurrence of 'Furtive* under PI consonantal, or ft,

or y, when at the end of a word after any Long Yowel

other than -, need not be mentioned here.

(I>) In many instances the Long Yowel of the 2d Rt-letter is

replaced by , so that the 'Furtive* -^ is unneeded.

(a) This occurs indeed, but only a few times, in the

K. Infin. Constr. as rb$ the putting forth of

[finger], instead of the usual form fp^ H

ri^#V'~~and so Jftto once (Nu. xx. 3), but j

in Pause Nu. xvii. 28.

(b) It occurs also, but only a few times, in the K.

Partic (1), as *
ytpi once in J?bin Ps. xciv. 9, but

iftDtin (Jer. xi. 17), and so *Jfth twice (Is. li. 15

& Jer. xxxi. 35) instead of WS, and
*y\T\

three

times (Is. xlii. 5, xliv. 24, & Ps, cxxxvi. 6) instead

ofyjTI.
But

N.B. (i.) This shorter vocalization is USUAL ra

(a) The Infin. Constr. of JV$. and PL,

(/3) The Imper. 2 s. m. and the Fut. 3 s. (m. &/.),

2 s. m. t and 1 s. & pi., of N$

(7) The Pi. Past 3 s. m. And

(ii.)
It occurs also sometimes in the HQ.

* It may be observed that in each of these instances the Partic. form may be taken

to be ' in Construction/ Comp. p. 85 (5, iv) & (e).

t We have also the full
rpTI

in Ilab. i. 16, and n3T?i 2 K. xvi. 4 & 2 Chr. xxviii. 4,
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Examples are given in Tab. XVI (3) which, need not be

repeated here.

[Obs. (i.)
The ( ) form is usual in Pause; but the

endings ft and
JJ-r-

occur even in Pause some-

times. They must by no means be limited to

instances in which there is close connection

with a word following. They occur not only

with Conjunctive Accents, but also with Dis-

junctives and even with Pause-Accents. See

examples in Tab. XYI (3), (a)-(S), and Note ().

(ii.) For H6. Pause-forms, see 166 (c) and Note (||)

on Tab. XVI (3).]

(C) In the 2 s. /. Past forms, corresponding to
JjHpS -ff.,

JTTMtt, N4>; etc., the 3d Et-letter (when it is one of
: :|- :

those special letters) generally takes a instead of

the -r- of the H in the termination-form J-H ; thus,

Jjinnf?
(instead of

*ftftj?S),
etc., see Tab. XVI (3) (C).

N.B. This may be recognized as not belonging to

the word grammatically (but merely a mark or sign to

help the pronunciation), by the presence of the Da-

gesh L. in the ft following. This Dagesh L. belongs to

the ft as preceded by SHVA QUIESCENT, and its presence

shows that the preceding letter is treated as one that

has no Vowel. The therefore is treated as having

no reality there. It is ABSENT, in theory ; but the

* Some Bibles have
JplJIi^l

in 1 K. xiv. 3
;
and so some have

IJIDS^
in Jer. xiii. 25.

Comp. Note (If)
on Tab. XVI (3).
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Reader adopts it as a help to the pronunciation,

practically.*

(D) Instead of the H -
w forms of Partic. s. /., as

J"TJpjp3 -ZVty., etc., these Yerbs have H as

(p. tnBBfef) #". Partic (1) s./. fr.^, and nnS

Partic.fs./.fr. rOfcr, etc.

Note. These Yerbs

(i) Generally are "Yerbs Fat (-r-)" R 132,

N.B. ()], and

(ii) Generally take to the 2d Rt-letter in the

2 s. w. & 2 pi./, of the Imper. K. and the

3 & 2 pi./. Fut. PL, H$., and #0.

[The above is a re-statement of what is concisely given in

Tab. XYI (3). The following few remarks may be added here.]

(a) A less help than that mentioned in (0) above is some-

times adopted, in place of Shva Quiescent under a

Guttural. There a was seen to be adopted. A -q-

*
Similarly a is adopted in the place of Shva Quiescent, to aid enunciation of

a Guttural, in $10^ (Gen. iv. 23) K. Imper. 2 pi./., fr. !!$?>, p. 86 ().

t Some take this word in Is. xxiii. 15 as a form of 3 s./. Past N$. ending in fl ,

as r>JK 3 s./. Past K. p. 82 (7). It may perhaps be so. But there is no reason

why it should not be taken (as others take it) for what it strictly is, viz. Partic. Nty.

B.f.
" one forgotten [Tyre shall be]." Comp. 140 (7).

I This scarcely needs mention here. It follows from (i) since, as the Student

knows already, the IMPERATIVE Kal generally has

the
( )-form in Verbs that are ' Fut ( ),' and

the
( )-form in Verbs that are < Fut

( ).'

As an exception to the usual
( )-form for Verbs whose 3d Et-letter is Guttural,

we have in Gen. xliii. 16 the (- )-form nht? K. Imper. 2 s. m. fr. fQB in the
i >

~
l '

expression PQtJ rD^-l (lit. and Ml a killing, for "prepare some meat"}. It will

easily be perceived that the form n^p-l before the Noun PDD would have been

exceedingly inharmonious.
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would be impossible there, because there is no syllable

following. But, where possible, a is sometimes

adopted ; thus, for instance, instead of the Quiescent

Shva under the 3d Rt-letter
JJ

in

F8H', and (with Affs.) iWT *Wl* DMT
TI\.-T \ i -:> v :

-
: > vr :

-
:

varr, and (with Affs.) wT, nwT, YW^ etc->

we find in the following forms

*pB[T (Hos. viii. 2) and DWl*. (Is. lix. 12) i.e. the

1 pi. Past K. !|MT with Affs. TT ^ee (w.) and D them (m.).

N.B. This help in the case *y before 3 is found also

in the 1 pi. Past of some few other Roots, and not

only in the Kal, as !W&# (Ps. cxxxii. 6) i.e. MD#

with Aff. it (/.), etc., but also in other Voices as

IPM^ (Ps. xxxv. 25) Pi. Past 1 pi. with Aff. him

fr. J/?!, and
IMJ^itj (2 S. xxi. 6) H^. Past 1 pi.

w. 1 pref. & Aff. them (m.) fr.
JJp\

(b) Earely T~ is softened and shortened into before a

Guttural 3d Et-letter; thus DW^ (Am. ix. 1) K.

Imper. 2 s. m. fr. JJM w. 1 pref. and Aff. them (m.),

instead of Dy^5
) from ^12 the 2 s. m. Imper. [For

the Aff. D-, see Note (F) (n) p. 378.]

(c) Rarely the characteristic Kliirik of the H(f). is replaced

by before a Guttural 3d Rt-letter having ; thus

* "We do not mean to limit the occurrence to this special case. On the contrary,

we are inclined to consider it but one of many instances of HELP TO THE PRONUNCIA-

TION by the removal of a Consonant from the end of one syllable to the beginnirg

of the next, with the use of one of the marks of '

Approximation to Vowel-sound.'

As other instances of this it may be sufficient to refer merely to cases of a Guttural

FIRST Et-letter made to begin the second syllable of a word instead of ending the

first syllabic, as in 169 (a, ii).
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(Is. xxxv. 4) H$>. Fut. 3 s. m. f

and Aff. you (m.} for D^W* 1

) or 3^585^1.
v -

: : v -
: :

(d) nfip/V Gen. xxx. 15, is supposed by some to be instead

of
finpVl (for nn\&)

Past K- 2 B-f- fr -

ftp

1

?* w - i Pref-

It may perhaps be so. But strictly the word is the

Infin. K. (fifip) with 7 and 1 pref., see Note (A) on

Tab. XIX.

(e) So Jfirob
1

!, Gen. xx. 16, is supposed by some to be instead

of JfirOJI (for JfiPObl) Past N$. 2 s. /. fr. rO, in
:

- IT ; : : IT :

Pause, w. 1 pref. It may be so. But strictly the word

is the Partic. N<j>. s. /. fr. FG\ in Pause, with 1 prefixed.]

NOTE (D).

A REMARK ON 230 & 231.

With regard to the two forms of the K. Fut. 3 & 2 pi./, viz.

n^lbbJ;! ( 230) and
Prt^pft ( 231), it may be sufficient to

remark that the former is the one which most strictly belongs

to the Class of Verbs
l'j?.

The * of the ending Pl^ does not

belong to this Class of Verbs, but rather may be said to be

borrowed from Verbs of which the 3d Rt-letter is Quiescent.

NOTE (E).

REMARKS ON 236 (7) & 237.

(a) In 236 (7) & 237 we mentioned some Variations in

regard to the position of the Accent in the case of

certain forms of Verbs l't). The Student should observe
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carefully the distinctions there pointed out.* "We may
add here a brief remark on the VARIATION in the

position of the Accent which occasions sometimes the

loss of those distinctions. At the risk of some repetition

of what we have said already, we may perhaps call

attention here to the following Great RULES :

BULE I. The Accent of most Verb-forms is (where

nothing interferes! with it) on that syllable in

which the SECOND Rt-letter is involved comp.

164 (KB.) and p. 363.

* Thus:

. Past 3s./.,

( ngi?
K. Partic (1) s./., tlie H-r having the Accent as in 139

(j8) ;

(
nD-ljJ

K. Imper. 2 s. m. with H ( 141, 7),

(n!0-1p
JT. Partic (2) s./.;

f
n?-1jj

JT. Imper. 2s./.,

( ^!p-1p
1C. Infin. with Aff. my.

t There are several cases of interference :

"We must of course except

(i.) The 2 pi. m. & f. of all Past Tenses
;

the Accent is always on the

DJJ.
&

|r) (or Df)
&

\r\
of Tabs. XXII and XXIII) in all Past Tenses

of all Voices of all Verbs
;

also

(ii.)
All forms in which the syllable involving the 2d Rt-letter is FURTHER

FROM THE END THAN THE PENULTIMA, COHlp. Pt. I, 42
;
for example,

in ^nbpn. or Tjb'pn JT</>. Past 1 s. fr. Dip (Tab. XX) the 2* Rt-letter

is involved in the Long Khirik (Pt. I, $12) attached to the p. But

the syllable formed by the p and that Khirik being Antepenultimate

CANNOT bear a Tone-Accent, and so in *rfl3D K. Past 1 s. fr. 22D

(Tab. XXI) the 2d Rt-letter, which is implied by the Dag. F. after the

D, is at the end of the Antepenultimate syllable.

{iii.) Forms ending in a closed syllable with a LONG Vowel in it have the

Accent on that final syllable. Comp. Pt. I, 65 (9, a). Thus in such

forms as DOip, D$ip% etc., in Tab. XX, the Accent is on the last

syllable. [continued}

2c
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In Yerb-forms whose 2d Rt-letter is Quiescent, this

2d Rt-letter is involved or implied in the vowel of the

FIRST Rt-letter comp. Tab. XX. Hence Rule I. has

the following SPECIAL FORM for these special Yerbs :

RULE II. The Accent of most Yerb-forms whose

2d Rt-letter is Quiescent is (where nothing inter-

feres with it) on that syllable in which the FIRST

Rt-letter is involved or implied.*

(/3) In accordance with RULE II, the Accent is PROPERLY (it

may be said) on the PENULTIMA of the 2 s. m. Imper. K.

with the H of 141 (7), thus n/^p. But, in accordance

Moreover,

(iv.) ANALOGY rules the position of the Accent in the derived forms

IDp'lp , etc., and in the Passive forms
Dgip, Dttip? ,

etc.

N.B. It might however be said that the forms Dttip, etc., and

etc., and DDipflH, etc., of Tab. XX, are "BORROWED" from

a Root y'yB ,
and therefore correspond with forms of Tab. XXI.

But in DID, HMD, Jtojb, etc., the Accent is on the syllable

in which the 2d Et-letter is involved; and so in HID, HMD,
etc., and

TUJJCI, etc.

(v.) Some endings, besides those in
(i.), always take the Accent; for instance,

the iV of the Partic. s./., and the Pron-Aff.
?J
when preceded by ,

and some others. For Verb-forms with Pron-Affs, however, the

Student had better refer to the Tables. Such composite words involve

something besides the simple Verb-form, and this in itself often causes

' interference' with the Rule for the simple Verb-form,

(vi.) "We must except also some Apocopated forms of the Fut. K. and He. and

the Imper. H$. ; thus, T3J.
for HD) fr. HD, KV for Pl&n* fr. ilKI,

baj.
for rhp. fr. rfa,^ for nsn'n fr. USD, etc?; and such forms as

DjVI from
D-lj^, 3D1 from abj/aPfi from Wfi, etc.

* Many forms also of he Verbs whose 2d and 3d Rt -letters are the same (Tab.

XXI.), have the Accent of the syllable to which the FIRST Rt-letter belongs ;
thus

n3D, -12D, n2W, n2pn, etc., the lt Rt-letter being then also in the syllable in

which the 2d Rt-lctter is involved or implied.
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with. RULE I, the Accent is on the LAST SYLLABLE* of

the 2 s. m. Imper. K. of IDS with H ( 141, 7), thus

rnpi3 in which the p having Shva Moving belongs to

that LAST syllable.

Analogy therefore with the corresponding forms of

'Full' Yerbs, and general Analogy (it may be said)

with all other Verbs, is in favour of the Accent being

on the PI when attached to these Kal forms. And it

is perhaps not surprising that, instead of following the

special Rule (II) for the 'Yerbs whose 2d Rt-letter is

Quiescent/ some forms follow the general Analogy

especially where Rhythm, or Emphasis, or Euphony,

may be aided by the Accentuation of the last syllable.

Similarly in the case of the 2 s./. and 2 pi. m. Imper.

K., tWp and ^p, the Accent may be said to be

properly Penultimate, in accordance with the special

Rule (II) for these Yerbs. But sometimes the Accent

is on the last syllable, as it is in such forms as Hp)
& Jn&E [Tab. XIY], in accordance with general

Analogy [Rule I].

(7) So also in the 3 s./. and the 3 pi. Past Kal,
ntife

and !|j&ft

the Accent may be said to be properly Penultimate, in

accordance with the special Rule (II) for these Yerbs.

But sometimes the Accent is on the last syllable, as

* We are dealing here with the ordinary simple forms, not Pause-forms. In

Pause-forms, when the 2d Et-letter has a Vowel, this letter and vowel form a syllable

on which the Accent is given (in accordance with Rule I), unless something inter-

feres, as in 166 (e).

t So ty$ (comp. 225), which occurs several times with the Accent on the

Penultima, is once (Zech. ix. 9) noted STV?D i.e. with the Accent on the LAST syllable.
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in such forms as fHpS & HpS in accordance with
IT): T l|; T

general Analogy.

(B) And so too in Past-Tense forms which have the Accent on

the Penult, properly, and in which with the 1 prefixed

as in 160 the Accent is thrown upon the last syllable,

there is the corresponding Variation : thus, from

K. Past 3 s. /. of 31G?, rDP'l Is. xxiii. 17, but

Is. vi. 13. So
fl&jfl

fr.
fiJbjp_

&
W3J51

fr. Wbg,
fr. 'rQK>, etc., and so nM fr. HNS ;

but also

[Note. In J^J-llbl Gen. xix. 19 the Accent remains on

the Penult, in accordance with the exception in the case

of Pause-Accents in 160.]

NOTE (F).

ON SOME FORMS OF PRON-AFFS. TO VERBS*

I. It is usual to have

(a) With PAST-TENSE forms, the Affixes

^- me, W-jr w, D- (iD^r) them (m.) 9 J-
them (/.) ;

C/3) With IMPER. & FUT. forms, the Affixes

^_ me, ft- w, D-?r (i/b^r) them(ni.) 9
J-^
^m (/.).

II. But sometimes we find an Affix of the former set, viz. (a),

after an Imper. or a Future form
; thus, the unaccented D-r- of

Dy^D
5
) (Am. ix. 1, from the Imper. 2 s. m.

Jft?3) may be sup-

posed to be shortened from the accented D-^r [instead of the
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ft in what would be the regular form viz. Kftpl, comp.

Tab. XXVII, Notes (a) & ()]. And so we have with a

Future-Tense form sometimes

D instead of D ,

j
(rarely

J
)
instead of},

%3 (p. :^ ) instead of ^_,

^~ (rarely) instead of ^ .

Comp. Tab. XXYIII, Note (e, vi-ix).

Thus D^sj (Ex. xxix. 30) K. Put. 3 s. m. fr. $? w. Aff.

them (m.), instead of QK^P* which would be the regular form

[Tab. XXYIII, Notes (a) & ()]. So ^JH^ (Gen. xxix. 32)

#. Fut. 3 s. m. fr. mtf w. Aff. me, instead of *$ff\W which
v T v: v

would be the regular form; and so ^pintt (Gen. xix. 19)

K. Fut. 3 s./. fr. pm w. Aff. me. So also tt^ (Is. Ixiii. 16)

H$* Fut. 3 s. m. fr. "1DJ w. Aff. us, JtfBfyl (Ex. ii. 17) ZT0.

Fut. 3 s. m. w. Aff. Mem (/.). jn^n
1

; (Hab. ii. 17) H$. Fut. 3 s. m.

fr. nnn [for Ji^ll^
or "borrowed" in form from an unused

Root r\in], is a rare form
;
for which, so far as the is con-

cerned, it might be sufficient to refer merely to 165 (I, 8).

So fr. JltO, "^ ta

V (Ex. xxxiii. 20) K. Fut. 3 s. m. w. Aff.

me, but also *%Tft (2 S. i. 7) ;
and ^ft] (Nu. xxii. 33) K.

Fut. 3 s./. w. 1 Convers. & Aff. me, but also t^iOfi (Job x. 18),

and ^fchft (Jer. xii. 3) 2 s. w.
* * *

III. So the PAST has the Aff. ^_- of the set () in ^EH
(Is. viii. 11), but the ^_ of (a) in ^DJ (Ps. cxviii. 18) ;

etc.
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NOTE (G),

OBJECTIVE PRON-AFFS. USED 'RELATIVELY?

(a) A Pronoun represented by an Affix attached to a Yerb

may stand, in connection with
^Ifc^tf

before the Yerb-

form, for a Relative Pronoun in English, as in "A field

" *to^2l ^Bfc f0&W* The-LoRD hath-llessed," lit. which
T : -:

" v -:

it O.), Gen. xxvii. 27, etc. Comp. 27.

(/3) The Pron-Affix by itself may also be rendered sometimes

by a Relative Pronoun in English, the
*"!$&$ being

omitted as in 31
; thus,

" There be three things . . .
,

yea four (DVWT ?) which I-Jmow not" Prov. xxx. 18,

lit. / know not them (m.). So QJVBW (Is - xlii- 16) may

be rendered "which I-have-done" and Is. xliii. 7 may

stand thus,
"
Every-one who is called by My Name and

(VJliO^) whom-I-have-created for My glory ; (Vfl'TO*)

ichom-I-have-formed, yea (VIV&W) whom-1-have-made."

NOTE (H).

As was said on page 237 the literal rendering of the words

rtfcwS fcOS [Gen. ii. 3], viz. "HE created to make" or for the

purpose of making, seems to bear a sufficiently clear and simple

sense. There is no established phrase-use of the two words

which at all interferes with our rendering the two words

literally.f All that may fairly be said is that another form

For the see Tt. I, 72.

f The literal rendering must surely be adopted in the somewhat similar expressions

etc.
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of rendering is POSSIBLE, as we may try to show in this con-

cluding
'

(a) There are some Hebrew expressions consisting of a TENSE-

FORM AND AN INFINITIVE (with or without the prefix 7)

which may be rendered by an English Adverb AND

TENSE-FORM, the English Adverb corresponding with

the Hebrew Tense-form, and the English Tense-form with

the Hebrew Infinitive
;

thus 1rh ISD") [Deut. xx. 8]....
: T :

L J

and they shall speak again (lit. and they shall add to

speak} ; ity ^ppS t)Dfc
tih [Gen. viii, 21] I will not

again curse any-more (lit. I will not add to curse any-

more}, and Mi-DPl? TlJ? ftDfc N 7) find I will not again any-

more smite (lit. and I will not add any-more to smite};

Sifc ni&O
1

?W 3l#n & [Job vii. 7] my eye shall no

more see good (lit. it shall not return to see] ; JlPlfc^? H^'tf K7

[Hos. xi. 9] I will not any-more destroy (lit. I will not

return to destroy] ; ITDS fiN?n3 Itsfe [Gen. xxxi. 27]

$y efoWs Mow ^6e secretly ? (lit. w/?y wr thou concealed

with-regard-to fleeing ?} ; IliVp? Tfo^V [Is. Iv. 7] He will

abundantly pardon (lit. He will multiply to pardon) ;

til&y? Dnj^n [Jer. xvi. 12] ye have acted evilly (lit. ye

have caused-evil as-regards acting}-, J"li&W7 J?^1 [1 K.. xiv.9]

,
or c?ea^ 7/

; etc.

And so, without the prefix 7 before the Infin., P|Dft h&

[Ex. x. 28] see not again (or see no more, lit. add

not to see}-, ibty J
?

P'?P'^ [Gen. xxxi. 28] thou hast acted

foolishly (lit. thou hast-lecn-foolish as-regards acting} ;
etc.
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(/3) Similarly also in the case of a Participle and Imperative

with an Infinitive; thus rt&W? fcOSittt [Ju.xiii. 19] and

\Jie was] acting wondrously ; j^7 2*Wti [1 S. xvi. 17]

playing well; *")ftp7 D^fMSffiPl [Is. xxix. 15] who are

hiding deeply; and so $5^7 ^SHIl [Am. iv. 4] transgress

ye abundantly (lit. multiply ye to transgress) ; etc.*

(7) So nib>5/? Kl!3m the expression nib^S tttjfcfct fcOla
"l^Sf

Gen. ii. 3 MAY PERHAPS be taken to be an instance similar

to those in (a). As a rendering of the whole expression

we might then have "which GOD CREATIVELY MADE."

But we cannot quite agree with the "
produxitfaciendo"

adopted by Gesenius [Thesau. p. 236 (a)], nor with the

"He created producing" given by Dr. Kalisch in his

Note on Gen. ii. 3 [Comment, on Genesis, p. 83],

"We prefer the LITERAL RENDERING given on p. 237.

* Sometimes after an IMPERATIVE another Imperative is used, as in

lie-down again (lit.
return lie-down] 1 S. iii. 5 & 6 ; etc.

N.B.
(i.)

This may be said to be but an instance of the not uncommon occurrence

of TWO SIMILAR VERB-FORMS in Hebrew where a VERB WITH AN ADVERB may
seem more natural in English; thus *?pX HSHK PD-I^K / will again feed thyflock

(lit. I will return I will feed] Gen. xxx. 3lj "fltf -U^plN Spp'K / will seek it yet

again (lit.
I will add I icill yet seek it}

Prov. xxiii. 35, "VT^nj} -IT]]-) 7>NI speak not

so-much
(lit. multiply ye not that ye speak] 1 S. ii. 3. And so with 1 Convers.

B^1 and again he sent
(lit.

and he returned and he sent] 2 K. i. 11,

1^X I will again compassionate them (lit. / will return and will compas-

sionate them} Jer. xii. 15.

(ii.) The two Verb-forms, in some few instances, are of different Persons
; thus,

we have the 2 s. /. and the 3 pi. m. Future forms in the address to the daughter of

Babylon if? IX")^. ^DlH tih they shall no-more call theef. (lit. thou shalt not add

that they shall call
thee) Is, xlvii. 1, etc.



VOCABULARY.

[*#
* This Vocabulary contains merely a few words, some of which

are not always given in the Notes to the Exercises. The little that is

said about these words here will be sufficient, it is hoped, to enable the

Student to work through the Exercises. Other words, which are

sufficiently given in the Notes to the Exercises, need not be repeated

here.]

ns (m.) afather, Tab. XIII. 1.
j

^ to, Tab. IV.

Abram.

Abraham,

(m.) Adam, man.

(m.} Edom.

Lord, The Lord.

Cl s)

Oh! Alas! nSseep.92(52).

(m.) light.

then

(/.) an ear, Tab. XI;
Dual D'3J$, Tab. VII.

(/.) mter, Tab. XIII.

Note (f, a).

(.) another.

(p.
:
1?S) o^w^, t*8 Mere

^ wo^ Tab. XIII,
Note (J, 8).

only.

Obs. I & IV, p. 93.

(m.) God, with Aff. S my
God.

$ these (m &/.), p. 28.

$ (m.) ^o^, a plur. Noun,

(also 00<fe), w. Affs. Vrfcg

Aw, etc.

9 (w.) thousand, Tab. X. 1,

w. Affs.

etc.

JTM^, Tab. I. Note 6.

*,p. JWC138, Tab. I.

/, p.^?K, Tab. I.

/.

?50, moreover.

(m.) anger, i.e. the same,
w.Affs. ia, etc.*

jl* length.

* Also , nostril, Dual nostrils,
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? (/) will, land, (p.

and H^C1 w. n
<def.'),

see Tab. X. 1 for the

Sing., and Tab. XII. 1

for the Plu.

$ a woman, a wife, pi. D*?^

^^ 107*0, which, that.

Wthou(f.), p.'ns, Tab. I.

nx (& ns Kthiv) for nns,

Tab. I. Note 2.

. III. 1.

. III. 2.

(Objective).

(m.), p. inns, Tab. I.

for ns, Tab. I.

Note 3.

DFIS ye (w.) Tab. I.

ins once ye (/.) Tab. I. Note 5.

runs y0 (/.) Tab. I.

^Sljl a well, i.e. the same*

y IS? Beershela (p. V).

1.53 (w.) garment, pi.

W3 (p. 91) see^.

*N3 (m.) ^^, 'i.e.' the same.

n?3 (m.) /wtwe, Tab. X. 3.

D*3 (p. 92) see D?O.

13 (i.) a sow, Tab. XIII. 4.

T^ PI. to lless,Pu. tolellessed.

N.B. The only part of the

Kal that is used in this

sense is the Partic (2),

viz.^ Messed s.m.(i.c.

(i.e.

<

5 !

n?).
Also the Infin. Absol.'q'm*

(^o i/^ss) occurs once

(Josh. xxiv. 10),

(p. 92) see DJ#.

3 (/) daughter, pi.

i.e. rf35, Tab. XIII. 5.

31 (m.) mighty, one.

J (m.) a

(j.) greatness, Tab. XL
.) yr^^, etc., 76, ii.

(.) a nation, pi. ^15

nations, Gentiles, heathen.

valley, i.e. the same,

D| although.

\l (m.} a garden (p. J|3),

i.e. U, w. Aff. i3|, etc.

ST PL fo pg^.
CH (m.) w;or<7, <c thing,

Tab. IX.

. (m. &/.) ;y, Tab. X. 1.

* This is perhaps best taken to be a Kal form, like Tlp3. Some, however, think

it to be a Pi-il Infin. like
1J9S,

but with to compensate for the Dagesh which

the 1 cannot receive. fa"]^
is Infin. PI-L (with h pref. & Aff. him) in b^-l

2 S. viii. 10 & 1 Chr. xviii. 10
;
and so it is best to take it in 1 S. xiii. 10, but the

omission of Methey there (in some Bibles) might be claimed by some as supporting

their opinion that the word is Infin. KAL.
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in 0.) fat, rich food, Tab.

X. 2.

'99 (m.) Alel, a breath.

^|D ^ [country~\ Bashan.

TW (/.) JZtyar.

p a footstool, 'i.e.' the same.

M Tab. I.

fo, Tab. I, Note (1).

Ho.'

she, Tab. I; 32 (II), 94.

to be, etc., pp. 276-278.

n.\ Tab. I.

.)
a multitude, i.c. l^p.

I ft behold/, lo!.

H|D *% (/), Tab. I;

nan MAw.

)"^n (^.) ^ mountain, i.c. *in
?

etc.

See '

Analytical Index,
1

for references.

(/) P- 28,

w (m.), p. 28.

i?.t (w.) o/^, fw o/i? man, an

elder, i.c. Jt?T, pi. ^5St,
i.c. *j}|?? .

1| (w.) 5^, w. Affs. *W)t,

etc., as in Tab. X. 1.

?D (w.) fo/<j,
a Noun of plural

form.

(w.) kindness, mercy, good-

ness, Tab. X. 1.

(/) a sword, see Tab.X. 1

for Sing.; pi. nbnq sec

Tab. XII. 1.

(
w

.) darkness, Tab. XI. 1.

(m.) ^orf, 76
(i). Also

used as a Noun 'good.
1

(m.) goodness, goods.

(m.} produce, increase.

(/., also m.) a hand, i.e. *T*,

w. Affs. HJ, etc., Dual
D?^* Aawrf*, i.c . T, w.
Affs. V>, etc.

;, Tab. XYIII.

(or *|

stands for The NAME,
pronounced

* 3'nN
. Comp.

K- I, 79(2)."'

stands for The NAME
when pronounced D>ii$K.

Comp. Pt. I, 79(2)."

(V. r̂)(m.}wine, i.c. ft.

(w.) flf ^0 (d! when un-

accented), pi. D>$.
see D'1\

Jacob.

(p.
*D_

(.) moon.

(m.}honour, glory, i.c.

(*.) apitcher, w.
etc.
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rfe thus.

ID3 (w.) a priest.

D13 a (?wp.

*$ "V)3 the furnace of affliction.

nb
(m.) ^m^a ( 74, a).

^ for, because, that.

/3 # (?| when unaccented),

w.Affs.ib, etc.

RM.
? Canaan (p. *!&$?)

Note (*).

*]5 a &?<?, w. Affs. '125, etc.,

Dual E?S3.

CHS) a vineyard, Tab. X. 1.

fc6
wotf, Obs, II & III, p. 93.

? (m.) a people^ nation, pi.

(m.) a heart, w. Affs.
,

etc., pi.
nia

1

?.

(w.) a Atfar, w.

etc., pi. rtfa^!

(w.) a ./foww, pi. D3H^
i.e. 3?.

pi. nnn^ i.e. ninq^.

(m.) Jr^ef, Tab. X. 1

(Sing.).

(,.) n^ (p. :nV T̂).

I?.

1

? therefore.

19^ w;Ay ? wherefore ?

to them (i.), Tab. II. 2.

ever.

tf/ortf fi.e. ^JB/ow, with

pref. ?), i.c. \J?? J<?/or^,

w. Affs.

etc.

exceedingly.

wilderness, i.c.

HO (HD, n) M;^^ ?
? p. 29.

fr. VI*, [a ihing~\ mads

known.
( 92, 7).

. ^o cause to die, or

to death.

, .e. _.

, p. 29.

?O (p.
:D

?

i.c.

p J etc.
; comp. 74 (/).

Kw^r, Tab. X. 1.

(/) an offering.

bitterness, bitterly.

; w. Affs. w^Vfp,
etc.

now, Ipray, we pray.

said-of (or Jy).

MJ fo/or*.

n? lamentation.

n:

comp. p. 172 (0).

a Joy (p. nR3).

(/) * * Tab. X. 1 (for

the Sing.); Plu. Di&%
Tab. XII. 2.

E3 vengeance.

^r)P a hiding-place, secret-place.

n?V (w.) a servant, Tab. X. 5.
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"TO to pass, pass over, go le-

yond, transgress.

S|JJ an organ.

"W unto, until.

$ (m.) 0/0^, herd, w. Affs

?, etc.

?W eternity, ever.

fl? (w.) iniquity, pi. nbijj.

1$ (/> rarely i.) <m ^
(p. m-Tab. XIII.
Note (j,

a & 0).

7 (/.) a city, pi. Dny.

^ ow, upon, over, etc., Tab.

IY. 2.

DV wtV^ Tab. III.

OP (&?) jwpfe, w. Affs.i^, etc.,

pi.

(w.) m^ry (p.J^), with
Affs. i% etc.

from nR$ 3 s./. Past X.,
see Kote (7, iv) on
Tab. XXY.

Esau.

ny WOM7 (p. jnrig

ns

% face (a plural Noun),
i.e. \J3, w. Affs. VJ3, etc.

l

.o visit, etc.

IS) P^nz^ [better,.

trespass, Tab. X. 2.

^
sheep, a/ flock of sheep.

$ righteousness, Tab. X. 2.

5? shadow.

V shadow of death.

*i also distress.

(m.) holiness, with Affs.

^7?, etc. Tab. XI.

(in.) /ifo.

i? (m.) /^fe, etc., 76 (in).

#o *^, look-, 'a

dtf (p. 204).

(w.) a head, plu. .

n??7 (/) ten thousand, a myriad,
pi. nnai, i.e.

V3 (/) afoot, Dual D^ri.
D-n (^ & /) ^^

'

algo

spirit, wind.

in & JH 0i.
(
*^> w7, sometimes

use(^
Substantively,

l thunder (p. JDjn).

Tj wickedness, Tab. X. 4

wicked man, pi.

m. & /) fifAW, M pitt

grave, Hades.

. to be
left, H(f>. to cause

to remain.

/) rmw W2
f, i.e. the

same.

w.) a sceptre, a rod, also

a tribe. Tab. X. 2.

"fl captivity" for
ftmfy

of captives, i.e. the same

(P-
:W).

, see

afield.
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(m.) a sony.

^ (m.) fa5&

Solomon.

/or w% ? [p- 24, Notes

(*) & (<*)].

^ (JH.) a name [Tab. XIII.

Note (a)J.~

^ there.

^ thither (sometimes also

rendered there}.

,
see D$.

m.) heavens, heaven,

&

oil.

(w.&/0&m(p.m
(i.e. W) two, p. IW.-& .

, pi. ,
i.e.

pi.

i.e. "nto, w. Affs.

bin, etc.

"TlJn row, *ew, and so 5<zw^

o/ things, as s^nw^ o/

beads and such like. Also,

"OR turtle-dove.

n
(f.) prayer.
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A BEIEP

ENGLISH-HEBREW VOCABULARY.

[Nora. This Vocabulary contains only a few words which are omitted sometime?
in the Notes to the English-Hebrew Exercises.]

Hand T Vocab. p. 385, also

p. 46 (0.
He K-1H Tab. I.

House n;a Tab. XIII (3).

If OS*.

Impress, To, pK> PI. as in Tab. XIV
In (Prepos.), 3

prefix ( 4).

In him (or me, thee, etc.)

Tab. 11(1).
Israel ^15f!.
It (/.) K'!?.

Abram
Abraham
All *&, see Vocab. p. 386.

And,* 1 prefix ( 3, pp. 1 & 2).

As, 3 prefix ( 4).

As he (or I, thou, etc.) see

Tab. II (3).

Brethren,
j
gee^ xm (2)>

Brother, j

By, 3 prefix ( 4).

Cast, TO, n mph.

Command, A, H|VP.

Command, To, HI* PL (the 1 being

Consonantal).

Edom

For (Conjunction), *$.

For (Preposition), ^ prefix ( 4).

From, & prefix ( 5), also IP.

From him (or me, tbee, etc.)

see Tab. II (4).

GOD, D*r6 declined like the Plural

D'W in Tab. V. For the forms

with prefixes see pp. 2 (Note

t, ii) & 3 (Note f, ii).

Jacob

Joseph f|Di.

Like, 3 prefix ( 4).

Like him (or me, thee, etc.),

Tab. II (3).

Many, Much, IT
(Sing.),

(Plu.).

Mischief mn (/), [for p. 220,
line 4].

More-than, D pref. ( 5), also IP.

More-than he (or I, thou, etc.)
O Tab. II (4).

Moses n^D.

* N.B. The only means of rendering into Hebrew an ENGLISH PAST-Tense

preceded by
" AND" (as in "And he visited"} is by means of a HEBUEW FUTURE

with 1 Conversive (thus 1pB?l) 154 Rule III (p. 101) & 161 (2) (p. 104).
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No *.
Not *6.

Not (Deprecative)

p. 93.

Obs. IV

On y. With Pron. -Affs. see

Tab. IV (2).

Pass, Pass-over, To, "OV (Put. --).

People, A, Dy Vocab. p. 387.

Pharaoh

Say, To, ~&N
p. 128, etc. Comp.

Tab. XVII.

Saying pfaK? see Tab. XVII,
Note f, ii).

Sell, To, n3 (Fut. ).

Send, To, rf>P JTtfJ (Fut. ).

Send-away, To, r6&5> Pi.

She K^. Tab. I.

Soul Btej Vocab. p. 386.

Take, To, npb Tab. XIX. Note (A).

Than he (or I, thou, etc.) (Tab.

II, 4).

That (Conjunction) >? .

That \ (Demonstrative). See 32,

& > p. 28
j
and (Adjectwally-

This ) Demonstrative) 94, p. 58.

They DC? (*.) & ID (/.), Tab. I.

Thou nriN (.) & $g (/), Tab. I.

Thus n'3 .

To, ^ prefix ( 4).

To him (or me, thee, etc.) Tab.

II (2).

To-day, (Hebrew the day} Di0.

Two, see p. 62.

Upon, , with Pron. -Affs. Tab.

IV (2).

Voice Tip*

Water D?, Vocab. p. 386.

What? np p . 29.

Where? n$.
Where

( 30), p. 23.

Whether? n prefix ( 7).

Who? n?, p. 29.

Who, whom (Relative) pp.
21-23.

Whose ? See p. 29.

Whose (Relatively). See pp. 22,

etc.

Word 1?5 Tab, IX.
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OF PASSAGES OF THE HEBREW BIBLE WHICH ARE

CITED IN THE PRECEDING PAGES.

NOTE.

In this 'Index' the Chapters and Verses are those of the 'Hebrew'

Bible. Also

The order in which the Books are arranged here is the order in which

they stand in the 'Hebrew' Bible. It may be well for the Student to

be familiarized with this order. A Table of the 'Order of the Books'

is given on the following page.
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TABLE
OF THE

ORDER OF THE BOOKS
IN THE 'HEBREW BIBLE.

(I.) PENTATEUCH.

1 . Genesis.

2. Exodus.

3. Leviticus.

4. Numbers.

5. Deuteronomy.

(II.) PROPHETS (earlier and later).

6. Joshua.

7. Judges.

8 and 9. Samuel (1 and 2).

10 and 11. Kings (1 and 2).

12. Isaiah.

13. Jeremiah.

14. Ezekiel.

\Minor Prophets (xn)].

15. Hosea.

16. Joel.

17. Amos.

18. Obadiah.

19. Jonah.

20. Micah.

21. Nahum.

22. Habakkuk.

23. Zephaniah.

24. Haggai.

25. Zechariah.

26. Malachi.

(III.) HAGIOGRAPHA,

27. Psalms.

28. Proverbs.

29. Job.

30. Song of Songs. \

31. Ruth.

32. Lamentations.

33. Ecclesiastes.

34. Esther.

The

five

Rolls.

35. Daniel.

36. Ezra.

37. Nehemiah.

38 and 39. Chronicles (1 and 2).
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Genesis
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Genesis



396

Numbers



897

Joshua



398

2 Samuel



399

Isaiah



400

Isaiah



401

Ezekiel



402

Nahum



403

Psalms



404

Job PAGE

iii. 25 ... 271
iv. 2 ... 300
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Esther
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PAGE

210

262, 271

. Tab. XVII (Pdgm)

. ...31, Tab. XIII. 1

, Tab. XIII (Note 1)

273

275
. 273

327, App
x
(C) to

Tab. XIV (Note *)

343, Tab. XIV (Note i)

TO* comp. Tab. XV (Note *)
267

267

...273 (Note *)

...273 (Note*)
? (=Ba) ... see p. 153,

Tab. XX
. see p. 153,

Tab. XX
i.e. ntag) 31, Tab. XIII. 1

'

...Tab. XIII. 1

275

275
;

also Tab. XIII. 1

275

275

? ,V:iK ... Tab. XIII. 1

see 211 (p. 145)

see 211 (p. 145) |

327
X ...Tab. XVI (3) (Note )

350

PN) p. xxi of Tabs.

) ......261

153

, etc.) Tab. xm. i

Tab. XIII (Note 4)

351

TW ............... 145

Tab. XIX
190

Tab. XXIII
Tab. XXIII
Tab. XXIII

2, 3, 4, (in Notes)
...... 137

5) 340, Tab. XIV
(Note d)

............... 340

(like^ Tab. XVII)
............ 130*

......... 128, 130**

......Tab. XXV (Note a)

...Tab. XXVII (Note

209, Tab. XXV (Note a)

...............209

...... ... Tab. XVII

2E
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209, Tab. XXV (Note a)
329

84, 269

see page 191

282
>
354

277

277

see Tabs. XI (3) & VIII
33

Tab. XI (Note )

etc. ... Tab. XI (Note )

etc. ... Tab. XI (Note )

33

.117

346

runs 191

172, Tab. XXIII (Note 6)

117

117

208

129

282

282

210,282
282

267

267

129

... 329, also Tab. XVII

(Pdgm)
o'W 137

rroix 130**T

iiN
(_Verb) 268

289

271

268

289

Tab. XVIII
Tab. XVIII

.. Tab. XVIII

......Tab. Ill (Note 2)

......Tab. Ill (Note 3)

......Tab. Ill (Note 4)

............... 130

............ 88, 334

............... 82

with Affs....... Tab. VII
with Affs. Tab. XIII (2)

ns*) ...... 62, etc.

65
nx (&nn^) ...... 62, etc.

278 ..

278

nin w. Affs.......Tab. XIII

(Note f, a)

tng (like tyK on p. 192)

TO* ............ 130**

iTns
: (like nm^, fr . rrips,

Tab. XXV)
roj (like D^e?, fr. n*ij5B,

Tab. XXV)
117

N
S
...... Tab. XIII (2)

H? .., Tab. XIII (Note 5)

...............279

..... t ..... . ...280

H (& W^)...Tab. XIII (2)

117

117

343

! see '$) ......... 128
344

&DK (
a Particle, "gently")

297

297

... 269, 328, App
x
(B) to

Tab. IX

^tf ... App
x
(B) to Tab. IX

in? 269
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269

Tab. XYIII

tus comp. Tab. XVIII
Tab. XVIII

'

(the preceding with H)

248

136,282
136

136, 282

1!8 (P) w. Affs. .. Tab. XIII

(Note t, 5)

, ... ...135

287

287

rp ... Tab. XXI (Note 4)

qS (a Particle, "but, only"}

qtf 299

88

Pause-form of the preced-

ing
299

299

299

249

... Tab. XIV (Note/)

)
Tab. XVII

8 (like ^N in Tab. XXIII)

335, Tab. XVII (Pdgm)
329

...242, Tab. XV (Note *)

...Tab. XXX (Note , 9)

see P- 175

...245, Tab. XV (Note J)

110

Tab. XXV (7)

299

... Tab. XXI (Note 9)

comp. (?) on pp. 333 & 334

PACT!

?$ (with Put., to express "Do
. not") ......... 93

7w.Affs....... Tab. IV

78, 269

S ...... Tab. IV (Note 1)

269

269

Tab. IV (Note 1)

Tab. IV (Note 1)

269

.......... ..137

-r ......... 136

......Tab, IV
270

293

.........295

.........296

?3 (p. {$)...... 9, Tab. I

294

300

300

300

302

...304

IDS etc. ... 180, Tab. XXI
_ &) 33'D8 ...... Tab. XXI
O?b8 ...

'

...... Tab. XXI
H2DS ......... Tab. XXI
napfc ............... 137

...... 86 (Note*), 335,

Tab. XVII (3, iii)

86 ( J),
Tab. XVII (Note )

84

334

117

...171,192,193

...... 171, 191
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"328

m!Q9
,
LV4

. .... ...118

117

117

270

270

270 i

, Tab. XIX
!

, ...144,335

Tab. XXIII
|

w. Affs. Tab. XXVIII
(

88,334 j

310

310

310

... ., 210,310

310

310

, 134

, 312

Tab. XX
, 158

, Tab. XX
ng ... Tab. XIX (Note (A)

... Tab. XIX (Note (A)
Tab. XX

... Tab. XXI (Note 4)

335

191

Tab. XXIII
260

260

271, Tab. XXI (Note*,)
270

268,271
318

270

249,271

251
7
271

271

271, Tab. XXI (Note i)

w. Affs Tab. XI
312

...270

... Tab. XXII (Note 7)

271

343

303

303

Tab. XVIII
. :nn-_jComp.p.i36)335

46

313

313

250

88

247

350

210

210

88

144,333

88,334

334

88

21-24

1 90, Tab. XXIII (Note 7)

46

177

...Tab. XXIII (Note If)

176 (Note f, 3)

w . Pron.-Affs

Tab. Ill (1 & 2)

Tab. XXIII

0- n
r
aW & n?-) -

Tab. XIX (Note B)
27 1, Tab XXII (Note g)

Tab. XXVIII (Note 8)
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3 w. Pron.-Affs. Tab. II

'3 ... 272

3^3 ... 272

. 322

tnga ............ 130*

*$| ............ 272

272

272

343

l| (in flKM, Pt. I. 29,

Note), 272

...... 272

...... 272

370

Tab. XIX (Note a)
............ 232

inn? ............ 133

238

nisn? ............ 298

^033? ............ 349

intyn? ............ 309

j?n? ............ 192

80

tavvn? ............ 301

301

80

3>T| ............ 340

............ 356

............ 6

............ 80

....... 4 . ... 133

............ 272

^ia ............ 173

366

T3 ............ 161

? (& ,^'T3) ...... 28

FAGB

n.!3 (& nj3) 28

,. 80

321

, 239

138

154
JV3 w. Affs. Tab. XIII (3)

D S3 42

80

123

a Tab. XYI (3) (B, 7)

. IY(4)

nto 151

80, 139

... Tab. XY (Note J)

|3 w . Affs. Tab. XIII
............ 139

............ 232

for N3 ...... 272

............ 297

......... 123, 144

............ 302

na ...... Tab. xxiil
3 like *W_ Tab. XX,

with n
(p. 82, i)

...... 307 & 308

............ 80

... 79 (Note f), 340

... 172, Tab. XXIII

jp & rrpfe ...... 329

3
(
Cp. p. 79), 120, 349

............ 81

............ 262

323, 343, App
x
(A) to

Tab. XIY (3)

............ 309

............ 322

., ......... 346
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Tab. XXII (Note o)

Tab. XXIII
VI 133

Jft 323

jn & nfi ... 335 (Note)

5n
: ... 133

! 133

133

133

133

H for the 'Del Art.' 4, 5

H Interrog 5, 6

n fortheYocative '0/46
H towards 42

340

122

177

279

268

129, 340

... Tab. XYI (3)

(B, /3 & Note
)

129, 340

(Tab. XIY, Note d)

268

350

268

nn 133

n 169, 185, 275

n (& w. Affs.) ... 274

nnjqn 275

ON?n 274

rnri 133

w. Affs

... 133

... 133

... 274
etc. 118*3(3 274

... 274

... 274

... 274

161

161

266

281

368, Tab. XXIII (1)

Tab. XIX
D Tab. XIX (Note ft)

n 190

... 190

W 352

>J& ... 352, Tab. XXIII

?jin 352

?# 352

?Jn (form) 211

>}n 211

'r\ ... Tab. XYI (3) (C)

... 143

in Tab. XIX (Note j3)

, ... 240

, ... 349

njvnn 277

jfehn 241

Kin ... Tab. I (Note 1)

Kin 276

161

... 161

nsfbin 161

nrin ... 281

,, 281
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nin

rtfr

ns-in

............ no

138, Tab. XVI (3)

............ no

............ 276

............ 276

............ 276

............ 277

............ 299

............ 138

............ 323

(& D^in) ...... 114

............ 295

............ 286

............ 286

............ 285

see 'mi p. 285

............ 285

............ 289

............ 288

rnin ............ 289

\jrnin ............ 288

... 134, Tab, XVIII

... 134, Tab. XYIII

............ 138

............ 138

A7M; (for i^.n JTr?,

p. 139) ... 353

n-tn ............ 296

n
:
tn ............ 296

iv
:
tn ............ 296

316

351

n ...... Tab. XXIII

......... 82, 352

............ 350

............ 279

win

PAGE

Tab. XXI (Note J)

193

jnn Tab. XXI (Note })

nnnnn 120

119

ton 297

nan 297

intsn 297

rqtsn 316

... 112, 316

316

ttSH 297

nitsn 342

nan 297

p^n 297

FI'PBD 161

178

297

'vn 276

Tab. XXIII (1)

348

283

284

rivn
: 243, 276

348

LB"n 134

P!3 134, 266, Tab. XVIII

T!n (Pt. I. 21, Note)

in Vll p. 277

277

277

135 (?)

136

136, 282

136, 282

136, 282
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nsn

inan

172

no, 353

5,6

382

85

78

84

200

161

161, 326

161, 326

291

291

291, 317

291

291

291, 317

340

t ... 145

242, 294

294

317

353

,. ... 293

242

145, 242, 294

294

145, 294

295

290

341

......... 341

34

............ 30

161, 295, Tab. XX
(Note)

295

301

301

264

!h3n 340, Tab. XIY (Noted)

84, 241

... 328

lei

381

119, 349, 350

349

353

119, 351

njjn

n.iyn

iiyn.

161

309

309

309

309

309

n Tab. XXI (Note iii)

170, 193

192

351

:

n (twice) ...... 192

............ 193

............ 192

............ 192

nnbyh ............ 193

211

......... 85

82

173

no
n Tab. XXII (Note ||)

350
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9190 Tab. XXI
TOn Tab. XXIII
J$n 145

**'? 301

, 150, 315

134, 145

145

, 349

145

110

?3 Tab. XVI (3) (B, )

089

78

151

151

209

161

151

Tab. XX
DJ5H 161

ri)*i?n 342, 350

anpn 264

lanppn 86, 334

ruon 352

352

352, Tab. XXIII (11)

352

,. ... 352

352

352

, 352

352

352

Wp (p. J*3$n3) 352

=nn
(fr. rQ1,like *n>D

p. 190, etc.)

n^n (Infin.) - 250

382

235

Tab. XXIII

349

349

rnn 73

rrTh 288

i"lh 368

312

312

312

353

158

ffl ... Tab. XX (Note)

?tonq ... Tab. XX (Note)

s'D ) 157

232

231

288

Dnjnq (like Dpapq, Tab. XXI,
with. Compens

n for

Dagesh).

Pl^ 170, 190, 193,

Tab. XXIII

ND*jn 121

nsnri Tab. XXII (Note t)

n ... 211, Tab. XXIII

,
288

,
825

86

122

.. Tab. XX (Note)

305

. 305
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249, 305

Tab. XX (Note)

Tab. XX (Note)

235

122

122

122

350

350

82

355

350

355

356

n (& 'n)
350

350

350

234

315

Tab. XXIII (Note f)

'. Past, or Imper.,

2 pi. m.) Tab. XXIII

(Notes f and ||)

>n Tab. XXIII (Note )

>H (HO. Past 2 s. m.)

Tab. XXIII (Note f)

Jn (HO. Past 2 pi. m.}

Tab. XXIII (Note f)

*n (HO. Past 1 s.)

Tab. XXIII (Note f)

315

267

267

267

314

112, Tab. XIV

(Note A, a)

n
(or ) 268

162

162

n 190, Tab. XXIII (14)

... 190

Tab, XYI (3) (B, S)

366

n Tab. XXI (Note iv)

no
110

.irin Tab. XYI (3) (B, 8)

314

314

279

170

190

175

vnrj 271

133

346

346, 347

316

i2l3rn 291, 317, Tab. XXII

(Note c)

291. 317

^ Tab - XXIII (12)

n Tab. XIV (Note A, a)

n forms 152

n 175

112

358

358

162

162

235

176

ysysnn
176
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1 before Past Tense, 100

1 CONJUNCTIVE, before a

Future Tense... 101

1 CoNVEBsrvE, before a

Future Tense... 101
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} prefix... 179, 223-225

H3T381 261

261

260

261

2

130**

289

248

128

08} (see t5 ...174, 297)

l 150

248

135

299

299

259

249

[eomp. 160] ... 252

2

179

265

270

295

334

345

157

157

. ... 355

PAGE

261

101

312

"J38} ... 312

I
150, 157

i*?} 266

m 157

nB8} 150

&i$J 150

JJK} 335

191

171

270

?i 179

137

157

105

) 334

334

272

78

378

81

81

319

78

244

154

351

368

352

285

373

jMDI (see 'IT, 163) ... 335

120

. 368
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112

241, 265

171, 261, 267

Vn
:
......... 229, 243

vrn ......... 171, 277

171, 246, 277

326

356

....... 326

JV^n] (or!?)......... 192

192

311

no
352

265

349

211

356

240

326

366

no
!P_r>ni ............ 326

H) ...... 225, 259, 278

............ 278

............ 278

H.VJJ ............ 171

W. ......... 171, 279

......... 171, 278

nivrn ............ 265

riJvm ............ 278

Dinm ............ 78

372

280

129

247

269

129, 226

130**

268

271

271

271

272

242

263

to) 272

273

226

v) 272

272

244

244, 263

231

222

222

222

259

355

101

101

133, 281

138

138

248

144

355

113

. 227
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156

118

222, 227

248

L! 119, 264

240

243

105, 222

104

285

286

286

?.! 262

?1 242, 266

156

150, 315

. 156

, 135, 248

... 145

??1 311

236

312

241

156

157

156, 157

157

135

135

227

P 171, 191, 226

171, 263

191

191

. 265

^7.1

P3

KO?I

irm

PAOR

... ., 379

130**

264

232

156

156

209

209

209, 324

209, 324

209, 324

136

137

156, 382

157

Tab. XVI (3) (B, )

110

236

101

260

104

266

259

212

157, 240

138

138

374

78

101

(KtMv.) 191

191

(for-1W) 191

271

313

. 248
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UM 230

D3P1 343

233

343

.211, Tab. XXX (5)

343

i 266

. 160, 335

160

79

! 374

! (& flfljAl) see ... 371

382

346

262
j

80

, ... 129

277

.
see 297

1ER1 211, 296

B7$1 288

comp. Tab. XXX (7)

^1 299

nnaM 374

13?n
: 178, comp. 318

ap|l ...Tab. XXI (Note*)

...136&137

156

157

338

78

... 331, 332

172

319

... 159, 324

331, 332

-. 378

Tab. XXII (Note*)

382

378

366

346

129, 245

155

)... 273

292)

144

222, 277

192

137

tnhi 130**

W1 & 'Itfll 279

Wl 345

jprwi ... Tab. XXVIII (e)

135

136

136

283

299

192

192

156

295

...Tab. XXI (Note*)

171

270

311

, 247

265

...156 & 157

2F
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191, 246

228

155

379

136, 139

155

171

175

247

l7l, 222

Tab. XXIII (5)

.133

1

J1KT 28, 58

rUT Tab. XYI (3) (B, 7)

HT 28, 58

DPIW & D5 (fr. CWTpl.ofnn)
Tab. XIII (Note t,)

nog? 86

322

342

w. Affs. App. (A) to

Tab. IX

320, 321

326

in
193

'D&TI ...173, 278, 279

n;ri m., & njn/ (in njnj) 278

nn 173, 279

nn ., . 279

PAGE

v>n 278

vn 278

vn 279

vn 279

rmn 278

nVn & nin ... 173, 279

*.Q f 279

279

173, 279

278

278

>n 279

n 279

:q Tab. XIII (Note J, a)

n 279

279

278

in;n 231, 232

V?.n (in *5D?-1) 343

bn 190

^n (P . j'Vn), etc. ... 40

V^n 342

pbn w . Affs. ... Tab. X
1 Tab. XIII (Note f, ft

176

n;on ... 172, Tab.xxm
von 172

n Tab. XIY (Note f, a)

,
327

ivn 66 (Note^f)
S

VP(&
>

VD) ... 40, 66

vn 66

r. Affs. App
x
(A) to

Tab. IX
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............ 112

......... 130**

............ 270

............ 268

Cp. Tab. XYII [Pa-

radigm, Note (f)]

PAGE ^

.App*(A)toTab.IX

nb-in, etc. ... 41

( , o) 86

118, 331

etc. ...Tab. IX (Note) !

82

86, 118

...Tab. XXI (Note 2)

b
, ... 280

^9 280

no for no 162

K0, NDO, riKfctp ... 328

O'JB withFut. &Past238, 239

(ft

1

!-) ...... 128

............ 267

... Tab. XXYIII 08)

............ 267

............ 268

............ 269

............ 128

268

Tab.XYII.

270

PAOB

ty,

... 130**

280

271

272

:, & 9 273

273

see 272

forP*3* 161

f ... 192, Tab. XXIII

?! Tab. XYI (3) (B, 0)

yy. 190, Tab. XXIII (4)

Tab. XXIII (8)

135

l\> 134

322

^ 292
;'$! 292

^ 155

a;,^ 170, 190 (cp. 222)

T. 143, 144

. see 355

"nj
& j-n'^ 292

T&W. 281

^ & n; 155

i: ... ... 46

t(&V-) ... ... 137

... 138

Tab. XVI (3) (C)

144

see 355

335

191

116

-
. 334
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276

Tiin? 282, 354
"

V 138, 282, 354

138

138, 354

iT. ...170, 222, 226, 277

Tab. XXIII (3)

170, 277

i; 138, 282, 354

191

K 172, Tab. XXIII (8)

208

346

Ann; & A ... 346, 354

-IK-V 271

Wli* 366

r\$P 330

^V Tab. XVIII
SD-V 356

f)pV 328

*1DV 137

286

348

288 (Note)

289

,*j.ni 289

&-13 289

356

134

),
& nj! (T) ... 296

see 348

TO 170, 192

t?W. 116

D-in>&D'n; 153

150 (Note)

. 191

; 171, 279

279

280

. 279

n; 265, 280

$; ... 280

88

344
* 191&192

192

O!... 170 (cp. 192)

117

us
nj 116 (Note J)

144

,^ ... 174, 297

... 134

i, n^>: 174, 297

297

297

144

1$! 297

144

V 135

y\ 135

jn.y
s

137 (Note 1|)

p 135, 265

3PV. Tab. XVIII

W. ... 134, Tab. XVIII

;
... 135 (NoteJ:,ii)

... 136, 282

135

174

284

287

288
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288

174, 299

2"
299

299

317

299

}, etc.......... 84

b^ Tab. XXII (Note v)

; Tab. XIY (Note f, )

5? ............ 175

; ............ 322

* ......... 210

) ...... 325

D3!, -13?! ......... 299

J?p; ......Tab. XXX (8)

177

WI
) ...... 357

see 355

see 111

, &^ )
208 & 209

Tab. XXY ()
(& -11) 290

290

290

161

154

... Tab. XXYIII (7)

112

160

... 192, Tab. XXIII

Tab. XXII (Note u)

250

. 160 I

na

& N'3}

PAGE

,.. 151, 295

292

'293

293

295

145

& in 294

296

296

294

(& ^ )
296

, WJJ 293

145, 241

,

CH
,
B ... 294

295

300

... see 157 (Note )

295

301

Tab. XXII (Note i)

304

... ... ... 356

143

& *flj Tab. XXYIII

., ... 150 (Note)

160

... 171, 192, 193

...... 171, 191, 192

....... ..... 176

! (twice)

(twice)

116

116

117

171

116
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120

355

176, 284

114

see 111

see 111

l??!,
D3

, p.- ... 210

210

j ... 208, 210

........ 208

104 (Note f )

50

g)... 171, 191

286

W ............ 284

INS* ............ 286

284

145

145

310

310

150 (Note)

.. 310

.. 286

, a*-?!, fi^, n^-V! ... 145

n^V! ... ... ... see 113

. XVI (3) [B, 0]
145

145

284

312

ng; (& n
) Tab. XIX (Note 7, vi)

! (& -in) Tab. XXYIII (/3)

., etc. Tab. XIX (Note A)
88

D
,

'13

... 311

160

...Tab. XXI (Note 3)

157

150

K. Put 3 pi. m.

Pause-form, fr. &Op 238

?. ... Tab. XXYIII (7)

J! ... 191, Tab. XXIII

S ... 171, Tab. XXIII
yr 185

y:t
r\xy

:
328

rnj,

VV

5, T ...... 171

...... Tab. XXII
289

n;, v-, ^ ..... 287

T ...... 287

287

, J3n! 287 (cp. 185,

Obs. XXY. N.B.

287

3! & Bnx}; ...... 287

... "...' ...... 157

. ............ 231
> ............ 112

...... Tab. XXIII

177

nn; &DV, n^J ... 288

1%W ......... 289

T. ...... 150 (Note)

yv 312, Tab. XXIII (8)

............ 312

1-^ ...Tab. XXI (Note 3)

rrv ...... 157 (Note )

D'n ............ 155

DT "^ ......... 289
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...... 305

-^n-, V, D~) 303
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. ............ 303

(^,^) ... 303
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! ...... 170, 190, 192,

Tab. XXIII (3)
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Tab. XXYIII (^)
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Tab. XXIII fl[)
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^. ...Tab. XXIII (Note)

^ 267, Tab. XXIII (15)

) ...... 267
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245

! ......... 170, 191,

Tab. XXIII (15)

P! Tab. XYI (3) (B, ii)
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^3?!, V, .- 358

in; ............ 313

n?l?! ...... 133 (j, 5),

Tab. XYI (3) (B, ii)
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J* (& ^K) ...... 317
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112, 317
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. (& n ) ...... 358

. , 112

3 the prefix 2, 3

3 w.Affs. Tab. II (& Notes)

^5 327

3, 135, 'm, 327

Kb? 272

l6?? Tab. XYI (3) (B, a)

123
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346, 347
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Tab. XXII (Note n)

Tab. XXII (Note A)

............ 347

* ......... 40

...... 175

... Tab. XXX (2)

... 151

Tab. XXII (Note a)
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123, 144
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.. Tab. XT (Note J)
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.. ......... 347
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^ w.Aifs. Tab. II (& Notes)
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>
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rkJ? 343
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Tab. XXII (Note b)
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Tab.II(2)&Note()
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123, 144
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nYB$ 236, 381 (twice), 382

>j 79, 120, 349

, 322

; K2^> 123

V}P^ 311

np^>
Tab. XIX (A)

inj?!? 244, Tab.XIX (Note 7, v)

V$ Tab. XIX (Note A, 3)

nOi Tab. XIX (A)

rn^ ... Tab. XVI (3) (C)

to?2J ... Tab. XXIY (8, 3)

150 (Note)

,
80

,
286

, ... 340

,. ... 349 (Note)

. 322

321

ta?n<> ... Tab. XXIY (8, 2)

302

... Tab. XXIY (8, 4)

3$ ... 133, Tab. XVIII

'1^ 123

...Tab.XXIV(a,iii)
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...Tub. XXIV (8, 4)

(&*--) 79 (Note*)

79 (f)

79 (t)

r\rb (-n_) Tab. XIX (B)

...Tab. XIX (Note 5)

ID ordinary prefix ...... 3, 4, 6

10
(or IP) w. Affs. Tab. II (& Notes)

347

80

268

............ 330

& -1 ...... 344

rim??,

ni-np

rvonp

inp

TV

& ID

&

347

271

272

369

3

no
276

298

330

344

324

281

138

283

348

286

285

336

285

PAGE

286

336

*P, n)?-, D^-, riio-... 163

... 289

347

. , V,T- 289

njo w . Affs. Tab. XIII (Note {, e)

nio ... ... 151, 243

iniD. nn-iD, 151

njn?

on^ijo

DQtpnp

(& n~

OiO Tab. XIII (Note J, e)

Tip ............ 130

81

4

279

353

176

66

............ 172

np-, ng- ... 135

&n-) ...... 135,.

Tab. XXYI ()
............ 288

......... 80, 286

(& n
, -in), and

298

298

298

175

177

86

353

327

344

............ 346

Tab. XXII (Note a)

., ...... 84

(& ni_

(& 'P)
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rofe,

290

...... 86

367

D ............ 163

^D (& DJ
) ...... 161

>^D ............ 232

-nW ............ 78

Pw.Affs. ... Tab.X

. Affs. ...Tab. XII

fc ......... 86

130

362

>riiEP Tab. XIII (Note J, e)

173

......... 318, 367

"1|0 & 1?0 ...... 292

............ 292

............ 292

............ 306

H3D ............ 145

& n ...... 135

n>pp ............ lei

-inpp ............ 353

n'nyo ......... 134 (t)

353

232

...... 192

............ 4

w. affs....... 44

............ 35

............ 119

, 1509, ij$9 ...... 83

353

185

......... 134, 145

.,. 134

VD Tab. XXII (Note rf)

P, D-, D
,
etc. 163

, noj?D, etc. ... 163

.". 67

4

323

4

162

330

302

133

,
etc. App* (B) toTabIX

Tab.XXYII(^)
369

p & -ID^D 86

67

85

w . Affs. App
x
(B) to Tab. IX

369

302

Tab.XXlll(t)
178

no, etc. ... 152, Tab. XX
HP, etc. ... 152, Tab. XX

r 267

270

268

nnD&nnp, nnp 152

248

np ...152, Tab. XX
n Vnb2) Tab. XIII

(Note }, e)

162

np & DBP 152

362

... 316
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& B& 151

330

etc 163

. 162

291

SJ, -11*0 290, 291

268

nfou, nni&o ... '...269

TD&0 129

(& n^>)...130 (add
1

Note)

lW 342

344

343

271

273

nj33 ...Tab. XXI (Note 6)

275

160

...Tab. XXI (Note 6)

?} ...Tab. XXI (Note 8)

178, 368

42

39

.340

338

no
145

190

J3, etc 173

170&173

WJw.AflFs. ... Tab.X
: ...Tab. XXI (Note 7)

137

PAGE

iss& ny

TO
(or T$!)w.Affs. Tab.X

!?} 277, Cp. Tab. XXIII (9)

278

191

281

137

318

286

287

55, 287

334

no
341

STO ..... . ... 119, 381

339

?^ ...Tab. XXII (Note/)

............ 191

............ 279

(&rt ), nj>ru... 193

, ^.m ...... 193

............ us
Dm ............ 296

Dm, Dm ...144 (Cp. 343)

&Dri ...... 144

............ 191

& -jn? ...... 296

...Tab. XXI (Note i)

............ 193

............ us
im ...Tab. XXI (Note ii)

n^m, rt
3-553 ...... 119
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PAGE

193

119

144

339

H33, -12

inn:

Dinro

"103, etc....... 297

... 297, Tab. XXIII

............ 341

3 Tab. XXII (Note /)

JJBJ ............ 370

nit?: ............ 330

D3'3 ...283, Tab. XXX (7)

j?T3&ntf ...... 135

1N33
'............ 298

i3?3, ^333 ...... 341

341

299

298

138

297

338

82

318

122

nnsj ............ 298

i?3 & D ...... 290

338

154 (Note *)

& HD ...... 136

113

^P3(thrico) ...Tab. XXII

J, D^ , TO ... 341

T03 ...... 160 (Note)

D3 ......... ... 300

3D3 ... . ........ 180

np} ............ 303

D:
(.in-., ^^ , t- 300

,
nn M . soo

3 ............ 300

3, & nyD3 ...... 144

. ... 300

116 (f)

us
... ...116, 119, 340

...... 160 (Note)

.0i.... 119

& }) 192, 193 (cp. 171)

^3. ......... 171, 191

116

119 (Note*)
no
193

. ... 119

119

. Tab. X
^3 w.Affs. ...Tab. XII

j ...... 119 (Note*)

193

193

339

163 (t)

185

82, Tab. XXII

144

113

3 Tab. XXII (Note I)

...... Tab.XXlII

............ 163

onivba. ............ ieo

............ 295

......... 300, 301
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n>J,

PAG3

&a-r, c ..... 145

&n; ... 134, 145

......... 300, 301

......... 89* 315

301

301

.., ... 86

. ... 83

301

312

158

? & &nbp;> 160

301

rjjM 302

nni?? & nn 301

158

)J [Pt. I, 58 (Note *)]

Tab. XXII
ns-U Tab. XXII (Note w)

173, 305

, ... 305

v, 302

e.. o.. 303

303

... 304, 344

, J3 .,. 302

, t . ... 303

173, 305

p & &W;i 303

302

pj 77, 338

i, & n^J 302

(twice) 304

& k>r\ 302

. 303

PAG*:

302

. 302

335

_... 123

803

302

, 303

(& j?}), etc. ... 46

,
Tab.XIY (Notetf )

306

... c ... 122

... ,
88

860364

...Tab. XXIU (Note)

ip; ... Tab. XXIII (17)

... Tab. XXIII (17)

88

122, 146

Tab. XIX (Note 3, ii)

... ., 329

-Vr) 146, Tab. XIX (B)

? & I 146, Tab.XIX (B)

: Tab. XIX (Note 8, ii)

teD, ^ab iso,Tab.xxi

..." .. Tab. xxi
Tab. XXI

180

... 180, Tab. XXI
, ... 328

... 180

(i.e. 0, Tab. XXI,

w.Aff.^) 180

fl'ap, Dn'35 180, Tab. XXI
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... 163 (Note* d

... 113,332 &Note*

... Tab. XXVII (/9)

86

D, etc. App
x
(A) to Tab.

IX (Note )

w.Affs. ... Tab.X

118

w.Affs....Tab.IV(3)

?,*rB 40

365

173 (f)

,. ... 32

vy [Cp. Tab. VIII] Tab.

XIII (Note J, ry)

... Tab. IV
Tab. IV (Note 2)

ry ... Tab. IV (Note 4)

jVy * 362 (Note)

Tab. IV (2) & Note (2)

Tab. IV (Notes 3 & 4)

DJ^V in Tab. IV

Dy w.Affs. ... Tab. Ill

Vfcjf 112, 118

) Tab. Ill (Note)

118

Dn^y w;^ them(m.) Tab. Ill

... Tab. Ill (Note 5)

Tab. Ill

328

3V App
x
(A) to Tab. IX

... 40

Tab. XXV (7)

PAGE

w.Affs. ... Tab. XIII

(Note , )

& ^i?V App
x
(A) to

Tab. IX (f, ii)

151

321

&V$ 327

211

&TO Tab. XXVI ({)

173 (Note )

381, Tab. XXIII (2)

238
'

249

211

(& V),W Tab. XXVI (t)

172

211

HB w. Affs. Tab. XIII, 6

B
(twice), .72, -in^a, DITS Tab.

XIII, 6

V?), ni3 Tab. XIII (6)

TlV3 ... Tab. XIII (ft)

T?, 0*5 Tab. XIII, 6

...Tab. XIII (Note 9)

... Tab. XIII (ft)

345

110

forms 175

w. Affs. Tab. XI (3)

forms ... 365-368

y?, etc., forms ... 176

210
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PAGT?

?p w. Affs. App* (A) to

Tab. IX
etc 40

4

40

177

Tab. IX (Note 8)

320, 321

nr3 ...Tab. XVI (3) (3,7)

... 262, 284

w . Affs. Tab. IX (Note *)

w. Affs. App* (C) to

Tab. IX.

-JV, etc 309

V 249, 251

211

330

... ...p. x* of Tabs.

y Tab. XXII (Note r)

Tab. XXII (Note *)

V w. AiFs. App
x
(C) to

Tab. IX.

(JOAJp), *V (-ffrJ) ... 173

Dn>' ...Tab. XXI (Note 2)

151 (f)

Tab. XXI (Note
*

^Q)

35 ... Tab. XXVII (7)

310

ftii2 (twice) & -V1i? 312

311

j ) ... 312

312

,
etc. ...163, Tab. XX

151, Tab. XX
p &Pip*p 158 (Cp. 377)

159 (Cp. 377)

^-) ...Tab. XX
nn-ji? 312

n
i? ,

n
r>i? , "fli?

Tab.XIX (NoteA)

anpT &-D-, njrjj? & M- Tab.

XXVII (13)

5 ...Tab. XIX (Note A)

p, rtaop 50

jp, D'3 , D| Tab.IX(Note^)

V? 311

150 (Note)

163

?, etc. 151 (twice), 163,

Tab. XX
T , ^ ... 151, 159, 377

151, 159, 163

150

162

p, etc Tab. XX
n)t?J5 155, Tab. XX

Tab. XX
Tab.XI (Note)

346 (Note)

nip ... Tab. XXIII (2)

lift, TO ft *r 2U

(JTri), W3p (^) 81

T Tab. XXX (1)

328

[Pt I, 58 (Note *)]

Tab. XXII (Note a)
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Tab. XXVII ()
169, 185

81

112, 331

112

App
x
(A)toTab.IX

App
x
(A)toTab.IX

1(P&. Past 3 pi.) PtI,
49 (Note)

.. 170

163

.. Tab. XXVI (t)

Tab. XXX (4)

Tab. XXI (f)

320, 321

D^jl 32

0*n 370

atl Tab. XXX (6)
3rh w.Affs. ... Tab. XI

177

154

I
& VH Tab.XXI (Note

*
7)

"INS") 335

ft'OW Tab. XXII (g&p)
Tab. XXII ()

. ... Tab. XXIII

370

81

. ...p. x* of Tabs.

as Prefixes

-INT,

24

303

& 163'

... .. 303

322 (Note*)
iN Tab. XXV (/3)

159, 325

294

...... 302

133, Tab. XVIII

...... 327

etc., & DJlDf? App
x
(A) to

Tab. IX

-,^- 133

121

... ... 347

^ ... 347

............ 163

&D-lb ...... 154

........... . 330

w.Affs. App
x
B(4)to
Tab. IX

w.Affs. App
xB (2) to

Tab. IX

p. x** of Tabs. (0)

p. x** of Tabs. (0)

............ 368

............ 369

............ 322

122

............ 344

..Tab. XXI (Note ii)

122

D^ (twice),

uu

, -ID, >D_ 154

............ 284

w.Affs. Tab. V
(and so in^') ... 154
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Tab. XIII (Note}, 7)

79 (Note*)

(K. Imper. 2 s. w., in p.) 382

JrllW ... Tab. XVI (3) (C)

^ (& DJ^), tojp, sj9 40

App
x
(C) to Tab. IX.

(Note {)

172

& rfetf Tab. XVI (3)

83, 120

329

,
etc. App* (A) to Tab. IX

npte&np 62, etc.

App* (C) to Tab. IX

(4,0)

154 twice

(-Df>) w. Affs. Tab.

XIII (Note , a)

23
"

& v?b> ... 154

328, App*(A)

to Tab. IX

62, etc.

112, 113

86

112

... Tab. XXVII ()
86, 372

... 373

& n? 372

86

112

82

154

Tab. XIII (Note , a)

,
etc. ... 185

f pi. of nn?? ... 40

>> ......... 81, 113

... Tab. XV (Note *)

EXMn (twice), Wp^ JTn^,

&?^ ... '.!. 82

............ 83

............ 365

............ 366

... Tab. XXIII (i)

............ 154

............ 83

128

267

gP 130**

nngn 130**

njsjp 267

tngn 130**
'

. .. 128, 130**

9 130**

n, -mm 268

&^ 242, Tab. XVII.

2 (a & 7)

367

245

-13 251

n ...

'

130**

ttNfl 122 (Note*)

'Dg^)
130**

njN^i 270

nexn & na^ND 270

271
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130**

155, 268

BOB,

n* -.

271

267

. ... 275

. 156, 273

. ... 273

. ... 273

156

273

273

T. Put. 2 pi. m. fr.

njn) Cp. 172

, ... 346

... 153

H4 (f)

173, 281

155

^9i ^.9 ...191&192

245

143

89

155
& y i r>*K v~ 137

... 138

144

191

116

222, 277,

Tab. XXIII (5)

?:. , pj , nj 277

116 ()
. 191

or 346

208

354

328

283

137

[50. Put. 2 s. m. fr.

*|D],Pt.I.47(ffote)

330

287

Tab. YI

47 ()
... 289

see 46 (t)

46 & 47

... 88

128

153

191

n~) ... 279

191

117

(fr. nrn) 144
nnn

(fr. nnn), Tab. XXI fNote v)

VB, ton, n^n, n^n .. 174, 297

297

144

135

134

... 136, 282

135

... . 171

(& -1K-

...... 287

287

174, 299
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......... 171, 192

& n^rn ...... 289

& ^:bn ...... 317

........ . ... 299

............ 317

............ 88

............ 192

...... 290

154

...... 136

156

...... 160

nwj? ......... ise (f)

345

TO ............ 293

J1K13J1 (J&htv) ...... 293

nn?n, ^mn ...... 296

\W}$ (Kri)......... 293

i:rv3F) & ^n_ ...... 294

317

306

an ............ iso

......... 143 (f)

......... 130**

...... ... 137, 381

............ 315

............ 337

............ 112

............ 88

156

122

345

m, 191-193

191

...... 117

5 &

345

222

285

310

301

145

155

191

287 (Note)

177

289

(JRAfc) ... 157 (t)

155

345

Din 155

no
... 136, Tab. XVIII

303

Wli> ... 134, 136

157 (t)

... 156

& rmb>n 155

306

318

250

89

eeo 306

154, 155

E (Ify. Put. 2 pi. M.

w.Aff. him) ... 212

337

88

176
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313

267

191

175

284

133 (J)

317

316

. Put. 3 s./. fr. nyn) 171

361

133

END OF INDEX OF WORDS.





INDEX.

N.B. The FIGURES refer to PAGES of this Exercise-book except when preceded

by or .

ACCENT, ordinarily on syllable in-

volving 2d Rt-letter in Verb-

forms 109

ACCENT, thrown forward in some

Past-Tense forms with Vdv pre-

fixed 104

ACCENTS, Introductory remarks on,

Pt. I. 37-46.

ACCENTS, Table of, Pt. I. 65-

69.

ADJECTIVES 50-55

A-LEPH [Pt. I. 2 (i) and 9

(Note)], Quiescent [Pt.I. 30],

cannothaveDagesh [Pt. I. 49].

A-LEPH prefix for 1 s. Fut. Kal
takes Segol generally ... 76, 116

A'-LEPH, Yerbs having, as 1
st Rt-

letter ...128-130**, Tab. XVII

A-LEPH, Verbs having, as 3d Et-

letter ... 169, 185, Tab. XXII
A-LEPH, Kaumets( )

not dropped

before, sometimes 336

ALPHABET, Pt. I. 8.

ANALYSIS of Verb-forms in Gen.

i.-iii. and xii. ... 226-266

APOCOPATED forms of Verbs Hv

170, 171, 190-193

APOCOPATED forms generally [but
not always Note (J) on p. 171]
used with Vdv Convers., and

with ?K Deprecative, and in a

Positive wish . . 222

"Become, To" (for
*?

nVl)... 254

& 255 (latter part of Note)
B'GAD-K'PHATH letters, Pt. I. 47

&48.
Verbs whose

Root has any of the ... 123

'BORROWED' forms... 161, 162, etc.

CLASSIFICATION of Verbs which are

sometimes called '

Irregular' 124
' COMPAGINIS '

(Y6d) 232

COMPENSATION for Dagesh-F. 115

(comp. 6b)

COMPOUND Shva [Pt. I. 22-24],

always Moving 117

sometimes under

other letters than those in Pt.

I. 24 [Pt. I. App
x
D] 346

1 CONSTRUCT FORM,'
' CONSTRUCT

STATE,' or ' STATE OF CONSTRUC-

TION
'

33-36, 45

before a Prepo-

sition, [See Obs. XXX]... 193

COUPLE, Vdv with Kaumets before

second word of a ...223-225

"Created to make" (for "created

and made "
of E.V.) [Gen. ii. 3]

380-382

DAGESH '

Conjunctivum* 'Dirimens,^

'Euphonic,' 'Forte JEuphonicum,'

'Intermediate,' [See Pt. I. 71,

Note (})].
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DAGESH-FORTE [Pt. I. 49, 53 &

54].
after 'He for the

Def.Art: ... 4

(cases in which it

is NOT put) 4, 5

- after the prefix
D

from, 3

(cases in which it

is NOT put) 3, 4

. for an omitted Et-

letter 3 or n 121, 122

in 1
st Et-letter for

Nun of Niph-alll,

76, 79, 87

in 1
st Et-letter

sometimes for fl of

7//%a-eZ89* 316-318

in 2d Et-letter of

Pi-el, Pu-al, and

Hithpa-el ... 71

often omitted over

Shva 346

DAGESH-LENE [Pt. I. 47], some-

times omitted [Pt. I. 48], can-

not stand after 'Shva-JfmV

or after aVowel [Pt.I. 47 KB.]
DAGESH-LENE when in Et- letters

(B'gad-Wph&tli) of Yerb-forms

122-124, 'Supp' to Tab. XIV

"Day," "first," "second," etc.

of the E.V. in Gen. i. 234-236

DEFECTIVE '

Long-Kherik and Shu-

riV [Pt. I. 12 & 14].

DEFICIENT rather than PULL KJiou

lem* used with 1 Convers. and

with ^ Deprec. and in ex-

pression of a Positive wish 105,

222

'Definite-Article,' He for, not to

be placed before a Noun which

is 'i.e.', etc 43

DIACRITIC POINT of W and B>
[Pt,

I. 61 Note].

Doubly-Irregular
'

Verbs, so called

by some, ... 174,267-314

'Evening and Morning" [Gen. i.

5] ... 227

'FURTIVE' PATHAKH [Pt. I. 60]
114

dropped (of

course) when any addition is

made to the word ... 44,120
FUTURE-TENSE 75, 76, 85-89, 333

-337

forms, with He at

end of the more common forms,

88, 105, 111, 117, 118,

334 (*), 335

Eal, Shurik (or u]
form of, 336 & 337

usages, Some, 99

with Negative Par-

ticle, 93,103,105,222
with ' Vav Conver-

ge' ... 101, 102

with ' Vav Conver-

sive' precedes its Subject... 104

'Put.
( )' Verbs 85 (Note J), 104,

116, 118

with to pre-

fixes \W of Fut. K. before

116
: Fut. ( y Verbs 85 (Note), 104,

116, 118

often 'Intransi-

tive
1

... 104

with to pre-

fixes |JV of Fut. K. before

116

; Has become as one of Us" [Gen.

iii. 22], Note on, ... 252-259
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HE at the end of a word to ex-

press "towards" ... 42

at the end of some Future

forms ... ... 88 etc.

at the end of some Impera-
tive forms 86 etc.

at the end of some Infinitive

forms 80

at the end of Past forms 82,

etc.

for 'Interrogation' ... 56

stands before the first word
of Interrogative clause ... 93

for the 'Definite Article' 4,

5,6
NOT to

be placed before a Noun 'i.e.'

etc 43

HE, The, to be prefixed to Adjec-
tives with 'Definite"

1 words . 51

HE, The, to be prefixed to Demon-
strative Pronouns when used

Adjectively 58

HE of Hiph., and of Hithpa.,
sometimes replaced by A-leph

177

HE preceded by Segol sometimes

at the end of forms 335 (Note *)
HE QUIESCENT [Pt. I. 29, 31].

Verbs having as 3d

Et-letter 170-173, 190-193,

Tab. XXIII
HE when CONSONANTAL at the end

of a word has Mapp$k [Pt. I.

31]-
HE CONSONANTAL, Verbs having,

as 3d Rt-letter ..190 (Note *)
HE where a 'Relative Pronoun'

is required in English ... 59

HIPH-IL 71, 74, 76, 79 (& Note),

83, 86, 119, etc.

HIPH-IL forms, Some, ... 348-355

HITHPA-EL (see also below) 71, 74,

76, 83, 89 & 89* 112, 133

(Note t, J), etc.

forms, Some, 357-364

forms transposing the

Thdv ... 89, 315

forms which drop the

Thdv 89* 316-318
HOPH-AL 71,76, 83, etc.

forms, Some, 355-357

Imperative found rarely

87 (Note)
HUPH-AL 72, 143

IMPERATIVE connectedwith Future

87

forms 86, 87, 331-335

with ffi at the

end 86, 87, 111, 112, 330, 335

IMPERATIVENEGATIVE, expressed by
FUTURE with Negative Particle

93, 103

IMPERATIVE NOT TO BE USED WITH

a Negative Particle 93

IMPERATIVE only in ' SECOND-

Person' forms 93

INFINITIVE Absolute 77, 78, 319

Construct and with

Prefixes 79,

80, 320-324, Tab. XIV
(App

x A thereto)

forms 77, 81, 319-324

with He (and Thdv) at

the end, 80,320,321,323
with Pron.-Affs. 80,

Tabs. XV & XXIV (see also

Tabs. XVII, etc.)

INTERROGATION marked by He pre-

fixed, 5, (see also p. 91, Voc. 2)

KAUMETS in place of PatJiakTi in

certain instances ... 185,209
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KAUMETSretained sometimes where

it is usually dropped 335, 336

KAUMETS-KHAUTUPH [Pt. I. 15

__(& Note), 23 (Note), 55(10)]
KHOULEM 'Full' and 'Deficient'

[Pt. I. 13]
KIBBUTS sometimes in the form of

Shurik [Pt. I. 14, N.B.]

,
The usualform of, (viz. ),

sometimes used for Shurik

[Pt. I. 14]

LoNG-Kherik sometimes in the

form of flAwtf-Kherik [Pt. I.

12]

LoNG-Kherik, The usual form of

(viz.
*

), sometimes used for

^-Kherik[Pt. I. 12, N.B.]
LONG-VOWEL in an Open syllable,

sometimes, in place of a Short-

vowel in a Closed syllable (Obs.

XXIII) 185

MAKKEPH [Pt. I. 37 (2)].

MAPPEZ [Pt. I. 31, 34]... 121

METHEG [Pt. I. 43-45].
MIXED-VOICE forms and MIXED-

TENSE forms 177, 178

MUTE <Yod' [Pt. I. 35].

Negative Particles ?X & K? precede

Tense 93

NIPH-AL 71, 76, 77, 79 Note, 83,

87, 119, etc.

NIPH-AL forms, Some, 338-341

NUN Final at end of some Future

forms ... 88 (twice), 89, 160

OBSEKVATIONS I-XI 93

XII-XV ... 139

XVI-XXII 179 &
180

OBSERVATIONS XXIII-XXV 185

XXVI-XXX 190-

193

XXXI & XXXII
202

XXXIII-L 208-

212

PARTICIPLES 82-85, 326-330,

App
1
(B) & (C) to Tab. XIY

PAST-TENSE (K.), ordinary forms

73 & 74

,
other forms 81,

324, 325

PAST-TENSE with Vav prefixed

100, 104

must

precede its Subject 104

PAUSE-FORMS [Pt. I. 41].

of Nouns with Pron.-

Aifs. see Tabs. Y-XIIL
of Particles with

Pron.-AfTs. see Tabs.

II-IY

of Personal Pronouns

9, Tab. I

of Yerbs 110-113*

PAUSE-FORMS NOT in Pause 1 1 3*

PI-EL 71, 76, 83, etc.

forms, Some, ... 342-347

PLURAL-FEM. form of Nouns (and

Adjectives & Participles) 31

PLURAL-MASC. form of Nouns (and

Adjectives & Participles) 31

PO-EL & PO-AL Yoice-forms 365-

368

PRESENT 72, 84, 99 (III)

PRONOUNS, Absolute forms, 9,

Tab. I

-
Adjective ... 58, 59

,
Affix-forms 13, etc.,

Tabs. VIII & XXXI
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PEON-GUNS, Demonstrative ... 28

Interrogative ... 29

Relative ... 21-24
PKONOUN-AFFIXES to Nouns, Tabs.

V-XIII.
to Particles,

Tabs. II-IV
to Verbs, Tabs.

XXIV-XXXI& Obs. XXXIII-
L (on pp. 208-212), also Note

(F) on pp. 378 & 379

PRONOUN-AFFIXES used Relatively

24, 380
PU-AL 71, 76, 83, etc.

forms, Some, ... 347, 348

Relative Pronoun 21-24

Sequence of events often marked

by use of Tenses (Past & Future)

simply 100

SnoET-Khirik sometimes in the

form of Long-Khirik [Pt. I.

12 (KB.)]
SHORTENING of a Long Vowel in

a closed syllable, Examples of,

(1) when the Accent is removed

(see
< Note '

in ' Notes on Tab.

XIV), (2) when the Accent

is
' drawn lack

'

124

SHVA [Pt. I. 2 (ii), 3]; under-

stood under one vowelless letter

at end of a word [Pt. I. 4],

but put under two such [Pt. I.
"

6]
SHVA 'Medium' (of Dr. Ewald)

[Pt. I. 57]

'Moving' & '

Quiescent,'

Definitions [Pt. I. 21], Rules

for[Pt. I. 55 (1-9 & 11-14)]
SHVA^MOVING always takes a Com-

pound formunder certain letters,

[Pt. I. 24]

Simple Shva under the letters

tfnntf
[Pt. I. 55 (6)] in,

118, 119 (jfy. &H0.), 120

SHTTEIK sometimes in the form of

Killiits [Pt. I. 14]

,
The usual form of (viz. -1),

sometimes used for Eibluts

[Pt. I. 14 (KB.)]
1 SLIGHT '-Vowel [Pt. I. 56] 35-

38, 115, 117-119

TENSES 72-74

precede Subject except
there be Emphasis on the

Subject 105

TENSE-USAGES 97-103 (& 162)
Three forms of Past Kal ... 81

TSAYEE ( ) rather than * in

Fut. Hiph. in certain cases 222

VAV-CONSONANTAL as 2d Rt-letter,

Verbs having, 150

Vlv CONVEESIVE 101, 102, 128,

135, 136 (twice), 137, 156-158,

171

VAV with Kaumets 179, 223-225,

[but see also p. 101 (Obs. 1)]

Verb and Noun together from the

same Root, for Emphasis, 228

& 229

Verbs *

Doubly Irregular
'

(so called

by some) ... 174,267-314
'Verbs Fut.

( ),' and 'Verbs Fut.

(^-),' ... 85 (Notes t&)
VEEBS, Introductory remarks on,

69-89**

<Med. A,' <Med. E,' and
' Med. 0,'[bad terms for ',

'

'5>,'

and 'V' 81
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VERBS, Names of the Seven ordi-

nary Voices 69-72

VERBS are not always used in all

the Voices 221

VERBS of which the Boot has Nun
for 3d letter ... 121 & 122

of which the Boot has Resh

in it 121

of which the Root has Thdv

for 3d letter 121 & 122

whose 1
8t Rt-letter is A-leph,

128-130** Tab. XVII &

Paradigm
whose 1

st Rt-letter is Yod

133-139, Tab. XVIII
whose 1

st Rt-letter is Nun

143-146, Tab. XIX
- whose 2d Rt-letter is Tdv or

Yod ... 150-163, Tab. XX
whose 2d and 3d Rt-letters

are the same, 179 & 180, Tab.

XXI
(VV a bad designation for

these Verbs 179)
VERBS whose 3d Rt-letter isA'-leph

169, 185, Tab. XXII
whose 3d Rt-letter is H6

Consonantal ... 190 (Note *)

whose 3d Rt-letter is He
Non-consonantal 170-173, 190-

193, Tab. XXIII
with Pron.-Affs. 175, 208-

212, Tabs. XXIV etc.

VoiCE-forms, Ordinary ... 69-72

Other ... 175-177

which are called

Poel and Po-al ... 365-368

VOCABULARY Heb.-Eng.... 383-388

Eng.-Heb., 389 & 390



TABLE I.

PERSONAL PRONOUNS. ABSOLUTE FORMS.

[N.B. p. stands for Pause- form.' Pt. T.. 41.]

thou

m.(p.

/. (P.

he (or it)

she (or it)

* on, n&n

/.

they

* 4 nunTV

1. N1H in the Pentateuch; ^H, the usual form elsewhere, is comparatively

rare in the Pentateuch. The Kin is read' as K'n [see Pt. I., 79 (3).]

[Note.
In Job xxxi. 11, Kin is Kthtv for *0n rz [Pt. I., 74 (3)]. and in

the same verse *0m is Kthiv for WHI. Kri.']

2. FIX, in Nu. xi. 15, Deut. v. 24, for Euphony; and, in Ez. xxviii. 14, for

shortness. In 1 S. xxiv. 19, Ps. vi. 4, Job i. 10, Eccles. vii. 22, Neh. ix. 6, HS
is Kthiv for ilPlX Krt [Pt. I., 74 (3)]. Gesenius [Thesaurus, p. 129 (a)] gives

flX for 1 S. xxiv. 19, Ps. vi. 4 ; but this is a mistake, as in each case it is merely

OK Kthiv there. The Header should be put on his guard against the very great

mistake (made by some) of mixing up the Kthiv and Kri together, and speaking

of this incongruous mixture as being "written" and "read," whereas the truth

is that such is neither " written" nor "read" at all, in the technical sense.

Needless and great confusion is caused by the misuse of technical terms.

3. >DK is Kthiv (Ju. xvii. 2, 1 Ki. xiv. 2, 2 Ki. iv. 16, 23, viii. 1, Jer. iv. 30)

for
JJK Kri, and (Ez. xxxvi. 13) for ^K Kri [Pt. I., 74 (3)].

4. There is another word, Hjn, hither, to be distinguished from this by the

context only.

5. ffltf, Ez. xxxiv. 31. The forms jflK (and n3nj<), which some give, should

not be adopted.

6. 13X is Kthiv (Jer. xlii. 6) for rUK Kri [Pt. I., 74 (3)].

1







II

TABLE II.

PRONOUN-MARKS ATTACHED TO Prefixes

N.B. p. stands for ' Pause-form.' Words in [ ] are not in the Bible,

(i.) 3 in, 7 to or for :

In

n us -133

in thee

in you

(> q??

in

him

her

in them

13

PI3

(1)

to me to thee

(m.)

to

him

her

To

to us -13 to you to them

(2)

(ii.) 3 (or, to?) a or /ffte, ID (|D, ^3D) from:



Ill

NOTES ON TABLE II.

* The two words marked thus are the same in form. Thev can be distinguished

from each other by the context only.

t See Note *.

: See Note *.

Somewhat like each of the words thus marked, there is another word (to be

distinguished therefrom), viz., ^3, prithee' -132 (not -133), they built- jrp (not

jri?) Ruth i. 13, which is either for them or (according to some) therefore; ilJn? on

this side, on that side ; |D? therefore; to? they lodged.

1 Also naa, PS. cxii. s.

2 Also nE>il3, Ex. xxxvi. 1; Hab. i. 16.

3 Also
n3p3,

Lev. v. 22; Jer. v. 17; also in Nu. xiii. 19, where the accent is

wrongly placed on the last syllable in several editions.

4 vh is Kthiv sometimes for ft Kri [Ft. I., 74 (3).]

5 rh, Nu. xxxii. 42, is for rft; the (-) marks the .1 as HQ1 [Pt. I., 48,

J i., ii.]. So rb, Zech. v. 11, Ruth ii. 14, in some copies.

6
i"Dp, Gen. xxvii. 37, Is. iii. 6. This is distinguished by the context only

from i"D7, 8 thou (m.), with H added ; and this last, dropping the H, is some-

times ^p.

7 ^ (2 K. iv. 2) is Kthiv for if? Kri [Pt. I., 74 (3).]

8 nBrft, Jer. xiv. 16.

9 Ez. i. 5 ; xlii. 9.

10 Ez. xiii. 18.

" rOb3, Ex. xv. 11.

12 Also J nBilS, Jer. xxxvi. 32.

13 Ez. xviii. 14.

i*
J
-ln}g

Job iv. 12. Also : -IHlID (Ps. Ixvhi. 24) according to some.

15 Also ^D, as Is. xxx. 1. (Also P3D Ps. xviii. 23a,Job xxi. 16.) [There is

another word *3D (and, twice, ^D Is. xxx. 11), wliich means merely from

(__ |jp) f as Ju . v. 14, Ps. xliv. 11, 19, etc. The
\3E>

of Ps. xlv. 9 is taken by

some for D^D musical instruments, and by others supposed to mean a band of

musicians.']

16 Jer. x. 2; Eccles. xii. 12. Also DnS.D, Job xi. 20.

3
Also Ps. Ixv. 4,

3







IV

TABLE III.

(1) nS TDK) the mark of the Definite Object,' (2) HN
(Tig) with, (3) DJJ with.

thee

you

m. (p.ti-qnfc)

/. her

them
/

(1)

(a.) Forms of (1) are sometimes given for those of (2). Q3.) In place of the

_1 given above, there may be the full 1; thus, ^jYltf Deut. xxxii. 51, etc.

with me ^^

with

with thee

with you

im.

(p. t JJ-)

/.

with

him

her

/ m. CFIN
with them <

(2)

with me 7

*foy



To

to us

TABLE IV.

(1) h* to, (2) ^ on, or upon, [(3), and (4), below].

to thee

to you

to

her

to them J

/ tn^x

CO

[also

On

on thee

on you on them

(2)

also

(3) From IV [also
S
7!V.] unto, even to, etc., the following occur,

^"IV unto me, "^"ly unto thee (m.), V"iy unto him, n^TV wno Aer,

and DJ'Hy with
JJ [Job xxxii. 12], unto you (m.), D'TIV [2 K. ix. 18]

for unto them (m.}.

(4) From
*TXf?? [the Construct form (there is no ^V??)] besides, the

j

following occur,
f [ (4)

, (p. ^-) *^?l

1 Often DnJ. te*U Ps. ii. 5. [DHX (Ez. xxxi. 14), which some take to

mean to them (m.)," strictly means their (m.) strong ones," i.e. Me sfrong- ones

among them],

2 The following words, ty leaves-of (Neh. viii. 15, etc.), -inpjtj
Aw leaf (Ps. i. 3,

etc.), HJ$ Aer /ea/, or leafage (Is. i. 30), are from fpy a tea/.

3A1SO
T

PD T̂
J; Ps. cxvi. 7.

4 Often DHJJj.
Also lO^J}

Ps. v. 12, Iv. 16; Job vi. 16, xx. 23, etc.

* Also without the *
; ^ instead of $ .

5







VI

TABLE V. (i.) Singular.

my t*y thy

your

''

his

her

their

song

i. c.

( 52)

(ii.) Plural.

my
(p-'V)

your

m.

/ (P-

m.

A

his

her

their {

songs

i. c. H^
(56ix.)

TABLE VI. (i.) Singular.

rnn

your

his

her

their

nrnin

.

/.

law

i.e. rnjn

( 56 v.)

(ii.) Plural.

my thy
/ (p- :^-)

his

her

their

laws

i. c. n'nih

The * is sometimes dropped in (ii.).

1 Tpn- Ez. xxxv. 11; Ps. ix. 15.

2 Rarely ^1Y_, as Deut. xxviii. 59.

3 *!}' Ps. cxxxii. 12, as some say.

4 By Contraction DH_. 5
}IV .
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TABLE VII.

A NOUN OF DUAL FORM.

my <- :

"'

our

T3TK
1 iv : T

your

his

her

their

/> innTK
\ . 1 iv : T

* The - to the K is 0.

TABLE VIII.

VARIOUS FORMS OF THESE PRONOUN AFFIXES.*

[Those within are not for Composition.]

(i.) For a Noun in the SINGULAR.

First Person. Second Person. Third Person.

(rare,]

(ri.) For a Noun in the PLURAL or DUAL.







VIII

TABLE IX.

(i.) Singular.
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x NOTES ON TABS. X-XII.

(I)
' CONSTR.' FORMS, (II) AFFIX-FORMS, (III) VARIOUS PORMS,

I. The forms
SjJg, ^JB, ^B> etc. [sec Rule vii on p. 36], in the Sing., undergo

no change
'
i.e.' But

(1) SOME b>VB or
*?$JB

words borrow '
i.e.' a form from

7J7B
or <? 5

^us

^Di] for ^nn '

i.c,,' inj Nu.xi.7(butmaw/ times SHI.) <i.c.'~YKl;
for Tin

*i.c.,' JJB? for yEg <i.c.,' "W as well asW 'i.e.,' etc.

(2) Some PMT. forms i.e.,' w. QUIESCENT (to 2d Rt.-letter) followed by

Dag. L., are Irreg.; as *^.pn (4 times, but also the Keg
r HpH twice) &

*^.PV Is - v - 10 > W") Song viii. 6 (but also ^"l Ps. Ixxvi, 4) from the

Plurals of IDn & 1V.
II. Some DECL. -FORMS are IRREG.: (1) SING, forms w. MOVING SHVA (to

21 Rt. -letter), as () Vl}3 (Aw) & 7?? (y) & 1$- (^) Fori^S fr. ttg Comp.

Pt. I. 55 (11). (7)
So iMD (w.

4

Euph" D., Pt. I. 70) Jer. iv. 7, fr. the

^3 form *J3D. (i5)
Besides mPl & Dnxn (fr. *!Kri) as in Tab. XI. 3, there is

also the form
n^'fl

Is. lii. 14
;
and so (according to some) 'AjJB

Is. i. 31.

(2) PLU. forms (w. Affs. 2 pi. & 3 pi.) w. QUIESCENT to 2* Et.-lettcr folld

by Dag. L.
;

as *Drpp3 & *
DrpSpJ fr. the Plurals of C]D3 & 1JW.

III. Some
i?JJ3

or ^3 Nouns vary slightly in DECL.-VOWEL. Thus, fr.
SJBJJ

or

yaj
we have once

Cfjg^ (w. ),
but also

tyt^
& :^ &

tyW\
&

VB?* (w. -) ;
and 60,'fr. P)^.,

we have i?|yB (w. ^), but also \3Vi? & :

IV. (1) The ' SLIGHT'-VOWC! for the Plu. (' i.e./ and \7. Affs. for 2 pi. & 3 pi.)

is generally the same as the Decl.-vowel of the Sing., as seen in Tab. X. 1-6. But

(2) There are some slight Variations ;
thus ^HH has fen in the Sing.

(w. ),but ^?H & DI$3PI in the Plu. (w. direct fr. the of
D^JfJ),

BO Tin has Vvjn as in Tab. X. 3, but ^"jn
the Plu. '

i.e.' (w. -r direct fr.

the of D^q).
Obs. (a) bnn a cord has -r in ft^n 7j{s cor^ Job xviii. 10, and so ^3D cords

of (6 times) ;
and

()8) ?3n or 73n a pain (perhaps from '

contortion''}\ which does not

occur in the Sing. w. Pron.-Affs., has in v^H pains of Hos.

xiii. 13 & DHvin their pains Job xxxix. 3.

(7) ^?H ^n 6 otner pl&ces ^s ^e same as *n (^) Some take it in these

5 places to be the same as */D *n () badly.

These are strictly fr. Plurals of unused il^B or n!?.ya forms. So
D^tpS

is

Plu. of
njlpll (_. o) rather than of |D3.1



NOTES ON TABS. X-XIT,

V. (1) Some ^VB or ^JJD Nouns have a FEM. FORM OP PLU. (in Ttf). Thus

(a) HK,pl. rttyj^.
d 0) V& pl- ^BJ, aro declined in the Sing, as in

Tab. X. 1 and in the Pin. as in Tab. XII.

VI. Words* in T\ 77 [74 (), p. 45], or H-r- 7=- with a Guttural, (1) are

UNCHANGED '
1.0.' IN THE SING., (2) are DECLINED IN THE SING, as in Tab. X,

(3) have Plurals from the corresponding n-^r form : t thus [for (2) & (3)],

(a) n:gfo a nursing-mother has Decl.-form iflppfc
} oJJjIJBfc,

etc. ; & Plu.

niJP'K (fr. rupfc) unchanged
<
i.e.' & w. Affs. ;

(0) H|M?e a ww has Decl.-form iJJi^P, TOTO, etc.; & Plu.

(fr. JljJJ^O) unchanged i.e.' & w. Affs.
;
so

(7) r)J3^
a neighbour (/.) has Decl.-form ta?3$, etc. ; & Pitt,

(fr. nj?^) unchanged i.e.' & w. Affs.
;

(8) [iron?] cattle has Decl.-form ton| etc.; & Plu. niO5J

ntoij5,(fr. npn^/ i.c.' npris). Cp. APP^ c to Tab. ix '

[4].

Decl.-form

npto (fr.

The n ^r Decl.-form, in Sing., is used for several Nouns in H^ -7-

(which aro undeclined in 7\-^ ) ;
thus IPlptlSp etc. fr. np<>D for

in?bpD etc. fr. njtee for n^pD, in^? etc. fr.

for n^p, in?3i etc. fr. nagTD for rnsTO, etc.

17}
The Plurals of the Nouns in (Q are from the H form ;

thus

nirpnfy? ('i,c.' nipq^P etc.); n'nsip & nb?TO 'i.c .' & vrprp
(his) are fr. an unused Sing. [ rnS'p ].

0} Some contracted ^Q (or bVS) & P^B forms have Decl.-forms as in

Tabs. X & XI
;
thus JKtpn etc. (as in Tab. X. 3) fr. Npn [for KBR

or Vl], & \^ etc. (as in Tab. XI. 1) fr. W. p.:B 63. So 7^
& ^l"n , [contracted for 7^V (or ^Jf ) ,

&
Tjjn ] have the Plurals DJ6y

& D'JDfl;
and so W a^ has Plu. DHH, p-1f

street has Plu.

D|W, & "W oa; has Plu. Dnj^ as fr. form 7^B (or 'g)
or 'Q.

* So some Infinitives in H and fl ,
as ni [Tab. XVIil] w. Decl.-

form ta> etc., & nri [Tab. XIX, Note (A)] w. Decl.-form
folpg

etc.

t So Contracted forms in JT)T (for HJ ,=H> ), and in JV (for n_,=s
,-_), have their PI. from n and n>

T
. Thus fiij^O kingdoms is Plu. of

n-lD^D (as also Dtoq c^/* Plu. of
n-^Pl),

and HV^nri lower parts Plu. of

(as'also nij^ fayfelfa of n^, & n>5J wr Plu. of

15
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XIII TABLE

VII. HlTHPA-EL.

fanna 5

mjpsrn
rnfbnn

(or ?.) *i53nn

(or pj

(or pJ

(or |?J

(or jpj

(or fj

VI. HOPH-AL.

TJW*

None.

T??0
^panrt : : T

Hi?

OIISW?
np$ri

V. HiPH-iL.

n^psno

n^psn

rnpsri

nsn

n-) Tj5n

IV. PU-AL.

"
rnfifi

None.

3J
:K-\ :

3!
\:

For the NOTES see next page.
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XiV, XIV

III. PI-EL.

!maa

p.) *TJ5B

"life

nms

II. NlPH-AL.

w

c

npsn
i- : T

I. KAL.

const.)^^ ,(abs.)^^ INFINITIVE.
1

1 :
1

1 T

ap /s /as /aa with b 3 2

PAST TENSE.

Sing.

?;]( 139,

( 139,

2 m.

PARTICIPLES.

3 (2) s. w.

IMPERATIVE.

2 m.
'

Sing.

6 ris 2.
Plu.

FUTURE.

2 . Plu.

For some other forms see pp. 116 etc,
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XV NOTES ON TABLE XIV.

For INFIN. WITH PRON.-AFFS. see 137 (4) and Tab. XV.

f 1JJB
is of the form ^3 .

There are two other forms of the Past KAL, viz., [(o) & ()],

(o) The t>ys form, as 133 he was heavy, of which the other Person-forms

are the same as those in the first column of Tab. XIV, thus

N.B. In Pause the 2d Rt. -letter in 3 s./. & 3 pi. of these has
;
as in

: rn33 3s./.,: -1133
3 pi. ;

and

(0) The
S'yS form, as ^3* he was able, which is given in small type in the

Table. Also

N.B. (i) The 2d Rt.-letter in 3 s. /. & 3 pi. of these has
;
as in

:n^3s./, : &?; a Pi.

(ii)
The in the 2 pi. m. & 2 pi. /. of this Tense is o [Pt. I.

55 (9, )]. Moreover,

OBS. Of Past-Tense forms belonging to this Table, IN PAUSE,

(1) The 3 s. & 3 pi. forms [except those in (a) & (/8) above] have, under

their 2d Rt.-letter, in Pause,

(i) in Sal, Niph-al, Pu-al, Hoph-al, Hithpa-el [seeh (a, ii) below] ;

(ii)
in Pi-el. See more on pp. Ill & 112.

(2) The 2 s. i. & 2 s./., and the 1 s. & 1 pi., of all Voices, may have

in Pause [see p. 110 (Note *)]. But

(3) The 2 pi. m. & 2 pi./, are unchanged in Pause, and have always the

ACCENT ON THE FINAL DJFI &
ffl in all Voices

;

(4) The 3 s. /. & 3 pi. in the Hiph-il are unchanged in Pause.

J IN FAUSE, the 2d Rt.-letter has in these. Then, in the Imperative Kal

2 s./. & 2 pi. m., the returns to the !* Rt.-letter as in J BO^ 2 s. /. &

J -IBb^
2 pi. m. (Imper. Kal}.

In Pause, the 2d Rt.-letter has in these forms.

(a) For Variations when the Root has in it one of the 5 letters 1 JJ H H K see

Tabs. XVI (l)-XVI (3) (and pp. 115-121 & 368-374).

(b) In Pause the 2d Rt.-letter has . Then, in Imper. Kal 2 s./. & 2 pi. m.,

returns to the 1 st Rt.-letter as in :
'ijp^

2 s./. & J nJ5 2 pi. m.

(c)
In Pause the 2d Rt.-letter has .

(d) For the two forms of Infin. Absol. Niph-al see pp. 338 & 339. The
f

j form

occurs in
Pip??. Dh/>3. ^3 ITI^ [Pt. I. 60], and a few others. Also

we find jhSPI and *?bNn (the to compensate for the Dag. F. which K

cannot receive) ;
and once L^T^K Ez. xiv. 3.

(e) Sometimes the 2d Rt.-letter has in Pi-el Past 3 s. m. ; thus, 12X 2 K.

xxi. 3
;

and sometimes TT ; thus, "151 & D331 often (as well as "I31 &

D?.? sometimes), and "133} .

(/) In a few instances the p is omitted. Thus some give PQ^ Eccles. iv. 2 as

Partic. s. m. Pt-el (for B3J#Jp), see also p. 330. Similarly we have as Pu-al

Partic. s. m. : 73X Ex. iii. 2 (wrongly taken as Past 3 s. m. by some), and

n[9? 2 K. ii. 10
;
and so a few others.
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NOTES ON TAB. XIV. . XV*

(g) Also with (M), instead of (3), Comp. p. 72; thus 13^H & TJ^n Past

3 s. w.,
"SJJIpD

Partic. s. w., and so the Fut. ^^ 3 s. w., ^l^fTs s./.

& 2 s. wi., etc.

(A) (o) In the Hithpa-el Past, Imper. and Fut., (i) the 2d Rt.-letter often has

,
as given within () in the Table; thus, pjnfln Past 3 s. m. (& Imper.

2 s. MI.) fr. pin. i3y^n Imper. 2 s. m. fr. W, and so the Fut. forms p-tnr^

3 s. w. twice and
pJPIflJ

1 pi. once (but also
p-tnpl

3 s. wz. several times,

with
)

fr. pm, and 03Wn 2 s. . fr. DDPI, rUB^JJflfl 3 pi. /. fr. Pj^Vt

etc.
;
and

(ii) the PAUSE-VOWO! is (lengthened from the )
** in the

Past, Imper. & Fut., as in
"VTXJ^n

&
n?5Jpn (Lev. xiii. 33, comp. p. 113)

Past 3 s. m. fr. "UN & r6j. and so in J

nbjpflfl (Job xxxiii. 5) Imper. 2

s. m. w. n as in 141 (7) [p. 86], and in the Fut. forms J D^JNJX
3 s. m. fr.

DIN, : JayjT. 3 s. . & :
aayjjri

2 s. . & : uayjnfl 2 pi. m . fr'. aj'y , : v^gjv
3 pi. m. fr. KHp, etc.; and

(iii)
as examples of both the and the (or

)
form from the same Root we have also, fr. *]^n, both

"!J^.nrP. and t "^
Fut. 3 s. m. & :

tt^fllj*
Fut. 3 .pi. m.

; and so fr. BHp not only J

Past 3 pi. & Imper. 2 pi. m. and !
IBHpJJT

1

.
Fut. 3. pi. m., but also

[for K^lpJJPI,
the for because of the MaJckephPi. I. 55 (9, b)]

which some take as Past 3 s. m., but it may be Inf. Constr.

() Some few times the 2d Rt. -letter has (instead of followed by Dag.

F.); thus
-npBJpn, 1JJBJJS npBI?! [No other Hithpa-tl forms fr. IpB

occur, but only these three. Those in the Table are Paradigm-forms.]

(j) In all Voices, H often occurs at the end of the Imper. 2 s. m. [see 141 (7),

p. 86] and the Fut. 1 s. & 1 pi. [see 144, p. 88].

V With a first Rt.-letter either (1) ft ^, (
2
)
*^ (

3
) D , (4) V

, (5) T
, B ,

or n [pp.

89 & 89*] the Hithpa-tt form is (1) ^fl^n (of -|BB>), (2) "13^,1 (of 13b), (3)

TJPIWpn (of inD) [the n of
jpn being transposed], (4) pJIBVn (of pnV) [the n of

pn transposed and replaced by D], (5)
WH (of "Of), "TOq (of int3), DJDnn

(of DDH). So, with T -13-Tn (of n3T) Is. i. 16 for -13TOn> see Tab. XXIII, and

a few others.

[Note. Sometimes, from removal of the Accent, a SnoRT-Vowel is found where,

in the Table, there is a LoNG-Vowel in a closed final syllable, Pi. I. 55 (9, b).

Thus b$k"b(p$ [Pt. I. 37 (2)] Ps. Ixxviii. 18, with (o) for the -1 of^0 ;

so UiT^P Ju. viii. 22, with
(3)

for the of ^P- and
Tffhfip. Gen. iii. 16,

withV (o}
for the - of

^pr?
. So with for

, {)'^"1\ Is. iviii 9, ^TT^^n
Is. xxx. 29, and many others]. So, when the Accent is drawn back [Pt. I. 46],

as in "lOl n Gen. xxxi. 29.

** The name and form Hithpa-el (with )
are now too generally adopted, or

one would be glad to give the form in the body of the Table and the within

the (), and to call the Voice ^Sfln (ffithpa-al}.

ft With one exception Jer. xlix. 3, for which see 246 [p. 162].
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XVI

APPENDIX (A) TO TABLE XIV. Inf. with

,*ii$a co

/ijjana (u.)

,iip.B? GiO

,i|p_Ba (iv.)

,
T
iJ??? (v.) #*pA-.

*
(1) For Infs. with fi added, see 137 (4, iii.).

(2) The Inf8
. are declined with Pron. Aff8 . like those in Tab. V. (1).

(3) The ending J"l T" f r il ~r is not limited to Participles s. /., (as

illpS, nijJB, etc!). Thus, from a form
njT-JV

for H^V [Inf. Pr.

of'pl^, with H], we find ^pP^V? through'thy (f.) justifying, Ez.

xvi. 52.

f4) For the ordinary Infs. with Pron. Affs., see Tab. XV.

APP*. (B) TO TABLE XIV. PARTICIPLES. {NEXT PAGE.]

APPx. (C) TO TABLE XIV. PARTICS. (m.) WITH AFFS.

&c., his

...,V1P3

Plural.

i.e. &c., his

-ATBW

Singular.

(same*)
;
1p.3 (1)

1^3 r-Wf|(2)

IfBJ f
1j5B} (u.)

(same) ^i^BO (iii.)

IpjDQ ^i^SP Ov.)

(same) ^1^(530 (v.)

1J3BD ,1pBD (vi.)

(same)
;1^B]JO (vii.)

* Also ll'tf, D. xxxii. 28.

f Also n~, i. c. 1.
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XVII

APPENDIX (B) TO TABLE XIV. PARTICIPLES.

Plu. /.

nnjpia

nn-ipQ

rviTpap

Plu. m.

DH-lpB

Sing. /.

or) rnpte*

rn-ipa

|B3 or) rngM
)a or) rnpap

"JW?
(rnjjap or) rvTpap*

Sing. m.

33 (n.) Nif

(in.) Pi-ef

(iv.) Pu-SL

l^ap (v.)Htph.

npTBO (vi.)

33np (VH.

(a.) (i.) For the -1 of (2) there is often [Pt. I., 14], as in

nrby /., rmj /. (i.e.), D^anb Pi. m., etc.

(ii.) The Construct form of i-lJJQ is

m.,

Nu. xxiv. 3.

()8.) Participles of the Passive Voices (II., IV., VI.) generally retain the of

the 2d Root-letter (except when i.e.,' and in the form).

(y.) The Hiph. Partic. sometimes drops the *
. See Appendix, p. 353.

(.) (i.) The Participle h'^ able (Sing, m.) given in Tab. XIV., is the Participle

Kal of ^2 form/ [rhl\ Sing- /., D^\ Plu. m., nftbj Plu. /.],

whence

(ii.) Constr. forms
V^B

s. m., [r6jJB s. /., ^B pi. m., nS'yS pi. /.].

(iii.) There is also the Participle Kal of b#B form, as
KJ?O /M, /u o/,

(Sing, m.), [nby$ Sing./., D^$ PI. ., H^3 Pl./.] whence

(iv.) Constr. forms H
1

?^ s. m. [||r6jJ$ s./. ||J>y pi. w., ri^y? pi./.]

f.) The Singular Participle sometimes receives an added '

*, as in

(Sing, m.) [from ID'N], Gen. xlix. 11; so in \?^S^pn [from ^
Ps. cxiii. 6; n?fc [from hnn'K] Hos. x. 11, and *p?P [from flgbp, Constr.

form of nP (. iii.)] Is. i. 21;' *p?y [from n23| (for 3^3| Pt. I 14) Constr.

form of Gen. xxxi. 39.

* Or with as in
H^Il, nnj?1P, rn33^p. [Hny.3 is s. m. with n ]

t In Pause, sometimes the same (thus, I
n.3{3*K, H7B3); and sometimes : n

as in t n3jp, t Hlpiy.
t Also, some few times without the 10; thus, ^3K Ex. iii. 2; Hj?^

2 K. ii. 10.

Also D instead of D (^).

II Also [ 56 (i.)] n^V s. /., \7. pi. m., (fr. !); so n.VP (fr. nVj5).

U And ^|, thus
KJ^S

when the 3 Rt-letter is K. as
NJV

fr.^
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XX

TABLE XVI (2).

Variations when the 2d Root-letter is X, PI, PI, or V: [-|, next page],

(a.) The forms are the same as in Tab. XIV., except as regards

(1) the COMPOUND form of Shva Moving under 2d Root-letter ( 168 (iv.)]j

(2) a 'Slight '-vowel under the 1 st Root-letter which may agree with the

Compound Shva following it [ 168 (v.)].

(3) the absence of Dag. F. from 2d Root-letter in Pt. t PH., Hithp. ; and

(4) the 'Compensation' sometimes made for that Dagesh Forte [ 168
(iii.)];

(/3.) The Vowel-change referred to in (4) above is

(i.) (a ) generally made before K, as in "IKD^ [Tg^], JNO [1(53], 1KD>

[liP^pt ^*J [1J5BO], etc. ; but (b ) sometimes not made, as~fM, etc! ;

(ii.) (a ) often NOT made before PI or y in Pt & Hithp. ; but (b ) generally

made before those two letters in Pu. ;

(iii.) GENERALLY NOT MADE before p| in PL, Pu., Hithp.

(y.) The following illustrate sufficiently the peculiarities of these Verbs.

[Obs. Some of the forms below are merely Paradigm-forms.

N.B. For the Compensation/ of (4) above, see the forms within ( )].

HITHP.

(of TO).

(Tab. XIV.)

.,(?)mrin

(?)

(?)

(?)

(?)

(?)

(?)

(?)

(?)

(?:

(?)

PU-AL
(Of

(--)

(-51) nrrip

(-)
C-8-)

PI-EL.

(V) PJ?V

KAL.

(Tab. XIV.) INF.

w. AS9
.

PAST.

3 a. m.

3 s./.

3 pi.

(Tab. XIV.) PARTIC.

IMPER.

(Tab. XIV.) 2 s. m.

f 2 s. /.

2 pi. m.

FUT.

(Tab. XIV.) 3 s. m.

'py.vn 2 s. /.

3 pi. m.

2 pi. m.

For - before H (& PI) in Hithp. Pause-forms, see 166 (c, d). Thus,

p. 3 s. m. Put., and t Dp:riK1 1 s. with 1 Conv. So, J W]P13nj 1 8 - (fl

dropped), and t
^JJBni

3 pi. (2
d

'

Root-letter fl). Past with 1 Conv.'
'T

(V) PV

(*)

(V)

(V)

(V)

(V)

(V)

(V)

(?)

NlPH-AL.

(Tab. XIV.)

(Tab. XIV.)

(Tab. XIV.)

(Tab. XIV.)
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XXI

APPENDIX TO TABLE XVI (2).

VARIATIONS WHEN THE 2nd ROOT-LETTER IS
].

The forms are as in Tab. XVI., except in Pt-el, Pu-al, and HithpS-el.

(VII.) HITHPA-L.

in

nrnann

Drpiann

TO9

onann

(IV.) PC-AL.

T*

cnm'a

(III.) P[.L.

/3 ,'3^ )
INF. ABS.

With Pron. AflP.

PAST.

3 s. m.

mrra

3 pi.

2 pi. m.

jFpna
2 pi./.

?li ^^
PARTICIPLE.

IMPERATIVE.

2 s. m.

2s./

2 pi. m.

FUTURE.

3 s. m.

3s./.

2 s. m.

2s./.

pi./.

pu
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XXII

TABLE XVI (3). [ 181].

The forms are as in Tab. XIV., except as regards

(A) the Furtive* ( 168, ii. ; & Pt. I., 60) at the end of a word after

any Long Vowel except ; thus, e.g-., in the Infin. forms, (i.) K. n?Wt

rbf?, (ii.) Nt* 2jjarh

T

(iii.)
PL n:a& (v.) ##.* jrpn, gwj& (d.)

HO'.* H^pn, (vii.)#

T

|9.* nan^n^t; and so in the Parties. K. fW (1),~
l

[ 139 (y) & (a, ui.)], PL r&f, H$. ppajo, m.

(B) the replacing, sometimes, a Long Vowel by so as to dispense with

the Furtive' . This is not very common in K. Inf. Constr., as H^
once (usually VlV), JJU? Nu. xx. 3 (but, p. t

g'l^
Nu. xvii. 28), and

in Partic. (1) [ 'l39'(y)] as yBJ once (Ps. xciv. 9), jtfl twice, yjTl

three times [y for JJ ]. But there is

N.B. generally -7- [for followed by Furtive
'

] in the

(a.) Inf. Constr. Nj>. & PL ; as n

y?5|, etc. ;

(/3.) Imper. & Fut. A>. ,
PL & fy. ;

Ps. xc. 12), nJ?V!l (& 1 Chr. xxix. 23),
A

[for 'the form of fut. H(j>., see

(7.) PL Past ; as H3T, flFlS, 5J^3,
etc. [In p., returns, as in

jnn?, :jj>a].

'

(5.) we find yVa^n, yjinn, fl^. inf. (but also n2n

^iw^n^.t nanipnpt)/ and Fut. HWJJV

[Obs. (i.) (-7- -^-) remains in Infs Abs., Partic8 ., and in Pause generally.

(ii.)
HO. Pause-formsll have to the 2d Root-letter regularly;

see 166 (c) ; thus, tJJJJV.,
*

Hjain* [Sect. XVI.], JjyiJJ*,
etc.]. Also,

(C) 2 s. /. Past forms (cp. HliJS), etc.). Here 3rd Root-letter
generally^

lakes instead of
, the ^remaining unchanged; thus, Jjinj^, rinpK',

W.V, J|WP^, etc.; and so in other Voices, as in ffy.* J^SH (for JjlV^.H,

see' Sect. XVI.), H5.
Rq^PJJ; and, lastly,

(D) instead of the D- form of the Participles s. /. [see 139 (|3)f p. 83],

these Verbs have'n^ ~; thus, nPHB, nyp^ (p. J nyp'^), etc.

Note. These Verbs generally take to 2nd Root-letter in Imp. & Fut. Kal ;

and in 2 pi. /. Imp. (3 & 2 pi./. Fut.) PL, #0., & H0.

*
A>., Hf, Htf., H0., are abbrev. terms for Niph-al, Hiph-il, Hoph-dlt

HithpS-el.

t For transposition of n (of l^H) & 1 st
Root-letter, see Tab. XIV.

(*^*).
J So in Snt (for y-IIT), the -7" being Defective Shurik [Pt. I., 14].

But Fl & y occur sometimes in Pause, and often with less Disjunctive

(besides Conjunctive] Accents. See (a S} & mxn
(Imper. A, H3Sn, yj|3,

jn, yp, ye, and nna (P?. Past), nn3% n?Q:5, nnsi^, s;?^,
etc.

II Except Inf8 . and 'Partic8
. s. ra. These always have the ( ) form in

Pause.

TT Some Bibles have to the 3d Root-letter, as in $Di^\ J K - v. 3,

Jer. xiii. 25.
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NOTE.

The Student will be better able to understand the concise

statements of the preceding page by reference to the

PARADIGM

on the following two pages.
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TABLE XVII.

Verbs K"2, i.e. whose 1
st Root-letter is K [See also next page],

These are generally as in Tab. XVI (1), with the following exceptions:

(1) The INF. Construct Kal often has under the 1 st Root-letter, as in

(2) The FUTURE Kal, of some of them,

(a.) has the K Quiescent after _L_ given to the prefixes \
T\

*
; thus,

(/3.) In the case of the 1 s. Fut. K. t the 5? of the Root is dropped (after

the prefix K bearing j_); thus, ^3'K
instead of i>3NK.

N.B. The ^ of the Root is also dropped (rarely) in other forms,

thus, Pjgjl
for

PJDNJ] [(5)] 2 S. vi. 1, PJph
for t|DKfi [(y)]

Ps. civ. 29, etc.

(y.) We have in TflK' 3 s. m., TnKfl 3 s. /., J
Tfl'K

1 s. So in Pause,

:
bjDK\

: (?*3K'n, :': i>?'K J

ip*o,
and :

nJ>p.'K
&

nVjfcfc (fr. nfe'K i s.

& rtaafc 1 pi.) with n, and t -liOK 3 pi. m., etc/'

(5.) The in such forms as
"1BKJ5,

is for the of (y.); for,

N.B. the Long-Vowel is shortened when the Accent is removed

from the of "ION* etc.

(.) Many Verbs whose 1 st Root-letter is K are conjugated according to

Tab. XIV., rather than as above, except that the K of the Root takes

and the prefixes }
H * X take generally. This is so in Verbs

< Fut Cl)
1

as well as in Verbs Fat. (-)/ [p. 85 (J, )] ; thus,

etc.
;
t nngn ;nngj (u.) /

: ^bj ^bgn ^bg; (i.)

N.B. The Fut. forms in (j3, N.B.) and (t, i.) are of the same Verb.

So those of jriN in (y.) and TnN* 3 s. m., Tn^Fl 3s./.; also of

Di-IK we find nn'K 1 s., and tinx"(for 3JJg$)
l's. in Pause.

(3) In the IMPER. IT. (i.) the N generally has in 2 s. m., as in *lbS, 3HN,
etc. ; but, (ii.) in the 2 s. /., and 2 pi. w., the Slight '-vowel is, gene-

rally, as in Tab. XIV.; thus, niD, ni?N, etc. But before n or

n, as in WP|Kf -1T.nK.ll (iii.) The 2 V. m. Im'per. #. with the n of 141 (y)

generally takes (ti)
as in n?D5< eat thou (m.) G. xxvii. 19; but also

, as in napxW xi. 16.

Also with N., as in p, K. So in "1DK (T, ), and IDXH ; but also

, and l'DK3.

t Also
(i.) 1D^ (as well as ^IDsS). (ii.) The common word ")b*6 is Inf. Kal

of "1DK with ^ prefixed (for ibK^). This word is rendered "saying" in the E.V.;

thus, G. xxiii. 8, And he communed with them ("lbK7) saying; etc."

I This 1 s. Fut. K. is the same in form as b?.*K. the s. m. Partic. K., and the

context alone can decide between them.

Once ^QDK Jer. x. 17, with a Real short-vowel followed by Quiescent.

II nnK 2 s'. /. (Ruth iii. 15. Other Bibles have
lPjK,)
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(TABLE XYII). PARAIDIGM. VERBS tf'fi [pp. 128-130**.]

III. Pi-EL,

IV. PU-XL,

VII. HlTHPA-EL,
are the same as

in Tab. XIV.

V. HIPH-JL,

VI. HOPH-AL,
are as in

Tab. XVI (1). ||

II. NlPH-AL.

DJTOKJ

These forms and the

Imper. & Fut. N<$>.

are as in

Tab. XVI (1).

I. KAL.

/j^ INPIN* ADS*

vkteL4%A 'L 'fcfc '% %^tV% \7Vv7^ 7 f ' T 7T^
)
Infin - Constr.

(Also teg,
(

?b5?2,...See also
j
& w. D S 3 3

p. xxin, Notes (*) & (t).)

(P-

(p.xxm,Note(),

(etc.

fawn
(V)

(C)

(?r.
i. 22 wn

(p-*V )

PAST.
3s. m.

2 s. m.

3 pi.

2 pi. w.

Ipl.

PARTIC.

IMPER.
2s. m.

2s./.

2 pi. w.

FUTURE.
3 s. m.

2 s. m..

to 2 pi.

w^n 2 pi. /.

pi.

,-nj3$, nnn, comp. 137 (4,iii) [p. so], t p.(~g). t p.(-T-8> * P-(-$).
For some contracted forms see 191, & p. 130**. For some irregular, or *

borrowed,' forms

see 6 190 (0, ii), and p. 130**. H In some copies. Others give S
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TABLE XIX.
Variations in the case of Verbs J"B [Sect. XVI.].

(VI.) HOPH.

.i#|n

(V.) HIPH. (II.)NlPH.

*$

n#|)

(I.) KAL.

fc*hl INF. ABS.

v CVT * T r v iv i Const., & with

W. Pron. AS3
.

PAST.

3 s. m.

3s./.

2 s. m.

2s./.

1 s.

3 pi.

2 pi. m.

2 pi./,

ipl.

(As in Tab. XIV.) PARTICIPLES.

IMPERATIVE.

3
2s.m.

JJ
2 s. /.

i 2 pi. m.

to-
FUTURE.

3 s. m.

3s./.

T| 2 s. m.

2s./.

3 pi. m.

3m 3 pi. /.

2 pi. /.

Ipl.

For Verbs of this class with y for 3rd Root-letter, and for some forms ending in

and for the Verbs np^ and )ru, see < Notes on Tab. XIX,' [next page].

3 in p.[ IGo (I. /3 & II. ii]. T w. H, H^ (p. JH^).
j bin P.[ ice (ii, n. j w. n, rfc,. (p. :n^)"

"

. j w. n, n^
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XXVI
NOTES ON TABLE XIX.

(a.) Verbs 3"B, and with JJ for 3rd

Rt.-letter, take instead of

tn the Inf. Constr. K. ; thus (fr. W3)

nya in nya?, njjaV. [But also
" '

1

See also'Tab. XVI (3).

(/?.) The 2 s. m. Imper. flf

fc[3n
with the n of 141 (y, 5) is

n&\an (or nmn, pt- 1., 12). For

the 1 s. and 1 pi. Fut. K.t etc., w.

the PI of 144, see 211.

(y.) (i.) The Verb Pip*? to take

drops its ^>, as the 3 of 03 is dropped

in Tab. XIX. [See col. A.], (ii.)
This

is not so in other Verbs beginning

with ^>. (iii.) The Dagesh Forte

placed in the p after a vowel, to

stand for the omitted 1 st Rt.-letter,

is dropped (see column A) when the

p has -7. (iv.) But the Dagesh

Forte reappears in the p when the

word is in Pause. (v.) This Verb

In Niph. and Pu. is like Tab. XIV.,

[except that in nnp
1

? Gen. ii. 23

(3 s. /. Past PS.) the p is without

Dagesh Forte, and has instead of

and
njpfl,

the 3 s. m. and 3 s. /.

Fut., are"as in Tab. XIX.

(5.) (i.) Col. B exhibits the Kal

of
}J"I3

to give, (ii.) This Verb has

Niph. as in Tab. XIX., also

pn3i1 Inf. (Abs.) |n|PI^ (w. S),

[Past 2 pi. m. DPinJ, 1 pi. toFlJ, cp.

Il83&216]Hopi. Fut. 3 s. m.
JF^.

l Also r\\> twice, (probably).

2 Also
njjp

three times. 3 Also

*npS once. 4
|h? once, and "JH3

once. DPI even before (') ; [}nn>
1 K. xvii. 14, is Kthiv for Tin Krf]; but

6
r\rp when the Accent is removed

from last syllable, as in Gen. xv. 7,

Ex. v. 21.
Ifin

1

? (with f added)

1 K. vi. 19. Cjinn 2 S. xxii. 41.

1
njjjl

Ps. viii. 2 (by many supposed

to be Inf.) must be Imper., there

as elsewhere. 8
"{3J13 once.

(B.) KAL.

I- T y T I-

ana
i : T

MWJ

(A.) KAL.

/?/?

INF. ABS.

I Constr. and

i w. o i a j

PAST.

3 s. m.

(P.

nn

i Pi.

PARTICIPLE.

IMPERATIVE.

2pl. m.

2 Pi./.

FUTURE.

3 s. m.

ss./.

2 s. m.

(p- n|?;j Jir. 3 Pi.

P
(P . nn

[

rmp PIM i pi-
IT ft

1 * |V
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XXXV.

TABLE XXIV. INFINS. WITH PRON.-AFFS. (OBJECTIVE, ETC.).

(%* Each Infin. here has the pref. b of D^DS).

. PI-L. KAL.

Pronouns to cause to visit. io visit (Intens.)

Obj. etc.
*

him \

her

tJiee (m.)

thee(f.)

flj

me ""

them (m.) DTpSPlS

them (/.)

you (m.)

(/)

T| : T :

DrnpsS

NOTE : (a) Instead of the (o) of the 1st (and sometimes the 2d
)
Rt-letter in

the Kal, there may be (i)
-=- as in such forms as 'HJJ.D? rliyob

DJIVD^ (Dgn^) ; (ii) as in HMPI^ ; (iii) -r- as in bp^.
()3)

The few forms from other Voices will he understood from those above.

(7) So for forms from some other Verbs. But we may add those in (5) :

etc.(5) (1) ^ to forsake, (him} U (ther in.}

(2) Dfcr to possess, (him}

(3) nnp.
1

? to take, (him]

(4) D4liN< (Atw)

etc.

etc.

etc.

etc.

(5) 3th to go round, (him) 13pV, etc.

(6) rfoj ^c *wy, (Aim) inb^, etc.

ctc -

pn etc.].

,
etc.].
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XXXVII.

(TABLE XXVI) PARTICIPLES WITH PRON.-AFFIXES.

The Student may make complete Tables by replacing

(i) h_ in *

App
x
(0) to Tab. XIV '

by the forms in column
(i) below,

(ii) nn_ in <App* (B) to Tab. XIV by the forms in column (ii) below,

(iii) D'T_ in App* (B) to Tab. XIV '

by the forms in column (iii) below,

(iv) Hi in App* (B) to Tab. XIV by the forms in column
(iv) below :

PARTIC. PLU. PARTIC. SING.

>.) (/.) (iii.) (m.) (ii.) (/.). (i.) (,.)

vn- vn- frn- 0*1-) n-

jrr;- rnr wn- (i"-) rn-

n- (
!V) n- (V) MT- t('J?-) *n-

v- v- : v :
- v l v

nri- DD*"!- D0"!^ (
te3~) i3!!"

n-

pH-Kv .. :

Note . (a) The Passive Participles in '

Appx (B) to Tab. XIV '

cannot strictly have

Objective Affixes. [For Decl. of forms in H see Tab. VI (i).]

(j8)
The Hebrew Participles, as Nouns, may be * in Constr.', and may have

Possessive Pron. Affixes. For instance,

(7) the Partic. (of 7^3 form) X^cne (m.} fearing, or a fearer, 'in Constr.' is

KT a fearer o/(and so D'KT. fearers (m.) is i.e. /^rr* of).

Of nN^^ ow^ (/.) fearing, or a fearer (/.), the Construct form would be

njJT. (and that of n'K'H* would be
Tl'T.). [See also 139 (S, iv.]

(S) The Partic. of ^3 form takes the Affs. thus, Sing. 1^2^ ^2, etc.,

Plu. (D^3) 1\^S, T^V?, etc - So we have
V\p?.

those (m.} fearing

him, or his fearers, ^yp?. those fearing thee (m.), or thy fearers.

* The 'Slight
1
-vowel of 2* Rt-letter here is (- or); thus, fljjnb (^1^

*!?{*).

t Also^_.
J ^_, J^_. ^y fr.

ngy, & JNI (once) fr.
ng-|,-in

which the lTjv is

dropped as, also, in ibty and
inb'y, ^'^y (p. xfWV), etc., fr. n'

I Also with -^ . Thus, fr.n& yP SJ*?? etc.



XXXVIII.

(TABLE XXVII) IMPERATIVES K. WITH PRON. -AFFIXES.

ny?p) *np3 ^P^
'(/)Pronouns visit ye (f.) visit ye (m.)

Obj., etc. v >

him

her

imps

nn^3

^n*53

w
jlAm (/.)

MS

*#* The forms given above are for Verbs < Put (^-)
f

[$ 141 (a, J), & 162 (b, $)].

Note :(a) In Verbs ' Put (-^-)/ the 2* Et-letter has -7- (lengthened from -=-); and so

()8)
with one of the letters yfJK (or H consonantal) as 3d or 2d Rt-letter, we

have -inn^? aworn^ <Aow (m.) him, n?n^ fov ^Aow (w.) her, rfctfjj

redeem thou (m.) 7i^r (or *'< /.), ^"IVD support Thou me] and so nilJOj?

proclaim thou (*.) Y (/.), ^ngni?
c y wpow fitw,

tytjflO^
Aear y

,
etc.

;
and so from flp (r. Pip?), *&$) take (or fetch) thou (m.) him,

H3nj3 te* thou (m.) ^ (/.), Dnj5 take (or fetch] them (m.) whence

"Drij? G. xlviii. 9.

(7) In Nu. xxiii. 13
1J5J3

curse thou (m.} him is an irregnlar form from 33p
with 'Epenthetic 3' (as it is called) between the Verb and the Affix.

(5) In other Voices, the only change is in the 'syllable of junction' ; thus,

the Pi. IgB gives -liTT^S, etc.,

the H$. njjpn gir tnjTppD,
etc.







xxxix.

PT.OI we will visit.

(TABLE XXVIII) FUTURE KAL WITH

cnrr-irrpsn nnpsn r,p&< T : <. * v|: : T : |v : t| : :

L (/) >

will visit.
they (f.) will visit. they (m.) will visit.

TO*

(m.)

you (m.)

#** The forms given above are for Verbs ' Fut
( )' [ 141 (a, J)].

Note : (a) In Verbs Fut
( )

'

tbe 2d Et-letter has (lengthened from
) ; thus,

from ^3<^ ^3^? ^ (
r '*

)
wt' c/o^Ae me, 0^3^* [see e (vii, 2)]

A0 sAa// j3M^ ow them (m.} [as clothes] ;
and so,

(/3)
with one of the letters yntf, or PI consonantal, for 3d or 2d Et-letter we

have ISrfe". & Wtjft he will send him, v\rh$\ he will send thee(m.),

^rbty] he will send me, *0
jntf.

11

. [c, vi] he will love me, etc.
;
and so, from

np (r. Hp
1

?) -inn^ he willt'ake him, nn^ he will take her, etc.

(7) The 3 of 145 stands sometimes between the Verb and a Pron.-Affix
;

thus -innnyi Jer. v. 22 they (m.) shall pass over it (m.) from
|-1*]^\

tynj^
Pr. v. 22 they (m.) tw# to^ him from

-11?^, *^g")i?! (etc.)

Pr. i. 28 they (m.) shall call-upon me from W]jp (etc.). So also in the

Pi-el ^irnK* Is. Ix. 7 <Acy (m.) shall

"

minister-unto thee (/.).

[q- forTj-p: as in Pt. [, 55 (9, *)].



PEON.-AFFIXES (OBJECTIVE, ETC.) XL>

npSK njaan -^ ij?sn -,,bs>
I will visit, thou (f.) wilt visit, thou (m.} wilt visit. she will visit. hewillvMt.

imp^"tflJW 1

HI^ H^
r| : :

'

nnp^K n^panT
v.-J : : v T v| : :

' rnpar
^^te^wt

mpanT
urj : :

i*=npflpi

mM*
nnp^

I
n^i

I ^M?

rrpan ^np^

dnpan Dip^
.-} : : vl : :

QDnpM Wlp3^

unpsn Jin^

(8) We find the 3 (called
<

Epenthetic 3 '),
between Verb and Affix, also in other

Persons
; thus, -inj")^ Jer. v. 22 he (or it m.} will pass-over it (m.) from

"Qy^.'^ijriN
Jer. xxii. 24 I will pluck thee (m.) from pHJ [the Dag. L. in T

is in accordance with Pt. I, 47 (2) & 55 (7)].

(e) Besides the Affix-forms given above, there are some others. Thus
(i) il-jr instead

of PI her, as in rH^nEl Ex. ii. 3 and she daubed it (/.). (ii) The

r| thee (m.) is in Pause
J?J (also ;]_ ) ;

and (iv) the Affix
^\ ,

with H

after it, has the form HD . (v) The 2 s. /. "JJ
has * sometimes after it,

thus >D__ . (vi) Instead of J_. w, we have sometimes ^_. (p. J^_ ).

(vii) Instead of D-^- them (m.), we have (i) sometimes ID and (2) some-

times E-jr, and so (viii) J-jr (rarely }jp) for f-p Om (/.). Rarely (ix) 1>r

for W w. (x) ^| w<f, has Dagesh for the 3 of (S).

() For the Slight'-vcwel in some forms see Obs. XLIII (p. 210).
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NOTE.

The forms of the Future K. of
Plfcty w. Pron. Affs. (Obj. etc.)

which actually occur are

^flB^jr he will make him (or it m.)t

3&W \

e W^ ma^e ^er Cor itf-)>

b>JT he will make them (m.\

(w.) sA# make it (m.\

(m.) shalt make it (/.),

7/ make thee (m.\

(m.) irtY/ ^o (/.),

(m.) w?7/ ^a/ce me,

we will do it (f.).

Many of the words given in Tab. XXX are, therefore, merely

Paradigm-forms. The proper form to begin with would, in

accordance with Tab. XXVIII, have been the ^ form

As this word does not occur, we preferred to begin with

Then, for the sake of the uniformity which is necessary in a

Paradigm, the corresponding forms had to be given first in

other places.
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